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Abstract 
A key theme in organised crime research is the concept of criminal organisation. One 
approach to targeting organised crime groups (OCGs) and their activities is to 
develop a greater understanding of their operational structure and behaviour. 
Therefore, the development of typologies has emerged as a method of classifying 
OCG structures. This study examined the operational structure of Southeast Asian 
drug trafficking groups operating on the eastern seaboard of Australia by testing the 
validity and application of organised crime and drug trafficking typologies using data 
obtained from drug trafficking cases in three Australian states: New South Wales, 
Queensland and Victoria.  
 
The outcomes of the study indicated that the usefulness of typologies is limited when 
classifying and analysing OCGs and specifically, drug trafficking groups. The 
majority of the structure-based typologies did not support the group structures that 
were identified in the data and the task-based typologies provided very limited 
insight into the operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. 
Based on these findings, the study recommended that replicating previous research is 
an effective approach that will contribute towards building a cohesive and 
comprehensive body of knowledge on organised crime structures.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Organised crime is a multi-billion dollar industry and the activities of 
organised crime groups (OCGs) pose a significant global threat to national, economic 
and social security. The pervasive nature of organised crime activity continues to 
challenge and undermine traditional methods of policing that have attempted to 
control its spread and influence. Therefore, the pursuit of innovative and effective 
methods to combat organised crime activity is ongoing. A key approach to targeting 
OCGs is to develop a better understanding of its operation, structure and behaviour. 
In-depth analyses on the modus operandi of OCGs, the logistics involved in their 
activities and the relations between offenders are rarely conducted in the field of 
organised crime research (von Lampe 2012, 185). This thesis provides the first 
Australian study that examines the operational structure of Southeast Asian offenders 
engaged in a core organised crime activity – drug trafficking. The main objective of 
this thesis is to contribute towards building a cumulative body of knowledge on the 
structure of OCGs by developing and testing various theoretical propositions.   
 
1.1 BACKGROUND & CONTEXT  
The corrosive impact of organised crime activity on the livelihood of 
communities has long been recognised by law enforcement, government and 
academic bodies. In an increasingly globalised world, the capacity for OCGs to 
expand their activities, operate across borders and capitalise on opportunities in a 
range of illicit markets is unprecedented (Ganapathy and Broadhurst 2008, 1). The 
pursuit and accumulation of profit is the primary motivator for OCGs. Therefore, 
2 
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OCGs participate in various illicit markets that are traditionally controlled by “supply 
and demand” factors. OCGs are routinely involved in several types of offending 
namely, trafficking in illicit drugs, humans, firearms or environmental resources, the 
production of counterfeit goods and various types of financial fraud (ACC 2011, 2). 
Furthermore, OCGs are prepared to engage in “enabler crimes” which facilitate 
organised crime activity such as identity theft, money laundering and the use of 
violence and extortion (ACC 2011, 43). The sheer breadth of illicit activities that 
involve OCGs only serves to reinforce the pervasiveness of organised crime in the 
public and private spheres.  
 
Advances in technology have facilitated the expansion of organised crime 
activity into other criminal realms (e.g. cybercrime) and also offered new methods of 
committing “old” crimes (Home Office 2009, 7). OCGs exhibit a high degree of 
resilience and flexibility and are constantly adopting new methods of operation to 
ensure their success and survival (Williams and Godson 2002, 311). Furthermore, 
OCGs have access to extensive resources to support their activities in both logistical 
and financial aspects. Given these attributes, the challenges in policing and 
monitoring organised crime activity is self-evident. The question of how to target and 
control OCGs is consistently at the forefront of policing and investigative efforts. 
One of the key approaches to targeting OCGs is through the creation of legislative 
instruments. The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
(2000) is the principal instrument which allows for the universal criminalisation of 
organised crime activity (Schloenhardt 2009b, 16). The Convention provided a 
framework for its signatories to introduce offences that targeted the structure and 
members of a “criminal organisation”, rather than its individual offenders 
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(Schloenhardt 2009b, 16). However, these laws have been largely ineffective in 
dismantling OCGs (Schloenhardt 2009b, 16). A detailed analysis of the legislative 
approach to targeting OCGs is beyond the scope of this thesis. The purpose of 
acknowledging the legislative approach is to demonstrate the need for a detailed 
understanding of organised crime structures itself.  
 
In the last four decades, the study of organised crime has centred on 
discussions around criminal organisation but little progress has been made towards 
understanding how or why criminals choose to collaborate or associate with other 
criminals (von Lampe 2009, 93). Therefore, studies that examine the modus operandi 
of OCGs and the nature of their group structures are considered “the exception rather 
than the rule” (von Lampe 2012, 185). Some key studies that have produced findings 
on the operational structure of OCGs focus specifically on the illicit drug trade such 
as Decker and Chapman (2008), Morselli and Petit (2007), Desroches (2005), Zaitch 
(2002) and Natarajan and Belanger (1998). In previous years, drug trafficking has 
received extensive attention from organised crime scholars (von Lampe 2012, 180). 
A plausible explanation is that illicit drug trafficking is considered one of the 
“classic” organised crime activities. The profit margin makes it a highly attractive 
venture and hence, the involvement of OCGs in the illicit drug market is unlikely to 
cease. Therefore, the involvement and operation of OCGs in drug trafficking will 
continue to be the subject of intense academic research.  
 
One theoretical approach to understanding the operational structure of OCGs is 
through the use of typologies. Typologies separate similar cases, objects, events or 
activities into mutually exclusive and ideally, exhaustive categories based on key 
4 
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features that differentiate them (Bailey 2007, 149). Therefore, a typology is a 
“conceptual device useful for outlining distinct patterns within complex interactions” 
(Desroches 2007, 829). This thesis aims to address the effectiveness of using 
typologies as an analytical framework to understanding the operational structure of 
Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia. Organised crime scholars have 
developed a range of typologies that attempt to explain the structural nature of 
organised crime activity. These typologies may be grouped into three categories: 
models that focus on the organisational structure and operation of an OCG, models 
that focus on the activities of OCGs and models that focus on the social, cultural and 
historical conditions that facilitate organised crime activity. This thesis focuses 
exclusively on typologies that examine the structure and operation of an OCG and in 
particular, Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups.  
 
The traditional conception of organised crime is embodied in Cressey’s (1969) 
bureaucratic model, which describes a hierarchical organisation operating under a 
clear division of labour. The relevance of the bureaucratic model to modern, 
transnational organised crime is questionable, given that numerous studies have 
documented the changing operational structure of OCGs from hierarchies to loose 
networks (Morselli 2009, 55; Holmes 2009, 272; von Lampe 2005, 9; Bruinsma and 
Bernasco 2004, 79). Indeed, the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) (2004, 6) 
states that organised crime in Australia is now characterised by loosely structured 
groups involved in a number of illicit enterprises. However, whether hierarchies are 
still relevant and in existence amongst modern OCGs and specifically drug 
trafficking groups, is uncertain based on previous research.  
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In the organised crime literature, typologies that focus on the organisational 
structure and operation of an OCG generally discuss OCGs as operating under 
hierarchies, networks or a hybrid of the two forms. The United Nations Office on 
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) produced the most comprehensive organised crime 
typology, which emerged from a study of 40 criminal groups operating in 16 
countries (UNODC 2002, 3). The UN typology consists of five models, 
incorporating both hierarchical and network structures. However, the vast majority of 
research analysing OCGs and their structures have been conducted without any 
reference to the UN typology. Thus, the extent to which the UN typology is valid or 
accepted by organised crime scholars remains largely unknown. A number of studies 
have produced organised crime typologies independent from the UN typology 
namely, the bureaucratic model (Cressey 1969), patrimonial or patron-client models 
(Abadinsky 2007, 7), models focused on Chinese OCGs (Xia 2008, 12) and 
typologies based on different types of criminal networks (von Lampe 2004, 245; 
Williams 2001, 69).  
 
 The UN typology incorporates the majority of organised crime typologies 
produced from independent studies. In particular, the bureaucratic model and other 
hierarchy-based models are adequately covered by the UN standard hierarchy model. 
The most significant variation from the UN typology are those typologies that focus 
solely on various forms of criminal networks, such as von Lampe’s (2004, 245) 
networks models based on social embeddedness and Williams’ (2001, 69) four types 
of criminal networks. Furthermore, organised crime researchers have increasingly 
recognised the utility of Social Network Analysis (SNA) as a critical tool to 
understanding the structure of OCGs (Morselli 2009, 4; Bright, Hughes and 
6 
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Chalmers 2012, 151). Scholars have argued that transnational organised crime in the 
modern world is better facilitated through network forms of operation and that the 
structure of OCGs is essentially, a series of overlapping and interrelated social 
relationships (Heber 2009, 2; Kleemans and de Poot 2008, 75; Bruinsma and 
Bernasco 2004, 81; McIllwain 1999, 304; Block 1994, 10). Evidently, theoretical 
perspectives on organised crime structures are both diverse and complex, with 
limited direction towards building a common body of knowledge.    
 
Scholars in organised crime research tend to focus on one specific type of 
organised crime activity to illustrate theories about operational structure. A large 
proportion of these studies have examined the operational structure of drug 
trafficking groups. Traditionally, studies into drug trafficking have centred on retail 
or street level dealing with only a small number of studies focusing on upper level 
drug distribution (Desroches 2005, 3; Browne, Mason and Murphy 2003, 328; 
Natarajan and Belanger 1998, 1005; Tunnell 1993, 377). This thesis examines a 
broad spectrum of drug offences, from retail supply to large-scale importation, and 
documents any variations in operational structure based on offence type. A body of 
international empirical research suggests that the operation of drug trafficking groups 
is characterised by loose, informal, adaptable networks based on social relations or in 
some cases, ethnic and cultural ties (Chin and Zhang 2008, 186; Decker and 
Chapman 2008, 146; Natarajan 2006, 172; Gruppo Abele 2004, 34; Mackenzie 2002, 
3; Adler 1983, 81). The extent to which ethnicity is significant for determining group 
membership or the nature of relationships with other drug trafficking groups is a 
point of contention in the literature. As this thesis focuses on a specific ethnic group 
involved in drug trafficking, it also attempts to address the issue of whether mono-
 7 
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ethnic or multi-ethnic groups are more predominant in the operation of drug 
trafficking.    
  
Typologies produced from drug trafficking studies can be classified into two 
groups: typologies based on organisational structure and typologies based on tasks 
and roles. Typologies based on structure are not exclusively focused on hierarchical 
and network structures but identify characteristics that are unique to drug trafficking 
operations. Some of these typologies include types of trafficking “firms” (Dorn, 
Murji and South 1992, xiii), freelance and business models (Johnson, Hamid and 
Sanabria 1992, 20), types of street level distributors (Curtis 1996, 1), wheel and 
chain networks (Kenney 2007b, 29) and a typology of South Asian drug distributors 
(Ruggiero and Khan 2007, 163). Typologies based on tasks and roles distinguish 
between participants that have physical contact with the drugs and those that avoid 
contact. These typologies examine the role of individual participants and the tasks 
they fulfil in a drug trafficking venture, with some typologies focusing on a specific 
level of the drug market e.g. importation. Similar issues are evident in the 
development and application of drug trafficking and organised crime typologies. 
These issues include generalisability, validity and overall comprehensiveness. 
     
The state of organised crime research is fragmented and lacking the continuity 
that is essential in building a cohesive and cumulative body of knowledge (von 
Lampe 2012, 187). The vast majority of typologies produced from organised crime 
and drug trafficking studies have not been tested in further empirical studies. 
Therefore, the ability of typologies to provide insightful knowledge about the 
structure of various crime groups is largely unknown. In Australia, empirical 
8 
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research into the structure of OCGs and specifically, drug trafficking groups is 
severely limited. The majority of Australian drug trafficking studies have been 
conducted from other disciplinary perspectives, such as a health or rehabilitative 
framework or market perspectives which focus on price and purity (McKetin, 
McLaren and Kelly 2005, xiii; Gibson et al. 2003, vi; Beyer and Reid 2000, 1). 
Furthermore, whilst numerous government reports and studies (Ritter, Bright and 
Gong 2012; ACC 2011; ACC 2010; ACC 2009a; AIC 2004) suggest that Southeast 
Asian crime groups and individuals are involved in illicit drug use and dealing in 
Australia, none of these studies have attempted to document the operational structure 
of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups.  
 
1.2 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis is to assess the usefulness of typologies as an 
analytical framework for examining the operational structure of Southeast Asian 
drug trafficking groups in Australia. Organised crime and drug trafficking typologies 
have developed largely in isolation from each other, with no coordinated effort to test 
the utility of typologies using a large, reliable data set. Therefore, the study aims to 
determine whether the application of typologies facilitates a broader understanding 
of the structure and operations of Southeast Asian drug traffickers. In doing so, this 
study endeavours to address several conflicting theoretical positions regarding the 
presence of hierarchies and/or networks in an OCG’s structure, the significance of 
ethnicity in organised crime activity, the assignment of specific roles in a drug 
trafficking operation and possible relationship between drug quantity and operational 
methods. In particular, the study aims to draw conclusions on the predominance of 
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mono-ethnic or multi-ethnic groups in drug trafficking activities. Thus, the primary 
research question is: 
How effective are typologies developed from studies on organised crime and 
drug trafficking in building a comprehensive understanding about the operational 
structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia? 
 
Based on the findings, the study aims to contribute towards building a 
cumulative body of knowledge on organised crime structures. The eclectic state of 
knowledge into organised crime structures suggests that existing research lacks a 
common direction, that is, to build a comprehensive theory on the operational 
structure of OCGs. A key outcome of this thesis is to produce a theoretical body of 
knowledge on the structure of drug trafficking groups. Drug trafficking is considered 
a primary form of organised crime activity and therefore, findings on the structure of 
Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups can inform approaches to understanding the 
nature of OCGs. The creation of a theoretical knowledge base will assist law 
enforcement agencies in tailoring their strategies to target, disrupt and weaken 
organised crime activity.       
 
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS 
1.3.1 Significance of the research  
This thesis is the first Australian study to utilise a broad range of typologies 
developed from organised crime and drug trafficking research, and apply them to an 
extensive dataset of criminal court cases. Typologies from organised crime and drug 
10 
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trafficking studies have developed largely in isolation from each other and these 
studies have adopted a variety of theoretical frameworks and methodologies. 
Furthermore, the majority of these studies have produced a typology and applied it 
against data focusing on one group operating within a specific social setting. For 
example, Natarajan and Belanger (1998, 1005) applied one typology to a sample of 
39 drug trafficking organisations operating in New York City. Such an approach 
creates a highly fragmented field of research with findings that appear largely 
disparate. Therefore, previous studies into the structure of OCGs and drug trafficking 
groups have not been directed towards building a well-integrated understanding of 
OCGs and their operational structure.  
 
The generalisability of typologies is highly questionable given that hardly any 
studies have utilised existing typologies to analyse a different dataset. One exception 
is Natarajan and Belanger’s (1998, 1005) study of 39 drug trafficking organisations 
prosecuted in New York City. The authors applied two typologies – a “task-oriented” 
typology developed by Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria (1992, 60) and from Curtis 
(1996, 262-268), a typology based purely on the organisational structure of drug 
dealers. This is one of the few studies that have applied existing typologies to a 
dataset and produced findings based on that process. The current research aims to 
address this empirical “gap” by conducting the first coordinated study that examines 
the effectiveness of using typologies to analyse the operational structure of OCGs, in 
particular, Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. The bulk of research into 
organised crime structures is from American and European institutions. However, 
these studies are limited in their generalisability given that scholars had a tendency to 
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create new typologies from a specific dataset rather than test the utility of existing 
typologies.  
 
In Australia, there is a paucity of empirical research that examines the 
operational structure of OCGs. Numerous government and crime commission reports 
state that OCGs operate in a range of loose, fluid networks that are highly adaptable 
to their environment (ACC 2011, 2; AIC 2004, 6). Indeed, a body of international 
research suggests that the OCGs are operating in network structures but in Australia, 
these assertions are rarely supported by empirical evidence. Recently, a study used 
social network analysis to examine the structure of a criminal group involved in the 
manufacture and distribution of methamphetamine (Bright, Hughes and Chalmers 
2012, 151). The study utilised Australian court data, namely judges’ sentencing 
remarks (Bright, Hughes and Chalmers 2012, 151). Other studies have focused on 
the impact of changes in drug markets to the operational methods of drug dealing 
groups (Degenhardt et al. 2005a, 17). Evidently, empirical research into the structure 
and operation of Australian OCGs has received limited attention. Therefore, the 
current study will use Australian data on Southeast Asian drug offenders to evaluate 
the utility of typologies.        
 
Previous studies into OCGs and their activities have generally adopted a multi-
method approach or alternatively, triangulation of methods (Kostakos and 
Antonopolous 2010, 37; Arsovska 2008, 43; Dorn, Levi and King 2005, iv; Hafley 
and Tewksbury 1995, 205). Research into OCGs and illicit markets are areas which 
are typically less accessible to researchers and therefore, triangulation is considered 
necessary to increase the validity and reliability of the research findings. The vast 
12 
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majority of research into organised crime and drug trafficking is qualitative and 
includes methods such as interviews, observation or document analysis. The current 
study adopts a qualitative, multiple case study approach, using data obtained from 
159 criminal court cases involving drug trafficking, importation, supply or 
cultivation offences in three jurisdictions – Queensland, New South Wales and 
Victoria. Court data or “conviction” data has been used in previous studies on 
organised crime and drug trafficking (Bright, Hughes and Chalmers 2012, 151; 
Morselli and Petit 2007, 113; von Lampe 2003, 47; Natarajan and Belanger 1998, 
1005). Although a clear limitation of court data is the focus on “captured” offenders, 
the process of obtaining a conviction by triangulating multiple methods (e.g. 
interviews, surveillance, statements) effectively increases the veracity of court data. 
 
This research is based on the premise that court records will provide evidence 
of an offender’s modus operandi, relationships, methods, circumstances of offending 
and role in a drug trafficking operation; information essential to form an 
understanding of operational structures. To analyse the data, the study adopts a three 
stage process involving, 1) grounded theory analysis; 2) content analysis and 3) 
synthesis of stages 1 and 2. The purpose of grounded theory analysis is to examine 
the data in the absence of any pre-conceived theoretical frameworks that may distort 
the data. Thus, this process is intended to identify themes and concepts that are 
inherently unique to the data. The content analysis phase involves applying the 
salient characteristics of the typologies to the data. This stage is vital to the overall 
assessment of whether typologies are effective frameworks for analysing the 
operational structure of drug trafficking groups. The final stage of analysis involved 
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a synthesis of the previous two stages and in particular, identifying whether both 
stages produced similar or conflicting findings.   
 
1.3.2 Scope  
The current study focuses exclusively on the operational structure of Southeast 
Asian drug trafficking groups in three Australian jurisdictions namely, Queensland, 
New South Wales and Victoria. The object of analysis is Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups because these groups have previously been identified by law 
enforcement and scholars as key participants in the illicit drug trade. Various other 
ethnic and crime groups such as the Lebanese, Middle Eastern or outlaw motorcycle 
gangs have also been identified as key players in the Australian illicit drug trade. 
However, it would be very difficult to identify the presence of these groups based 
purely on the surnames of the defendants in the case name. Given the data collection 
method, knowledge of Lebanese or Middle Eastern names is required to identify 
participants from those ethnic backgrounds. Drug offenders are commonly targeted 
in police investigations and therefore, it was expected that a high volume of case law 
would involve convictions for drug offences. Therefore, searching for cases on the 
basis of Southeast Asian names was an efficient method of identifying cases. The 
data collection process is further elaborated in Chapter 3 – Methodology.   
 
The study is limited to three jurisdictions because previous research suggests 
that New South Wales is the “hub” of drug distribution in Australia and groups in 
this region service the Victorian and Queensland drug markets (Degenhardt et al 
2005a, 4). Due to the nature of the data being transcribed, the research could only be 
conducted in jurisdictions that would permit ease of access to the data. Furthermore, 
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it is unlikely that substantially new or significant information could be obtained from 
collecting data in other Australian jurisdictions.  
 
Finally, this thesis does not intend to discuss the general purpose of typologies 
but is focused on presenting arguments about the merit and usefulness of typologies 
in organised crime research. Therefore, the thesis does not cover any theoretical 
positions about the overall merit of using typologies as a classification method in 
other disciplines. In terms of the organised crime typologies, this thesis will only 
examine the usefulness of typologies that focus exclusively on the organisational 
structure of a group. The scope of this thesis does not permit discussion of additional 
typologies, such as those focused on economic or enterprise activities or the effect of 
social, cultural and historical factors on an OCG’s operation. Economic models focus 
on a group’s profit-oriented activities and their “economic” motivations rather than 
the manner in which they are structured and choose to operate (Albanese 2004, 105). 
Models that emphasise the social and cultural context in which OCGs operate are 
also excluded because these models focus on the conditions that facilitate organised 
crime activity or contribute to the expansion of organised crime activity (Williams 
and Godson 2002, 315). Therefore, this thesis focuses exclusively on typologies 
based on the structural and operational characteristics of OCGs.    
 
1.3.3 Definitions  
In organised crime research, definitions of key concepts and terms are routinely 
debated amongst scholars. The complex and diverse nature of OCGs means that there 
are inevitably, numerous definitions of “organised crime”. The current study adopts 
the definition of an “organised crime group” under Article 2 of the United Nations 
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Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (2000) (“the Convention”). An 
“organized crime group” is described as:  
...a structured group of three or more persons existing for a period of time and 
acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences 
established in accordance with this Convention in order to obtain, directly or 
indirectly, a financial or other material benefit.  
This definition incorporates both structural elements and the objectives that 
OCGs aim to achieve through their activities. As the study is focused on drug 
trafficking, a definition of “trafficking” is obtained from Article 3 of the United 
Nations Convention against the Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 
Substances (1988) which describe various activities that constitute the act of 
“trafficking”, namely: 
The production, manufacture, extraction, preparation, offering, offering for 
sale, distribution, sale, delivery on any terms whatsoever, brokerage, dispatch, 
dispatch in transit, transport, importation or exportation of any narcotic drug or any 
psychotropic drug... 
These activities are inclusive of the offences contained in the data. 
 
Terms also require definition to identify the scope of the study. This thesis 
focuses on offenders from a specific ethnic group – Southeast Asian crime groups 
and individuals. Therefore, it is necessary to define “ethnicity” and “Southeast 
Asian”. Ethnicity is a complex phenomenon and hence, definitions of ethnicity have 
emerged from various disciplinary fields. For the purpose of this thesis, an ethnic 
group is defined as a group of people who share the same culture and traditions based 
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on common ancestry, language, nationality, religion or place of origin (Jenkins 2008, 
172; Isajiw 1992, 6; Cheung 1991, 589). This thesis focuses on secondary ethnic 
groups i.e. an individual’s culture of origin may be different from the society in 
which they currently reside (Isajiw 1992, 10). For example, secondary ethnic groups 
would refer to the presence of Chinese and Vietnamese diasporas in Australia. For 
the data, “Southeast Asian” is defined as the Southeastern mainland Asia and the 
islands and archipelagos to the East and Southeast. Although China is not considered 
a part of Southeast Asia, Chinese offenders are included in the data due to the 
existence of Chinese diaspora in various parts of the world, including Southeast Asia.  
 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE  
Chapter Two reviews the literature on organised crime and drug trafficking, 
with a particular focus on the current state of research into Southeast Asian organised 
crime and drug trafficking activities in Australia. The literature review examines the 
four sub-markets that comprise the illicit drug trade and the typologies produced 
from studies on organised crime and drug trafficking. This chapter highlights issues 
with the development of typologies such as validity and generalisability. The chapter 
concludes by addressing the “gap” in the literature through the primary and 
secondary research questions. 
Chapter Three outlines the research design and methodology. This chapter 
discusses the qualitative, multiple case study approach adopted in the study, 
including a review of previous methodological approaches used to study organised 
crime and drug trafficking. The chapter describes the process of data collection, 
sampling frameworks and three stages of data analysis. The chapter concludes with a 
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discussion of the study’s limitations and the criteria used to assess the rigour of 
qualitative studies.  
Chapter Four presents the results of the study. The first section provides 
descriptive statistics per jurisdiction and offence type. This chapter expands on the 
details that were identified in the individual case descriptions e.g. offender/s, age, 
role, drug quantity, methods. These characteristics are also represented in a series of 
graphs. The final section of the chapter includes a crime script analysis of 
importation cases. 
Chapter Five interprets the findings using the three-stage analytical process. 
This chapter positions the findings in the context of theory and reaches a conclusion 
on the usefulness of typologies. A key outcome of the discussion is an overall 
assessment of the operational nature of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in 
Australia. 
Chapter Six discusses the major conclusions of the study, including 
implications for theory, limitations and avenues for future research. This chapter will 
highlight the significance of the current study in the broader framework of organised 
crime and drug trafficking theories.     
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2.1 INTRODUCTION  
Globalisation, cross-border movement of people and goods and emerging 
international licit and illicit markets has created a “fertile” operating environment for 
OCGs (ACC 2011, 2). The activities of OCGs are commonly linked to transnational 
crimes such as trafficking in humans, arms and illicit drugs, cybercrime, fraud and 
identity crime. Thus, OCGs operate within various illegal markets and traditionally, 
such markets are controlled through violence, corruption of officials and criminals 
working under complex organisational structures (Reuter 1983, 2). OCGs pose an 
ongoing threat to social and economic security and the harms associated with the 
illicit drug trade, fraud and cyber crime have a real and serious impact on the wider 
community (ACC 2011, 2). The pervasive nature of organised crime activity means 
that the demand for knowledge and intelligence on OCGs continues to be a priority 
for law enforcement agencies. A greater understanding of the operation and structure 
of OCGs can improve the ability of law enforcement agencies to target organised 
crime activity. Organised crime models provide a framework for understanding the 
structure of OCGs and the relationships which characterise the operation of a 
particular group.  
 
The Australian Crime Commission (ACC) (2011, 3) conservatively estimate 
that organised crime activity costs Australia approximately $10-$15 billion each 
year. The majority of organised crime activity in Australia is focused on the illicit 
drug trade, which is likely to be the most profitable source of income for OCGs 
(ACC 2011, 3). This study examines the nature of Southeast Asian drug trafficking 
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groups operating in Australia. The Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) (2004, 
6) states that organised crime in Australia is now characterised by loosely structured 
groups involved in a number of illicit enterprises. However, the AIC fails to provide 
empirical evidence to support this statement. Previous studies have demonstrated that 
social, cultural and geo-political factors may influence the operation of a crime group 
(Xia 2008; von Lampe 2004). Thus, the study will examine Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking individuals and groups, participating in a key organised crime market and 
operating within a specific environment. The literature review addresses the current 
state of international and illicit drug markets, particularly heroin, and the 
organisational structure of crime groups which operate within those illicit markets.  
 
The first section of the literature review provides a definition of organised 
crime and the various typologies produced from organised crime research. 
Discussions on structure-based theories of organised crime will also include a review 
of social network theory as an analytical framework for examining the operational 
form of OCGs. The next section discusses the nature of drug trafficking as a key 
organised crime activity.  Drug trafficking is comprised of three main levels in the 
distribution chain and four submarkets. The four submarkets include cannabis, 
cocaine, heroin and synthetic drugs. Each submarket is examined with reference to 
the individual characteristics of the drug type and both the international and national 
trends in drug production and trafficking. The focus on heroin production and 
trafficking in the Golden Triangle provides the necessary context to Southeast Asian 
groups dealing in heroin. As background to the issue, the heroin market in Australia 
and its links with Southeast Asian communities are also discussed. The literature 
review will then examine the development of drug trafficking models which grew 
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independently from the organised crime literature. Crime script analysis is used as a 
framework to describe the processes involved in heroin production, importation and 
distribution in Australia. The inclusion of crime script analysis in the study is 
intended to provide context on heroin production and also act as a point of reference 
and comparison when analysing the heroin importation and distribution processes 
found in the data. Finally, the literature review concludes with a discussion of the 
similarities and differences across the various organised crime and drug trafficking 
typologies. 
 
2.2 DEFINITION OF OCG 
Like most criminological terms, there are various definitions of organised 
crime. Issues associated with defining organised crime can also be attributed to the 
complexity and diversity of OCGs. Furthermore, these definitions emphasise 
different aspects of organised crime such as involvement in illicit activities, the 
presence of a hierarchical structure or the pursuit of profit and/or power. For 
example, if organised crime is equated with involvement in certain types of criminal 
activities, such as the provision of illicit goods and services, then the definition will 
aim to describe the characteristics and dynamics of illegal markets (von Lampe 2004, 
230). However, if criminal organisation and structures are considered the vital 
element, then the definition will incorporate factors such as numbers, size and 
composition of the OCG (von Lampe 2004, 230).  
 
Maltz (1976, 342) proposed one of the early definitions of organised crime as 
“a crime committed by two or more offenders who are or intend to remain associated 
for the purpose of committing crimes.” From this definition, Maltz (1976, 342) 
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developed a typology of organised crime based on characteristics such as the means 
of executing the crimes (e.g. violence), objectives (political or economic) and various 
manifestations of those objectives. Maltz’s (1976, 343) definition and typology 
suggest that organised crime equates to involvement in specific criminal activities, 
with minimal emphasis on the organisational structure of an OCG.   
 
Other definitions incorporate both activity and structural elements of organised 
crime. Paoli (2002, 52) and Van Duyne (1997, 203) argue that definitions of 
organised crime generally incorporate two aspects: the provision of illicit goods and 
services and a large-scale criminal organisation with a division of labour amongst its 
members. Similarly, von Lampe (2001, 112) defines organised crime as two or more 
persons engaged in crimes for profit or power over an ongoing period of time and 
under a division of labour. Courakis (2001, 218) and Gilinskiy (2006, 278) also 
include the pursuit of profit and long term criminal activity in their definitions of 
organised crime, however, they note that it is usually committed by hierarchical 
groups who undermine state control by means of corruption.  
 
This literature review adopts the UN definitions of organised crime and drug 
trafficking as it contains the key elements of organised crime activity discussed in the 
majority of definitions. The elements of the UN definition incorporate both the 
organisational structure and the main objectives of an OCG (Schloenhardt 2009a, 
30). Article 2 of the Convention defines an OCG as: 
...a structured group of three or more persons existing for a period of time and 
acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences 
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established in accordance with this Convention in order to obtain, directly or 
indirectly, a financial or other material benefit.  
The definition is comprised of four key elements: 1) three or more persons; 2) 
ongoing criminal activity; 3) committing serious criminal offences; and 4) obtaining 
a financial or other material benefit.  
 
A definition of drug trafficking is also required for the purposes of selecting 
cases. Cases chosen in the sample include importation, supply and cultivation. The 
United Nations Convention against the Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances (1988) in Article 3 defines the offence of “trafficking” as: 
The production, manufacture, extraction, preparation, offering, offering for 
sale, distribution, sale, delivery on any terms whatsoever, brokerage, dispatch, 
dispatch in transit, transport, importation or exportation of any narcotic drug or any 
psychotropic drug... 
Article 3 requires the signing party to establish trafficking as a criminal offence 
under its domestic law. In Queensland, drug offences are found under Part 2 of the 
Drugs Misuse Act 1986 (Qld). In New South Wales, drug offences are found under 
Division 2 Indictable Offences of the Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 (NSW). 
In Victoria, drug offences are found under Part V Drugs of dependence and related 
matters of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 (VIC).  
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2.3 ORGANISED CRIME MODELS  
 
Models are “representations of reality”; they assist researchers in their efforts 
to understand complex phenomena (Albanese 2004, 95; von Lampe 2003, 1). 
Organised crime models may be categorised into three types: models that focus on 
the organisational and operational structure of an OCG, models that emphasise the 
activities of OCGs and models based on the social, cultural and historical conditions 
that facilitate organised crime activity. Models that focus on the organisational and 
operational structure of an OCG generally describe OCGs as operating under various 
forms of hierarchies, networks or a hybrid of the two. Halstead (1998, 2) refers to 
these models as “group focused models” due to the emphasis on structural aspects of 
organised crime, such as membership and internal dynamics. These models examine 
how the structure of an OCG is designed to facilitate their involvement in specific 
types of crime.  
 
Activity-focused models examine why OCGs choose to engage in particular 
criminal activities (Halstead 1998, 2). Economic models focus on how organised 
crime activities are organised and the motivations behind involvement in organised 
crime activity (Albanese 2004, 105; Cohen 1977, 98). Economic models describe 
organised crime as being governed by business and economic considerations; the 
activities of OCGs are defined by market dynamics, profit margins and changes to 
supply and demand (Albanese 2011, 113; Williams and Godson 2002, 324; Smith Jr 
1980, 375). To determine the usefulness of activity-focused models is beyond the 
scope of the current study and therefore, this thesis excludes discussion of activity-
focused models.    
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A number of models examine how social, cultural and historical conditions 
facilitate organised crime activity. These models discuss factors such as ethnicity, 
political climate or market dynamics and their effect on an OCG’s operation and 
activities. This thesis examines all typologies that discuss ethnicity or culture as 
criteria for membership in an OCG. Some models were developed based on the 
operational structure of OCGs in a specific ethnic and cultural environment, such as 
Chinese triads in Hong Kong (Xia 2008, 1). Organised crime typologies focused on 
structure may incorporate ethnicity as one key element in a model, as some OCGs 
will recruit and operate in accordance with cultural and ethnic ties (Albanese 2011, 
112; Ianni 1972, 108). Alternatively, other models are focused entirely on culture, 
ethnicity and kinship as forming the basis for criminal organisation (Williams and 
Godson 2002, 329). For example, the patrimonial or patron-client model suggests 
that membership and recruitment in organised crime is dependent on ethnic, family 
or kinship ties (Abadinsky 2007, 7; Balsamo 2006, 377). Finally, this thesis does not 
review political models because arguably, the presence of weak or corrupt political 
institutions is a facilitator for organised crime activity; these models do not focus 
exclusively on the organisational structure of OCGs.  
 
The purpose of this study is to examine the operational structure of Southeast 
Asian drug trafficking groups and therefore, the literature review is focused 
exclusively on typologies that classify OCGs based on organisational and operational 
structure. Economic models are excluded due to their focus on organised crime 
activities and the motivations of OCGs. Any discussion of political models is beyond 
the scope of this thesis as political models analyse the conditions that facilitate 
organised crime activity. The following section discusses organised crime typologies 
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based on hierarchical, network and hybrid forms. Hierarchical models include the 
bureaucratic model and to some extent, the patrimonial model. The network models 
include von Lampe’s (2004) network typology based on the concept of “social 
embeddedness”, Williams’ (2010) provisional typology of four networks and a 
discussion on the use of Social Network Analysis (SNA) as a method of examining 
organised crime structures. Finally, the hybrid models include the UNODC (2002) 
typology and Xia’s (2008) typology developed from a study of Chinese organised 
crime.  
 
2.3.1 Hierarchical models  
Bureaucratic model  
Hierarchical models of OCGs include characteristics such as a supreme leader, 
“top down” chain of authority and strong internal discipline. These models reflect the 
institutional approaches that dominated sociology and business departments in the 
1960s that described organised crime as being likened to a viable “organization” 
(McIllwain 1999, 303). Traditionally, the bureaucratic model is considered the 
“archetype” of organised crime structure. Cressey (1969) introduced the bureaucratic 
model after studying Italian American criminal organisations, most notably La Cosa 
Nostra (cited in Roth 2010, 4). The bureaucratic model is a rationalized, hierarchical 
system, which is impersonal and rigid in form (Abadinsky 2007, 6). Albanese (2004, 
97) describes this model of organised crime as being similar to a government 
structure. Bureaucratic models focus on an extensive division of labour with a 
supreme leader at the top of the hierarchy and different levels of subordinates, each 
with a defined role in the hierarchy (Roth 2010, 4; Abadinsky 2007, 6; Albanese 
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2004, 97). Furthermore, bureaucratic groups are usually governed by a code of 
conduct, which is strictly adhered to by the group’s members (Roth 2010, 4). 
 
A number of scholars argue that whilst hierarchical models can be identified in 
criminal activity, the presence of these structures is unnecessary (Morselli 2009, 55; 
Pearson and Hobbs 2001, 12; Reuter and Haaga 1989, 40). Although hierarchical 
organisations may have existed, they were not prerequisites for operational or 
financial success in organised crime activity (Reuter and Haaga 1989, 54). 
Nonetheless, hierarchical models have survived because there are examples of 
OCGs, such as outlaw motorcycle gangs, that accurately reflect this organisational 
structure, just as there are many examples of social network models that will be 
discussed later in this chapter. For example, “hierarchy was the governance model” 
for outlaw motorcycle gangs such as the Hells Angels (Morselli 2009, 129). Despite 
the emergence of criminal network forms, Williams (2001, 69) suggests that 
hierarchical models are still significant, because it is possible to have networks of 
hierarchies, hybrid organisational forms with some hierarchical components and a 
network dimension or even networks of networks. Two recent studies, Varese (2012, 
8) and Calderoni (2012, 345) have documented the presence of hierarchical units co-
existing with criminal network structures. This suggests that hierarchies and 
networks can co-exist in one criminal group.    
 
Patrimonial model  
Abadinsky’s (2007, 7) patrimonial model focuses on the relationships between 
families, friends and patrons. The patrimonial model assumed that OCGs are mono-
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ethnic due to its emphasis on recruiting members from family and friends (Halstead 
1998, 7). This model is characteristic of traditional societies, which place strong 
emphasis on relationships of trust and emotional ties (Abadinsky 2007, 7). An 
example of a patrimonial system is the Sicilian Mafia who have traditionally 
recruited new members from family, relatives and friends (Balsamo 2006, 377). Kin-
like relations are established through ritual processes that initiate members into a 
“brotherhood” (Paoli 2002, 77). Loyalty and allegiance to the crime family is 
maintained through penalties for defections and therefore, violence is a mechanism 
used to enforce internal order (Williams and Godson 2002, 334). The patrimonial 
model appears to incorporate both hierarchical and network styles of operation. The 
“hierarchy” is encapsulated in the family unit, which governs the activities of 
subordinates. However, the patrimonial model also emphasises the importance of 
contacts, ties and informal exchange relationships and these characteristics are core 
elements of network structures.  
 
2.3.2 Network models of OCGs 
 
There is a distinct trend in organised crime research away from studies on 
bureaucratic, hierarchical structures to loosely organised, flexible, criminal networks 
(von Lampe 2005, 9). As early as the 1930s, numerous studies have suggested that 
criminal interaction takes place within network structures. Sutherland’s study (1937, 
209) on professional thieves found that thieves interact with each other through 
informal, inter-personal networks grounded in shared norms, common language and 
knowledge. Sutherland (1937, 209) asserted that such networks are organised in the 
sense that “it is a system in which informal unity and reciprocity may be found.” 
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These characteristics are not exclusive to criminal networks but are common across 
all types of networks. Sutherland’s findings were in contrast to the traditional 
concepts of “organised” crime as being dominated by hierarchical groups.  
 
From the 1950s, the study of social networks emerged in response to growing 
dissatisfaction with the use of structural-functional analysis as a framework for 
studying complex societies (Boissevain and Mitchell 1973, vii; Noble 1973, 4; 
Mitchell 1973, 15). Structural-functional analysis views societies as static and social 
change is perceived as dysfunctional (Boissevain and Mitchell 1973, vii). 
Furthermore, social organisation is described in terms of the economic, social and 
political institutions, rather than the fluid interactions which take place between 
individuals and groups (Noble 1973, 4; Barnes 1954, 1). Thus, the limitations of 
structural-functional analysis become apparent when studying rapidly changing, 
modern, complex societies (Boissevain and Mitchell 1973, vii).  Anthropologists 
studying urbanisation found that society organises itself around relationships 
(Wasserman and Faust 1994, 12; Boissevain and Mitchell 1973, viii). Therefore, 
taking into account social status, social role and the position of individuals as well as 
the “inevitability of the formation of relational ties among these actors” this leads to 
the conclusion that “relationships form gateways to political and economic power for 
all involved” (McIllwain 1999, 304).  These early studies into social networks 
foreshadowed later research on the presence of networks within crime groups. 
 
Research in the 1970s focused on specific crime groups and criminal activities. 
Albini (1971, 288) suggested that OCGs such as La Cosa Nostra were characterised 
by loosely structured, patron-client networks in which participants acted out of self-
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interest. Both Albini (1971) and Ianni (1972) criticised Cressey’s (1969) formal 
organisational model of La Cosa Nostra. Albini (1971, 288) studied “syndicated 
crime” in the United States and argued that organised crime was not based on 
“rational hierarchies” but a fluid system of power relationships founded upon local 
and ethnic ties. Similarly, Ianni (1972, 108) studied an Italian-American organised 
crime family (Lupollo) and found that the Lupollo’s organisation was based upon 
social networks, kinship ties and shared cultural values that were common in 
Southern Italian communities. Blok (1974, 8) studied the social networks of the local 
Mafiosi in the Sicilian village of Genuardo. Blok (1974, 8) found that the Mafiosi 
developed inter-dependent relations with peasants, landlords and politicians. 
Through a patron-client relationship, landlords relied on the mafiosi to control the 
peasants’ access to land whilst allowing the Mafiosi to exercise autonomy in their 
local regions (Blok 1974, xix).  
 
Chambliss’ (1978, 9) analysis of organised crime in Seattle found that 
organised crime was a “coalition” of politicians, law-enforcers, businessmen, union 
leaders and racketeers. Chambliss (1978, 9) stated that not every crime network had a 
“godfather” but rather, organised crime was a “...network in which people come and 
go, dominant offices shift and change, roles vary and fluctuate, but the system goes 
on.” Conversely, hierarchical models assume the existence of a “godfather” figure 
and that roles are relatively static and unchanging. In another study of the Mafiosi, 
Arlacchi (1986, 219) concluded that entrepreneurial Mafiosi relied on family and 
friendship networks in Southern Italy to engage in illegal activities including 
extortion, heroin trafficking and controlling commerce between the countryside and 
cities. In a study of the electrical equipment industry, Baker and Faulkner (1993, 
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844) analysed the social organisation of price-fixing conspiracies and found that 
individuals involved in these conspiracies created “sparse and decentralised 
networks” in order to maximise concealment of their illegal activities. Vietnamese 
OCGs in the United Kingdom operate through networks of small, independent 
groups or individuals operating locally but engaging with global or transnational 
activities (Silverstone and Savage 2010, 32). Hobbs (1998, 416) describes this as the 
“glocal” framework of organised crime. Members will network to find potential 
business partners but they neither control territory nor operate in large numbers 
(Silverstone and Savage 2010, 32). 
 
Social network models characterise organised crime as a system of social and 
personal relationships between several individuals (Kleemans and de Poot 2008, 75). 
In a study of organised crime in New York, Block (1994, 10) argues that organised 
crime is represented by a series of reciprocal relationships between professional 
criminals, legitimate businesses and politicians. These individuals or groups may 
engage in the process of social networking for the provision of illicit goods and 
services or gain access to other lucrative criminal opportunities (Kleemans and de 
Poot 2008, 75; McIllwain 1999, 319). Reciprocity is a system based on the notion of 
“give and take”, whereby network members can expect an equal return at some point 
in the future (Waterhouse, Keast and Brown 2011). Reciprocity has the effect of 
stabilising networks and facilitates continued cooperation between network members 
(Waterhouse, Keast and Brown 2011; Gouldner 1960, 176). Thus, network members 
interact in horizontal relationships. This can be contrasted with hierarchical styles of 
organisation that operate in a vertical relationship based on goals, norms and 
methods prescribed by the leader.    
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Sociological and organisational studies on the advantages of networks suggest 
that networks are flexible and facilitate learning and exchange between members. In 
terms of learning capacity, networks operate in complex communication channels 
that often involve the rapid exchange of information (Podolny and Page 1998, 62; 
Powell 1990, 325). In a criminal context, if networks create a pool of resources and 
skills then the exchange of information and knowledge would be vital to developing 
efficient and innovative methods for operation and the performance of tasks. A 
network’s adaptability and flexible nature enables them to be “lighter on their feet” 
than hierarchies (Powell 1990, 303). Networks are more responsive to changes in 
their environment given that the network’s boundaries are far less defined than a 
hierarchy (Podolny and Page 1998, 66). Flexibility is desirable in criminal networks 
because external pressure (e.g. law enforcement) or reduced levels of supply and 
demand in illicit markets may force OCGs to change established methods of 
operation.   
 
Social networks are advantageous for certain types of crime. Networks based 
on kinship or family better insulate drug trafficking operations from penetration by 
law enforcement agencies because network members only work with people they 
know and trust (Edwards and Levi 2008, 368; Williams and Godson 2002, 328; 
Pearson and Hobbs 2001, viii; Morselli 2001, 205). The foundations of “trust” in 
criminal relationships are quite diverse as they can include family, kinship, 
community and ethnic ties (von Lampe and Johansen 2004, 180). However, curbing 
distrust is a recurring issue for offenders, particularly for those engaged in organised 
crime activity where the operating environment is less stable and “stakes are high” 
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(Kleemans and van de Bunt 1999, 18). Therefore, how trust is negotiated in 
organised crime activity and criminal networks is a key theme in the literature.  
 
High levels of trust reduce the uncertainty regarding the behaviour of potential 
crime partners and therefore, increase the willingness of these parties to co-offend 
(Weerman 2003, 407). Kleemans and van de Bunt (1999, 20) argue that social 
relations mitigates distrust and stabilises cooperation between criminals because they 
have invested in the relationship, have information about each other and are likely to 
meet again in future operations. Cohesive networks are ideal for criminal ventures 
where a strong degree of mutual trust is needed, especially carrying out activities 
with high criminal and financial risks (Bruinsma and Bernasco 2004, 90; Zaitch 
2002, 276). For example, drug trafficking is an inherently high risk criminal activity. 
As a security measure, the norm in most drug markets is that transactions with 
strangers are to be avoided (Bouchard 2007b, 331). Conversely, some scholars argue 
that organised crime is better characterised by a lack of trust and that criminal 
cooperation may occur in the absence of trust or even between mistrusting actors 
(von Lampe and Johansen 2004, 180; van Duyne et al 2001, 99 & 127). Although 
trust may not be a vital component of a criminal relationship and offers no 
exhaustive explanation as to why criminals cooperate, a criminal relationship based 
on trust is a key strategy in risk management.  
 
In summary, there is a significant body of scholarship on social networks and 
how these entities facilitate organised crime activity. The majority of these studies 
highlight the advantages for criminals who operate within a network structure. These 
advantages include flexibility, rapid transfer of information, pooling of resources and 
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skill sets and access to criminal opportunities. The nature of networks is both 
pervasive and “elusive” – networks can co-exist within and outside of hierarchies, 
allow for the participation of members from hierarchical groups and increase 
efficiency, flow of information and opportunities for buyers and sellers (Williams 
2001, 65). However, studies into networks rarely produced any typologies or 
analytical frameworks that could be used to examine OCGs. Therefore, it is 
necessary to examine studies that did produce an organised crime typology based on 
networks and also review the utility of social network analysis (SNA) as an empirical 
tool to analyse criminal networks.  
 
In a study of German organised crime, von Lampe (2004, 245) introduced a 
typology based exclusively on the social embeddedness of criminal networks in 
Germany. Social embeddedness is the term used to describe “the extent to which 
economic action is linked to or depends on action or institutions that are non-
economic in content, goals or processes” (Granovetter 2005, 35). For example, non-
economic institutions may include social networks, culture and politics (Granovetter 
2005, 35). Therefore, a social network can govern the economic actions of 
individuals as opposed to the market or hierarchy (Morselli 2005, 20). The concept 
of “embeddedness” focuses on how social relations can enable or constrain economic 
action; the social network essentially shapes individual action in their business 
(criminal) ventures (Pih, Hirose and Mao 2010, 129). Von Lampe (2004, 245) 
stressed the importance of contextuality in organised crime research and, therefore, 
developed a typology based on two premises. First, that the social position of an 
actor is significant because this influences the range of criminal opportunities 
available to the actor. Second, criminal networks are confined to a particular social 
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milieu. These premises are fundamental to network theory because the network’s 
structure and the actor’s position within the network can enable or constrain action 
and thereby, limit or enhance their outcomes (Lauchs, Keast and Le 2011, 2; 
Krackhardt 1990, 345). Von Lampe’s (2004, 245) typology of criminal networks is 
comprised of the following types of networks: 
1) Foreign based networks are those networks which have no social support 
structure within the country they have chosen to commit crimes. These 
networks enter a country for the sole purpose of committing crimes and leave 
the country once they have completed their mission;  
2) Subculture based networks are those networks embedded in distinct 
subcultures. These networks can draw upon support from a larger social 
support structure outside their own criminal network but this support structure 
is distant from mainstream society and its institutions;  
3) Networks rooted in mainstream society are usually involved in corporate 
crime and fraud because these networks operate within legitimate social and 
business circles; and 
4) Elite based networks are those members who have access to decision-making 
processes in politics, business and the media. As a result, members of elite 
based networks can significantly threaten the legitimate social order.  
 
These four networks could potentially apply to drug trafficking syndicates. For 
example, foreign based networks may enter Australia for the sole purpose of drug 
importation and leave the country once the importation has been successful. 
Subculture based networks can be found in places with strong ethnic enclaves such 
as Cabramatta in Sydney, which has a long-standing reputation as the “hub” of Asian 
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drug crime. Networks rooted in mainstream society and elite based networks may 
assist drug trafficking syndicates through the corruption of officials to ensure 
protection from law enforcement agencies. This would be considered a necessary 
part of risk-management. However, this typology was originally developed to assess 
the state of organised crime in Germany and therefore, uses German data to test the 
typology. Furthermore, there have been no subsequent studies which have sought to 
test this typology in a different social setting. This clearly raises issues relating to 
external validity and generalisability as no subsequent research has been conducted 
to test the typology against a different set of data. This typology is excluded from 
data analysis due to its emphasis on social, political and cultural conditions that 
facilitate crime, rather than the operational structure of OCGs.   
 
Williams (2010) developed a provisional network typology comprising of four 
types of networks: directed network, mesh network, transactional network and flux 
network. The four network types are described below:  
1) Directed network: This network is formed and directed by a group of “core 
organisers” for a specific purpose (Williams 2001, 69). The core of the 
network is the hierarchical component because it acts as a “steering 
mechanism” to direct and coordinate the network as a whole (Williams 2001, 
72). An example of a directed network is the development of the Colombian 
cocaine trade in the 1980s and early 1990s which was created for the sole 
purpose of transporting cocaine to the United States (Williams 2001, 69); 
2) Mesh network: These networks are “decentralized and self-organising”; 
actors perform specific tasks and transact directly with other members 
without the need for a core body (Williams 2010). This type of network is 
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best characterised by horizontal rather than vertical relationships between 
actors; 
3) Transactional network: These networks rely heavily on brokers and 
middlemen who play critical roles at each stage of a “transaction” (Williams 
2010). The Southeast Asian heroin trade is largely modelled on a 
transactional network, in which brokers play a key role from source, supply 
to distribution. It is also possible for a directed network to be a part of a 
transactional network (Williams 2001, 69); 
4) Flux network: Flux networks are highly unstable, small and have little 
established structure as a result of its amorphous nature. There is limited trust 
between members and they appear to disband more easily compared to other 
network types. Groups operating in these networks usually cooperate for 
specific criminal activities or single projects (Williams 2010). Given these 
characteristics, flux networks are unlikely to be OCGs.   
 
Some groups can operate initially under one network style and then change 
their methods of operation to evolve into a different network type. Williams (2010) 
states that criminal operations may involve several, distinct kinds of networks 
depending on the type of activities and processes carried out by the group. Therefore, 
perhaps Williams did not intend to create four mutually exclusive categories in this 
typology. For example, transactional networks could operate within a directed 
network. However, it is expected that a flux network would be very difficult to 
identify given its small, amorphous nature and the relative ease at which its members 
could probably enter and exit the group. Williams (2010) also acknowledges that flux 
networks are difficult to infiltrate for similar reasons. Although this typology may be 
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included at the stage of data analysis, the level of information required for 
classification is likely to be substantial and some cases will have an insufficient 
amount of detail in the judgment or transcript that enables classification.  
 
Social Network Analysis: Theory and Method 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) provides both a theoretical perspective and 
methodological tool to examine the structure of criminal networks (Knoke and Yang 
2008, 9; Papachristos 2006, 99). The precursor of SNA is considered to be the field 
of “sociometry” and the use of sociograms, which was developed by Jacob Moreno 
and his colleagues in the early 20th century (Prell 2012, 21). Three key perspectives 
form the basis of the overall network approach: network as metaphor, network as 
methodology and network as theory (Keast and Brown 2005, 2).  A “social network” 
is commonly defined as a stable set of relationships, linkages or ties between two or 
more actors (Keast and Brown 2005, 2; Wasserman and Faust 1994, 20). Therefore, 
networks are often described using metaphorical terms such as “webs” of affiliations 
or “nets” of links (Keast and Brown 2005, 2). The benefit of this imagery is that the 
focus shifts from the individual to one that conceptualises “systems of relationships” 
(Auster 1990, 65). As a method, SNA is the empirical tool that enables the 
“metaphorical” network construct to become a visual representation of the pattern of 
relationships (Keast and Brown 2005, 3). To conceptualise networks, SNA utilises 
two analytical approaches: graphical (network maps) and mathematical (statistical) 
(Keast and Brown 2005, 3). The process of constructing and analysing the network 
requires a dataset that covers a “whole network” or as close to that as possible.  
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“Network as theory” approach  
For “network as theory”, this approach draws upon various theoretical 
contributions that have emerged from a wide range of disciplines to inform network 
analysis (Keast and Brown 2005, 6). Some of the key theories include Granovetter’s 
(1973) discussion of the ‘strength of weak ties’ and Burt’s (1992) structural hole 
theory. Granovetter (1985, 202) suggests that “strong ties” (i.e. close relationships) 
can deprive individuals of pursuing new information and ideas because these 
individuals share the same type of information and resources. Conversely, weak ties 
can create opportunities for innovation and access to new knowledge (Granovetter 
1973, 1378). Therefore, crime groups with extensive weak ties could potentially gain 
access to a wider range of resources, information and knowledge that may benefit 
their activities. Burt (1992, 2) argues that a structural hole is a “disconnection” 
between two actors and that a broker capable of bridging that “hole” will benefit 
from the information and resources available to them. Thus, brokers are key players 
in a network structure.      
 
Van der Hulst (2009, 106) defines a social network as a compilation of entities, 
whether it be people, groups or organisations, that are connected through social ties 
and exchange resources, presumably for the overall benefit of the network. This 
definition can be closely aligned with the concept of “bright networks”. Bright 
networks are constructed to produce ‘public social good’ and are generally visible 
and legal networks (Milward and Raab 2006, 334). However, the utility of the 
network form is not confined to activities focused on deriving public benefit (Lauchs, 
Keast and Le 2011, 2). There is increasing recognition that criminal groups operate 
in network structures that are described as “dark networks”. Dark networks are social 
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networks that are illegal and covert in nature (Raab & Milward 2003, 415). The 
emergence of SNA as an analytical tool is a relatively new approach to studying 
criminal networks (Morselli 2009, 4; Heber 2009, 2). Criminal organisations may be 
clandestine in nature, but van der Hulst (2009, 105) argues that the management 
principles of OCGs are likely to be common to any goal-oriented network, i.e. 
networks are about integrating the right people, information and technology. 
 
The use of SNA as a method to analyse criminal operations is well-motivated 
given that numerous scholars have argued that organised crime is, at a fundamental 
level, a product of overlapping and interrelated social relationships (Heber 2009, 2; 
Kleemans and de Poot 2008, 75; Bruinsma and Bernasco 2004, 81; McIllwain 1999, 
304; Block 1994, 10). Potter (1994, 123) provides a succinct argument on the nature 
of organised crime as representing a social exchange network: 
Organized crime relations tend to be informal, changing, and predicted upon 
need and opportunity...At the very least, organized crime represents a social network, 
a loose interplay of relationships among individuals in the community who come 
together to pursue a goal.  
Thus, the utility of SNA as an effective empirical tool is apparent given 
evidence that the structure of OCGs is shifting towards more flexible, fluid networks.  
 
Constructs of social network theory 
This study examines networks using the metaphor and theory approaches. The 
method approach is excluded because of the need for complete datasets on whole 
networks. The study draws on theoretical constructs of social network theory and 
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provides a conceptual analysis on the presence of networks in the data. SNA 
introduced a number of key concepts and individual roles which can examine, in 
theory, how networks form and subsequently, function (Morselli 2009, 4; Coles 
2001, 580). It is necessary to define these concepts and roles as they will be used to 
describe any network structures that may be present in the data. These concepts are 
specific to analysing “whole networks” and assuming that the data is sufficiently 
complete to produce whole networks, the following terms will be discussed: 
Actor: Actors may be individual natural persons or collective social units (Knoke 
and Yang 2008, 6; Wasserman and Faust 1994, 17). SNA attempts to explain the 
ties between actors (Knoke and Yang 2008, 6). In SNA, the technical term for 
actors is “nodes”, however, for the purposes of clarity, this literature review will 
use the term actors (Easton and Karaivanov 2009, 49).   
Dyad: A dyad “consists of a pair of actors and the (possible) tie(s) between 
them” (Wasserman and Faust 1994, 18). Similarly, a triad is a subset of three 
actors and the tie(s) among them (Wasserman and Faust 1994, 18). This study 
will focus on connections between larger numbers of actors and will therefore, 
not use dyads.  
Relational tie: A relational tie establishes a linkage or connection between two 
nodes (Knoke and Yang 2008, 7; Wasserman and Faust 1994, 18). It is assumed 
that relational ties are bi-directional or reciprocal, meaning if agent X is 
connected to agent Y then the reverse is also true (Easton and Karaivanov 2009, 
49; Knoke and Yang 2008, 7).      
Broker: The broker provides a link between disconnected participants and thus, 
is able control the flow of resources, information and communication between 
the parties (Easton and Karaivanov 2009, 43; Papachristos 2006, 112). A 
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broker’s position is valuable for resource pooling and coordination within the 
network (Morselli 2009, 16).  
Structural hole: Structural holes are the “gaps” between two disconnected 
individuals or groups in a network. These gaps identify the strategic power 
relationships within networks i.e. the brokers who fill the gaps control the 
network (Papachristos 2006, 111; Burt 2005, 16).  
Central participant: A central participant is the actor with the most contacts in a 
network (Carley, Lee and Krackhardt 2002, 85). 
Leader: A leader is the actor with the “highest cognitive load” or the participant 
who displays the most qualities associated with leadership potential i.e. 
experience, resourcefulness, high stress tolerance and the ability to delegate 
tasks (Morselli 2009, 14; Carley, Lee and Krackhardt 2002, 84).   
 
SNA views criminal networks as “dynamic processes”; they have the ability to 
grow, change and adapt (Knoke and Yang 2008, 6). Therefore, SNA can provide 
insight into how a criminal network responds to law enforcement disruption or how 
networks reorganise after individuals enter or leave the network. SNA has the ability 
to map and measure the evolving structure and operation of networks over time. 
Such knowledge would be particularly useful for informing policing and 
investigative efforts on OCGs. Studies into criminal networks transcend the 
traditional notions of organised crime as being controlled by hierarchical groups 
(McIllwain 1999, 319). However, the significance of hierarchical models is not 
diminished because hierarchical structures can be embedded within a criminal 
network as evidenced through measures of centrality and centralisation. The 
following section discusses typologies that incorporate both hierarchical and network 
models of operations.   
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2.3.3 Hybrid typologies 
This section examines two typologies that encompass the broad spectrum of 
organised crime models i.e. from hierarchical to network structures. The first 
typology was produced from a study conducted by the UNODC and it is likely to be 
the most comprehensive study on the organisational structure and activities of OCGs. 
The UNODC typology includes three hierarchical types (standard, regional and 
clustered hierarchy), a hybrid type which incorporates a hierarchical and network 
element (core group) and a criminal network. The second typology is focused on 
Chinese OCGs and their methods of operation in an ever-changing social and 
political milieu (Xia 2008, 1).  
 
UN organised crime typology 
The Centre for International Crime Prevention (CICP) conducted a survey of 
forty organised crime groups across a number of jurisdictions (UNODC 2002, 3). 
The data included ten main variables namely, structure, size, activities, trans-border 
operations, identity, violence, corruption, political influence and penetration into the 
legitimate economy (UNODC 2002, 17). These variables were used to draw 
comparisons across different OCGs and to assist in developing typologies of 
organised crime (UNODC 2002, 18). In 2002, the UNODC published a report 
entitled, Results of a pilot survey of forty selected organized criminal groups in 
sixteen countries (“the Report”), which established five models of organised crime. 
These models include standard hierarchy, regional hierarchy, clustered hierarchy, 
core group and criminal network (UNODC 2002, 34).  
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Standard hierarchy  
According to the Report, the standard hierarchy is the most common form of an 
OCG (UNODC 2002, 34). The UNODC describe standard hierarchies as being 
characterized by a sole leader, a distinct chain of command and clearly defined roles. 
The ‘top down’ nature of the hierarchy facilitates strong internal control and 
discipline over its members through an implied or explicit code of conduct. Violence 
is predominantly used to maintaining the internal and external order of the 
organisation. Standard hierarchies are generally mono-ethnic or comprised of 
members with similar personal backgrounds (UNODC 2002, 34). An example of a 
standard hierarchy is the Liu Yong Syndicate in China. The syndicate is 
hierarchically structured (led by Liu Yong) and has a strong social identity given that 
its members were largely recruited from a particular region. The group members 
adhere to a strict code of conduct, which includes the use of violence and corruption 
when necessary. The syndicate were involved in trafficking in illicit goods and 
services, racketeering, gambling, prostitution and human smuggling (UNODC 2002, 
110). 
 
Regional hierarchy 
Regional hierarchies have similar characteristics to standard hierarchies in so 
far as they have a chain of command, internal discipline, strong social or ethnic 
identity and distinct roles within the group (UNODC 2002, 35). The primary 
difference between a regional and standard hierarchy is the decentralization of 
power; the process of allowing local organisations and group leaders to wield 
considerable independence and autonomy over a specific geographical region 
(UNODC 2002, 35; Lyman and Potter 2007, 11). A regional hierarchy allows OCGs 
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to expand their membership and participate in numerous organised crime activities 
across a wide geographic spread, making it particularly advantageous for 
transnational criminal activity. The Hells Angels in Canada are a prime example of a 
regional hierarchy. The Hells Angels franchise their operations to Chapters 
governing particular locations. Each Chapter is led by a President who is the primary 
decision-maker and wields absolute control in that Chapter but reports strategically 
to a national President (UNODC 2002, 104).  
 
Clustered hierarchy  
A clustered hierarchy consists of smaller OCGs that operate under a central 
coordination body. Although clustered hierarchical OCGs maintain a degree of 
association, they are autonomous and independent in their activities and identity 
(UNODC 2002, 37). The extent of their association relates to the coordination of 
criminal activities and enterprises. The UNODC recognises that clustered hierarchies 
are uncommon and are often the product of unique social environments such as those 
found in the prison system. For example, members of drug syndicates can still 
operate in prison by liaising with contacts outside of prison and between prisons. A 
clustered hierarchy allows for extensive membership and participation in multiple 
organised crime activities across a wide geographic area (UNODC 2002, 37). An 
example of a clustered hierarchical structure is found within the “28s prison gang” in 
South Africa. The 28s developed tight knit criminal gangs by selecting particular 
inmates. The 28s competed with other prison gangs to monopolise informal trade and 
sexual services available in the prison system. Although members of the 28s often 
joined other street gangs upon release, leadership of the 28s remained based in prison 
and therefore, there was a lack of cohesion amongst members (UNODC 2002, 38).    
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Core group 
Core groups are an unstructured group of organised criminals surrounded by a 
larger network of associate members. The “core” of the group is relatively small (20 
individuals or less) which makes it easier to maintain internal discipline (UNODC 
2002, 39). Core groups are characterised by a “flat” organisational structure, 
meaning power is shared amongst all members. It is difficult for law enforcement 
agencies to identify and track core groups because most core groups lack a strong 
social or ethnic identity and can operate behind the facade of a legitimate business 
being run by a small group of individuals (UNODC 2002, 40; Lyman and Potter 
2007, 13). The Australian McLean syndicate exemplifies a core group. The 
recruitment of members was based on resources, skills and changing market forces. 
Therefore, members were recruited on an ad hoc basis which made membership of 
the syndicate both loose and adaptable (UNODC 2002, 40).  
 
Criminal network 
Criminal networks are highly adaptable and fluid networks comprised of 
individuals with various skills and characteristics (UNODC 2002, 41; Lyman and 
Potter 2007, 14), who are recruited for the purposes of particular jobs (Edwards and 
Gill 2002, 206). The UNODC (2002, 41) suggests that the maintenance of criminal 
networks is heavily dependent on personal ties and loyalties between participants and 
to the criminal enterprise. The “pooling of resources”, including individual skills, 
contacts and knowledge, is a significant advantage when undertaking trafficking 
activities within a criminal network (Morselli 2009, 53). For example, in Hong 
Kong, OCGs operate within a networked environment which facilitates the 
recruitment of “delinquent professionals” or individuals with specific expertise 
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(Broadhurst in PJCACC 2007, 64). OCGs engage in the process of “contracting out” 
key tasks such as the management of trafficking routes and transport, money 
laundering or managing investments (Dorn, Levi and King 2005, 18). The term 
“delinquent professionals” refers to those individuals (i.e. lawyers, accountants, 
pilots etc) who are legitimate professionals but use their skills and knowledge to 
assist OCGs. These individuals organise themselves around an ongoing criminal 
enterprise and may not necessarily be connected by social or ethnic ties (Lyman and 
Potter 2007, 14; UNODC 2002, 41).  
 
The emergence of criminal networks is a relatively new phenomenon in the 
study of organised crime (Edwards and Gill 2002, 206). A number of modern drug 
trafficking syndicates resemble a criminal network. In the Netherlands, an Iranian 
formed a crime group (unnamed) who were engaged in people smuggling from 
Europe to Canada. The Iranian recruited a former client of his who established 
contacts and maintained the financial side of the operation (UNODC 2002, 83). 
These two individuals then recruited additional members from their family and 
friends. The new members increased the group’s client base and overall, the group 
forged alliances with contacts across Iran, Afghanistan and Canada (UNODC 2002, 
83). 
 
Reviewing the UN typology 
There is a paucity of literature reviewing the UN typology or their practical 
application to organised crime activity and therefore, it is unclear how much these 
models have been accepted by the international community. To date, only three 
UNODC publications have applied the models to particular organised crime 
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activities. However, these publications have only mentioned the UN models in 
passing or referred to the Report’s objectives without applying the UN typology to 
OCGs (UNODC 2008, 8; Shaw 2006, 191; Antonopolous and Winterdyk 2006, 456). 
A Home Office report (UK) reviewing the literature on upper level drug trafficking 
also mentions the Report and offers some critique of the Report’s typology (Dorn, 
Levi and King 2005, 13). The Home Office report states that the first two categories 
i.e. standard and regional hierarchy are relatively similar and are close to other 
organised crime models based upon bureaucratic or hierarchical structures (Dorn, 
Levi and King 2005, 14). The criminal networks model can be applied broadly to 
other network-style OCGs whilst the clustered hierarchy appears to be the least 
supported by the Report’s data (Dorn, Levi and King 2005, 14). These conclusions 
might suggest that the UNODC typology is sufficiently comprehensive to cover a 
broad range of other organised crime models.  
 
Furthermore, Lyman and Potter (2007, 10) argue that the UN typology 
represents the ideal types of criminal organisation, ranging from the more traditional, 
hierarchical models to the modern networks which characterise transnational crime. 
However, Holmes (2009, 272) acknowledges that whilst some scholars associate 
organised crime with hierarchical associations, modern OCGs are moving towards a 
more flexible, adaptable structure. Bruinsma and Bernasco (2004, 79) also suggest 
that the traditional image of organised crime as an activity controlled by 
hierarchically structured groups is out-dated. It is difficult to assess the validity or 
practical application of the UN typology when there is no extensive body of literature 
reviewing the findings of the Report. Thus, the lack of literature on the UN typology 
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may be attributed to the scarcity of academic research on the issue rather than a 
reflection of the veracity of the UN typology.  
 
Organisational forms of Chinese OCGs 
Chinese legislators and law enforcement agencies have long perceived Chinese 
OCGs as operating within a traditional, hierarchical structure (Xia 2008, 1).  Xia 
(2008, 1) argues that these “conceptual confusions” has limited the effectiveness of 
law enforcements efforts in targeting and disrupting Chinese OCGs. Therefore, Xia 
(2008, 12) suggests that in response to changing institutional and political 
environments, contemporary Chinese OCGs operate in a range of organisational 
forms including hierarchies, ‘hermit-crab’ hybrid organisations and networks. Xia 
(2008, 11) identifies factors such as the loss of central government control, tough 
anti-crime policies, absence of market regulations and the globalisation of crime and 
the market economy have all contributed to changes in the operational structure of 
Chinese OCGs.  
 
Hierarchies  
Xia’s (2008) version of the hierarchy is very similar to the UNODC standard 
hierarchy but it includes characteristics that are unique to Chinese organised crime. 
The hierarchical structure is typically characterised by a society name, a chief, rituals 
of induction and secret languages. Hierarchical groups often have a code of conduct 
or “handbooks” of rules and regulations which help to maintain the group’s tightly 
organised structure. Hierarchical groups were created in three ways: 1) the influence 
of traditional secret societies, cults and banditry on current patterns of crime; 2) 
OCGs inspired by triad movies and television dramas and 3) the return of triads to 
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mainland China as a result of China’s “open door” policies and strong anti-crime 
policing efforts in neighbouring countries (Xia 2008, 13).    
 
“Hermit-crab” type hybrids 
These criminal groups “take over the shells of legitimate hierarchies, such as 
business firms, non-governmental organisation and state bureaucracies” (Xia 2008, 
14). The use of legitimate business fronts can facilitate money laundering and 
provides a safe haven for criminals to operate in a licit environment. After gaining 
control over some legitimate businesses, OCGs will often seek connections with 
political actors (Xia 2008, 15). In a study of social capital and triad organised crime, 
Lo (2010, 867) suggested that reciprocal relationships between political figures and 
triad leaders can assist triad groups in the expansion of business interests. Also, 
criminals can bribe officials, influence elections or promote their members in 
government (Xia 2008, 15). Thus, relationships between licit and illicit groups can 
provide beneficial opportunities for both parties.   
 
Criminal networks  
 Xia (2008) distinguishes between four different types of networks – multi-
polar networks, cobwebs, production and distribution chains and a “hubs and spokes” 
structure. In multi-polar networks, numerous centres (or nodes) of criminals can co-
exist (Xia 2008, 17). Cobwebs are characterised by a leader occupying the centre of a 
network. Subordinate actors can interact amongst themselves but their interaction 
with the leader is more frequent and deferent (Xia 2008, 18). Production and 
distribution networks operate in a “chain-like” structure by linking production, 
supply and demand lines. These networks are most common in drug and human 
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trafficking operations (Xia 2008, 19). In a “hub and spokes” structure, the network is 
controlled centrally by one criminal entrepreneur who coordinates illicit transactions 
with multiple actors. However, the central controller distances all actors, so that the 
actors have no knowledge about each other and therefore, no opportunity for 
horizontal communication (Xia 2008, 21). Xia (2008, 22) acknowledges that more 
Chinese OCGs are moving towards a network structure. Networks facilitate business 
expansion and its flexibility improves the OCG’s ability to evade law enforcement.  
 
Two of Xia’s (2008) organisational types, hierarchies and criminal networks, 
are largely covered by the standard hierarchy and criminal network forms in the UN 
typology. Although Xia’s network models offers four different types of networks, 
these networks are not entirely mutually exclusive because production and 
distribution chains can exist in almost any network that deals in illicit goods. Also, 
Xia provides no indication as to whether OCGs can operate under more than one 
type of organisational structure. The “hermit crab” hybrids are a distinct 
organisational form but the extent to which it can be applied to Australian OCGs 
appears limited. For OCGs to adopt the “hermit crab” structure, it would require the 
existence of specific political and economic conditions, such as highly corrupted 
central government and agencies or weak social institutions. These conditions are 
unlikely to develop in Australia.  
 
The UN study is the most comprehensive study on the organisational structure 
of OCGs currently operating in various countries. However, the utility of the UN 
typology remains largely unknown because there is a lack of subsequent empirical 
research seeking to apply the typology against other OCGs and activities that were 
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not examined in the Report. It is also evident that other organised crime models 
produced from independent studies can be incorporated under the UN typology. The 
characteristics of the bureaucratic and patrimonial models are very similar to other 
UN models. Cressey’s bureaucratic model mirrors the organisational structure of the 
UN standard hierarchy and the patrimonial model has similar characteristics to the 
UN criminal network and the standard hierarchy. Therefore, the bureaucratic and 
patrimonial models will not be used separately to analyse the data because it is 
unlikely that these models can add significantly new information to the analysis. 
These models’ characteristics are already present in the UN typology. 
 
In summary, the structure and activities of OCGs are complex, dynamic and 
largely, unpredictable. The development of organised crime typologies is one method 
of enabling law enforcement agencies to strengthen their ability to target and weaken 
OCGs. The UN typology is likely to be the most comprehensive study undertaken on 
the organisational structure of OCGs. There are a broad range of studies which also 
describe the presence of networks within OCGs. However, the number of typologies 
emerging from these studies is limited to von Lampe’s typology based on social 
embeddedness and Williams’ provisional typology of four types of criminal 
networks. Thus, SNA is an analytical tool and theoretical approach that can be used 
to describe and examine the dynamics of criminal networks. Previous studies on 
organised crime and drug trafficking have used SNA extensively to plot the 
structures of various OCGs and criminal networks. However, this study will only 
draw upon key theoretical constructs from social network theory to examine the 
presence of networks in the data. The network approach to understanding organised 
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crime is reflected in studies of drug trafficking and the typologies that have emerged 
from this body of research.   
 
2.4 ILLICIT DRUG MARKETS 
Drug trafficking generates more profit than any other form of trafficking and 
therefore, continues to be an attractive criminal enterprise for OCGs (UNODC 
2007b, 170).  In 2005, the UNODC estimated that the world narcotics trade was 
valued at US$320 billion (UNODC 2005b, 143). This figure was produced based on 
retail expenditure of individual drug markets using drug prices in the United States. 
Reuter and Greenfield (2001, 162) estimate that the world narcotics trade is valued at 
approximately $20-25 billion annually. Reuter and Greenfield (2001, 160) argue that 
UN estimates of the world narcotics trade are inaccurate because drug prices and 
purity vary across different locations; retail expenditure in the United States is 
considerably higher than other countries. The retail price indicates revenue obtained 
from the point at which drugs reach the final consumer and thus, the value of drugs 
increases as it moves down the supply chain (Reuter and Greenfield 2001, 166). 
Despite these variations, it is hardly in dispute that the profits generated from drug 
trafficking serve as a primary motivator for OCGs.   
 
The illicit drug trade may be categorised as operating on three main levels – 
upper level drug trafficking, the middle market and the retail market. Upper level 
drug trafficking and the middle market have not been defined in the literature with 
any degree of certainty. Desroches (2007, 828) provides a relatively broad definition 
of upper level drug traffickers as including importers, growers, manufacturers or 
wholesalers who market large quantities of drugs. The focus on sourcing and 
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importation is also reflected in Dorn, Levi and King’s (2005, 1) approach to defining 
upper level drug trafficking. For the purposes of this study, upper level drug 
trafficking is defined as the sphere in which drug manufacturing, sourcing, 
exportation and importation occur (Dorn, Levi and King 2005, 1). This level may 
also include wholesalers involved in the distribution of large drug quantities in the 
source or destination country (Desroches 2007, 828; Dorn, Levi and King 2005, 1). 
Drug offenders operating on the “upper level” are likely to have transnational 
connections with other crime groups and deal in significantly larger quantities of 
drugs (e.g. multiple kilograms).   
 
The “middle market” can be defined in three ways that rely on different 
perceptions of drug markets. If the drug trade is perceived as a “truly global market” 
then the “middle” is the point at which drugs are imported (Pearson and Hobbs 2001, 
16).  From the perspective of an offender occupying a superior position in the drug 
market, the “middle” might consist of those networks that link systems of cultivation 
and production i.e. trafficking routes between source countries and demand countries 
(Pearson and Hobbs 2001, 17). If the drug trade is perceived as operating within a 
local or domestic context, the “middle” is the sphere between importation and retail 
supply to consumers (Pearson and Hobbs 2001, 17). This study defines the “middle 
market” as the sphere between importers and retailers and is most likely occupied by 
suppliers involved in distributing drugs to other wholesalers and street dealers.      
 
The “retail market” is defined by the transactions that take place between the 
dealer and the buyer or consumer. A number of European and American studies have 
examined the retail market and hence, this level of the drug market is more defined 
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and well-researched than the middle or upper levels of drug trafficking (May and 
Hough 2004; Mason and Bucke 2001; Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny 2000; 
Edmunds, Hough and Urquia 1996). May and Hough (2004, 550) classified the retail 
market into five types: open markets, semi-open markets (pub and club-based), 
closed markets, crack/dealing house markets and social network markets. Open 
markets are characterised by free and “open” access for buyers to purchase drugs 
whereas in closed markets, sellers and buyers will only deal with those they know 
and trust or if a trusted third party acts as an intermediary between the parties. Social 
network markets are another form of the closed market because users generally 
purchase from friends or trusted sellers (Nicholas 2008, 9). Crack/dealing house 
markets involve the sale and purchase of drugs from a range of properties e.g. 
residential, derelict or abandoned. In semi-open markets, sellers will usually do 
business in the absence of any prior introduction “provided the buyer looks the part”. 
This type of market would appear to attract recreational users, given the space (e.g. 
pubs and clubs) in which semi-open markets are conducted (May and Hough 2004, 
551-553).            
 
The significance of distinguishing between various levels of the drug trade is to 
determine whether the operational structure of offenders will vary according to those 
levels. For example, it is anticipated that the modus operandi of offenders that 
organise large-scale importations will differ from offenders who are classified as 
mere street dealers. The distinctions between these levels may appear artificial given 
that drug offenders could operate in more than one market and similarly, their 
functions may also transcend various levels in the drug market. However, offenders 
will be charged in accordance with particular types of offences and therefore, 
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categorised as importers, suppliers or street dealers. This process of categorisation 
will enable distinctions to be made regarding the manner in which offenders choose 
to operate at different levels of the drug market.  
 
2.4.1 Four sub-markets  
The illicit drug trade is comprised of four main sub-markets – the heroin 
market, cannabis market, cocaine market and synthetic drugs market (van Duyne 
1996, 348). The ACC (2011) reported that the majority of organized crime activity in 
Australia is focused on illicit drug markets, primarily trafficking in amphetamine 
type stimulants, cocaine, heroin and cannabis. The heroin market is the primary focus 
in this literature review as this market has long been associated with the Southeast 
Asian drug trade and it is expected that heroin would be the primary drug featured in 
the data obtained for the current study. Traditionally, the Australian heroin market is 
supplied from the Golden Triangle (AFP 2009a, 24). However, since the 1990s, the 
Golden Triangle has experienced significant growth in the production of 
amphetamine type stimulants (ATS) (Kramer, Jelsma and Blickman 2009, 52). Also,  
cannabis remains the most widely used drug in Australia and there is evidence 
suggesting that some ethnic based crime groups (including Vietnamese crime 
groups) are engaged in the commercial cultivation of cannabis (ACC 2011, 65). 
Given these factors, it is likely that Southeast Asian offenders could be potentially 
involved in all illicit drug markets. Therefore, the nature of all four illicit drug 
markets is examined with a specific focus on the heroin market and the Golden 
Triangle.  
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Cannabis 
Cannabis remains the most widely produced and consumed illicit drug, 
internationally and in Australia (UNODC 2011a, 175; BINLEA 2010, 124). 
Cannabis plants are used in three main forms: marijuana, hashish (resin) and hashish 
oil (NCPIC 2011). Marijuana, or cannabis “herb”, is comprised of the dried leaves 
and the flowering tops of the cannabis plant (ACC 2011, 46). Cannabis herb has the 
lowest concentration of delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the principal 
psychoactive component of cannabis (ACC 2010, 41). Cannabis resin is the dried 
secretion of the flowering tops and this form contains increased levels of THC 
(UNODC 2012; UNODC 2011a, 187). Cannabis resin is usually compressed into 
“slabs” to become hash (Hall and Swift 2000, 5).  Cannabis oil is resin in liquid form 
and it contains the highest level of THC (UNODC 2012; ACC 2010, 41). Cannabis 
herb is often produced and consumed domestically whereas cannabis resin is more 
likely to be trafficked across borders (UNODC 2011a, 189). However, cannabis 
products are prone to border detection because they emit strong odours and, unlike 
drugs in powder form, are often bulky and difficult to conceal (ACC 2010, 43). 
Therefore, the cannabis market is generally “local” in nature (i.e. regional) and the 
involvement of transnational crime groups in trafficking cannabis is much less 
frequent compared to the other three illicit drug markets (UNODC 2010, 33).  
 
The most common method of cannabis cultivation is the use of indoor, 
hydroponic systems (Willis 2008, 2). Hydroponics involves the cultivation of plants 
using water with added fertilisers and nutrients, thereby completely replacing the 
need for a soil substrate (United Nations 1997, 41). The detection of hydroponic 
cannabis crops is more likely associated with there being a greater number of 
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hydroponic crops than outdoor, soil-based crops (Willis 2008, 2). A study conducted 
on the size of marijuana cultivation industry in Quebec, Canada, found that even the 
largest hydroponic cannabis facilities had only a 2-3% risk of detection, compared 
with a risk of 19-37% for outdoor plantations. These findings suggest that 
hydroponic growers are better equipped to protect themselves and their crops from 
police attention (Bouchard 2007a, 237). Also, hydroponic systems are usually found 
in private residences and such a location is likely to minimise the risk of police 
detection (ACC 2008, 42). Growers appear to have shifted towards hydroponic 
methods to achieve higher yields of flowering heads and buds, reduce the chance of 
detection and the controlled growing environment mitigates the effects of seasonal 
changes (Bouchard and Dion 2009, 25; Willis 2008, 3; ACC 2008, 42).      
 
Widespread domestic cultivation of cannabis means that there is little demand 
for imported cannabis (ACC 2011, 43). Law enforcement intelligence suggests that 
there are links between organised crime groups and large scale commercial 
cultivation of cannabis (ACC 2011, 65; Willis, Simpson and Sweeney 2011, 3). The 
ACC (2011, 65) reported that the cannabis market was highly decentralised and 
flexible. Retail marijuana distribution was embedded in social networks rather than 
“professional” sellers and social networks facilitated transactions between cannabis 
users and sellers (Nicholas 2008, 3; Caulkins and Pacula 2006, 173). In the cannabis 
market, “social supply” continues to be a key method of retail distribution, despite an 
array of individuals operating at different capacities and levels of sophistication 
(ACC 2011, 65; Willis, Simpson and Sweeney 2011, 6).  
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Cocaine 
Cocaine is manufactured illegally from coca plants cultivated in the Andean-
Amazonian region of South America (EMCDDA-Europol 2010, 9). Global 
production of cocaine is concentrated primarily in Colombia, Bolivia and Peru, with 
some coca plants cultivated in Ecuador, Venezuela and Brazil (ACC 2011, 55; 
EMCDDA-Europol 2010, 9). In Colombia, the majority of coca leaves, coca paste 
and cocaine base is produced by local farmers and their families in remote 
agricultural regions of the Amazon and Orinoco basins (EMCDDA-Europol 2010, 
15). In these regions, farmers grow coca plants for a living due to inadequate 
infrastructure, resources and transportation which prevent long-term cultivation of 
licit crops. These regions are controlled by guerrilla-type forces and paramilitaries, in 
the absence of state institutions (EMCDDA-Europol 2010, 15). The involvement of 
organised crime groups in cocaine trafficking is evident at the later stages of cocaine 
manufacturing.   
 
Coca leaf is harvested and then dried to ensure the coca plants are easier to 
store and transport (UNODC 2011a, 104). Cocaine manufacturing is a three stage, 
chemical process: the coca leaves become coca paste; the paste is transformed into 
cocaine base; and the base is then refined to become cocaine hydrochloride, the final 
product, trafficked to cocaine markets overseas (EMCDDA-Europol 2010, 14). The 
final stage is the most complex and often involves OCGs purchasing coca paste or 
cocaine base (intermediary products) from middlemen and processing them in 
isolated locations or “jungle laboratories”. Cocaine from Colombia is usually 
destined for overseas markets, whereas cocaine from Bolivia and Peru supply the 
South American cocaine market (UNODC 2011a, 107). The three primary markets 
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for cocaine by volume are North America, Europe and South America (UNODC 
2011a, 106). 
 
Cocaine hydrochloride is the most common form of cocaine trafficked into 
Australia (ACC 2010, 69; Shearer et al. 2008, 77). The converted form of cocaine, 
“crack”, is uncommon in the Australian cocaine market (ACC 2010, 69). The 
primary embarkation points for cocaine trafficking into Australia include North 
America (United States and Canada), Central America (Mexico) and South America 
(ACC 2010, 73). The cocaine market is controlled primarily by criminal groups from 
or with links to Central and South America (ACC 2011, 57) but includes OMCGs, 
Middle Eastern, Romanian, Southeast Asian, Colombian and Australian crime 
groups (CMC 2007, 2). There has been no international or Australian research 
regarding the specific involvement of Southeast Asian crime groups in the cocaine 
market. A small number of studies have examined the characteristics, dynamics and 
supply patterns of the Australian cocaine market (Hughes et al 2012, 263; Shearer et 
al. 2005, viii) but these studies provide very little insight into the groups/individuals 
that control cocaine importation, trafficking and distribution in Australia. The extent 
or size of the cocaine market cannot be accurately assessed because the proportion of 
cocaine users in Australia was not captured by traditional drug research methods 
(ACC 2011, 57). Thus, knowledge of the cocaine market in Australia is relatively 
limited because it lacks an extensive body of empirical research compared to other 
illicit drug markets.  
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Amphetamine Type Stimulants (ATS) 
ATS refers to two groups of synthetic substances: amphetamine-group 
substances including amphetamine, methamphetamine (methylamphetamine) and 
methcathinone and ecstasy-group substances such as MDMA (ecstasy) and its 
analogues (UNODC 2011a, 127). Unlike opium or coca plants, the production of 
ATS is not limited to a specific geographic location and, therefore, ATS laboratories 
are usually located in close proximity to illicit markets for ATS (UNODC 2011a, 
146). ATS can take many forms including powder, paste, liquid, tablets or crystals. 
Amphetamine is commonly found in a soluble powder form, ranging from a white or 
an off white powder to yellow, brown or pink powder (EMCDDA 2011a; ACC 2010, 
19).  Methylamphetamine has four common forms: tablet, crystal, base (‘paste’) and 
powder (‘speed’). Crystalline methylamphetamine, otherwise known as “ice”, is 
considered the most potent form of methylamphetamine and is usually smoked or 
injected (EMCDDA 2011b; ACC 2010, 19).   
 
The production process for ATS (other than ecstasy) is relatively simple and 
requires little skill, training or sophistication (Schloenhardt 2007, 13). ATS 
production requires a number of precursor chemicals, reagents and solvents. 
Precursors become part of the final ATS product. Reagents facilitate a chemical 
reaction and solvents dissolve a solid substance without altering its composition 
(Cherney, O’Reilly and Grabosky 2005, 7).  The common precursors for ATS 
production are ephedrine and pseudoephedrine which are found in most cough and 
cold tablets. During the 1990s, the main source of pseudoephedrine was diversion 
from retail pharmacies but there has reportedly been an increase in bulk importation 
of raw pseudoephedrine from China and India (Ritter, Bright and Wong 2012, 58). 
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The growth of criminal partnerships between domestic and overseas crime groups 
has facilitated the importation of precursors into Australia (Ritter, Bright and Wong 
2012, 58). The ease of access to these precursor substances enables ‘home’ cooks 
and clandestine labs located in private residences to easily produce a small amount of 
ATS for personal use or low-level supply (Schloenhardt 2007, 12; Cherney, O’Reilly 
and Grabosky 2005, 7). Ecstasy production is more challenging because the nature of 
the chemicals and precursors involved are often difficult to obtain, highly controlled 
and the overall manufacturing process requires greater precision (UNODC 2011a, 
146; Schloenhardt 2007, 15; Cherney, O’Reilly and Grabosky 2005, 8).  
 
The UNODC World Drug Report (2011a, 146) noted significant ATS 
production in ‘clan’ labs in almost all parts of the world including, Australia, 
Canada, United States, Mexico, Myanmar, Belgium and various other countries in 
Europe, Southeast Asia, South Africa and the Asia Pacific region. Methamphetamine 
is the most widely manufactured ATS worldwide and substantial production 
continues to occur in East and Southeast Asia, North America and Mexico (UNODC 
2011a, 146; ACC 2011, 21). Since the 1990s, Southeast Asia and East Asia has 
become a “global hub” for methamphetamine production and trafficking (McKetin et 
al 2008, 220). The opium market is being largely replaced or “outstripped” by ATS 
production (Kramer, Jelsma and Blickman 2009, 52). In the Golden Triangle, 
Myanmar is the primary producer of methamphetamine in pill form (UNODC 2011a, 
148). Methamphetamine was initially sold as pills (yaba) but is now increasingly sold 
in crystal form (ice or shabu) (Kramer, Jelsma and Blickman 2009, 52). Forensic 
profiling of methamphetamine seizures in Thailand suggests that there are potentially 
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12 large-scale methamphetamine labs operating in the Golden Triangle (UNODC 
2011a, 148).      
     
In Australia, methylamphetamine is largely produced in domestic clandestine 
labs, although some forms of methylamphetamine and precursor chemicals are 
imported (ACC 2010, 21; McKetin and Murtagh 2005, 25). Crime groups involved 
in the production and distribution of methylamphetamine include Australian-based 
members of OMCGs, Middle Eastern, Eastern European, West African and 
Southeast Asian groups. Some of these crime groups were also identified as involved 
in the trafficking and distribution of MDMA, including Italian and Israeli crime 
groups (ACC 2011, 60). In particular, MDMA is sourced from European drug 
markets and increasingly, from Southeast Asia (ACC 2011, 60; Schloenhardt 2007, 
64). Southeast Asian criminal groups dominate the production of MDMA in Canada 
especially, as Canada was considered a key embarkation point for MDMA detections 
in Australia (ACC 2011, 60; ACC 2010, 28). Schloenhardt (2007, 65) reported that 
organised crime involvement in ATS trafficking and production in Australia is not 
well documented and at times, conflicting. There is evidence of transnational 
criminal syndicates involved in cross-border operations (mainly for MDMA) whilst 
domestic trade in ATS is carried out by small, local networks or amateurs 
(Schloenhardt 2007, 65). Various federal reports on ATS production and trafficking 
refer to organised crime involvement to some degree. However, it is likely that these 
findings reflect high-scale trafficking activity while low level supply may involve 
smaller, less informal groups.     
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Heroin 
Heroin is a semi-synthetic drug derived from the opium poppy and belonging 
to the opiates class of drugs (ACC 2010, 53). Afghanistan and Burma produce 75-
90% of the world’s opium supply, although Afghanistan now accounts for the 
majority of opium production (UNODC 2011b, 59; Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 
2009, 111). Raw opium is obtained from an incision made on the poppy capsule and 
the opium sap is left to ooze and dry (Kapoor 1995, 73). The raw opium is mixed 
with lime and hot water to produce morphine. The morphine base becomes heroin 
through a process of adding substances and chemicals (including the key precursor, 
acetic anhydride), filtering the solutions and finally, evaporation. The evaporation 
process produces the white heroin powder, or “Heroin No.4” (Kramer, Jelsma and 
Blickman 2009, 46). Heroin No. 4 is the most common grade of heroin found in 
developed counties; it has a high purity and can be easily dissolved or injected (ACC 
2010, 53). Heroin is usually sold in the form of a white or brownish powder and in 
various amounts (ACC 2010, 53). For example, importers can purchase a 
compressed block of heroin weighing 350g on the China-Burma border (Kramer, 
Jelsma and Blickman 2009, 47).  
 
2.4.2 The Golden Triangle 
The opium cultivating and heroin producing area of the Golden Triangle is 
central to the Southeast Asian drug trade (Chin 2009, 8; UNODC 2007a, 3). 
Southeast Asia’s Golden Triangle extends from the Shan hills of north-eastern 
Burma through to northern Thailand and to the Hmong highlands of Laos (McCoy 
2003, 285; Renard 1996, 4). Since 2006, opium poppy cultivation in the major 
cultivation regions of Laos, Myanmar and Thailand has doubled in size (UNODC 
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2011b, 9). Burma is the second largest producer of opium in the world, after 
Afghanistan (Chin 2009, 1). Although the “Golden Crescent” (comprised of 
Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan) produces a larger amount of opium, heroin 
originating from this area is primarily sourced for the European and North American 
heroin market, whereas the Golden Triangle area has traditionally supplied the Asia 
Pacific, including Australia, Canada and parts of Western Europe (Hignett 2012, 
286; Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 2009, 46). Heroin originating from the Golden 
Triangle is usually trafficked through Thailand and, since the late 1980s, through 
various parts of China. Geographically, the borders between Burma and its 
neighbouring countries are not heavily populated and environmental factors, such as 
dense foliage, create difficult conditions for policing (Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 
2009, 46). Also, the mountainous landscape, climate conditions and lack of transport 
infrastructure have served to protect rebel armies and illicit crops from penetration 
by government or law enforcement authorities (Chouvy 2009, 24).    
 
Aside from the geography, the emergence of the Golden Triangle as a key 
region for opium production and trafficking can be attributed to various economic, 
political and social factors that have contributed to the growth of the opium trade. 
The major opium growing region in Burma is located in the Wa area of the Shan 
State, the north-eastern part of Burma (Chin 2009, 1; Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 
2009, 114). Internal military conflict has long created conditions of civil and political 
unrest in the region (Chin 2009, 8; Chouvy 2009, 24; UNODC 2005a, 7). The Shan 
State is occupied by various ethnic armed groups and control from the central 
government is tenuous at best (Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 2009, 114). Leaders in 
the Wa area are involved in the drug trade both as private entrepreneurs and as state 
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agents (Chin 2009, 2). These leaders perceive themselves as having a responsibility 
to generate large amounts of cash for the central and local governments as a means of 
promoting and improving the well-being of their people (Chin 2009, 2). The opium 
trade has provided financial backing for “quasi-state” authorities and various 
insurgent and militia groups and enabled warring factions to fund military campaigns 
(Chouvy 2009, 24; Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 2009, 114). However, the opium 
economy is “both fuelled by and fuels the war economy” and for many farmers and 
families living in the region, opium plants are a vital “cash crop” which provides the 
only source of financial and food security (Chouvy 2009, 44; Kramer, Jelsma and 
Blickman 2009, 26; Paoli, Greenfield and Reuter 2009, 116).  The Wa leaders do not 
perceive themselves as “drug lords” but rather, the drug trade is a business that is 
inseparable from “state building” (Chin 2009, 2; Chin and Zhang 2008, 185). Thus, 
general “lawlessness” in the region, internal conflict and the complex cultural, 
political and social issues faced by the population are key factors contributing to the 
region’s longevity in the opium trade. These factors make intervention far more 
difficult for government and law enforcement agencies.   
 
2.4.3 Southeast Asian criminals in the Australian drug market 
Previous research into illicit drug use has failed to adequately examine links 
between ethnicity and illicit drug use or involvement in the illicit drug market (Reid, 
Aitken, Beyer and Crofts 2001, 360). In Australia, studies into ethnic communities 
and their association with illicit drugs are commonly examined from the perspectives 
of harm minimisation, access to treatment or policing strategies. Furthermore, these 
studies generally incorporate an understanding of the socio-economic and cultural 
issues faced by ethnic communities and how these factors impact upon their 
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involvement in illicit drugs. Therefore, research into the involvement of ethnic crime 
groups in the illicit drug market has rarely been conducted from the perspective of 
examining operational structures. In general, there is a dearth of knowledge about the 
structure, operation and capacity of criminal groups in Australian illicit drug markets 
(Bright, Hughes and Chalmers 2012, 160). Knowledge about the involvement of 
Southeast Asian communities in the Australian illicit drug trade has traditionally 
been obtained from broad studies on drug users within ethnic communities.  
 
In 1998, a study commissioned by the Victorian government entitled, “Drugs 
in a Multicultural Community” examined the involvement of ethnic minority 
communities in Victoria with illicit drugs (Beyer and Reid 2000, 1). This study 
identified a number of Asian communities with links to illicit drug use for example, 
Chinese, Cambodian, Vietnamese and Laotian communities. The Vietnamese 
community are the most researched ethnic group in relation to illicit drug use in 
Australia (Beyer and Reid 2000, 74). Southeast Asian communities and in particular 
Vietnamese communities, have long been associated with the heroin market as users, 
distributors and importers (AFP 2009b, 18; Degenhardt et al 2005b, 460; Gibson et al 
2003, 32; Reid et al 2002, 127; Lintner 2002, 308; Beyer and Reid 2000, 74). 
Therefore, the involvement of Southeast Asian criminals in the Australian drug 
market may be well illustrated through a discussion of the Australian heroin market.  
 
In the broader Australian community, heroin use became more widespread 
towards the end of the 1960s (Gibson et al 2003, 24). Historically, heroin in Australia 
has been sourced from Myanmar, although in recent years, the Australian Federal 
Police (AFP) has seized larger quantities of heroin from South-West Asia 
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(Afghanistan) at the Australian border (AFP 2009a, 24). The AFP’s Joint Asian 
Crime Group (JACG) is a specialist unit targeting Southeast Asian organised crime 
activity with a particular focus on investigating international and interstate drug 
trafficking (AFP 2008, 23). From the early 1990s, Southeast Asian heroin trafficking 
groups are believed to have targeted the Australian heroin market by supplying 
cheaper and purer heroin than had previously been available in Australia (Gibson et 
al 2003, 32). The International Narcotics Control Strategy Report 2009 (INCSR) 
states that there is no evidence to suggest that Australia is a specific target for 
Southeast Asian drug traffickers (BINLEA 2009, 128). This conclusion is 
inconsistent with the findings from previous INCSR reports (2005 to 2007) that 
found Australia was an ongoing target for Southeast Asian drug traffickers and a 
recent ACC report on organised crime in Australia also stated that Southeast Asia 
remains a primary embarkation point of heroin into Australia (ACC 2009a, 8). From 
2009 to 2010, the ACC (2010, 57) reported that Cambodia was the most prominent 
embarkation point of heroin into Australia, followed by Vietnam, Singapore, 
Afghanistan and Canada. This connection with Southeast Asia is significant because 
Southeast Asian drug traffickers in Australia will have familial and cultural 
connections in Southeast Asia. The ACC (2011, 65) expect that Chinese and 
Southeast Asian criminals will continue to maintain a strong presence in heroin 
trafficking into Australia. Therefore, the illicit drug trade operated by Asian 
criminals remains a high priority for law enforcement agencies (AIC 2004, 7).  
 
A number of official reports have documented the methods and crime groups 
involved in the importation of heroin into Australia. In 1979, heroin importations 
into Australian were primarily carried out by drug couriers boarding commercial 
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airlines to enter Sydney (Gibson et al 2003, 24). Over the years, it is evident that the 
“drug courier” continues to be a popular method for smuggling heroin into Australia 
(AFP 2009, 18). From the 1990s, steel-hulled vessels known as “mother ships” were 
commonly used to import larger drug quantities (Gibson et al 2003, 24). Therefore, 
the adopted importation method appeared relative to the size of the importation. A 
Senate Committee report stated that ethnic Chinese crime groups were the major 
organisers of heroin imports into Australia (PJCNCA 1995). However, the Senate 
Committee noted that the involvement of Vietnamese criminal groups in heroin 
importation, independently or with assistance from Chinese criminals, was becoming 
more apparent (PJCNCA 1995). By importing through suppliers in Vietnam, the 
Vietnamese aimed to reduce their reliance on the Chinese acting as “middlemen” 
(PJCNCA 1995). However, the empirical evidence to support these claims appears to 
be lacking.   
 
Lintner (2002, 332) argued that Chinese syndicates controlled the bulk of 
heroin importations whereas the Vietnamese gangs were active in local street dealing 
and distribution; there was rarely any cross-ethnic alliances. He claims that 
Vietnamese diaspora is significantly smaller than Chinese diaspora and the Chinese 
had developed strong connections with groups in various parts of the Golden 
Triangle, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore (Lintner 2002, 332). 
However, Lintner does not provide any substantiated evidence to support these 
statements. In contrast, the AFP (2009, 18) reported that more heroin couriers enter 
Australia from Vietnam than any other country. It is unknown as to whether this 
statement was based on official data obtained through Customs or other records that 
are not publically available. This finding suggests that, 1) members of the 
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Vietnamese community are involved in importation and 2) there is a sizeable heroin 
supply in Vietnam. However, the extent of their involvement or whether the 
Vietnamese adopt other methods of importation is less certain.  
 
During the 1990s, Sydney was considered the “hub” of drug distribution with a 
number of organised crime syndicates operating out of the suburbs of Kings Cross 
and Cabramatta (Degenhardt et al 2005a, 4). Prior to extensive Indochinese 
migration at the end of the Vietnam War, the heroin market in Kings Cross was 
controlled by gangs that operated prostitution, illegal bookmaking and gambling 
businesses (Linter 2002, 312). In the early 1990s, Cabramatta became Sydney’s 
“principal street-level heroin market” (Maher and Dixon 2001, 5) which was largely 
controlled by Vietnamese gangs such as the notorious “5T” (Lintner 2002, 309).  
Suburbs such as Cabramatta conjure up images of Asian drug-related criminality and 
the media has portrayed the heroin problem as one predominantly concerned with 
Asian offenders (Dixon and Maher 2002, 93; Beyer, Reid and Crofts 2001, 169). The 
“vilification, persecution and victimization” (Ruggiero and South 1995, 10) of 
various ethnic groups and their real or imagined association with drugs is a common 
theme in law enforcement strategies. The stereotype has a basis in fact. From 1994 to 
1998, 38-48% of police arrests for heroin dealing in Victoria involved Vietnamese-
born offenders (Beyer, Reid and Crofts 2001, 171). Degenhardt et al (2005a, 4) 
argues that gang involvement was evident at all levels of the drug market from 
“runners” to high level suppliers linked to organised crime syndicates. Dixon and 
Maher (2002, 93) support Degenhardt in stating that Cabramatta holds the reputation 
of being Australia’s “heroin capital”. Heroin supplies in Queensland were generally 
sourced from Sydney and transported to Brisbane, the Gold Coast and other locations 
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(CMC 2004, 20). However, the CMC did not report whether those heroin supplies 
originated from Cabramatta only or other locations in Sydney.  
 
In 2001, reduced supply in the New South Wales heroin market led to the 
development of smaller, covert markets across Sydney with more mobile methods of 
dealing, an increase in the number of locations from which heroin was sold and a 
reduction in the number of lower-level heroin dealers (Degenhardt et al 2005a, 17). 
Furthermore, the reduction in heroin supply led to increased involvement in other 
drug trafficking networks (Degenhardt et al 2005a, 8). NSW police statistics suggest 
that from 2001, Southeast Asian crime groups were collaborating with cocaine 
cartels in cocaine importation and distribution (Degenhardt et al. 2005a, 8).  This 
study illustrates the decline in mono-ethnic drug trafficking networks as Southeast 
Asian crime groups become more willing to collaborate with groups outside the 
Asian heroin market (CMC 2004, 37). However, this finding only demonstrates 
increased multi-ethnic relations between drug trafficking groups, rather than a 
decline in mono-ethnicity as a prerequisite for group membership.   
 
In summary, Australian research suggests that Southeast Asian participation in 
the illicit drug trade is largely focused on the heroin market. Whilst Southeast Asian 
crime groups may be dealing in other types of drugs, their participation in those 
drugs markets is less documented. Previous empirical research has produced very 
little knowledge about the involvement and operation of Southeast Asian crime 
groups in the ATS, cocaine and cannabis markets. The scope of this study covers the 
involvement of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups across all drug markets, 
although previous research indicates that Southeast Asian crime groups are more 
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heavily involved in heroin trafficking. Official reports suggest that the heroin market 
is controlled largely by Indochinese crime groups but the extent to which Chinese or 
Vietnamese criminals are involved in different stages of heroin distribution is less 
certain. Overall, international studies provide some knowledge on the operational 
structure of drug trafficking groups and networks but none have focused specifically 
on the organisation of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups.  
 
2.5 DRUG TRAFFICKING MODELS  
This section will examine the body of international research focused on the 
organisational structure of drug trafficking operations and thereby, highlight the 
transition in research on low-level drug dealing to middle and high-level drug 
trafficking organisations. This shift in research is significant because an 
organisational structure is typically found within middle to high-level drug 
trafficking (Browne, Mason and Murphy 2003, 332). Early research into drug 
trafficking organisations was primarily focused on studies in street or low-level drug 
dealing or between the street dealer and drug user (Desroches 2005, 3; Browne, 
Mason and Murphy 2003, 328; Natarajan and Belanger 1998, 1005; Tunnell 1993, 
377). During the 1990s, the literature focused on two main models of drug trafficking 
– highly structured and loosely structured organisations (Natarajan and Belanger 
1998, 1006). Ruggiero and South (1995, 10) distinguish between highly and loosely 
structured organisations by referring to them as “crime in organization” (highly 
structured) and “crime in association” (loosely structured). Crime in organization 
refers to the existence of hierarchical, corporate style structures within crime groups, 
whereas crime in association implies a horizontal structure that is likely to be 
reflected through criminal networks (Ruggiero and South 1995, 10). Ruggiero and 
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South (1995, 10) suggested that the development of drug economies may be shifting 
towards crime in organization. However, the present study cannot test this hypothesis 
unless there is sufficient data which allows the researcher to examine changes in the 
organisational structure of a large, established Southeast Asian drug trafficking 
group.       
 
The current literature tends to describe drug trafficking as fluid, loosely 
organised, adaptable social networks (Natarajan 2006, 172; Mackenzie 2002, 3). 
Classic ethnographic studies into drug smuggling and dealing communities have 
found that drug markets were not controlled by monopolistic, hierarchical 
organisations or ‘cartels’. In an early ethnographic study of a drug smuggling 
community in Southwest County (California), Adler (1983, 82) suggested that 
individual entrepreneurs and small organisations populate illicit drug markets. The 
drug market was competitive, disorganised and smugglers had a high turnover rate 
because participants entered and exited the market at will (Adler 1983, 81). These 
findings suggest that drug smugglers operated on the basis of convenience and taking 
advantage of opportunities and their social connections to engage in transactions. 
Another major ethnographic study examined the nature of Colombian cocaine 
enterprises (Zaitch 2002, 3). Zaitch (2002, 297) found that Colombian cocaine firms 
were “informal, small, mutating and decentralised” and individuals either operated 
alone or in temporary partnerships.       
 
A number of recent international studies provide support for this conclusion 
which describes drug traffickers as operating within fluid, network style structures. 
Gruppo Abele (2004, 34) reported that from manufacturing to the point of 
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distribution, Amsterdam drug markets are managed by agile, loosely structured and 
highly adaptable networks. A study on illicit markets in the Netherlands found that 
high-end, large-scale transnational smuggling and trading of heroin was generally 
undertaken by criminal groups that were based on cohesive (and usually mono-
ethnic), social networks (Bruinsma and Bernasco 2004, 91). An interview study of 
incarcerated drug smugglers in US federal prisons found that drug smuggling 
syndicates were characterised by networks or small “cells”; “series of interconnected 
nodes” which facilitates the flow of information (Decker and Chapman 2008, 146). 
Chin and Zhang (2008, 186) found Burmese and Chinese syndicates use multiple, 
overlapping layers of transportation and distribution networks before drugs reach the 
end user. Finally, Morselli (2009, 66) distinguished between “action” and 
“complementary” segments of a drug trafficking network. The action segment of a 
network was responsible for planning, coordinating and moving the drugs. The 
complementary segment provided logistical, technical support, legitimate business 
fronts and communication facilitators. The complementary segment was not directly 
involved in the planning or movement of the drugs. The complementary segment 
would include the use of ‘delinquent professionals’ such as lawyers and accountants 
(Broadhurst in PJCACC 2007, 64). The overall role of the complementary segment 
was to increase security and minimise the risks involved in the operation (Morselli 
2009, 68). Like business persons engaged in licit markets, dealers will adopt 
strategies to minimise risks to their operations (Desroches 2007, 830; Reuter and 
Haaga 1989, 40).    
 
From these studies, it is evident that the organisational structure of drug 
trafficking groups appears to be characterised by loose, adaptable networks based on 
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social or ethnic ties. This trend towards network style structures is likely to be 
reflected in most transnational organised crime activities other than drug trafficking. 
Networks are seen as a more suitable structure for organised crime because they 
facilitate the flow of information, can adapt to changes in law enforcement responses 
and have the flexibility to deal with the associated risks inherent in all organised 
crime activities. However, a key issue to consider when characterising drug 
trafficking networks is whether mono-ethnic networks are declining in importance. 
The role of ethnicity in organised crime remains unclear because some studies 
suggest that the increasing number of multi-ethnic partnerships in organised crime 
means that ethnicity and mono-ethnic networks are on the decline (Ruggiero and 
Khan 2006, 481; CMC 2004, 37; Pearson and Hobbs 2001, viii). An overarching 
issue of contention in the literature on drug trafficking groups is the extent to which 
“ethnicity” is significant in determining membership and the level of interaction 
between different drug traffickers and trafficking groups. Ruggiero (2012, 10) 
suggests that the development of criminal networks “does not make traditional forms 
of affiliation redundant, as family ties, kinship and ethnic affinity still provide 
invaluable resources for core membership and indispensable trust.” Thus, some 
OCGs still recruit on the basis of family ties, kinship or ethnicity despite the shift 
towards network style organisations which are more likely to be less homogenous. A 
discussion on ethnicity is important as the data for the current study is selected on the 
basis that it satisfies specific criteria in relation to the offender’s ethnicity.  
 
Organised crime and ethnicity are easily associated with one another 
(Kleemans and van de Bunt 1999, 25). Broadly, the “ethnic” conception of organised 
crime in the literature has had the tendency to identify ethnicity with particular OCGs 
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(e.g. Chinese triads, Japanese Yakuza or Italian mafia) or particular types of 
organised crime activities (e.g. Vietnamese gangs and drug trafficking) (Soudijn and 
Kleemans 2009, 457-459). This conception is problematic because although 
membership in a particular OCG may be determined on the basis of ethnicity, this 
does not exclude the possibility that such members will associate with individuals 
and groups from other ethnic backgrounds (Soudijn and Kleemans 2009, 459). 
Furthermore, it may also be true that certain ethnic groups are heavily involved in 
only one type of crime but this does not preclude their involvement in other crimes 
(Soudijn and Kleemans 2009, 459). Some scholars argue that “there is no such thing 
as a neat mosaic of ethnically distinct crime groups” (Bovenkerk, Siegel and Zaitch 
2003, 25). Therefore, whilst there are some OCGs who have strong ethnic identities, 
there is always the possibility that they will interact with groups from other ethnic 
backgrounds. This interaction may also be more likely in network style organisations 
where it would be very difficult to determine the boundaries of the network.  
 
Morselli (2005, 33) suggests that ethnic homogeneity in criminal networks is 
more likely an indication of an ethnically concentrated “social basin”. This means 
that criminals will choose to work with individuals from the same ethnic group 
because these groups may be concentrated within a particular locale. Therefore, 
ethnic homogeneity is not necessarily a precondition for criminal networks to 
develop. Conversely, ethnic and kinship ties remain a precondition for membership 
in the Sicilian Cosa Nostra and Calabrian ‘Ndrangheta groups (Paoli 2004, 23). New 
members must be men born in either Sicily or Calabria or descending from mafia 
families (Paoli 2004, 23). Therefore, skills, resources and connections are not 
preconditions for membership in certain OCGs. However, choosing not to recruit 
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new members based on skills and connections has impacted upon the geographical 
expansion of the Cosa Nostra and ‘Ndrangheta groups and also limited their ability to 
be competitive in a variety of illicit markets (Paoli 2004, 23). Thus, an individual’s 
ethnic background remains significant insofar as it may provide some explanation for 
their membership in certain OCGs or their involvement in particular organised crime 
activities. However, there must be some caution exercised in adopting “ethnic” 
explanations of organised crime because of the generalisations and assumptions 
about certain ethnic crime groups which often accompany these explanations.  
 
From these studies, it is evident that drug trafficking groups are more likely to 
operate in loose networks than hierarchical structures. However, this conclusion does 
not exclude the possibility that drug trafficking groups may operate within a 
hierarchical structure or within a combined structure of networks and hierarchies 
(Calderoni 2012, 345; Varese 2012, 8). A number of scholars have produced drug 
trafficking models or typologies from their studies. These typologies can be 
categorised according to drug trafficking networks based on the tasks or roles 
adopted by the members (e.g. broker, courier, importation, cultivation) or the 
organisational form and structure of the network or a combination of both (Pearson 
and Hobbs 2003, 336). It is necessary to group drug trafficking typologies together 
according to their emphasis on tasks and roles, organisational form and structure or a 
combination of both.  
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2.5.1 Typologies based on organisational form  
These typologies were developed to distinguish between various structural 
forms of drug trafficking groups. Unlike the organised crime typologies, some of 
these drug trafficking typologies are not limited to hierarchical or network models 
but describe characteristics that are unique and specific to drug trafficking 
operations. However, some drug trafficking typologies do contain similar 
characteristics to organised crime models because they are characterised by 
structures such as hierarchies or networks or emphasise key factors such as strong 
ethnic and family ties. Most of these typologies emerged from studies on multiple 
types of drug distribution including crack, cocaine and heroin distribution. However, 
some of these drugs are uncommon in the Australian drug market and therefore, 
typologies focused on those drug markets may have limited relevance in classifying 
Australian drug trafficking groups. For example, researchers have found no 
commercial market for crack cocaine in Australia (Shearer et al. 2005, viii). Crack 
dealing is typically conducted in open markets with strangers or any potential buyers; 
this method is more common for dealers supplying high dependency drugs (Edmund, 
Hough and Urquia 2006). However, cocaine is usually supplied within friendship 
circles and through established “dealing” relationships (Shearer et al. 2005, 22). 
Therefore, the absence of a commercial market for crack cocaine in Australia may be 
attributed to the difficulties in gaining access to a supply.  
 
After interviewing 25 convicted traffickers in prison and 55 former active 
members of the drug trade, Dorn, Murji and South (1992, xiii) developed a typology 
which distinguished between seven types of “trafficking firms”. These types include: 
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1) Trading charities – drug syndicates who are founded upon an ideological 
commitment to drugs (e.g. ecstasy, cannabis) with profit being of secondary 
importance; 
2) Mutual societies – friendship networks of drug users and dealers who sell 
and exchange drugs in a reciprocal relationship; 
3) Sideliners – the licit business that trades drugs “on the side”; 
4) Criminal diversifiers – the existing criminal enterprise that expands their 
operations to include drugs; 
5) Opportunistic irregulars – individuals or small groups that become involved 
in various illicit activities including drugs; 
6) Retail specialists – a form of “street dealing” whereby an enterprise’s 
manager allocates specialist roles to a number of people to distribute drugs 
to users; and 
7) State-sponsored traders – used to describe collaboration between police 
undercover agents and their informants who continue to trade or “buy and 
bust” operations.  
In proposing a typology, Dorn, Murji and South (1992, xiii) suggested that 
whilst a typology cannot wholly represent the fluid, complex nature of the drug 
market, a typology brings some focus to studying the “diversity” of traffickers and 
that the imposition of any theoretical framework or structure is inevitable in these 
types of studies. Ruggiero and South (1995, 77) provide a brief description of this 
typology and note that criminal diversifiers and sideliners may apply to the European 
drug trade, but do not apply the typology in any “strict or rigorous” sense. This is 
because Ruggiero and South (1995, 77) acknowledged the limitations in applying 
“static” models to fluid and changing drug markets.  Similar to other drug trafficking 
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typologies, Dorn, Murji and South’s seven trafficking firms has not been applied to a 
different set of data in any subsequent empirical studies on drug trafficking. 
Furthermore, these categories and their characteristics are not mutually exclusive 
because it is likely that a drug trafficking group can be categorised under more than 
one type of firm. There are also some types of firms which are unlikely to be present 
in the data. For example, trading charities are unlikely to be common in Australia 
given that profit is usually of primary importance to OCGs trafficking in drugs. 
Previous findings from an Honours study undertaken in Queensland suggest that 
profit is of primary importance to the drug trafficker and dealer (Le 2009, 38). 
Therefore, Dorn, Murji and South’s typology will be excluded at the stage of data 
analysis.  
 
A second typology is found in a study of crack distribution in New York City, 
which identified two major “ideal types” or models of drug distribution – the free-
lance model and the business model (Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria 1992, 60). Under 
a free-lance model, members at all levels cooperate to distribute a particular amount 
and type of drug. There are no clear cut hierarchies or “employer-employee” 
relationships and thus, most partnerships or groups formed under a free-lance model 
are likely to be fluid and adaptive (Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria 1992, 60). Two 
permutations of the business model include the “vertical business” model and the 
“franchise business” model. Characteristics of the vertical business model include a 
multi-layered hierarchical organisation which controls “employees” occupying 
various roles within the organisation (Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria 1992, 62). The 
franchise business model involves a high level supplier providing large quantities to 
smaller dealers on a regular basis. The smaller dealers recruit and supervise their 
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own workers and “runners” and operate at arms length from the high level supplier 
(Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria 1992, 62). Characteristics of the freelance model, 
such as its “flat” organisational structure, are reflected in the criminal networks 
model under the UN typology. The bureaucratic structure of the vertical business 
model can be aligned with the UN standard hierarchy and the franchise model 
describes common stages in drug distribution that are likely to be present in most 
drug trafficking models. Therefore, Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria’s typology will be 
excluded from data analysis due to its similarities with existing and more 
comprehensive typologies.  
 
Another typology based on organisational structure emerged from an 
ethnographic study conducted in Brooklyn, New York City which sought to examine 
changes in street-level drug markets in four police precincts (Curtis 1996, 1). Curtis 
(1996, 262-268) developed a typology on the organisational structure of drug 
distributors based on four categories: freelance distributors, family businesses, 
community-based organisations and corporate-style distributors. Freelance 
distributors are egalitarian and lack a formal hierarchy with no division of labour, 
whereas corporate distributors are characterised by a strong division of labour and a 
formal hierarchy (Curtis and Wendel 2000, 132). As the category suggests, family 
businesses are organisations based on family ties (Natarajan and Hough 2000, 7) and 
community-based organisations are organisations founded upon a “common” 
denominator such as ethnicity, race or nationality and operating at the local, 
“community” level (Curtis and Wendel 2000, 133). The original typology was 
developed from a study on street-level drug dealing and therefore, its generalisability 
may be limited to street-level drug markets. To determine whether the typology is 
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generalisable beyond street-level drug markets, the typology needs to be applied 
against data gathered on upper level drug trafficking. It is likely that there will be 
some variation in the organisational structure of upper level drug markets, including 
the drug quantities involved and the method of operation. To date, Curtis’ typology 
has only been applied in Natarajan and Belanger’s study of various drug trafficking 
organisations that were prosecuted in New York City.     
 
Natarajan and Belanger (1998, 1008) adopted Curtis’ typology in their study of 
39 drug trafficking organisations prosecuted in New York City federal courts. They 
used a two-dimensional typology, one based on organisational structure and the other 
based on tasks and roles. The first typology was Curtis’ typology and the second 
typology was adapted from Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria’s (1992, 60) study of the 
functioning of crack distribution groups in New York. The second typology 
comprised of four main roles adopted by individuals in a drug distribution chain 
namely, manufacturer, importer/smuggler, wholesale distributor and regional 
distributor. In drawing the sample, Natarajan and Belanger (1998, 1009) selected 
cases involving only wiretaps and multi-kilo transactions in the hope of identifying 
major drug distributors and excluding low level street dealers. The study 
acknowledged that Curtis’ typology was developed from data on street level drug 
markets however, a preliminary scan of the drug trafficking cases showed that 
Curtis’ typology was suitable for their data.1 The study’s findings showed a variation 
among drug trafficking syndicates ranging from loosely structured organisations 
(freelance group) to hierarchical, corporate-style organisations (Natarajan and 
                                                 
 
1 Curtis’ typology was slightly adapted for the study – “community-based” organisations became communal 
businesses because the study’s drug trafficking organisations did not operate exclusively at a local, community 
level like those organisations found in Curtis’ study (Natarajan and Belanger 1998, 1008).  
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Belanger 1998, 1008). Small sized, freelance enterprises adopted a higher position in 
the drug distribution chain and these enterprises consisted of older individuals drawn 
from a variety of ethnic groups (Natarajan and Belanger 1998, 1018). Furthermore, 
all the drug trafficking organisations relied to some extent on ethnic ties as each case 
involved a particular ethnic group primarily, Italian and Hispanic groups (Natarajan 
and Belanger 1998, 1019). This finding provides some support for the “mono-
ethnicity” of drug distribution syndicates.       
 
In a study of the “learning” capacity of Colombian drug traffickers, Kenney 
(2007a, 236) used primary and secondary source data collected after extensive 
fieldwork conducted in the United States and Colombia. Kenney (2007a, 236) 
conducted interviews with law enforcement and intelligence officials and former 
drug traffickers. This primary data was supplemented by numerous intelligence 
reports (Kenney 2007a, 236). From this data, Kenney (2007b, 29) suggested that 
Colombian drug trafficking systems contained two basic types of networks – wheel 
networks and chain networks. Wheel networks (otherwise known as hub or star 
networks) contain a core group that manages the overall drug operation and the 
peripheral actors who perform specific tasks in transportation, distribution and 
money laundering (Kenney 2007a, 242). The core group is led by experienced, 
veteran traffickers who have the contacts, capital and knowledge to coordinate drug 
shipments whilst also facilitating communication and coordinating relations between 
peripheral actors (Kenney 2007a, 243; Kenney 2007b, 29). However, wheel 
networks are vulnerable to “head-hunting” approaches by law enforcement because 
of the difficulties involved in replacing core leaders and the knowledge, contacts and 
skills they bring to the drug operation (Kenney 2007b, 30). Chain networks are more 
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decentralised and “self-organising” meaning independent actors transact and work 
directly with other actors (Kenney 2007a, 244). Thus, there is no coordinating body 
such as a core group and drug shipments are carried out at “arms length” (Kenney 
2007b, 31). Unlike wheel networks, chain networks are less vulnerable to law 
enforcement pressure as there are no core leaders to arrest and those who are 
detained are quite easily replaced (Kenney 2007b, 31).  
 
Ruggiero and Khan (2007, 163) examined the structure of South Asian drug 
trafficking networks operating in the United Kingdom. They interviewed 42 
incarcerated drug dealers, drug users outside prison and key individuals from law 
enforcement agencies with working knowledge of drug distribution amongst South 
Asian communities. They concluded that South-Asian drug distributors can be 
categorised under four types of networks namely, family networks, mono-ethnic 
networks, issue-specific networks and value-adding networks (Ruggiero and Khan 
2006, 481). First, some South-Asian drug distributors operate within a “family 
network” whose structure was not rigid or hierarchical (Ruggiero and Khan 2007, 
173). Second, the “mono-ethnic network” is a network comprised of individuals with 
the same ethnic background. However, it was predicted that this type of network is 
on the decline with the onset of multi-ethnic partnerships and changing demands in 
an open drug market (Ruggiero and Khan 2006, 481; CMC 2004, 37; Pearson and 
Hobbs 2001, viii). The third “issue-specific network” is comprised of an “executive 
layer, middle management and a number of employees”. This network actively 
recruits members from diverse backgrounds, from drug dealing amateurs to 
professionals with specialised skills (Ruggiero and Khan 2006, 482). Similarly, the 
fourth network, “value adding network” also recruits members from diverse 
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backgrounds and establishes alliances with any networks that can potentially benefit 
their own enterprise (Ruggiero and Khan 2007, 174). An issue with this typology is 
that the categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, a family network could 
also be a mono-ethnic network because it is likely that family members will be from 
the same ethnic group. Therefore, this typology will be excluded at the stage of data 
analysis on the basis that it would be difficult to categorise drug trafficking groups 
using a typology that lacks mutually exclusive categories. 
 
Evidently, the typologies based on organisational form describe drug 
trafficking groups as incorporating network or hierarchical structures or a 
combination of both structures. There are no established criteria on how to evaluate 
the utility of these typologies and therefore, general scientific criteria relating to 
validity and credibility appeared to be the most appropriate. The majority of the 
typologies emerging from these studies have not been subject to further empirical 
study. Also, a number of these typologies contain categories that are not mutually 
exclusive, which creates difficulties when categorising drug trafficking groups 
according to their organisational structure. Furthermore, these studies are based on 
European or American data sets, which involve different drug populations and some 
drugs which are uncommon to the Australian drug scene. These issues will inevitably 
affect the generalisability of the typologies emerging from these studies and 
therefore, limit their application to a study conducted on Southeast Asian drug 
offenders in Australia. 
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2.5.2 Typologies based on tasks/roles  
An important dimension of understanding the operational structure of drug 
trafficking groups is to examine the individual roles adopted by criminals. A key 
factor that distinguishes tasks and roles in a drug distribution chain are those that 
have physical contact with the drugs and those who have no contact with the drugs 
(Decker and Chapman 2008, 90). Individuals who have physical contact with the 
drugs are likely to adopt roles of lower status in the drug distribution operation, but 
also face the greatest risk of being caught. For example, these roles include the 
couriers, runners and offloaders. Individuals who have attained high status are 
unlikely to have contact with drugs. This “arms length” approach is a risk 
management strategy and if a drug operation was unsuccessful, these individuals 
were likely to avoid police detection. Such roles would include the leader who 
controlled the entire drug operation or those individuals who negotiated deals in the 
source country (Decker and Chapman 2008, 90). This section discusses a number of 
studies on drug trafficking that developed typologies based on tasks/roles. However, 
Williams (2001) identified roles commonly found in criminal networks that were not 
specific to drug trafficking groups.    
 
Williams (2001, 82) proposed a number of roles that were likely to be 
discernible in most criminal networks. These roles are not specific to drug trafficking 
but relate more generally to criminal networks and businesses. The roles are 
described below (Williams 2001, 82-83): 
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Table 1: Williams (2001) typology of tasks and roles 
Role Description 
Organizers Core individuals and groups who provide the “steering” 
mechanism for the network. Organisers determine the 
scale and scope of activities and provide instructions and 
guidance for its execution.  
 
Insulators These individuals protect the network from infiltration 
and disruption whether that might be law enforcement 
agencies or members of other criminal networks. 
Insulators transmit instructions from the core to the 
periphery of the network but also ensure that any 
communication flows from the periphery do not 
compromise the core members.  
 
Communicators Communicators transmit directives from the core group 
to periphery members. These individuals ensure that 
communication flows effectively across the network as a 
whole. At times, communicators and insulators may be at 
odds, due to competing interests inherent in their 
respective roles.  
 
Guardians Guardians proactively defend the security of the network 
against potential attacks or infiltration. Guardians adopt 
precautions in member recruitment, combined with 
measures to ensure loyalty (rituals and coercion) and 
reduce defection. If defection occurs, guardians are 
responsible for minimising damage to the network.   
 
Extenders These individuals are involving in literally “extending” 
the network through new member recruitment, 
collaboration with other networks or by encouraging 
defectors from legitimate businesses, government and 
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law enforcement. Extenders create a “portal” between the 
licit and illicit worlds. The measures adopted to recruit 
members from government and licit businesses may 
include bribery, corruption or coercion.  
    
Monitors Monitors are responsible for reporting potential 
weaknesses and problems in the network to the core 
group, who initiate remedial action. Monitors ensure that 
corrective measures are implemented where necessary so 
that the network can adjust in response to new 
circumstances. 
Crossovers Individuals recruited as members of criminal networks 
but also continue to work in legitimate businesses and 
institutions. Crossovers provide protection and valuable 
information from the licit sector. 
  
 
Although these roles are common across most criminal networks, Williams 
(2001, 84) notes that some criminal networks will require more specific roles. For 
example, drug trafficking networks will require chemists or individuals experienced 
in cutting drugs before retail distribution. These individuals may carry out limited 
functions in the network but nonetheless, they occupy crucial roles in a drug 
trafficking chain (Williams 2001, 84). The roles identified by Williams (2001) 
possess relatively distinct characteristics and provided that the data held sufficient 
detail, drug offenders in a trafficking operation could be classified according to these 
roles. Therefore, this role-based typology will be included at the stage of data 
analysis.  
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Van Koppen et al (2010, 102) investigated the criminal trajectories of 
individuals involved in three forms of organised crime – drug trafficking, organized 
fraud and trafficking in humans and other illicit goods. The study classified offenders 
according to four different roles (Van Koppen et al. 2010, 109): 
1) Leaders and nodal offenders: Individuals who fulfil the “executive” function 
in the group and provide instructions to subordinates; 
2) Coordinators: Individuals who plan and manage the group’s key activities. 
Coordinators usually supervise subgroups in activities such as offloading 
drugs or transporting people; 
3) Low-level suspects: Individuals who perform the activities supervised by 
coordinators. Low-level suspects occupy roles such as couriers, offloaders or 
transporters. These members are exposed to high levels of risk but are often 
considered expendable or easily replaced; 
4) Other: Individuals in this category may be facilitators operating in the licit 
sphere (e.g. bank managers, customs officials) or those offenders whose roles 
were unclear or difficult to classify.   
These roles are relatively distinct from each other although the leader and 
coordinator roles are likely to overlap with other typologies based on tasks/roles. The 
only category that presents difficulty in classification is the “Other” category because 
this classification could potentially apply to any offender that does not fit the 
description of the previous three roles.  This typology will not be included at the 
stage of analysis because all the roles have been covered by the inclusion of other 
typologies.  
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In a study conducted on drugs importation and strategic risk, Dorn, Oette and 
White (1998, 539) interviewed 15 people convicted of offences relating to drug 
importation and 10 informants from Customs and Excise. In order to describe the 
sample and their contacts, Dorn, Oette and White (1998, 541) used a classification 
system based on the levels of involvement in drug smuggling. The categorisation is 
as follows: 
1) Number 1 – a number 1 is a planner and organizer who may be working alone 
or in partnership with another number 1; 
2) Number 2 – a number 2 is a trusted assistant who is unlikely to give any 
incriminating evidence about their number 1 contact and acts as a “cut out” 
between the number 1 and number 3; and 
3) Number 3 – a number 3 provides specific services under the instruction of a 
number 2. The number 3 knows little about number 1 and is unlikely to 
provide any information which may incriminate or endanger number 1’s 
position. Examples of a number 3 are runners, “mules” or couriers.  
The study aimed to examine how number 1s manage strategic risk on their own 
or by using number 2s and number 3s to ensure distance between themselves and the 
drugs. An issue with this typology is that the roles described are relatively generic. 
This means that a number of individuals could occupy a number 1, 2 or 3 role and 
also, there appears to be lacking clear criteria to determine how an individual would 
be classified as a number 1, 2, or 3. Furthermore, it is likely that this typology can be 
subsumed under other role-based typologies because of its generic nature. Therefore, 
this typology will be excluded at the stage of data analysis.   
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In an extensive literature review on upper level drug trafficking, Dorn, Levi 
and King (2005, iv) present a typology based on the type of traffickers involved in 
the drug market. These types include: 
1) Politico-military traffickers – these traffickers aim to restructure the political 
field in their nations or achieve dominance in existing political 
structures/states/failed states;  
2) Business criminals – these traffickers are driven by profit and financial 
considerations and do not seek to alter or dominate existing political 
structures; and 
3) Adventurers – these traffickers engage in high levels of risk taking either 
unwillingly (coercion or debt payment) or to achieve a sense of excitement 
without understanding the risks involved in drug trafficking.  
Following a review of English, French, Dutch, German, Italian and Spanish 
literature on upper level drug trafficking, Dorn, Levi and King (2005, iv) aimed to 
explain the “positioning” of each type of trafficker within drug markets. However, 
the inclusion of politico-military traffickers is questionable on the basis that certain 
social and political conditions need to be present in order for this type of trafficker to 
operate. Politico-military traffickers are unlikely to operate within Australia as there 
are no drug traffickers engaged in trafficking for the purposes of state capture or to 
fund a political or military campaign. An example of politico-military traffickers 
would be leaders in the Shan State of Burma, whereby the proceeds of drug 
cultivation and trafficking fund political and military campaigns (Dorn, Levi and 
King 2005, 10). Although business criminals and adventurers may apply to the 
sampled cases in the present study, this typology describes “types” of traffickers as 
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opposed to actual roles or tasks adopted by traffickers. Therefore, this typology will 
also be excluded at the stage of data analysis. 
 
In a study of Colombian drug traffickers, Kenney (2007b, 33) outlined various 
roles performed by members of a small cocaine and heroin trafficking network. 
Table 1 summarises the roles adopted in this trafficking network: 
Table 2: Kenney’s (2007b) typology of tasks and roles 
Role Task(s) 
Leader Oversaw the entire operation and provided 
managerial assistance as needed. 
Investors Invested money in the drug shipments (at least 2 
individuals). 
Buyer Purchased cocaine and heroin from processing labs. 
Recruiter Enlisted couriers and provided them with travel 
documentation, including passport and visas. 
Packer Compressed cocaine and heroin into digestible 
capsules. 
Enforcer Used intimidation and violence to enforce 
transactions, resolve disputes and collect debts. 
Trainer Prepared couriers in swallowing capsules, dealing 
with law enforcement and avoiding problems in 
airports. 
Couriers Transported small amounts of drugs from Columbia 
to the United States or Spain. The couriers would 
usually ingest drug-filled capsules or hide the drugs 
in their personal luggage.  
Receiver/Wholesale 
distributor 
Received couriers in the United States or Spain, 
transported them to stash houses where they could 
“expel” their cargo. Receivers were also responsible 
for selling drugs to wholesalers.  
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(Adapted from Kenney 2007b, 33) 
 
Although these roles were developed based on one small trafficking network, 
these roles will be the same or similar to the roles adopted in most drug trafficking 
syndicates. Also, Kenney (2007b) developed this typology based on a cocaine and 
heroin trafficking group. As both drug types are consumed in Australian drug 
markets and the typology presents distinct categories of roles, this typology will be 
applied at the stage of data analysis. Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny (2000, 28) 
developed a similar typology to Kenney based on a study of crack distribution in 
New York City. Crack is an uncommon drug in the Australian context but the 
typology is useful in that it identifies roles commonly found in other drug 
distribution groups. Table 2 identifies and describes some typical functions and roles 
in crack distribution. The specific roles are categorised under four primary groupings 
– high level distributors (traffickers), dealers, sellers and low-level distributors.  
 
Table 3: Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny’s (2000) typology of tasks and roles 
Role equivalent in 
legal market 
Roles at various stages 
of the drug 
distribution business 
Major functions 
accomplished at this 
level 
Grower/producer 
 
 
 
Manufacturer 
Coca farmer, opium 
farmer, marijuana grower 
 
 
Collector, transporter, 
elaborator, drug lord 
Grow coca, opium, 
marijuana i.e. the raw 
materials. 
 
All stages for preparation 
of heroin, cocaine, 
marijuana as commonly 
sold. 
TRAFFICKERS 
Importer 
 
 
Multi-kilo importer, mule, 
airplane pilot, smuggler, 
trafficker, money 
Smuggling of large 
quantities of substances 
in the United States. 
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Wholesale distributor 
launderer 
 
 
 
 
Major distributor, investor, 
“kilo connection” 
These persons usually 
oversee the operation but 
do not handle or transact 
in the drugs they own.  
 
Transportation and re-
distribution of multi-
kilograms and single 
kilograms. 
DEALERS 
Regional distributor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Retail store owner 
 
 
 
 
 
Assistant manager, 
security chief or 
accountant 
“Pound and ounce men”, 
“weight dealers” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
House connections, 
suppliers, crack-house 
supplier. 
 
 
 
“Lieutenant”, “muscle 
men”, transporter, crew 
boss, crack house 
manager/proprietor 
Adulteration and sale of 
moderately expensive 
products. Dealers 
purchase large 
“wholesale” units of 
crack, usually a couple of 
kilograms. 
 
Adulteration and 
production of retail level 
dosage units (bags, vials, 
grams) in very large 
quantities. 
 
Supervises three or more 
sellers, enforces informal 
contracts, collects money, 
or distributes multiple 
dosage units to actual 
sellers. 
SELLERS 
Store clerk, salesmen 
(door to door and phone) 
Street drug seller, 
“runner”, juggler, private 
seller. 
Makes actual direct sales 
to consumer, responsible 
for both drugs and 
money. 
LOW-LEVEL DISTRIBUTORS 
Advertiser, security 
guards, leaflet distributor 
 
 
 
 
Steerer, tout, cop man, 
lookout, holder, runner, 
help friend, guard, go-
between 
 
 
Assists in making sales, 
advertises, protects the 
sellers from police and 
other criminals, solicits 
customers, and handles 
drugs or money but not 
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Servant, temporary 
employee 
 
 
Run shooting gallery, 
injector (of drugs), 
freebaser, taster, 
apartment cleaner, drug 
bagger, fence, launder 
money 
 
both (cf. sellers). 
 
Provides short-term 
services to drug users or 
sellers for money or 
drugs – not responsible 
for money or drugs. 
(Adapted from Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny 2000, 28) 
Any roles which are unique to crack distribution (e.g. crack house manager) 
will be excluded from data analysis because crack is uncommon in the Australian 
drug market and does not have the same level of consumer demand as other drugs 
such as ATS and heroin. It is also important to note that any member in the drug 
distribution chain may adopt more than one role or alternatively, switch between 
multiple roles.   
 
Finally, Decker and Chapman’s (2008, 89) interview study of high level drug 
smugglers incarcerated in US federal prisons also proposed a number of common 
roles adopted in a drug smuggling operation. Table 3 describes each role. 
 
Table 4: Decker and Chapman’s (2008) typology of tasks and roles 
Role Role description 
Offloaders Responsible for removing the drugs from the boats in 
which they were transported and transferring the drugs 
from one mode of transportation to another or 
alternatively, to provide storage for the drugs. 
Boat captains Responsible for “steering” the boat containing the drugs. 
Boat captains had a solid working knowledge of the seas 
and boating patterns and could also engineer secret 
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compartments on their boat. 
Airplane pilots Responsible for moving drug shipments by air.  
Organizers Organized the transportation of drug shipments. 
Organizers were familiar with multiple stages of the drug 
operation, had access to foreign contacts and multiple 
methods of transportation and usually had been involved 
in numerous smuggling operations.  
Brokers and 
intermediaries 
Brokers and intermediaries acted as “go-betweens”, 
brokering for goods and services. Some were also 
responsible for laundering money or providing 
warehouse space and personnel. 
(Adapted from Decker and Chapman (2008), 90-94)            
Although this study was focused on cocaine smuggling, similar roles would be 
present in a heroin trafficking operation and most likely, in various other drug 
trafficking operations. Thus, this typology will be included at the stage of data 
analysis. It is evident that there are a common set of roles and tasks adopted in most 
drug distribution operations, with some variations depending on the type of drug 
being trafficked. However, the role of the courier is one role that lacks an extensive 
body of research, especially considering that the courier is usually the most 
vulnerable and susceptible to apprehension. Therefore, it is expected that a number 
of cases involving couriers will feature in the data.  
 
Pearson and Hobbs’ (2001) study aimed to clarify some of the ambiguity 
associated with the positions adopted by drug dealers in the “middle market”. The 
middle market is identified as the position that links the high end of drug distribution 
(importers and wholesalers) with the lower end (street dealers) (Pearson and Hobbs 
2001, vi). It is the sphere of activity between importation and street dealing (Pearson 
and Hobbs 2001, 17). Pearson and Hobbs (2001, 5) conducted interviews with 
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offenders imprisoned for drug dealing offences and with personnel from law 
enforcement agencies. Three quarters of the prison sample dealt entirely in heroin, 
cocaine or both drugs (Pearson and Hobbs 2001, 8). The concept of the middle 
market is supported by other authors in their studies of the drug trade (Ruggiero and 
Khan 2007, 168; Dorn, Bucke and Goulden 2003, 350). Wholesale distribution is 
likely to fall into the category of middle market. Middle market brokerage networks 
are generally small and comprise of one person or more who have extensive 
connections in the drug trade, control finances and recruit runners to distribute and 
sell drugs (Pearson and Hobbs 2001, vi). Therefore, middle managers who work 
alone or in partnership are not OCGs. Pearson and Hobbs (2001, vi) suggest that the 
middle market is characterised by small networks or partnerships of independent 
traders and brokers. There is a high level of flexibility in the middle market as roles 
between supplier and buyer are interchangeable and individuals may adopt dual 
roles. Thus, there is always the possibility that individual roles in a drug distribution 
chain may change over time or that they will adopt multiple roles in a drug 
trafficking operation.    
 
The significant profitability of the drug trade places drug syndicate leaders in 
an advantageous position to exploit an abundant pool of labour, even for low level 
jobs like drug couriers or “mules” (Kenney 2007a, 256). In a drug network, couriers 
are easily targeted and therefore, face the greatest exposure to law enforcement 
(Kenney 2007a, 256). The role of the courier is required to put distance between a 
superior “link” in the chain and the risks involved with physically handling the drugs 
or having close proximity to the drugs (Dorn, Oette and White 1998, 548). The 
position of drug couriers in the drug distribution chain is an area that lacks an 
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extensive and exclusive body of research in the literature. Early research on drug 
couriers focused on profiling and identifying which characteristics were common in 
airport drug courier profiles (Janikowski and Giacopassi 1993, 63; Robin 1993, 42). 
More recently, research on drug couriers has moved to discussing couriers in the 
context of legal culpability and how drug couriers are selected based on gender, 
ethnicity or whether a particular country had a well-known, established database on 
drug courier profiles (Hellman 2009, 303; Joseph 2006, 149; Desroches 2005, 129). 
For example, Joseph (2006, 149) argues that women are usually recruited by OCGs 
to take drugs into foreign countries in exchange for payment. Given their vulnerable 
position, it is likely that couriers lack intimate knowledge of the groups or operations 
in which they participate. Therefore, it is also likely that couriers will be unable to 
provide authorities with any vital information necessary to convict superior “links” in 
the drug distribution chain (Dorn, Oette and White 1998, 552). Evidently, although 
couriers are expendable they are a necessary part of any drug trafficking syndicate.   
 
An examination of the drug trafficking typologies based on tasks/roles suggests 
that these studies have identified roles which are relatively similar across most drug 
trafficking operations. The majority of these studies suggest that in most cases, there 
will be a leader or organisers managing the operation, couriers transporting the 
drugs, wholesale distributors cutting and on-selling the drugs and runners engaged in 
street dealing. Variations between the typologies may be attributed to the type of 
drug trafficked. Different types of drugs will require varying levels of organisation in 
the production and importation phases and therefore, require a different set of 
personnel.    
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The international studies on drug trafficking provide valid theoretical 
perspectives on the organisational structure of drug trafficking groups. The current 
literature suggests that drug trafficking groups are loosely organised, flexible, 
adaptable networks and this is also reflected in Australian studies of drug trafficking. 
Furthermore, some scholars developed specific drug trafficking typologies from their 
studies. These typologies can be categorised according to organisational form or 
tasks/roles. The typologies based on organisational form incorporate either network 
or bureaucratic structures within their typology or a combination of both structures. 
These typologies were developed based on studies of high level drug trafficking. The 
typologies based on tasks/roles have identified roles which are relatively similar 
across most drug trafficking operations and any variations between the typologies 
can be attributed to different types of drugs being trafficked. The role of drug 
couriers lacks an extensive body of research. However, drug couriers occupy a 
unique position in the drug distribution chain because they are often the most 
vulnerable and likely to be apprehended by law enforcement, yet lack intimate 
knowledge about the operations in which they are involved. Overall, the 
development of drug trafficking typologies has aimed to assist researchers in their 
efforts to examine the complexities involved in drug trafficking. However, a number 
of limitations have been discussed regarding their application to a study conducted 
on Southeast Asian drug offenders in Australia. These limitations include a lack of 
subsequent empirical research testing the typologies, a lack of mutually exclusive 
categories, the use of European and American data sets, studying different drug 
populations and drugs that are uncommon in Australian drug markets.   
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2.6 CRIME SCRIPT ANALYSIS  
In order to investigate the structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups 
in Australia, it is necessary to firstly characterise and describe the stages involved in 
drug production, importation and distribution. This process of description will also 
include the various roles that individual members will adopt in a drug trafficking 
operation. By outlining the stages involved in drug trafficking, this information will 
act as a point of reference and comparison for characterising the processes and 
individual roles in drug trafficking operations found in the data.   
 
Crime script analysis is a tool used to generate, organise and systematise 
knowledge about the procedural aspects and requirements of crime commission 
(Morselli 2009, 104; Cornish 1994, 160). The crime script represents a sequence of 
decisions and actions before, during and after the commission of a crime (Beauregard 
et al. 2007, 1071). The script is comprised of “scenes” which represent the episodes 
or steps taken to commit the crime (Morselli 2009, 104). The level of “permutation” 
in a script represents the degree of flexibility in the process of crime commission 
(Morselli 2009, 104). If there are multiple crime commission routes to the same 
outcome, the crime script has a high degree of permutation (Morselli 2009, 104; 
Cornish 1994, 173). Crime scripts on drug trafficking are expected to have a high 
degree of permutation because it is likely that there are multiple methods of 
importing and distributing drugs. Flexibility is vital in a drug trafficking operation, 
especially considering the inherent risks involved in carrying out such an operation. 
The following crime script analysis of heroin importation and distribution will only 
briefly cover the production phase as the importation and distribution phases are the 
key scenes to understanding the nature of heroin trafficking within Australia.  
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At the production phase, heroin is primarily produced in the Kokang and Wa 
areas in Burma (Chin 2009, 87). A number of growers, including peasants and 
tribesmen, are responsible for maintaining and harvesting the opium fields (McCoy 
1972, 9). Raw opium is transported to clandestine heroin labs where it is refined into 
morphine and then manufactured into heroin through a series of extractions using 
particular acids and substances (McCoy 1972, 12). The process of manufacturing 
heroin usually involves “underworld” chemists and their apprentices (McCoy 1972, 
12). Following this process, the heroin is packaged in preparation for importation to 
various heroin markets overseas. A buyer from the drug trafficking group will 
negotiate the cost of purchasing heroin from these processing labs. This stage is also 
likely to involve a broker who will act as a ‘go-between’ for the drug trafficking 
organisers/leader and the contact in the source country. Heroin from the Golden 
Triangle reaches the world market via two routes – the Thai route and the Chinese 
route (Chin 2009, 105). For border detections in Australia, the main embarkation 
points for heroin were South Africa, Pakistan and several countries in Southeast Asia 
including Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam and Laos (ACC 2009b, 48). 
Parcel post is the primary method used to import heroin as well as air cargo stream, 
air passengers and sea cargo stream which was used in limited cases (ACC 2009b, 
47; ACC 2008, 52). Each of these methods requires a different set of personnel to 
carry out the importation. Investors, who are part of the drug trafficking group or are 
external to the group, will usually provide funds for each drug shipment.  
 
Parcel post and air cargo importations usually adopt the “scatter methodology” 
which means transporting a large number of drugs progressively but in low quantities 
(ACC 2008, 50). For parcel post, it is likely that there is a contact in the source 
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country who posted drugs to a contact/s in the destination country (Australia). The 
contact in Australia would employ ‘runners’ to distribute the drugs. For air cargo 
stream, pilots are employed to transport the drugs and it is likely that these pilots also 
work in legitimate businesses (Decker and Chapman 2008, 92). Once the drugs 
arrive at the destination, a number of offloaders would remove the drugs from the 
aircraft and move the drugs to another mode of transportation or provide storage for 
the drugs (Decker and Chapman 2008, 90). The process of offloading the drugs will 
occur in a remote location specified by an organiser of the operation. The decision to 
choose a particular location is usually based on the fact that a port either has little 
traffic passing through or has so much traffic that cargo inspections are rare or 
haphazard. In sea cargo operations, boat captains are hired to transport the drugs and 
also to build secret compartments within the boat to conceal the drug shipment 
(Decker and Chapman 2008, 91). Again, offloaders would be available to remove the 
drugs from the boat.  
 
For air passengers (couriers or mules), the most common forms of drug 
concealment are body packing, ingesting drug capsules or having a secret 
compartment in luggage (ACC 2008, 52). Couriers are hired by recruiters of the drug 
trafficking group (Kenney 2007b, 33). Prior to arriving at their destination, couriers 
are likely to meet different personnel who will assist in helping them ingest the 
drugs, conceal them on their body or in luggage and train them on the process of 
carrying drugs into the destination country. Firstly, a packer will compress the drugs 
into a digestible form (capsules) or package them in some manner which enables the 
drugs to be “body packed” or concealed in luggage (Kenney 2007b, 33). Secondly, a 
trainer will prepare the couriers in swallowing drug capsules or packing the drugs on 
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their body or within their luggage (Kenney 2007b, 33). The couriers may also be 
advised on how to deal with airport security or how to avoid attention from law 
enforcement once they arrive at their destination. When the courier reaches the 
destination, they are usually contacted by the person who hired them to transport the 
drugs or told to meet a receiver belonging to the drug trafficking operation for 
handover (Kenney 2007b, 33). It is important to acknowledge that these procedures 
for transporting drugs may be entirely overlooked by some drug trafficking groups. 
Some couriers may simply be given a quantity of drugs to place in their luggage, 
without having had any prior training or knowledge on how to conceal the drugs.          
 
The method of drug distribution in Australia will vary across different groups 
and operations. Once the drugs reach Australia, receivers distribute the drugs in 
large, per-kilo quantities amongst wholesale distributors (Kenney 2007b, 33). The 
process of distribution may involve wholesale distributors and dealers organising 
multiple trips to other cities to access high level drug suppliers. These high-level 
suppliers are most likely found in Sydney and Melbourne. Generally, the drug is 
usually “cut” with other substances known as cutting agents before it is re-packaged 
into “bags”2 in preparation for street selling (DEA 2005, 22). The drug user does not 
purchase drugs from a producer but are connected to producers through a distribution 
chain with multiple layers (Caulkins, Gurga and Little 2009, 94). The drug is cut 
multiple times and passed through a half dozen or more cycles in a drug distribution 
chain before reaching the drug user (Caulkins, Gurga and Little 2009, 94). This 
process has the effect of increasing the drug’s quantity and the overall profits 
obtained from street selling, but significantly reducing its purity.  
                                                 
 
2 “Bag” is slang for a small unit of heroin sold on the street.  
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Table 5 illustrates the different scenes and actors involved in heroin production, 
importation and distribution: 
Table 5: Crime script of heroin production, importation and distribution 
Scene Script action/s Actors 
Production Growing and harvesting 
opium fields in Kokang 
and Wa areas, Burma.  
 
Raw opium transported 
to clandestine heroin 
labs. 
Raw opium  morphine 
 heroin. 
 
Packaging heroin ready 
for distribution overseas.  
 
Heroin purchased and 
prices negotiated by 
buyers and brokers. 
 
Growers 
Producers 
 
 
Chemists 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Buyers 
Brokers 
Investors 
Importation 
 
- Via parcel post 
- Via air cargo 
- Via sea cargo 
- Via air passengers 
 
Parcel post 
 
Buyer in source country 
uses “scatter 
methodology” to post 
small quantities of drugs 
to Australian contact. 
 
Australian contact 
employs ‘runners’ to 
distribute drugs. 
 
 
 
Organisers 
Buyer/Broker 
Contact in destination 
country.   
 
 
 
Runners 
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Air cargo 
 
Pilot transports the drugs 
to a remote location.  
 
Offloaders remove the 
drugs from the aircraft 
and move drugs to secure 
storage or to another 
mode of transportation. 
 
Sea cargo 
 
Boat captains transport 
the drugs to a remote 
location. 
 
Offloaders remove the 
drugs from the boat and 
move to secure storage or 
to another mode of 
transportation.   
 
Air passengers 
 
1) Recruit couriers; 
2) Prepare drugs for 
ingestion or 
concealment on the 
body or in luggage; 
3) Train couriers to 
swallow drug 
capsules, body pack or 
 
 
Airplane pilot 
 
 
Offloaders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Boat captain 
Crew men 
 
 
Offloaders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Couriers or “mules” 
Recruiter 
Packer 
 
Trainer 
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how to deal with 
airport security; and 
4) Courier meets a 
contact at destination 
for handover. 
Receiver 
Distribution Drugs are distributed in 
kilo or multi-kilo 
quantities by the receiver. 
 
Travelling involved to 
access drugs from high-
level suppliers. 
 
Drugs are “cut” multiple 
times before reaching end 
user. 
Receivers 
Wholesale distributors 
 
 
 
 
 
The crime script analysis of heroin production, importation and distribution 
provides a sequence of actions performed by different members involved in a drug 
trafficking operation. The level of sophistication and preparation required at each 
stage may vary significantly between drug trafficking groups. Some drug trafficking 
groups may deviate from these standard set of procedures and factors which may 
impact on these standards include changes to the source country or changes to 
Australian law enforcement responses to heroin trafficking. Furthermore, there are 
likely to be some drug trafficking groups who operate on an ad hoc basis and will 
have no set procedures for carrying out their drug trafficking operations. However, 
the crime script analysis will be used to help clarify the information obtained from 
the drug trafficking cases. Thus, the utility of crime script analysis is that it enables 
researchers to identify both the common and unique factors between different drug 
trafficking operations.   
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2.7 ORGANISED CRIME MODELS AND DRUG TRAFFICKING 
TYPOLOGIES – A COMPARISON  
There is significant overlap between the characteristics of the UN typology and 
drug trafficking typologies. Patterns in the organisational structure of organised 
crime and drug trafficking typologies suggest that the majority of these typologies 
are presented as either highly structured or loosely structured configurations. The 
common characteristics across the drug trafficking typologies include having loosely 
structured, flexible networks and members possessing particular skills and/or 
contacts (Zhang and Chin 2008, 186; Decker and Chapman 2008; 146; Gruppo Abele 
2004, 34; Mackenzie 2002, 3). These characteristics may be closely aligned with the 
characteristics of a criminal network or core group under the UN typology. However, 
the UN typology specifies other characteristics under core groups and criminal 
networks, such as having a low public profile, a group name or a strong social/ethnic 
identity. The existence of these characteristics is not essential under drug trafficking 
typology.  
 
For drug trafficking typologies based on organisational form, similarities are 
apparent between Johnson, Hamid and Sanabria’s (1992) freelance and business 
models with Curtis’ (1996) typology of freelance distributors, family businesses, 
community-based organisations and corporate-style distributors. The freelance style 
models in both typologies are fluid and adaptive with no clear cut hierarchies, 
whereas the business model and corporate style distributors represent hierarchical 
organisations with a strong division of labour. The focus on divisions of labour and 
profit is also reflected in Ruggiero and Khan’s (2006) “issue-specific network”. 
Kenney’s (2007a) wheel and chain networks contain elements similar to organised 
crime typologies, specifically the UN typology. This is also evident in Williams’ 
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(2001) typology comprising of four networks. The presence of a core group in wheel 
or directed networks can be aligned with the UN core group characteristics in that a 
small group (core group) of individuals manage the whole drug operation. 
Furthermore, the decentralised and self-organising nature of chain networks means 
that this network would operate like most other criminal networks, including the 
UN’s criminal network model. Common characteristics present in both the organised 
crime and drug trafficking typologies is the emphasis on family or ethnicity. This is 
evident in the patrimonial model (Abadinsky 2007, 7), Von Lampe’s (2004) 
“subculture based networks”, Curtis’ (1996) “family business” and “community 
based organisations” and Ruggiero and Khan’s (2006) “family network” and “mono-
ethnic” network.  
 
For drug trafficking typologies based on tasks/roles, there are a number of roles 
that are similar across all the typologies. In Kenney’s (2007b) typology, roles as such 
the leader, investors, buyer and recruiter could collectively be incorporated under 
Decker and Chapman’s (2008) conception of “organizers” because these individuals 
are likely to be familiar with multiple stages of the drug trafficking operation. 
Kenney (2007b) and Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny (2000) both include a role for 
wholesale distributors in their typologies as well as an “enforcer” or “security chief” 
type role for individuals who enforce transactions, resolve disputes and collect debts. 
Finally, Decker and Chapman (2008), Kenney (2007b) and Johnson, Dunlap and 
Tourigny (2000) all accommodate for different types of “importers” in their 
typologies who are responsible for transporting or moving the drugs. These roles 
include airplane pilots, couriers or mules. The typology developed by Van Koppen et 
al (2010) is largely covered by other typologies that incorporate generic roles such as 
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leaders or coordinators. However, a key factor to consider when examining roles is 
that individual roles in a drug distribution chain may change over time or some 
individuals will adopt multiple roles.  This point was emphasised in Pearson and 
Hobb’s (2001) study of the middle market.  
 
2.8 CONCLUSION 
The state of research into organised crime and drug trafficking groups is both 
eclectic and lacking in comprehensive findings that are empirically grounded in the 
data. The literature review discussed hierarchical, network and hybrid typologies of 
organised crime and concluded that the UN typology encompassed the broad range 
of hierarchical and network models. To examine the structure of OCGs, the current 
study identified drug trafficking as a key organised crime activity and in particular, 
focusing on the heroin market as being largely associated with Southeast Asian drug 
users. Numerous studies into drug trafficking describe drug trafficking groups as 
operating within loose, flexible and network-style structures. These studies have 
produced a number of drug trafficking typologies based on organisational form or the 
tasks/roles adopted by members of the drug trafficking group. Furthermore, the crime 
script analysis of heroin production, importation and distribution provided contextual 
background to the study and incorporated the tasks/roles found in the drug trafficking 
typologies. 
 
However, there is a clear deficiency in research which seeks to examine and 
review the UN typology and there are no studies which have applied SNA to 
Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. Furthermore, there are a number of issues 
relating to validity, generalisability and the overall comprehensiveness of the major 
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studies on drug trafficking and the typologies which emerged from these studies. The 
eclectic state of research on drug trafficking operations means that there is no 
comprehensive study on the organisational structure of drug trafficking groups and 
specifically, on Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. The various typologies that 
emerged from these drug trafficking studies have not been tested in further empirical 
study which has the effect of limiting its credibility and generalisability. Another 
issue relates to how the typology was developed by the researcher. The vast majority 
of drug trafficking studies either provide a vague explanation of the typology’s 
development prior to the study or this explanation is entirely absent from the study’s 
methodology. Furthermore, a number of the proposed typologies do not contain 
categories that are mutually exclusive which will inevitably create problems when 
trying to characterise a drug trafficking group according to a particular typology. 
Finally, all these drug trafficking studies are confined to the American or European 
context and often, have studied drugs which are uncommon in the Australian drug 
scene.     
 
The dearth of research into Australian drug markets is apparent in a number of 
fields. First, official reports suggest that drug trafficking groups are moving towards 
a more loosely structured, flexible configuration. Although this structure is 
commonly reflected in international studies on OCGs and drug trafficking groups, 
Australian reports lack substantive empirical evidence to support these statements. 
Second, Australian research indicates that Southeast Asian offenders participate as 
both users and distributors in various drug markets. However, the bulk of studies 
conducted in this field focus on harm prevention, drug users and drug market 
perspectives which provide limited insight into the operational structure of drug 
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trafficking groups. Therefore, this study examines the operational structure of 
Southeast Asian drug trafficking syndicates by applying various organised crime 
typologies and theories to criminal court cases in Queensland, New South Wales and 
Victoria. In doing so, this study tests the validity and utility of such typologies by 
addressing the following primary research question: 
How effective are typologies developed from studies on organised crime and drug 
trafficking in building a comprehensive understanding about the operational structure 
of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia? 
 
By examining this primary research question, the study also aims to explore a 
number of secondary research questions in relation to Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups operating on the eastern sea board of Australia: 
- Do Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups operate under hierarchical, 
network or hybrid structures? Is there a relationship between the size of the 
group and its structure?                   
- What is the role of ethnicity in determining group structure, membership or 
the nature of relationships with other drug trafficking groups? 
- How are individual roles and tasks assigned in Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups? Are specific roles vital to the operation of these groups?                    
Hierarchical, network and hybrid structures form the basis of the majority of 
typologies and therefore, identifying the presence of these structures and their 
variations in the data is a vital step in addressing the primary research question. 
There are conflicting views on the role of ethnicity in organised crime activity. The 
current study focuses on one specific ethnic population and hence, it is expected that 
conclusions are drawn regarding ethnic relations and recruitment in drug trafficking. 
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The final secondary research question examines operational structure at an individual 
level, to determine whether the assignment of roles in a drug trafficking group is 
based on personal characteristics, activities or both. Furthermore, this question 
examines whether some roles that are common to Southeast Asian drug trafficking 
groups, such as brokers, are vital to their operation.  
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Chapter 3: Research Design 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter outlines the research design and the process involved in data 
analysis. The objective of the study is to examine the utility of typologies in 
understanding the operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in 
Australia. Given this focus, the study’s research design must facilitate the process of 
analysing individual organised crime and drug trafficking theories against a set of 
data. This study adopted a qualitative research design and in particular, a multiple 
case study approach. Section 3.2 of this chapter will outline the methodological 
issues commonly associated with organised crime research. Issues relating to access, 
reliability and validity of information are likely to arise with any studies that 
endeavour to examine clandestine activity. This section also provides an overview of 
methods previously used in organised crime research. Section 3.3 outlines the 
research design including the case study approach, data collection method and 
sample. Section 3.4 discusses the process of data analysis using three stages – 
grounded theory, content analysis and an amalgamation of the two. Section 3.5 
argues the grounds on which the study satisfies the criteria of qualitative validity.     
  
3.2 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN ORGANISED CRIME RESEARCH 
 
The clandestine nature of organised crime activity creates inherent difficulties 
in conducting reliable empirical research (Ganapathy and Broadhurst 2008, 4). 
Literature on organised crime has a tendency to rely on media sources, government 
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reports or accounts given by law enforcement agencies (Mieczkowski 1990, 100; 
Galliher and Cain 1974, 73). These sources are inherently unreliable and often, 
sensationalise or decontextualise organised crime activity (Ganapathy and 
Broadhurst 2008, 4). Therefore, these types of sources should be used sparingly 
when conducting empirical research. A rigorous methodology involving triangulation 
of methods and sources is often recommended (Ganapathy and Broadhurst 2008, 5). 
Chin (1996) found that media sources reporting on Chinatown gangs in the United 
States rely on law enforcement press releases. As a result, the media has a tendency 
to exaggerate the extent of gangs’ involvement in activities such as heroin trafficking 
and human smuggling (Chin 1996, 163). The ethical standards of media and law 
enforcement agencies are different to the standards of “scientific rigour” adopted by 
social scientists and therefore, this can compromise accurate reporting (Ganapathy 
and Broadhurst 2008, 4; Galliher and Cain 1974, 73). Furthermore, access to any 
official data controlled by police or intelligence agencies is often hampered by issues 
relating to confidentiality, censorship and bureaucracy (Ganapathy and Broadhurst 
2008, 4; Kleemans 2008, 6). Access to data contributes to significant difficulties 
experienced by researchers in obtaining ethics approval from university ethics 
committees to conduct meaningful research in this area (Ganapathy and Broadhurst 
2008, 4). Thus, there is an overall lack of independent, scholarly research conducted 
on organised crime and OCGs and how it is structured and organised.  
 
In a review of transnational organised crime research, von Lampe (2012, 182) 
suggests that research  into organised crime can be grouped under five key themes: 
1) characteristics of individual transnational offenders; 2) the modus operandi and 
logistics of transnational (profit-oriented criminal activities; 3) the organisation of 
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offenders engaged in transnational criminal activities; 4) the role of established 
criminal groups e.g. Chinese Triads; and 5) the geography of transnational organized 
crime. Some studies will address more than one key theme. From these themes, very 
little research has provided in-depth analyses of criminal structures (von Lampe 
2012, 183). This study focuses on the organisational structure of Southeast Asian 
drug offenders, including their modus operandi and individual characteristics. 
Previous studies into OCGs have generally adopted a “multidisciplinary” or multi-
method approach or a triangulation of methods (Kostakos and Antonopolous 2010, 
37; Arsovska 2008, 43; Dorn, Levi and King 2005, iv; Hafley and Tewksbury 1995, 
205). The reason for this approach is that research into OCGs and illicit markets are 
areas which are typically less accessible to researchers. In order to corroborate 
information and increase the validity and reliability of research findings, the common 
approach was to adopt multiple methods of data collection.  
 
There are primarily three types of data sources: observations, interviews and 
the retrieval of information stored electronically or in hard copy (von Lampe 2012). 
Such methods include ethnographic or observational studies, interviews with 
criminals themselves, interviews with law enforcement personnel, analysing court 
cases, journalistic accounts, police files and criminal memoirs. Studies of upper level 
drug markets have been largely qualitative in nature (Desroches 2007, 828). 
However, most of this research has been restricted to particular time periods, 
countries, regions and communities and these parameters affect the generalisability 
of findings (Desroches 2007, 828). It is necessary then to outline some of the major 
studies into OCGs and drug trafficking and the methodological approaches adopted 
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in these studies. This process informs and shapes the research design for the current 
study.   
 
Multiple data collection methods are commonly used in drug trafficking and 
smuggling studies. Ethnography and observation studies are methods used to gain 
deeper insight into the practices and “inner workings” of drug smuggling 
communities. Ethnographic studies or participant observations are rare and not 
without obvious risks to personal safety (von Lampe 2012). In a study on contraband 
smuggling and border corruption through the Abkhazia and Tskhinvali region of 
Georgia, Kukhianidze, Kupatadze and Gotsiridze (2004, 8) conducted interviews and 
had one-on-one conversations with smugglers and guerrilla group members. At 
times, the researchers hid the purpose of the study and posed as smugglers by 
imitating methods of “contraband bargaining” with members of OCGs, traffic police 
officers, truck drivers and other traders that were directly involved in smuggling 
activities. A participant study would clearly produce in-depth findings in relation to 
any illicit activity but the risks associated with carrying out studies using this method 
are self-evident.   
 
Ethnographic methods were also used in the classic study of an upper-level 
drug smuggling community in Southwest County (California) (Adler 1985, 1) and 
more recently, in a study of Colombian cocaine enterprises in the Netherlands 
(Zaitch 2002, 3). Adler’s (1985, 11) study into the deviant subculture of drug 
smugglers in Southwest County involved personal interaction with the dealers and 
observations of their illicit activities. However, Adler (1985, 22) highlighted a 
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number of issues with conducting research in this manner. These issues include 
problems with interviewing drug-affected participants, risks to personal safety and 
the data collection process, violating the law through consumption and possession of 
drugs and the “cultural clash” between researchers and participants engaged in illegal 
activity (Adler 1985, 22-26). An ethnographic approach is not a viable method for 
this study because there is no distinct drug smuggling communities that could be 
easily identified in Australia. If distinct, drug smuggling communities did exist in 
Australia, they would most likely be subject to ongoing police surveillance and 
therefore, researchers are unlikely to be granted access. Although an ethnographic 
study would surely provide rich, descriptive data on the organisational structure of 
drug trafficking groups, issues relating to ethics approval, risks to personal safety, 
insufficient resources and time constraints would prevent the researcher from 
conducting a study of this nature. Studies using participant or observation methods 
would also experience similar issues to those faced by ethnographers.   
 
Another common method used in studies of OCGs and drug trafficking groups 
are interviews with criminals themselves or law enforcement personnel and agencies. 
Interviews are used either as the primary method of data collection or as a 
supplementary method in addition to various other data collection methods (Decker 
and Chapman 2008; Kenney 2007b; Ruggiero and Khan 2007; Desroches 2005; 
Dorn Oette and White 1998; Dorn, Murji and South 1992). For example, Benson and 
Decker (2010, 130) conducted a recent study into the organisational structure of 
international drug smugglers. The authors interviewed 34 federal prisoners using a 
semi-structured, open ended questionnaire focusing on six characteristics – 
hierarchy, statement of rules, communication, adaptability, 
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specializations/coordination and recruitment/promotion procedures (Benson and 
Decker 2010, 132). All offenders were convicted of large-volume, cocaine 
smuggling into the United States. This study was conducted as part of a larger 
investigation into the effects of various law enforcement techniques on high level 
drug smuggling (Benson and Decker 2010, 133). The current study did not use 
interview data because it was anticipated that obtaining ethics approval to interview 
offenders would be highly difficult, in addition to safety risks posed by conducting 
this type of research. The process of identifying the correct offenders to interview 
and issues with prisoner access would be prohibitive to carrying out interviews. 
Furthermore, it is often difficult to verify the accuracy of the information provided 
by offenders because some offenders may have a tendency to lie or exaggerate facts. 
However, this issue could be addressed through triangulation of sources which may 
increase the credibility of statements obtained from interviewees (Kukhianidze, 
Kupatadze and Gotsiridze 2004, 9). 
 
An alternative research method to accessing human participants for study is 
through the retrieval of information from electronic or hard copy documents. 
Researchers can undertake documentary analysis of criminal biographies, case law, 
police files, government reports and various types of intelligence data (e.g. wire 
tapping). Based on this, Morselli (2001, 203) conducted a case study on the career 
and networks of international cannabis drug smuggler, Howard Marks, using 
information extracted from Marks’ autobiography, “Mr Nice”. Morselli (2001, 206) 
reached conclusions on Marks’ position as a key broker in cannabis networks and the 
advantages of being a “resourceful” player that could meet the needs and wants of 
other network actors. Chung (2008, 308) also used a criminal memoir entitled, “The 
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Dragonhead”, to examine Johnny Yu-Leung Kon’s career as the “dragonhead” or 
leader of the Flaming Eagles, a faction of the Big Circle Boys. The Big Circle Boys 
were a Chinese Mafia-style organisation involved in large-scale heroin trafficking 
and various other illicit activities in Hong Kong and the United States. The use of 
criminal memoirs and biographies can provide detailed information on criminal 
contacts, networks, co-offenders and methods of operation; information that would 
facilitate the mapping of networks depicting the organisational structure of OCGs. 
For example, biographies have been used to map police corruption networks in 
Queensland, Australia (Lauchs, Keast and Chamberlain 2012, 204). However, there 
appears to be no similar Australian biographies on organised crime activity, which 
could be used to replicate Morselli or Chung’s studies.  
      
The analysis of wire-tap conversations can also produce similar results in 
understanding networks and the organisational structure of an OCG. In a study of a 
large heroin trafficking syndicate in New York City, Natarajan (2006, 171) examined 
2,408 wiretap conversations that were extracted from over 2,000 pages of electronic 
transcripts. The findings revealed a loosely structured group of 294 individuals, 
including 38 “core” members (Natarajan 2006, 171). Van Koppen et al. (2010, 108) 
accessed closed Dutch police files of 120 criminal groups involved in drug 
trafficking, organized fraud and trafficking in humans or other illegal commodities. 
The study aimed to investigate the criminal trajectories or careers of these offenders. 
However, van Koppen et al. (2010, 117) acknowledge that a common limitation in 
criminological research relates to uncertainty regarding the completeness of data on 
criminal records.  
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The qualitative methodological approaches adopted in the reviewed studies all 
produced rich, in-depth, descriptive data on specific crime figures or groups. If this 
study adopted any of these approaches, the key issues would be access to data or 
people and time constraints. Some of these studies were situated within a broader 
project or investigation or supported by a major crime research institution. Therefore, 
these researchers are likely to have access to extensive resources, funding and 
personnel that a doctoral researcher would have limited access to. It is likely that 
access to police files or transcripts of wire tap conversations would be highly 
restricted, given that access to criminal court transcripts was very difficult to obtain 
and these issues will be discussed in further detail under the sampling section of the 
chapter. A final issue relates to ethics approval for conducting studies involving close 
interaction with interviewees or participants. University ethics boards are unlikely to 
approve ethnographic or observation studies in an illegal environment because it will 
inevitably compromise personal safety. Although ethics boards may approve an 
interview study, it is also likely that they would impose significant burdens and 
restrictions on the researcher at all stages of data collection.    
 
3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 
3.3.1 Case study approach 
Previous studies into organised crime activity have demonstrated that the bulk 
of research in this field is qualitative in nature. Common methods such as 
ethnography, interviews and police files have been excluded due to issues with 
access to data, ethics approvals, time constraints and personal safety. For this study, a 
qualitative case study approach was selected. The case study approach was chosen 
because there is a lack of comprehensive, empirical research on organised crime 
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structures. Furthermore, a quantitative study would not provide adequate description 
or characterisation of the drug trafficking groups present within the data. There are 
numerous definitions on what constitutes a “case” or the “case study method” but for 
the purposes of this study, case studies were defined as the in-depth examination of a 
simple or complex phenomenon, using one case or multiple cases (Babbie 2007, 
298). In essence, the researcher sought to gain a full understanding of the case using 
whatever methods were appropriate (Stake 2008, 119; Punch 2005, 144). Stake 
(2008, 121) identified three types of case study: 
1) Intrinsic case study – a case is studied in all its “particularity and 
ordinariness” because the case itself is of interest and unique in some 
important respect. The researcher does not aim to generalise from the 
case or develop any theory.  
2) Instrumental case study – a case is examined to provide insight into a 
particular issue or revise a generalisation. The case is of secondary 
importance because its purpose is to facilitate our understanding of 
something else.   
3) Multiple or collective case study – a number of cases are studied to 
investigate a phenomenon or population. This is essentially the 
instrumental case study extended to several cases.  
 
This study adopted the multiple case study approach by examining a number of 
criminal court cases involving Southeast Asian offenders prosecuted for drug 
offences. The purpose of the case study is to generalise about theoretical propositions 
rather than to populations and groups, which is more commonly seen in statistical 
generalisation (Yin 2009, 15). The current study is exploratory and will test various 
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theories on organised crime and drug trafficking structures and therefore, the 
multiple case study approach is a suitable methodological framework. Multi-case 
studies are comparative in nature; cases may be chosen for their similarities or more 
commonly, differences (Stewart 2012, 70). In the current study, all cases were 
chosen using the same criteria but variations in the circumstances of offending in 
each case will give rise to a comparative analysis of differences (or similarities) in 
operational structure.  
 
In choosing the cases, the process was informed by an adaptation of Punch’s 
(2005, 145) characteristics of case study research. Firstly, each case has boundaries 
that needed to be identified from the outset. For example, if the researcher plans to 
study a school, one would need to consider what parts or areas of the school will be 
included in the study. In this study, the researcher identified and examined cases 
involving a Southeast Asian offender/s and a drug offence of some type such as 
trafficking, cultivation or supply. Secondly, each case will be a case of something of 
interest to the researcher. Although this characteristic seems obvious, the researcher 
needed to define the unit of analysis to clarify the research strategy. In this study, the 
unit of analysis is the criminal court case involving a Southeast Asian offender and a 
drug offence. Thirdly, the researcher defined and emphasised their research 
question/s so that the research is focused upon particular features of the case. Thus, 
the aim was to explore the question of whether the typologies developed in previous 
empirical studies reflected the organisational structure of Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups in Australia. To address this research question, the researcher 
needed to identify cases which involved Southeast Asian offenders and drug 
trafficking offences, situating it as a form of a multiple case study.  
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The research undertaken is a qualitative case study testing the validity of 
theories and typologies emerging from studies into organised crime structure. The 
study conducted grounded and content analysis of criminal court cases from the 
District and Supreme courts in Queensland, the District court, Court of Criminal 
Appeal and Court of Appeal in New South Wales and the County Court and Supreme 
Court in Victoria. The application of grounded theory and content analysis is 
discussed under the data analysis section, which is introduced later on in the 
methodology. The study targeted cases of drug trafficking, supply, importation or 
production/cultivation offence and an offender or co-offenders of Southeast Asian 
background. Queensland data was obtained from a previous Honours study however, 
the processes involved in obtaining the Queensland data will also be discussed in this 
chapter. The new primary data sources for New South Wales and Victorian cases 
were NSW Caselaw and the Austlii website for Victorian cases. After obtaining the 
sample of cases, the major theories and typologies on organised crime and drug 
trafficking structures were conceptualised and categorised to enable latent coding of 
the data. Data was coded to discover the presence of an organisational structure 
within the evidence of each case.  
 
3.3.2 Data collection 
The online data sources for identifying relevant cases in the three jurisdictions 
were – NSW Caselaw website for New South Wales3, the Supreme Court of 
Queensland Library website for Queensland4 and Victoria Courts & Tribunals 
                                                 
 
3 http://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/home.html. 
4 http://www.sclqld.org.au/qjudgment/. 
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website for Victoria5. These sites provided links to recent court judgments from the 
District Court, County Court (specific to Victoria only), Supreme Court, Court of 
Criminal Appeal and Court of Appeal. These websites were the most efficient search 
engines for finding cases in their respective states. The data collection method was 
largely dictated by the layout of the search engines provided on NSW Caselaw, 
Supreme Court of Queensland Library and the Victoria Courts & Tribunals website.  
An advanced search conducted in the NSW Caselaw site allowed for the entry of 
keywords and the search could be limited to particular courts such as the District 
Court, Supreme Court and Criminal Court of Appeal or specific dates. Likewise, the 
Supreme Court of Queensland Library website also allowed for entry of keywords 
and for the search to be limited to specific courts. The Victoria Courts & Tribunals 
website provided an external link to Austlii: Trial Division or Austlii: Court of 
Appeal6 to search for cases. Austlii (Australasian Legal Information Institute) 
provides free online access to primary and secondary legal resources and is 
maintained by the University of Technology Sydney and the University of New 
South Wales. The Victoria Courts & Tribunals website did not provide a general 
search engine that allowed users to search for judgments across different courts.  
 
This study employed theoretical sampling techniques in the selection of cases. 
Theoretical and purposive sampling are similar in that both types of sampling are 
non-probability sampling forms and require the researcher to “hand pick” cases on 
the basis of whether it fits an established criterion (Champion 2006, 178). However, 
theoretical sampling further dictates that the cases chosen are guided by theoretical 
                                                 
 
5 http://www.courts.vic.gov.au/judgments. 
6 http://www.austlii.edu.au/. 
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propositions (Silverman and Marvasti 2008, 167). Theoretical sampling is concerned 
with “constructing a sample...which is meaningful theoretically, because it builds in 
certain characteristics or criteria which help to develop and test your theory and 
explanation” (Mason 1996, 94). There are three main features of theoretical sampling 
(Silverman and Marvasti 2008, 168): 
1) Choosing cases in terms of theory; 
2) Choosing deviant cases; and 
3) Changing the size of the sample during the research.  
 
To choose cases in terms of the theory, the aim is to sample cases that are seen 
as theoretically defined (Silverman and Marvasti 2008, 168). The involvement of 
OCGs in illicit drug markets is widely established in the organised crime literature. 
Therefore, to test the validity of theories on organised crime structure, it is necessary 
to examine cases that involved an activity in which OCGs are predominant, such as 
the illicit drug market in this study. In particular, to examine the nature of Southeast 
Asian drug trafficking, cases chosen must involve Southeast Asian offenders and 
heroin because there is a common perception that heroin trafficking in Australia is 
operated by Southeast Asian organised crime groups. This study does not require 
deviant cases to be chosen because it is not aiming to test pre-conceived theories. 
The study uses a sample chosen based on two categories firstly, that the offender is 
of Southeast Asian background and secondly, the offender has committed a drug 
trafficking offence.     
 
Finally, changing the sample size during the research may be appropriate in the 
following cases: 
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- As new concepts and themes emerge in the data, the researcher may want to 
increase their sample size to allow more in-depth analysis of the cases; 
- The researcher may want to focus on a small segment of the data in the initial 
stages of data analysis and use the whole sample for generalising at a later stage; 
or  
- Seek out new deviant cases.   
(Silverman and Marvasti 2008, 171) 
 
Changing the sample size is related to the concept of “data reduction”. Data 
reduction involves making decisions on which data “chunks” to code, which data to 
exclude and which patterns are evident within the data and best describe the data 
(Miles and Huberman 1994, 11). This process of choosing and excluding data will 
inevitably affect the sample size. Data reduction is “a form of analysis that sharpens, 
sorts, focuses, discards, and organizes data in such a way that “final” conclusions can 
be drawn and verified” (Miles and Huberman 1994, 11). In this study, the cases 
chosen will undergo a process of data reduction by determining whether a particular 
case satisfies the elements of organised crime. However, any cases discarded in this 
process would still be significant in the final discussion on the nature of Southeast 
Asian drug trafficking in Australia. 
 
For the type of offence, the inclusion criteria were cases that involved supply, 
trafficking, importation or cultivation. The exclusion criteria were cases that 
involved property-related crime or crimes committed whilst the offender was in a 
drug-induced state. In defining “Southeast Asia”, the researcher referred to 
Southeastern mainland Asia and the islands and archipelagos to the East and 
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Southeast. Chinese offenders are included in the sample although China is not 
geographically a part of South East Asia. The presence of Chinese diaspora in 
various Southeast Asian countries such as Vietnam, Indonesia and Malaysia confirm 
the suitability of their inclusion as a category in the sample. This study did not aim to 
provide a sampling method which allowed it to generalise conclusions about 
Southeast Asian drug trafficking in Australia into universal theories of OCGs. 
However, it was important to gather as many cases as possible to enable saturation in 
the process of data collection.  
 
Before searching for cases, the relevant drug legislation in New South Wales, 
Queensland and Victoria was examined to ensure familiarity. To search for cases, the 
words used to conduct the search need to be the same terms used in the drug 
legislation because offenders will be charged under a particular section of an Act. In 
New South Wales, the Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 (NSW) (‘the NSW 
Act’) is the Act which prohibits the following offences:  
 s23 Offences with respect to prohibited plants (cultivation and supply of a 
prohibited plant); 
 s24 Manufacture and production of prohibited drugs; and 
 s25 Supply of prohibited drugs. 
In Queensland, the Drugs Misuse Act 1986 (Qld) (‘the Qld Act’) is the Act which 
prohibits the following offences:  
 s5 Trafficking in dangerous drugs; 
 s6 Supplying dangerous drugs; and 
 s8 Producing dangerous drugs. 
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In Victoria, the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 (Vic) (‘the 
Victoria Act’) is the Act which prohibits the following offences: 
 s71 Trafficking in a drug or drugs of dependence – large commercial quantity; 
 s71AA Trafficking in a drug or drugs of dependence – commercial quantity; 
 s71AC Trafficking in a drug of dependence; 
 s71B Supply of a drug of dependence to a child; and 
 s72B Cultivation of a narcotic plant. 
 
Offences involving supply and trafficking are defined generally as giving, 
selling, distributing, transporting or agreeing or offering to supply a drug, regardless 
of whether the supply occurs in exchange for monetary consideration. Definitions of 
supply and trafficking were similar across all three jurisdictions. Offences relating to 
the cultivation of a narcotic plant include both indoor and outdoor cultivation. Under 
s3 ‘Definitions’ of the NSW Act, “cultivation” means to plant, grow, tend, harvest or 
nurture a prohibited plant. Indoor cultivation specifically refers to cultivation of a 
plant inside a building or structure and using a variety of means such as nutrient 
enriched water, applying artificial heat/light or suspending the plant’s roots and 
spraying them with nutrient solution. The cultivation provision under the Victoria 
Act is very similar to the NSW Act. The Qld Act does not have a specific provision 
for cultivation and cultivation offenders are likely to be charged under the offence of 
“producing dangerous drugs”.  Variations in drug quantities e.g. large commercial 
quantity, traffickable or commercial quantities are references to specific quantities 
that affect the sentencing range and time of imprisonment. Therefore, legislative 
provisions only inform the researcher on the type of offences that fall within the 
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ambit of specific offence provisions. The legislative provisions provide no guidance 
for classifying offenders as street/retail dealers, wholesalers or distributors.  
 
Importation offences are prosecuted under Commonwealth legislation as they 
do not fall within the ambit of state court jurisdiction. Cases heard before 6 
December 2005 were classified as an importation case if the offender/s were charged 
under s233B Customs Act 1901 (Cth) for the unlawful importation or possession of 
prohibited imports, including narcotic substances. Cases heard after 6 December 
2005 were classified as an importation case if the offender/s were charged under 
s307.1 Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) for importing commercial quantities of border 
controlled drugs. Section 307.7 Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) prohibits possession 
of unlawfully imported border controlled drugs or border controlled plants. Section 
233B Customs Act 1901 (Cth) was repealed with the enactment of the Law and 
Justice Legislation Amendment (Serious Drug Offences and Other Measures) Act 
2005 (the ‘Amendment Act’). Serious drug offences, including importation and 
exportation offences, are found under Schedule 1 of the Amendment Act and this 
Schedule commenced operation on 6 December 2005 (Supreme Court of Queensland 
2012). The Amendment Act transferred all former import-export drug offences found 
under the Customs Act 1901 (Cth) to the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth).  
 
The keywords that may be used to generate results include “drug trafficking”, 
“drug supply”, “drug cultivation” or “drug production”, “drug smuggling”, “drug 
possession” or “drug importation”. These keywords were intended to reflect the 
terminology found in the relevant drug legislation of each state. It was also useful to 
search by drug type, namely heroin, as Southeast Asian offenders have a strong 
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association with this drug type and search engines could locate specific keywords 
within judgments. Therefore, if the search located the keyword “heroin” within a 
judgment then it was possible that a Southeast Asian offender was involved in that 
crime. Other drug types searched include “cannabis”, “methylamphetamine” or 
“amphetamine”. The selection process involved the researcher examining the search 
results per page to isolate all cases involving Southeast Asian offenders. Also, no 
limits were placed on the time period when searching for cases. Some jurisdictions 
only have online judgments from a specific year. For example, access to online 
judgments from the Supreme Court: Court of Appeal in Queensland is only available 
from 1992 onwards. The imposition of time limits on case searches may exclude 
relevant cases and therefore no time limits were included to ensure data saturation.  
 
New South Wales  
For New South Wales, the keywords used to search for cases were “drug 
supply” and “drug trafficking”. Although the NSW Act does not contain a drug 
trafficking provision, offenders charged with “drug trafficking” were prosecuted 
under federal legislation – Crimes Act 1914 (Cth). The search was also confined to 
searching case law in the NSW Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, Court of Criminal 
Appeal, Drug Court and District Court. Those search terms generated between 900-
1000 results. Searches were also conducted using the keywords “possession” and 
“import” which generated 684 results. From an initial perusal of almost 1700 cases, 
89 cases were identified as suitable for inclusion in the data sample. On NSW 
Caselaw, each case was displayed in the following manner: 
R v Hong Phong LE [2008] NSWDC 320  
Catchwords: Criminal law - Sentence - Conspiracy to import prohibited imports - 
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Trafficable quantity of heroin - Methylamphetamine - Commercial quantity - 
Assistance to authorities 
Decision: Sentenced to imprisonment with an effective overall sentence consisting of 
a non-parole period of 9 years and a total term of 13 years 6 months. 
Judgment Of: Berman SC DCJ 
Date: 25 September 2008 
Legislation Cited: Commonwealth Crimes Act 
Jurisdiction: Dcjudgments 
 
The conventional manner in which a case name is written places the offender’s 
surname as the defendant. For example, in the case R v Chung [2010] VSCA 39, the 
offender’s surname is Chung. Furthermore, legal search engines do not contain any 
search mechanisms which can distinguish cases on the basis of ethnicity or race. 
Therefore, the researcher drew upon familial and cultural knowledge of conventional 
Southeast Asian names to isolate the relevant cases. The reliance on this type of 
knowledge is also addressed as a limitation in the final section of this chapter. The 
process of identifying relevant cases firstly involved, identifying whether the 
offender was of Southeast Asian origin. An initial scan identified relevant cases by 
reference to the offender’s surname. Ethnicity was corroborated by referring to the 
section of the judgment which provided details on the offender’s personal 
background. Previous research has argued that “country of birth” is an unreliable 
indicator of ethnicity but rather, self-identified ethnicity is a more valid 
representation of ethnic background (Beyer and Reid 2000, 2). However, given the 
nature of court data which includes personal information provided by the offender, 
country of birth and language were regarded as the most accurate indicators of 
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ethnicity. The second step in identifying relevant cases was to read the catchwords 
and ensure the NSW Act was cited in the case. Cases that were excluded from the 
sample included cases that, on its face, did not involve any Southeast Asian offenders 
or if drug offending or drug use was associated with other types of offending such as 
grievous bodily harm or murder.  
 
Queensland  
The keywords used for searches include “drug trafficking”, “drug supply”, 
“drug importation”, “drug smuggling” and “drug selling”. The keywords “drug 
smuggling” did not generate any cases involving Southeast Asian offenders. 
However, the term “drug selling” generated almost the same number of results as 
“drug trafficking”. The search term “drug trafficking” yielded 362 results when no 
limits were placed on the type of court to be searched. Other searches using the 
keywords “prohibited import” generated 1264 results and “heroin import” generated 
245 results. The search term “cannabis” was used to find cases involving cultivation 
offences. However, from 907 search results on “cannabis”, no cases appeared to 
involve Southeast Asian offenders. Search results located on the Supreme Court of 
Queensland Library website were displayed in the following manner: 
“R v Nguyen [2002] QCA 478 McPherson JA Helman J Jones J 08/11/2002 
pleaded guilty to trafficking in heroin and other drug-related offences – where 
applicant twenty-one years ... involvement in drug trafficking than co-offender – 
whether parity in sentences Drugs Misuse Act 1986 (Qld), 
... unlawfully trafficking in heroin and other dangerous drugs between 1 S eptember 
2000 and 12 March 2001 at the ... old when she was trafficking in the drugs. He had 
one minor prior conviction: on 3 25 March 1998 he was...” 
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The keywords used in the search are highlighted through the text of the judgment. 
Also, the search results are ranked according to a percentage which indicates 
relevance to the search terms used. Judgments were also searched by volume, year 
and court to ensure all relevant cases had been included in the sample. From these 
searches, a total of 25 cases were considered suitable for inclusion in the sample – 20 
cases from the original sample obtained in an Honours study and an additional five 
cases when new searches were conducted (Le 2009).    
 
Victoria  
For Victoria, the relevant cases were identified through the Austlii database. 
The searches were limited to finding cases in the Supreme Court of Victoria: Court 
of Appeal, the Supreme Court, the County Court and the Magistrates Court. The 
search terms used include: 
 “Drug trafficking” (295 results); 
 “Drug supply” (7 results); 
 “Drug possession” (19 results); 
 “Trafficking” (776 results); and 
 “Heroin” (839 results). 
Single search terms such as trafficking and heroin were used because the 
Austlii search engine searches for relevant cases by identifying the presence of a 
search term within the actual text of each case. Search results are displayed in the 
following manner: 
R v Lao and Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157 (2 October 2002) [55%] 
(From Supreme Court of Victoria - Court of Appeal; 2 October 2002; 170 KB) 
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Austlii also ranks the search results using a percentage (0-100%) which denotes 
relevance and how closely the result matches the search terms, with 100% being the 
most “relevant” result. From perusing the results, 45 cases were identified as relevant 
for the data. The process used to identify cases for Victoria was identical to the 
process used for NSW cases.   
 
3.3.3 Sample  
The data of this study comprised of criminal court cases from New South 
Wales, Queensland and Victoria. These cases involved a drug offence including 
supply, trafficking, importation or cultivation. This study is focused on the 
operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups and therefore, it is 
likely that such information can only be obtained from high level traffickers with a 
long-standing involvement in the drug trade. Searches conducted for cases in New 
South Wales yielded 89 viable cases, searches for Queensland cases yielded 25 cases 
and searches conducted in Victoria yielded 45 viable cases. South Australia, Western 
Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania were excluded from the study because it 
is likely that the number of cases identified would be substantially less than those 
found in the other chosen states. The information contained in South Australian and 
Western Australian cases is unlikely to add significantly new knowledge to this 
thesis and therefore, it would not be worth the expenditure and costs associated with 
travelling to these states to obtain data. 
 
After identifying the relevant cases, an application was made to view the court 
transcripts of each case. Applications for transcripts were made to the State 
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Reporting Bureau (SRB) in Queensland and the Victorian Government Reporting 
Service (VGRS) in Victoria. Significant fees are incurred for obtaining copies of 
transcripts, in addition to the lengthy processes involved in submitting transcript 
order forms and payment of lodgment fees. In New South Wales, the process of 
obtaining a transcript involves lodging a form for non-party access to court 
proceedings, a transcript order form to the Reporting Services Branch of the 
Department of Justice and Attorney, payment of a lodgement fee and a letter from 
the university outlining the research project. The application is then submitted to a 
judicial officer who reviews the application and approves or rejects access to the 
transcripts. After consulting staff at the Reporting Services Branch in New South 
Wales, it was noted that access to transcripts for research purposes was rarely 
approved and if access was granted, the transcripts could cost up to $11 per page. 
This is not an economical course of action. Therefore, the data from New South 
Wales comprised of judgments from each case, available online and free of charge 
from NSW Caselaw.  
      
In Queensland and Victoria, applications were submitted to view transcripts 
only and the relevant sections were transcribed, which are generally located under 
the Prosecution’s summary of facts or the chief examination of witness. The process 
of viewing transcripts involved personal attendance at the relevant courthouse or 
department in Brisbane and Melbourne. Although this is a laborious process, there 
are no other viable options to obtain the data without incurring exorbitant fees for 
copies of transcripts. No transcripts were purchased from SRB in Queensland or the 
VGRS in Victoria. All parts of transcripts required were transcribed by hand. The 
information contained in Queensland and Victorian transcripts was also 
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supplemented by each case’s corresponding appeal judgment. All cases across New 
South Wales, Queensland and Victoria proceeded to the appeal stage.  
 
Each case was perused individually to determine whether the judgment or 
transcript contained the level of detail required to undergo data analysis. Judgments 
will naturally focus on the sentencing aspect of a case rather than the intricacies of 
the evidence presented in a trial. However, some detailed judgments also included an 
overview of evidence presented at trial (the Crown summary of facts) which 
contained information on the nature of the offence, the modus operandi and other 
key individuals involved in the commission of the offence. This is the type of 
information that is useful for examining the operational structure of drug trafficking 
groups. When transcribing cases, attention was given to specific characteristics such 
as the offender’s age, role, related actors or co-accused, drug type and quantity and 
methods used for importation, supply or cultivation. Any useful commentary made 
by the judiciary or Crown Prosecutor was also recorded, especially if it was related to 
the processes involved in committing the offence or the operational structure of the 
offenders.    
 
Throughout the process of obtaining data, some cases were excluded from the 
final sample for a number of reasons. The most common reason was insufficient 
evidence in the judgment. If there was a lack of evidence, it became very difficult to 
draw out the detail required to reach conclusions on the organisational structure or 
modus operandi of drug traffickers. As transcripts were significantly more detailed 
than online judgments, this problem was most apparent when compiling data for 
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New South Wales (which relied entirely on appeal judgments) and to some extent, 
Victoria. Another issue was the difficulties encountered in obtaining the correct case 
details to submit transcript requests. Most transcript requests required details of the 
original trial including the offender’s full name, hearing date, judge and the relevant 
court in which the matter was heard. Trial details are ordinarily not available online 
as the only case details accessible online are appeal judgments. To request trial 
details, an application was made to the Criminal Registry in the relevant state to 
provide those details. However, as case databases inevitably vary between 
jurisdictions, trial details for Queensland cases were easier to obtain than trial details 
for Victorian cases. Therefore, a number of Victorian cases were excluded from the 
final sample because of the difficulties encountered in attempts to obtain the trial 
details that would allow a transcript request to be made for those cases. 
 
3.4 PRESENTING THE RESULTS  
After transcribing and collating all relevant cases, the cases were presented in 
two formats – tabulated and descriptive summary. The cases are tabulated per 
jurisdiction and type of offence and are derived from information contained in the 
descriptive summary. The types of information extracted from each case are 
indicated in the column headings of each table. Given that the study’s research 
question is focused primarily on identifying organisational structures, the best type of 
information to be extracted from the court data must include all facts in relation to 
the parties involved, their characteristics and the commission of the offence. For 
importation cases, the details include case name, offender/s, age, role, related actor/s, 
drug type, drug quantity, drug origin and method of importation. For supply cases, 
the details are identical to the importation cases but exclude drug origin and the 
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method of transportation/concealment becomes the “method of supply”. For 
cultivation cases, the details are also identical to the importation cases but exclude 
drug origin and the method of transportation/concealment becomes the “method of 
cultivation”.  
  
The ‘case name’ identifies the offender/s charged with the requisite offence. 
The case citation is recorded as it appears on the appeal judgment without alteration. 
The type of data available for each case was entirely dependent on access to 
transcripts. Therefore, data for some cases comprised of an appeal judgment only or 
in some cases, an appeal judgment and transcript/s. Public access to transcripts was 
only available for specific cases or was wholly restricted in some jurisdictions. To 
present results, case citations were used from appeal judgments because these 
judgments were accessible online across all jurisdictions. For some cases, both 
appeal and trial judgments were used (if available) and this is indicated on the table 
with a single case having two separate citations. Some cases will appear to have the 
same set of facts but these cases were not grouped together because the offenders 
were charged separately. For cases where the offender/s may be associated with 
another offender or group from a different case, this relationship is indicated on the 
table.  
 
The ‘offender’s name’ is recorded as it appears on the judgment.  In some 
cases, more than one offender was charged and where applicable, this is indicated in 
the table. Under the offender’s name, the researcher included the offender’s 
ethnicity. The offender’s ethnicity was confirmed by reference to sentencing remarks 
describing the offender’s personal background and in particular, the offender’s place 
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of birth or citizenship. For some cases, ethnicity was inferred from the nature of the 
investigation undertaken by police, reference to the languages spoken by the offender 
or through their interaction with other individuals or crime groups. Where ethnicity is 
inferred, this is indicated on the table after the offender’s ethnicity as “ethnicity 
inferred”. A number of offenders were of Chinese background but in some cases, 
there was insufficient detail in the judgment or transcript to indicate precisely 
whether the offender was from mainland China or part of Chinese diaspora. The 
offender’s age indicates their age at the time of offending and not at the time of 
sentencing or appeal. Trials and appeals may continue several years after the 
offender has committed the offence. If the offender’s age at the time of trial or appeal 
is the only age provided in the judgment, the offender’s age at the time of offending 
is the difference between the appeal or trial year and the year that the offender 
committed the offence.         
 
The ‘offender’s role’ was determined by the court’s description of the 
offender’s role in the operation or inferred by reference to drug quantities. Some 
judgments and transcripts described the offender’s role in the operation and the same 
description was used in presenting results. If there was no description of the 
offender’s role, it was possible to infer the offender’s role as a street dealer of 
wholesaler by reference to the drug quantities involved in the case and the nature of 
transactions with other dealers or customers. Some examples of the roles adopted by 
offenders include: 
 Street dealers: These offenders trade in very small quantities of drugs, usually 
less than one ounce (28g). However, this inference does not exclude the 
possibility that street dealers may have access to amounts larger than an 
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ounce. Also, some dealers were classified as street dealers and wholesalers 
because of their capacity to obtain wholesale amounts as well as deal in 
small, retail amounts; 
 Wholesalers: These offenders generally have access to larger quantities of 
drugs, including multiple ounces (e.g. standard 350g blocks) and multiple 
kilograms. Wholesalers are also connected to high level suppliers either by 
direct contact or through a middleman/broker.  
 Organisers/managers/supervisors: These offenders were more common in 
cases involving larger distribution networks or importation ventures that 
required a high degree of coordination, management and the provision of 
instructions to individuals that occupied subordinate roles.   
 Middleman/broker: These offenders were the “link” between two unknown 
offenders including purchasers and suppliers, importers and suppliers and 
growers and importers.  
 Drug mules/drug runners/couriers: These offenders were recruited for the sole 
purpose of physically carrying out transactions with customers or for 
transporting drugs from one location to another. These offenders occupied 
low positions in the drug distribution chain as they had physical contact with 
the drugs and therefore, were exposed to high levels of risk.   
 
The ‘related actor/s’ in each case refers to the presence of any other co-accused 
or associates that were involved in the primary offender’s activities but not charged 
under the same indictment. The related actor/s may include co-accused, criminal 
associates, family members, suppliers, buyers, customers or undercover police 
operatives. For the majority of cases, the judgment or transcript provides a 
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description of the role/s occupied by a related actor and their relationship with the 
primary offender. However, with any investigation it is likely that other related 
actor/s that dealt with the primary offender remain unidentified or unknown to police 
or that these actors may not ordinarily reside in Australia. This was a common 
occurrence with the importation cases where it was almost impossible to identify 
related actors in the source country unless they were first identified by law 
enforcement. For some cases where a related actor/s was identified but not named or 
if it was possible to infer from evidence that other related actors were involved in the 
operation but not identified, this was indicate in the table as “unidentified” or 
“unnamed” actors. Also, it was difficult to determine precisely the individual roles 
occupied by each related actor. The bulk of court evidence was focused on the 
primary offender and if a related actor’s role was not explicitly stated, they were 
categorised under a generic role such as “co-offender” or “associate”.   
 
The ‘drug type’ was generally stated in the indictment or Crown summary of 
facts for each case. The drug type was classified in accordance with the Schedules of 
the states’ drug offending legislation: 
 New South Wales: Schedules 1 & 2 Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 
(NSW); 
 Queensland: Schedules 1-4 Drugs Misuse Act 1986 (Qld); and 
 Victoria: Schedule 11 Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 
(Vic). 
The types of drugs present in the findings include heroin, cannabis, cocaine, 
methylamphetamine, MDMA and pseudoephedrine. These drugs were classified 
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according to the generic classification in the legislation. Therefore, the classification 
of drugs did not extend to naming different forms of a drug. Although New South 
Wales legislation distinguishes between cannabis plant, leaf, oil and resin, the 
judgments provide insufficient detail to infer cannabis type with precision. 
However, it is likely that the cases involved only cannabis plants because the 
quantities are usually given in “number of plants” seized from the premises.  
 
The ‘drug quantity’ is the specific amount of drugs that the offender dealt with 
at the time of committing the offence. For the importation cases, the quantity was 
usually a single amount in one importation. If there were multiple quantities, the sum 
of those quantities was recorded as a single drug quantity. If a particular case 
involved multiple quantities that had been recorded as a single quantity, an indication 
is provided on the table that the drug quantity is the sum of multiple amounts. 
Multiple drug quantities were common in supply cases because street dealers and 
wholesalers were more likely to transact in various quantities, depending on their 
customer’s orders. A number of cases only provide a range of drug quantities that the 
offender dealt with, without providing evidence of individual quantities. For 
example, police evidence may state that the offender carried out transactions 
involving quantities ranging from 0.1g – 15g. In this case, the highest quantity in the 
given range (e.g. 15g) was recorded as the overall drug quantity because the offender 
had the capacity to supply up to that amount. Also, some cases only provided the 
pure amounts, rather than mixed amounts. The process of “cutting” drugs with 
various substances, whilst increasing its quantity, has the effect of significantly 
reducing its purity. Therefore, some cases provide the mixed quantity of drugs (as a 
whole) and other cases only provide the pure quantity, which excludes the weight of 
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cutting agents. As most cases provided the mixed weight, any cases using pure 
weight is indicated on the table. Drug quantities in cases involving cannabis 
cultivation are unique because judgments generally provide cannabis weight in 
“number of plants” seized. Therefore, metric weights are only provided in some 
instances and conversion to metric weight would be relatively inaccurate due to 
variation in plant size, plant maturity and wet weight vs. dry weight of plants. For all 
cases involving cannabis cultivation, the quantity is recorded as the “number of 
plants” irrespective of size, weight or maturity.     
 
The ‘drug origin (country)’ is specific to importation cases only. In most cases, 
the judgment noted that the drugs originated from a particular country/region or the 
offender had travelled from that country carrying the drugs. For the majority of 
cases, the evidence could not confirm whether the drugs had moved directly from its 
source country or if the drugs were moving through a transit country. Transit 
countries act as a “conduit” for drug trafficking routes. Generally, transit countries 
may not produce the drug in question but facilitate its movement to the destination 
country. It is uncommon for couriers carrying drugs into Australia to have 
knowledge regarding the source country or suppliers and therefore, it is even more 
unlikely that they could provide this type of information to police.      
 
The ‘method’ describes the processes or actions undertaken by the offenders to 
import, supply or cultivate drugs. For importation cases, the method usually involves 
some type of transportation and concealment of the drugs from the source or transit 
country to the destination country. Common methods of importation may involve: 
a) couriers travelling by air and concealing drugs internally or in their luggage;  
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b) conversion of boats into smuggling vessels; or 
c) shipping containers transporting drugs under a legitimate business name.  
For supply cases, the method usually involves obtaining drugs from a designated 
storage place or supplier and arranging to meet the purchaser at a pre-arranged 
location. For cultivation cases involving cannabis only, the primary method was 
indoor, hydroponic systems. It was expected that methods would vary significantly 
across importation and supply cases so in some cases, it was very difficult to achieve 
consistency in method description.  
 
The descriptive summary of each case is located beneath its corresponding case 
in the table.  The purpose of the descriptive summary is to supplement the table 
format by providing details that cannot be fully represented in a table. These details 
may include sentencing remarks or Crown submissions on the organisational 
structure of the drug trafficking group. Each case is allocated a code for ease of 
reference when discussing descriptive statistics per jurisdiction and later, for case 
analysis. Appendix A lists the codes allocated to each case per jurisdiction. For 
example, R v Ha [1999] NSWCCA 385 is case number 2 under importation cases for 
New South Wales. In Appendix A, this case is allocated the code NI2 – the first letter 
(N) indicating the jurisdiction, the second letter (I) indicating the type of offence and 
the number indicating the case number in chronological order. The case descriptions 
vary in length because the level of detail in the summary is entirely dependent on the 
extent of information provided in the judgment or transcript. Therefore, some 
descriptive summaries are significantly longer than others (e.g. importation cases) 
because the judgment or transcript provided extensive details on the commission of 
the offence.  
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The descriptive summary includes more detailed information on the offender’s 
role and/or personal characteristics, the circumstances surrounding the commission 
of the offence, any related actor/s or co-offenders, drug type, drug quantity and any 
other sentencing remarks or Crown submissions that were deemed useful in reaching 
conclusions about the organisational structure of drug offenders. For in-text citations 
of cases, reference to paragraph numbers (in square brackets) indicate an appeal 
judgment whereas, reference to page numbers usually indicate a transcript. Any 
variations in the spelling of names in judgments and transcripts can be attributed to 
the difficulties with pronunciation of Southeast Asian names and reliance on a court 
typist to accurately record these names.     
 
3.5 DATA ANALYSIS 
The data analysis is conducted in three stages. Stage 1 adopts grounded theory 
as an analytical framework to examine the cases and this is discussed in further detail 
under Stage 1 analysis. Given the eclectic state of research into organised crime and 
drug trafficking and the exploratory nature of the current study, grounded theory is 
the most appropriate method of analysis that will facilitate the development of theory 
that is empirically founded in the data. Stage 2 involves content analysis of the cases, 
identifying the key organisational and task/role characteristics of each case and then 
drawing comparisons between the cases and the salient characteristics of each 
organised crime typology and drug trafficking typology. The purpose of Stage 3 is to 
synthesise the information found in Stage 1 and Stage 2 and allow for comparisons 
between the two stages.  
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3.5.1 Stage 1 – Grounded theory analysis 
Stage 1 adopts grounded theory as an overall approach and as a set of 
procedures for developing theory through the data (Punch 2005, 294). The purpose 
of grounded theory analysis is to build or “discover” theory from data (Corbin and 
Strauss 2008, 1; Glaser and Strauss 1967, 2). The process of “generating a theory 
from data means that most hypotheses and concepts not only come from the data, but 
are systematically worked out in relation to the data during the course of the 
research” (Glaser and Strauss 1967, 6). An important point to note is that grounded 
theory analysis generates hypotheses, not findings (Glaser 2001, 5). This approach 
aims to ensure that any theory developed from the research is intimately linked with 
the actual data, as opposed to theories produced from a priori assumptions (Glaser 
and Strauss 1967, 6). Using a grounded theory approach, coding is conducted in 
three stages: 
 
1) Open coding  
Open coding involves identifying substantive codes by examining the data as a 
whole. Substantive codes are initial conceptual categories which are used in the later 
stages of analysis to develop theory (Punch 2005, 205). Charmaz (2006, 48) 
describes a similar process as “initial coding”; initial codes are “provisional, 
comparative and grounded in the data”. The primary objective of this stage is to 
conceptualise the data. A concept can have multiple empirical indicators within the 
data. These indicators are constantly compared and their similarities and differences 
assessed in order to infer concepts and categories (Punch 2005, 206). At this stage, 
the researcher asks the following key questions:  
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 What concept does this data indicate?; or 
 What is this piece of data an example of? 
 
2) Axial coding  
In this phase of coding, the categories produced from open coding are 
interconnected with each other (Punch 2005, 209). The data is assessed for how 
substantive categories relate to each other (Corbin and Strauss 1998, 124). To do 
this, the researcher identifies concepts which connect these categories. These 
connecting concepts are referred to as theoretical codes (Punch 2005, 210).  There 
are a variety of ways to identify theoretical codes. The researcher can identify the 
conditions which give rise to the particular phenomenon under study, the context in 
which it is embedded, the actions of particular individuals and the consequences 
which arise from these actions (Corbin and Strauss 1998, 126). In essence, the 
researcher is aiming to answer questions such as why or how come, where, when, 
how and with what results, and in doing so, uncover the relationships between 
categories (Corbin and Strauss 1998, 127).  
 
3) Selective coding  
In the final phase of coding, the objective is to “pull together” the developing 
analysis (Punch 2005, 211). The theory to be developed needs to have a central focus 
which is known as the “core category” of the theory (Punch 2005, 211). The core 
category represents the central theme in the data and all other categories in the data 
are shown to be related to the core category (Punch 2005, 212; Corbin & Strauss 
1998, 146). At this stage, the researcher may develop a hypothesis or model derived 
from the data.     
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For Stage 1, it is not possible to provide examples of coding themes or 
concepts as this would mean pre-empting the codes. This process contradicts the 
grounded theory approach because the codes should emerge directly from the data. 
The significance of grounded theory is that the findings are not distorted by pre-
conceived theoretical frameworks. This process connects with the notion that the 
findings are closely linked with the data.  
 
3.5.2 Stage 2 – Content Analysis 
Stage 2 involves content analysis of the cases to identify characteristics in two 
ways. First, the researcher identifies the salient characteristics from each typology 
and determines whether these characteristics are present within the data using a case 
by case approach. Second, the researcher identifies characteristics which are unique 
to each case and have not been covered by the typologies. Content analysis of this 
data employed latent coding procedures. Latent coding allows the researcher to 
uncover implicit meaning within the text, as opposed to counting the number of 
times a term appears in the text (Neuman 2006, 325). Furthermore, it is expected that 
within court transcripts and judgments, the judge will not be using words such as 
“decentralisation” or “core group”, thus manifest coding is an inappropriate method 
for this stage. Latent coding requires knowledge of the specific characteristics of 
organised crime and drug trafficking models. The characteristics would not be 
explicit in the data and it would be necessary to infer these characteristics from a 
close reading of the data. For example, a relationship between a street seller and 
wholesale distributor may be implied through evidence of an offender obtaining 
drugs from a source in Sydney and on-selling small quantities of the drugs to 
individuals. Appendix B outlines the characteristics of each typology to be used in 
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the analysis. For SNA, only the terms such as actor, dyad or broker will be used to 
describe the data. The study draws on theoretical constructs of social network theory 
to provide a conceptual analysis on the presence of networks in the data. No SNA 
will be conducted in the study because of the need for data on whole networks. 
Therefore, concepts and terms from social network theory may be used without 
supporting analysis from SNA.   
 
3.5.3 Stage 3 
The final stage of data analysis involves a synthesis of the results from Stage 1 
and Stage 2. However, the outcomes of Stage 3 cannot be predicted with any level of 
certainty because of the grounded approach adopted in Stage 1. Furthermore, at this 
stage it would be difficult to predict the nature of the information contained in the 
cases. The key objective in adopting a grounded approach is to identify those 
characteristics which are inherently unique to the data on its own. If the data was 
analysed using only a pre-conceived theoretical framework, the process of data 
analysis will be limited to the concepts that were produced in the theories. 
Consequently, the findings will be shaped in accordance with the theoretical 
frameworks and this process could obscure new findings or concepts that may 
emerge from a “raw” analysis of the data. Therefore, the initial two-stage analytical 
process creates opportunities to: 
a) identify new concepts or theories using the grounded approach; and 
b) test the validity and utility of typologies that emerged from studies on organised 
crime and drug trafficking groups.  
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3.6 QUALITATIVE VALIDITY & LIMITATIONS 
3.6.1 Qualitative validity  
The traditional concepts of validity and reliability in quantitative research are 
expressed in different terms when assessing the “rigour” of qualitative studies. 
Lincoln (1995, 277) proposed four criteria for evaluating qualitative research 
namely, credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. Credibility is 
achieved through “structural corroboration”, which refers to the process of seeking 
clarification from the participants in relation to the findings or through data 
triangulation (Noaks and Wincup 2004, 8; Rudestam and Newton 2001, 98). 
Arguably, this study should be relying on data triangulation to confirm the accuracy 
of information in the court judgments. However, the process of data triangulation is 
already undertaken by police investigators in gathering evidence before a trial. The 
evidence presented in a trial and ultimately, recorded in a court judgment, is the 
culmination of police investigation efforts. Such methods may include records of 
police interviews with offenders and other related parties, deciphering wire taps or 
examining field notes from other police investigators. Triangulation is also apparent 
through the assessment of evidence from the police, via the adversarial court process 
and finally, to the judge or jury.  
 
Morselli argues that guilty verdicts in court cases are the most accurate sources 
of information available within the criminal justice system: 
“The most accurate information that may be compiled from criminal justice data is 
that confirmed by a guilty verdict. Such precision decreases as we extend from the 
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final court verdict and move toward data based on accusations, arrests and targeting 
during an investigation (Morselli 2009, 44).” 
 
Furthermore, von Lampe (2003, 47) argues that the analysis of criminal files 
has obvious limitations because only certain information will come to the attention of 
law enforcement agencies. However, von Lampe (2003, 47) also states that “...there 
is no other source that would provide a similarly broad set of more or less 
standardised data on market participants, their relationships, their modus operandi 
and the responses from the criminal justice system.” This research is also based on 
the premise that court records will provide evidence on the quantity and type of 
drugs trafficked, the personal and social circumstances surrounding the commission 
of an offence, the number of individuals directly/indirectly involved in the 
commission of an offence, the different roles played by certain individuals and their 
methods of operation; information essential to understanding the organisational 
structure of a drug trafficking operation.  
 
A number of organised crime and drug trafficking studies have used case law 
as the primary data source or as a supplementary data source within a multi-
disciplinary methodology. A recent Australian study on a criminal group involved in 
the manufacture and distribution of methamphetamine used judges’ sentencing 
comments as a data source for SNA (Bright, Hughes and Chalmers 2012, 151). In a 
study of upper level drug trafficking in New York City, Natarajan and Belanger 
(1998, 1009) sampled 39 drug trafficking cases prosecuted in the Southern and 
Eastern Federal District Courts of New York City. In a study of the illegal nicotine 
market, von Lampe (2003, 47) analysed criminal court files to supplement a variety 
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of other data sources including media reports, interviews and law enforcement 
documents. Morselli and Petit (2007, 113) used electronic surveillance data which 
was submitted as evidence during the trial of members involved in a drug trafficking 
network (Caviar network). Finally, in a study of the Colombian drug trade, 
information obtained from criminal court testimonies were used to supplement 
interview data (Kenney 2007a, 236). These studies demonstrate that court data is a 
highly useful source for examining drug trafficking activity.   
 
Other sources of triangulation have been excluded for a number of reasons. 
Press or media sources were excluded as they are inherently unreliable and often 
biased. Also, given the current media’s focus on OMCGs in Australia, the current 
study would need to rely on dated journalistic accounts of Southeast Asian drug 
activity. The use of autobiographies or similar sources may have been useful but 
there are no such sources available that relate to this study on Southeast Asian drug 
traffickers in Australia. Currently, there is one biography on the Chinese leader who 
controlled a heroin trafficking syndicate in the United States but this source was not 
utilised because Australian data will differ markedly in terms of the drug quantities 
trafficked and modus operandi. Also, it is likely that US Chinese traffickers will have 
different international connections to source and distribute drugs. Finally, no 
interview data was obtained from convicted drug offenders given that such an 
approach will raise ethical issues, safety risks and difficulties in verifying the 
accuracy of information obtaining from drug offenders.  
 
Transferability refers to generalisability of the findings and whether the study 
can be “transferred” to other settings (Trochim 2006, 1; Rudestam and Newton 2001, 
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98). Generalisability is usually achieved via statistical sampling methods (Silverman 
and Marvasti 2008, 163). As a result, qualitative studies are often scrutinised in terms 
of sample representativeness and the extent to which their findings can be 
generalised. Yin (2009, 43) distinguishes between statistical generalisation and 
analytical generalisation. Statistical generalisation is the type of generalisation 
associated with quantitative, survey style research. Yin suggests that qualitative 
researchers aim for analytical generalisation i.e. to generalise findings to some 
broader theory as opposed to the broader population. This is also the reason for 
adopting theoretical sampling methods in order to select cases that are relevant to the 
study’s research questions and theoretical framework.  By using a sample limited to 
Southeast Asian offenders, this study’s findings cannot be generalised on a macro 
level to drug traffickers or OCGs as a whole. However, this study’s findings may 
potentially be generalised to other mono-ethnic Asian drug traffickers or drug 
distribution networks overseas.  
 
Dependability is achieved through replication of a study under similar 
circumstances (Rudestam and Newton 2001, 98). This study can be replicated using 
different Asian drug populations or ethnic groups in other countries or simply all 
court cases of another organised crime activity e.g. extortion. However, the major 
issue pertaining to dependability is the various interpretations of what is defined as 
“Southeast Asian” offenders and this will be further addressed in the limitations of 
the study.  
 
Confirmability refers to the extent in which findings can be “confirmed or 
corroborated” by other researchers (Trochim 2006, 1). The researcher should aim for 
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consistency in coding data to ensure themes and concepts are easily interpreted 
(Trochim 2006, 1). In the current study, confirmability is achieved through the three 
stage process of grounded theory analysis, content analysis and the overall synthesis 
of these two stages. By utilising latent coding in the content analysis of the data, this 
confines the analysis to the specific codes developed in the methodology. However, 
grounded theory analysis allows the categories to emerge from the data which means 
the data is not distorted in any way to fit a particular set of codes.  
 
3.6.2 Limitations  
All research has limitations and in particular, research into clandestine activity 
is often hindered by issues with access to data. Several limitations were identified in 
the current study namely, issues with the data source, data collection method, the 
impact of police and court perspectives and generalisability of the findings. 
 
A key limitation in this study is the use of conviction data only i.e. the study 
did not incorporate any data from “active” drug offenders. Therefore, it is possible 
that there are unknown characteristics which distinguish captured offenders and 
active or “successful” offenders. Benson and Decker (2010, 137) addressed this issue 
in their interview study of international drug smugglers in federal prisons. Benson 
and Decker (2010, 137) compared their findings on the organisation of international 
drug smugglers to qualitative studies on “active” criminal offenders engaged in 
armed robberies, carjacking and gang activity (e.g. Decker, Katz and Webb 2008, 
160; Jacobs, Topali and Wright 2003, 675). Similar to Benson and Decker (2010, 
137), these studies concluded that gangs were rarely well organised and in the case of 
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carjacking, dense street networks often facilitated crime commission (Decker, Katz 
and Webb 2008, 160; Jacobs, Topali and Wright 2003, 679). Therefore, Benson and 
Decker’s finding (2010, 138) that international drug smugglers operated in less 
formal or organised structures cannot be attributed to the fact that only offenders who 
were arrested and convicted were interviewed. However, to achieve greater veracity 
in the findings, attempts should be made to gather data on “active” drug offenders. 
This study did not pursue “active” drug offenders in data collection due to issues 
relating to ethics approval, time constraints, risks to personal safety and difficulties 
with accessing “active” drug offenders for research purposes.  
 
Second, the information in court data has been gathered to satisfy one primary 
objective – to obtain a conviction. Therefore, the evidence will focus solely on 
aspects of the crime that are necessary to convict an offender. Given this focus, it is 
likely that the information contained in court data is incomplete to some degree. The 
issue of missing or incomplete data is also apparent in the methods used by police to 
gather evidence. Police investigators must rely on data collection methods such as 
observations, archival information, informants or witnesses that may produce 
incomplete information (Berlusconi 2012, 3). Therefore, data obtained from 
transcripts of court proceedings, police files or interviews with offenders or law 
enforcement personnel present some limitations with regards to data completeness 
and accuracy (Berlusconi 2012, 3). The issue of incomplete data means that clusters 
of networks, sub-networks or smaller components of larger criminal networks or 
groups may be observed in the data, rather than full networks.  
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The third limitation relates to the characterization of groups and offenders as 
“organised crime members”, “syndicates” or “Mr Big” by law enforcement and the 
judiciary. The process of obtaining a conviction naturally focuses on the individual, 
co-offenders and criminal groups (if any). Therefore, police and other law 
enforcement agencies will characterize and categorise individuals based on their own 
perception of the individual’s involvement in specific types of crime and the methods 
used to commit the crime. It is possible that police may be tracking one individual or 
a subset of a group but characterize these individuals as operating in a “criminal 
network” or “hierarchy” which could be a misleading representation for researchers 
seeking to rely on those characterizations. Similarly, groups that are characterised as 
a “drug trafficking syndicate” might indicate that such groups are well established, 
organised and involved in large scale drug trafficking operations. However, a group 
perceived as a “syndicate” could potentially be a subset of criminal network.  
 
Fourth, the study’s research objective limited the data set to focusing only on 
the operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. This creates 
issues with generalizability and sample representativeness as the study examined 
only one ethnic population of offenders involved in drug trafficking and excluded 
other groups, such as Lebanese or Middle Eastern drug traffickers. Whilst Southeast 
Asian offenders have long been associated with drug-related crime, a key factor in 
choosing this population was the researcher’s cultural knowledge and familiarity 
with Southeast Asian names in a case database. As discussed earlier in the chapter, 
case law databases provide no search mechanisms for locating cases based on ethnic 
or racial grounds. Therefore, cases needed to be quickly identified from its initial 
appearance on the search results page, which provided only a case citation that 
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included the offender’s surname. On a macro level, this study does not permit 
generalisations to be made about the organisational structure of all drug traffickers. 
However, the findings can be generalised across other Asian drug trafficking groups.   
  
Fifth, the characterisation of drug market levels in the study may impact on the 
nature of conclusions drawn from the data. For example, the current study defined 
supply as dealing at the wholesale and retail levels. Drug market levels are not 
clearly established in the literature. Importation can be described as a form of supply 
but the current study categorised importation as a market level separate from supply. 
This type of categorisation may impact on the conclusions drawn about the 
interactions between offenders involved in importation and/or supply and whether 
the roles adopted by offenders vary or are interchangeable within those two market 
levels.    
 
Finally, in the process of locating cases there was a reliance on personal and 
cultural knowledge of conventional Southeast Asian names; however, such 
knowledge will vary between researchers. Furthermore, surnames may not be the 
best initial indicator of ethnicity and, therefore, if this study was replicated perhaps 
alternative methods of identifying Southeast Asian or other Asian populations would 
require consideration. As previously discussed, one method of confirming ethnicity 
was corroborating ethnicity through sentencing remarks on the offender’s personal 
background. Also, another issue with using surnames is that it could not identify 
cases involving Southeast Asian offenders that were not the primary offender. For 
example, if the primary offender was Lebanese but operated in partnership with a 
Southeast Asian offender, the method of identifying ethnicity by surname would be 
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ineffective because the case citation would refer to the Lebanese offender only. 
Therefore, this method of case identification could not be used to isolate cases that 
involved a non-Asian primary offender who was connected to a Southeast Asian 
offender.    
 
3.7 CONCLUSION  
The study’s focus on examining the organisational nature of groups engaged in 
clandestine activity places some limitations on the methodological approaches that 
could be adopted for the study. Research into organised crime activities and groups 
are hindered by issues relating to access, ethics, personal safety and the unreliability 
of sources, especially in media and government agencies. The study adopted a 
qualitative, case study approach and theoretical sampling techniques to identify 159 
criminal court cases involving importation, supply or cultivation offences across 
three jurisdictions. The cases were identified using keyword searches on NSW 
Lawlink, Supreme Court of Queensland Library website and Austlii. After 
identifying the cases, transcript applications were submitted to the State Reporting 
Bureau in Queensland and the Victorian Government Reporting Service. No 
transcript applications were submitted for New South Wales cases because it was 
highly unlikely that the courts in Sydney would approve transcript access for 
researchers and the cost was prohibitive.  
 
Data analysis is conducted in three stages. The first stage is the grounded 
approach involving an examination of the data without the application of any pre-
conceived theoretical frameworks. Analysis conducted in this manner ensures that 
the findings are intimately linked with the data and not distorted by the application of 
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theoretical concepts. The second stage involves content analysis of the cases by 
identifying salient characteristics from each typology and determining whether these 
characteristics are present in the cases. This stage also involves the identification of 
characteristics that are unique to the data. The third stage of analysis synthesises the 
first two stages and provides the foundation for comparing and contrasting both 
stages of analysis. The findings will be presented using key variables identified as 
crucial to understanding the organisational structure of a drug trafficking group.  
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter presents the findings from keyword searches conducted across 
three court databases for New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria. The initial 
searches produced over 5000 court cases and these results were individually assessed 
using the selection criteria, as outlined in the research design. The final sample is 
comprised of 159 cases – 89 cases from New South Wales, 25 cases from 
Queensland and 45 cases from Victoria.  Appendices C, D and E outline the cases in 
chronological order with Appendix C listing cases from New South Wales, Appendix 
D for Queensland and Appendix E for Victoria. All information for cases from New 
South Wales was extracted from online appeal judgments. For Queensland and 
Victoria, data was extracted from both online appeal judgments and court transcripts. 
The cases were then categorised as an importation, supply or cultivation case.  
 
Section 4.2 provides the descriptive statistics per jurisdiction and type of 
offence. The descriptive statistics provide an overview of the offenders’ personal 
characteristics, ethnic composition, related actors, drug quantity, drug type and 
methods used for importation, supply and cultivation. Section 4.3 provides graphical 
representations of key variables in the data across all three jurisdictions. In the final 
section, section 4.4 examines common and unique “scenes” in the importation cases 
by adopting a crime script analysis approach.  
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4.2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
4.2.1 New South Wales 
From the search results on NSW Caselaw, 89 relevant cases were identified. 
When prosecuting an offender for importation charges, s314.1 Criminal Code Act 
1995 (Cth) provides a table defining “controlled drugs” and specifying particular 
quantities which amount to a trafficable, marketable or commercial quantity of drugs. 
When prosecuting an offender for supply or cultivation charges, the drug is classified 
as a Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 drug under the Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 
(NSW). These Schedules prescribe certain quantities that amount to a trafficable, 
small, indictable, commercial or large commercial quantity. These types of quantities 
are significant for determining the offender’s term of imprisonment i.e. a large 
commercial quantity will carry a longer sentence of imprisonment than dealing in a 
trafficable quantity. The quantities are not specifically defined in the legislation to 
enable them to be used as categories for classifying types of offenders. All drugs 
involved in the supply and cultivation cases were classified as a Schedule 1 drug. 
Despite some drugs having various types and forms, the drug types identified in the 
cases were only described in accordance with the generic classification system 
provided in the legislation. Judgments and transcripts do not provide any additional 
information on the drug type or form beyond its generic classification. 
 
Importation 
Drugs & Logistics  
Of 89 cases, there were 30 cases involving importation offences, comprising: 
16 cases involved the importation of heroin only, 2 cases involved the importation of 
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heroin and another synthetic drug such as MDMA or methylamphetamine, 7 cases 
involved the importation of a synthetic drug such as MDMA or methylamphetamine, 
2 cases involved cocaine and 2 cases involved pseudoephedrine. For the 18 cases 
involving heroin only or heroin and a synthetic drug, the judgments confirmed that 
the heroin was sourced from various parts of Southeast Asia namely, Thailand, 
Burma, Vietnam, Hong Kong and China. For the 10 cases involving synthetic drugs 
such as MDMA and other amphetamine type substances, these drugs were shipped 
from Canada, Vietnam, China and Rotterdam. For the two cases involving cocaine, 
the drugs were shipped from China and Canada. For the two cases involving 
pseudoephedrine, the drugs were sourced in Vietnam. However, it was often difficult 
to determine precisely whether the country from which the drugs were shipped was 
the source or transit country. Importations in two cases, NI5 and NI19, had an 
unknown origin as no evidence was produced in the transcript to determine this 
characteristic.   
 
The drug quantities (for all types of drugs) identified in the importations ranged 
from 168.5g to 389kg. Four cases involved multiple shipments – NI8, NI10, NI22 
and NI26. Generally, the cases with lower drug quantities involved couriers who 
ingested or carried the drugs, whereas the cases with higher drug quantities involved 
more sophisticated methods of transportation such as drug concealment in a shipping 
container or boat. In 11 cases, a single courier was used to transport the drugs. The 
couriers concealed drugs internally, on their body or in various objects/luggage that 
they carried onboard. In cases NI18 and NI22, the offender concealed the drugs 
internally by inserting condoms into their anal passage (NI18) or ingesting balloons 
filled with heroin (NI22). The offenders in NI5 and NI15 concealed drugs in their 
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shoes, jacket and undergarments. In NI11, NI14, NI16, NI26 and NI27, drugs were 
concealed in a bottle of Bailey’s Irish Cream (NI11), towels (NI14), two hardcover 
books (NI16), suitcases (NI16 & NI26) and stainless steel cooking pots (NI27). Both 
offenders in NI7 and NI13 were couriers but the method used to conceal the drugs 
was not stated. In NI13, authorities located drugs on the offender after conducting a 
frisk search. Therefore, the offender concealed drugs on his body but the judgment 
lacked evidence regarding the specific method of concealment.  
 
In 16 cases, the drugs were concealed within a solid object such as marble, 
computers, food, vases or foot spas. Five cases, NI1, NI3, NI8, NI11 and NI23 
involved the concealment of drugs in objects such as marble furniture, marble 
pedestals, vases, glass sculptures, marble tiles and gypsum statues. In NI9, NI10 and 
NI25, the offenders concealed drugs within computer parts, computer monitors and 
computer books. Cases NI23, NI28 and NI30 involved the concealment of drugs 
amongst food products such as wonton pastry, rock sugar, noodles and Chinese tea. 
Other methods used that were less common include concealment in stereo speakers 
(NI4), a speed boat (NI17), the frame of two shipping containers (NI19), ink 
containers (NI19), foot spas (NI29) and amongst chemicals used to manufacture 
cosmetics (NI24). In NI6 and NI12, 389kg of heroin was concealed in a modified 
fishing trawler which had travelled from Hong Kong to New South Wales. The 
offender in NI2 relied on the postal method of transportation. The drugs were packed 
into heat sealed bags and placed in envelopes before posting to Australia. The cases 
generally demonstrate that the larger the drug quantity, the more sophisticated the 
method of transportation and concealment.  
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Offenders’ characteristics  
In terms of the offender’s ethnic background and age, 25 Chinese offenders 
were charged in 18 cases. In NI9, ethnicity was inferred for a Chinese offender based 
on expert evidence in relation to translating the offender’s conversations from 
Cantonese into English. Chinese offenders were categorised as offenders born in 
mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong (Cantonese). There were 20 Vietnamese 
offenders across 13 cases. Case NI6 “Uniana” involved two Indonesian offenders 
who were members of the Indonesian crew onboard the Uniana ship. In case NI24, 
the offender Oliveri’s ethnicity was unknown, although it appears unlikely that he 
would be of Southeast Asian background. In a number of cases, the primary 
offender/s collaborated with related actors from the same ethnic background. For 
example, in NI6, both Chinese and Indonesian primary offenders cooperated with an 
Indonesian crew and various other Hong Kong or China based associates. In NI22 
and NI23, the offenders were Vietnamese, cooperated with Vietnamese related actors 
and sourced their drugs from suppliers in Vietnam. However, there was also 
evidence of multi-ethnic cooperation in cases such as NI7, NI10, NI11 and NI17.  
 
The offenders were aged between 24 – 64 years old. There were seven 
offenders aged 20 to <30 years, eight offenders aged 30 to <40 years, eight offenders 
aged 40 to <50 years, two offenders aged 50 to <60 years and one offender aged 64 
years. For eighteen offenders, their age was not confirmed by evidence on personal 
characteristics.  The age of offenders mostly varied with the type of role adopted in 
the distribution chain. The couriers and drivers were predominantly young offenders 
aged in their mid 20s. However, the couriers in NI16 and NI18 were aged in their 
mid 40s. The offenders who adopted a managerial position such as lieutenants, 
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supervisors, recruiters and principals were generally aged in their 30s to 50s. There 
were some exceptions in the cases such as one supplier who was significantly older 
(64 years old) and a principal who was significantly younger (30 years old).   
 
The group size appeared dependent on the drug quantity and whether the 
importation involved a single shipment or multiple shipments. From 30 cases, 25 
cases involved an offender collaborating with at least one to six co-offenders. Cases 
involving the multiple kilo drug quantities usually involved numerous related actors. 
For example, in NI6 and NI12 “Uniana”, at least 21 offenders were identified as 
being part of the importation. In NI10, 10 related actors were instructed by the 
principal (primary offender) in the importation venture. Three cases, NI14, NI21 and 
NI27 appeared to involve offenders that acted alone. However, it is possible that 
these offenders collaborated with other related actors but these actors were yet to be 
identified by police or disclosed by the offender. Two cases, NI13 and NI29, had 
unknown related actors but it can be inferred from evidence and the nature of the 
importation that offenders in those two cases must have had contacts with other co-
offenders/associates. There were six cases involving a courier transporting drugs 
alone and meeting their contact upon arrival at the destination country. The data 
suggests that couriers may not be part of established criminal networks or groups but 
are more commonly recruited for specific operations. Therefore, it is often difficult 
to obtain an accurate profile of the actual group involved in an importation venture 
based upon cases involving single couriers. The evidence presented in NI30 
suggested that only one co-offender was involved in the shipment of 212kg of 
methylamphetamine. However, considering the size of the shipment, this appears to 
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be an unusually small group and it remains likely that other co-offenders were 
involved in the importation but were unidentified by law enforcement.  
 
Primary offenders and actors involved in an importation were more likely to 
have a defined role in the operation such as recruitment, storage, transportation, drug 
extraction or distribution. However, even if the judgment provided a role description 
for each offender, a role assigned to an offender in an importation cannot be wholly 
accurate as offenders can inter-change between roles or give the appearance of 
adopting a principal position because their superiors or “bosses” may not even be 
present in the jurisdiction to enable police identification. Descriptions for roles 
amongst the offenders varied significantly because of the logistics involved in 
organising and carrying out an importation. Fourteen cases involved a principal, 
organiser or supervisor as the primary offender or one of the primary offenders. 
Other roles adopted by primary offenders include couriers, “second in charge” 
lieutenants, consignees, middleman/broker, drivers and storage organiser. Two cases, 
NI21 and NI23 involved primary offenders with an unknown role in the importation 
venture. The roles adopted by related actors were similar to role classification for 
primary offenders but also include drug extractors, crew members, suppliers from 
source countries, purchasers/buyers and a delinquent professional. A number of roles 
for related actors could not be identified. However, this was expected as the bulk of 
court evidence would be focused on the primary offender.  
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Supply  
Drugs & Logistics 
There were 48 cases involving supply offences. These cases were classified as 
supply cases on the basis that they involved a supply offence under s25 Drug Misuse 
and Trafficking Act 1985 (NSW). From 48 cases, 34 cases involved the supply of 
heroin only, six cases involved the supply of heroin and cocaine or an amphetamine 
type drug, seven cases involved the supply of methylamphetamine and/or MDMA 
and one case involved the supply of cocaine only. These cases focused on the process 
of wholesale and retail drug distribution and therefore, it was not possible to 
determine the origin of the drugs because the offences occurred in domestic drug 
markets. Where the origin of the drug was known, this was indicated on the relevant 
case. Drugs supplied in two cases, NS7 and NS37, originated from parts of Southeast 
Asia. However, the exact location or country was not identified in evidence. It was 
expected that the findings for supply cases would demonstrate significant variation in 
quantity, method of supply and the involvement of related actors.  
     
Drug quantities in the supply cases ranged from 0.09g to 73kg. The smaller 
drug quantities, which ranged from less than 1g to approximately 50g, were the 
typical drug amounts associated with the street or retail dealer. Generally, those cases 
that involved quantities which ranged from a few hundred grams to multiple kilos 
were more likely to be the wholesalers or suppliers who may have originally sourced 
their drugs from the importers. The method of supply was dependent on the quantity 
of drugs being supplied. For street deals, the usual method of supply was to meet the 
potential buyer at a pre-arranged destination where the transaction would take place 
as an exchange of money and drugs between hands or through car windows. 
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Nineteen cases involved an offender meeting a customer or undercover police 
operative at a pre-arranged location to carry out a transaction.  
 
Some variation in method for street dealing included the use of intermediaries 
or middlemen to introduce the purchaser and the offender, recruiting a driver to 
transport the offender to meeting spots, transacting in a public or private location, the 
method of concealing the drugs prior to meeting the purchaser and the methods of 
communication. For example, in NS10 and NS30, the offender supplied to an 
undercover police operative by introduction from a middleman or intermediary (a 
related actor). The usual method of contact was via telephone and it was common 
practice for a dealer to use multiple phone numbers. In NS19, the offender received 
over 1000 phone calls in the trafficking period as he supplied to a network of at least 
80 customers. The offender in NS42 used nine different mobile phones to contact his 
customers and suppliers. Two less common methods of street dealing were evident in 
cases NS21 and NS22. In NS21, the offender and his mother sold “caps” of heroin 
through a hole cut out from the security grill in their back door. In NS22, the 
offenders lowered a cigarette packet from the balcony of their unit to exchange drugs 
and money with the customer on the ground.     
 
For larger drug quantities ranging from hundreds of grams to kilograms and 
multiple kilograms, the method of supply included meeting the purchaser at a pre-
arranged location, operating from the supplier’s private residence, leaving the drugs 
in an unattended car for the purchaser to collect or using couriers/drug runners to 
transport the drugs by car between Sydney and Melbourne. Wholesalers routinely 
used motor vehicles to deposit drugs for collection. In cases NS4, NS5, NS28, NS37 
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and NS46, the offender left drugs in an unattended car for collection by a purchaser 
or the actual transaction between supplier and purchaser occurred inside the car. 
Offenders also recruited couriers and drug runners to facilitate the movement of 
drugs, whether it was for an impending transaction or a delivery from Sydney to 
Melbourne. The offenders in NS16 and NS20 were members of an extensive 
trafficking operation and they recruited numerous drug runners (with drug 
addictions) to deliver drugs and collect money from purchasers. In NS45, the 
offender was a “driver” for his partner, who controlled a trafficking operation. The 
offender’s partner would instruct him to drive alone and meet customers or 
alternatively, she would travel with him and carry out the transaction herself.  Eight 
cases involved the movement of drugs interstate by a courier or as unaccompanied 
freight on public transport. For example, in NS39 the offender concealed drugs in the 
rim of a spare tyre and was instructed to transport the drugs by car from Sydney to 
Melbourne. In NS31 and NS35, the offender stored drugs in a cardboard box and 
registered the box as unaccompanied freight on a coach bus from Sydney to 
Brisbane.      
       
Offenders’ characteristics  
In terms of ethnicity, 31 cases involved 33 offenders of Vietnamese 
background, as some cases involved multiple offenders. For Chinese offenders, there 
were 13 cases involving 13 Chinese offenders. One case, NS1, involved a 
Singaporean offender. There were three cases involving offenders whose ethnicity 
could not be confirmed with reference to the sentencing remarks. However, it is 
likely that these two offenders were of Southeast Asian background due to 
corroborating evidence which implied Asian ethnicity. In NS2, the offender would 
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regularly send proceeds of drug sales to an unidentified contact in Hong Kong and it 
likely that the offender was part of Chinese diaspora. In NS4, the primary offender 
was the principal of a trafficking group who had resided in Australia since the 1970s. 
Two of his co-offenders and runners were based in Hong Kong and came to 
Australia in August 1998 for the purpose of conspiring to supply a quantity of heroin. 
In NS5, the second offender (courier) and his recruiter had been monitored by the 
Joint Asian Crime Group in New South Wales for an extended period of time. The 
Joint Asian Crime Group is a specialist agency of the New South Wales Police Force 
that aim to target organised crime activity involving Asian crime syndicates in New 
South Wales. Therefore, it is unlikely that the Joint Asian Crime Group would 
choose to target offenders that were not of Southeast Asian ethnicity. In NS40, the 
Lim’s ethnicity was unknown because no evidence was provided in the judgment 
regarding his ethnic background. Lim’s Chinese co-offender, Gao, obtained large 
drug quantities from Lim because he was presumed to be closer to the “source” e.g. 
the importer.  
 
The group size varied significantly with the supply cases because of the range 
of drug dealing activities that were classified as supply i.e. from street dealing to 
wholesale. There were 11 cases that involved street deals and small drug quantities 
ranging from <1g to approximately 85g. Those cases generally involved a street 
dealer meeting a potential buyer (usually an undercover police operative) at a pre-
arranged destination. For cases involving street dealing only, it was difficult to 
determine the total number of potential actors involved or whether the street dealer 
worked alone or as part of a drug trafficking group or network. These factors could 
not be determined on the basis of the information provided in the judgments. There 
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were 32 cases classified as involving wholesale deals whether these cases included 
actual wholesalers, offenders with “unknown” roles or mere couriers. These cases 
were classified as wholesale based on two factors: 
1) the judgment stated that the offender operated on a wholesale level; or 
2) the quantity involved implied that the offender carried out wholesale 
transactions or had the capacity to supply wholesale amount i.e. multiple 
ounces (e.g. 350g blocks) or multiple kilograms.  
Therefore, even when the offender’s role was unknown in the case, wholesale deals 
could be inferred by reference to the quantity alone.  
 
The roles adopted by the primary offenders included street dealers, 
wholesalers, couriers/drug runners, organisers/supervisors and principals. Seven 
cases involved primary offenders or related actors occupying the role of an organiser, 
supervisor, “second in charge” lieutenant or syndicate principal i.e. “Mr Big”. In 
NS20 and NS26, the primary offenders were described as the principal’s “right hand 
man” or “lieutenant” and such a description implied that one of the related actors 
(whether identified or not) must be the alleged principal of the group. The primary 
offender in NS36 was the alleged principal or “Asian Dan” of a syndicate named the 
Sydney Group. This offender supplied wholesale heroin to another syndicate based 
on the Gold Coast in Brisbane referred to as the “Family”. In terms of age, the 
offenders were aged between 19 years and 58 years old. One offender was aged 
<20years old, 20 offenders were aged from 20 to <30 years, five offenders were aged 
from 30 to <40 years, seven offenders were aged from 40 to <50 years and two 
offenders were aged 50 to <60 years old. Eighteen offenders had an unknown age 
due to missing evidence in sentencing remarks in relation to the offender’s personal 
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characteristics. Age did not appear to impact significantly on the type of role adopted 
although almost half of the offenders aged in their 20s adopted street dealer or 
courier roles in the supply chain.   
 
Six cases involved a primary offender with an unknown role i.e. the offender’s 
role could not be determined based on the evidence in the judgment. Four of those 
cases – NS25, NS27, NS32 and NS38 involved the same set of related actors and the 
only evidence produced in terms of the primary offenders’ roles was that they had 
been recruited by unknown “bosses” that presumably controlled the operation. The 
data indicated that at least 13 cases involved offenders dealing as wholesalers and 10 
cases involved offenders who were primarily engaged in retail or street dealing. 
Seven cases involved a primary offender who had been recruited as a courier or 
transporter of drugs. The methods included collecting drugs from an unattended car, 
physically carrying the drugs on the body from one destination to another or 
transporting drugs by motor vehicle from Sydney to Melbourne. There was one case 
involving an offender who adopted the role of a “broker”. In NS43, the offender was 
responsible for sourcing the drugs, arranging for the drugs to be tested, arranging for 
the purchaser to deliver the funds and then transferring proceeds of sale to the 
ultimate supplier. The offender also kept a small amount of commission for his 
services. Cases involving brokerage were uncommon across the sample of cases 
from New South Wales.     
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Cultivation 
Drugs & Logistics 
The sample included 11 cases involving cultivation offences. These cases were 
classified as a cultivation case on the basis that the offender was charged with 
cultivating a number of prohibited plants (cannabis) using enhanced indoor means 
under s23(1A) Drug Misuse and Trafficking Act 1985 (NSW). All cases in the 
cultivation category involved the cultivation of cannabis plants in various quantities. 
The most common method of cultivation was the use of a hydroponic system set up 
in the offender’s home or in the case of one offender, developing a cannabis 
“plantation” (farm) to grow significantly large quantities of cannabis. Cases 
involving cannabis cultivation provide quantities in terms of the “number of plants” 
seized by authorities. The cannabis quantities ranged from 105 plants to 30,051 
plants. One case, NC11, had an unknown quantity because this information was 
missing from the judgment. Cannabis quantities for all cases were in the range of 105 
to 309 plants and produced by indoor hydroponic systems. Case NC3 involved an 
outdoor cannabis plantation of 30,051 plants which can account for the vast 
difference in quantities between NC3 and the other cases.    
 
Offenders’ characteristics 
The cases involved 11 Vietnamese offenders and one offender (unknown 
ethnicity) who collaborated with another Vietnamese offender to cultivate cannabis. 
In terms of age, there were five offenders with an unknown age and the remaining 
offenders were aged between 25-63 years with four offenders being in their mid 40s. 
Case NC3 involved collaboration between the youngest offender at 25 years old and 
the oldest at 63 years old. The majority of offenders appeared to work alone as a 
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principal managing their own cannabis crop or alternatively, some offenders 
provided services to assist in growing crops such as handyman work, “babysitting” 
the crops or providing their premises in which to set up the hydroponic system.  
 
For offenders growing cannabis from their private residence, these offenders 
operated alone or at most, with one or two other co-offenders. For the majority of 
cases, it was difficult to establish whether the offender collaborated with other 
related actors. The evidence presented in cultivation cases often lacked detail on the 
offender’s external relationships and focused largely on the offender’s role as a “sole 
cultivator”. In NC3, the offenders managed a cannabis plantation with 9 co-
offenders. The size of the plantation and the logistics and techniques involved in 
growing, harvesting and packing the cannabis meant that Nguyen and Cannistra 
could not operate efficiently without recruiting more workers. The offender, Nguyen, 
had recruited a predominantly Vietnamese crew to assist in harvesting and packing 
the cannabis.  
  
4.2.2 Queensland 
Searches conducted on the Queensland Courts website identified 25 relevant 
cases. The searches did not identify any cases involving cultivation (production)7 
offences and Southeast Asian offenders. From this result, two inferences can be 
made – that either Southeast Asian offenders are not involved in drug cultivation in 
Queensland or if they are involved, then they have avoided capture. The 
                                                 
 
7 Cultivation offences under Queensland drug laws are referred to as “production” offences (s9C Drugs Misuse 
Act 1986).  
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classification of drug type is limited to the general class of drugs specified in 
Schedule 1 of the Drugs Misuse Regulation 1987 (Qld). All drugs identified in the 
Queensland cases were Schedule 1 drugs. Again, the judgments and transcripts 
provide no additional information that would allow any detailed classification 
beyond those provided in the Schedule.  
 
For importation offences, the offender was charged under s307.1 or s307.2 of 
the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) depending on whether the imported drugs were a 
“commercial” or “marketable” quantity. For supply offences, the cases selected 
encompass “trafficking” and/or “supply” offences under ss5-6 Drugs Misuse Act 
1986 (Qld). Unlike New South Wales drug laws, Queensland drug laws do not 
distinguish between trafficable, small, indictable or commercial drug quantities and 
their respective variations in penalty which is dependent on the type of quantity. 
Schedule 3 Drugs Misuse Regulation 1987 (Qld) only specifies the trafficable 
quantity of heroin, cocaine, MDMA and methylamphetamine as 2.0g. 
 
Importation 
Drugs & Logistics 
Six cases involved importation offences. Five cases involved heroin 
importation and one case involved the importation of ecstasy (MDMA) and 
methylamphetamine. The heroin originated from Bangkok, Cambodia and Vietnam 
with one heroin importation having an unknown country of origin. In case QI5, the 
origin of the MDMA and methylamphetamine could not be confirmed from the 
evidence. However, considering the offender’s background and his connections to 
Hong Kong crime groups, it is likely that the drugs were sourced from Hong Kong. 
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For all importation cases with a known origin in South East Asia, it is more likely 
that the country was the source of supply rather than the transit country. 
 
The drug quantities in the importation cases ranged from 36.5g to 412.95kg. In 
cases QI1, QI2 and QI6, these importations were carried out by a courier/s travelling 
by air and secreting heroin in their luggage, on their bodies or in the case of QI6, 
packaged in condoms and concealed in jars of fish. In case QI4, the offenders 
adopted the postal method of importation and in case QI3, cubes of heroin were 
inserted into frozen fish and transported via a shipping container. For significantly 
large drug quantities as in the case of QI5, the drugs were transported by boat from 
the country of origin to the “rendezvous point”. The drug origin was not identified in 
case Q15.    
 
Offenders’ characteristics 
The offenders had various ethnic identities. Case QI1 involved a Singaporean 
courier but there was no evidence confirming the recruiter’s ethnicity from the 
transcript or judgment. Case QI2 involved a Malaysian husband and wife team and 
again, there was no evidence provided in the transcript or judgment to identify the 
recruiter’s ethnicity. Cases QI3, QI4 and QI6 involved Vietnamese offenders and 
also Vietnamese co-offenders in QI4 and QI6. Case QI5 involved a Chinese offender 
as the supervisor who recruited Malaysian crew members to navigate the smuggling 
vessel. All offenders were aged between early 30s to mid 50s. The youngest offender 
was 32 years and the oldest offender was 54 years old. Three offenders were aged 30 
to <40 years, three offenders were aged 40 to <50 years and one offender aged 50 to 
<60 years. The presence of young offenders was identified in QI4 as related actors 
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and in that case, those offenders were only recruited as drug runners. There was 
evidence of primary offenders collaborating with related actors from the same ethnic 
background. In QI4, the Vietnamese offender collaborated with another Vietnamese 
related actor, who also recruited his sons to participate in the venture. Evidence in 
QI5 suggested that the Chinese offender obtained instructions from unknown 
superiors or “bosses” that were based in Indonesia, Hong Kong and Malaysia. 
 
The roles occupied by the primary offenders included couriers, receivers, 
principal and supervisor. Cases QS1, QS2 and QS6 involved a single courier 
transporting drugs by air using various concealment methods. In QS3, the offender 
was a “receiver” who accepted delivery of the heroin shipment from the consignee. 
The offender in QS4 was classified as a “principal” and he recruited a number of 
related actors to become receivers and drug runners. In QS5, the offender occupied a 
supervisory role for his contacts in Hong Kong. A number of related actors were 
identified in this case including Malaysian and Indonesian crew ship members, price 
negotiators and unidentified “bosses” from Indonesia, Hong Kong and Malaysia. 
Given the nature of importation and that such ventures often require cross-border 
cooperation, it was expected that there would be significant variation in types of 
roles and the number of related actors.   
 
Group size appeared relatively small based on the evidence provided in the 
transcripts. Three of the six cases (QI1, QI2 and QI6) involved one or two couriers 
who had been recruited to act alone in a single importation. It is likely that many 
related actors remain unidentified and these unknown actors may have been involved 
in sourcing and preparing the drugs for importation but this type of evidence was 
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missing from the transcripts. Missing evidence of this nature is not uncommon given 
that access to whole and complete transcripts was rare and that only certain days in a 
trial may have been transcribed. Also, couriers are unlikely to know this type of 
information or alternatively, offenders may be unwilling to disclose this information 
to police. Similar to New South Wales cases, it is difficult to obtain an accurate 
profile on a drug importation group or network based upon cases involving only one 
or two couriers. However, apprehension of an offender in a principal or supervisory 
role is likely to produce more evidence on the people and logistics involved in an 
operation.  
 
Cases QI3 and QI5 showed evidence of larger groups and this is due to the 
methods adopted in the importation and/or the quantity of drugs being imported. The 
offender in QI3 used the postal method of importation and such a method usually 
requires multiple shipments and the recruitment of receivers, distributors and runners 
in the destination country. Likewise, the offender in QI5 required crew members to 
navigate the smuggling vessel and it is also likely that the offender made 
arrangements with receivers, storage crew and distributors in the destination country. 
Also, given the size of the shipment in QI5 and the logistics involved, this 
importation would have required a significant amount of personnel and funds. There 
was evidence in QI5 that the offender obtained instructions and funds from 
“superiors” in Hong Kong. In QI1, QI2, and QI3, only one related actor was 
identified either based on evidence provided in the judgment or inferred from the 
nature of the importation that such actors should be part of the operation but remain 
unidentified. Both cases QI4 and QI5 had multiple related actors and QI6 had one 
related actor based on evidence and another actor that was inferred from the nature of 
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the importation i.e. a courier travelling from overseas must have a contact to meet in 
the destination country. 
 
Supply  
Drugs & Logistics 
There were 19 cases involving trafficking or supply offences. Seventeen cases 
involved the supply of heroin only, one case involved the supply of heroin and 
MDMA and one case involved the supply of heroin, cocaine and 
methylamphetamine. Again, these cases focused on the wholesale and retail drug 
markets and therefore, the origin of the drug cannot be determined because the 
offences occurred in a domestic context. Drug quantities in the supply cases ranged 
from <5g to 229kg. Four cases involved multiple quantities. The presence of multiple 
quantities in cases can be attributed to:  
a) the offender dealt in various types of drugs;  
b) the offender had the capacity to deal in retail and wholesale amounts; or 
c) the offender had in their immediate possession a significant quantity of 
drugs but only dealt in smaller quantities (e.g. <50g).   
 
From 19 cases, 11 cases involved the standard street sale to an undercover 
police officer or a known customer. The amounts in those cases varied between 3.5g 
to <80g. There were eight cases involving wholesale quantities ranging from 13g to 
229kg. The amount of 13g appeared unusually small for a wholesale quantity 
however, the offender in that case (QS12) dealt in street and wholesale quantities. 
These cases were also more likely to involve the sale of drugs in “block” form. Like 
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New South Wales, these cases were classified as wholesale or a combination of 
wholesale and retail dealing based on three factors: 
a) the judgment stated that the offender operated on a wholesale level;  
b) the quantity involved (usually 100s of grams) implied that the offender carried 
out wholesale transactions; or 
c) if the drug quantity was <100g, the offender had the means and capacity to 
operate on a wholesale basis but was only charged with a small quantity 
because law enforcement agencies were unable to recover wholesale quantities 
to tender as evidence in court.     
  
There was significant variation in group size and structure due to the range of 
activities and roles encompassed under “supply”. For the eight wholesale cases, all 
cases identified at least 2-7 related actor/s that collaborated with the offender/s. The 
number of related actor/s did not include drug runners and/or customers that were 
associated with the offender/s because the majority of these individuals were 
unnamed and unidentified in the court transcripts. For cases involving street deals 
only, the evidence usually identified 1-2 related actor/s that collaborated with the 
offender or none at all. For cases involving wholesale amounts and/or drug 
syndicates, the number of related actors increased to 4-7 actors. In QS18, the 
offenders were members of a drug trafficking syndicate that had 7 identified related 
actors. If offenders were engaged in extensive trafficking activities, they were also 
more likely to have defined roles assigned to each member. For example, in QS18, 
the primary offenders were responsible for recruitment, liaising with suppliers, 
mediating disputes and supervising subordinate members. However, the nature of 
supply i.e. the potential for multiple deals, activities and actors in one case means 
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that the information provided in the transcripts regarding the commission of offences 
may not reflect the true size or extent of the network of offenders and related actors 
involved in the offence.  
 
The most common method of supply across all cases was the street sale to an 
undercover police operative or customer at a pre-arranged location by using a drug 
runner or having the offender personally attend to the transaction. At times, the 
primary offender was introduced to the customer by a third party acting as an 
intermediary or middleman (e.g. QS6). Offenders that dealt exclusively in wholesale 
quantities usually made purchases from their suppliers and then on-sold the drugs. In 
cases QS18 and QS19, the primary offenders purchased drugs from the same 
suppliers, Chen and Omer-Noori, and it is also possible (but not confirmed through 
court evidence) that these offenders were members of the same drug trafficking 
syndicate. Case QS4 involved a courier who was charged with possession but her 
role was significant in the supply chain because the drugs she collected in Sydney 
would eventually be delivered to a supplier for distribution in Brisbane. In that case, 
the offender travelled to Sydney and met the Sydney contact in a restaurant, where he 
deposited a package of heroin in her daughter’s backpack.                
 
Offenders’ characteristics 
In terms of ethnic background, all offenders were Vietnamese except for one 
offender’s ethnicity in QS18 was unidentified in the transcript. Unlike New South 
Wales, there were no cases that required ethnicity to be inferred as all the offenders’ 
ethnicities were confirmed through the transcripts and judgments. Multi-ethnic 
cooperation with non-Asian offenders was evident in six cases – QS9, QS12 and 
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QS16-QS19. Those six cases involved wholesale and street dealing. The primary 
offender usually dealt with a supplier that was not of Southeast Asian ethnicity. The 
offenders’ ages varied between 18 years to 47 years old. In case QS5, a 47 year old 
father was the principal in a supply operation that also involved his wife and 
daughter who adopted the roles of middleman and courier respectively. Across 12 
cases, 15 primary offenders were aged 20 to <30 years and they occupied various 
roles from the average street dealer or courier to the wholesaler. One primary 
offender was under the age of 20 at 18 years old and engaged in street dealing with 
his father. Two primary offenders were aged in 30 to <40 years and four primary 
offenders were aged 40 to <50 years. One offender had unknown age as this 
information was missing from sentencing remarks on the offender’s personal 
characteristics. For both age groups, the offenders occupied various roles including 
couriers, street dealers, wholesalers, organisers and principals.  
 
There were 10 primary offenders classified as street dealers. The street dealers 
either operated alone, in a partnership or with an unknown number of related actors. 
For example, in QS1, the offenders were in a de-facto relationship and worked in 
partnership on numerous street deals. Case QS3 involved a “father and son” team, 
although the father exercised more control over funds and dealings. In terms of 
wholesalers, there were five primary offenders that operated on a wholesale level and 
three primary offenders who dealt in wholesale and street quantities. Wholesalers 
generally deal with larger quantities of drugs and a larger quantity implies a greater 
need for coordination and resources. Therefore, it was common to see evidence of 
wholesalers working with numerous related actors. In QS18, the offenders were 
members of a drug trafficking syndicate and collaborated with seven identified 
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related actors who occupied various roles. One offender occupied the role of a 
principal in QS5 and he supervised a trafficking operation involving his wife, 
daughter, supplier and other acquaintances. Only two cases, QS4 and QS8 involved a 
drug runner or courier as a primary offender.  
 
4.2.3 Victoria  
Searches conducted on Austlii for Victorian cases resulted in a final sample of 
45 cases. In each case, the classification of drug type was based upon those drugs 
listed under Schedule 11 Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 (Vic). 
Again, the judgments and transcripts provided no further classification of the drug 
type beyond that provided in the legislation. All importation cases in Victoria 
occurred prior to the enactment of the Law and Justice Legislation Amendment 
(Serious Drug Offences and Other Measures) Act 2005 (the ‘Amendment Act’) and 
therefore, offenders were charged under the former provision s233B Customs Act 
1901 (Cth) for the importation of narcotic goods. Part 3 of Schedule 11 Drugs, 
Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 (Vic) prescribe certain drugs quantities 
that amount to a small, traffickable, commercial and large commercial quantity. 
Also, Part 3 of Schedule 11 provides separate quantity thresholds for cannabis. 
 
Importation  
Drugs & Logistics 
Six cases involved importation offences, all of which involved heroin. The 
drugs originated from various parts of Southeast Asia, although it could not be 
determined in some cases whether the country was a transit destination or the actual 
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source country supplying the drug. In VI2 and VI4, the heroin originated from 
Bangkok and in both cases, the offenders transferred funds to contacts in Thailand or 
had Thai related actor/s that were members of their operations. The Thai related 
actor/s were either responsible for transferring funds to Thailand or were the 
recipient of funds once they reached Thailand. It can be presumed that funds were 
transferred to Thailand in payment of the heroin supplies, although this is not 
explicitly stated in the judgment. In VI3, the heroin originated from Vietnam. From 
the evidence, it could be inferred that the Vietnamese offender had contacts in 
Vietnam as both heroin deliveries were sent from a Vietnamese addressee using an 
address in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. In VI1, the drugs were imported from 
Singapore. However it is likely that Singapore was the transit country and the heroin 
may have been sourced from areas in the Golden Triangle, being the traditional 
source of heroin for the Pacific region. In VI5, the heroin originated from Cambodia 
with the two offenders also of Cambodian background. However, no suppliers were 
identified in that case. In VI6, law enforcement agencies were unable to determine 
the origin of the heroin. The branding and packaging suggested that the heroin 
originated from the Golden Triangle. However, forensic analysis revealed that the 
actual heroin powder did not reflect samples typically found in that region. 
Therefore, it was possible that the heroin had been trafficked from South America or 
the Golden Crescent region before being re-packaged and branded in the Golden 
Triangle. 
 
The drug quantities ranged from 316.7g to 123.32kg. Two cases involved 
importations less than 500g, being 336g in VI3 and 316.7g in VI5. The remaining 
four cases involved importations of kilograms or multiple kilograms of heroin. Case 
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VI1 involved 1.25kg of pure heroin, 24kg mixed powder in VI2, 2.99kg pure heroin 
in VI4 and 123.32kg of mixed powder in VI6. As drug quantity increased, the 
methods used to conceal and transport the heroin were more sophisticated and the 
objects used to conceal the heroin physically larger. For VI3 and VI5, which 
involved heroin quantities of less than 500g, the heroin was concealed in capacitors 
(batteries) inside amplifiers (VI3) and in the front and rear covers of two photo 
albums. In VI1, the offenders carried heroin concealed in multiple bottles of 
shampoo and lotion and in VI2, the heroin was concealed in wooden wall plaques 
and placed inside a crate. Case VI6 involved the largest heroin importation which 
was concealed in a freight carrier named the “MV Pong Su”. In case VI4, the method 
of importation could not be identified from the evidence in the judgment.  
 
Offender’s characteristics 
The offenders were of various ethnic backgrounds including Malaysian, 
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Chinese, Burmese and Korean. A number of the cases 
involved offenders and related actors from the same ethnic background. For example, 
case VI1 involved Malaysian offenders who had presumably been recruited by their 
Malaysian contact to carry drugs into Australia. In VI3 and VI4, both the offenders 
were Vietnamese and cooperated with other Vietnamese related actors and co-
offenders in the importation venture. In VI5, the offenders were Cambodian and 
sourced their supply from Cambodia; it is likely that the unknown suppliers were 
also Cambodian. In VI6, one of the offenders is of Chinese/Korean background and 
the Pong Su crew were predominantly Korean. The offenders’ ages ranged from 24 
to 48, with approximately 3-4 offenders in each age group. One offender had an 
unknown age because this information was missing from the transcript.  
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The offenders’ roles varied from small-time couriers to organisers and 
principals of importation ventures. The first case, VI1 involved two couriers who had 
been recruited in Malaysia to carry drugs into Australia in exchange for a small 
monetary reward. By the nature of their roles, the offenders had limited knowledge 
of other associates or organisers apart from their primary Malaysian contact. Three 
cases, VI2, VI4 and VI5 involved offenders that occupied a managerial or 
organisational role in their operations. If the offender occupied an organisational 
role, they usually undertook activities such as liaising with actual suppliers in the 
source country, recruiting and directing related actors in their various roles or 
arranging for the distribution of the drugs after importation. In VI3 and VI5, the 
offenders were the recipients of drug deliveries. However, there was no evidence in 
VI5 that the offender made arrangements to sell or distribute the drugs upon 
receiving them. In VI3, the offender was the recipient but also facilitated drug 
distribution in the western suburbs of Melbourne. Therefore, the offender was 
actively involved in selling and distributing the drugs to his purchasers. In VI6, the 
evidence was not conclusive as to whether any of the offenders adopted an 
organisational or managerial role in the venture. One offender occupied different 
roles at two stages of the importation venture. Firstly, he was involved in packing the 
heroin (presumably at the point of departure) and then as a member of the landing 
party responsible for the transportation of the heroin from the Pong Su to shore. The 
remaining three offenders in the Pong Su case were the “Australian” party, i.e. they 
were the destination contacts once the Pong Su arrived in Australian waters. These 
offenders were responsible for liaising with the Pong Su crew and transporting the 
drugs from the shore to the storage space and ultimately, to the Australian purchaser.  
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The group size and number of related actors involved in an importation may be 
dependent on the drug quantity. For importations less than 500g, the group size 
appeared relatively small. In VI3, the offender had no known associates involved the 
actual importation. The related actors in that case were the offender’s purchasers and 
the purchasers’ associates. Case VI5 appears to involve only two offenders however, 
the principal offender’s associates in Cambodia were unknown and it was submitted 
in evidence that he had connections with “powerful people” in Cambodia. The 
remaining four cases, VI1, VI2, VI4 and VI6 involved quantities over 1kg up to 
multiple kilograms. Group size ranged from 3 to 5 related actors, with the Pong Su 
case involving 32 related actors. The related actors included the “middleman” 
between the source country and destination country, destination (Australian) contacts 
for couriers, couriers, members responsible for drug storage and members who 
organised the transfer of funds to the source country in payment for supplies. The 
Pong Su case involved 30 Korean crew members and an Australian purchaser. The 
number of related actors is significantly higher in the Pong Su case due to the drug 
quantity and the distance travelled by the Pong Su to reach Australian waters.  
 
Supply    
 
Drugs & Logistics 
There were 35 cases involving supply offences of which 30 cases involved the 
supply of heroin only, two cases involved the supply of heroin with either MDMA or 
methylamphetamine, two cases involved the supply of MDMA only, and one case 
involved the supply of methylamphetamine, MDMA, methorphan and cocaine. 
Methorphan is commonly found in cold and flu preparations and can be extracted to 
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become a precursor chemical for the production of amphetamine type stimulants. 
These cases focus only on domestic distribution networks and therefore, drug origin 
cannot be determined unless an offender or related actor was part of the importation 
operation. If the drug origin was identified in evidence, this was indicated on the 
table. It was expected that the findings for supply cases would demonstrate 
significant variation in quantity, method of supply and the involvement of related 
actors.  
 
Drug quantities in the cases ranged from 2g to 16.2kg. One case had an 
unknown drug quantity –VS22. Although case VS22 is related to case VS26, the 
drug quantity and method cannot assumed to be similar to VS26. The offender in 
VS22 purchased drugs from two offenders in VS26 and there was no evidence 
produced in VS22 to determine the quantity purchased by the offender or the method 
in which he supplied to his customers. There were 11 cases involving street dealers 
who dealt in quantities from 2g to <70g. From the 11 cases, ten of those cases 
involved multiple quantities, i.e. the offender dealt in multiple quantities and the 
amount recorded on the table is the sum of those quantities. One case, VS18, 
involved an offender dealing within a specific range of quantities, being 1 to 2g. For 
street deals, transactions usually occurred at a pre-arranged location between the 
dealer and the purchaser. The purchaser would contact the dealer via telephone and 
the dealer would provide instructions to the purchaser on a “rendezvous” point. 
Another common method was to carry out transactions inside the offender’s vehicle. 
Offenders in VS3 and VS28 stored drugs in their car and so transactions were carried 
out in this manner. Some methods adopted by dealers were less common. In VS6, the 
offender was a drug mule for her partner’s dealing business which operated from a 
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milk bar. The milk bar was a legitimate business front which facilitated heroin sales 
on a regular basis. In VS4, the offender concealed various quantities of heroin around 
his house and beneath the fence lines along his road. When a customer made an 
order, the offender would retrieve the required amount from various “hiding places”. 
There was no evidence in VS18 as to the offender’s preferred method of supply.  
 
The remaining 23 cases involved wholesale drug quantities ranging from 87g 
to approximately 16kg. In VS5, the offender dealt in a total quantity of 87g. This 
quantity is comparatively small compared to other wholesale cases and therefore, it 
may imply the offender’s involvement in street dealing rather than wholesaling. 
However, police evidence stated that the offender was a wholesaler and dealt in 
ounce quantities and therefore, the same role classification was recorded in the 
findings. From 23 cases, 15 cases involved multiple amounts that constituted the sum 
of the drug quantity recorded in the table. Eight cases involved single quantities 
based on one amount seized by police. However, it is likely that an offender who 
operates as a wholesaler must have the capacity to engage in multiple transactions. 
Therefore, single quantities in cases may not accurately reflect the extent to which an 
offender is involved in the wholesale drug trade. In 11 cases, the offenders dealt with 
a total quantity of <1kg. In 12 cases, the offenders dealt in quantities ranging from 
>1kg to multiple kilograms.       
 
Evidence provided for the methods adopted in wholesale transactions were, in 
most cases, more detailed than street dealing cases due to the logistics and number of 
related actors involved with large scale drug trafficking. Three cases, VS5, VS7 and 
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VS35, had no identified method of supply. In case VS7, heroin was located in the 
offender’s factory and on his person but there was no evidence presented as to how 
or to whom he supplied drugs. Only three cases, VS1, VS9 and VS10 identified the 
method as simply meeting the purchaser at a pre-arranged location. Other cases 
provided details on specific importers, connections with suppliers, purchasers, 
methods of storage and warehousing and the recruitment of individuals to undertake 
specific jobs.  
 
A number of cases produced evidence on the movement of drugs from 
importer, wholesale distributor and then to various street dealers and users. In VS11 
and VS12, an offender imported heroin from China and on-sold the heroin to a 
middleman, who had connections with various wholesale purchasers. In VS19, the 
offender had connections with heroin suppliers in Hong Kong. The heroin was 
imported and then transported from Sydney to Melbourne where presumably, it 
would be distributed amongst various wholesalers and dealers. Cases VS15, VS21, 
VS23, VS24, VS26, VS30 and VS32 involved an offender obtaining drugs from a 
supplier (usually based in Sydney) and then on-selling the drugs to another 
wholesaler or recruiting their own group of drug runners to carry out transactions on 
their behalf. In VS21, the offender was responsible for sourcing heroin from New 
South Wales and also for “cutting” and preparing the drugs for distribution. The 
offender recruited her daughter to distribute the heroin amongst other Vietnamese 
dealers that operated from inside a block of Housing Ministry flats. Two cases, VS31 
and VS33, focused on the role of a courier in transporting drugs from Sydney to 
Melbourne.       
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Another common method used by offenders in supply cases was to rent 
premises or storage space in which to prepare, store or sell drugs. Cases VS16, 
VS29, VS34 and VS35 involve the renting of premises or warehouses to facilitate the 
trafficking business. For example, in VS29, the offenders utilised three vacant 
premises in Melbourne as the destination for drug deliveries made by other drug 
trafficking syndicates. In VS34, the offenders rented premises from which they sold 
drugs to reduce the risks associated with dealing from their own residence. In VS35, 
the offender hired a self-storage unit to warehouse various types of drugs and 
precursor chemicals, which implies involvement in drug preparation. Unlike other 
offenders, the offender in VS24 did not rent or use separate facilities for his drug 
trafficking business. The offender opted to receive, store and prepare drugs from his 
own residence. This method is likely to be less common as most offenders made 
attempts to distance themselves (and their actual residence) from the physical 
presence of drugs. Other uncommon methods used was the exchange of plastic 
shopping bags carrying drugs or money at bus stops and liaising between two 
apartments on the same street (V13) or leaving the drugs in the boot of a car at an 
unattended carpark (VS20). 
 
Offenders’ characteristics 
In terms of ethnicity, there were 41 offenders of Vietnamese background in 35 
supply cases. A number of cases involved multiple co-accused. In all cases, the 
primary Vietnamese offenders also collaborated or associated with Vietnamese 
related actors, including related actors from other ethnic backgrounds. Five offenders 
were of Chinese background and considering Chinese diaspora, if the offender’s 
birth place was provided in evidence, this was also indicated on the table e.g. Hong 
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Kong. In three cases involving Chinese offenders, those offenders also collaborated 
with one or more Chinese related actors as well as offenders from other ethnic 
backgrounds. Two offenders were of Cambodian background and one offender was 
Singaporean. Unlike cases in New South Wales, the offenders’ ages did not reflect 
the type of roles they adopted in their operations.  
 
The offenders were aged between 18 years to 63 years old. Five offenders had 
an unknown age because no evidence of this was provided in the judgment or 
transcript. For offenders aged <30 years, there were 12 offenders occupying a variety 
of roles in their operations. These roles included suppliers, wholesalers, brokers, 
street dealers and drug runners or couriers. There were 16 offenders aged 30 to <40 
years and they also occupied a variety of roles including wholesalers, brokers, street 
dealers and drug runners or couriers. In VS26, one offender aged 36 years old was 
also the principal of a drug trafficking syndicate. For offenders aged 40 to <50 years, 
there were 12 offenders who occupied roles such as wholesale suppliers, street 
dealers and brokers or middlemen. In this age group, there were no offenders who 
occupied the role of a courier/drug runner. There were four offenders aged 50 years 
or older. Three offenders were wholesale distributors and one offender, the oldest 
offender at 63 years old, was primarily responsible for drug preparation and “cutting” 
for a drug trafficking business.   
 
If court evidence provided a description of the offender’s role, this description 
was used whenever it was available.  Therefore, there may be some variation in role 
description or the inclusion of entirely new roles that deviate from the key roles 
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identified in Section 4.2. The majority of offenders were either wholesale distributors 
or street dealers. There were 22 offenders that operated on a wholesale level and 13 
cases involved street dealers. For some cases, the offender’s role was stated in 
evidence and the same classification was used in recording the findings. If the 
offender’s role was not explicitly stated, then his/her role was inferred from the drug 
quantity and the nature of the offender’s transactions with other co-offenders or 
purchasers. Six offenders occupied the role of a “middleman” or broker. The nature 
of this role implied that the offender never worked alone; s/he was the “link” 
between two unknown actors and therefore, numerous co-offenders were often 
identified in cases involving middlemen or brokers. For example, in VS12, the 
middleman Tong purchased heroin from the importer and on-sold the heroin to a 
preferred buyer. Four offenders were couriers or drug runners in a trafficking 
operation. Three cases involved the offender physically transporting the drugs from 
one location to another. In VS6, the offender was instructed by her partner to become 
an intermediary between himself and a milk bar, which acted as a retail outlet for 
heroin. The offender was likely targeted because of her difficult financial and 
personal circumstances, her inability to speak English and the trust she placed in her 
partner. Cases VS31 and VS33 involved an offender transporting drugs by car from 
Sydney to Melbourne. The offender in VS23 was a drug runner for an extensive 
trafficking business which operated from a safe house.  
   
The roles occupied by related actors included street dealers, undercover 
operatives, wholesale suppliers, purchasers, couriers, associates (with unknown 
specific roles), importers, drug collectors and transporters, principals and 
supervisors. The majority of cases (n=32) involved 1-6 related actors, depending on 
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the drug quantity involved and whether the related actors were recruited as part of an 
extensive trafficking syndicate. Case VS30 involved 2.76kg of heroin and 10 related 
actors who supplied and distributed heroin as members of a drug trafficking 
syndicate, operating in the Fitzroy area of Melbourne. Similar to the importation 
cases, the primary offender/s usually collaborated with a related actor or several 
related actors that were from the same ethnic background. Four cases, VS5, VS25, 
VS33 and VS35 had no identified related actors. However, the nature of these 
offences suggested that the offender must be working in collaboration with other co-
offenders or associates, such as suppliers or purchasers.  
 
Cultivation  
Four cases involved cultivation offences. All four offenders are of Vietnamese 
background and only one offender had their age identified, being 44 years old. The 
cases involved indoor cultivation of cannabis using a hydroponic system of 
cultivation. The offenders operated as sole cultivators with each offender having only 
one known related actor who was an associate, a family member or a purchaser. It is 
likely that the offenders may have a network of customers or purchasers to whom 
they sold cannabis after it was harvested and dried, although there is no evidence to 
confirm this inference. The quantities ranged from 62 plants to 197 plants.  
 
4.3 SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS  
Graphical representations of key variables in the cases enabled comparison 
across the three jurisdictions. The primary variables examined include drug type, 
importation quantities, supply quantities, cultivation quantities, ethnicity and age. 
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Figure 1 examines the common drug types for all cases and offences. From 159 
cases, heroin was the primary drug in 68% of cases (108 cases). There were 12 cases 
involving the importation or supply of heroin and other drugs, such as ATS or 
cocaine. Overall, heroin featured in 120 cases as either the primary drug or combined 
with another drug type. Cases involving only ATS comprised approximately 10% of 
all cases (16 cases) and cannabis comprised 9.4% of cases (15 cases). Cocaine and 
pseudoephedrine were the least common drug types comprising 2% and 1.2% of all 
cases.  
 
 
Figures 2, 3 and 4 examine importation, supply and cultivation quantities for 
all cases. In Figure 2, importation quantities for New South Wales cases appeared 
relatively consistent across all categories. Also, importations occurring in New South 
Wales involved the largest drug quantities for all categories and across all 
jurisdictions. From a total of 41 cases, 14 cases involved importations that were 
predominantly in the range of 1kg to <10kg. For supply in Figure 3, drug quantities 
varied significantly across all jurisdictions. New South Wales cases again appeared 
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consistently high across all categories, particularly with 19 cases in the quantity 
range of 1kg to <10kg. In the quantity range of 0.5kg to <1kg, Victoria had a slightly 
higher number of cases (7) in this category than New South Wales (5). Queensland 
supply cases were mostly represented in the first three quantity categories that is, 
from 0 to <1kg. In Figure 4, the quantities for cultivation cases are classified as 
“number of plants”. Only New South Wales and Victoria are represented in Figure 4 
because no cultivation cases involving Southeast Asian offenders were identified in 
Queensland. From 15 cultivation cases, 11 cases were from New South Wales. These 
cases also involved the largest quantity of plants for almost every category, except 
for the first quantity range of 0 to <100 plants.    
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Figure 5 refers to the ethnic background of primary offenders across all 
jurisdictions. Figure 5 excludes the ethnicity of related actors, even if this 
characteristic was identified in the descriptive statistics. From 159 cases, 136 cases 
involved Vietnamese offenders which comprised approximately 85% of the data. 
With 64 cases, New South Wales had the highest representation of Vietnamese 
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offenders. Forty-seven cases involved Chinese offenders which included mainland 
China and Hong Kong born offenders. Two of those cases involved Chinese 
offenders with mixed ethnicity – one offender was Chinese/Burmese and the other 
offender was Chinese/Korean. Therefore, the Chinese comprised approximately 29% 
of the data. Other ethnicities such as Malaysian, Cambodian, Singaporean and 
Indonesian were only marginally represented.      
 
Figure 6 shows the age groups of offenders across all jurisdictions. Offenders’ 
ages appear to be most concentrated in three age groups: 20 to <30 years, 30 to <40 
years and 40 to <50 years. New South Wales had 41 cases with an unknown age for 
an offender/s. The missing ages were primarily for cases involving supply where the 
judgment did not include detail on the offender’s age in sentencing remarks. Only a 
very small number of offenders were aged less than 20 years old or over 60 years 
old.  
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4.4 CRIME SCRIPT ANALYSIS – IMPORTATION 
 
Crime script analysis is a unique methodological tool that can facilitate detailed 
understanding about complex types of crime. By identifying key “scenes” in the 
crime commission process, crime script analysis has the potential to uncover “weak 
spots” that may enable law enforcement authorities to reduce opportunities and 
increase the risks faced by criminals (Levi and Maguire 2004, 409). A crime script 
framework is used to analyse the scenes involved in committing a drug importation. 
The crime script framework is not applied against supply or cultivation cases for two 
reasons. Firstly, there was significant variation in the methods or modus operandi 
(MO) adopted by offenders in supply cases. Also, the supply cases involved 
offenders who occupied various positions in the supply chain e.g. street dealers, 
wholesalers or brokers. The position adopted by the offender would influence the 
manner in which they committed crimes. For example, a broker’s MO would differ 
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markedly from a street dealer who is only interacting with other users. The crime 
script framework was not applied to cultivation cases because only one method of 
cultivation was identified in almost all cases i.e. hydroponic cultivation. Also, the 
judgments and transcripts for cultivation cases provided very little information on the 
offender’s MO beyond stating that the offender used “hydroponic” methods.    
 
4.4.1 Common scenes in crime script – importation 
Table 6 outlines the common “scenes” across importation methods (excluding 
couriers). 
 
Table 6: Common scenes – importation script 
SCENE  
(code) 
SCENE – ACTION 
Source (S1) The drug is sourced from a country, most likely in Southeast Asia or 
the Golden Triangle.  
Purchase (S2) Purchase of the drugs negotiated between the source supplier and the 
importer or at times, a broker.  
Packing (S3) The drug is packed and concealed using a variety of methods e.g. 
statues, solid (dense) objects.  
Transport (S4) The drug is transported to Australia via air cargo or sea cargo.   
Delivery (S5) The shipment is consigned to an individual or company and delivery 
is made to the consignee’s address. 
Storage (S6) The consignee transports the drug shipment to a pre-arranged location 
or storage unit that is usually rented or leased by the consignee or 
another member of the operation.  
Extraction (S7) Drugs are extracted from the object that was used for concealment. 
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Storage or 
delivery (S8) 
After extraction, drugs are stored in a warehouse or delivered directly 
to wholesale purchasers.  
Preparation 
(S9) 
Drugs are often cut multiple times before they reach the end user. 
Distribution 
(S10) 
Wholesale suppliers and street dealers distribute drugs to customer 
networks. 
 
Table 6 describes the common scenes across all importation cases (except for 
cases involving couriers). Evidence for S2 – Purchase was rarely provided in cases 
but it was included in the crime script because negotiating the purchase of drugs 
would be a logical step in the importation process. Also, most offenders were usually 
arrested by scene S8 – Storage or Delivery and therefore, evidence for scenes S9 and 
S10 were never provided in importation cases. Scenes S9 and S10 were only 
included to complete the crime script i.e. a successful importation would result in the 
drugs being purchased by wholesalers and then “cut” for retail distribution. An initial 
description of common scenes across the importation cases ensures better clarity in 
the process of identifying importation scenes that were less common or unique to 
particular drug trafficking groups.   
 
Table 7 describes the common scenes for courier importation. The crime script 
for courier importations is separate from other importation methods because the 
evidence in courier cases usually does not extend beyond the courier’s arrival at the 
airport (if arrested) or the initial meeting with the Australian contact. Often, couriers 
provide law enforcement agencies with very little information regarding other 
offenders in the distribution chain. A courier’s position in a trafficking operation is 
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limited to physically handling the drugs and transporting the drugs from the transit 
country to the destination country.  
Table 7: Common scenes - courier importation crime script  
SCENE  
(code) 
SCENE – ACTION 
Source (S1) The drug is sourced from a country, most likely in Southeast Asia or 
the Golden Triangle.  
Purchase (S2) Purchase of the drugs negotiated between the source supplier and the 
importer or at times, a broker.  
Packing (S3) The drug is packed and concealed using a variety of methods which 
may involve the courier physically carrying an object onboard, 
concealing the drugs on the body, inside luggage or through ingestion. 
Training (S4) A trainer assists the courier with ingesting the drugs (if this method is 
chosen) and instructs the courier on ways of avoiding and dealing 
with airport security. 
Transport (S5) The courier travels to Australia usually by air.    
Delivery (S6) The courier is instructed to meet their contact at a pre-arranged 
location to effect delivery. 
Payment (S7) The courier is paid a sum of money for his/her services.  
 
The crime script for importation demonstrates the significance of transnational 
networks in facilitating drug smuggling. Each stage of the script requires the 
performance of tasks by different members of the operation, from the point of 
sourcing overseas to delivery in Australia. In social network theory, an actor’s 
position in a network constrains or enables action within the network. For example, 
the broker plays a significant role in importation ventures because of their ability to 
bridge gaps between domestic criminals and overseas suppliers. Thus, the broker 
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benefits from being in a position that draws upon and brings together the financial 
resources of a domestic importer and the drug supply held by an overseas source. 
Evidently, importers use multiple layers of transportation and distribution networks 
before drugs reach the end user (Chin and Zhang 2008, 186).     
 
4.4.2 Variations in crime script – importation  
Variations in importation crime scripts were most evident when examining the 
methods used to conceal and transport the drugs. The method adopted for 
concealment and transportation was dependent on the drug quantity to be imported. 
For example, if the offenders was sending a small drug quantity <500g, the drugs 
could be concealed in envelopes using the postal method of importation, or in VI5 
the drugs were concealed in the front and rear covers of two photo albums. However, 
if the importer intended to transport kilograms or multiple kilograms of drugs, the 
method of concealment is generally more sophisticated i.e. the object for 
concealment is physically larger or if the object for concealment is physically small, 
the actual quantity of the objects in the shipment is increased. Furthermore, 
variations in sophistication would imply that more complex methods of concealment 
require the assistance of “professionals” who possess the requisite type of knowledge 
needed for the concealment methods. For example, in NI25, the co-offender Reed 
was recruited on the basis that he had background knowledge on recycling computers 
and therefore, could assess the suitability of using computer monitors as a 
concealment method. Also, couriers ingesting drugs for importation usually have a 
“trainer” providing advice on how to swallow drugs and evade Customs officials in 
the destination country. However, there was no explicit evidence of trainers in the 
courier cases.             
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Another point of variation in cases was the use of a legitimate company or an 
employee working in a legitimate company to facilitate the importation. Cases NI19, 
NI28, NI29, NI30 and QI3 all involved the use of a legitimate company or company 
name to act as the consignee of the shipment, the renter of storage premises or as the 
transferor of funds to overseas bank accounts. Some offenders specifically created 
companies for the sole purpose of importing and trafficking drugs. Case NI10 
involved the recruitment of co-offender, Stanbouli, who was employed at the freight 
company responsible for shipping the drug consignment from China to Sydney. 
Stanbouli’s role involved contacting another member of the operation (Bourchas) to 
collect the consignment when it arrived. These cases illustrate the possible 
intersections between the licit and illicit worlds in facilitating organised crime 
activity.      
 
The final crime script variation relates to differences in resources, logistics and 
financing, especially when comparing an extensive international drug trafficking 
operation against a small scale importation venture (e.g. importations involving a 
single courier). OCGs that develop importation schemes to transport multiple 
hundred kilograms of drugs are likely to deviate from the common importation 
“scenes” for two reasons. Firstly, these offenders would have extensive financial and 
personal resources at their disposal which provides them with various options in 
recruitment and transportation. Secondly, the sheer volume of the drug quantity 
means that the offenders must adopt innovative methods of concealment and 
potentially recruit more members to manage the logistics involved in the 
transportation process. For example, in NI6, the “Uniana” was a fishing trawler 
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converted to a smuggling vessel for the purpose of transporting 389kg of heroin from 
Hong Kong to Sydney. The case involved 13 crew members and various crime 
figures based in Hong Kong and China.       
 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
The descriptive statistics provided a broad overview of the detail presented in 
the tabulated and descriptive case summaries. The cases were categorised as an 
importation, supply or cultivation case per jurisdiction. The case description included 
details such as the case name, offender/s, age, role, related actor/s, drug type, drug 
quantity, drug origin and method of importation, supply or cultivation. The case 
details served as the key variables for developing descriptive statistics on ethnicity, 
age, roles, related actor/s, drug type and quantity and methods used for all types of 
offences. Some categories or groups were highly represented in particular variables. 
For ethnicity, Vietnamese offenders were involved in 136 cases, comprising 
approximately 85% of the data. Heroin was the primary drug type in 108 cases, 
comprising 68% of the data. The graphical representation of key variables 
demonstrated that New South Wales data dominated almost all categories, including 
drug quantities for all three offence types. A reason for this may be that New South 
Wales had the greatest number of cases per type of offence. However, these findings 
do reinforce the perception of New South Wales as controlling the “hub” of drug 
distribution in Australia.  
In the final section, a crime script analysis approach mapped the common 
scenes across all importation cases. The first step in identifying common scenes 
involved describing the crime script individually for each case. Once a crime script 
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was completed per case, a review of each crime script enabled the researcher to 
identify similarities and differences between cases. The crime script analysis 
approach was not applied to supply cases due to significant variation in methods and 
actors involved in the cases. Cultivation cases were also excluded from the crime 
script process because almost all cases involved only one type of cultivation method 
and very little information was presented in cases beyond a brief description of 
“hydroponic cultivation”.  
 
The presentation of findings in both tabulated and descriptive format facilitates 
the three-stage data analysis process. The descriptive summary assists the grounded 
approach analysis by providing detail that could not be encapsulated in a table. The 
tabulated format identifies the key characteristics from each case which is significant 
for the second stage of data analysis namely, the application of salient characteristics 
of typologies. The identification of key characteristics and the inclusion of a 
descriptive summary for each case were approaches intended to optimise the data 
analysis process. The study’s primary research question focuses on understanding the 
operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. In particular, the 
secondary research questions address ethnic composition, tasks and roles and specific 
organisational models used by drug trafficking groups. Thus, the type of information 
extracted from the data enables a close examination of the functioning and 
organisational characteristics of these groups, which is essential to understanding the 
operational structure of a drug trafficking group. The primary aim of the data 
analysis process is to address the research question and develop conclusions on the 
operational nature of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia.      
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Chapter 5: Analysis & Discussion 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The study aimed to explore the organisational structure of Southeast Asian 
drug trafficking groups that operate on the eastern seaboard of Australia. The 
objective of the primary research question was focused on addressing the utility of 
typologies from studies on organised crime and drug trafficking groups. By 
examining its utility, the expected outcome is an assessment of the effectiveness and 
validity of typologies and whether such typologies enhanced academic understanding 
of the operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia. 
The findings presented the data in a format that identified characteristics that were 
relevant to the examination of operational structure e.g. number of offenders, roles 
and method of importation, supply or cultivation. These characteristics were 
developed based on the nature of information contained in court data.    
 
This chapter examines the findings using a three-stage analytical process. The 
first stage involves the adoption of a grounded theory approach. The objective of this 
stage is to identify unique conceptual categories in the data through open coding, 
axial coding and selective coding. This process aims to apply codes as a way of 
exploring all of the “theoretical possibilities” within the data (Charmaz 2006, 47). 
The result of a grounded approach enables the development of an integrated theory 
through a process of identifying relationships between categories (Charmaz 2006, 
63). The second stage involves content analysis. The salient characteristics of each 
typology were defined to produce a set of individual characteristics. Using a case by 
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case approach, the presence (or absence) of these characteristics were identified 
within the data. This process employed latent coding procedures to uncover implicit 
meaning within the data. The third stage involves a synthesis of the first and second 
stages of data analysis. For each stage of the analytical process, the data was coded 
and evaluated in accordance with offence type.  
 
5.2 STAGE 1 – GROUNDED THEORY  
5.2.1 Open coding  
This stage of coding involved “fracturing” the data and finding key categories, 
concepts or themes that were unique or recurring throughout the data (Birks and 
Mills 2011, 12). Open coding was undertaken in the initial stages of data collection 
and then refined through the process of tabulating the findings. The initial codes 
included the following categories: offender/s, age, role, related actor/s, drug type, 
drug quantity, drug origin and method of importation, supply or cultivation. These 
categories were identical across all cases except for the category of “drug origin”, 
which was specific to importation cases only. A number of sub-categories were 
identified under the primary categories for purposes of clarification and specification. 
Some categories such as age had no subcategories but it was expected that age may 
influence the type of role occupied by the offender in the drug operation.   
 
The categories of “offender” and “related actor/s” are discussed jointly due to 
some overlap between the subcategories. The subcategories for “offender” were 
focused primarily on ethnicity. These subcategories included Vietnamese, Chinese 
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(mainland), Chinese (Hong Kong), Chinese-Burmese, Singaporean, Cambodian, 
Taiwanese and Malaysian. The study targeted Southeast Asian offenders and 
therefore, these subcategories were a direct result of the sampling frame. Vietnamese 
offenders were over-represented across all offence types in both the “offender” and 
“related actor/s” categories. From the data, there is no evidence to suggest why 
Vietnamese offenders were over-represented in drug offending activities.    
 
The subcategory of “family members” was identified in both offender and 
related actor categories. The presence of family relationships in a case was 
established through court evidence in the judgments or transcripts. Family members 
were classified as a primary co-offender (i.e. the family member was named in the 
indictment) or as a related actor. The primary offenders usually cooperated with a 
family member, a spouse or a de-facto partner. From the importation cases, eight 
cases involved offenders collaborating with family members or spouses. There were 
22 supply cases involving family members or spouses and only one case for 
cultivation. The presence of family relationships in drug offending activities suggests 
that trust and working with individuals well known to the offender could potentially 
be a risk-management strategy.  
 
Another subcategory that was identified within “offender” and “related actor/s” 
categories was “drug addicts” versus “commercial dealers”. A drug addiction was 
often mentioned in sentencing remarks as a potential mitigating factor. Offenders 
with drug addictions usually engaged in low level street dealing or occupied 
subordinate roles (e.g. courier) in a drug trafficking operation because they were 
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primarily engaged in drug offending to gain easy access to drugs. For example, the 
street dealer with a drug addiction would purchase drugs from a supplier for resale 
but then keep a small quantity for personal use. Dealing for “commercial purposes” 
often meant that the offender did not have an addiction and dealt in larger, wholesale 
quantities because the financial rewards were far greater. These conclusions do not 
exclude the possibility that drug addicts may deal for purely commercial purposes or 
that commercial dealers do not have drug addictions. In terms of structure, the 
significance of the drug addicted street dealer is that they were more likely to operate 
on the lower end of the drug distribution chain i.e. with other street dealers or low 
level suppliers who deal directly with the retail market. Conversely, commercial 
dealers who dealt in larger drug quantities were more likely to have access to 
extensive supply networks which would ultimately, bring them closer to individuals 
operating at the upper scale of drug trafficking.  
 
In importation cases, the category of “role” can be broken down into the 
following subcategories: courier/drug mule, driver, drug preparation, drug extractor, 
storage person, crewman, financier, recruiter, organiser/manager and principal. These 
categories applied to primary offenders and related actors across all offence types. 
Often, the distinguishing factor between these roles was those offenders who had 
physical contact with the drugs and those offenders who managed or supervised drug 
importations at “arms length”. Offenders who had physical contact with the drugs 
were exposed to higher levels of risk and usually occupied a subordinate or low level 
position in the importation operation. Offenders who had little or no contact with the 
drugs generally occupied more senior or managerial positions in the operation. Less 
physical contact with the drugs meant greater insulation from law enforcement. In 
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the supply cases, the subcategories included street dealer, wholesaler, drug 
preparation, storage persons, courier, drug runner, middleman/broker and principal.  
Offenders in the cultivation cases were primarily “sole cultivators” as there was 
usually no evidence to suggest that they acted in concert with other offenders.   
 
The subcategories for drug type across all offence types included heroin, 
methylamphetamine, MDMA, cocaine, cannabis and pseudoephedrine. Heroin was 
the predominant drug type in 75% of all cases, whether it was imported or supplied 
on its own or in conjunction with another drug type. The various combinations of 
drug types present in the data included heroin and MDMA, heroin and 
methylamphetamine, heroin and cocaine, cocaine and methylamphetamine, 
methylamphetamine and MDMA; and methylamphetamine, MDMA, methorphan 
and cocaine. In tabulating the findings, the subcategories of MDMA and 
methylamphetamine were classified as amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS). No 
subcategories were identified for the category of “drug quantity” because the 
quantities were limited to metric weights or number of plants (cannabis).         
 
The category of “drug origin” was unique to importation cases only. Court 
evidence described the movement of drugs from one country to the destination 
country (Australia). However, it could not be accurately determined from the 
evidence as to whether the countries identified were source countries or transit 
countries. The subcategories for “drug origin” included Vietnam, Hong Kong, 
Thailand, Cambodia, China, Canada, Netherlands and Singapore. Based on these 
subcategories, drug importations into Australia appeared strongly connected to 
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regions in Southeast Asia and specifically, areas within and around the Golden 
Triangle. This may be attributed to the region’s history of opiate production and 
Australia’s proximity to Southeast Asia. 
 
The category of “method” is discussed according to offence type. 
Subcategories for “method of importation” included transportation by air, 
transportation by sea or transportation by courier. Within those categories, the 
concept of “concealment” was significant. Subcategories for “concealment” included 
concealment within an object/structure, concealment on the body or concealment via 
ingestion. Concealment within an object can be further specified by identifying the 
type of objects or structures used as a device for concealment. These included marble 
furniture, statues, tiles and pedestals, speed boats, electronic equipment (stereo 
speakers and computer monitors/parts), glass sculptures, wall plaques, photo albums, 
books, shipping containers, ink containers, foot spas, food products, cosmetics and 
kitchenware. Any form of transportation by couriers usually involved concealment 
on the body or via ingestion. The methods included concealment underneath 
clothing, within luggage or items held on board the flight. Concealment via ingestion 
involved a process of physically inserting condoms or balloons filled with drugs into 
the courier’s anal passage or ingesting the balloons. For transportation by sea, three 
cases involved drug concealment on a sea vessel such as a converted fishing trawler 
(NI6), freight carrier (VI6) and boat (QI5). These cases involved multiple hundred 
kilograms of drugs and therefore, the method needed to accommodate for the drug 
quantity being transported.   
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Subcategories for “method of supply” included purchaser-supplier 
introductions through middlemen, transacting in pre-arranged public or private 
locations, leaving drugs in an unattended vehicle or carpark, using couriers or drug 
runners to make transactions or exchanging drugs and money concealed in everyday 
items (e.g. plastic shopping bags). The methods employed in supply cases varied 
significantly. Variations in method were affected by the quantity involved and 
whether the offender was a street dealer or wholesaler.  
 
The category “method of cultivation” had two subcategories – indoor 
hydroponic cultivation and outdoor plantation. Based on court evidence, the majority 
of offenders were “sole cultivators” who operated from their residences. Therefore, 
indoor hydroponic cultivation was the common method across all cases with the 
exception of one case. One cultivation case (NC3) involved 13 offenders and an 
outdoor plantation of over 30,000 plants. Across all offence types, drug quantity 
appeared to prescribe the method adopted by the offenders.  
 
5.2.2 Axial coding  
This stage involved reconnecting the categories from open coding, through a 
process of identifying patterns or relationships between the categories and 
subcategories.  
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Importation 
 
Offenders, related actors and ethnicity  
In terms of the offenders’ personal characteristics, the sampling frame targeted 
offenders of Southeast Asian ethnicity and therefore, the subcategories reflected the 
various ethnicities. A key theme which connected the various ethnicities was the 
presence of both mono-ethnic and multi-ethnic cooperation within drug importation 
operations. The data suggested that primary offenders collaborated with other co-
offenders or related actors that were from the same ethnic background. Across all 
jurisdictions, at least 70 cases involved Vietnamese primary offenders collaborating 
with Vietnamese related actors. In NI22, the offender Le became involved in 
importation and trafficking after meeting his aunt’s partner, Kenny, a well known 
Vietnamese “Mr Big”. Le also recruited a number of Vietnamese couriers and drivers 
to carry out transactions and transport drugs to interstate purchasers. The case NI26 
involved a series of heroin importations from Vietnam which were controlled by a 
core group of Vietnamese principals. These principals had recruited five Vietnamese 
couriers to carry out a number of importations from Vietnam to Sydney.  
 
In VI3, the offender Davis facilitated the importation and distribution of heroin 
to a team of Vietnamese “husband and wife” traffickers, Hoang and Tran. Hoang and 
Tran also sourced heroin from other Vietnamese suppliers and recruited Vietnamese 
drug runners to assist in making deliveries and transactions. In QI4, the offender 
Chieu and his Vietnamese co-offender Chau, operated a heroin importation system 
through postal deliveries. Chau also recruited his son, Giang, and his son’s friend, 
Nhan, to distribute and sell the imported heroin. Although the sample of offenders 
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was predominantly Vietnamese, mono-ethnic cooperation was not limited to 
Vietnamese offenders.  
 
Mono-ethnic cooperation was evident across other ethnic groups e.g. Chinese, 
Malaysian and Cambodian offenders. In NI19, the primary offender Lee was based 
in Hong Kong and he travelled from Hong Kong to Australia with his two co-
offenders Wai and Ng to make arrangements for the importation. Lee occupied a 
supervisory role in the operation and relied on a financier (Ah Keung) based in Hong 
Kong to transfer money from “superiors” to fund the operation. Cases QI2 and VI1 
both involved Malaysian offenders. In VI1, the co-offenders were recruited as 
couriers to import heroin into Australia. When they arrived in Australia, the 
offenders maintained contact with a Malaysian man named “Mr Chung”, who may 
have recruited the offenders although there was no evidence to confirm this. Case 
VI5 involved a Cambodian “husband and wife” team. The husband, Phenny, had 
strong connections with “powerful people” in Cambodia and it was likely that these 
unidentified Cambodians facilitated the importation.  
 
The presence of mono-ethnic cooperation may indicate the need for trust and 
familiarity when carrying out high-risk activities such as drug importation. Family 
members engaged in criminal activities are likely to operate on the basis of trust. A 
strong degree of mutual trust is needed when carrying out high risk criminal 
activities, such as drug trafficking, because it offers greater security to the operation 
(Bruinsma and Bernasco 2004, 90; Zaitch 2002, 276). Thus, working with familiar 
and trusted partners or co-offenders is a risk-management strategy. However, the 
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data also highlighted various importation cases involving multi-ethnic cooperation. 
Multi-ethnic cooperation does not imply that the offenders were mere acquaintances 
or that prior to the operation they were completely unknown to each other. Multi-
ethnic cooperation suggests that offenders are willing to move outside of their own 
ethnic groups to pursue criminal opportunities. A clear advantage with multi-ethnic 
cooperation is the ability to pool resources and skills, which may be limited within a 
homogenous ethnic group. 
 
In New South Wales, cases NI7 and NI6 involved multi-ethnic cooperation. In 
case NI7, the Chinese offender collaborated with Thai related actors and a 
Singaporean/Malaysian drug trafficking syndicate named “Sigma” to import 3.4kg of 
heroin. In the “Uniana” case (NI6), the Chinese offenders from Hong Kong 
collaborated with an Indonesian boat crew to import 389kg of heroin. The “Uniana” 
boat was originally a fishing trawler converted into a smuggling vessel by unknown 
individuals responsible for carrying out the modifications. The three Indonesian 
offenders, Ismunander, Siregar and Mandai occupied the roles of chief officer, chief 
engineer and captain. These offenders were responsible for navigating the Uniana 
from its departure in Hong Kong to Australia. In NI12, the four Chinese offenders 
(the “landing party”) were responsible for scouting a beach location and dealing with 
the drugs once they had reached the coastal waters of New South Wales. The most 
senior member of the landing party, Chung Tak Chan, acted as the communication 
channel between the crew in Sydney and their superiors in Hong Kong. He provided 
regular reports and monitored the progress of the drugs to its final destination. 
Evidence from NI12 suggests that a Chinese crime group based in Hong Kong had 
organised and managed the Uniana importation.  However, there was no evidence to 
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confirm why the crewmembers were predominantly Indonesian or how they had 
become acquainted with the co-offenders and their Hong Kong associates.  
 
In Victoria, case VI6 involved offenders from multiple ethnicities including 
Malaysian, Chinese, Burmese-Chinese and Chinese-Korean and Korean. The 
offenders adopted a similar methodology to those offenders in the Uniana 
importation. The offenders transported 150kg of heroin onboard a general freight 
carrier named the “MV Pong Su”. The Crown alleged that the heroin packages were 
loaded onto the Pong Su when it diverted to Jae Mae Do in North Korea, after 
leaving Yantai port in China. Documents onboard the Pong Su indicated at the time 
of leaving Jae Mae Do, 30 Korean crew members were onboard. The crew also 
included two Chinese offenders named Ta Song Wong and Chui. Wong and Chui 
were responsible for monitoring the heroin onboard and then transporting the heroin 
from the Pong Su to meet the “landing party” onshore in Victoria. The Australian 
“landing party” comprised of the four primary offenders who were Malaysian, 
Chinese, Burmese-Chinese and Chinese-Korean. These offenders (except Wong who 
travelled onboard the Pong Su) travelled to Australia for the sole purpose of 
preparing for the arrival of the Pong Su; they arranged transportation and a storage 
facility for the drugs.  
 
The case provided no clear evidence as to how the Korean crewmembers and 
the Australian landing party were associated with one another. The primary offender, 
Wong, appeared to connect both parties, as he had travelled onboard the Pong Su and 
was then responsible for meeting the landing party onshore with the drugs. Given 
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that the drugs were loaded onboard in North Korea and the crewmembers were 
predominantly Korean, it could be inferred that a criminal group based in Korea were 
involved in the preparation and organisational aspects of the operation. The origin of 
the drugs was also disputed in the case.   The branding and packaging of the drugs 
suggested that it originated from the Golden Triangle region, but forensic analysis 
revealed that the drugs may have originated from the Golden Crescent region or 
South America. Therefore, the drug source, transportation, crewmembers and landing 
party indicate that multi-ethnic cooperation may be present at various stages during 
an importation operation.     
 
Case VI2 also involved four offenders from various ethnic backgrounds. The 
offenders had conspired to import 24kg of heroin from Bangkok using Thai-crafted 
wooden wall plaques. The primary offender, Ng, a Malaysian citizen, collaborated 
with Li, a Hong Kong citizen, to organise and manage the importation. In Hong 
Kong, they recruited a courier named Derek Alan Bowhay, a British citizen, to 
oversee the actual importations. A Thai citizen named Wanchai Khojaranusat was 
responsible for transferring funds to Thailand, presumably to pay for the heroin. 
Wanchai recruited a number of students at Bond University to make multiple 
transfers exceeding $2.5 million in cash. Both Ng and Li were considered “vital 
members...at a high level in the chain of command” (R v Ng [2002] VSCA 108 
[147]).  
 
In Queensland, case QI5 involved the importation of 1.5kg of ecstasy, 259.2kg 
methylamphetamine and 152.25kg methylamphetamine crystal. The case involved 
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the Chinese offender, Tsay, and his two Malaysian recruits, Khoo and Kwek. The 
Crown submitted that a major organised crime group or Asian crime group was 
responsible for the operation and that the crime groups/individuals involved were 
from Hong Kong, Indonesia and Malaysia. The primary offender, Tsay, was a 
“trusted agent” of this crime group based in Hong Kong. Tsay often spoke of his 
“boss” in Hong Kong and arguments or mistrust between the “bosses”. Based on the 
evidence, it could be inferred that this operation was managed, organised and 
financed by a crime group based in Hong Kong. Tsay recruited Khoo and Kwek to 
undertake two boat trips to Gladstone to collect and transport the drugs to the Gold 
Coast. There was no evidence to suggest how or why Tsay had chosen to recruit the 
Malaysians, especially because the Malaysians required formal training to navigate 
the boats. Tsay purchased two vessels using funds transferred from a Hong Kong 
Source and the price of these vessels were negotiated by a man named Charles Roe. 
Roe appeared to be responsible for negotiating the price of the vessels only and had 
no other role in the importation.  
 
A key theme across the importation cases involving multi-ethnic cooperation is 
the assignment of specific roles to individuals. The cases identified involved large-
scale importations and cross-border movement by sea. The nature of these 
importations implied that the logistics and transportation required extensive 
coordination between offenders occupying a supervisory or managerial role and their 
various recruits and subordinates. The cases usually lacked conclusive evidence as to 
why certain individuals were recruited. However, it is likely that individuals 
recruited for these operations were recruited on the following grounds: 
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a) they possessed the required skills or resources necessary for a successful 
importation; or 
b) they were personally known to the offenders or recommended by a trusted 
associate.  
Some recruits may have fulfilled both criteria but there is no conclusive 
evidence to support this inference.  
 
Offender and family relationships 
Given that offenders were more likely to collaborate with those they knew and 
trusted, working with family members or relatives would appear as an effective 
strategy in managing the risks associated with drug importation. If trust is a key risk-
management strategy in any high-risk criminal activity, then it is expected that the 
tendency for offenders to work with family members should be reflected across other 
offence types i.e. supply and cultivation. These conclusions are based on the 
assumption that offenders trust their family members and that family members can 
and should be trusted. “Family relationships” include immediate family members 
related by blood, spousal relationships (including de-facto) and relatives. In 
importation cases, some offenders collaborated with family members who occupied 
various roles in the operation. The presence of family relationships in importation 
ventures does not mean that it is strictly a criterion by which offenders adhere to in 
choosing their co-offenders or associates. At best, perhaps the presence of family 
relationships demonstrates a preference for particular co-offenders or associates. In 
particular, family members were common amongst mono-ethnic drug offending 
groups. Therefore, the category of family relationships is significant for drawing 
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conclusions on operational structure because it provides a basis on which co-
offenders or related actors are recruited.  
 
Only a limited number of cases involved offenders collaborating with 
immediate family members, extended family members or spouses. In NI11, one of 
the primary offenders Thanh Hai Nguyen recruited her uncle, Trung Van Le, as a 
courier to import heroin concealed in a bottle of Bailey’s Irish Cream. The evidence 
confirmed he was a mere courier in the operation. In NI29, the co-offenders were 
cousins who collaborated to import 27kg of cocaine and 13kg of 
methylamphetamine. One cousin was a Canadian resident (where the drugs may have 
been sourced) and the other cousin was an Australian resident. The Canadian cousin 
occupied a superior position to the Australian cousin because she liaised directly 
with the Canadian end of the operation (unidentified).  
 
Case VI4 involved three family members, Phong, Ah Kiet and Jan, importing 
heroin from Bangkok. The evidence stated that Jan is Ah Kiet’s sister-in-law but 
Phong’s relationship with the two co-offenders is unknown, although it was stated 
that they were all “family members”. Each family member was assigned a specific 
role – Phong was the “architect” of the importation, Ah Kiet was the “conduit” of 
information between Phong and other subordinates and Jan was responsible for 
managing finances. In QI4, the co-offender, Chau Van Tran, recruited his son for the 
purpose of distributing the heroin to their customers. Therefore, the recruitment of 
family members was only needed for domestic supply but not for the importation 
phase. Similarly, in VI3, the primary offender Davis was responsible for importing 
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the heroin but then on-sold the drugs to a team of “husband and wife” traffickers. 
Again, the presence of family/spousal relationships was only evident at the supply 
and distribution phase but not at the importation phase.    
 
Two cases involved spousal relationships. In NI2, the offender collaborated 
with his fiancé to import heroin using the postal method. The heroin was posted to 
two mailboxes, one of which was in his fiance’s name. However, the case did not 
identify the offender’s fiancé. Case VI5 involved a husband and wife team of 
importers. The husband, Phenny, was the principal in the operation because it 
appeared that he directly negotiated the supply of heroin from his connections in 
Cambodia. Phenny used their residential address to send the concealed heroin 
package to his wife. Case QI2 also involved a team of husband and wife importers, 
with the husband Chai occupying the dominant role in the operation. The evidence 
suggested that Chai had coerced his wife, Lim, to participate in the importation.  
 
The category of “family relationships” was only marginally represented in the 
importation data. The data highlighted more frequent collaboration between 
husbands and wives involved in small-scale importation schemes. Some cases 
suggested that family recruitment was not essential for the importation phase but 
after a successful importation, family members or spouses were recruited for 
wholesale or retail distribution. The limited data on family recruitment may suggest 
that trust and familiarity between offenders is a lesser priority in importation 
ventures. Given that importation ventures may involve numerous stages of planning, 
transportation and recruitment, perhaps the more valued personal attributes include 
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having the requisite skills, connections or knowledge that can be used to benefit the 
operation.     
 
Offenders, related actors and personal attributes 
The process of importing drugs involves numerous stages including sourcing 
and negotiating the supply of the drugs, concealment, transportation, delivery, 
extraction and storage. Each stage may vary in complexity depending on the type and 
quantity of drugs being imported. In an importation venture, offenders responsible 
for recruitment are likely to recruit individuals that will benefit the operation and 
thereby, increase the chances of a successful importation. Recruits may have 
specialist skills, connections with legitimate businesses or can offer particular 
services that may benefit the operation. Some cases provided clear examples of 
offenders or related actors having specific attributes or skills that were used to assist 
the importation. 
 
A number of offenders and related actors used legitimate business fronts to 
facilitate the importation. In New South Wales, at least seven cases involved 
offenders or related actors using a registered company name to import drugs amongst 
other legitimate products. In NI19, the primary offender Lee became the sole 
operator and shareholder of a company named JWJ Pty Limited. Lee leased premises 
in Adelaide and Sydney under his business name, to provide storage for the imported 
drugs upon their arrival in Australia. There was no evidence regarding the type of 
products or services that were offered by JWJ Pty Limited. Case NI25 involved a 
related actor identified as “Nerbas”, who owned an internet sales business. Two of 
the related actors, Nerbas and Reed, incorporated a company in Queensland named 
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RCC Pty Ltd and were appointed as its directors. The shipping container holding the 
drugs was consigned to this company name. In NI29, one of the co-offenders created 
a company purportedly to supply beauty products and in doing so, the offender 
leased a warehouse and registered the business name “Super Pacific Beauty 
Supplies”. The offender faxed details of his company and leased warehouse to a 
Canadian number, presumably his Canadian cousin who assisted in organising the 
importation. From the facts in NI19, NI25 and NI29, the companies appeared to have 
been created for the sole purpose of facilitating the importation.  
 
In the following cases, the offenders concealed the drugs amongst products that 
were regularly shipped by registered companies in their name or owned by a related 
actor. In NI24, the primary offender concealed a shipment of pseudoephedrine tablets 
amongst genuine cosmetic chemicals for his business named “Simply Fine”. In NI28, 
the primary offender Wang was acquainted with a businessman named Frank Hu 
Yang, who owned a company named Australia/China International Exchange Centre 
Pty Limited. Yang’s company imported a shipping container from China with 
cocaine concealed within foil packets of Chinese tea. Case NI30 also involved a 
foodstuffs company owned by the related actor, Zhang. In 2003, Zhang imported two 
consignments from Guangzhou, China and one shipment contained crystal 
methylamphetamine packed between wafers of noodles. The company name was 
likely to be ““Eastern Trade and Import Pty Limited” because this company was 
listed as the consignor for a previous shipment sent by Zhang. The offenders in these 
cases owned existing companies and used their business names to facilitate the 
importation.  
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Some offenders were recruited or became involved in the importation venture 
because they held a specific position, had connections or possessed knowledge that 
would benefit the operation.  In NI10, the related actor named Simon Stanbouli 
occupied the position of an air freight manager at I.C.F, a freight forwarding agency. 
A consignment of computer parts containing the heroin was shipped from Hong 
Kong to I.C.F in Sydney. Upon its arrival, Stanbouli notified another related actor 
named Mario Bourchas to collect the consignment. It is likely that Stanbouli was 
recruited for the importation based on his position in I.C.F. Stanbouli could ensure 
that the consignment was delivered safely to another member of the importation 
group. In NI25, the offenders concealed MDMA in empty pictures tubes of computer 
monitors. The related actor Reed was recruited because he had background 
knowledge in recycling computer equipment. Therefore, Reed fulfilled a specific gap 
in the knowledge that was required for the importation; he provided advice on the 
suitability of monitors in drug concealment and shipping.  
 
In VI5, the offender Phenny had connections with “powerful people” in 
Cambodia that presumably would give him access to a supply of heroin. On the facts, 
Phenny and Thi appeared to work alone but it is likely that they were importing for 
the purpose of supplying to other distributors or dealers who did not have direct 
contact with an overseas supplier. In QI5, the offender Tsay had connections with 
Malaysian crime groups/individuals. Using those connections, Tsay recruited two 
Malaysians to undertake boat trips from Gladstone to collect the drug shipment and 
then deliver the drugs to an unidentified contact on the Gold Coast in Queensland. 
These offenders used their connections to gain access to a drug supply or to recruit 
other members for particular jobs. Across the importation data, it is likely that 
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numerous offenders had connections or networks with other groups or individuals 
that benefited or facilitated the operation but were not identified in the evidence.    
 
The logistical and technical support required in importation ventures implies 
that principals and organisers should be recruiting some members on the basis of 
skill, knowledge, resources and/or connections. The data indicated that a number of 
offenders used private companies as legitimate “fronts” for drug trafficking activity, 
whether the company acted as the consignor for a shipment or provided warehouse 
facilities for drug storage. Some companies appeared to be created for the sole 
purpose of facilitating drug importations. Furthermore, there was evidence that an 
offender was recruited because he occupied a key position in the freight company 
responsible for transporting the shipping container carrying the drugs. These cases 
demonstrate a vital nexus between the licit and illicit economies; legitimate 
companies can be used as a facilitator for drug importation into Australia.  
 
Other offenders possessed specific knowledge or had personal connections and 
networks that provided some benefit to the operation. It is likely that the data did not 
identify other offenders that may have been recruited for their skills, knowledge or 
contacts. Given that importation ventures usually involve complex methods of 
concealment and transportation, many recruits are likely to possess a particular set of 
skills or be connected with other drug suppliers and traffickers. Perhaps the difficulty 
in identifying these sorts of offenders is related to issues of jurisdiction. These 
offenders may be ordinarily resident of a source country in Southeast Asia and 
therefore, less likely to be identified by Australian law enforcement agencies. The 
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process of packaging, concealing and preparing the drugs for transportation always 
occurs offshore which again, provides limited opportunities to identify offenders 
with these skill sets.       
 
Ethnicity and drug origin  
The category of drug origin was specific to importation cases only. In some 
cases, the drug origin appeared consistent with the ethnicity of an offender or related 
actor. The offender’s ethnicity was often reflected in the country from which the 
drug had been sourced or used as a transit point. The evidence did not confirm with 
any degree of certainty whether the country identified in each case was a source 
country or a transit country. At times, a related actor’s ethnicity would be reflected in 
the drug origin, rather than the primary offender’s ethnicity. Thus, the primary 
offender could potentially gain indirect access to a drug source via a related actor’s 
connection with their homeland.  
 
In New South Wales, a number of Vietnamese offenders were involved in 
importations that originated from Vietnam. Cases NI15 and NI16 involved couriers 
travelling from Vietnam to Australia carrying heroin concealed in various objects 
carried onboard. In NI15, the offender imported heroin by concealing the drugs in 
clothing. The offender’s evidence stated that he had been recruited in Vietnam by a 
man named “Bac”. In NI16, the offender was approached by a friend in Vietnam 
named Minh to carry onboard a suitcase containing heroin concealed within the 
suitcase and various hard cover books. There were two cases involving 
pseudoephedrine importations from Vietnam. In NI23, the Vietnamese offender 
collaborated with four known Vietnamese co-offenders to import 300kg of 
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pseudoephedrine from Vietnam. Similarly, case NI24 involved three Vietnamese 
primary offenders importing 43.9kg of pseudoephedrine from Vietnam. These cases 
demonstrated that Vietnamese primary offenders had the means to obtain or source 
drugs from their homeland, irrespective of whether Vietnam was a source or transit 
country.  
 
Some offenders obtained drugs for importation through a related actor/s having 
access to supplies in their homeland. In NI10, the offender Chen organised a 
shipment of heroin from his homeland in Hong Kong. The evidence stated that the 
heroin supply had been negotiated in China and Chen had direct links with suppliers 
based in China. Chen engaged the services of a broker named Liang, who had 
negotiated the heroin supply from a Chinese supplier nicknamed “Cousin”. In NI25, 
the primary offender collaborated with four Canadian nationals to import over 80kg 
of MDMA. The Canadian nationals organised the two MDMA shipments from 
Canada. The primary offender, Shen, was not responsible for the actual importation; 
he only collected the drugs for onward supply. Two cases involved importations 
from China through a related actor. In NI28, the offender relied on a Chinese 
businessman named Frank Yang to import a shipping container from China under his 
company name. Prior to the importation, Yang had made remittances of over 
AUD$17 million to various bank accounts in China. It is possible to infer that some 
of this money (if not all) was used to pay for the 200kg of cocaine in the importation. 
In NI30, the offender Tu collaborated with Zhang to import two shipments of 
methylamphetamine from China. Zhang operated a business importing food stuffs 
from China and these products were used to conceal the drug shipment.  
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In Victoria, the cases reflected a similar pattern to those in New South Wales. 
Some offenders had direct links with the country of origin or obtained supplies 
through a related actor who had access to drugs in their homeland. In VI3, the 
Vietnamese offender Le facilitated the importation by accepting delivery of a 
consignment from an address in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. There was no evidence 
to confirm the nature of the relationship between the sender and Le. In VI5, the 
Cambodian offender Phenny had personal or business connections with “powerful 
people” in his homeland; it is likely that those connections facilitated the 
importation. In VI4, the offender Phong imported heroin from Bangkok with the 
assistance of his ex-wife’s sister, Orawan Chaloensap. Chaloensap received funds 
sent by Phong’s sister to her account in Thailand. Presumably, the funds were used to 
pay for the heroin supply although it is unknown how or where the drugs were 
obtained. Similarly in Queensland, case QI3 involved a related actor named “Mr 
Tee” who used his Cambodian company name to facilitate the heroin importation 
from Cambodia. In that case, the primary offender Le was the receiver of the 
shipment; he was not responsible for managing the actual importation.      
 
These cases indicate that some offenders involved in importation ventures will 
have connections with criminal groups or individuals in their homelands or will 
collaborate with related actors who have access to drug supplies in their homeland. 
Ethnicity is a key factor in these cases because the offenders’ relationships were 
likely to be maintained through shared commonalities in language and culture. 
Ethnic background is not necessarily a pre-requisite for collaboration but the 
evidence suggests that it can facilitate specific transactions in the importation process 
e.g. gaining access to a drug supply overseas. Thus, the offender’s ability to operate 
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in a domestic criminal environment and maintain links with transnational crime 
groups/individuals presents an ongoing challenge for police surveillance.  
 
Age and role  
The significance of the categories “age” and “role” is that an individual’s age 
(and perhaps degree of experience) may determine the position they adopt in an 
importation operation. Offenders in their 20s to early 30s were more likely to occupy 
subordinate positions in an operation. These offenders were usually recruited as a 
courier, although at times the evidence did not confirm whether the offender was 
involved in a “one off” transaction or part of an ongoing operation. Offenders in their 
mid 30s to 50s and 60s were more likely to adopt supervisory or principal positions 
in the operation. Perhaps this may be attributed to the degree of experience and the 
relationships or networks the offender had maintained throughout the course of a 
lengthier criminal career. However, a relationship between age and role was only 
identified in a limited number of importation cases. Data from New South Wales 
cases was restricted to judgments only, meaning some cases did not provide 
sufficient detail regarding the offender’s personal characteristics. Therefore, a 
number of those cases were missing the offender’s age because this information was 
unavailable in the judgment.  
 
In New South Wales, cases NI4 and NI8 involved offenders aged in their mid 
to late 40s who occupied managerial roles in the operation. The offender in NI4 
organised the importation and recruited other related actors to accept delivery of the 
imported drugs. In NI8, the offender organised multiple importations and appeared to 
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work largely unsupervised. He was also the consignee of numerous shipments and 
made various arrangements for storage facilities to be equipped with electricity and 
phone lines in preparation for the arrival of the shipments. Cases NI9 and NI10 
involved two offenders in their 40s and 50s occupying the role of a “principal”. In 
NI9, the offender was considered one of the “directing minds” of the enterprise; he 
was largely responsible for supervising, instructing and paying the subordinates 
(related actors). In NI10, the offender Chen was labelled as the “brains” behind the 
importation. Chen had arranged the heroin shipment from Hong Kong to Australia, 
had direct links with Chinese suppliers, provided instructions to subordinates and 
recruited two of the related actors for their services.   
 
In VI2, the offender Ng was aged 41 and occupied the role of an 
organiser/manager. Ng recruited other co-offenders for drug transportation (Bowhay) 
and used Wanchai to transfer funds back to the source country, presumably to pay for 
the heroin deliveries. Furthermore, in VI2, the offender Le aged 43 years, facilitated 
the importation and distribution of heroin in the western suburbs of Melbourne. In 
Queensland, cases QI4 and QI5 involved offenders who occupied supervisory or 
principal roles. In QI4, the offender Chieu occupied the principal role in the 
operation. He travelled to Cambodia, obtained the heroin supplies and posted the 
heroin to his associate, Chau. In QI5, the offender Tsay adopted a supervisory role on 
behalf of the “bosses” based in Hong Kong. Therefore, the data from Victoria and 
Queensland reflected similar patterns in terms of an older offender occupying a more 
superior position in the importation operation.  
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Although the majority of offenders occupying principal or supervisory roles 
were older, some cases involved offenders who appeared relatively young to be 
occupying senior positions. In NI19, the offender Lee was only 30 years old when he 
supervised and managed a heroin shipment of 105kg from China. Although Lee was 
not a principal, he occupied a central role in the operation, using his company name 
and personal connections to facilitate the importation.  In VI5, both husband and wife 
were in their 20s when Phenny (husband) arranged the heroin importation from 
Cambodia. Phenny was considered the principal in the operation as he had sourced 
the drug supply, presumably through his connections to criminal groups operating in 
Cambodia.   
 
For offenders occupying the role of a courier, there was greater variation in age 
across the three states, especially in Queensland. However, some couriers were 
relatively young, aged between 20-30 years old. In New South Wales, three cases 
were identified involving couriers in their 20s – NI13, NI14 and NI15. In NI13, the 
evidence suggested that the offender Pham was a mere courier. He had been 
recruited to carry the drugs in exchange for $5000 and there was no additional 
evidence to suggest that he occupied any other role in the operation. In NI14, the 
offender Huynh also appeared to be a mere courier as there was no evidence to 
suggest otherwise. In NI13, the offender Hoang was a heroin addict and had incurred 
significant debts to various financial institutions and family members. The evidence 
suggested that Hoang’s recruiter, Bac, was aware of his circumstances and would 
have offered Hoang a sum of money (undisclosed) to become a courier.  
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Two cases from New South Wales, NI16 and NI18, involved couriers aged in 
their 40s. In NI16, the offender Tran stated that he was approached by a friend to 
carry onboard a suitcase of books. The evidence did not confirm whether Tran had 
knowledge regarding the contents of the suitcase, whether he was performing a 
“favour” for this friend or why he had been approached to act as a courier. In NI18, 
the offender Pham had been persuaded by a man named Khan to “bring in 
something” from Vietnam. The evidence stated that Pham owed Khan significant 
debts from gambling. Given that Pham had no previous convictions, it is likely that 
Pham became involved in the importation as a mere courier to clear his debts.  
 
In Victoria, case VI1 involved two couriers – Ngui aged 24 years old and 
Tiong aged 48 years old. Given the disparity between their ages, the evidence 
suggested that these two offenders were recruited for reasons based on their character 
and circumstances. Both Ngui and Tiong were “enticed” by an overseas trip, 
monetary reward and an opportunity to become representatives for a cosmetics 
brand, of which the shampoo and lotion bottles were used to conceal the heroin. The 
evidence stated that the offenders occupied a low level position in the operation and 
lacked “sophistication”, factors that were exploited by the recruiters. In Queensland, 
cases QI1, QI2 and QI6 involved couriers that were aged between 32 to 54 years. In 
QI1, the offender Hoong was recruited in a one-off transaction by an acquaintance 
named Tat Wah. Wah promised to help fund Hoong’s holiday if he agreed to carry a 
bag from Singapore to Australia. There was no evidence to indicate that Hoong was 
anything but a mere courier in the importation. Case QI2 involved a team of 
“husband and wife” couriers, both aged 32 years. It appeared from the facts that the 
offenders acted alone and were not recruited, unlike the majority of couriers in 
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previous cases. In QI6, the offender Tran was recruited in a one-off transaction by a 
man named Hai, who offered him $10,000 in payment. No other circumstances were 
identified in the case which may have suggested that Tran accepted the offer for 
reasons other than the $10,000 payment.  
 
These cases indicate that age and role are related insofar as it does demonstrate 
a link between young offenders and subordinate roles and older offenders occupying 
more superior roles. Older offenders who have had long-term involvement in the 
drug trade are more likely to have access to the resources and personal networks 
necessary to manage or organise an importation. Thus, age may correlate with 
financial strength and having the ability to fund significant drug deals. However, the 
data provided limited evidence as to whether older offenders had an extensive 
criminal history. Therefore, assuming that older offenders would have access to those 
resources and networks can only be a tentative conclusion.  
 
For the couriers, the data varied significantly with age because age appeared 
less significant in courier recruitment. Some cases demonstrated that couriers were 
recruited on the basis of poor personal circumstances e.g. financial hardship, debts or 
drug addiction. Recruiters were often aware of these circumstances and most couriers 
were offered a monetary reward for their efforts. Also, cases involving couriers often 
contained very little substantive information regarding co-offenders, the recruiters or 
other contacts involved in the operation. Generally, couriers had limited knowledge 
of other offenders and at best, were only aware of their recruiter or the person they 
would contact upon arriving in Australia. However, for cases involving principals or 
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offenders occupying superior roles, these offenders provided more detailed evidence 
on other subordinates or recruits and their respective roles. Therefore, perhaps the 
extent of information available to law enforcement is highly dependent on the role 
occupied by the offender. A courier or offender occupying a low level position is far 
less likely to have knowledge on those offenders higher up in the chain. For example, 
the courier may be aware of their immediate recruiter or the person they are to 
contact upon arriving in the destination country but are unlikely to have information 
regarding the supplier or the financier of the operation. Therefore, the degree of 
knowledge an offender possessed regarding other offenders and related actors in the 
group may depend on their position in the importation venture and whether that 
position allowed them entitlement to that knowledge. 
 
Drug quantity and method  
The drug quantity appeared to determine the method chosen to import the 
drugs. Discussion of the method related to issues regarding the type of concealment 
and the appropriate mode of transportation that would be required for a successful 
importation. A larger drug quantity involving multiple kilograms would require 
complex logistical support and sophisticated methods of concealment. Larger 
quantities were usually concealed within a solid object or depending on size, 
concealed under a boat or sea vessel. Smaller quantities in grams may be ingested, 
concealed on the body or in carry-on luggage. Couriers are more likely to be 
recruited to carry smaller drug quantities. However, some offenders also adopted the 
postal method to import smaller quantities of drugs. 
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Drugs carried on the body or ingested are usually smaller quantities because of 
the physical limitations involved in using this method. In New South Wales, couriers 
concealed smaller quantities using the following methods: 809.5g of pure heroin in 
their shoes (NI5), 244.6g of heroin on their body (NI13), 209.6g of heroin in a jacket 
and undergarments (NI15) and 168.5g concealed in condoms and inserted into the 
courier’s anal passage. Data from Victoria produced no cases involving couriers 
carrying small quantities of drugs. In Queensland, QI2 involved 850g of heroin 
pellets being ingested and concealed internally within clothing and luggage. The 
postal method of importation was another common method used to import small drug 
quantities. In NI2, the offender posted 449.7g of heroin that had been distributed 
amongst 20 envelopes. Over a four month period, the offender posted the envelopes 
to one of two post boxes, one that belonged to him and the other belonged to his 
wife. There was also evidence to suggest that the offender had been involved in 
previous postal importations, based on heroin recovered at his residence. In NI11, the 
offenders used multiple methods of importation; the offenders posted five letters 
from Hong Kong to Australia. The letters contained 54g of heroin and 13g of 
methylamphetamine. In Queensland, QI4 involved 36.5g of heroin distributed 
amongst 11 letters and posted to various mailboxes in Brisbane. The data from 
Victoria showed no offenders using the postal method of importation.                
 
If drugs were concealed inside carry-on luggage or within an object carried 
onboard, the courier usually had greater capacity to import more than 1kg. However, 
size and weight restrictions for luggage and any objects carried onboard will affect 
quantities. For example, in NI12, one of the related actors travelling from Canada 
carried 788.6g of heroin in a bottle of Bailey’s Irish Cream. Although this amount 
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was less than 1kg, the size of the Bailey’s bottle restricted the amount that could be 
carried. In NI16, the courier carried a suitcase containing 1.68kg of heroin concealed 
within two hard cover books and the wall of the suitcase. In NI26, the offenders 
recruited six Vietnamese-Australian couriers to individually carry approximately 
1kg-2kg of heroin concealed inside suitcases. Case NI27 involved 2.5kg of MDMA 
tablets concealed inside stainless steel cooking pots. The courier claimed that he was 
given the pots to check in by a woman with excess luggage but there was no 
conclusive evidence to confirm this claim. In Queensland, a courier carried 3.47kg of 
heroin onboard concealed in the base of a bag (QI1) and 2.16kg of heroin packaged 
in condoms and concealed in plastic jars containing fish (QI6). The use of a courier 
to import the drugs is not exclusive to these quantities. These types of drug quantities 
could easily be imported without using a courier. This is demonstrated in other 
importation ventures where shipping methods were used for similar quantities.  
 
Multiple kilograms of drugs were usually concealed in a solid object and 
placed inside a container for shipping. Marble and ceramic products appeared to be 
popular objects for concealment, perhaps owing to its density and weight. Cases NI1, 
NI3, NI8, NI11 and NI23 involved the concealment of drugs within marble furniture 
(NI1), marble pedestals (NI3), vases and sculptures (NI8), marble tiles (NI11) and 
gypsum statues (NI23). Case NI1 involved 17kg of heroin, case NI23 involved 
9.36kg of heroin, case NI8 involved 40kg of pure heroin, NI11 involved 150kg 
MDMA and NI23 involved 300kg of pseudoephedrine. The process of concealment 
and the offender responsible for this process was not described in the cases. 
Information regarding the concealment process was very limited across all cases. 
Another common product used for concealment was electronic and computer-related 
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equipment. Drugs were concealed in stereo speakers (NI4), computer books (NI9), 
computer parts (NI10) and picture tubes inside computer monitors (NI25). Case NI4 
involved 6.5kg of heroin, case NI9 involved approximately 4kg, case NI10 involved 
18.82kg of known drug quantities and case NI25 involved approximately 82.14kg. 
Case VI3 involved concealment of drugs in amplifiers but the drug quantity was 
relatively small at 336g.  
 
A number of cases used food products to conceal multiple kilogram drug 
quantities. In NI21, the offenders concealed 342kg of MDMA in boxes of wonton 
pastry. In NI28, over 200kg of pure heroin was concealed in vacuum-sealed foil 
packets of Chinese tea. Case NI30 involved 212kg of methylamphetamine concealed 
amongst Asian food products such as rice, noodles and rock sugar. Both NI28 and 
NI30 involved Chinese companies using their company name to import the goods. In 
Queensland, the offenders in case QI3 inserted cubes of heroin (2.5kg) into frozen 
fish and transported the fish in a shipping container. In QI6, 2.16kg of heroin was 
packaged into condoms and then stored inside fish fillets. The fish skin was cut open, 
the flesh and bones largely removed and the skin was stitched back together once the 
heroin was placed inside. Although the process of concealment was largely unknown 
in these cases, it is likely that various techniques and skills were employed to conceal 
the drugs. For example, in QI3, the heroin would need to be compressed into cubes, 
the fish cut open, the heroin inserted and then the fish skin restitched together. 
Complex concealment processes suggest that individuals with the requisite 
knowledge and skills would be recruited solely for this purpose. This requirement is 
likely to apply across all complex methods of concealment. 
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Other methods used to conceal multi-kilogram quantities include concealment 
within a speed boat (NI17), the frame of two shipping containers (NI19), ink 
containers (NI20), cosmetics (NI24), foot spas (NI29) and wall plaques (VI2). Two 
cases, the Uniana (NI6) and Pong Su (VI6) involved concealment beneath the deck 
of a sea vessel, due to the significant quantity of drug being imported. In the Uniana 
case, 150kg of heroin was concealed beneath the deck of the MV Pong Su, a general 
freight carrier. The method used to pack the heroin was unknown; the drugs were 
described as “packages” and loaded onto the vessel at Jae Mae Do, North Korea. In 
the Pong Su case, 389kg of heroin was concealed in rice sacks before it was loaded 
onto the the Pong Su, a fishing trawler converted into a smuggling vessel. The size 
and logistics of these importations suggest that they were well planned, financed and 
major international drug smuggling ventures, typical of organised crime activity. 
Furthermore, the size of the importation required multiple groups of offenders who 
had specific roles to carry out in the importation. Thus, the data suggests that the 
categories of drug quantity, number of offenders and related actors, roles and method 
of importation may be inter-related.  
 
The method adopted to import the drugs appeared to be somewhat dependent 
on the quantity being imported. Data from New South Wales demonstrated the 
greatest diversity in terms of methods used and the quantities imported, but this is 
owing to the proportion of importation cases being largely from New South Wales. 
There was no indication of preference for importation methods or why some methods 
were chosen over other methods. In some cases involving couriers, the evidence 
appeared to suggest that the courier was recruited and used on the basis of 
convenience. A number of couriers were travelling in the country from which the 
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drugs were supplied at the time they were approached by an acquaintance, family 
member or friend to carry the drugs. It is also possible that the courier may have 
travelled to the country of origin for the sole purpose of executing the importation 
but this was rarely confirmed from the evidence.   
         
The larger drug quantities required more elaborate importation schemes and 
sophisticated methods of concealment. Given this conclusion, more sophisticated 
methods of concealment and transportation would require a greater number of 
recruits to execute the importation. Most of these offenders would be assigned 
specific roles or be recruited on the basis of knowledge or connections they 
possessed that would benefit the importation venture. Therefore, an organisational 
structure is most likely evident in large-scale importation ventures that demand a 
high level of logistical and technical support. The significance of structure may be 
best illustrated by examining the connections between the number of offenders and 
related actors, their roles, the drug quantity and the method of importation.    
 
Number of offenders and related actors, roles, method and quantity 
Cases involving large drug quantities (e.g. multiple kilograms) and complex 
methods of importation generally required numerous offenders and related actors. 
The Uniana and Pong Su cases demonstrated the need for extensive logistical and 
transportation support. The Uniana cases (NI6 & NI12) involved 389kg of heroin and 
at least 21 offenders occupying roles such as crew men, vessel owner, lieutenant and 
middleman or broker. Similarly, the Pong Su case (VI6) involved 150kg of heroin 
and at least 35 offenders occupying roles such as packer, landing party, crew men 
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and driver. Other cases include NI10 involving at least 11 offenders importing over 
18kg of heroin, NI11 involving at least eight offenders importing 150kg MDMA and 
788.6g heroin and QI5 involving at least five offenders importing 412.95kg of ATS 
substances.  
 
Conversely, a number of cases involving multiple hundred kilograms had less 
than five known offenders and related actors. Some examples include case NI20 
which involved 371kg of MDMA and only four offenders and related actors, case 
NI21 involving 342kg of MDMA and only three identified primary offenders and 
NI30 involving 212kg of methylamphetamine and two identified offenders. There is 
no conclusive evidence which might suggest that significantly large importations 
cannot be carried out successfully by smaller groups or partnerships. Since large 
importations generally require multiple steps in packing, transportation and delivery, 
it is reasonable to expect that numerous recruits would be engaged to assist in the 
process.    
 
The data produced somewhat conflicting evidence on the operational structure 
of groups involved in large scale importation. Although some cases provided clear 
evidence of a chain of command, the assignment of specific roles and a methodical 
process involved in the importation, cases involving small groups or partnerships 
provided very little evidence of management or recruitment for the purpose of 
executing an importation. Thus, it appears as though a large importation involving 
multiple kilogram quantities can be feasibly carried out by a team of 30 members or 
a partnership of two individuals. However, given the cross-jurisdictional nature of 
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importation cases, it is also expected that a number of offenders were not identified 
in the evidence. Importation cases that appear to involve only 2-3 offenders may 
potentially involve many more offenders, whether they are based overseas or in 
Australia. 
 
Key findings – importation  
The importation data highlighted the presence of both mono-ethnic and multi-
ethnic cooperation between offenders. However, family-based smuggling groups 
were only marginally represented which appeared to suggest that recruitment on the 
basis of skills, contacts and resources was a higher priority in importation ventures. 
A large drug quantity generally required more complex methods of concealment and 
therefore, implied a need for recruits that possessed specific knowledge or skills, 
contacts with source countries or resources (e.g. legitimate companies) that could 
facilitate the importation. The data also indicated that difficult personal 
circumstances made some offenders more vulnerable to recruitment, particularly as 
couriers or drug mules. Couriers appeared expendable, easily replaced and often, had 
very limited knowledge about the whole operation. Furthermore, there was evidence 
of younger offenders occupying these positions over older offenders.  
 
In terms of operational structure, the data produced slightly conflicting 
evidence. Cases involving significantly large quantities of drugs generally required 
multiple offenders and extensive resources to account for all stages in the 
importation such as packing, transportation and delivery. Offenders usually operated 
under some chain of command, given that large importations required a more 
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systematic process of execution. However, some cases indicated that small groups or 
partnerships were also capable of planning and managing large importations without 
the assistance of multiple offenders. There was no conclusive evidence which 
suggested that significantly large importations could not be successfully carried out 
by two or three offenders. The cross-border nature of importation creates some issues 
with identifying all relevant offenders and therefore, an offender’s networks with 
overseas crime groups may be unknown on the basis of court evidence.  
 
Supply  
Offenders, related actors and ethnicity  
The data indicated the presence of both mono-ethnic and multi-ethnic 
cooperation across all three jurisdictions. However, a number of cases provided no 
evidence regarding related actors, particularly in New South Wales where the data 
was limited to the information contained in online appeal judgments. Across the 
three states, Vietnamese offenders comprised the largest ethnic group with 82% of 
the supply cases involving Vietnamese offenders. In Australia, Vietnamese-born 
citizens comprise only 0.9% of the total population (Department of Immigration and 
Citizenship 2012, 2). Chinese offenders (i.e. mainland China, Hong Kong) 
represented the next largest ethnic group in the data, followed by other ethnicities 
such as Singaporean and Cambodian. Only Vietnamese offenders were represented 
in cases involving mono-ethnic cooperation. 
 
The evidence in New South Wales data was incomplete in some parts (e.g. 
related actors) because of the limited amount of information contained in a number 
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of online judgments. From the data, mono-ethnic cooperation was apparent in only a 
small number of cases. The majority of these cases involved mono-ethnic 
cooperation because the offenders collaborated and associated with immediate family 
members. For example, in cases NS16 and NS20, the drug trafficking syndicate was 
led by three Vietnamese brothers who were assisted by a number of Vietnamese drug 
runners. In case NS18, the offenders were former spouses who cooperated with their 
Vietnamese son-in-law to supply to an undercover police operative. Case NS21 
involved a Vietnamese mother and son team who operated a retail supply business 
from their private residence. A number of cases involved a Vietnamese offender 
collaborating with only one Vietnamese related actor to carry out street or wholesale 
transactions. However, the limited evidence provided in these cases makes it difficult 
to draw accurate conclusions on the presence of mono-ethnic cooperation.      
 
Data from Victoria also indicated the presence of mono-ethnic cooperation due 
to collaboration between immediate family members. In VS10, the Vietnamese 
offender Anh collaborated with his mother and stepfather to supply numerous 
quantities of heroin to an undercover police operative. They also recruited two other 
Vietnamese related actors – one was responsible for drug storage and the other 
occupied the role of a courier. In VS26, the co-offenders were members of a 
suspected drug trafficking syndicate in the Vietnamese community. One co-offender 
recruited his sister and dealt with a Vietnamese supplier based in Sydney. The co-
offenders had extensive customer networks which included non-Vietnamese buyers. 
Case VS30 also involved a Vietnamese drug trafficking syndicate of at least 12 
offenders, although it is unknown whether any of these offenders were family 
members. This drug trafficking syndicate operated around the Fitzroy area in 
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Melbourne and the group’s primary supplier was a Vietnamese man named Tri That 
Ton.  
 
In Queensland, similar patterns were identified with cases involving mono-
ethnic cooperation and family members. In QS3, a Vietnamese father and son were 
involved in street dealing but the father was responsible for the majority of 
transactions. Case QS5 involved a Vietnamese “husband and wife” team of 
traffickers who were assisted by their daughter. The husband also sourced supplies 
from Vietnamese associates. Case QS14 involved at least eight Vietnamese offenders 
who were engaged in the business of selling ounces and 350g-750g blocks of heroin. 
These offenders conducted the bulk of the transactions but were supervised by 
“unknown” bosses or superiors that were not identified in the evidence.            
 
For the majority of cases that were not identified as involving mono-ethnic 
cooperation, these cases involved multi-ethnic cooperation. In some cases, the 
evidence only identified one related actor or did not identify any related actors and 
therefore, it was difficult to determine accurately whether these cases involved 
mono-ethnic or multi-ethnic cooperation or if the offenders worked alone. Another 
challenge was verifying the ethnicity of offenders who were not of Southeast Asian 
background. The cases involving multi-ethnic cooperation rarely provided evidence 
of this nature. Although operating with members from the dealer’s own ethnic 
community may be a preference for some, customer networks appeared ethnically 
diverse. There seemed to be no preference for a particular type of customer but some 
offenders chose to approach buyers that they had dealt with in previous transactions.  
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Mono-ethnic cooperation may imply a need for trust and familiarity in drug 
dealing activity. In particular, mono-ethnic cooperation usually arose from existing 
family or spousal relationships. However, the evidence is largely inconclusive as to 
why some offenders may only deal with individuals from the same ethnic 
background or have no preference at all for co-offenders or customers. There is also 
the possibility that working with offenders from the same ethnic background has 
little to do with trust and familiarity but perhaps with convenience or simply being 
part of a community or social group.  
 
Offenders and family relationships 
In the importation data, evidence of offenders collaborating with family 
members was limited because offenders appeared more likely to prioritise the need 
for specific skill sets, resources and connections. However, collaboration between 
family members was far more common in supply cases than importation. As 
discussed in the importation data, “family” is given a wide definition to include 
immediate family members related by blood, relatives and spousal relationships 
(including de-facto partners). Therefore, in defining family, the focus is on an 
existing relationship between offenders and/or related actors which transcends 
friendships or mere acquaintances. Also, the presence of family collaboration was 
usually identified with mono-ethnic cooperation.  
 
In New South Wales, a number of cases involving family members were 
previously identified when discussing the presence of mono-ethnic cooperation. Case 
NS16 involved three brothers. The brothers had clearly defined roles in the group 
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including principal (Quyen), “right hand man” (Vien) and dealer and money 
launderer (Quynh). Case NS18 involved former spouses and their son-in-law. One of 
the offenders contacted the son-in-law (Andy) to make the transaction with the 
undercover police operative. In NS21, the primary offender collaborated with his 
mother to sell “caps” of heroin from the back door of their private residence. The 
offender’s mother supplied the heroin.   
 
Four related cases (NS3, NS7, NS11 and NS37) involved a father and son 
team, Sik Lam and Michael Lam. The court considered Sik as the “principal” of the 
group and his son was one of the subordinates but the nature of his role was not 
identified in evidence. This case involved multi-ethnic cooperation because the Lams 
were associated with Chinese offenders and other non-Asian offenders. Case NS36 
involved a family of related actors who were principals of a Central Coast drug 
trafficking group known literally as the “Family”. The “Family” included a de-facto 
couple and their son who purchased wholesale heroin from the primary offender, 
Nguyen. Nguyen was the principal of another drug trafficking syndicate known as 
the “Sydney Group”. In NS45, the offender was involved in a series of heroin and 
cocaine transactions with his de-facto partner (unnamed). The offender occupied the 
role of a “driver”; he facilitated a number of transactions by driving his partner to 
pre-arranged locations for drug deals.   
 
In Victoria, 12 cases showed evidence of family collaboration, whether it was 
mono-ethnic or multi-ethnic cooperation. Only a portion of cases are discussed to 
demonstrate family collaboration. Case VS10 was previously discussed under mono-
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ethnic cooperation. This case involved the primary offender collaborating with his 
mother and stepfather to conduct wholesale deals, with the assistance of two other 
related actors responsible for storage and drug runs. In VS3, the primary offender, 
his sister and another related actor carried out a number of heroin transactions to 
undercover police operatives. On some occasions, the primary offender instructed his 
sister to conduct deals on his behalf. Case VS17 also involved collaboration between 
siblings. The offender’s brother was present at his home when police executed a 
search warrant and recovered various quantities of drugs and drug paraphernalia. 
Although not directly stated in evidence, it is likely that the offender’s brother 
assisted him with drug preparation and sales. In VS27, three brothers operated a 
street dealing business to heroin users in Richmond and the northern suburbs of 
Melbourne. The brother recruited other drug users to assist them in carrying out 
deals. Cases VS22 and VS26 involved a drug trafficking syndicate comprised of 
various family members and de-facto partners. The offender Martin occupied a 
central position in the syndicate; he sourced the heroin and recruited his sister as a 
drug runner. One of Martin’s customers, Nhan, operated his own drug distribution 
network with the assistance of his partner Thu Dao and her son, Tuan Truong.  
 
A number of Victorian cases provided evidence on collaboration between 
spouses and de-facto partners. Cases VS11 and VS12 involved a husband and wife 
team, Tong and Tsui, who were ordinarily resident in Hong Kong but visited 
Melbourne on several occasions to organise the importation and distribution of 
heroin. Tong acted as the “middleman” between a supplier and buyer and his wife 
Tsui was responsible for transferring funds to various Hong Kong bank accounts 
(presumably in payment of the heroin). Tong and Tsui collaborated with a de-facto 
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couple based in Melbourne to facilitate and organise the distribution of heroin. In 
VS21, the three primary offenders all collaborated with spouses or family members 
to operate an extensive drug distribution network from a number of Housing 
Ministry flats located on one street. The two primary offenders named Thi Nguyen 
and Thi Cao were mother and daughter and the offender Luong was assisted by her 
husband, Xuan. Cao sourced heroin from a supplier in New South Wales and on-sold 
the heroin to various buyers, including Luong.  
 
The Queensland data also provided evidence of collaboration between 
immediate family members, spouses and de-facto partners. Cases QS3 and QS5 were 
discussed previously as an example of mono-ethnic cooperation. These cases 
involved a father and son (QS3) and a husband, wife and daughter team (QS5). In 
QS12, the offender’s mother and aunts were also involved in the business of drug 
dealing but there was no evidence of a “family run” enterprise or whether the 
offender operated on her own without the assistance of her family. Two cases 
involved the offender collaborating with their de-facto partners. In QS16, the 
offender and his de-facto partner trafficked wholesale heroin and ecstasy on the Gold 
Coast, Brisbane. The evidence suggested that the offender was more intimately 
involved in the trade than his de-facto partner. In QS17, the offender was assisted by 
his de-facto partner during a trafficking period of at least two months.   
 
In terms of operational structure, a number of offenders collaborating with 
family members were usually acting under the instructions of a family patriarch or 
matriarch. This finding was most evident in cases involving offenders in a parent-
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child relationship. For example, in QS3, the father instructed the son and carried out 
the majority of deals. Similarly, in QS5, the husband instructed his wife and daughter 
in the commercial supply of heroin. In Victoria, case VS21 involved a mother and 
daughter team engaged in wholesale supply. The mother, Cao, was a trusted 
customer of suppliers based in New South Wales and she presided over the 
distribution network run by her daughter and principal courier. New South Wales 
data provided similar evidence regarding offenders in parent-child relationships. For 
example, in the four related cases NS3, NS7, NS11 and NS37, the father identified as 
“Sik” was a key figure in an enterprise that dealt directly with imported heroin. Sik 
instructed his son, Michael, to carry out various tasks such as physically carrying the 
drugs or driving his father to a number of meeting spots.  
 
Supply offenders appeared to collaborate more often with family members than 
offenders involved in importation. Given the nature of transactions in supply, there is 
less need for specialisation or skill sets in these transactions compared to the 
importance of these attributes in importation. Family relationships based on the 
parent-child relationship provided evidence of a chain of command i.e. the family 
patriarch or matriarch instructing their children. The significance of this relationship 
may be attributed to traditional Confucian values such as filial piety, which is 
enshrined in the Asian family unit. But alternatively, an offender in the position of a 
child could certainly be an active, independent participant in the dealing. Such 
offenders may view the working relationship as an equal partnership rather than that 
of superior (parent) and subordinate (child).  
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Age and role  
The offender’s age may determine their position in a drug distribution chain. 
Young offenders in their 20s are more likely to be small time dealers or couriers for 
drug trafficking groups. Beyond the 20+ age group, older offenders may adopt 
supervisory roles and are also likely to be dealing in or have access to larger, 
wholesale quantities. Assuming that older offenders have the opportunity to gain 
experience and contacts over a lengthier criminal career, they are also in a better 
position to adopt more superior roles. The age of each offender was not identified in 
each case particularly, New South Wales. The online judgments from New South 
Wales cases often excluded some of the offender’s personal characteristics. 
Therefore, the offender’s age was missing from numerous cases in the data for New 
South Wales.    
 
In New South Wales, a number of offenders aged in their 20s or earlier adopted 
low-level positions such as couriers, drug runners, drivers or street dealers. Cases 
NS5, NS15, NS16, NS20, NS33, NS45 and NS48 involved couriers and drivers aged 
in their 20s. In NS5, the offender Ho was recruited to collect 4kg of heroin from a 
parked car and transport it to a pre-arranged location. For that role, he would be paid 
$3000 to $4000. The offender in NS45 also adopted a “driver role in a drug 
trafficking syndicate. He was responsible for driving his de-factor partner to various 
meeting locations where transactions would occur. In NS48, the two offenders John 
and Anthony were members of the Ken syndicate. They were recruited as couriers to 
deliver drugs from Sydney to Melbourne for $5000 per trip.  
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At times, an offender’s age did not determine or correspond with the type of 
role they might be expected to adopt. An older offender may occupy a subordinate 
role and vice versa. Some cases involved couriers that were significantly older for 
example, NS13 with a 52 year old courier, NS34 with a 58 year old courier, NS35 
with a 36 year old courier and NS39 with a 41 year old courier. An offender may be 
recruited for a particular job regardless of their age, especially if the offender 
suffered from difficult personal circumstances that a recruiter could use to their 
advantage. In NS13, the offender Lao was 52 years old and recruited as a courier to 
transport 1kg of ecstasy from Melbourne to Sydney. The evidence stated that Lao 
had no previous criminal convictions, was of good character but had a gambling 
problem known by his recruiter/s. In NS26, the offender Liu was a driver for the 
operation. He was recruited because he owed a debt to the principal Ma; Ma had lent 
Liu a sum of money to fund Liu’s drug addiction. The importation data highlighted 
similar patterns of recruitment for some couriers i.e. they were recruited on the basis 
of their character or personal circumstances.     
 
Cases NS10, NS17, NS23 and NS29 involved street dealers aged in their 20s 
but in some cases such as NS12, NS14 and NS19, the street dealers were 
significantly older. The data identified a number of street dealers but their ages were 
not identified. Other offenders that were not engaged in street dealing but had an 
identified age were wholesalers or occupied a superior position in a drug trafficking 
group or network. For example, in NS18 the two offenders were aged in their 40s 
and engaged in commercial dealings of heroin. In NS36, the offender was allegedly 
the principal of a syndicate known as the “Sydney Group” at the age of 38 years old. 
He supplied commercial quantities of heroin in various suburbs and to other drug 
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trafficking syndicates. The offender in NS43 was aged 43 years and he occupied the 
role of a broker. He was responsible for sourcing the drugs, arranging quality control 
tests and coordinating the payment and transfer of funds for the drugs. Cases NS41, 
NS42 and NS46 also involved wholesaler suppliers aged in their mid 30s to 40s. 
 
Some offenders occupying higher roles in the distribution chain were 
considered relatively young. The offender Gu in NS30 was 20 years old and 
supplying wholesale amounts of ecstasy tablets. Gu supplied approximately 300-500 
tablets per transaction to various third parties. In NS47, the offender Nguyen was 28 
years old but occupied the role of an “organiser and distributor” for a drug trafficking 
syndicate named “The Chicken Man Syndicate”. The syndicate distributed heroin 
from Sydney to Melbourne and Nguyen was responsible for recruiting couriers and 
negotiating the price, purity and quantity of various drug transactions.  
 
The data from New South Wales provided numerous examples of offenders 
engaged in street dealing, wholesale supply or occupying other high level positions 
in drug distribution (e.g. management or brokerage). However, missing information 
regarding the offenders’ ages created difficulties in drawing accurate conclusions on 
any relationship between an offender’s age and their role. Offenders’ roles in the 
Victorian and Queensland data appeared much less connected to or affected by their 
age. The nature of the data obtained from these states (judgments and transcripts) 
provided more detail on the offender’s personal characteristics and therefore, age 
was identified in the majority of cases. The data provided evidence of offenders 
occupying various roles i.e. street dealers, couriers/drivers, wholesalers, brokers and 
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principals. The offenders’ ages provided no clear indication of young offenders 
occupying subordinate roles or older offenders occupying higher level positions 
exclusively. Perhaps if all offenders’ ages were identified in the New South Wales 
data, similar findings to the Victorian and Queensland data may be evidenced in that 
jurisdiction.     
 
A key factor that was identified in some of the street dealer cases is that the 
offenders engaged in street dealing were motivated by their own drug addictions. The 
drug addiction is significant when examining the structure of retail drug markets for 
two reasons. First, a drug addicted dealer may be recruited to carry out transactions 
for drug trafficking syndicates to fund their own drug addiction or repay debts for 
drugs purchased on credit. Therefore, these offenders operate on the lowest levels of 
the drug distribution chain and are also highly expendable or easily replaced. Second, 
a drug addict may operate entirely on their own by purchasing drugs from a supplier 
and on-selling small quantities to other drug users. This arrangement provided the 
drug addict with access to income and therefore, access to a regular supply of drugs 
without membership to a particular group or syndicate. Street dealers who appeared 
to operate alone may be part of a drug dealing network or group but the evidence 
provided in street dealing cases usually lacked sufficient detail to confirm this.  
 
The categories of age and role in the supply data indicated a lack of 
consistency i.e. young offenders did not necessarily occupy subordinate positions 
and older offenders did not always occupy higher level positions in drug 
distributions. The importation data provided clearer examples of young offenders 
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occupying subordinate positions, usually in the role of a courier or driver. The supply 
data suggested that other factors may influence an offender’s position in the chain. 
For example, difficult personal circumstances such as owing money or having a drug 
addiction created opportunities for some recruiters to hire these offenders on the 
basis that they would be financially rewarded or given access to a regular drug 
supply. Thus, recruitment in this manner may indicate that these offenders were 
expendable, easily replaced and usually lacked intimate knowledge regarding other 
members of the drug trafficking syndicate or network in which they participated (if 
any).   
 
Method of supply and quantity 
The method of supply adopted by street dealers, wholesalers and other 
offenders involved in supply was relatively consistent irrespective of the drug 
quantity supplied. Similar methods were used by street dealers and wholesalers to 
carry out transactions. The standard method of dealing involved meeting the buyer at 
a pre-arranged location and the offender would carry out the transaction on foot or 
through car windows. The buyer would contact the dealer by phone to arrange 
quantity, price and a meeting place. This method accounted for the majority of 
transactions completed by street dealers and some wholesalers across all 
jurisdictions. At times, the buyer was introduced to the supplier through another 
dealer or “intermediary”. If the offender was required to deliver slightly larger 
quantities, the drugs would be left in the boot of an unattended car to be collected by 
the buyer.  
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A number of offenders operated from private residences or warehouses and 
customers would purchase drugs directly from these locations. For example, in 
NS21, the offenders sold “caps” of heroin (<0.15g) from a hole cut out of a security 
door at the back of their residence. In NS22, the offender and customer exchanged 
money and drugs using a cigarette packet that was lowered and raised from the 
balcony of the offenders’ unit. One offender (VS4) concealed heroin in various 
locations around his home, including under fences that lined his road. Customers 
attended the offender’s home to make purchases. If drug quantities were significantly 
larger, private residences or warehouses were used as storage facilities. In VS21, the 
offenders stored and sold 350g blocks of heroin from a group of Housing Ministry 
flats in Melbourne. The offender in case NS23 dealt in quantities of up to 350g; he 
stored the drugs in a “safe house” where it was cut and prepped for distribution. A 
drug trafficking syndicate in VS29 utilised three vacant premises to store drug 
deliveries made by other syndicates; this syndicate dealt in quantities up to (or 
possibly exceeding) 350g. In VS35, the offender hired a self storage unit to store 
over 2kg of various drugs and precursor chemicals used to manufacture 
methylamphetamine.  
 
As evidenced in the importation data, the drug quantity appeared to determine 
the method of importation. Larger quantities required more elaborate and complex 
methods of concealment and an increased number of recruits and personnel. 
However, the supply data suggests that offenders involved in supply at the street and 
wholesale level can operate using consistently similar methods irrespective of 
quantity. Variations in method were evident in cases involving interstate couriers due 
to the requirements of drug concealment. Interstate couriers did not engage in the 
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actual process of supply but facilitated supply networks by transporting and 
delivering drug quantities between different states. In QS4, the offender travelled 
from Brisbane to Sydney to collect a package of heroin. The heroin was concealed in 
her daughter’s backpack and she was given instructions regarding the “drop off” 
location. The offender in NS39 created a method of concealing heroin inside the rim 
of a spare tyre. The offender was to be paid $10,000 for transporting the heroin from 
Sydney to Melbourne by car and meeting the contact for delivery in Melbourne. 
Therefore, variations in method were more apparent in cases involving interstate 
couriers because they were not actively engaged in dealing.  
 
The relative uniformity in supply methods is perhaps an indication of the ease 
at which dealers can carry out transactions, without the need for multiple teams or 
complex strategies. The actual process of supplying drugs does not require the 
presence of multiple offenders, although the drug distribution network or group may 
be comprised of numerous offenders who occupy various roles. Some variation in 
method was evident in a limited number of cases involving larger drug quantities 
(e.g. storage) and interstate couriers transporting drugs and requiring concealment. 
Overall, the uniformity of method in supply cases suggests that offenders can operate 
alone, in partnerships or as members of distribution networks. Cases involving larger 
drug quantities may require a higher number of recruits and a more systematic 
approach to storage, drug preparation and drug delivery. Thus, these cases 
demonstrated some degree of organisation and planning, whereas low-level dealers 
appeared to operate in an ad hoc manner.   
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Number of offenders, related actors and drug quantity 
Cases that identified numerous offenders and related actors usually involved a 
drug trafficking syndicate or a significant drug quantity. The offenders and groups in 
these cases were more likely to adopt a systematic approach in their operation due to 
the group size, affiliation with a drug trafficking syndicate, the quantity supplied or a 
combination of these factors. However, there were some cases involving multiple-
kilogram quantities but seemingly, only one or two offenders and related actors. 
Given the nature of the data, it is likely that some convicted offenders will have other 
associates or co-offenders that were not identified nor apprehended. Therefore, the 
data may reflect incomplete drug distribution networks and groups. This limitation 
could potentially explain why an offender might appear to work alone or with only 
one co-offender but manages to supply multiple kilograms of heroin in a short period 
of time.   
 
In the transcripts and judgments, some groups were specifically characterised 
by police and the judiciary as a “drug trafficking syndicate”. Therefore, the current 
study’s use of the term “drug trafficking syndicate” is made with reference to the 
characterisation of the group in the transcript and/or judgment. Cases involving 
groups identified as a “drug trafficking syndicate” or enterprise demonstrated clearer 
evidence of organisation, planning and assignment of roles. The offenders and their 
related actors were more likely to adopt specific roles to ensure the syndicate 
operated more efficiently. A key factor in these cases is that the syndicates generally 
operated from a particular location i.e. where the offenders stored, prepared and/or 
sold the drugs. The offenders used private residences, warehouses, safe houses or 
other storage facilities to manage the drug supply, prepare for its distribution and at 
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times, supply to customers from the same location. If the drugs were not supplied at 
that same location, the offender/s usually recruited a team of drug runners or couriers 
to assist and support the syndicate’s distribution activities. Similar to the personal 
characteristics of some street dealers, a number of the recruited drug runners were 
young offenders and drug addicted.  
 
In NS16 and NS20 (related cases), the offenders and related actors were 
members of a drug trafficking syndicate engaged in the supply of heroin and cocaine 
“blocks”. Over the trafficking period, the syndicate allegedly supplied 7.5kg of 
heroin and cocaine. The syndicate had at least eight identified members, including 
three brothers who controlled the syndicate and a number of drug runners. The 
syndicate operated under a chain of command with one of the brothers responsible 
for its day to day operation, the other his “right hand man” or second-in-charge and 
the third brother negotiated drug deals and laundered the syndicate’s proceeds. Case 
NS36 involved two syndicates. The principal of the “Sydney Group”, Nguyen, 
supplied wholesale heroin to principals of the “Central Coast Group” who were 
collectively referred to as the “Family”. Nguyen supplied approximately 1kg of 
heroin to the Central Coast Group during the trafficking period.  
 
In QS14, the police targeted three syndicates based in Southeast Queensland, 
one of which included the offenders’ syndicate. The offenders were two key figures 
who adopted specific roles in the syndicate. Offender Ly organised drug purchases, 
mediated disputes and recruited runners and offender Kyprianou was responsible for 
the day-to-day management of the group which included liaising with suppliers and 
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supervising drug runners. Therefore, this syndicate operated under a chain of 
command. An interesting fact in QS14 and QS18 is that both sets of offenders 
purchased drugs from the same suppliers (Chen and Omer-Noori), although based on 
their individual facts, neither case appeared to be related to the other. Therefore, 
Chen and Omer-Noori may have supplied to a number of drug trafficking syndicates 
and their unique position as suppliers is likely to facilitate contact and business with 
various traffickers.  
 
In Victoria, cases VS21, VS23, VS24, VS26, VS30 and VS32 involved drug 
trafficking syndicates (defined as such in the cases) or offenders operating extensive 
drug distribution businesses. For example, the syndicate in VS21 operated from 
Housing Ministry flats located on the same street. In VS23, the syndicate operated 
from a “safe house” in which drugs were stored and prepared for distribution and 
similarly, in VS24, the offender’s residence served as the “hub” for receiving, storing 
and preparing the drugs. Furthermore, in VS23, the primary offender Diep recruited a 
mature-aged man named Le who was solely responsible for drug preparation, 
including “cutting” and weighing the heroin. Similarly, in VS24 the offender Quang 
was responsible for cutting and preparing the drugs for resale.  
 
Cases VS30 and VS32 involved drug trafficking syndicates with numerous 
related actors that were identified as syndicate members. Case VS32 demonstrated 
clear assignment of roles in a drug trafficking syndicate. The offender Beau was the 
alleged principal, offender Hai was the middleman between Beau and another 
supplier, offender Dang operated her own network of customers, offender Hoa was 
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the “driver” who assisted Dang in her deals and offender Ly was Dang’s business 
partner and highly knowledgeable regarding the drug preparation process. This 
syndicate successfully trafficked at least 12kg of heroin during the trafficking period.  
 
The majority of syndicates from each jurisdiction had recruited a group of 
couriers or drug runners to conduct deals on their behalf. In New South Wales, cases 
involving drug runners recruited by syndicate members include NS16, NS20 and 
NS48. In NS16 and NS20, the brothers recruited at least four drug runners who 
carried out transactions on their behalf whereas in NS48, the offenders transported 
drugs by car from Sydney to Melbourne. In VS23, the offender Diep operated an 
extensive network of suppliers, runners and distributors. Diep had a principal runner 
named Nguyen who conducted the majority of his deals and also distributed to a sub-
group of drug runners named the “Springvale Boys”. Furthermore, one of Diep’s 
suppliers named Mengel used another runner identified as Hoang Lam who also 
conducted deals on his behalf. It was noted in evidence that Hoang Lam was 
expendable; his position was used to keep Mengel at “arms length” from the 
transaction. Given the number of offenders and related actors in VS30 and VS32, it 
is likely that some of the related actors would be recruited as drug runners but the 
evidence lacked the detail to confirm this inference. The offender in QS14 also 
recruited drug runners as syndicate members but their identities were unknown.         
 
Cases that provided evidence regarding the recruitment of drug runners also 
noted that a number of drug runners had drug addictions. For offenders occupying 
subordinate or low-level positions in drug distribution, this characteristic was also 
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reflected in previously discussed cases on street dealers and couriers in importation 
cases. The issue of drug addiction also featured in some cases involving offenders 
that occupied the role of a courier or drug runner but based on the evidence, were not 
necessarily part of a syndicate. For example, in NS15 the offender was a courier for 
an unknown superior; the evidence suggested that the offender was vulnerable to 
recruiters because of his youth, drug addiction and personal background. Hence, 
drug-addicted offenders generally occupy low-level positions because their 
addictions can often be the motivating factor behind their involvement in drug 
dealing. This position can be distinguished from commercial dealers who are largely 
motivated by profit and usually have access to high-level suppliers. However, these 
conclusions do not exclude the possibility that some commercial dealers may have 
drug addictions or that drug-addicted offenders could be motivated by profit.  
 
Some cases provided limited evidence regarding extensive, domestic drug 
distribution networks or syndicates but suggested that the offenders were connected 
with larger, international criminal organisations. For example, in NS1, the offender 
appeared to collaborate with only one other related actor but during the trafficking 
period, he had supplied approximately 73kg of heroin. The evidence stated that the 
offender was associated with an international criminal organisation known as Ah 
Kong, based in Thailand. The offender sourced his heroin supply from Ah Kong and 
stored the drugs in various locations in Sydney. In related cases NS25, NS27, NS32 
and NS38, some of the offenders were ordinarily resident in Hong Kong and 
travelled to Australia to be involved in the commercial supply of heroin with 
offenders based in Australia. Similarly, in NS28, two related actors travelled from 
Hong Kong to carry out instructions provided to them by the alleged principal, Lam. 
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Cases involving domestic offenders that are connected to international crime groups 
present a significant challenge in classifying organisational structure because of the 
limited ability to obtain evidence about crime groups based overseas.  
 
Key findings - supply 
Offenders in the supply data were more likely to collaborate with family 
members than offenders involved in importation venture. This meant that a large 
proportion of these offenders operated within mono-ethnic groups. The significance 
of family involvement in dealing is that it creates grounds on which an offender may 
choose to work with particular individuals because they’re known and likely to be 
trusted. Also, some cases involving family provided evidence of a hierarchy i.e. one 
family member occupying a superior role over other family members. For the 
majority of cases, the offender’s role appeared less connected to or affected by their 
age, particularly in Victoria and Queensland. There was some evidence of young 
offenders adopting subordinate roles (e.g. courier, driver, drug runner) but mostly, 
other roles appeared widely dispersed across a variety of age groups.  
 
The supply data presented the most variation in terms of operational structure 
amongst offenders. This may be partly because the method of supply merges two 
market levels (retail and wholesale) together. The standard method of supply across 
all cases involved the offender meeting the purchaser at a pre-arranged location 
where the transaction would take place in a face to face exchange, between cars or 
the drugs left in a specific location for collection. The nature of these methods is that 
they could be carried out individually or by a number of persons which created 
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difficulties in categorising the organisational structure of offenders involved in 
supply. For example, cases involving street dealers usually provided very limited 
evidence of their connections or relations with other dealers and/or suppliers (if any). 
The difficulty in drawing conclusions on structure was also evident in cases 
involving offenders and their connections to international crime groups. Cases 
involving drug syndicates (as defined in the case) or extensive drug distribution 
networks with multiple offenders and related actors usually provided clearer 
evidence of offenders operating under a chain of command, being assigned specific 
roles and using a specific location or space for drug delivery, storage, preparation 
and distribution. These cases also involved a larger drug quantity (close to 1kg or 
multiple kilograms) than the average street deal.  
 
Cultivation 
Offender and ethnicity  
All cultivation cases involved a Vietnamese offender acting alone or in 
partnership with one other offender. Only one case, NC3, involved a co-offender 
from a different ethnic background but his ethnicity was not identified in the 
judgment. There is no clear explanation as to why only Vietnamese offenders were 
represented in the data. However, searches conducted for Queensland data on 
Southeast Asian cultivators produced no results. These results provide no conclusive 
evidence regarding South East Asian offenders in Queensland and their involvement 
in cultivation. A plausible explanation could be that Southeast Asian offenders may 
be involved in cultivation but were not convicted. Also, Southeast Asian offenders 
may be associated with non Southeast Asian cultivators as purchasers or associates 
but not producing their own cannabis.  
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Considering the method used to filter search results by surname, any Southeast 
Asian offenders that were associated with the primary offender would only be 
identified by reading the entire judgment or transcript. From an initial scan of the 
search results per page, it was not possible to identify associates, co-offenders or 
purchasers from a Southeast Asian background. Therefore, one explanation to 
account for the lack of Queensland data is that these Southeast Asian offenders may 
not be primary cultivators i.e. producing their own supply of cannabis. If this is the 
case, these offenders are less likely to be targeted by law enforcement. Another 
potential explanation is that Southeast Asian offenders are not involved as producers 
in the Queensland cannabis market. However, Southeast Asian offenders were 
represented in cultivation cases from other jurisdictions; there should be no 
legitimate reason for their exclusion from this market in Queensland.      
 
Offenders and related actors 
For the majority of cultivation cases in New South Wales, the primary 
offenders appeared to work alone as sole cultivators with no assistance from other 
co-offenders or “related actors”. Unlike New South Wales, the Victorian data 
provided some evidence regarding an offender’s association with related actors. The 
data from New South Wales provided limited evidence on related actors. Police only 
managed to identify “unknown” individuals entering or leaving the premises on 
which the cultivation occurred (NC9) or “unidentified” persons that were responsible 
for the actual cultivation (NC5) or it was completely unknown as to whether the 
offender collaborated with any individual. In NC5, the offender Bui provided 
premises for growing the plants but she did not actually participate in the cultivation 
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process. In evidence, Bui stated that “someone else [was] doing the job” and that she 
was not responsible for any part of the cultivation apart from providing the premises.  
 
The facts in NC11 are unique because the offender appeared to have no 
involvement in the process of growing and harvesting the cannabis but had facilitated 
the set up of a system to cultivate cannabis. In NC11, the offender was a handyman 
hired by the home owner, Hung Van Nguyen, to make various modifications to his 
home for the purpose of cannabis cultivation. The offender was instructed to remove 
walls, divert electric leads and remove carpeting. Nguyen had engaged the offender’s 
services to facilitate the cultivation process. The court stated that the offender was 
not ignorant regarding the purpose of his work and his criminal record suggested that 
he had previous involvement in the drug trade. Nguyen had approached the offender 
for his skills as a handyman which was required to set up the hydroponic system. 
However, the offender was likely to have understood the purpose for which his 
services had been engaged.     
 
In New South Wales, there was limited evidence regarding collaboration 
between offenders and other individuals. However, the primary offenders produced 
cannabis quantities that suggested the plants would eventually be on-sold or 
distributed to buyers. Despite this, the cases rarely provided evidence regarding any 
contact between the offender and potential customers. In case NC1, the evidence 
identified one of the offender’s customers named “Mr Allman” who had purchased a 
substantial quantity of cannabis from the offender. Police surveillance revealed that 
Mr Allman on-sold a quantity of the cannabis to an unidentified buyer of his own. 
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The offender had also recruited a related actor named Bui, who was responsible for 
tending to the plants. NC1 was the only case that provided evidence of an offender 
distributing the cannabis after production. In VC3, the offender made full admissions 
to the police that he intended to sell his cannabis for profit, although there was no 
physical evidence of him completing these transactions. But given that most 
offenders were producing cannabis plants in 100+ quantities, they would likely be 
producing those quantities for the purpose of distribution.  
 
From the Victorian data, all offenders were associated with at least one related 
actor for different purposes. In VC1, the offender had pre-sold an entire crop of 
cannabis plants to a man named Thanh. The offender used the funds obtained from 
that sale to set up the hydroponic system. In VC3, the offender had purchased his 
plants from an acquaintance named Long. The offender made admissions that he 
intended on selling the crops for profit. One case (NC4) involved a husband and wife 
team who had rented two properties for the sole purpose of cannabis cultivation. 
Both husband and wife regularly visited the properties to maintain the plants. It was 
alleged in VC2 that the offender had collaborated with a related actor named Hoang, 
who was present when police executed a search warrant at the offender’s home.  
However, no additional evidence was provided to confirm the allegation or Hoang’s 
role in the operation (if any).  
 
Drug quantity and method 
Quantity was described as the number of plants recovered by police during the 
course of an investigation. The evidence suggested that there was little variation 
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between drug quantity and the cultivation method for those offenders who were 
cultivating cannabis from private residences. In all cases except one, police 
recovered amounts ranging from 60 to approximately 300 cannabis plants. Those 
cases demonstrated a high degree of uniformity in the cultivation method adopted – 
hydroponic systems. Almost all offenders cultivated cannabis in the privacy of their 
own homes and a hydroponic system could be set up using everyday hardware and 
gardening supplies. All cases involving hydroponic systems provided very little 
information regarding the process of setting up the system or how the offenders 
obtained knowledge regarding hydroponic systems. The evidence only suggested that 
hydroponic cultivation was the most common method across all the cases (except for 
NC3).  
 
In NC3, the co-offenders operated a cannabis plantation comprised of over 
30,000 cannabis plants at varying stages of maturity. The co-offenders recruited at 
least eight workers to assist in planting, harvesting and processing the plants. Given 
the quantity of plants recovered by police, the offenders required a large scale 
method of cultivation that could produce a greater quantity of plants in a similar time 
frame as those plants produced using hydroponic systems. The evidence stated that 
the offender, Cannistra, possessed knowledge on planting the crops, including the 
processes involved in maintaining, harvesting and processing the crops. This case 
demonstrated that an extensive cannabis plantation required an “expert” on growing 
cannabis in an external environment (Cannistra), a “workforce” of at least eight 
recruits and someone who had the capacity to fund and manage the entire operation 
(Cannistra).       
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Key findings – cultivation  
The cultivation cases only accounted for 9% of all the data. All offenders were 
Vietnamese, except for one offender in NC3. These cases demonstrated that 
cultivators are a difficult group to target because the majority of small-scale 
cultivation occurred in private residences. Offenders involved in supply and to some 
extent, importation may also operate from private residences but these offenders 
usually conduct a large proportion of their activities in public spaces. Therefore, 
offenders involved in supply are more likely to be targeted by law enforcement 
agencies. The ethnic composition of the cultivation data provided no conclusive 
evidence regarding the presence of Southeast Asian offenders in the cannabis market. 
The bulk of cannabis is produced domestically and therefore, the limited data on 
cultivation cases suggests that a number of offenders (both Southeast Asian and other 
ethnicities) are likely to have avoided police contact.   
 
In most cases, cultivators appeared to work in isolation with only one or two 
related actors involved in some cases. This finding may imply that cultivators are not 
part of extensive drug production networks or organised crime groups. Therefore, the 
offenders in cultivation cases appeared largely disconnected from other cultivators 
and drug offenders in general. The facts in NC3 were unique because the significant 
quantity of plants involved required the offenders to recruit a larger “workforce” and 
operate in an outdoor plantation. Furthermore, the offenders and related actors in 
NC3 occupied specific roles and operated under a chain of command. Therefore, 
large-scale drug production required more systematic coordination and a greater 
number of recruits.    
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In summary, the process of axial coding facilitated the identification of 
relationships between specific categories in the data. The key findings from axial 
coding focused on the presence of ethnic and family relationships, related actors and 
their personal attributes, age and role, drug quantity and methods for importation, 
supply and cultivation. To some extent, operational structure varied depending on 
offence type. The importation data provided evidence of offenders operating under a 
chain of command for large importations. Some offenders were recruited for 
possessing specific skills or knowledge, contacts with source countries or resources, 
such as legitimate companies, that facilitated the transportation of drugs. Operational 
structure varied in the supply data. Offenders operated in family-based hierarchies, 
partnerships, small groups, as individual entrepreneurs or as members of a drug 
trafficking syndicate. Both the importation and supply data indicated that an 
offender’s personal circumstances may influence their involvement in a drug 
operation. Finally, the cultivation data highlighted the predominance of sole 
cultivators who appeared largely disconnected to offenders operating in other drug 
markets. The findings from axial coding are further examined in the selective coding 
process to identify “core categories” or key themes across the data.    
 
5.2.3 Selective coding  
This stage of coding required identifying a “core category”; the core category 
is the key theme in the data and all other categories are shown to be related to the 
core category. The purpose of a core category is to facilitate the process of 
hypothesising about the operational nature of Southeast Asian drug trafficking 
groups in Australia. A core category was identified for each offence type as the 
structure of a drug trafficking group is likely to vary according to offence type. 
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In importation, the core category was the importation method. The method was 
closely linked with the quantity and the methods generally varied in accordance with 
the quantity imported. Unlike other drug offences, importing requires a higher level 
of planning, skill and coordination to minimise risks and increase the chances of 
success. One possible method of minimising risk and increasing success was to 
recruit members on the basis of skills, contacts and resources (e.g. money or 
specialist equipment). The majority of offenders in importation ventures had clearly 
assigned tasks (based on skills) or possessed some type of asset that would benefit 
the operation. The need for skills and resources appeared largely dictated by the 
importation method and the drug quantity.  
 
Also, the recruitment of members with specific skill sets and resources seemed 
a higher priority than collaborating with family members or offenders that were well 
known to each other. Admittedly, the data rarely provided sufficient information that 
could produce definitive conclusions on whether the offenders and related actors 
were family, acquaintances or complete strangers. However, collaboration with 
family members appeared more limited in the importation data than the supply data. 
A possible explanation is that offenders may prioritise the need for particular skill 
sets and resources in an importation venture, than familiarity and trust in working 
relationships. This is not to assume that familiarity and trust do not exist outside of 
family relationships but the data appeared to indicate that other offender 
characteristics were considered more important. Given the complex methods used in 
drug concealment and the processes involved in transporting, storing and extracting 
the drugs, the likelihood that offenders are recruited on the basis of possessing 
specific skills and/or resources is relatively high.  
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Groups involved in importation were more likely to operate under some chain 
of command, whether it was part of a hierarchical or network type structure. In most 
cases, there was evidence of at least one offender instructing another offender which 
indicated positions of seniority within a group. Some offenders maintained telephone 
contact with their superiors overseas and thus, the inference could be made that an 
offender operated under a chain of command even without evidence of the superior 
being physically present in the jurisdiction. The focus on skills, individual activities 
and direct transactions with one another should imply the existence of networks 
within groups. However, there was limited evidence to confirm the existence of large 
criminal networks or hierarchies and the data is likely to be incomplete with respect 
to full or complete networks. It is possible that the importation data points to the 
existence of small components of larger networks or sub-networks but there is a lack 
of definitive evidence to confirm this.    
 
The supply data varied significantly in most categories and therefore, it was 
more difficult to identify a core category for this part of the data. Some key findings 
in the supply data suggested that offenders involved in street and wholesale supply 
operated using consistently similar methods, irrespective of quantity. The uniformity 
in method perhaps indicated the ease at which dealers could carry out transactions 
without needing multiple offenders or complex strategies. The actual process of 
supplying drugs can be undertaken by one or two members, even though a drug 
distribution group may involve numerous offenders. However, cases involving 
groups identified as a “drug trafficking syndicate” or enterprise demonstrated clearer 
evidence of organisation, planning and assignment of roles. There was generally less 
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need for specialisation or “skill sets” in supply compared to importation cases. 
Offenders were more likely to work with family members in supply than importation.  
 
The groups involved in supply were smaller in size, approximately one to five 
offenders. Cases involving a higher number of offenders usually involved a larger 
quantity of a group identified as a “drug trafficking syndicate”. Suppliers were more 
likely to work in partnerships, small groups (or networks) or have a core group 
supported by drug runners and/or other distributors. Small, family-based groups 
usually operated under a chain of command but these hierarchies are not extensive 
and completely self-contained. Therefore, it is likely that the supply offenders did not 
organise themselves in a manner that could be described as extensive networks or 
hierarchies. The presence of large networks or hierarchies may not be apparent given 
that court data is often incomplete and focuses primarily on the offender’s activities.  
 
For cultivation, the core category was sole cultivation and the lack of extensive 
networks, hierarchies or any type of structure in the data. Offenders engaged in 
cannabis cultivation appeared to work alone or at most, in partnership with another 
offender. The hydroponic method of cultivation is usually carried out in the privacy 
of an offender’s home. This method offered a possible explanation as to why the 
majority of offenders rarely collaborated with anyone, especially when considering 
the ease at which a hydroponic system could be set up and maintained in a private 
residence. To some extent, cannabis cultivators appeared to operate outside of the 
supply and distribution networks that are evident in other drug markets. Some cases 
identified offenders that cultivated for the purpose of on-selling but this information 
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was rarely provided in the data. Cannabis is a domestically produced drug and 
therefore, it is less likely to be controlled by the same level of “supply and demand” 
that characterises imported drug markets.  
 
The cases reflected uniformity in cultivation method (indoor hydroponic 
system). Offenders who adopted this method were able to grow and maintain their 
crops with little need for assistance. A significant increase in the quantity produced 
and accordingly, a different method of cultivation, meant that offenders needed to 
recruit more workers. Only one case involved an extensive cannabis plantation and 
numerous offenders and related actors. This was the only cultivation case involving 
offenders that operated under a chain of command and were assigned specific roles 
and tasks. However, the presence of “structure” or a chain of command was usually 
apparent in importation and supply cases that involved larger drug quantities. Thus, 
the drug quantity and the methods involved in smuggling or supplying that quantity 
affected the manner in which offenders chose to operate.       
 
5.3 STAGE 2 – CONTENT ANALYSIS 
The second stage of analysis involved content analysis, through the application 
of the salient characteristics identified from each typology to the data. Appendix B 
provides a list of the typologies used in this stage of data analysis. The aim of stage 2 
is to test the validity of organised crime and drug trafficking theories on the 
operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. The typologies are 
categorised as theories related to organised crime structure and theories related to 
drug trafficking structure. Specific terms and roles defined in social network theory 
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are discussed where it may be applicable to the data. The nature of the offence is 
likely to affect the process of categorisation under the typologies more so than the 
jurisdiction. The difficulty with categorisation using typologies is that the data is 
likely to be incomplete for all types of offences i.e. not all relevant offenders may be 
identified in evidence. Therefore, the information contained in the data may fulfil 
only specific characteristics or parts of a typology, rather than satisfying each 
criterion for a “complete” fit.  
 
5.3.1 Organised crime typologies 
Hybrid typologies  
The UN typology encompassed both hierarchical and network models. Other 
typologies that examined the operational structure of OCGs were excluded on the 
basis that the majority of their characteristics were covered by the UN typology. 
Based on a review of models focused on the physical and operational structure of 
OCGs, the UN typology is the most comprehensive and therefore, other models were 
excluded from application in Stage 2. The UN typology is comprised of five models: 
standard hierarchy, regional hierarchy, clustered hierarchy, core group and criminal 
network. Given the specificity of the characteristics under each model, there is 
unlikely to be a “complete fit” between a case and a model.  
 
Evidence of a standard hierarchy could be inferred through cases involving 
drug trafficking syndicates that were identified by a particular group name. For 
example, in NS36, the offender was the principal of a syndicate known as the Sydney 
Group who dealt directly with another syndicate named the Central Coast Group 
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which was led by three principals. If an offender is described as a principal, then that 
offender may have control over a group of subordinates and therefore, it could be 
inferred that both syndicates had subordinate members. However, the internal 
structure of these syndicates was not discussed in any depth in the evidence; it was 
unknown as to whether these syndicates engaged in violence or if they had defined 
territory from which they managed their trafficking business. Whilst all cases 
involved Southeast Asian offenders, cases involving drug trafficking syndicates did 
not specify whether the offenders recruited on the basis of ethnicity or cultural 
background. Therefore, the characteristic of “strong social/ethnic identity” cannot be 
confirmed because of limited or no information regarding other syndicate members.  
 
A number of cases involving drug trafficking syndicates or other extensive 
drug supply or production groups displayed characteristics of a hierarchy but would 
not meet the definition of a “standard hierarchy”. In NC3, the offender Cannistra 
directed a team of workers (largely Vietnamese) to cultivate over 30,000 cannabis 
plants. The group operated under a chain of command led by Cannistra and his co-
offender Nguyen. However, this group displayed almost none of the typical 
characteristics which comprise a standard or regional hierarchy. The issue with 
categorisation according to the hierarchical models (standard hierarchy, regional 
hierarchy or clustered hierarchy) is that the evidence in the cases rarely fulfilled all 
of the criteria for any hierarchical model. Although the evidence in some cases 
suggested that the offenders worked in a hierarchical style structure, there was 
usually limited information regarding the internal structure of the group e.g. 
discipline procedures, use of violence, group name or ethnic identity. These 
characteristics are key components of the UN hierarchical models.  
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Similar issues were experienced with categorising the data according to 
criminal networks. Criminal networks are defined by the activities of key individuals, 
the significance of contacts, skills, ties and loyalties and its ability to reform upon the 
entry/exit of offenders. These characteristics may be evident in any cases involving 
assigned roles, brokers or the exit/entry of key individuals. The importation and 
supply cases provided examples of offenders being assigned particular roles (e.g. 
broker) based on skills, contacts or relationships with other offenders. Offenders 
generally transacted directly with one another, although at times there was evidence 
of an overseeing authority. Therefore, some offenders may have operated within a 
network structure but collectively, existed as part of a hierarchy.  
 
The flexible nature of criminal networks facilitates movement in and out of the 
network and enables the network to reform after the exit of key individuals. This 
element was not supported by the data and most likely, would be a very difficult 
element to satisfy. Capturing offenders is one way of forcing key individuals to exit a 
network; the network must restructure itself to continue operating. For example, 
police may choose to limit surveillance of a group after capturing a targeted network 
member. The nature of court data is that it is focused on the activities of the captured 
offender. The effect of police pressure on a network’s ability to reform is rarely 
documented in court data because this information must be obtained from continued 
surveillance of the same network. Therefore, this element of the criminal network 
model is unlikely to be satisfied using information obtained exclusively from court 
data.  
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The data provided some clear examples of core groups. Case NS16 involved a 
core group of three brothers who recruited and controlled a team of drug runners. In 
NI26, the offenders Cao, Phan and Nguyen comprised the core group responsible for 
directing an importation operation using a group of Vietnamese-Australian couriers. 
The core group organised a series of heroin importations into Australia from 
Vietnam. The two offenders, Cao and Phan, liaised with the suppliers in Vietnam and 
provided the bulk of instructions to other members in the group. The core groups 
were usually easier to identify in the data because a number of offenders (especially 
those involved in supply) usually operated with a core team of two or three members 
and had a surrounding network of drug runners, suppliers and customers.  
 
Network typologies 
The network typologies applied to the data include Williams’ (2001) typology 
of four different networks and specific terminology from social network theory. 
Williams’ (2001) four networks include a directed network, mesh network, 
transactional network and flux network. An OCG is unlikely to operate in a flux 
network because this network appears to describe criminals that engage in 
opportunistic crime and therefore, do not satisfy the definition of organised crime. A 
number of cases were identified that displayed the characteristics of a “directed 
network”.  
 
The directed network is formed by a “core group” of organisers for a specific 
purpose. The core group acts as the steering mechanism for the rest of the network. 
The characteristics of this model are very similar to the “core group” under the UN 
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typology. The core group is distinct from a standard hierarchy or network because it 
is comprised of a small “core” unit of individuals that are surrounded by a loose 
network of associates. Some examples of directed networks include cases NS16, 
NS26, VS11, VS12 and NS10. The offenders in case NI10 appeared to operate in a 
directed and transactional network. Williams (2010) suggested that directed and 
transactional networks can co-exist in one group. The principal, Chen, conspired 
with two related actors named He and Hassan to organise four importations of 
heroin. He and Hassan instructed at least eight other related actors in their various 
roles. The importations in NI10 relied on Chen and Liang’s roles as brokers to access 
the heroin supply in China from an individual known as “Cousin”. Southeast Asian 
drug trafficking groups usually display evidence of brokerage (Williams 2001, 69). 
Given that heroin is not domestically produced, brokerage can facilitate supply 
between a domestic offender and the drug source overseas.  
 
A mesh network is distinguished from a directed network through the 
decentralisation of power. Mesh networks are characterised by horizontal 
relationships; members perform specific tasks and transact directly with one another 
(Williams 2001, 69). Evidence of mesh networks in the data was difficult to confirm 
because the majority of drug trafficking groups can operate in this manner, except for 
those offenders that appeared to work alone. For example, offenders engaged in 
street dealing could potentially operate in a mesh network given their connections to 
suppliers, customers and other dealers. But often, so little information is known 
about a street dealer’s network beyond the buyer to whom they supplied the drugs; it 
is usually at this point in the transaction that the dealer is apprehended.  
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Some of the largest importation operations displayed attributes of mesh 
networks. In the “Pong Su” case (VS6), the offenders occupied individual roles and 
communicated directly with each other. The offenders and related actors were either 
members of the landing party (onshore), the crew members onboard the Pong Su or 
the “Australian” crew responsible for collection and transportation. The groups 
appeared to be relatively autonomous units with no central leader controlling the 
overall operation. However, the logistics and finances involved in such an operation 
might suggest that a crime group overseas instructed the offenders but there was no 
evidence to confirm this. Similarly, the evidence in the Uniana case (NI6) alluded to 
the existence of a “big boss” based in China, but the offenders appeared to work 
rather autonomously with each other in their various roles as crew member, broker or 
middleman and lieutenant.  
 
The transactional network focuses primarily on the role of brokers and 
middlemen. Williams (2001, 69) suggests that transactional and directed networks 
can co-exist but arguably, transactional networks can co-exist with any type of drug 
trafficking group. In most cases, brokers and middlemen facilitate transactions or 
communication between the dealer and buyer or the overseas supplier and importer. 
Therefore, in social network theory terms, the broker acts as a linking mechanism to 
fill a “structural hole” i.e. the gap between two disconnected parties (Burt 2005, 16). 
Given this role, brokers occupy a key position in importation ventures where 
importers need access to a drug source overseas. For example, in case NI10, the 
related actor Liang negotiated the heroin supply between the primary offender Chen 
and the Chinese supplier named “Cousin”.  
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In cases involving domestic supply, a middleman usually connects a potential 
buyer with a supplier that the middleman has dealt with previously. In VS1, the 
offender Truong acted as the middleman by introducing the buyer Jones (an 
undercover operative) to the supplier Pham. Jones needed access to a larger supply of 
heroin, beyond the quantities that Truong could provide him. The evidence suggested 
that Pham generally avoided dealing with buyers that were unknown to him. Pham 
initially stated to Truong that he was keen to establish trust with Jones before 
committing to the transaction. By maintaining an ongoing, trustful relationship with 
one party, the broker or middleman can effectively create opportunities for a third 
party to access drug quantities that were generally not offered to “strangers”. Thus, 
brokers played a key role in facilitating transactions for drug importers, suppliers and 
purchasers.  
 
The presence of flux networks could not be determined on the basis of 
evidence provided in the data. Criminals operating in flux networks appear largely 
opportunistic; they are unstable, amorphous and members lack trust and cohesion. 
Given these characteristics, it is difficult to ascertain whether any offenders would 
operate under this model and if so, these groups are unlikely to be classified as 
OCGs. Such a conclusion does not assume that all drug offenders must operate as an 
OCG but the nature of drug importation and supply would imply that a degree of 
planning, communication and perhaps, trust is required. Therefore, the likelihood 
that drug offenders would choose to operate under a flux network appears low, 
especially if success in the drug trade is dependent on the above factors.  
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Key findings – organised crime typologies  
The key issue with categorisation according to organised crime typologies is 
the need for highly detailed information regarding the internal structure of a group. 
This type of information was very limited in the data. Using the UN typology, the 
findings suggested that drug trafficking syndicates with an identifiable name may be 
categorised as a standard hierarchy. However, the cases lacked evidence regarding 
other characteristics of a standard hierarchy, such as the use of violence or defined 
territory. Furthermore, offenders in some cases appeared to operate under a 
hierarchical structure without satisfying any of the major elements which comprised 
the hierarchical models under the UN typology.  
 
Limitations in the data were also evident when categorising cases under the 
“criminal network” model. Criminal networks are defined by the activities of key 
individuals. The importation and supply cases provided numerous examples of 
offenders being assigned specific roles to perform in a group. However, there was no 
evidence to determine whether the group had the ability to reform after the exit of 
key individuals. This is a key indicator of the “dynamic” and amorphous nature of a 
network. The data provided clear examples of core groups. The core group usually 
comprised of a core group of leaders/principals supported by a group of drug runners 
or couriers.  
 
For network typologies, the data identified the presence of directed networks 
and transactional networks. The characteristics of directed networks were very 
similar to the UN “core group” model and therefore, offenders operating in core 
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groups were also categorised as directed networks. The transactional network 
focused on brokerage and the role of a broker at particular stages in a drug 
distribution chain. The broker is a key figure in social network theory as it acts a 
linking mechanism between two disconnected parties. Brokers and middlemen were 
identified in importation and supply cases, most commonly in importation because of 
the “structural hole” that usually exists between domestic purchasers and overseas 
suppliers. Directed and transactional networks can co-exist, although transactional 
networks could potentially be part of any network or hierarchy. Mesh networks and 
flux networks were the most difficult to identify in the data. All drug trafficking 
groups could operate in a mesh network (unless working alone); its characteristics 
are similar to the UN criminal network model. Drug offenders were unlikely to 
operate under a flux network because this type of network appeared to facilitate 
opportunistic crime.  
 
5.3.2 Drug trafficking typologies 
This section examines the application of drug trafficking typologies to the data 
based on two sets of typologies – typologies based on organisational form and 
typologies based on tasks and roles. Typologies based on organisational form focus 
on the operational aspects of a drug trafficking group i.e. how the group is physically 
structured. Typologies based on tasks and roles describe the individual roles adopted 
by each member. The distinguishing factor between various tasks and roles are those 
offenders that have physical contact with the drugs and those that avoid contact.  
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Typologies based on organisational form 
Typologies in this category examine the operational structure of drug 
trafficking groups. The typologies include Curtis’ (1996) four types of drug 
distributors and Kenney’s (2007a) wheel and chain networks. Curtis (1996) 
categorised drug distributors under four types: freelance distributors, family 
businesses, community-based organisations and corporate distributors. The freelance 
distributor reflects the network-style structures examined in previous typologies and 
the corporate distributor is similar to the standard hierarchy. The characteristics of 
Kenney’s (2007a) wheel and chain networks are similar to Williams’ (2001) directed 
and mesh networks. The directed network and wheel network is comprised of a core 
group and periphery network whereas the mesh and chain network is decentralised 
and characterised by direct interaction between actors. Therefore, drug trafficking 
groups that operate under directed and mesh networks can also be categorised as 
wheel and chain networks.  
 
Amongst the typologies reviewed in this study, Curtis’ (1996) typology 
provided the only model that focused primarily on the family unit as the basis for 
structure. Curtis (1996) does not define the term “family” but states that family 
businesses are based on “family and kinship ties”. Family businesses were identified 
in a number of cases, particularly in the supply data. However, the data did not fulfil 
all of the elements which comprised a “family business”. One element specified 
having a large number of individuals involved in the family business. It is unlikely 
that Curtis (1996) would have classified spouses or de-facto partners as “family” but 
the study adopted a wide definition of family to include these parties. The data 
suggested that drug trafficking groups involving family members were usually 
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smaller in numbers. For example, NS21 involved a mother and son team who 
operated a dealing business from their private residence. Although the evidence 
suggested that it was a family-run business, the deals appeared exclusively run by the 
mother and son with no assistance from any related actors. Small family units 
involved in drug distribution or importation were also evident in cases such as VS10, 
QI4 and QS5.  
 
Furthermore, offenders that operated under a family-run business usually 
deferred to a parent figure who occupied the superior role in the business. Curtis 
(1996) suggested that the family patriarch was usually the “leader” but the data 
suggested that either the family patriarch or matriarch could occupy this position. If 
the parent usually occupied a superior position, this indicated some division of labour 
in the business. Cases involving offenders that cooperated with siblings also 
demonstrated some division of labour because one sibling usually occupied a 
superior position over the other sibling/s (e.g. cases NS16 and NS20). However, 
there was no clear indication of this division being based on age or sex, as proposed 
by Curtis (1996). The family business is intended to serve the “collective” interests 
of the family but the data provided no explicit evidence of this element. However, 
this might be inferred from cases involving parent-child relationships as the child 
was often “assisting” the parent in some capacity or relied on the parent as the 
primary drug supplier. The family business model is somewhat reflected in 
community-based organisations because of the nexus between family and 
ethnicity/nationality, one of the defining characteristics of community-based 
organisations.  
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Community-based organisations share a defining characteristic such as 
ethnicity, religion or nationality (Curtis 1996). Curtis (1996) did not specify whether 
these characteristics formed the basis of recruitment into a drug trafficking group 
operating under this model. However, based on the requirement of ethnicity, these 
types of drug trafficking groups could develop in suburbs or areas containing ethnic 
enclaves. A number of cases involved drug supply amongst members of the 
Vietnamese community in New South Wales and Victoria. In case VS26, police 
investigated a suspected drug trafficking syndicate within the Vietnamese 
community. The principal, Martin Tran, had an extensive network of drug runners 
and customers. Police stated in evidence that the offenders conducted their deals and 
discussions largely in the Vietnamese language and even referred to one of their 
suppliers as “Anh Hai”, a term of respect for an older Vietnamese male. Cases 
involving community-based organisations generally referred to a “network” of drug 
distribution or described two or more groups (suppliers and buyers) that operated 
within a community. There was limited or no evidence of a central leader who 
controlled the distribution networks. Thus, the data highlighted the importance of 
ethnicity and shared language in facilitating the process of drug distribution within a 
community.  
 
Key findings – typologies based on organisational form  
Typologies based on organisation focused primarily on the four models 
proposed by Curtis (1996). Kenney’s (2007a) wheel and chain networks were 
covered by Williams’ (2001) network typology. Similar to the organised crime 
typologies, the application of data to Curtis’ (1996) typology satisfied only particular 
elements, with no model having all of its characteristics supported by the data. 
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Curtis’ (1996) typology was more applicable to the supply data than importation or 
cultivation because it focused exclusively on the distribution process. The data 
provided the strongest evidence for family businesses and community-based 
organisations perhaps owing to the fact that the data is comprised of offenders from 
an ethnic background. But even so, the information obtained from the data did not 
satisfy each element of the family business model and community-based 
organisations.  
 
The data highlighted the significance of ethnicity and shared language in 
facilitating the process of drug distribution within a community. The key Southeast 
Asian group identified in family and community-based organisations were 
Vietnamese offenders. The data provided evidence that drug distribution networks 
existed within Vietnamese communities and in some cases, involved more than one 
group of offenders. However, the evidence did not specify whether these offenders 
supplied drugs in an “ethnically concentrated basin” i.e. in a locality that had a large 
Vietnamese community or if the offenders made decisions to supply only to 
Vietnamese customers and dealers. Suppliers are likely to have extensive customer 
networks which may include non-Asian customers who were not identified in the 
data. Curtis’ (1996) typology demonstrated that family and shared ethnicity were key 
characteristics in Southeast Asian drug distribution networks but only tentative 
conclusions can be made regarding the extent to which these factors influenced a 
supplier’s relationship with other dealers and buyers.     
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Typologies based on tasks/roles 
The assignment of roles and tasks will be discussed according to the offence 
type. An individual’s role appears dependent on the nature of their offending e.g. 
importing, supplying or production (cultivation). Specific roles and tasks are 
distinguished on the basis of physical contact with the drugs; those with contact often 
occupy subordinate roles and those that can avoid contact usually occupy superior 
roles. Some of the typologies, such as Kenney (2007a) and Decker and Chapman 
(2008), were developed specifically to describe roles in drug importation. Therefore, 
these typologies are unlikely to have broad application beyond the importation data. 
Other typologies attempted to cover the range of roles adopted across an entire 
distribution chain from production, importation and supply. Johnson, Dunlap and 
Tourigny’s (2000) typology cover a range of roles from the grower/producer to the 
retail “salesman”. Furthermore, the same roles were identified across a number of 
typologies. For example, the role of “leader” or “organizer” was identified by 
Williams (2001), Kenney (2007b) and Decker and Chapman (2008). In social 
network theory, the leader is the actor with the “highest cognitive load”; s/he is 
experienced, resourceful and has the ability to delegate tasks (Morselli 2009, 14; 
Carley, Lee and Krackhardt 2002, 84)).  
 
The importation data provided clear evidence on the assignment of tasks and 
roles because the processes involved in an importation operation were far more 
complex than supply or cultivation. Two typologies identified roles that were 
specific to importation: Kenney (2007b) and Decker and Chapman (2008). Kenney’s 
(2007b) typology appeared to focus on importations that relied on couriers ingesting 
drugs. Both typologies included a “leader” or “organizer” role; these offenders 
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occupied a superior position in the importation. However, the role of an organiser did 
not necessarily equate to being a principal or leader. This individual could occupy a 
position just below the leader and therefore, be acting upon the leader’s instructions. 
A number of offenders in the importation cases occupied “leader” or “organiser” 
roles but as noted in the data, it was a rare to have the opportunity or information to 
capture an offender operating at that level of the distribution chain. Also, the leader 
of an importation venture was likely to have the same attributes as an organiser that 
is, knowledge on all aspects of the drug operation, access to foreign contacts and 
previous involvement in other smuggling operations.      
 
Cases involving leaders or organizers were identified in at least 10 cases across 
the three jurisdictions being NI4, NI7, NI9, NI17, NI19, NI28, NI30, VI2, VI4 and 
QI4. New South Wales had the highest number of importation cases and these cases 
usually involved large-scale importation ventures. Therefore, the majority of leaders 
and organisers were identified in the New South Wales data. The key characteristic 
that distinguished leaders and organisers from other subordinate roles was their 
knowledge regarding the importation operation. Offenders that occupied leader or 
organiser roles could provide more detailed information regarding the importation 
method, logistics and transportation, suppliers and other contacts or associates 
involved in the operation. Conversely, offenders that occupied subordinate roles such 
as couriers or drivers often were often less familiar with the processes involved and 
had limited knowledge regarding other offenders. Therefore, the position an offender 
occupied in the operation appeared to determine whether they were privy to certain 
types of information.  
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Kenney (2007b) also identified “investors” as a key role in smuggling 
operations. Large-scale drug smuggling operations require extensive resources but 
hardly any cases identified the source of funding for the importation. In the Uniana 
case (NI6), the related actor Poon owned the original vessel named the “Ming Star” 
(later to be re-named the Uniana). Poon financed the process of modifying the Ming 
Star into a smuggling vessel. Thus, investors can finance an entire operation or 
provide funds for one element of the importation, such as the smuggling vessel. The 
difficulty in identifying investors is that these offenders were more likely to be based 
overseas. The “buyer” and “packer” are two roles that are also likely to be based 
overseas because they deal directly with the drugs prior to its transportation to the 
destination country. However, Kenney’s (2007b) version of the “packer” role is 
specific to courier importations only; the packer compresses heroin or cocaine into 
“digestible” capsules. No cases identified offenders that occupied the role of a 
packer. The data did not provide any explicit evidence of a buyer. The buyer is also 
likely to act as a broker between the supplier and an Australian purchaser. The 
involvement of a buyer could be inferred from offenders who dealt directly with 
overseas suppliers but again, there was very little information regarding the process 
involved in purchasing drugs from the source country.  
 
A recruiter enlisted couriers and issued them with the necessary travel 
documentation (Kenney 2007b, 33). Most cases involving couriers provided some 
evidence of recruitment, usually by an individual in the same country which the 
courier is travelling or by a recruiter based in Australia. In NI26, the offenders 
recruited at least five couriers to undertake a series of heroin importations from 
Vietnam to Australia. The offenders paid for the couriers’ airfares and other 
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expenses. Thus, the recruiter provided the means (courier) to facilitate the 
importation. After the recruiter had enlisted couriers, the couriers were prepared by a 
“trainer” to ingest the drug capsules and given advice on how to avoid any problems 
at airports. Similar to other roles based overseas, the data provided no evidence of a 
“trainer”. However, given that the data provides cases of couriers ingesting drugs, it 
is possible to assume that a trainer would be involved in the process.  
   
The inclusion of an “enforcer” in Kenney’s (2007b) typology appeared 
somewhat disconnected with the other roles. No offenders in the data engaged in 
violent behaviour. Only one case suggested that the offender was prepared to use 
violence to ensure compliance from another offender but that case involved supply, 
not importation. The element of “violence” is included in other typologies, mainly 
hierarchical models, but the offenders in the data did not engage in any violent 
behaviour. The threat or use of violence can be an indicator of a group’s prevalence 
in an area, particularly for triad-like groups who have typically engaged in violence 
during territorial contests (Broadhurst, Gordon and MacFarlane 2012, 148). Violent 
behaviour is also associated with certain types of organised crime activity e.g. vice, 
extortion, street crime and drug dealing. For drug offenders in the data, the avoidance 
of violent behaviour may be evidence of a risk-management strategy. Violence is 
likely to draw unwanted attention from policing bodies which is essentially “bad for 
business”. Furthermore, the lack of violence could indicate that these offenders do 
not operate in large criminal networks or hierarchies that may require the use of 
violence to support the internal and external authority of the group.  
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In the final stages of the importation when couriers reach the destination 
country, the courier is likely to be contacted by a “receiver” (Kenney 2007b). The 
receiver meets the courier or directs the courier to a location or a “stash house” (drug 
storage) where they can safely expel the drugs from their system. Two cases, NI5 
and QI2, provided some evidence of the couriers meeting a receiver at a given 
location to make the exchange. There were a limited number of cases involving drug 
ingestion. However, the majority of couriers travelling to Australia are likely to have 
a contact upon their arrival, regardless of the method used for drug concealment. 
Receivers were also responsible for selling the drugs to wholesale buyers but there 
was limited evidence of this stage in the importation because most couriers were 
apprehended before they were able to contact the receiver. 
 
Decker and Chapman’s (2008) typology proposed a number of key roles in 
drug smuggling which involved air or sea modes of transportation. Unlike Kenney 
(2007b), Decker and Chapman do not specify the roles associated with sourcing the 
initial drug supply or the use of couriers in drug smuggling. The Pong Su (VI6) and 
Uniana (NI6) importations included boat captains and offloaders because the 
transportation method required this type of personnel. There was no evidence of an 
airplane pilot facilitating the movement of drugs. Importations via air travel were 
only identified in cases involving couriers ingesting or carrying drugs. Once the 
drugs reached the destination country, “offloaders” are recruited to remove the drugs 
from the boat and transfer it from one mode of transportation to another or to a safe 
location for storage. 
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For importations by sea, the offloaders usually travelled with the drugs from 
the source country to the destination country. Once the vessel reached the destination 
country, the offloader would be “dispatched” from the vessel to meet the receivers or 
the “landing party” waiting onshore. For example, in the Pong Su case (VI6), the 
related actors Chui and Wong travelled with the boat crewmen to Melbourne, 
Australia. When the Pong Su reached the location, a dinghy was dispatched from the 
vessel carrying Chui, Wong and the heroin packages. Therefore, the offloaders may 
be members of the onboard crew rather than a separate party awaiting delivery at the 
collection point. Decker and Chapman (2008) also identified organisers and 
brokers/intermediaries in their typology but these two roles are not necessarily 
specific to importation and can be part of supply chains. The definition of organisers 
and brokers in this typology is consistent with other definitions of the same role. 
Therefore, the presence of these roles in the importation and supply data has been 
established in previous discussion of other typologies which identified the same 
roles.  
 
Williams (2001, 82) typology was not developed specifically to describe roles 
and tasks in drug smuggling or distribution; the typology identifies generic roles 
within criminal networks. However, Williams (2001, 84) acknowledged that some 
types of criminal networks will require more specific roles, such as chemists or drug 
“cutters” in a drug distribution network. These offenders may occupy limited roles in 
the network but are crucial in facilitating drug production and supply. From the 
typology, three types of roles were identified in the data: organisers, extenders and 
crossovers. The position of an organiser can be aligned with discussions on “leaders” 
in previous typologies. This role has been consistently established in the data and 
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requires no further discussion. Extenders and crossovers have similar characteristics 
because both roles create a relationship between the licit and illicit worlds. Extenders 
attempt to encourage “defectors” from legitimate businesses and public agencies 
whereas crossovers operate in both the legitimate and illegitimate economies to 
provide protection and information for the illicit sector. The data provided clearer 
evidence of crossovers than extenders. To identify an extender would require 
knowledge on their motivation and reasons for participating in criminal activity i.e. 
whether they actually “defected” from a position in a legitimate business or public 
institution.  
 
Evidence of crossovers was demonstrated in cases involving offenders who 
either: 
a) used legitimate companies they owned or created to facilitate a drug 
importation or provide a warehouse for drug storage and supply; or 
b) used their position in a legitimate company to facilitate a drug 
importation.  
Offenders that utilised legitimate business fronts and/or their position in a 
company was previously discussed in the Stage 1 analysis. Using Williams’ (2001) 
term, the first type of crossover was apparent in cases such as NI19, NI25 and NI29 
whereby the offender created a legitimate company for the sole purpose of assisting 
an importation. The second type of crossover was evident in NI10 where a related 
actor named Stanbouli occupied the position of an air freight manager in a freight 
forwarding agency. When the consignment arrived at the destination, Stanbouli 
notified other members of the importation group that the consignment was ready for 
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collection. Crossovers can occupy more than one role in a drug operation. Some 
crossovers are also principals or organisers in the operation. Offenders that occupy 
this role exclusively are unlikely to have any other significant involvement in an 
operation, beyond the benefits they can offer as a crossover.  
 
Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny (2000) developed a typology that identified 
roles across various phases of a drug trafficking operation including production, 
importation and wholesale and retail supply. Some of the roles were not identified in 
the data. For example, cases involving heroin or cocaine will surely involve a 
grower/producer and manufacturer because these drugs are typically sourced from 
overseas suppliers and are not produced by domestic drug markets. However, the 
data contained no information on the individuals who occupied these roles. This type 
of information is unlikely to be accessible through traditional policing methods or 
field research. The remaining roles correspond with the offence types. Importers and 
wholesalers are represented in the importation and supply data. Using this typology, 
it was very difficult to distinguish between the various types of dealers and 
distributors in the data. More detailed information is required to accurately categorise 
a supply offender as an assistant manager, regional distributor or a mere salesman. 
The typology demonstrated the various roles that offenders could adopt in the supply 
phase but the data could not support this level of categorisation because it lacked the 
necessary detail.  
 
Key findings – typologies based on tasks/roles 
The data was more suited to categorisation based on tasks and roles as most 
offenders and related actors had an assigned role, particularly in importation cases. 
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However, categorising offenders on this basis provided limited information regarding 
the operational structure of groups (if any). For example, structure may be identified 
in cases where offenders occupied principal or organiser roles because these 
offenders were more likely to be instructing a group of offenders. This provides 
evidence of a chain of command. However, it was more difficult to determine 
structure in other cases, such as those involving a group of street dealers or 
wholesalers e.g. offenders that collaborated with each other but occupied the same 
roles. These offenders could be operating in loose networks or be part of a hierarchy 
where the superior recruits a group of dealers to distribute drugs.  
 
5.4 STAGE 3 – SYNTHESIS OF STAGE 1 & 2 
This stage of analysis involved synthesising the findings from the first and 
second stages of analysis. The purpose of this stage is to highlight those findings that 
were similar in both approaches to the analysis and those findings that can be clearly 
distinguished from one another. To analyse the data from multiple methodological 
perspectives served two key purposes and overall, ensured a more comprehensive 
approach to the analysis. First, an analysis of the “raw” data through the grounded 
theory perspective identified concepts that were not explicit in the process of content 
analysis. Second, the content analysis stage involved testing various organised crime 
and drug trafficking typologies against the data in order to reach conclusions on the 
utility and effectiveness of these typologies.  
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5.4.1 Findings – differences  
The axial coding process from the grounded approach enabled the 
identification of relationships between specific categories; this process was not 
facilitated in the content analysis phase. This meant that some categories influenced 
the nature of one or more other categories. For example, the category of “drug 
quantity” impacted upon the category of “method” in importation. The drug quantity 
appeared to determine the method chosen to import the drugs. A large, multiple 
kilogram drug quantity required far more sophisticated methods of concealment and 
transportation than a courier carrying less than a kilogram into Australia. Also, cases 
involving large drug quantities and complex importation methods generally required 
multiple offenders and related actors. Thus, this finding demonstrated a relationship 
between three categories – drug quantity, method and number of offenders and 
related actors. Identifying relationships across categories is significant for drawing 
conclusions regarding the operational structure of these groups because this process 
demonstrated a degree of inter-dependence between the categories. The manner in 
which some offenders were organised and/or recruited was driven by factors such as 
drug quantity, method, age or ethnicity. Such findings were not identified in the 
content analysis stage because the analysis was restricted to the application of 
specific typologies.  
 
A key outcome of the grounded approach is the identification of concepts that 
are entirely unique to the data. The grounded analysis of the data highlighted the 
significance of an offender’s individual circumstances and characteristics that 
appeared to determine the position they adopted in a drug trafficking operation. The 
individual circumstances include drug addictions, personal or family issues and 
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financial difficulties. There are no typologies or theories that account for the impact 
of individual circumstances on a criminal’s position in a drug trafficking operation. 
For example, drug-addicted offenders routinely occupied low-level positions such as 
a street dealer, courier or driver. This was most evident in the supply data where a 
drug-addicted offender dealt drugs to gain access to a personal supply or occupied a 
subordinate position that made the offender highly expendable. A number of couriers 
recruited to transport drugs had financial debts that were known by their recruiters. 
These offenders were usually recruited on a “one-off” basis, were expendable and 
therefore, did not have the same knowledge or degree of longevity in a group as 
other offenders.  
 
These findings are significant for understanding operational structure for a 
number of reasons. First, offenders that occupied low-level positions had limited 
knowledge regarding other criminals, especially those criminals that occupied more 
senior positions. Second, these offenders were considered “expendable”; they could 
be easily replaced by someone else under similar circumstances. Third, drug-
addicted dealers selling small gram quantities could operate sufficiently on their own 
or in a partnership, without the need for support from a drug syndicate or “group” 
structure. Fourth, the courts often made a distinction between drug-addicted 
offenders and commercial dealers. Drug-addicted offenders were often motivated to 
deal or participate in other types of drug offending to feed their addictions whereas 
commercial dealers dealt primarily for profit. Therefore, commercial dealers were 
more likely to have access to high-level suppliers and larger drug quantities. 
Evidently, an offender’s personal circumstances may impact upon the position they 
occupy or their involvement in a drug trafficking venture.  
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The grounded theory approach also identified concepts that received minimal 
attention in the content analysis phase. These concepts include family relationships 
and mono-ethnic and multi-ethnic relations. Some typologies included characteristics 
that focused on family relationships and ethnic identities but these typologies 
provided very little guidance on the nature of those characteristics. For example, 
typologies that categorised a particular group as having a strong social/ethnic identity 
did not provide details as to whether ethnicity formed the basis for internal 
recruitment or whether members dealt exclusively with groups of the same ethnicity. 
The grounded approach provided the means to assess the extent to which these 
factors influenced internal and external relationships. Mono-ethnic relations were 
more common in the supply data than the importation data, perhaps owing to the 
need for particular skills sets and contacts in importation ventures that was prioritised 
over mono-ethnic group members.  
 
Finally, the cultivation data was only subject to a grounded coding process 
because there were no typologies in the content analysis phase that focused 
exclusively on cultivation. Some typologies identified the role of “growers” or 
“producers” but these roles were relevant in the context of importing drugs from an 
overseas source. Widespread domestic production of cannabis means there is little 
demand (or need) for imported cannabis. Research into the structure of the cannabis 
cultivation market is very limited, given that this type of drug production is often 
carried out in the privacy of an offender’s home.   
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5.4.2 Findings – similarities  
Some typologies focusing on organisational structure included elements of 
family and ethnicity as key characteristics. Ethnicity was a key component of 
hierarchical models under the UN typology and Curtis’ (1996) typology of drug 
trafficking groups included “family businesses”. Under the UN hierarchical models, 
ethnicity was restricted to having a “strong social/ethnic identity” within the group. It 
could be assumed that this characteristic was limited to recruitment procedures but 
did not account for external relations with other groups. Using the grounded 
approach, ethnicity might indicate a specific preference for co-offenders insofar as it 
provided a potential basis for recruitment. However, it could also indicate an 
ethnically concentrated “social basin” (Morselli 2005, 33) whereby offenders dealt 
with other offenders of the same ethnicity because they all lived in a particular area. 
In the grounded analysis, “family relationships” were given a relatively wide 
definition to include relatives, de facto partners and spouses. There was some 
evidence of family members operating under a chain of command or hierarchical 
structure but other cases provided no evidence of any existing structure within 
groups involving family members. No cases involving family members satisfied each 
element under Curtis’ (1996) family business model.  
 
In both stages of analysis, a number of key roles and tasks were identified 
including couriers, drivers/transporters, organisers, managers or principals. The 
category of “role” in the grounded approach described the offender’s role in the 
operation or the tasks they were assigned to perform. In the content analysis phase, 
the typologies based on tasks and roles accounted for the majority of roles identified 
in the first stage of analysis. However, the typologies also proposed a number of 
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additional roles that were not identified in the grounded analysis. For example, roles 
associated with maintaining order and discipline in a group (enforcers) or “investors” 
that contributed finances to an operation. However, these roles were either not 
identified in any cases or only in a small number of cases. The grounded analysis 
also highlighted particular tasks undertaken by offenders without assigning them a 
specific role or title. This was the case with offenders who occupied a position in a 
legitimate company or used their own businesses to store drugs and/or facilitate an 
importation. When the same cases were examined using the typologies, these 
offenders were identified as “extenders” and “crossovers” because typologies 
naturally facilitate a process of classification.  
 
Key findings – Stage 3 
Stage three of the analysis involved examining the findings from stage one and 
two to reach conclusions about the similarities or disparities between the two sets of 
findings. Both stages of analysis covered the assignment of roles and tasks although 
stage two provided a more extensive list of roles based on those produced in the 
typologies. Also, categories such as ethnicity and family relationships were evident 
in both stages although the analyses in stage were restricted by the definitions of 
ethnicity and family in the typologies. Discussions on ethnicity and family in the 
grounded approach provided a more comprehensive analysis. In particular, the 
grounded approach discussed the significance of ethnicity in dealing with other drug 
offending individuals/groups. The grounded approach demonstrated that family 
members could operate in a variety of structures or alternatively, under no 
operational structure at all. Given the disparate analytical approaches to the data, the 
findings produced in each stage can be distinguished on a number of grounds. 
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The focus of the content analysis phase was to test the utility of the typologies 
against the data. This is intimately linked with the primary research question. 
However, the focus of the content analysis phase was also limited by the use of 
typologies, thereby excluding other “theoretical possibilities” that may emerge from 
the data. The grounded approach intended to fill this gap in the analysis. Through 
axial coding in the grounded theory framework, relationships were identified 
between categories such as drug quantity, method and number of offenders or age 
and role. This process was not facilitated by the content analysis approach because 
the findings were restricted to the individual characteristics of the typologies. The 
grounded approach also produced findings that were entirely unique to the data; this 
is one of the key outcomes that define the grounded theory perspective. Such 
findings include the significance of an offender’s individual circumstances which 
might determine their position in a drug trafficking operation. Furthermore, the 
grounded approach examined concepts such as ethnic and family relationships that 
received some but otherwise, limited attention in the content analysis phase. Finally, 
the cultivation data was only discussed using the grounded theory approach because 
no typologies examined this type of offending.   
  
5.5 ADDITIONAL FINDINGS  
This section of the chapter will discuss findings that were outside of the scope 
of analysis in stage one and two. Also, this section will examine the data in light of 
theoretical perspectives that are relevant to Southeast Asian drug offending but could 
not be discussed using a grounded theory framework or applied as a typology. These 
findings appear relatively disassociated with one another but they highlight key 
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features of the data that were excluded from the previous two stages of analysis. The 
discussion includes an overall assessment of the operational structure of Southeast 
Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia based on theoretical and law enforcement 
perspectives, the production, cultivation and movement of specific types of drugs, 
and drug offending within the Vietnamese community.  
 
The literature suggests that drug trafficking is better characterised by loose, 
fluid networks that are both flexible and adaptable in their operations (Natarajan 
2006, 172; Mackenzie 2002, 3). The presence of hierarchical structures is considered 
“unnecessary” for success in organised crime activity (Morselli 2009, 55; Pearson 
and Hobbs 2001, 12; Reuter and Haaga 1989, 40). However, OCGs can operate 
under a hybrid structure comprised of hierarchical and network elements (Williams 
2001, 69). The data showed evidence of hybrid structures through the existence of 
core groups or directed networks. A number of cases such as NS16, NI26, NS36, 
VS11 and VS12 provided evidence of a core group of offenders (i.e. the hierarchical 
element) controlling a network of drug runners, couriers or other drug offenders. 
These cases provided the clearest examples of a degree of organisation based upon 
the typologies.  
 
The data also provided evidence of offenders operating under a chain of 
command, particularly in large-scale importation cases and cases involving family 
members. However, these cases which appeared to involve some type of “hierarchy” 
could not be categorised according to any of the hierarchical models e.g. the standard 
hierarchy in the UN typology. These groups showed evidence of a “top down” chain 
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of authority but had none of the additional characteristics which would make it a 
standard hierarchy. Family members collaborating with one another appeared to 
operate in a self-contained hierarchy with the family patriarch or matriarch 
instructing other family members. Again, this type of hierarchy could not be 
accurately categorised as any of the hierarchies presented in the typologies. The vast 
majority of the data demonstrated that drug offences were carried out by small 
groups, partnerships and individuals. A number of studies suggest that drug 
trafficking is undertaken by individuals operating in small groups or partnerships 
(Zaitch 2002, 297; Pearson and Hobbs 2001, vi; Adler 1983, 82). There was very 
limited evidence which could point to the existence of established “hierarchies” or 
extensive criminal networks in the data. Furthermore, these groups and individuals 
operated in isolation from each other. Only a very small number of cases provided 
evidence of different offenders dealing with the same suppliers or the same 
customers across the data but often, offenders were rarely acquainted with each 
other.  
 
Admittedly, the nature of conviction data and the analysis of “captured” 
offenders only is a limitation which may restrict the type of information available 
regarding the operational structure of these groups. In particular, a number of the 
importation cases involved offenders that were based overseas and jurisdictional 
issues would prevent access to information for the purposes of categorising 
offenders. However, offenders operating in small groups, partnerships or as 
individual dealers were evident across all types of offences. In the importation data, 
whilst some cases involving multiple hundred kilograms of drugs required more than 
one group of offenders, other cases involving similar amounts appeared adequately 
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managed by two offenders. The supply data also indicated that multiple kilogram 
quantities could be trafficked using a group of offenders or only one or two 
offenders. In the retail drug market, some offenders will only deal with those they 
know and trust whereas others will openly deal with any potential buyers (May and 
Hough 2004, 550). The supply data provided some evidence of offenders only 
dealing with friends or an unknown third party through introduction by an acquainted 
“middleman”. However, the cases often lacked information regarding whether a 
dealer knew their customer prior to a transaction.  
 
The cultivation data provided evidence that Southeast Asian offenders are 
involved in cannabis (marijuana) cultivation in New South Wales and Victoria. 
However, in Queensland, no cultivation cases were identified involving Southeast 
Asian offenders. Academic research and law enforcement data in Australia provide 
very limited information on the extent of Southeast Asian involvement in cannabis 
cultivation. The ACC (2011, 65) noted that some Vietnamese communities were 
involved in the commercial cultivation of cannabis but provided no definitive 
evidence to confirm this statement. In Canada, Vietnamese-based groups have been 
found to be extensively involved in large-scale cultivation of marijuana (Albanese 
2004, 13). The current data suggests that members of the Vietnamese community are 
involved in cannabis cultivation but the majority of these offenders appeared to work 
alone or at most, in a partnership. Only one case involved multiple offenders but 
these offenders were required to manage a cannabis plantation, a significantly more 
large-scale operation than the average offender growing cannabis in their home.  
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The data highlighted that Southeast Asian offenders were still heavily involved 
in the heroin market, despite increased production and trafficking of ATS drugs from 
Southeast Asia. Although in recent years, the AFP has seized larger quantities of 
heroin from South-West Asia (mainly Afghanistan) at the Australian border (AFP 
2009, 24), the importation data demonstrates that heroin imported by Southeast 
Asian offenders continues to originate from areas in the Golden Triangle or other 
countries in Southeast Asia. In particular, AFP statistics report that more heroin 
couriers travel to Australia from Vietnam than any other country (AFP 2009b, 18). 
The data reflects similar findings as a number of courier cases involved offenders 
being recruited to carry heroin from Vietnam to Australia. Generally, the highest 
proportion of drug couriers entering Australia are over 40 years, with no criminal 
history and are usually in difficult financial circumstances or enticed by an “all 
expenses paid” trip (AFP 2009b, 19). The data provided evidence of all these factors, 
especially the impact of difficult individual circumstances on an offender’s decision 
to partake in drug smuggling activities. Thus, the findings reinforce the notion of 
couriers as an “expendable commodity” and that couriers are unlikely to have the 
same degree of longevity in a drug smuggling group as offenders that occupy more 
superior positions.  
 
Whilst the highest proportion of cases involved heroin, the data suggests that 
Southeast Asian offenders also participated in the trafficking and supply of ATS 
drugs. The ACC (2011, 60) report that Southeast Asian crime groups are involved in 
the production and distribution of methylamphetamine in Australia but the extent of 
their involvement or the evidence supporting these conclusions is not identified. 
Furthermore, Southeast Asian criminal groups allegedly dominate the production of 
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MDMA in Canada and that Canada is considered a key embarkation point for 
MDMA into Australia (ACC 2011, 60; ACC 2010, 28). However, whether these 
findings are based on empirical research or official data (e.g. seizure statistics) is also 
unknown. The current data supports the finding to the extent that Southeast Asian 
crime groups are involved in the trafficking and supply of ATS drugs. However, 
there is no explicit evidence which suggests that Southeast Asian offenders are 
involved in domestic production of ATS particularly, the operation of clan labs. The 
involvement of Southeast Asian offenders in domestic ATS drug production may be 
implied from cases NI23 and NI24 which describe the offenders’ attempts to import 
pseudoephedrine, a common precursor in ATS products. These cases might suggest 
the existence of clan labs but there is a lack of conclusive evidence in relation to this.       
 
Only a small number of cases involved cocaine smuggling and supply. The 
ACC (2011, 57) noted that knowledge of the cocaine market was limited compared 
to other illicit drug markets because the size or extent of this market could not be 
assessed using traditional research methods. Also, the cocaine market is primarily 
controlled by crime groups with links to Central and South America (ACC 2011, 57). 
This might account for the limited involvement of Southeast Asian offenders in the 
cocaine market. However, the involvement of Southeast Asian offenders in the 
heroin and ATS markets is significantly higher because access to those drug supplies 
in Southeast Asia is presumably easier, given shared language and cultural 
connections. Vietnamese offenders comprised the largest ethnic group in the data. 
Across all offence types, 72% of cases involved at least one Vietnamese offender. In 
Australia, the Vietnamese community are the most researched ethnic group in 
relation to illicit drug use (Beyer and Reid 2000, 74). The data does not provide any 
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conclusive evidence as to why Vietnamese offenders are over-represented. However, 
research has suggested that social, cultural and economic factors within the 
Vietnamese community have increased their vulnerability to becoming involved in 
illicit drug use and dealing (Beyer and Reid 2000, 74). This type of information may 
be identified in sentencing remarks on the offender’s personal background and 
circumstances but it is beyond the scope of this study.   
 
In summary, there is limited evidence to suggest that Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups operate under large hierarchical structures or criminal networks. 
The presence of these structures in the data is on a much smaller scale for example, 
the hierarchy in a suburban, family-based trafficking group. For most cases, the 
information in the data could rarely match the detail required for categorisation under 
a specific model. Southeast Asian drug offenders were better characterised as 
operating in small, independent groups, partnerships or as individual dealers and 
cultivators. Operational structure appeared to vary by offence type and drug quantity 
than the type of drugs being imported or supplied. The method of production, 
importation and supply usually varies according to drug type and hence, operational 
structure should also vary. However, there was little evidence produced in the data 
that supported this notion except in the cultivation data. The nature of cannabis 
cultivation is that it can be successfully carried out in the private home and therefore, 
this part of the data provided evidence of offenders operating alone or at most, with 
one or two other co-offenders.  
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From the data, Southeast Asian offenders are primarily involved in the 
importation and supply of heroin, followed by ATS. Southeast Asia and in particular, 
the Golden Triangle, are key production sites for both heroin and methamphetamine. 
The data demonstrates that heroin importations into Australia still originate from this 
region. Furthermore, it is likely that shared language and cultural background enable 
easier access for offenders to negotiate drug supplies in their respective homelands. 
Vietnamese offenders comprise the largest ethnic group in the data and their 
presence is evident at all levels of the drug market from importing to supply and 
cultivation. This ethnic group was not targeted specifically in the process of 
obtaining data. However, research has indicated that the Vietnamese community has 
had long-standing involvement with illicit drug use in Australia. Also, the existence 
of ethnic enclaves and large Vietnamese communities in the three jurisdictions 
(particularly New South Wales) may also have affected the representation of ethnic 
groups in the data.    
 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
This chapter examined the findings by adopting three analytical approaches – 
grounded theory, content analysis and a synthesis of those two stages. The grounded 
theory approach enabled relationships to be identified between categories in the data 
for example, drug quantity, methods and offender characteristics. In particular, the 
grounded theory analysis provided insight into factors that may influence the 
operational structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. The content 
analysis phase involved the application of organised crime and drug trafficking 
typologies to the data. The third stage of analysis was comparative in nature and 
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demonstrated the need for a comprehensive approach to the analysis. The purpose of 
the grounded theory phase was to identify concepts and relationships that emerged 
from the data, without the use of any theoretical frameworks. The grounded theory 
phase supplemented the content analysis stage, which applied typologies of 
organised crime and drug trafficking. A “fourth” stage of analysis discussed aspects 
of the data using theoretical perspectives and empirical research that could not be 
explored in the previous stages of analysis. A key outcome of these analyses is 
working towards the development of a theory on the operational structure of 
Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups.  
 
Under the axial coding process, the presence of multi-ethnic and mono-ethnic 
relations was evident across all offence types. The supply data appeared to indicate 
that mono-ethnic groups were more common but given the nature of dealing, 
particularly street dealing, the data could not confirm the extent of an offender’s 
customer networks and whether they operated in open or closed markets. Therefore, 
an offender could potentially deal with any customer regardless of ethnicity but 
often, there was very little evidence to indicate buyer preference. The data varied 
more significantly by offence type when examining the presence of family relations. 
Offenders in the supply cases were more likely to collaborate with family members 
than offenders in the importation cases. A possible explanation for this finding is that 
importation ventures are usually more complex and thus, the need for skills and 
contacts may be prioritised.  
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Based on the importation data, the drug quantity appeared to determine the 
method used for importation. Larger quantities generally required more complex 
methods of concealment and shipping such as the use of a shipping container or boat. 
A complex method used to conceal or import the drugs implied a greater need for 
personnel with specific skills, contacts and resources. This requirement was a key 
factor in the importation cases. Some offenders were recruited because they had 
access to suppliers (e.g. brokerage networks), owned legitimate companies or had the 
means to create one, occupied a position in a licit company or had particular 
skills/knowledge that would benefit the operation. Otherwise, some offenders 
became involved in an importation because their individual circumstances made 
them vulnerable to recruitment. A number of couriers fall into this category. Couriers 
were found to be expendable, easily replaced and often, had very limited knowledge 
regarding other members in the operation.  
 
The data produced somewhat conflicting evidence on the operational structure 
of groups involved in large-scale importation. If a group planned to import up to 
hundreds of kilograms of drugs, it is reasonably expected that such a venture would 
require numerous recruits and resources to account for the multiple steps involved in 
packing, transportation and delivery. Whilst some cases provided clear evidence of 
multiple offenders, a chain of command and a methodical process undertaken to 
carry out the importation, other cases involving small groups or partnerships 
provided hardly any evidence of management or recruitment for that purpose. There 
was no conclusive evidence which suggested that significantly large importations 
could not be successfully carried out by small groups or partnerships. However, it 
was noted that the cross-border nature of importation meant that cases which 
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appeared to involve only two or three offenders could potentially include other 
criminals based overseas. Thus, issues of jurisdiction would pose some difficulty in 
identifying and prosecuting overseas crime groups assisting Australian-based 
offenders. 
 
The supply data presented the most variation in terms of operational structure 
amongst members. There was some evidence of young offenders adopting 
subordinate roles (e.g. courier, driver, drug runner) but mostly, other roles appeared 
widely dispersed across a variety of age groups. Thus, the offender’s role appeared 
less connected to their age, especially in Victoria and Queensland. Cases involving 
drug syndicates demonstrated clearer evidence of assignment of roles. Offenders that 
were members of syndicates usually operated under some chain of command and 
were involved in dealing larger quantities than the average wholesaler or street 
dealer. However, the identification of a drug syndicate was less common in the data 
than those offenders operating in a more ad hoc style.  
 
As the method of supply was relatively uniform across all cases, the data 
indicated that deals could be carried out by multiple offenders or one offender. 
However, it was difficult to draw connections between offenders. For example, cases 
involving street dealers usually provided very limited evidence of their connections 
or relations with other dealers and/or suppliers (if any). Offenders in the supply data 
appeared largely disconnected; they operated in isolation to one another with only a 
handful of cases showing different offenders purchasing drugs from the same 
suppliers. Offenders involved in supply were more likely to collaborate with family 
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members and therefore, ethnic homogeneity was common amongst groups and 
partnerships in the supply data.  
 
The cultivation data accounted for the smallest proportion of the overall data. 
Cultivators are difficult to target because the majority of small-scale cultivation 
appears to be undertaken in private residences. There is a paucity of research 
regarding the involvement of Southeast Asian offenders in the cannabis market. 
Given that the cultivation data comprised only 9% of the total data, conclusions 
about the nature of cannabis cultivation in Southeast Asian communities are mostly 
tentative. Cannabis is considered a “domestic” drug and therefore, the limited data on 
cultivation cases might suggest that many offenders (both Southeast Asian and other 
ethnicities) are routinely avoiding police contact. However, the means to grow 
cannabis in the private home may provide less exposure than offenders who deal in 
other illicit drug markets. Furthermore, the majority of cultivators appeared to work 
alone or at most, with one or two other co-offenders. This finding may imply that 
cultivators are not part of extensive drug distribution networks or OCGs. In fact, 
there was rarely any evidence of cultivators growing cannabis for the purpose of on-
selling the drugs, although in some cases, the quantity might indicate commercial 
cultivation.  
 
The typologies provided limited assistance when categorising Southeast Asian 
drug offenders, particularly typologies that focused exclusively on operational 
structure. A key issue with categorisation using organised crime typologies is the 
need for highly detailed information from the data. Similar problems were noted with 
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the application of drug trafficking typologies based on organisational structure. For 
example, a number of cases provided evidence of some hierarchical structure that 
might indicate the presence of a standard hierarchy. However, evidence would be 
lacking in relation to other key characteristics such as the use of violence of a defined 
territory. In most cases, the typologies could not be applied with any degree of 
certainty. From the models, the data provided the clearest examples of groups 
operating under “core group” structures, directed networks or transactional networks. 
The core group usually comprised of a core group of leaders or recruiters who led a 
team of drug runners and couriers. The transactional network was evidenced by the 
presence of brokers linking buyers with an overseas supplier or a local dealer and 
purchaser. Using the drug trafficking typologies based on organisational structure, 
only family businesses and community-based organisations were supported by the 
data. However, this finding may be influenced by the study’s focus on Southeast 
Asian offenders and that the majority of offenders in the data were Vietnamese. All 
three jurisdictions have large Vietnamese communities and the Vietnamese culture is 
well-known for its emphasis on the family unit.  
 
The data was more suited to classification using typologies based on individual 
tasks and roles. An offender’s role will vary across offence types and some 
typologies were developed specifically to examine roles in importation or roles 
commonly found in supply and retail distribution. A limitation of classifying 
offenders purely on roles is that it provides minimal information on operational 
structure. If offenders were identified as leaders, principals or organisers, this may 
imply a chain of command i.e. subordinate members acting upon the instructions of a 
superior member. However, it was more difficult to ascertain structure from groups 
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comprised of multiple dealers and wholesalers carrying out similar functions or cases 
involving offenders operating alone. Such offenders could merely be running an 
independent dealing business or be part of a network of dealers connected to a larger 
drug syndicate.   
 
The additional findings based on other theoretical perspectives suggest that 
Southeast Asian drug offenders are better characterised as operating in small, 
independent groups, partnerships or as individual dealers and cultivators. Operational 
structure appeared to vary more so by offence type and drug quantity than the type of 
drugs. This is unusual in that different processes are involved in trafficking different 
types of drugs and therefore, operational structure will vary accordingly. However, 
cannabis was the only drug that appeared to influence the operational structure of 
offenders involved in that market. In relation to specific drug markets, Southeast 
Asian offenders were primarily involved in the smuggling and dealing of heroin, 
followed by ATS products, cannabis and finally, cocaine. Despite higher production 
levels in the Golden Crescent, the data demonstrated that heroin smuggled by 
Southeast Asian offenders still originated from the Golden Triangle or other 
countries in Southeast Asia.  
 
Previous research indicated that the Vietnamese community has had long-
standing involvement with illicit drug use in Australia and indeed, Vietnamese 
offenders comprised the largest ethnic group in the data and their presence was 
evident at all levels of drug distribution (AFP 2009b, 18; Degenhardt et al 2005b, 
460; Gibson et al 2003, 32; Reid et al 2002, 127; Lintner 2002, 308; Beyer and Reid 
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2000, 74). New South Wales continues to be the “hub” of drug distribution and 
trafficking. Apart from being the most represented jurisdiction in the data, drugs are 
routinely trafficked from New South Wales to supply drug markets in Queensland 
and Victoria. Furthermore, the data suggested that these activities were not centrally 
controlled by a large hierarchical organisation or even an extensive criminal network. 
The few links across cases imply that the majority of trafficking and supply within 
and between jurisdictions is carried out by a string of small, independent groups.  
 
In summary, the typologies that focused exclusively on structure provided 
limited knowledge on the operation of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in 
Australia. The grounded approach and the use of broad theoretical perspectives from 
the literature provided a deeper understanding of the data than the content analysis 
phase, which relied solely on the application of typologies.   Whilst the data 
supported some models (e.g. core groups and networks), the majority of the 
typologies required a level of detail in the information that was largely missing from 
the data. The typologies were more useful for classifying individual tasks and roles 
occupied by offenders. However, classification based on tasks and roles can only 
provide a narrow perspective on operational structure, especially if there are no clear 
distinctions or levels between roles in a group.  
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This chapter provides the final conclusions of the study including limitations, 
implications for theory and avenues for future research. The pervasive nature of 
organised crime activity as an ongoing threat to social and economic security has 
been well established. Of the major crimes attractive to OCGs, drug trafficking 
continues to be the focus of intense academic and government research efforts (von 
Lampe 2012). The involvement of OCGs in drug trafficking and smuggling is well 
documented and therefore, measures to combat the operation of OCGs in this illicit 
market remain a long-standing priority for law enforcement agencies. In particular, 
research has indicated that members of Southeast Asian ethnic groups are 
significantly involved in the illicit drug market as users, dealers and importers. Thus, 
this study focused on the drug trafficking activities of Southeast Asian offenders. 
One approach to targeting OCGs is to develop an understanding of their operational 
structure and therefore, typologies based on structure are created for this purpose. 
However, these typologies have not been applied to Southeast Asian drug trafficking 
groups that operated on the eastern seaboard of Australia.  
 
6.1 BACKGROUND 
An initial analysis of the four main drug markets and their operation in 
Australia highlighted the paucity of research into the involvement of Southeast Asian 
offenders in other drug markets besides heroin. Southeast Asian crime groups have 
traditionally been associated with the heroin trade and more recently, ATS 
production. There is very limited empirical research which analyses the current state 
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of Southeast Asian offenders’ involvement in the Australian drug trade. 
Consequently, limited knowledge on the structure of Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups is argued to impede the ability of law enforcement agencies to 
develop effective policing and intervention strategies, focused on targeting these 
crime groups. Only recently have some studies emerged using social network 
analysis to examine the structure of criminal groups involved in the manufacture and 
distribution of methamphetamine (Bright, Hughes and Chalmers 2012, 151). 
Evidently, Australian studies which examine the structure of groups or individuals 
involved in the illicit drug market are uncommon.  
 
Research into the structure of OCGs and drug trafficking is both eclectic and 
lacking in comprehensive findings that are empirically grounded in the data. A 
number of studies have suggested that organised crime groups are more likely to 
operate in networks rather than hierarchies (Morselli 2009; Holmes 2009; Kenney 
2007; Bruinsma and Bernasco 2004). The basis of network models is an emphasis on 
the exchanges that bind actors and in particular, that OCGs are shifting towards a 
flexible, adaptable network style of operation that depart from traditional, 
hierarchical forms of operation. Similarly, studies into the organisation of drug 
trafficking groups suggest that these groups function under a network structure. With 
the exception of the UNODC study, there appear to be no coordinated studies which 
have examined the structure of OCGs and specifically, Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups. There is, therefore, a clear deficiency in research that examines 
and reviews the effectiveness of typologies produced from studies on OCGs and drug 
trafficking groups. Research into the structure of OCGs and drug trafficking groups 
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has generally been confined to studying one group operating in a specific 
geographical location, which inevitably affects its validity and generalisability.  
 
6.2 RESEARCH DESIGN  
In Australia, the body of research on illicit drug markets offers very little 
insight into the groups and networks that operate in this sphere. The application of 
typologies as a useful analytical framework for examining criminal activity lacks 
support from a strong body of empirical research.  The purpose of this research is to 
target an ethnic population identified as having long-standing involvement in 
Australian illicit drug markets and undertake a coordinated study of their operational 
structure using a large and reliable dataset. The primary research question addressed 
the utility of typologies and how its application might create a knowledge base for 
understanding the morphology of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups on the 
eastern seaboard of Australia. The study did not intend to develop a new, “all 
encompassing” typology; it aimed to test and build upon current knowledge on the 
structure of OCGs and drug trafficking groups.  
 
Research into organised crime activity and groups are hindered by issues 
relating to data access, ethics, personal safety and the unreliability of some types of 
sources, especially those obtained from media and government agencies. Issues 
associated with collecting and accessing data to study an organised crime activity, 
such as drug trafficking, placed various limitations on feasible methodological 
designs that could be adopted. Accordingly, the current study adopted a qualitative, 
multiple case study approach and theoretical sampling frame to identify a final 
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sample of 159 criminal court cases involving importation, supply or cultivation 
offences across three jurisdictions – New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria. 
Information was extracted from court transcripts and online judgments in the appeal 
and trial divisions. The data analysis was conducted in three stages: 1) grounded 
theory analysis; 2) content analysis; and 3) synthesis of stages one and two. The 
limitations of the content analysis phase demanded the inclusion of a “fourth” stage 
of analysis which discussed aspects of the data using broad theoretical perspectives 
and empirical research that could not be explored in the previous stages of analysis.   
 
In presenting the findings, the descriptive statistics provided a broad overview 
of the detail presented in the tabulated and descriptive case summaries. Cases were 
categorised by offence type and included details such as the case name, offender/s, 
age, role, related actor/s, drug type, drug quantity, drug origin and method of 
importation, supply or cultivation. These case details were identified as the most 
pertinent information required for analysis and it also provided the basis for 
producing descriptive statistics. Key findings from the descriptive statistics indicated 
that Vietnamese offenders were involved in 136 cases and thus, appearing in 85% of 
the data. Heroin was the primary drug in 108 cases, comprising 68% of the data. 
New South Wales dominated almost all categories, including drug quantities for the 
three offence types, reinforcing its reputation as the “hub” of drug trafficking activity 
in Australia.  
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6.3 ADDRESSING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
The key outcome of the data analysis phase was to produce conclusions on the 
operational nature of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia. This 
thesis addressed the following primary research question: 
How effective are typologies developed from studies on organised crime and 
drug trafficking in building a comprehensive understanding about the operational 
structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups in Australia? 
 
The secondary research questions informed the primary research question by 
exploring specific issues relating to the presence of hierarchical and network 
structures, ethnic composition and size of groups, assignment of roles, and how drug 
quantities affected the method and size of an operation. The secondary research 
questions are restated as follows: 
- Do Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups operate under hierarchical, 
network or hybrid structures? Is there a relationship between the size of the 
group and its structure?                   
- What is the role of ethnicity in determining group structure, membership or the 
nature of relationships with other drug trafficking groups? 
- How are individual roles and tasks assigned in Southeast Asian drug trafficking 
groups?  Are specific roles vital to the operation of these groups?                    
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6.3.1 Do Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups operate under hierarchies, 
networks or hybrid structures?  
A number of studies suggest that hierarchies are an outdated representation of 
organised crime structure and that OCGs, particularly drug trafficking groups, have 
shifted towards a loose, flexible network-style of operation (Natarajan 2006, 172; 
von Lampe 2005, 9; AIC 2004, 6; Mackenzie 2002, 3). The current study identified 
the presence of informal hierarchies amongst groups but none of these hierarchies 
possessed the necessary characteristics to meet the definition of a standard hierarchy 
as described under the UN typology. Thus, the significance of hierarchies is not 
diminished given that Southeast Asian offenders do operate under hierarchical 
structures but on a smaller scale compared to the UN standard hierarchy. 
Furthermore, hierarchies can exist in various forms such as networks of hierarchies, 
hybrid organisational forms with some hierarchical components and a network 
dimension or even networks of networks (Williams 2001, 69).    
 
Key findings indicate that Southeast Asian drug offenders operated in small 
groups, partnerships or as individual dealers or suppliers. Furthermore, these 
offenders operated largely in isolation from each other, with cases showing very few 
links between groups and individuals that were prosecuted in different cases. The 
process used to find connections between cases involved comparing cases and 
identifying the same offenders (by name) that appeared in unrelated cases. Links 
between different groups usually indicated that multiple distributors obtained drugs 
from the same supplier and therefore, the supplier was the “common denominator” in 
these cases. The evidence suggests that Southeast Asian offenders involved in drug 
smuggling and trafficking are unlikely to be part of established hierarchical 
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organisations or extensive criminal networks. Groups were more likely to operate 
independently in small networks. Cases involving multi-kilogram drug quantities or 
drug trafficking syndicates showed some evidence of larger groups with multiple 
offenders. However, this was a far less common occurrence than offenders operating 
in small groups or partnerships.  
 
The structure of family-based groups often represented informal hierarchies i.e. 
the family patriarch or matriarch controlled the operation and delegated tasks to other 
family members. Some family members formed a core unit or “hub” that controlled a 
peripheral network of dealers and runners. Family-based groups provided the best 
example of groups that operated under a hybrid structure i.e. both hierarchical 
(patriarch, matriarch or core unit) and network elements were present in the group. 
Evidently, the nature of these hierarchies was distinct from the hierarchical models 
produced in organised crime research (UNODC 2002, 34; Cressey 1969). Whilst 
these groups and partnerships exhibited some characteristics of a standard hierarchy 
(e.g. chain of command or division of labour), they operated on a much smaller scale 
and were entirely self-contained. Furthermore, these groups did not possess any other 
characteristics that comprised a standard hierarchy, such as the use of violence or 
operating within a defined territory. Therefore, the typologies were ineffective in 
characterising those groups that appeared to be hierarchical but exhibited a limited 
number of characteristics that pertain to hierarchical models in the typologies.  
 
Previous studies on drug trafficking and drug markets have indicated that drug 
traffickers can operate in small, informal groups or networks, temporary or long-term 
partnerships or as individual entrepreneurs (Zaitch 2002, 297; Pearson and Hobbs 
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2001, vi; Adler 1983, 82). The case data suggests that Southeast Asian drug 
offenders operate in a similar manner. Significantly, this conclusion was reached 
through the grounded theory analysis and not the application of typologies in the 
content analysis phase. The effectiveness of typologies was limited when 
characterising Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups as operating in small, 
informal groups and networks or as individual entrepreneurs. This finding questions 
whether typologies can adequately classify groups that are small, insular and less 
formalised than extensive criminal organisations.   
 
Size and group structure  
The study concluded that group structure was more affected by drug quantity 
and method, rather than group size. The importation data provided the clearest 
evidence of a relationship between quantity, method and group size.  Previous 
studies on OCGs and drug trafficking groups have not examined the effect of drug 
quantity on the method adopted by a group and in turn, whether a more complex 
method requires a different approach to member recruitment. To import larger 
quantities of drugs (e.g. multiple hundred kilograms) usually required complex 
methods of concealment and transportation. Previous research has indicated that 
importation ventures generally require specialisation and different skill sets amongst 
a group of people (Reuter and Haaga 1989, 42). Therefore, recruiters are more likely 
to target members on this basis. Offenders might have access to suppliers (through 
brokerage networks), own legitimate companies or hold a position in a company or 
possess specialist knowledge and/or skills that will benefit the operation.  
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Recruitment on these grounds suggests that groups involved in importation 
may come together for an operation but could potentially disperse after the 
importation is complete. Alternatively, a core group may have the same “core” of 
leaders who control an operation but their peripheral networks can change depending 
on the requirements of each operation. Furthermore, the data indicated that large 
importations were carried out by groups involving multiple offenders or two 
individuals working in a partnership. This is an unusual finding given that the 
demand for resources and skills in large, complex importation ventures might imply 
the need for multiple offenders. However, Reuter and Haaga (1989, xii) noted that 
successful drug operations do not require the creation of large, enduring 
organisations. The study supports this finding by demonstrating that large 
importations can be organised and carried out by multiple offenders or two offenders 
working in a partnership.  
 
The supply data indicated that the method of supply and the size of the group 
were less affected by the drug quantity. Supply offenders varied significantly in 
structure because the standard methods of supply could be carried out by one or 
multiple offenders. Offenders that were identified as being members of “drug 
trafficking syndicates” often moved greater quantities of drugs and they were also 
likely to operate in a more organised, systematic manner. However, there were few 
connections between offenders involved in supply and similarly in importation, there 
were no links between importation groups. If offenders were acquainted with other 
offenders outside of their own group, there was no evidence from the data to confirm 
these links.   
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6.3.2 What is the role of ethnicity in determining group structure, membership 
or the nature of relationships with other drug trafficking groups? 
As the study targeted a specific ethnic population, it was expected that 
ethnicity might play a vital role in defining relationships between offenders and their 
associates. The presence of mono-ethnic and multi-ethnic relations was evident 
across all offence types. The bulk of offenders were Indochinese, particularly 
Vietnamese and Chinese.  The study found that mono-ethnic groups were more 
common in the supply data than importation data. The cultivation data does not 
provide any meaningful comparison for ethnic composition because almost all 
offenders involved in cultivation were sole operators and of Vietnamese background. 
Mono-ethnicity in the data referred to offenders collaborating with related actors 
from the same ethnic background (e.g. only Vietnamese) or offenders collaborating 
with other Southeast Asian offenders to the exclusion of Anglo-Australian offenders. 
 
If evidence of mono-ethnic collaboration is confined to direct relations with co-
offenders and known associates, then the data indicated that almost all cases involved 
mono-ethnic cooperation with offenders from the same ethnic background or 
Southeast Asian offenders in general. Previous research has indicated that ethnic and 
kinship ties remain a precondition for membership in some criminal groups, such as 
the Sicilian Cosa Nostra and Calabrian Ndrangheta groups (Paoli 2004, 23). Mono-
ethnicity has been identified as a key feature of some drug trafficking networks but 
given the rise in multi-ethnic partnerships and cross border crime, some scholars 
argue that the importance of mono-ethnicity is on the decline (Ruggiero and Khan 
2007, 481; CMC 2004, 37; Pearson and Hobbs 2001, viii). Across all the data in 
three jurisdictions, only 18 cases showed evidence of offenders or related actors from 
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an Anglo or other ethnic background. If evidence of mono-ethnic collaboration is 
extended to include other relations, for example, the customer networks of a dealer, 
the presence of mono-ethnicity becomes less certain. It is very difficult to confirm 
the size or nature of an offender’s network (e.g. buyers) beyond their interaction with 
their co-offenders and known associates in each case. Although the data suggests that 
offenders are more likely to work in mono-ethnic groups, it can provide no evidence 
which points to an explanation as to why the groups are structured in this manner. 
Offenders may choose their associates or co-offenders based on social relations built 
upon trust, friendship or previous interaction, without any preference for ethnic 
background.  
 
Alternatively, mono-ethnic groups may be a reflection of an ethnically 
concentrated “social basin” (Morselli 2005, 33), meaning that criminals work with 
other criminals from the same ethnic background because they reside in an area that 
is heavily populated by a specific ethnic group. Morselli’s theory could not be 
verified based on the data. Information contained in the judgments rarely confirmed 
whether the offenders operated in an area that was heavily populated by a specific 
ethnic group. Testing this theory would require the identification of suburbs that have 
strong ethnic populations (e.g. Cabramatta in Sydney, New South Wales) and then 
target the crime groups operating within these suburbs.  
 
The clearest example of mono-ethnicity came from cases involving family 
members. Previous research has identified the presence of “family networks” and 
“family businesses” in drug trafficking markets (Ruggiero and Khan 2007, 173; 
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Curtis 1996, 262). Small groups or partnerships involving family members were 
more common in the supply data than the importation data. Multi-ethnic relations 
were more apparent in importation than supply cases. In this regard, multi-ethnicity 
is considered as the interaction between different ethnic groups although collectively, 
the majority of these offenders and their associates were Southeast Asian. The 
importation data also provided limited evidence of family collaboration. The data 
indicated that skills, contacts, resources and knowledge were highly regarded in 
importation ventures. Thus, working with those you know and trust appeared to be a 
lesser priority. Importation ventures are typically more complex and require 
extensive resources. Given this, offenders are likely to recruit on the basis that 
members will fulfil these requirements. Therefore, offenders will depart from their 
own ethnic circles to recruit those who will benefit the operation by providing some 
skill set, contacts or resources that are in demand.  
 
The significance of ethnicity in drug trafficking was also demonstrated in the 
importation data through offenders’ connections with their homelands in Southeast 
Asia. This connection enabled access to a drug supply either directly or indirectly 
through the services of a broker. Given this, a key limitation of the study is that 
information from the data was limited to evidence obtained in the destination 
country. Therefore, it might be reasonable to speculate or make assumptions about 
the processes and transactions that take place in the source countries. However, the 
data indicated that ethnic relations played a key role in facilitating importations. For 
example, shared language often provided the means for offenders or their associates 
to “do business” with overseas suppliers. Thus, ethnicity has the potential to connect 
local criminals with transnational crime groups.   
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6.3.3 How are individual roles and tasks assigned in Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups? Are specific roles vital to the operation of these 
groups?  
Previous research suggests that brokerage plays a key role in Southeast Asian 
drug trafficking networks (Williams 2010, 69). The study found that brokers or 
“middlemen” were identified in only a small number of importation cases. The study 
demonstrated that a “structural hole” between an Australian importer and an overseas 
supplier was effectively filled by brokers who negotiated supplies. The broker 
occupied a key position in the drug distribution chain by creating a gateway for 
access to overseas drug supplies that would otherwise not be accessible for those 
importers without the same connections. Thus, the broker role highlights the 
significance of social relations in facilitating criminal transactions. However, the data 
provided very few examples of brokers, which might suggest that policing the 
activity of brokers is more difficult given that they are likely to operate across 
jurisdictions.  
 
Another key finding that emerged from the current study was the significance 
of an offender’s individual characteristics and circumstances which appeared to 
determine their position in a drug trafficking venture. The literature on organised 
crime and drug trafficking provides no insight into how an individual’s 
characteristics or circumstances may affect their involvement in organised crime 
activity. In importation cases, younger offenders were more likely to adopt 
subordinate positions such as couriers, drug extractors or drivers. This might be an 
indication of older offenders having lengthier criminal careers and therefore, 
possessing the necessary experience and contacts to occupy senior positions. 
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Alternatively, older offenders may have greater resources at their disposal (e.g. 
finances) which places them in an advantageous position. Thus, age was a factor in 
determining the position of some offenders.  
 
Also, findings from the data suggested that an offender’s personal 
circumstances may influence their involvement in the drug trade. For example, 
numerous offenders who suffered from drug addictions were involved in street 
dealing to support their addiction because it provided access to a regular drug supply 
(McKetin, MacLaren and Kelly 2005, vii). These offenders dealt in small gram 
quantities, worked alone or in small groups and were unlikely to have any extensive 
knowledge about those involved in upper level drug distribution. The individual 
circumstances of some offenders made them vulnerable to recruitment by drug 
smugglers to occupy the role of couriers. These circumstances include financial 
debts, the promise of an “all expenses paid” trip or generous remuneration. These 
offenders were usually recruited on a one-off basis, were likely to be discarded after 
the operation and often knew very little about other members or the operation as a 
whole. The study indicated that whilst couriers and low level recruits were vital to a 
successful drug operation, they were easily expendable. Furthermore, the lack of 
specialisation in this role meant that such recruits could be replaced with any 
offender willing to occupy this role.   
 
The significance of an offender’s individual characteristics on their 
involvement and position in a drug trafficking operation emerged as a unique finding 
in the study. Previous empirical research on organised crime and drug trafficking 
have not produced any similar findings and no studies have considered the effect of 
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individual circumstances on positions and vulnerability to recruitment in these 
operations. The nature of these findings suggests that vulnerable communities need 
to be educated on the risks associated with participating in drug smuggling ventures.  
 
6.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY 
6.4.1 Are typologies useful conceptual devices? 
To date, there appears to be no attempt to test the utility of typologies in 
classifying crime groups. Both von Lampe (2003) and Halstead (1998) reviewed the 
use of models in the study of organised crime, but these analyses were focused on 
discussing the various types of models rather than testing their utility against a body 
of empirical data. The current study extends previous analyses by testing the 
usefulness of numerous typologies using a large ‘N’ dataset that encompassed a 
variety of groups and individuals. The study covered a range of typologies identified 
from the body of organised crime and drug trafficking research. The study has 
demonstrated that typologies are largely ineffective as an empirical tool for 
classifying drug trafficking groups. Typologies may be more effective for classifying 
larger, established OCGs rather than the small, independent groups and partnerships 
that comprised the bulk of the data.  
 
The typologies had very limited application in the data, particularly typologies 
based exclusively on operational structure. The core group, directed network and 
transactional network represented the structure of some Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups, primarily in the supply data. These models were the closest to the 
data in terms of its characteristics and overall “fit”. Apart from core groups and 
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directed networks, the majority of the structure-based typologies did not support the 
operational forms that were identified in the data. There was evidence of informal 
hierarchies, particularly in cases involving large-scale importations, drug trafficking 
syndicates or family members. The cases showed evidence of a chain of command 
and a division of labour, without matching any other characteristics proposed by the 
hierarchical models. No offenders displayed any violent tendencies and offenders 
appeared to operate with very little consideration of territory or boundaries. The key 
issue with structure-based typologies is that the data itself must be so detailed that it 
can satisfy the multiple characteristics which define a particular model. Thus, the 
utility of typologies based on structure is questionable, particularly when it has been 
demonstrated that broader conceptualisations from social network theory can be as 
equally effective in classifying OCGs. 
 
Classification of the offenders’ roles using the typologies based on tasks and 
roles was an easier process. In particular, the various roles and tasks identified in the 
data were reflected to some degree through the crime script analysis of drug 
importation and distribution. For example, offenders occupied roles related to the 
transport, delivery and storage of imported drugs. However, the identification of 
roles only provided limited insight into the operational structure of drug trafficking 
groups. Inferences about structure could be made if offenders occupied roles that 
indicated a chain of command or hierarchy. However, if the offenders operated alone 
or occupied similar roles as other offenders (e.g. all street dealers or wholesalers) and 
there was very little distinction between roles, then it was difficult to draw 
conclusions on structure. Ultimately, the assignment of roles indicates that some 
offenders are recruited for a specific purpose. Furthermore, there was no evidence on 
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whether offenders’ roles were interchangeable. Some offenders occupied more than 
one role but overall, the assignment of roles appeared relatively static with limited 
opportunity to “swap” roles between offenders.     
 
The cultivators were a unique group of offenders as they appeared to operate 
completely devoid of structure and without any degree of participation in other illicit 
drug markets. There is a paucity of research on cannabis cultivators as the majority 
of studies focus on imported drugs. International studies suggest that Southeast Asian 
offenders, particularly Vietnamese offenders, are involved in the marijuana industry 
but the extent to which these findings are applicable in the Australian cannabis 
market is unknown (Schoenmakers, Bremmers and van Wijk 2012, 3; Silverstone 
and Savage 2010, 16). There were no Southeast Asian cultivators in Queensland and 
therefore, the cultivation data is limited to two jurisdictions. The absence of data in 
Queensland may be attributed to three possible explanations: 1) cannabis cultivators 
are not Southeast Asian; 2) Southeast Asian cultivators have evaded capture; or 3) 
Southeast Asian offenders do not occupy the role of a cultivator but may purchase 
cannabis as a user and therefore, are less likely to be targeted by law enforcement 
agencies. Almost all cultivators operated alone and only a small number of cases 
provided evidence of an associate. One case indicated the presence of a hierarchical 
structure but its facts were atypical to the standard cultivation cases. The significance 
of the atypical case in cultivation demonstrated that such a large drug quantity 
demanded a more systematic, organised approach to the operation, which was unlike 
the sole cultivator growing small amounts of cannabis in their private residence. The 
application of typologies to cultivation cases produced no meaningful conclusions. 
The structure-based typologies are geared towards understanding crime groups rather 
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than individuals and the typologies based on roles exclude offenders involved in 
cannabis cultivation.  
 
One of the key issues with the use of typologies focused exclusively on 
structure is the need for highly detailed information about the groups undergoing 
classification. Whilst court data provides evidence of an offender’s modus operandi, 
relations with other offenders and the circumstances surrounding the commission of 
an offence, these details are limited to surveillance of a particular group or individual 
at a given time. Furthermore, the bulk of the data involved prosecuting individuals 
and co-offenders more so than “groups”. The presence of large groups (i.e. multiple 
offenders) was identified primarily in importation cases and a small number of 
supply cases involving syndicates. The structural typologies could not be used to 
analyse individual entrepreneurs, partnerships or small groups as they appeared to be 
designed to examine large, established OCGs. Even so, the detail from cases 
involving large groups of multiple offenders did not adequately “fit” the 
characteristics presented in the structure-based typologies.  
 
Also, operational structure cannot be ascertained solely through the process of 
classifying tasks and roles in a drug trafficking group. The value of typologies based 
on tasks and roles is that the process of identifying different roles in a drug 
importation or supply venture provides knowledge on the tasks that need to be 
fulfilled in these operations. This is intimately linked with the recruitment process 
and why offenders might choose to work with one offender over another. However, 
these typologies are more useful when the roles identified are diverse and vary in 
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seniority e.g. leader and drug courier. When offenders in a group occupy the same or 
similar roles, for example, a group of street dealers, it is very difficult to draw 
conclusions on structure (if any) except to assume that the offenders are potentially 
members of a larger criminal network or a core group.  
 
Although the current study endeavoured to understand the usefulness of 
typologies, it did not aim to produce a new typology based on the findings. Rather, 
the findings from this study have indicated a need for replication of studies across 
different jurisdictions. The significance of replicating previous studies will assist in 
building a “cumulative body of knowledge” on organised crime structures (von 
Lampe 2012, 184). The limited utility of typologies has demonstrated that the 
process of classifying an OCG is an immensely difficult task. This process will 
become even more challenging as OCGs continue to operate in ways that are 
increasingly dynamic and responsive to their environment. The current study 
demonstrated that the application of typologies restricted the type of conclusions that 
could be made about Southeast Asian drug offenders.    
 
6.4.2 Does grounded theory analysis provide a more effective analytical 
framework?   
The exploratory nature of the study warranted the use of a grounded theory 
framework to examine the data. Based on the findings, the grounded theory analysis 
provided more detailed insight into the operational structure of Southeast Asian drug 
trafficking groups than typologies. Some key findings that emerged from the 
grounded analysis include:  
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- Southeast Asian offenders involved in drug trafficking are more likely to operate 
in small groups, partnerships or as individual entrepreneurs; 
- Some groups operated in informal, self-contained hierarchies but did not satisfy 
the majority of elements required to meet the definition of a standard hierarchy; 
- Mono-ethnicity was more prevalent in supply than importation cases as 
importers usually recruited members on the basis of skill sets, resources or 
contacts;  
- Family-based groups operated under hierarchical or hybrid structures 
(hierarchical and network); 
- Offenders may be recruited to occupy specific positions based on personal 
characteristics, circumstances or age; 
- Sole cultivators appeared to operate under no visible operational structure.  
 
Previous studies have indicated that the growth of multi-ethnic crime groups 
means that mono-ethnicity is on the decline (Ruggiero and Khan 2006, 481; CMC 
2004, 37; Pearson and Hobbs 2001, viii). Findings from the current study suggest 
that mono-ethnicity is prevalent in Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. The 
findings did not confirm whether ethnicity provided a basis for recruitment or if 
mono-ethnic groups was the product of an ethnically concentrated social basin. 
However, evidence of offenders collaborating with offenders from the same ethnic 
background indicated that mono-ethnicity was still a defining characteristic of these 
groups. The clearest evidence of mono-ethnicity was identified through the presence 
of family-based drug operations. However, the structure in which family-based 
groups operated was not readily identifiable using the typologies.  
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If the typologies were less effective in classifying drug trafficking groups, 
alternative theoretical perspectives may be considered. One of the key findings 
demonstrated that family-based groups operating under hybrid or hierarchical 
structures could not be adequately conceptualised using a typology.  The presence of 
family-based offending groups is perhaps a reflection of the familial values that are a 
cornerstone of Confucian teachings. Therefore, culture-based theories can inform an 
understanding of Southeast Asian drug trafficking groups. Southeast Asian families 
are best characterised as existing within a “collectivist” society, which emphasises 
group rather than individual identity (Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, 74). In most 
collectivist societies, the “group” is the family unit which includes immediate and 
extended family members. Individuals raised in a collectivist society are expected to 
demonstrate obedience and loyalty to the group (Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, 75). 
Therefore, success is pursued as a group goal and the individual always works for the 
benefit of the family unit (Nisbett 2011, 36). Cooperation in group activities that are 
inclusive of members outside of the family unit is strictly limited (Fukuyama 1995, 
98).   These cultural expectations reflect traditional Confucian teachings on familial 
values (Nisbett 2011, 36; Hofstede and Hofstede 2005, 209).  
 
In light of this, the structure of Southeast Asian drug trafficking may be 
conceptualised from ethnic and cultural perspectives. In cases involving parent-child 
relationships, the family patriarch or matriarch instructed their children to perform 
specific tasks in the operation. Thus, the data indicated the presence of an informal 
hierarchy that is likely to be common across most family-based offending groups 
involving parents. Furthermore, some cases provided evidence of cooperation 
beyond the immediate family unit to include extended family members such as aunts 
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and uncles. Thus, all family members were willing to collaborate in pursuit of a 
common goal, being the accumulation of profit. There was limited evidence to 
suggest that family-based groups collaborated with offenders outside of their ethnic 
group or even beyond the family unit. This is typical behaviour for families engaging 
in group activities. Based on these conclusions, law enforcement agencies will be 
confronted with numerous difficulties in targeting family-based OCGs. The tight-knit 
structure of family-based OCGs and its limited exposure to “outsiders” is clearly 
advantageous when managing the risks associated with drug offending.   
 
6.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE 
The current study aimed to provide a theoretical body of knowledge that could 
inform approaches to policing drug trafficking groups and more broadly, OCGs. The 
outcomes of the study highlighted various issues with targeting drug trafficking 
groups. The study identified the broker as occupying a key role in any drug 
smuggling operation, given that only a small number of brokers were actually 
identified in the data. The broker enabled local drug importers to access an overseas 
drug supply and therefore, targeting brokers may be one method in disrupting drug 
smuggling activities. However, the study also noted that brokers were difficult to 
monitor because they were more likely to operate across borders.     
 
Another issue related to policing is the prevalence of family-based drug 
trafficking groups in Southeast Asian communities. The tight-knit structure of 
family-based groups and their limited exposure to “outsiders” creates a protective 
mechanism which shields them from external attack. Therefore, targeting family-
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based trafficking groups is far more difficult because inbuilt trust and exclusivity of 
membership helps to mitigate the risk of capture. If the family-based group operated 
a peripheral network of drug runners, law enforcement agencies could potentially 
target members of the network. However, peripheral network members are likely to 
be easily replaced and therefore, capture of these members may have minimal impact 
on the core family unit.  
 
Apart from punitive responses, law enforcement agencies can also be 
instrumental in educating Southeast Asian communities on the risks of participating 
in drug trafficking ventures. The study found that some offenders were recruited as 
drug smugglers and couriers as a result of difficult personal circumstances, such as 
financial debts or gambling issues. In previous years, the AFP have fostered 
partnerships with the Vietnamese community to create forums for educating a 
population considered “at risk” of participating as couriers in drug smuggling 
operations (AFP 2009, 18). Therefore, creating awareness within these communities 
should form a part of an effective approach to prevention, risk management and 
diversion.   
 
Finally, the study demonstrated that a key limitation in using typologies is the 
need for highly detailed information about the groups undergoing classification. The 
majority of typologies have a very specific set of characteristics for each type. 
Access to data poses a significant problem in studying any form of illicit activity. 
Therefore, the nature of this implication poses more of a problem for researchers 
than law enforcement agencies. Using typologies as a classification tool requires 
highly detailed information, which implies a greater need for access to information. 
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Previous research into organised crime activity has indicated that barriers to 
accessing information for researchers is a pertinent issue, particularly with police 
files, court transcripts or other information that may be considered sensitive or 
restricted by privacy laws.  
  
6.6 LIMITATIONS 
Several limitations were identified in the current study. One key limitation is 
the use of conviction data i.e. the study only focused on “captured” rather than 
“active” drug offenders. As a result, it is possible that there are unknown 
characteristics which distinguished captured offenders from active or “successful 
drug” offenders. The current study did not pursue active offenders due to issues with 
ethics approval, risks to personal safety and difficulties accessing a group or 
community of active drug traffickers. To conduct a study of this type is beyond the 
scope and time frame provided for this study. The second limitation relates to the 
influence of police investigation and objectives on court data. Police are solely 
concerned with obtaining a conviction and the evidence presented in court data will 
reflect that focus, rather than provide a “big picture” perspective on Southeast Asian 
drug trafficking groups. The third limitation concerns the characterisation of groups 
and offenders as “organised crime members”, “drug trafficking syndicates” or “Mr 
Bigs” by law enforcement agenices and the judiciary. These characterisations can 
provide a misleading representation of the true nature of drug trafficking groups and 
researchers may have a significantly different understanding of these terms. 
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The fourth limitation relates to the generalisability of the study in that it 
focuses entirely on one specific ethnic group. Although the findings from the study 
cannot be generalised to all drug trafficking groups, it can be generalised to other 
Asian drug trafficking groups. This limitation highlights the need to replicate 
research in other jurisdictions. The fifth limitation is the characterisation of drug 
market levels in the current study which may impact on the nature of conclusions 
drawn from the data. For example, supply is defined in the current study as dealing at 
the wholesale and retail levels although importation could also be considered a form 
of supply. Finally, the study was carried out using the cultural knowledge of a 
researcher to identify Southeast Asian names in the initial searches for data. 
However, the effect of this limitation was minimised through the process of 
corroborating ethnicity through the judge’s sentencing remarks.     
 
6.7 FUTURE RESEARCH 
The current study focused on one specific ethnic group. Avenues for future 
research may include a replica of the current study in another jurisdiction with a 
visibly large Southeast Asian population. Organised crime researchers have indicated 
the significance of environmental context and that differences in social, cultural and 
political milieus can impact upon the operation of an OCG. Indeed, some typologies 
have been developed with these factors embedded as primary considerations. 
Therefore, to replicate this study using a Southeast Asian population in a different 
jurisdiction will provide a meaningful comparison with the current data. 
Alternatively, the study may be replicated using another ethnic group but the 
researcher would need to develop a method of identifying cases involving members 
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of that ethnic group. The current study relied on personal and cultural knowledge of 
Southeast Asian surnames to identify relevant cases. The offender/s ethnicity was 
corroborated with reference to the judges’ sentencing remarks on the offender’s 
personal background. Legal search engines provide no mechanism to distinguish 
cases on grounds of ethnicity and this presents as a clear limitation of using this type 
of data.  
 
Another avenue for future research is focusing on drug types rather than 
offenders from a specific ethnic group. A focus on drug type is feasible because the 
nature of court data permits keyword searches using names of specific drugs. The 
current study anticipated that methods of importation and supply might vary 
according to different types of drugs. Although offenders in the current study were 
primarily involved in heroin smuggling and supply, they also imported and supplied 
some quantities of ATS products and cocaine. Therefore, given that the data covered 
the full spectrum of sub-markets in the illicit drug trade, it was expected that some 
comparisons could be made between the processes involved in importing and 
supplying different drugs. However, the current study produced no findings which 
indicated that methods were distinguishable on the basis of drug type. Only offenders 
involved in cannabis cultivation had a clear method of production that was inherently 
linked with the drug type. Therefore, future research could explore variations in 
structure that are dependent on drug type.       
 
Findings from the current study indicate that further research is required into 
OCGs based in source countries. The discussion of findings highlighted that very 
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little was known about OCGs operating in source countries and in most cases, 
limited knowledge about these groups (or individuals) affected the accuracy of 
conclusions drawn about the operational structure of offenders based in Australia. In 
particular, analysis of the importation data suffered from the lack of information 
obtained about criminals operating in source countries and their relationship with the 
domestic offender/s.  The data highlighted the importance of shared language and 
cultural background in enabling offenders to access drug supplies in their respective 
homelands. Few studies have attempted to examine the nature of drug trafficking 
from its point of origin. This is hardly surprising as researchers will inevitably be 
confronted with numerous challenges relating to data access and reliability, ethics 
and risks to personal safety. Despite these challenges, it is indisputable that the 
growth of transnational crime necessitates a greater understanding of criminals that 
have the resources and connections to operate across borders.    
 
The study highlighted the presence of family-based drug trafficking groups that 
operated in a hybrid form (core group) or purely hierarchical structure. However, 
these structures appeared largely incompatible with organised crime and drug 
trafficking typologies. A possible avenue for future research could examine the 
application of broader network theories to family-based groups as a more accurate 
classification scheme. For example, core groups and directed networks may be 
conceptualised as “scale free networks”. In scale-free networks, a small number of 
highly-connected actors or “hubs” exercise control or influence over other actors in 
the network who have fewer connections (Ormerod 2012, 169; Watts 2004, 250). 
Family-based drug trafficking groups may be conceptualised as “small world 
networks”. Small world networks demonstrate a high degree of “overlapping” in 
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connections that is, if actor X knows actor Y and actor Y knows actor Z, then most 
likely actors X and Z will also be directly connected (Ormerod 2012, 176). Family-
based drug trafficking groups are likely to operate in a similar manner, given that 
family members (immediate or extended) will have those shared connections. 
Evidently, OCGs and drug trafficking groups can be effectively classified using 
models from other disciplines which have developed independently from organised 
crime theory. 
 
6.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The current study is the first to examine the operational structure of Southeast 
Asian drug offenders in Australia by using a significantly large dataset to test the 
validity of organised crime and drug trafficking typologies. The findings indicated 
that typologies, whether focused on structure or tasks and roles, offered very limited 
insight into the operational structure of Southeast Asian drug offenders. The primary 
issue with using typologies was the need for highly detailed information on a group’s 
internal composition or information that could only be obtained from continued 
surveillance of a group after capturing some of its key members. Furthermore, the 
typologies were not designed to classify the sole operators and partnerships that 
featured in the data. Thus, the usefulness of typologies is highly questionable. This 
will become even more apparent as OCGs develop innovative methods of operation, 
driven by technological advances and changes to market demands for illicit goods.  
 
The dynamic and increasingly complex nature of organised crime activity 
means that the structure of OCGs will continue to evolve and potentially, operate in 
forms unprecedented by law enforcement agencies. It is unlikely that typologies, 
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being developed in a given time and space, can account for these changes in 
structure. Therefore, this study does not intend to propose a new typology for 
classifying OCGs. Rather, the findings suggest that the replication of empirical 
research in different jurisdictions is a more worthwhile and effective approach to 
building a cumulative body of knowledge on the nature of criminal organisation. 
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APPENDIX B: ORGANISED CRIME AND DRUG TRAFFICKING 
TYPOLOGIES 
 
ORGANISED CRIME TYPOLOGIES 
Figure 1: UNODC (2002) typology 
Type Characteristics
Standard hierarchy Single leader  
Defined hierarchy 
Strong internal discipline 
Specific name 
Strong social/ethnic identity 
Violence essential to activities 
Defined territory 
Regional hierarchy Single leader 
Decentralisation of power 
Autonomy at regional level 
Geographic distribution 
Multiple activities 
Strong social/ethnic identity 
Violence essential to activities 
Clustered 
hierarchy 
Numerous criminal groups 
Cluster has a stronger identity than constituent groups  
Degree of autonomy for constituent groups 
Formation linked to historical/social context 
Core group Core group surrounded by loose network 
Limited number of individuals 
No social/ethnic identity (in most cases) 
No specific name (in most cases) 
Criminal network Defined by activities of key individuals 
Importance placed on contacts and skills 
Importance placed on loyalties/ties 
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Network connections 
Low public profile 
Network reforms after exit of key individuals  
 
Figure 2: Williams’ (2001) four network typology 
Network type Description
Directed network - Core group of organisers; 
- Formed for a specific purpose. 
Mesh network - Decentralised; 
- Actors perform specific tasks and transact directly with 
each other; 
- No core group; 
- Horizontal relationships.  
Transactional 
network 
- Use of brokers and middlemen; 
- Brokers are critical to each stage of a transaction; 
- Can be part of a directed network.  
Flux network - Highly unstable, small, amorphous; 
- Cooperate for specific purpose or only one project; 
- Easy to enter and exit; 
- Limited trust between members.  
 
Figure 3: Social network analysis  
Term Description 
Actor Individual natural persons or collective units. 
Dyad A pair of actors and the (possible) tie(s) between them. 
Relational tie  Establishes a linkage or connection between two nodes. Relational ties 
are bi-directional or reciprocal, meaning if agent X is connected to 
agent Y then the reverse is also true.  
Broker Provides a link between disconnected participants and thus, is able to 
control the flow of resources, information and communication between 
parties. 
Structural hole “Gaps” between two disconnected individuals or groups in a network. 
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Central 
participant 
The actor with the most contacts in a network.
Leader The actor with the “highest cognitive load” or the actor who displays 
the most qualities associated with leadership potential i.e. experience, 
resourcefulness, ability to delegate tasks.  
 
DRUG TRAFFICKING TYPOLOGIES 
Organisational 
Figure 1: Curtis (1996) 
Type Characteristics
Freelance 
distributor 
No hierarchy; 
No division of labour; 
Egalitarian;  
Few individuals involved (less than 10); and 
Individuals from a variety of ethnic backgrounds. 
Family businesses Flexible division of labour by age or sex; 
Based on family or kinship ties; 
Clear leader or “boss” (usually family patriarch); 
Large number of people involved; and 
Serves “collective” interests of the family, rather than 
individual interests. 
Community-based 
organisations 
Members share a defining characteristic e.g. ethnicity, religion 
or nationality; 
Flexible division of labour; and 
Clear leader or boss. 
Corporate 
distributors 
Strong division of labour; 
Members share a defining characteristics; and 
Evidence of violence. 
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Figure 2: Kenney (2007a) 
Type Characteristics
Wheel networks Core group of experienced, veteran traffickers; and 
Peripheral actors who specialise in various roles. 
Chain networks Decentralised; 
Actors transact and work directly with one another; 
No core group; and 
“Arms length” approach in drug operations.  
 
Tasks/Roles 
Figure 3: Williams (2001) 
Role Task(s)
Organizers - Core individuals and groups  
- “Steering” mechanism for the network.  
Insulators - Protect the network from infiltration and disruption  
- Transmit instructions from the core to the periphery 
of the network;  
- Ensure core is not compromised.  
Communicators - Transmit directives from the core group to periphery 
members; 
- Ensure that communication flows effectively across 
the network as a whole.  
Guardians - Proactively defend the security of the network 
against potential attacks or infiltration;  
- Adopt precautions in member recruitment, combined 
with measures to ensure loyalty (rituals and 
coercion) and reduce defection.  
Extenders - Extending the network through new member 
recruitment, collaboration with other networks or by 
encouraging defectors from legitimate businesses, 
government and law enforcement; 
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- “Portal” between the licit and illicit worlds.  
Monitors - Report potential weaknesses and problems in the 
network to the core group, who initiate remedial 
action. 
- Ensure that corrective measures are implemented 
where necessary so that the network can adjust in 
response to new circumstances. 
Crossovers - Members of criminal networks but also continue to 
work in legitimate businesses and institutions; 
- Provide protection and valuable information from 
the licit sector. 
 
Figure 4: Kenney (2007b)  
Role Task(s)
Leader Oversaw the entire operation and provided managerial assistance as 
needed. 
Investors Invested money in the drug shipments (at least 2 individuals). 
Buyer Purchased cocaine and heroin from processing labs. 
Recruiter Enlisted couriers and provided them with travel documentation, 
including passport and visas. 
Packer Compressed cocaine and heroin into digestible capsules. 
Enforcer Used intimidation and violence to enforce transactions, resolve 
disputes and collect debts. 
Trainer Prepared couriers in swallowing capsules, dealing with law 
enforcement and avoiding problems in airports. 
Couriers Transported small amounts of drugs from Columbia to the United 
States or Spain. The couriers would usually ingest drug-filled 
capsules or hide the drugs in their personal luggage.  
Receiver/Wholesale 
distributor 
Received couriers in the United States or Spain, transported them to 
stash houses where they could “expel” their cargo. Receivers were 
also responsible for selling drugs to wholesalers.  
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Figure 5: Johnson, Dunlap and Tourigny (2000)  
Role  Task(s)
Grower/producer 
 
 
Manufacturer 
Grow coca, opium, marijuana i.e. the 
raw materials. 
 
All stages for preparation of heroin, 
cocaine, marijuana as commonly sold. 
TRAFFICKERS
Importer
 
 
 
 
 
Wholesale distributor 
Smuggling of large quantities of 
substances in the United States. These 
persons usually oversee the operation 
but do not handle or transact in the drugs 
they own.  
 
Transportation and re-distribution of 
multi-kilograms and single kilograms. 
DEALERS
Regional distributor 
 
 
 
 
Retail store owner 
 
 
 
Assistant manager 
Adulteration and sale of moderately 
expensive products. Dealers purchase 
large “wholesale” units of crack, usually 
a couple of kilograms. 
 
Adulteration and production of retail 
level dosage units (bags, vials, grams) in 
very large quantities. 
 
Supervises three or more sellers, 
enforces informal contracts, collects 
money, or distributes multiple dosage 
units to actual sellers. 
SELLERS
Salesman Makes actual direct sales to consumer, 
responsible for both drugs and money. 
LOW-LEVEL DISTRIBUTORS
Advertiser Assists in making sales, advertises, 
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Servant 
protects the sellers from police and other 
criminals, solicits customers, and 
handles drugs or money but not both (cf. 
sellers). 
 
Provides short-term services to drug 
users or sellers for money or drugs – not 
responsible for money or drugs. 
 
Figure 6: Decker and Chapman (2008) 
Role Task(s)
Offloaders Responsible for removing the drugs from the boats in which they were 
transported and transferring the drugs from one mode of transportation to 
another or alternatively, to provide storage for the drugs. 
Boat captains Responsible for “steering” the boat containing the drugs. Boat captains 
had a solid working knowledge of the seas and boating patterns and 
could also engineer secret compartments on their boat. 
Airplane pilots Responsible for moving drug shipments by air. 
Organizers Organized the transportation of drug shipments. Organizers were familiar 
with multiple stages of the drug operation, had access to foreign contacts 
and multiple methods of transportation and usually had been involved in 
numerous smuggling operations.  
Brokers and 
intermediaries 
Brokers and intermediaries acted as “go-betweens”, brokering for goods 
and services. Some were also responsible for laundering money or 
providing warehouse space and personnel.  
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APPENDIX C – NEW SOUTH WALES 
Importation (NI) – NSW  
 
Case Offender/s Age Role Related actor/s Drug type Drug quantity Drug origin – 
country 
Method of importation 
1. R v Ho [1999] 
NSWCCA 67 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 9 April 
1999 
Chi Wah Ho  
(Chinese – Hong Kong) 
- Courier - Ang Bak Toh (consignee of 
the heroin delivery) 
- Unknown purchaser of heroin 
delivery.  
 
Heroin 17kg Hong Kong  
 
Marble furniture 
Ho imported approximately 17kg of pure heroin. On 17 July 1997, Ho arrived in Australia as a visitor from Hong Kong. At about the same time, a quantity of heroin was imported into Australia concealed in marble 
furniture. On 22 July 1997, after obtaining clearance from Customs, the furniture was delivered to an address at Concord to a consignee named Ang Bok Toh. After Toh took delivery of the packages, he left Australia 
(R v Ho, 9 April 1999, [4]). 
 
Ho made three trips to the Concord premises. On 23 July 1997, Ho was observed using a nearby public telephone. Later at night, he returned to the premises carrying a purple sports bag and received various calls on 
his mobile phone. On 24 July 1997, Ho removed the furniture from the crates and began extracting the heroin by breaking up the furniture. The heroin was packed into the purple sports bag and two other plastic bags 
(R v Ho, 9 April 1999, [5]). It is unlikely that Ho was a mere courier because he was responsible for dealing with the furniture crates, extracting the heroin and packing the heroin into bags presumably, to be delivered 
elsewhere or to a supplier/purchaser or storage facility.    
2. R v Ha [1999] 
NSWCCA 385 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 26 
November 1999 
Bao Vinh Ha 
(Vietnamese) 
- Sole operator or 
principal in a larger 
operation 
 
- Ha’s fiancé (unnamed) Heroin 779.9g Vietnam 
 
Post – heat sealed bags placed in 
envelopes. 
The first charge involved importing heroin by post. Ha travelled frequently between Vietnam and Australia because he was involved in various business ventures in Vietnam. In 1997, Ha sent a quantity of heroin to 
Australia by post. The heroin was packaged in heat sealed plastic bags and then placed in envelopes. The envelopes were addressed to one or other of two post boxes, one box was in Ha’s name and the other was in 
his fiancé’s name. From March 1997 to June 1997, the police retrieved a total of twenty envelopes containing a total gross weight of 449.7g in heroin and yielding 317.9g of pure heroin (R v Ha, 26 November 1999, 
[4]). 
The second charge of possessing heroin arose from a police search of Ha’s home. From the search, police located 15 heat sealed plastic bags that were identical to the bags in the envelopes. The bags contained 123g of 
heroin, yielding 87.72g of pure heroin. The police also found a further 206.3g of heroin (139g pure) in a glass jar. The total gross weight of heroin retrieved in the search was 779.9g, yielding 544.6g pure heroin (R v 
Ha, 26 November 1999, [5]).The court considered Ha as occupying the role of a sole operator or one of the principals in a larger commercial venture. Therefore, he was not considered a mere courier in the operation 
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(R v Ha, 26 November 1999, [6]).  
3. R v Wong & 
Leung [1999] 
NSWCCA 420 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 16 
December 1999 
Tak Fat Wong  
Jackie Kai Chu Leung 
(Chinese) 
- NSW connection – 
recipients of the 
heroin delivery from 
SA contacts.  
South Australia (SA) 
- Yu Shing Cheng (consignee 
of the shipment)  
- Gang Cheng (transporter)  
- Bach An Chan (supervisor/ 
recruiter) 
New South Wales (NSW) 
-  Law (transporter) 
 
Heroin  9.36kg* 
 
*exact amount 
is 9.356kg 
Bangkok 
 
Marble pedestals 
Wong and Leung imported into Australia a substantial commercial quantity of heroin to the amount of 9.356kg. On 31 October 1997, 5 wooden packing crates containing marble pedestals arrived in Adelaide from 
Bangkok. The crates were intercepted by Australian Federal Police   and Customs officers. The marble pedestals were hollowed out and held packages containing heroin. The total amount of heroin packaged was 
9.356kg (R v Wong & Leung, 16 December 1999, [145]). The heroin was extracted and replaced with another substance and delivered to Adelaide. The consignee of the crates in Adelaide was Yu Shing Cheng. The 
crates were driven to Sydney by Gang Cheng. Both Yu Shing Cheng and Gang Cheng were recruited by Bach An Chan, who supervised and managed the Adelaide end of the operation. Bach An Chan also flew to 
Sydney to supervise the delivery of the crates to its recipients (R v Wong & Leung, 16 December 1999, [154]-[157]).   
In Sydney, Law (co-offender) picked up the crates and transported them to the garage at his house in Cherrybrook. Wong and Leung were present in the garage where Law offloaded the crates. It is likely that Wong 
and Leung had a superior because Leung reported to another individual on his phone that they were “opening paper boxes” and that “after we arrange everything we will do it for you” (R v Wong & Leung, 16 
December 1999, [159]). Therefore, the offenders were acting on instructions from an unknown third party.  
4. R v Chung [2000] 
NSWCCA 153  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 20 April 
2000 
Wai Fai Chung – 
(Chinese – Hong Kong) 
47 Organiser/planner - Lee 
- Nguyen 
- Mun Loi Lau 
 
Heroin 6.5kg* 
 
*exact amount 
is 6.5334kg  
Thailand 
 
By air – stereo speakers 
Chung was an organiser in the importation of 6.5334kg of heroin, which amounted to 4.775kg of pure heroin. On 31 July 1997, three express post mail packages containing 23 stereo speakers arrived in Sydney on a 
flight from Thailand. Australian Federal Police intercepted the packages, removed the heroin and replaced it with a substitute to be delivered to the consignee. The packages were delivered to Chung’s co-offenders, 
Lee and Nguyen, who delivered the packages to another co-offender named Mun Loi Lau (R v Chung, 20 April 2000, [16]-[17]). 
 
Chung arrived at Lau’s residence and the two were involved in opening the packages and dismantling the speakers. Chung adopted a superior role to Lau, although he was not classified as a principal in the 
importation (R v Chung, 20 April 2000, [8]-[9]). Police searched Chung’s residence and retrieved a pair of scales and telephone records showing numerous phone calls made between Chung and Lau, Lee and Nguyen. 
These phone records suggested that Chung occupied the role of an “organiser” in the importation (R v Chung, 20 April 2000, [10]). At the time of offending, Chung was 47 years old.     
 
5. R v Huang [2000] Chin Min Huang - Recipient of heroin Co-offenders: Heroin 809.5g (pure) Unknown  Courier concealed heroin in shoes.  
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NSWCCA 238 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 9 June 
2000 
(Taiwanese) delivery - Chung King Lim 
(Singaporean courier) 
- David 
 
Huang was a Taiwanese citizen and resident in Hong Kong. Huang travelled to Sydney to take possession of approximately 1kg of imported heroin. On 21 September 1998, a Singaporean national named Chung King 
Lim, arrived in Brisbane on a flight from Bali. Lim was travelling using a false passport. Customs officers conducted a search and found over one kilo of heroin divided between pouches and concealed in Lim’s shoes. 
The amount of pure heroin was 809.5g, an average purity of almost 78% (R v Huang, 9 June 2000, [4]). 
 
As instructed by the AFP, Lim proceeded with the delivery and contacted a man named David in Thailand to confirm his arrival in Australia. Later in the day, David contacted Lim to inform him that someone 
(Huang) would be arriving at the hotel in which he was staying to collect the heroin package. Huang arrived at the hotel but did not have sufficient funds to collect the heroin. Two hours later, Huang came back to the 
hotel with $3000 in Australian dollars and $5000 in Singaporean dollars. Huang left the hotel and travelled to various locations without leaving his car. At some stage during his travel, Huang believed he was being 
followed. He proceeded to throw the package of heroin out of his car window but was later apprehended by police. The estimated street value of the heroin is approximately $1.4 million (R v Huang, 9 June 2000, [5]).    
6. R v Chen [2002] 
NSWCCA 174 
(‘Uniana’ case 
no.1) 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 11 June 
2002 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wei Ming Chen 
(Chinese) 
 
Saud Siregar 
(Indonesian)  
 
Sidiki Ismunander 
(Indonesian) 
 
Khong Hoi Lau 
(Chinese – Hong Kong) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- 
 
 
- 
 
 
- 
 
 
- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alleged middleman 
for the heroin supplier 
in the Triangle. 
Chief engineer of the 
Uniana 
 
Chief officer/mate of 
the Uniana 
 
Lieutenant/mid level 
executive, financier, 
potential broker   
- Poon (HK national – owner 
of the Uniana vessel) 
- Mandagi (Indonesian – 
captain of the Uniana) 
- Frankie (Singaporean – 
Poon’s associate, responsible 
for Indonesian recruitment) 
- Chi Keung Chan (HK 
national – crew man recruited 
by Lau) 
- Fei Lo Nam (China – the 
‘Big Boss’?) 
- 8 unidentified crew members  
- Unidentified HK Chinese 
members present at the site of 
offloading on Grant’s Beach, 
NSW. 
- Unidentified HK Chinese 
members based in HK (likely 
to have assisted with boat 
modifications and organising 
the operation).  
Heroin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
389kg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thailand/ 
Burma 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Uniana – fishing trawler converted 
into a smuggling vessel.  
 
Travelled from Hong Kong to the 
coastal waters bordering Thailand 
and Burma and finally to the 
offloading site at Grants Beach, 
New South Wales. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The four co-offenders were involved in the importation of a large commercial quantity of heroin to Australia. They carried out the operation using a cargo boat named “Uniana” and travelled from Hong Kong, to the 
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Andaman Sea off the coast of Burma and Thailand (to collect the heroin) before travelling to Singapore (to refuel) and then to Port Macquarie, New South Wales, Australia (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [144]-[150]).  
 
On May 1998, a Hong Kong national named Poon made arrangements for a vessel called the “Ming Star” to be renamed the “Uniana” (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [136]). It is likely that Poon was the owner of the 
Uniana. The Uniana was originally a fishing trawler however, it became a smuggling vessel after various modifications and the inclusion of an onboard speedboat that was capable of picking up and offloading drugs 
(R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [143]).  
 
On 15 August 1998, two Hong Kong nationals named Chan and Lau boarded the Uniana before its departure from Hong Kong. On board, there were 13 crew members including Chan and Lau (R v Chen, 11 June 
2002, [144]). Some of these members included: 
 
 Ismunander (Indonesian) – chief officer of the Uniana; 
 Siregar (Indonesian) – chief engineer of the Uniana; and 
 Mandagi (Indonesian) – captain of the Uniana. 
 
Ismunander, Siregar and Mandagi were recruited by a Singaporean national named Frankie. Frankie was an associate of Poon’s, the owner of the Uniana (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [137]). Mandagi instructed the crew 
that the Uniana was to travel through the Andaman Sea to pick up an “important person” and his belongings. This “important” person was Chen - one of the co-accused in this case.  
 
The Uniana reached the international waters off the coast of Thailand and Burma in the Andaman Sea on about 5 September 1998. Upon its arrival, the Uniana waited approximately ten days before the speed boat was 
dispatched at night, carrying Chan and Lau to another vessel. When the speedboat reached the other vessel, Chen boarded the speedboat along with a number of rice sacks containing heroin (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, 
[147]).  
 
The heroin in the rice sacks were repacked below deck inside a secret compartment beneath the hold which housed the speedboat. This compartment contained a specially constructed valve which could be used to 
flood the compartment in the event that Customs officers searched the boat (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [6]). The Uniana then travelled to Singapore for refuelling and at this stage, Frankie boarded the Uniana. On 12 
October 1998, the Uniana reached Australia in the waters near Port Macquarie. The speedboat was launched at 9:45pm on 13 October with Siregar, Chen and Chan on board. As Siregar, Chen and Chan carried the 
bags of heroin onshore to Grant’s Beach (NSW), they were arrested and the remaining crew apprehended on the following day (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [149]-[150]). The police retrieved 31 duffel bags of heroin 
from the Uniana. The total amount of heroin was 389kg, of which 252kg was pure heroin and with an estimated street value of $620,000,000 (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [6]). 
 
The co-accused occupied the following roles in the operation:  
 
1) Chen (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [8]) 
 Accompanied the heroin from its offloading site to the Uniana; 
 Unpacked the heroin from the sacks and rearranged the blocks in duffel bags; 
 Secreted the bags into the secret compartment below deck; 
 Accompanied the heroin to Australian shores (Grant’s Beach) when it left the Uniana; 
 Chen delivered the heroin when the Uniana reached the coastal waters bordering Thailand and Burma  perhaps he is the middleman for the heroin supplier in the Golden Triangle?  
2) Siregar (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [153]) 
 Chief engineer of the Uniana, responsible for repairs and maintenance of the boat; 
 Recruited by Frankie, the Singaporean connection in this operation; 
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 Accompanied the heroin bags to Grant’s Beach;  
 Had knowledge of the modifications made to the Uniana to convert it into a smuggling vessel. 
 
3) Ismunander (R v Chen, 11 June 2002, [151]) 
 Chief officer or mate of the Uniana; 
 Recruited by Frankie, the Singaporean connection in this operation; 
 Falsified the log so that it would show a route from Hong Kong, to the Manila harbour before reaching New Zealand; 
 Responsible for overseeing the cargo; 
 Helped launch and retrieve the speedboat. 
 
4) Lau    
 Lieutenant or mid level executive; 
 Recruited Chan (the other HK national to board the Uniana); 
 Arranged for Chan to travel to Australia to choose a beach that was suitable for landing a speedboat; 
 Arranged for Chan to meet a Chinese boss named Fei Lo Nam (Mr Big?); 
 Travelled to Cambodia with Lau and Poon (to meet the supplier?); 
 Accompanied Chan in the speedboat to retrieve the heroin from the delivery vessel in the Andaman Sea; 
 Answered phone calls from China, presumably from Fei Lo Nam, and conveyed Nam’s instructions to Chan; 
 Is likely to be the financier of the operation – approximately $18,400,000 HK passed through his accounts and activity in this account always accelerated when he made trips to Cambodia. This activity 
subsided when funds were completely withdrawn days before the Uniana sailed. 
 
7. R v Chan [2002] 
NSWCCA 217 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 7 June 
2002 
Alex Chan  
(also known as Victor 
Chan) 
(Chinese – Hong Kong) 
52 “Dai Lo” – Big  
Brother  
 
Organiser/planner  
- Nime Tsering Ghale 
(Bangkok connection – 
courier) 
- Keshun Karki (Bangkok 
connection – source of heroin 
supply) 
- Ah John  
- Feng Wang (Chan’s former 
associate & NCA informant) 
- Peter Wang (Feng Wang’s 
roommate) 
- Feng and Peter recruited 
various “runners” to move 
the drugs. 
 
 
Sigma  
- Chinese persons of 
Singaporean or Malaysian 
Heroin 3.4kg Bangkok 
 
Courier from Bangkok – method of 
concealment unknown. 
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nationality (potentially an 
OCG or drug trafficking 
syndicate) 
 
Chan imported a commercial quantity of heroin. On 27 November 1997, an individual named Nime Tsering Ghale arrived in Sydney from Bangkok carrying 3.4kg of heroin. On 28 November 1997, an individual 
named Keshun Karki arrived in Sydney from Bangkok. Both Ghale and Karki booked accommodation and waited for instructions on how to proceed with handover (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [7]-[8]). Karki gave 
instructions to another individual (an undercover police operative) to collect the heroin from Ghale (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [9]). 
 
The principal evidence implicating Chan was obtained from Feng Wang, a registered informant of the National Crime Authority who had previously worked with Chan on various drug transactions (R v Chan, 7 June 
2002, [10]). Wang knew that Chan was associated with a group of Chinese persons of Singaporean or Malaysian nationality known as the “Sigma” (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [11]). Wang referred to Chan as “Dai Lo” 
(big brother) and Chan referred to Wang as “Xiao Dei” (little brother). Wang also identified another individual named Ah John, who was usually in the company of Chan (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [11]). 
 
In 1992, Wang was imprisoned for another charge of importing heroin but during his imprisonment, Wang became a registered informant of the National Crime Authority. After Wang’s release in 1997, he was 
contacted by Chan and within a few months, was working for Chan on various jobs. Those jobs included the remission of funds through a bank to an overseas account, paying rental amounts and collecting money 
from one person and giving it to another (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [17]). On one occasion, Wang and his flatmate Peter Feng were asked by Chan to do “a job” and recruit a “boy” to distance themselves from the 
physical transaction. The “job” was to transfer heroin from one Chinese group to another person identified as Arthur (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [17]).  
 
In October 1997, Chan informed Wang that he had contacted Ah John in Thailand about a supply of heroin (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [19]). On 1 November 1997, Chan advised Wang to recruit a “boy” and stand by for 
a job. An undercover police operative would pose as Chan’s “boy” to collect the drugs from Ghale (R v Chan, 7 June 2002, [22]). From the evidence, Chan occupied a crucial organisational role in the operation 
because he appeared to provide the majority of instructions to Wang and coordinated the collection of drugs from Ghale.  
8. R v Law [2002] 
NSWSC 952 
(trial) 
 
Judgment (trial): 
16 October 2002 
R v Law [2006] 
NSWCCA 100 
(appeal)  
Judgment 
(appeal): 4 April 
2006 
Chung (or Chun) Hing 
Law  
(Chinese – Hong Kong) 
44 
 
Supervisor/ 
organiser – consignee 
of numerous 
shipments.  
Co-offenders: 
- Alan Tam (Tam Yu Wah)  
- Joseph Law Ling  
- Mao Huang Tung 
- Brian Alexander Kuan  
Heroin 40kg (pure)10 Bangkok 
 
Secreted in crates of vases or glass 
sculptures sent from the same 
freight company, Zega Tranship 
Company Limited, in Bangkok.  
                                                 
 
10 This case involved five separate importations but only the 5th importation (40kg) was recovered by police.  
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Law was involved in an ongoing conspiracy with Alan Tam (Tam Yu Wah), Joseph Law Ling, Mao Huang Tung, Brian Alexander Kuan and various others to import commercial quantities of heroin into Sydney. 
There were five alleged importations from Bangkok between December 1993 and January 1995 (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [6]).  
 
The method used for every importation was that the intended consignee of the shipment would travel to Sydney and rent premises for the sole purpose of receiving and storing the heroin shipment. The address of the 
rented premises would be communicated to the relevant persons in Bangkok (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [7]). The actual consignment contained numerous wooden crates holding “vases” or “glass sculptures” in which the 
heroin was secreted. Each consignment was sent from the same freight company, Zega Tranship Company Limited, in Bangkok (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [8]). 
 
The first four consignments arrived in Australia without authorities detecting any heroin. However, the circumstances surrounding each of the other consignments led to the conclusion that each importation must have 
contained heroin. Furthermore, after the arrival of each consignment, substantial transfers of money were made to overseas bank accounts.  
 
First importation – January 1994 
 
There was no evidence to suggest that Law was involved in the first importation. On 30 December 1993, Ling arrived in Australia and arranged for electricity to be installed at his rented premises in Ultimo (R v Law, 
4 April 2006, [10]). On 10 January 1994, an invoice was created in Bangkok for the delivery of seven wooden crates, weighing 345kg and containing “ceramic dolls and vases”. This consignment was addressed to 
Ling at his Ultimo premises. On 17 January 1994, the consignment was delivered to the Ultimo premises. In early February 1994, Ling transferred various sums of money to Canadian accounts, the total amount being 
$25,000. On 14 February 1994, Ling left Australia (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [11]).  
 
Second importation – July 1994 
 
On 11 July 1994, Law arrived in Australia from Hong Kong stating that he would be staying in Australia for one month on business. Law arranged for electricity to be connected to premises at Ultimo (R v Law, 4 
April 2006, [13]). On 9 July 1994, three wooden crates weighing 315kg arrived in Australia, claiming to hold “glass sculptures”. The consignment was addressed to Law at his Ultimo premises.  
 
On 14 July 1994, Law collected the crates. On 19 July 1994, Law rented a pager from the same company used by Ling and on 25 July 1994, Law purchased a mobile phone and SIM card. On 26 July 1994, Alan Tam 
arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong. Both Tam and Law stayed in the same hotel and both transferred money to overseas accounts in Hong Kong and Canada (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [15]-[17]). 
 
Third importation – August 1994 
 
On 6 August 1994, two wooden crates containing “glass sculptures” and weighing 240kg were addressed to Law at his Ultimo premises (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [19]). The two crates were delivered on 23 August and 
Law transferred money to an account in the name of Law Ling in Hong Kong. There was some telephone contact between two mobile phones connected to a person named Kevin Ho and Ho’s name appeared in Law’s 
diary when it was seized by Hong Kong police. On 18 September 1994, Law left Australia to return to Hong Kong (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [21]-[24]).  
 
Fourth importation – November 1994 
 
On 11 October 1994, Law returned to Sydney. On 13 October, “Andy Law” (Law) transferred money to Joseph Ling in Hong Kong (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [25]). On 15 October, Law rented new premises at Glebe (R 
v Law, 4 April 2006, [26]). On 17 October, Law left Sydney to travel to Hong Kong (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [27]). On 13 November, two wooden crates weighing 230kg and carrying glass sculptures were consigned 
to Law at the Glebe address and Law also returned to Sydney on the same day. On 16 November, Law arranged for electricity and a phone line to be connected at the Glebe premises (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [30]-
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[31]). In January 1995, police searched the Glebe premises and found the dismantled wooden crates and glass paintings. The lining on the back of the glass paintings was torn open as the cavity had been used to 
secrete the heroin packages (R v Law, 4 April 2006, [32]).   
 
Fifth importation – January 1995 
 
Law was not the consignee for the fifth importation because he experienced difficulties obtaining another visa for travel to Australia. The new consignee was Brian Kuan from Toronto who travelled to Australia on 30 
December 1994.  
 
Drug quantity 
 
The quantity of heroin involved in the fifth importation was 40kg by pure weight. However, the exact quantities of the remaining importations cannot be ascertained because they were not recovered by police. Law 
was considered a senior member of the enterprise (R v Law, 16 October 2002, [13]). He appeared to work largely unsupervised and fulfilled a critical role as the consignee of numerous shipments. Mao was also a 
senior member who reported to superiors located overseas. 
9. R v Li [2003] 
NSWCCA 290  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 23 
October 2003 
Alan Siu Lun Li – 
(Chinese – Cantonese)11 
51 Principal  - Tack Lee Pang (consignee) 
- Simon (recruited Pang in 
Kuala Lumpur)  
- John Kook (Simon’s 
controller) 
 
Heroin 4kg* 
 
*exact amount 
is 3.9959kg 
Bangkok 
 
Packaged in blocks embossed with 
‘999’ and concealed in hollowed 
out computer books.  
Li imported 3.9959kg of heroin (2,495.6g pure) from Bangkok to Sydney. The wholesale value of the heroin was between $410,000 and $470,000. In 1998, Thailand police had information regarding a concealed 
shipment of heroin that had been lodged for transport to Australia with DHL Freight Forwarders in Bangkok (R v Li, 23 October 2003, [5]). The heroin was packaged in blocks, embossed with the figures 999 and 
hidden in hollowed out computer books (R v Li, 23 October 2003, [6]). The AFP allowed the shipment to be conveyed to Sydney. In Sydney, the heroin blocks were removed and replaced with substitute blocks that 
appeared identical to the original blocks, including the embossing of the figures 999 (R v Li, 23 October 2003, [7]). 
 
The shipment was addressed to “Mr Lee, 86 Liverpool Road, Summer Hill”. The consignee of the shipment was a male named Tack Lee Pang. In evidence, Pang stated that the importation was part of an operation 
involving numerous individuals. Pang was the courier of the operation and was recruited in Kuala Lumpur by another male named Simon. Pang was given airfare tickets and instructions on receiving the heroin 
shipment. On 31 March 1998, Pang travelled to Sydney to await delivery of the heroin (R v Li, 23 October 2003, [8]).  
In Sydney, Pang met a male named John Kook. Kook was Pang’s “controller”; Kook met with Pang, directed Pang’s movements and gave him instructions in relation to receiving the shipment at Summer Hill (R v Li, 
23 October 2003, [10]). An individual named Mei also claimed to be a part of this operation and Mei took instructions from Li, however, charges against Mei did not proceed (R v Li, 23 October 2003, [10]).   
 
The Crown contended that Li played a supervisory or principal role in the operation, based on surveillance evidence obtained of Li. Li knew that the heroin blocks had been substituted but did not know why or by 
                                                 
 
11 Ethnicity inferred from expert testimony whereby the offender’s conversations in Cantonese were translated into English.  
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whom. Li was also responsible for paying the courier (Pang) and giving instructions regarding the disposal of the substituted blocks. The Crown concluded that Li was one of the “directing minds” of the enterprise 
and that it was rare for a principal of a drug importation operation to be apprehended (R v Li, 23 October 2003, [132]). 
10. R v Chen [2003] 
NSWCCA 326  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 7 
November 2003 
Jack Chik Chen – 
(Chinese – Hong Kong)  
41 Principal & broker  - Phillip Xiao He (supervisor 
& distributor based in 
Australia) 
- Fouad El Hassan (supervisor 
& distributor based in 
Australia; partners with 
Phillip He) 
- Simon Stanbouli (freight 
manager at I.C.F, a freight 
company in Sydney) 
- Mario Bourchas (drug 
collector at I.C.F) 
- Con Polyzoidas (recipient of 
drugs from Bourchas) 
- Mark Ho (driver no.1) 
- Christos Argyris (friend and 
associate of Polyzoidas) 
- Robert Li (driver no.2) 
- “Cousin” (supplier from 
mainland China) 
- Liang (broker – connected 
with Chinese suppliers).  
 
Heroin  18.82kg12 
 
Shipment 
originated from 
Hong Kong but 
actual heroin 
supply 
negotiated in 
mainland China. 
Computer parts. 
From 1 January 2000 to 9 April 2000, Chen imported a commercial quantity of heroin into Sydney. Chen conspired with Phillip Xiao He, Fouad El Hassan, Con Polyzoidas, Simon Stanbouli, Christos Argyris, Mario 
Bourchas and various others to organise the importation (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [3]). From 1998 to April 2000, the Joint Asian Crime Group (JACG) targeted Chen by undertaking electronic interception of 
telephones used by Chen or persons associated with Chen (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [11]).  
 
During a five week period from late February 2000 to early April 2000, Chen and his co-offenders organised four shipments of heroin concealed within computer parts (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [12]). The four 
shipments are described as follows: 
1) 1st shipment – 29 February 2000  
- In February 2000, a number of phone calls were intercepted between Chen (in Hong Kong) and He, which suggested that they were planning to organise a heroin shipment to Australia. 
- On 29 February 2000, a consignment of alleged computer parts from Hong King was received by I.C.F, a freight forwarding agency in Sydney. 
- The consignment was addressed to Comworld Computers in Sydney; there was no such entity as Comworld Computers. 
                                                 
 
12 This case involved four separate importations but quantities were known for only two shipments.  
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- The air freight manager of I.C.F was Simon Stanbouli (co-accused), who notified Mario Bourchas (co-accused) to collect the consignment from I.C.F (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [14]). 
- The consignment was to be delivered to He or Hassan (co-accused). There were various phone calls passing between Chen and He, or He and Hassan in Sydney (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [15]). 
- On 29 February 2000, Bourchas collected the consignment and passed the consignment to Con Polyzoidas (co-accused). Polyzoidas left the consignment in a car (purchased the day before) at a pre-
arranged location (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [16]).  
- Later in the day, a man named Mark Ho arrived at the location where the car was parked and using the key left for him by Polyzoidas, he unlocked the car and took the consignment (R v Chen, 7 November 
2003, [16]).  
- Ho moved the consignment to his own car and drove off (presumably to a pre-arranged meeting place) before being intercepted by police. 
- The consignment contained 4.05kg heroin of which 2.807kg was pure heroin. 
 
2) 2nd shipment – 1 March 2000 
- On 1 March 2000, a second consignment was lodged in Hong Kong for overnight dispatch to Sydney. Intercepted phone conversations between Chen and He suggest that this second consignment was a 
“dummy run”.  
- The “dummy run” was used to test whether the systems employed by them to import heroin had been compromised by police, especially after Ho was arrested with the first shipment (R v Chen, 7 
November 2003, [18]).   
- On 2 March 2000, Bourchas collected the consignment. On 9 April, police retrieved the consignment but the package was intact and no heroin was found (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [19]).  
 
3) 3rd shipment – 26 March 2000 
- Another consignment to Comworld Computers was received, with a declared weight of 26kg.  
- However, JACG were unaware of this shipment because Chen had been using a different telephone service from the service being monitored by the police.  
 
4) 4th shipment – 9 April 2000 
- The 4th consignment arrived in Sydney on 9 April 2000 and was handled using the same procedures as the previous consignments.  
- Bourchas was to collect the consignment from I.C.F, take it home to unpack and then leave the heroin in a vehicle for collection by another individual who would transport the package elsewhere ( Ho’s 
previous role) (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [22]). 
- The consignment was intercepted by JACG before Bourchas collected it and the heroin was replaced with substitute blocks. The consignment contained 32 blocks of heroin weighing 14.768kg (9.81 kg 
pure heroin) (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [23]). 
- Bourchas picked up the consignment as instructed, unpacked the heroin and then left it in a car for Robert Li (the new transporter) to collect it (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [24]).  
- Li was arrested as he drove off with the package.  
 
The evidence suggested that Chen obtained his supplies from two Chinese suppliers named “Cousin” and “Liang”, who were based in mainland China. The police could not identify “Cousin” but the evidence 
indicated that Cousin was directly responsible for initiating supply from mainland China (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [27]). Liang was also closely connected with suppliers in mainland China but he had additional 
roles including receiving payment for the heroin consignments and arranging their shipment from Hong Kong (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [27]). Liang also travelled with Chen from Hong Kong to Cambodia. It 
appeared as though consistency in the packaging of the heroin was significant because Chen made it known to Liang that he was unhappy with one shipment where the packaging was not the same packaging that he 
was accustomed to receiving (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [28]).  
 
Chen was considered the “brains” or principal behind the operation for the following reasons (R v Chen, 7 November 2003, [46]): 
- Chen had direct links with the Chinese suppliers; 
- Chen negotiated with Liang the acquisition of heroin from “Cousin” and the payment of heroin; 
- Chen was responsible for arranging the heroin shipment from Hong Kong to Australia; 
- Chen gave instructions to He and also sought clarification from He regarding the progress of the operation once the heroin reached Australia; and 
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- Chen utilised the services of He and Hassan (who were a partnership) to organise the receipt and distribution of heroin upon its arrival in Australia.  
 
11. R v Nguyen; R v 
Pham; R v To; R 
v Vu [2004] 
NSWCCA 144 
(trial) 
 
Judgment (trial): 
9 March 2004 
R v Nguyen; R v 
Pham; R v Vu; R 
v To [2005] 
NSWCCA 362 
(appeal) 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 31 
October 2005 
 
R v Nguyen 
[2007] NSWCCA 
226 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 30 July 
2007 
 
- Thanh Hai Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Van Hau Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Kam Pui To 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Huy Quang Vu 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Dinh Minh Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
36 
 
 
39 
 
 
29 
 
 
 
24 
 
- 
Thanh Hai Nguyen – 
Pham’s ex wife, 
principal party in the 
operation. 
 
Van Hau Pham – 
principal based in 
Sydney, in contact 
with Hong Kong 
principal named Peter 
Lam. 
 
Kam Pui To – 
associate of Peter 
Lam, sent to Sydney 
to oversee operation. 
 
Huy Quang Vu – 
courier and driver.  
 
Dinh Minh Nguyen – 
Pham’s associate & 
second in charge  
 
- Ben (primary drug supplier 
based in HK) 
- Peter Lam Ka Wa (principal 
operative based in Hong 
Kong) 
- Trung Van Le (Nguyen’s 
uncle, courier based in 
Canada) 
- Antoine Antoun (MDMA 
customer)  
 
Heroin & 
MDMA 
150.79kg13 
 
 
MDMA may 
have originated 
from various 
places – 
Malaysia, 
Vietnam or 
Hong Kong.  
 
Heroin 
transported 
from Hong 
Kong.  
MDMA – concealed in a shipment 
of marble tiles. 
 
Heroin – via courier (Trung Van 
Le) in a bottle of Bailey’s Irish 
Cream. 
 
This case involved two separate importations of narcotics into Sydney – MDMA and heroin.  
 
MDMA importation 
Pham and another man named Dinh Minh Nguyen made several journeys to countries such as Malaysia, Vietnam and Hong Kong. The principal of the enterprise, Peter Lam Ka Wa, was based in Hong Kong. Pham’s 
wife, Thanh Hai Nguyen, travelled to Canada and on occasion, via Hong Kong. There were various phone calls made between these parties however, no evidence to suggest that Thanh Hai Nguyen was connected to 
Peter (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [4]).  
                                                 
 
13 This case involved 150kg MDMA and 788.6g of heroin.  
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On 23 September 2001, an airway bill arrived in Australia in relation to cargo consisting of a container aboard the P&O Nedlloyd Adelaide. The bill came from a person named “Robert Lam” and was addressed to 
“Mr Hau Pham” and the consignee was a company at Taren Point (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [37]). On 2 October 2001, the P&O Nedlloyd Adelaide arrived in Sydney. The vessel carried 
a shipping container with the identification number INBU 3018804. Customs officers examined the container and found 20 crates, each individually numbered from 1 to 20. Each crate contained 36 boxes of marble 
tiles and some boxes were labelled “pink 3” and others “grey/white”. After the boxes were x-rayed, Customs found that 69 boxes contained Perspex boxes holding MDMA tablets. The boxes contained about 420,000 
tablets, having an approximate gross weight of 150kg with 52.702kg being pure (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [35-36]). The hollowed out tiles containing the MDMA tablets were emptied 
and substitute tablets were placed inside the boxes (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [38]). 
 
On 8 October, Pham instructed freighting agents to deliver the container to an address at Punchbowl. Pham and Dinh Nguyen made a number of phone calls to the Punchbowl address. Telephone conversations 
between Pham, Dinh Nguyen and Lam suggest that they were concerned about whether the shipment had come to the attention of authorities or whether it had been compromised without their knowledge. On 10 
October, the crates were transported by truck to an address at Homebush (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [6]). 
 
On 12 October, To arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong and was picked up by Vu. To had been instructed by Lam to guard the shipment. To and several others spoke to Lam about the drug extraction process. On 14 
October, Pham, Dinh Nguyen and To were involved in removing all the hollowed out tiles into two crates. After, they travelled to Pham’s house at Earlwood where they unloaded boxes. Pham returned to Homebush 
and loaded a crate onto his vehicle which was also taken to his house (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [8]). Police heard sounds of grinding and smashing from Pham’s house (R v Nguyen; R 
v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [9]). On the same day (14 October), Vu arrived at Pham’s house and accompanied by To, Vu travelled to his own residence carrying some white and blue check bags that 
were placed in his vehicle (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [11]). On 15 October, Pham and Dinh Nguyen met a “customer” named Antoine Antoun. On 16 October, Vu and To transported 
the white and blue check bags to a hotel carpark in Lakemba where they met Pham, Dinh Nguyen and Antoun. The parties were all arrested by police (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [12]).   
 
Heroin importation  
On 20 August 2001, Thanh Nguyen spoke to her uncle, Trung Van Le in Canada regarding the transport of drugs from Hong Kong. In September 2001, Pham and Dinh Nguyen were currently in Hong Kong. Le 
travelled to Hong Kong to meet with Dinh Nguyen and he received from Dinh a shopping bag. Previously, Pham had made several phone calls passing on information to Dinh about how to identify Le (he had one 
arm) (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 31 October 2005, [13]).  
 
On 19 September 2001, Le arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong. Within Le’s luggage was a bottle of Baileys Irish Cream containing 788.6g of a white pasty substance and upon analysis, was confirmed to be 477.8g 
pure heroin (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [42]). Pham, Thanh Nguyen and Dinh Nguyen were involved in the heroin importation. At the time of the offence, Le was 62 years old. Le was a 
mere courier, recruited by his niece, Thanh Nguyen, to travel from Canada to Hong Kong where he collected the heroin and then transported the heroin to Sydney.  
 
Postal importation 
From July to September 2001, the National Crime Authority (NCA) intercepted 5 letters posted from Hong Kong to Australia. On 23 June 2001, Dinh Nguyen travelled to Hong Kong to organise packages containing 
drugs that were to be posted to various addresses in Sydney. The packages were to be collected by Dinh’s son-in-law, Quang Vu (R v Nguyen, 30 July 2007, [6]). Four letters contained a total of 54g of heroin (38.1 
pure) and the fifth letter contained 13g methylamphetamine (10.4g pure) (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [45]). 
 
The court considered that the offenders were members of a growing enterprise of drug trafficking from Hong Kong to Sydney. The roles played by the offenders (and other individuals) include: 
 
Van Hau Pham  
Pham was the principal operative based in Sydney, who was primarily responsible for organising reception of the container, its carriage to safe premises and opening the container to extract the drugs. Pham had 
travelled to Hong Kong and Malaysia to organise various aspects of the shipment and was in regular contact with the principal, Lam, based in Hong Kong Kong. At the time of committing the offences, Pham was 29 
years old (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [57]-[58]). 
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Thanh Hai Nguyen  
Thanh was Pham’s ex wife and played a principal role in the MDMA importation. Thanh had invested her own money into the importation. The evidence suggested that she was an experienced and successful drug 
trafficker. At the time of committing the offence, Thanh was 38 years old (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [64]-[65]).  
 
Kam Pui To  
To was a close associate of Lam and was sent by Lam to oversee the handling of the container and its contents in Sydney; To was responsible for safeguarding the container pending its delivery to the buyer. To acted 
as Lam’s “man on the spot” by ensuring the safe delivery of the container to a location where the container could be safely opened and assisting in the drug extraction process. To provided regular reports to Lam on 
progress and received instructions from Lam. At the time of committing the offences, To was 30 years old (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [68]-[70]).  
 
Dinh Minh Nguyen 
Dinh was “second in charge” after Van Hau Pham. Dinh had connections with suppliers in Hong Kong and was primarily involved in organising the heroin and postal importations. His age was not identified in the 
transcripts (R v Nguyen, 30 July 2007, [17]).  
 
Quang Vu  
Vu was Dinh Nguyen’s son-in-law and his assistant in the deals. Vu occupied the courier or “driver” role; he was responsible for collecting and transporting the drugs to various unknown individuals involved in the 
importations. In the postal importation, he was the Sydney contact who was responsible for arranging safe postal addresses for the receipt of letters from Hong Kong. At the time of committing the offence, Vu was 25 
years old (R v Nguyen; R v Pham; R v To; R v Vu, 9 March 2004, [73]).  
 
12. R v Li [2005] 
NSWCCA 154  
 
(‘Uniana’ case 
no.2) 
 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 25 May 
2005 
- Kai Kong Li 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Chung Tak Chan 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Po Chong Fan 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Tat Sang Chung  
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
 
 
 
 
These offenders were 
responsible for 
choosing an 
offloading site 
(beach) in Australia 
and dealing with the 
drugs once they 
reached Australia.  
 
Li – driver & general 
hand 
 
Chan – organiser/ 
supervisor & 
communication 
channel between 
Hong Kong and 
Australia. 
Fan – second in 
charge after Chan, 
supervised Li and 
- Please refer to primary 
offenders in NI6; 
- Liaised with various 
members of the syndicate 
based in Hong Kong.  
 
Heroin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
389kg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thailand/ 
Burma 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Uniana – fishing trawler converted 
into a smuggling vessel.  
 
Travelled from Hong Kong to the 
coastal waters bordering Thailand 
and Burma and finally to the 
offloading site at Grants Beach, 
New South Wales. 
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Chung. 
 
Chung – organised 
storage for the heroin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
These four co-offenders were primarily responsible for: 
 
1) choosing a beach location in New South Wales to offload the drugs from the Uniana; and  
2) dealing with the drugs once they reached Australia i.e. storage, packaging and distribution. 
 
On 7 August 1998, Chung, Li and Fan arrived in Sydney on the same flight. They were in Sydney eight days before the Uniana was scheduled to sail. At first, they separated into two hotels but eventually all moved to 
premises at Croydon Park which had been rented on a six month lease (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [13]).  
 
In the weeks leading up to the Uniana’s arrival in Australia, Chung, Li and Fan travelled around Sydney to familiarise themselves with the suburbs. Police surveillance on their vehicle revealed various conversations 
regarding the “job”, the location, the need for security and camouflage, training and overheads. Also, they discussed various codes and codenames, public telephones that were to be used for communication and the 
need for another unit to be leased for the “cut”. At McBride’s beach, Li and Fan conducted a reconnaissance. However, they rejected this location because of a steep descent which would make it difficult to access by 
car or truck (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [13]). 
 
On 6 October, Chan arrived in Sydney and was met by Fan. Chan and Fan discussed the quantities involved in the job namely, 500 pieces in 14 cardboard boxes. The police actually retrieved 564 blocks that arrived in 
13 rice sacks. In these conversations, Chan and Fan refer to Wei Ming Chen as the “jockey”. They also discussed the group’s capacity to offload and carry hundreds of kilos of heroin and therefore, contemplated 
recruiting “local labour” to carry the drugs. Local labour was used in a previous operation for offloading marijuana in mainland China but this idea was rejected because marijuana and heroin were “different drugs” 
and one was heavier than the other (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [13]). 
 
For the offload, two Taragos were driven north with eight new bags, broom handles, torches, thermal underwear, fishing gear and flippers. All four of the offenders were observed on Grant’s Beach and torches were 
placed. However, as they waited the offenders noticed car headlights and believing it to be police, they fled the beach (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [13]).  
 
The offenders’ roles were described as follows: 
 
Kai Kong Li 
Li was previously associated with Chung Tak Chan in Hong Kong, despite knowing that Chan was involved in some type of criminal activity. He also met Fan at around the same time as meeting Chan. In Australia, 
Li was involved in scouting beach locations for the offload and purchasing the sports bags which were used to carry the drugs from the beach. The court concluded that Li’s primary role was that of driver and general 
hand. Li’s role was to “drive, fetch and carry” as instructed (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [126]). There was some evidence to suggest that the other individuals i.e. Chan, Fan and Chung did not place a significant degree of 
trust in Li’s ability as there were various comments about Li “not being capable” and that he was a “dumb person” who “needed training” (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [14]). 
 
Chung Tak Chan 
Chan was an organiser or supervisor of the operation. Chan came to Australia to oversee the delivery of the heroin and report to superiors (Nam) as he monitored the progress of the drugs to its eventual destination. It 
was submitted that Chan was the communication channel between Sydney and Hong Kong. Chan also had ongoing duties to find storage for the heroin and he was aware that the heroin would be distributed after the 
importation. His role was superior compared to Li, Fan and Chung (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [78]-[79]).     
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Po Chong Fan 
Fan took instructions from Chan and in turn, he would instruct Li and Chung to carry out Chan’s instructions. Chan’s instructions involved renting premises, conducting reconnaissance missions, familiarising himself 
with Sydney suburbs, receiving forged passports, buying items for camouflage purposes and making various preparations to receive the heroin. Fan had a relatively high degree of independence as he supervised Li 
and Chung in Chan’s absence. Fan also made contact with superiors overseas and appears to have been a trusted subordinate (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [107]). Like Chan, Fan was intimately connected with the criminal 
enterprise.  
 
Tat Sang Chung 
Chung’s primary task in preparation for the heroin’s arrival was to find storage for the heroin, where it could be cut and packaged. Chung then purchased a separate flat that would be used to store and prepare the 
heroin for distribution. Chung also obtained a NSW driver’s licence and held a nine month visa which suggested that his intention was to be involved in the future distribution of the heroin. Chung appeared to be a 
trusted member of the organisation, despite lacking the seniority to make independent decisions (R v Li, 25 May 2005, [117]). 
 
In order of seniority, Chan was the most senior member of the four, Fan was Chan’s subordinate and Chung and Li took instructions from Fan. Chung and Li were the least involved in the preparation of the 
importation however, they were fully aware of the totality of the operation.   
 
13. R v Pham [2005] 
NSWCCA 314  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 12 
September 2005 
Duy Tan Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
 
27 Courier Unknown contact in Sydney. Heroin 244.6g Bangkok 
 
Courier carried heroin concealed on 
his body. Method of 
packing/concealment unknown. 
 
Pham imported 244.6g of heroin into Australia from Bangkok. On 3 May 2004, Pham arrived at Sydney Airport on a Thai Airlines flight from Bangkok. He was subjected to a frisk search by Customs officers where 
they located the heroin. The estimated wholesale value of the heroin was $120,000, with a street value between $611,500 and $856,100 (R v Pham, 12 September 2005, [7]).  
 
Pham’s evidence stated that he had bought the heroin in Bangkok and planned to sell it once he returned to Australia. Pham was reluctant to reveal the identity of the people he had dealt with in purchasing the heroin 
but he said he was to be contacted by “someone” who would collect the drugs from him (R v Pham, 12 September 2005, [8]). It is likely that Pham was a mere courier or a low level drug importer who had been 
recruited to carry the drugs in exchange for a payment of $5000.  
14. R v Nguyen 
[2006] NSWDC 1 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 4 
August 2006 
Nhu Mai Huynh 
Nguyen (Vietnamese) 
 
29 Courier Unknown Methyl- 
amphetamine 
537.2g Vietnam 
 
Courier carrying towels laced with 
methylamphetamine.  
Nguyen was charged with importing methylamphetamine. On 29 April 2005, Nguyen arrived in Sydney from a trip to Vietnam. A Customs officer searched her bags and found some towels in a plastic bag which 
appeared to be heavy and stiff. The towels were found to be laced with methylamphetamine. The total weight of pure methylamphetamine contained in the towels was 537.2g. The methylamphetamine had an 
estimated wholesale value of $90,000 with a street value of $160,000 (R v Nguyen, 4 September 2006, [1]). 
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Nguyen claimed to have no knowledge of the drugs found laced within the towels. Nguyen appeared to be a mere courier but there was little evidence to suggest whether she may have occupied any other position in 
the drug supply chain (R v Nguyen, 4 September 2006, [4]).  Nguyen was 29 years old at the time of offending.  
15. R v Hoang [2006] 
NSWDC 185 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 10 
November 2006  
Thanh Hung Hoang 
(Vietnamese) 
26 Courier - ‘Bac’ (recruited Hoang in 
Vietnam 
Heroin 209.6g Vietnam 
 
Courier concealed heroin in jacket 
and undergarments.  
 
Hoang was charged with importing heroin into Australia from Vietnam. On 10 July 2006, Hoang arrived in Sydney on a flight from Vietnam carrying a rolled up blanket inside a clear wrapped package. The blanket 
was x-rayed and found to contain a rolled up jacket which concealed four packets of white powder (R v Hoang, 10 November 2006, [5]). Hoang was also subject to a frisk search and a further three packages of white 
powder was retrieved, sandwiched between two pairs of underpants worn by Hoang. The four packets in the jacket weighed 66.5g in total and the three packages found in his underpants weighed 143.1g. The average 
purity of the heroin was approximately 39.5%. The wholesale value of the heroin was estimated at $42,315, with a potential street value between $72,000 and $216,000 (R v Hoang, 10 November 2006, [6]). 
 
Hoang was a heroin user and prior to his Vietnam trip, owed significant amounts of money to financial institutions and family members. Hoang stated that he was approached by a man named Bac who recruited him 
to import the heroin. The court stated that Hoang’s involvement in the importation was likely to be the result of his debts and there was no evidence to suggest that he had previously been involved in other importation 
ventures (R v Hoang, 10 November 2006, [14]). Hoang was 26 years old at the time of offending. 
16. R v Tran [2007] 
NSWDC 52 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 12 April 
2007 
Quang Het Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
46 Courier - Minh (supplied Tran with the 
heroin) 
Heroin 1.68kg Vietnam 
 
Courier concealed heroin in two 
hard cover books and the wall of a 
suitcase 
 
On 12 August 2005, Tran arrived at Kingsford Smith Airport, Sydney, on a flight from Vietnam. He was travelling with his wife and son and claimed to have been visiting his mother in Vietnam who had suffered a 
stroke. Customs officers searched Tran’s luggage and found heroin concealed within two hard covered books and in the lining of a suitcase (R v Tran, 12 April 2007, [2] & [9]).Tran claimed that the books belonged to 
a friend named Minh. Before Tran’s departure from Vietnam, Minh had arrived at Ho Chi Minh airport carrying a suitcase full of books which presumably, Tran had agreed to take to Australia (R v Tran, 12 April 
2007, [10]-[11]). 
 
In the suitcase, the heroin was concealed behind a wall of plastic located around the sides of the suitcase. Behind the black plastic were packages covered in aluminium foil, held in place by double sided tape. There 
were a total of 5 packages concealed in that manner. In the books, the heroin was concealed under three layers of cardboard sheeting together with a piece of white paper affixed to a sheet of silver foil. Within the 
cavity, there were two plastic bags containing an amount of loose off-white powder which was covered by layers of plastic cling wrap. A brown, granular substance (coffee) was also packaged to deceive sniffer dogs 
from detecting the drugs. A total of 8 plastic bags were removed from the two books (R v Tran, 12 April 2007, [17]-[18]). 
The total weight of the heroin packages found in the suitcase and books was 1680g. The purity of the heroin in the books ranged from 71.8% to 75.8% and for the heroin in the suitcase it ranged from 33.4% to 69.8%. 
The variations in purity suggest that the heroin in the books and the suitcase were from two different sources. The total weight of pure heroin was 861.1g (R v Tran, 12 April 2007, [19]). Tran was 46 years old at the 
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time of offending.  
17. R v To [2007] 
NSWCCA 200 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 5 July 
2007 
 
Thanh Si To 
(Vietnamese) 
- Supervisor/ 
organiser 
- Hoang Anh Bui (principal – 
occupies a more senior role 
than To) 
- Hay Heathcote (recruited by 
To for drug extraction) 
- Ngoc Minh Pham (recruited 
by To for drug extraction) 
- Luke Burnett (recruited by 
To for drug extraction) 
 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
45.83kg Unknown 
 
Packed in plastic bags and 
concealed in a speed boat.  
To was charged with aiding or procuring the importation of a substantial commercial quantity of methylamphetamine into Australia. On 12 October 2005, a container arrived in Sydney consigned to an individual 
named Van Bich Lam of Merici College, Canberra. The container held a speed boat and trailer. To made an agreement with co-offender, Hoang Anh Bui, to import the speed boat. On 13 October, Customs officers 
examined the speed boat and detected traces of methylamphetamine, but there was no confirmed identification of the drug (R v To, 5 July 2007, [65]).   
 
On 14 December 2005, Customs officers examined the container a third time. The officers drilled a large hole through the speedboat which revealed a plastic bag containing a crystalline substance 
(methylamphetamine). Forty-six packages were retrieved from the speed boat. The gross weight of the packages was 45.83kg, with a pure weight of 34.8kg. The estimated wholesale value of the drugs was $5 million. 
After a substitute product was inserted by police, the boat was reconstructed in preparation for delivery to the consignee (R v To, 5 July 2007, [65]). 
 
A number of phone calls were made between To and Bui, where To warned him of the delay in clearing the container through Customs. By 13 January 200, approximately $37,000 was owed for the delay, which was 
further exacerbated by To’s unfamiliarity with the procedures for clearing a container in Customs (R v To, 5 July 2007, [6]). On 31 January 2006, To paid more than $45,000 into the Customs broker’s account, after 
confirming that the container would not be released until payment had been made. To made copies of the receipt and faxed these to Bui and the Customs’ broker (R v To, 5 July 2007, [9]). To attempted to deliver the 
container to an address at Regents Park however, he must have recruited other members beforehand to deliver the container because he understood the risks involved in carrying the drugs (R v To, 5 July 2007, [9] & 
[13]).     
 
On 6 February 2006, the container was delivered to Hay Heathcote’s property at Bringelly. The activities of Heathcote, Ngoc Minh Pham and Luke Burnett were recorded and police heard drilling noises coming from 
the house (R v To, 5 July 2007, [15]). Pham, Burnett and Heathcote were arrested at Bringelly on 7 February 2006. To was arrested in 8 February in Glebe. 
 
It is likely that To operated as a principal in the operation, although Bui occupied a more senior position than To. To’s role in the importation involved: 
- clearing the container through Customs; 
- contacting Ms Lam (consignee) to obtain her signature on a document allowing him to deal with the container; 
- liaising with Bui regarding the progress of clearing the container; 
- using false names in the importation; 
- using telephones which were connected in different names and locations; 
- inspecting both delivery addresses; 
- requesting and receiving money from Bui and overseas principals; 
- recruiting Pham to assist in obtaining a delivery address; 
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- obtaining directions from Bui regarding the location of the drugs in the speed boat; 
- passing on the location of the drugs to Pham and Burnett; 
- providing Burnett with funds to purchase a tarpaulin and power tools.  
 
18. R v Pham [2007] 
NSWDC 210 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 21 
September 2007 
Truong The Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
43 Courier Khan (supplied Pham with the 
heroin) 
Heroin 168.5g Vietnam 
 
Condoms inserted into anal 
passage. 
 
Pham was charged with importing heroin into Australia from Vietnam. On 26 February 2007, Pham arrived at Sydney Kingsford Smith Airport on a flight from Vietnam. He was selected by Customs officers for a 
baggage examination. It is likely that Customs had some information regarding Pham concealing drugs internally. After undertaking an internal examination, officers found four condoms in his anal passage containing 
a total of 168.5g of admixture, of which 110g was pure heroin. The estimated wholesale value of the heroin was $50,000, with a potential street value of $92,191 (R v Pham, 21 September 2007, [11]-[15]).  
 
Pham claimed to be in Vietnam for about 3 months visiting his ill mother but prior to his trip, he had been persuaded by a man named Khan to “bring in something” from Vietnam. Pham stated that he owed Khan a 
significant amount of money due to his gambling addiction. Khan arranged for Pham to collect the drugs from his criminal associates in Vietnam (R v Pham, 21 September 2007, [18]-[20]). 
 
At the time of offending, Pham was 43 years old. It is likely that Pham was recruited as a mere courier. He had significant debts and had no prior convictions which made him an easy target for criminals recruiting 
couriers that were willing to take the risks involved in exchange for a substantial payment.      
19. R v Lee [2007] 
NSWCCA 234  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 3 
August 2007 
Kong Jimmy Lee 
(Chinese – Hong Kong)  
 
30 Supervisor/ 
organiser  
- Wai (accompanied Lee to 
Australia) 
- Ng (accompanied Lee to 
Australia) 
- Kien Phat Tang (drug 
extraction) 
- Wai Hong (drug extraction) 
- Mo (drug extraction) 
- Ah Keung (financier) 
 
Heroin 105.7kg 
 
China 
 
Concealed in the frame of two 
shipping containers.  
Lee imported a substantial commercial quantity of heroin into Australia and transported the drugs from Adelaide to Sydney. The importation was carried out from 24 February 2005 to 26 April 2005 (R v Lee, 3 
August 2007, [1]). On 5 July 2003, Lee arrived in Australia accompanied by two individuals named Wai and Ng. Lee came to Australia for the sole purpose of effecting the importation; he remained in Australia for 
approximately 22 months. On 22 February 2005, Lee became the sole operator and shareholder of a company named JWJ Pty Limited (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, [5]-[6]). 
 
Lee arranged for the lease of premises in Adelaide and Sydney under his company name JWJ Pty Limited. In June 2004, Lee organised a “test run” operation by having a container holding carpet rolls imported from 
Belgium. The imported heroin arrived from China in two containers. Each container held 244 plastic sun lounges with the heroin secreted in the frame of the container (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, [7]-[8]). When the 
containers arrived in Adelaide, Lee arranged for their delivery to another warehouse in Sydney that had been rented by Lee using the company name. However, police intercepted the containers in Adelaide and 
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removed the heroin blocks hidden in the supporting beams of the two containers (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, [9]). The total gross weight of heroin was 105.7kg, with a pure weight of 76.3kg. The estimated wholesale 
value of the heroin was $28,458,000 and the street value after cutting was $266 million (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, [2]).  
 
The containers were restored to their original appearance and sent to Sydney. Upon their arrival in Sydney, another offender named Kien Phat Tang was observed by police outside Lee’s rented warehouse. Tang and 
two other offenders (one named Wai Hong Mo) opened the containers and began removing the beam of the containers to retrieve the heroin. At this point, these three offenders were arrested (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, 
[9]). The role of these three offenders was confined to cutting the steel container in order to retrieve the drugs (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, [19]). 
 
Lee was considered a central figure in the importation, although not a principal. Lee used his business name as a front to set up the importation. To finance the importation, Lee relied on a person in Hong Kong named 
Ah Keung to provide him with the necessary funds to move and store the containers. However, Ah Keung would often say that he needed to discuss the “money” issues with others before transferring the money to 
Lee (R v Lee, 3 August 2007, [9]). This suggests that even Ah Keung was working below others more superior in the distribution chain. At the time of offending, Lee was 30 years old. He was considered relatively 
young to be involved in a large scale importation and also to occupy a central figure in the operation.  
20. R v Zeng [2008] 
NSWCCA 183  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 6 
August 2008 
Xiao Yuan Zeng 
(Chinese) 
- Middle 
manager/organiser 
- Johnson Au (co-offender) 
- Minh Cheun (co-offender)  
- Huang (courier recruited by 
Cheun) 
 
MDMA 371kg 
 
Canada 
 
Concealed in ink containers. 
Zeng was involved in an MDMA importation with two co-offenders – Johnson Au and Minh Cheun. On 5 June 2006, a shipping container arrived in Melbourne sent from Canada. The container held 1.29 million 
MDMA tablets concealed in a consignment of ink containers. The tablets weighed 371kg, with 74kg pure MDMA. The drugs had an estimated street value of $38 million to $77 million (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, 
[19]).  
 
The consignment held 180 cardboard boxes, each containing 20L plastic bottles of ink. A total of 67 containers from 180 ink containers had plastic bags of ecstasy concealed within them. The AFP substituted the 
MDMA tablets with replacement tablets and returned the container to the Melbourne docks (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [20]). On 8 June 2006, the container was collected by an agent and taken to a storage unit in 
Melbourne. The agent was unaware of the contents of the container. The agent unloaded the boxes from the container as instructed and arranged for their transportation to a storage unit in Blacktown, Sydney (R v 
Zeng, 6 August 2008, [21]).  
 
On 28 June 2006, Cheun recruited a courier, Huang, to collect the container from Storage King in Blackburn. Huang (who had no knowledge of the drugs) picked up Cheun outside a warehouse in Campsie and 
travelled to Storage King. Huang and Cheun loaded Huang’s van with the specific boxes containing the tablets (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [22]-[23]). Cheun instructed Huang to offload the 65 boxes into Huang’s 
garage (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [24]). Later in the day, Cheun contacted Huang and advised that other men would soon arrive at this residence to collect the boxes. Cheun, Au and Zeng arrived at Huang’s residence 
and offloaded the boxed onto Zeng’s truck. The boxes were taken to Zeng’s home at Yagonna where they were unloaded into Zeng’s garage (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [25]-[27]). 
 
On 29 June 2006, Au, Zeng and Cheun began removing the ecstasy packages from the ink bottles. Zeng suggested that they use post-it notes to record the number of tablets extracted from each bottle. Zeng left the 
premises to purchase additional tools needed for the extraction process and was arrested as he was leaving (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [28]-[30]). The evidence suggested that the offenders occupied the following roles: 
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Minh Cheun  
Cheun was recruited to travel to Australia for the sole purpose of supervising the drug extraction process i.e. removing the drugs from the ink bottles. He was provided with a list that contained the box numbers that 
identified the boxes which contained drugs. Cheun recruited a courier (Huang) to assist him in taking the identified boxes to a safe location. At the location, Cheun assisted in unpacking the drugs and for its initial 
distribution. Cheun was a central figure in the long term organisation of the operation but was not considered a principal (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [13]-[14]).  
 
Johnson Au  
Au was recruited by an individual named “David”. Au had not been involved in the long term organisation of the operation and therefore, Cheun occupied a more senior position in the hierarchy. Au was primarily 
responsible for transporting the drugs from Huang’s residence to Zeng’s residence and purchase the equipment to assist in drug extraction (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [12]).  
 
Xiao Yuan Zeng  
Zeng was recruited on relatively short notice and his role was inferior to both Au and Cheun. Zeng provided transportation and a safe location to extract the drugs. He was also a willing participant in the drug 
extraction process (R v Zeng, 6 August 2008, [38]). 
21. R v Keung, Bow 
& Liu [2008] 
NSWCCA 193 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 21 
August 2008 
- Wing Kwai Keung 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Wai Kwan Bow 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Miller Liu 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
- Co-offenders – 
specific roles 
unknown 
Unknown MDMA  342kg 
 
Rotterdam, 
Netherlands  
Concealed in boxes of wonton 
pastry. 
Keung, Bow and Liu were co-offenders in organising an MDMA importation. On 9 May 2004, a ship left Rotterdam and arrived in Sydney on 2 June 2004. A shipping container was registered as carrying foodstuffs 
consigned to three businesses in Sydney. On 18 June 2004, Customs and police officers opened the container and found a large number of boxes packed on separate pallets. Thirty seven boxes contained 60 
compressed blocks of MDMA powder, individually wrapped in plastic and concealed between layers of wonton pastry. The blocks weighed 342kg, with 234.92kg of pure MDMA. The powder could potentially make 
over a million ecstasy tablets (R v Keung, Bow & Liu, 21 August 2008, [1]). 
 
In February 2004, Keung contacted Peter Chen regarding the sale of MDMA tablets. In this conversation, Keung also discussed safe storage options and “test” shipments before the actual consignment was to arrive in 
Australia. In May 2004, Keung returned to Australia from England. Keung spoke to Bow about travelling to Australia and assisted him in obtaining a false visa. Bow’s role in the operation was to collect the shipment 
and deliver it to safe premises. On 4 June 2004, Bow arrived in Australia and he discussed the shipment with Keung. On 9 June 2004, Liu arrived in Australia carrying the components of a pill press disguised as parts 
of a meat mincing machine. All the offenders were arrested before they had an opportunity to collect the drug shipment (R v Keung, Bow & Liu, 21 August 2008, [9]). 
22. R v Le [2008] 
NSWDC 320 
Hong Phong Le 
(Vietnamese) 
- “Mr Big Enough” – 
second in charge to 
- Khan Hong  Tran (also 
known as Kenny or Ken – 
Heroin, methyl-
amphetamine 
2.69kg 
(multiple 
Vietnam  Courier ingesting heroin balloons. 
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Judgment 
(appeal): 25 
September 2008 
 principal, Khan Hong 
Tran, who was “Mr 
Big” 
principal of syndicate) 
- Ngoc Nguyen (middle man) 
- Couriers and drivers  
 
quantities) 
This case involved ten separate incidents of drug trafficking and importation. Le was charged with various offences of importing and trafficking heroin and methylamphetamine from 28 November 2005 to 23 May 
2006. Le became involved in the drug market after meeting his aunt’s partner, Khan Hong Tran, also known as Kenny or Ken (R v Le, 25 September 2008, [4]). Kenny was a “Mr Big” in the drug business; his primary 
drug trafficking activities included the transport and sale of drugs from Sydney to Melbourne. The drugs were originally sourced from Vietnam. Le was aware of an individual named Paul Vo who was responsible for 
transporting Kenny’s drugs to Melbourne (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [4]). Le eventually became a “Mr Big Enough”; he was Kenny’s right hand man, working closely with him and carrying out his instructions 
regarding money laundering, drug trafficking and drug importing (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [5]-[6]). 
 
Kenny’s syndicate members were involved in the sale of drugs from Sydney to buyers in Melbourne. The drugs were sent by courier to Melbourne using various syndicate members as mules and money was 
transferred back to Sydney as payment for the drugs. Kenny sourced his drugs from domestic suppliers in Sydney or made arrangements to import the drugs. The drugs were warehoused until available couriers could 
transport the drugs to Melbourne. Kenny used Le as the “middle man” to arrange for syndicate members to transport the drugs to Melbourne buyers on an airline flight or by car. Payment was either given to a “middle 
woman” named Ngoc Nguyen or remitted back to various businesses in Sydney (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [6]).  
 
1)  29 November 2005 
Le travelled to Germany and met another syndicate member named Li, who had travelled from Melbourne. Le and Li met another individual (unidentified) to discuss arrangements for a courier to transport drugs 
from Vietnam to Australia. On 16 December 2005, a courier named Springer arrived in Sydney on a flight from Vietnam carrying internally, seven balloons of heroin weighing approximately 80g. Springer was 
detected and arrested. Le’s role in the importation was to assist others to recruit Springer, report to Kenny regarding arrangements made for the importation and notifying Kenny of Springer’s arrest (R v Le 
[2008] NSWDC 320, [9]). 
  
2)  13 February to 10 March 2006 
Two individuals named Tia and Vu transported a significant quantity of heroin and methylamphetamine to Ngoc Nguyen in Melbourne. They supplied Ngoc with a kilogram of crystal methylamphetamine and 
an ounce of heroin. It was alleged that the remainder of the heroin had been stolen whilst Tia and Vu were in Melbourne. Le was responsible for arranging the supply of the drugs, providing Tia and Vu with the 
drugs and making various phone calls to a man named Li and Kenny to discuss the issue of the missing drug quantities (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [10]). 
 
3) No date 
This incident involved the transport of 800g of crystal methylamphetamine from Sydney to Melbourne. Tia was also the courier for this delivery but he was arrested when the drugs were intercepted by police. 
Le had no direct role in this deliver because he was in Vietnam at the time (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [11]). 
 
4) March/April 2006 
Le had numerous conversations with Kenny and Li in relation to a planned importation to be undertaken by a man named Michael Fisher. Fisher arrived in Australia by 4 April 2006 but he could not be located 
in Melbourne. Le told Li that Fisher had returned to Vietnam after being stopped by Immigration authorities (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [12]). Le also assisted with another planned importation of heroin into 
Australia to be undertaken by a man named Huy on 14 April 2006. Huy was to be paid $5000 to $10,000 for the importation. Le’s role in that importation involved travelling to Vietnam and discussing with 
Kenny and Li various aspects of the importation such as where and when it would take place, the Vietnam and Australian couriers that had been recruited, size of the drug packages and the difficulties 
experienced by the Vietnam couriers in entering Australia (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [12]-[13]).  
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5) No date 
A courier named Michael was used to transport heroin from Sydney to Melbourne by car with a man named Ching. Le arranged the supply over the phone, confirmed prices and arranged for the location in 
which the transaction would take place. Michael supplied Ngoc Nguyen with the drugs and he was to provide Le with updates on the progress of the transaction (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [14]). 
 
6) 25 April to 22 May 2006 
This incident involved 24 packages of heroin to be collected from a Sydney drug dealer named Trung at Sydney International airport. Le’s role in this importation included the remittance of money, arranging for 
the importation, discussions regarding the quantity and price of the drugs and keeping Kenny updated on the progress of the importation (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [15]).    
7) 20 May 2006 to 24 May 2006 
Le arranged for a quantity of heroin to be supplied to Ngoc Nguyen in Melbourne. However, the heroin was of relatively poor quality and unacceptable to the purchaser. Therefore, Le travelled to Melbourne to 
arrange for its return (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [16]). 
 
8) 25 May 2006 to 30 May 2006 
This incident was similar to incident no.7 involving the transport of heroin from Sydney to Melbourne and arranged in the same manner by Le. However, the drugs were also of poor quality and unacceptable to 
the purchaser (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [17]).  
 
9) 18 June 2006 to 29 June 2006  
On 21 June 2006, police found 500g of crystal methylamphetamine and 90g of a common cutting agent in the possession of a man named Koa whilst he was in a taxi. Le and Kenny had arranged that drug 
supply for onward supply to a purchaser (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [18]). 
 
10) 21 June 2006    
This incident involved the importation of 250g of heroin from Vietnam into Australia. No further facts were provided regarding this importation (R v Le [2008] NSWDC 320, [19]).    
23. R v Pham [2009] 
NSWCCA 25 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 17 
February 2009 
Minh Tan Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
33 Unknown - Du 
- Lam 
- Ly 
- Nguyen 
Pseudo-
ephedrine  
300kg  Vietnam 
 
Concealed in the bases of 766 
gypsum statues (from a total of 886 
statues).  
Pham was involved in the importation of pseudoephedrine tablets from Vietnam with a number of co-offenders – Du, Lam, Ly and Nguyen. On 2 August 2005, Du engaged the services of a shipping company in 
Vietnam to transport a container to Sydney. Du paid over $2,000 in fees. On 17 August, the container arrived in Sydney and was inspected by Customs officers. The container held 886 gypsum statues and upon a 
thorough inspection, pseudoephedrine was found in the base of 766 statues (R v Pham [2009] NSWCCA 25, [5]). 
 
On 21 August, Du and Lam leased storage facilities at Padstow. On 24 August, the container was delivered to the storage facility and on the same day, Du unpacked some of the boxes containing statues and drove 
away. Du returned a second time that day and with the assistance of an unidentified person, unloaded more boxes out of the container. Ly and Lam also came to inspect the container but did not remove anything (R v 
Pham [2009] NSWCCA 25, [6]). 
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On 26 August, Pham and Ly arrived at the storage facility. They unpacked boxes, removed some of the statues and began breaking them to remove the bases. Pham and Ly removed the bases from 177 statues. Pham 
then loaded a box and numerous hessian bags into the back of his vehicle and drove away with Ly. On the same day, Lam and Nguyen arrived at the storage facility and loaded 11 boxes into their vehicle (R v Pham 
[2009] NSWCCA 25, [7]). The pseudoephedrine weighed 300kg, with a purity of 25%. If the offenders were successful in moving the drugs to its intended destination, the pseudoephedrine could have made about 
100kg of methylamphetamine of 80% purity with an estimated street value of $37 million (R v Pham [2009] NSWCCA 25, [8]-[10]).    
 
Upon his arrest, Lam admitted that Du was to be paid $5000 for his role in the importation but Lam was to be paid $40,000. Ly, Du and Lam were found to be in frequent contact and Ly was in regular phone contact 
with Pham (R v Pham [2009] NSWCCA 25, [8]-[9]). Pham was 33 years old at the time of offending.  
24. R  v Phan, 
Nguyen, Phan & 
Oliveri [2009] 
NSWDC 181 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 3 July 
2009 
- Thanh Phan 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Kevin Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Duc Phan 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Antonio Oliveri 
 
38 
 
 
32 
 
 
25 
 
 
44 
Thanh Phan 
(principal) 
 
Kevin Nguyen 
(Phan’s lieutenant) 
 
Duc Phan  
(unknown) 
 
Antonio Oliveri 
(unknown) 
 
Phuong Nguyen (consignee of the 
shipments) 
Pseudo-
ephedrine  
43.9kg Vietnam 
 
Concealed amongst chemicals used 
to manufacture cosmetics.  
This case involved two consignments of pseudoephedrine imported from Vietnam to Sydney. The principal of the operation was Thanh Phan working closely with Kevin Nguyen as his “lieutenant”. It was unclear 
from the evidence which roles were adopted by Duc Phan and Antonio Oliveri, except that they were part of the supply chain after the drugs were imported and acted as the couriers of the consignment to storage 
facilities. Thanh Phan sourced the pseudoephedrine from a supplier in Vietnam and he made arrangements for the pseudoephedrine tablets to be shipped to Australia amongst genuine cosmetic chemicals for his own 
legitimate business named “Simply Fine” (R v Phan, Nguyen, Phan & Oliveri [2009] NSWDC 181, [9]). 
 
On 14 March 2007, the first consignment arrived in Mascot addressed to an individual named Phuong Nguyen. The consignment was two boxes which were later deconstructed by authorities and replaced with an 
innocuous substance. The drugs weighed 43.9kg, with 9.365kg of pure pseudoephedrine. The consignment was then sent to Phoenix Freight where the freight forwarder, Wilson Nasciemento, had a conversation with 
Kevin Nguyen. On 24 March 2007, the second consignment arrived also addressed to Phuong Nguyen. The second consignment weighed 58.3kg with a net weight of 12.4kg of pure pseudoephedrine (R v Phan, 
Nguyen, Phan & Oliveri [2009] NSWDC 181, [11]).     
 
The first consignment was delivered to Phuong Nguyen, who also paid for the freight costs upon delivery. The consignment was later picked up by Kevin Nguyen who loaded the two boxes onto his vehicle and drove 
to the Bankstown District Sports Club to meet Thanh Phan. Both Thanh Phan and Kevin Nguyen drove to premises at Condell Park. On 29 March 2007, Thanh Phan opened the boxes and was heard complaining 
about the weight of the packages because the packages weighed 750g each, instead of 1kg each (R v Phan, Nguyen, Phan & Oliveri [2009] NSWDC 181, [12]). Later in the day, Duc Phan also arrived at the Condell 
Park premises and loaded one of the boxes onto his vehicle and proceeded to drive to premises at Greenacre. Oliveri met Duc Phan at the Greenacre premises and the box was loaded onto Oliveri’s car. The box was 
seized by police after they stopped Oliveri’s car (R v Phan, Nguyen, Phan & Oliveri [2009] NSWDC 181, [13]).  
 
Police searched both the Condell Park and Greenacre residences. At Greenacre, police located three mobile phones. At Condell Park, police found $20,000 in cash, multiple copies of ID in the name of Phuong 
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Nguyen, freight documentation relating to the consignment, five mobile phones, original packaging which held the pseudoephedrine tablets, kitchen scales and written notes on how to manufacture methamphetamine 
from pseudoephedrine (R v Phan, Nguyen, Phan & Oliveri [2009] NSWDC 181, [14]). At the time of offending, Thanh was 38 years old, Nguyen was 32 years old, Duc was 25 years old and Oliveri was 44 years old.  
25. R v Shen [2009] 
NSWCCA 251  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 30 
September 2009 
David Ying Shen 
(Chinese) 
64 Distributor/supplier Four Canadian nationals: 
 
- Handlen (principal) 
- Reed (knowledge of 
computer recycling i.e. are 
computer monitors suitable 
for concealing drugs?) 
- Nerbas (unknown role) 
- Paddison (unknown role) 
 
MDMA 82.14kg14 Canada 
 
Concealed in empty picture tubes in 
computer monitors.  
This case involved two consignments of MDMA arriving from Canada to Australia. The first consignment was carried out in May 2006 by a drug trafficking syndicate comprised of four Canadian nationals – Handlen, 
Reed, Nerbas and Paddison. Shen did not have any role in the actual importation of the drugs; he collected the drugs for onward supply. Handlen and Reed arrived in Australia on 6 April 2006 to confirm arrangements 
for the importation and to collect the drugs on their arrival. Nerbas was a Queensland resident who owned an internet sales business. The syndicate incorporated a company in Queensland named RCC Pty Ltd and 
Reed and Nerbas were appointed as directors. The shipping container was consigned to that company name. Reed and Nerbas also leased commercial office and storage facilities to be used when the drugs arrived (R v 
Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [14]).  
 
The drugs were shipped in a container carrying computer monitors. The drugs were packed in empty picture tubes which had previously been removed from some monitors (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [13]). 
When the container arrived in Brisbane, Reed, Handlen and Nerbas unloaded the computer boxes into the storage unit. The drugs were eventually removed and stored in cardboard boxes (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 
251, [14]). The next day, Handlen and Reed packed 30,000 tablets into a green Woolworths shopping bag. Handlen informed Reed that the bag was to be given to someone who had come from Sydney to “get the 
samples”. The shopping bag was given to Shen (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [15]).    
 
A few days later, the remaining 200,000 MDMA tablets were packed into two duffel bags by Reed, Handlen and Nerbas and taken to Reed’s rented apartment. Shen contacted Reed to obtain directions to his 
apartment. At the apartment, Shen took possession of the two duffel bags (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [16]). In evidence, Shen told police that he had collected the shopping bag and two duffel bags on behalf of 
someone named “Peter” who spoke little English. Peter expected a commission of 50% per tablet if Shen was able to sell them. Shen stated that he gave the tablets to someone else to sell (unidentified) and the seller 
accounted directly to Peter for his share of the sales (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [17]). 
 
Reed, Handlen and Paddison returned to Canada after executing the first importation. They had planned to ship two more containers to Australia using the same method (i.e. computer monitors). The first container 
was shipped without carrying any drugs. The second container (the September shipment) carried cocaine and MDMA (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [18]). In August 2006, Reed returned to Australia, with Handlen 
and Paddison returning the following month. Shen was observed as frequently socialising with Handlen before the arrival of the second shipment on 8 September 2006 (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [19]). 
 
On 8 September 2006, the second shipment arrived in Brisbane from Canada. Customs officers intercepted the container and replaced the drugs with an inert substance. Reed and Paddison suspected that the container 
                                                 
 
14 Case provided number of tablets seized by police. Metric weight inferred from other cases that provide number of tablets and metric weight.  
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may have been tampered with but eventually concluded that authorities had not located the drugs. Shen sought confirmation from Handlen that the shipment had cleared Customs so that he could make arrangements 
with a third party. Handlen offered Shen 10,000 tablets to sell (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [20]). 
 
Handlen was the principal of the operation by making arrangements for the importations and its subsequent distribution in Australia. Reed had some background knowledge in recycling computer equipment and he 
was recruited for the purpose of providing advice on the suitability of monitors in concealing drugs (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [13]). Shen collected the drugs for distribution and onward supply, without having 
any actual involvement in planning the importations (R v Shen [2009] NSWCCA 251, [22]). Shen was 64 years old at the time of offending.             
26. R v Cao; R v 
Phan; R v 
Nguyen [2009] 
NSWCCA 273 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 11 
November 2009 
 
- Peter Cao 
 
- Ana Thu Phan 
- Thi Rot Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
31 
 
49 
 
27 
Cao & Phan – 
principals  
 
Nguyen – second in 
charge/lieutenant 
 
Couriers 
 
- Kim Ut Ly 
- Vinh Phat Tan 
- Duc An Tran 
- Kim Anh Ly 
- Thi Thanh Ng Ho 
 
Heroin 7kg (pure) Vietnam 
 
Concealed in the courier’s suitcase.  
From 2005 to 2006, Cao, Phan and Nguyen organised a series of heroin importations into Australia from Vietnam. The group used Vietnamese-Australian couriers to bring heroin concealed within suitcases on their 
flights from Vietnam. The main point of entry for these importations was Perth International Airport. Six heroin importations were carried out and the estimated pure amount of heroin was 7kg.  
 
1) 15 November 2005, 1kg, the courier being Kim Ut Ly; 
2) 16 November 2005, 1kg, the courier being Vinh Phat Tan; 
3) 20 December 2005, 1kg, the courier being Duc An Tran; 
4) 5 February 2006, 1kg, the courier being Kim Anh Ly; 
5) 28 February 2006, 1.9kg, the courier being Thi Thanh Ng Ho; 
6) 18 April 2006, 862g, the courier being Vinh Phat Tan. 
 
Cao and Phan were the principals of the operation. Cao was 31 years old and Phan was 49 years old at the time of offending. Both Cao and Phan recruited the couriers, paid the couriers’ airfares, expenses and fees for 
the importation and liaised with their Vietnam contact named Bay Chanh who oversaw the couriers’ activities and payment in Vietnam. Cao and Phan were also responsible for organising a syndicate member to meet 
the courier at Perth Airport, escorting the delivery of the suitcases to Sydney and maintaining regular phone contact with the couriers in Vietnam and upon their arrival. Cao specifically provided instructions to Chanh 
about collecting the suitcases with the heroin concealed from a supplier named Tan. Cao did not liaise directly with Tan but liaised with his brother in law, Vu Khanh, who liaised directly with Tan. Cao and Vu Khanh 
distributed the heroin to various purchasers in Sydney (R v Cao; R v Phan; R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 273, [10]). At all times, Cao was at “arms length” from the drug transactions, most likely to avoid police 
detection.     
 
Nguyen was the “second in charge” or “lieutenant” of Cao and Phan. Nguyen is Cao’s younger sister and she was 27 years old at the time of offending. Nguyen met a number of the couriers upon their arrival in Perth 
and oversaw their travel arrangements to Sydney. She relayed instructions from Cao to her husband, Vu Khanh, and remained in regular contact with Cao and Phan (R v Cao; R v Phan; R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 
273, [13]). Ly was the Perth contact as she was a resident of Western Australia. Ly was 37 years old at the time offending. She was a courier for the importation on 5 February 2006.  Ly also maintained regular 
contact with Cao and Phan and she carried out their instructions. She also travelled to Perth Airport on numerous occasions to meet with the couriers (R v Cao; R v Phan; R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 273, [17]).  
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27. R v Wong [2009] 
NSWDC 376  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 18 
December 2009 
Gus Chi Yung Wong  
(Chinese – Hong Kong) 
 
40 Courier Unknown  MDMA  2.5kg  Canada 
 
Courier concealed drugs in stainless 
steel cooking pots.  
Wong was charged with importing a commercial quantity of MDMA tablets into Australia from Canada. On 20 December 2008, Wong arrived at Sydney Kingsford Smith Airport on a flight from Canada. He was 
stopped and searched by Customs officers but no drugs were found in his luggage or on his person and he immediately departed the airport (R v Wong [2009] NSWDC 376, [2]-[4]). 
 
On 21 December 2008, Customs officers examined an item of unclaimed luggage at the special baggage section. The item was tightly wrapped and contained two cardboard boxes with each box holding a stainless 
steel cooking pot. The first pot contained a plastic bag with MDMA tablets, individually stamped with a Transformers logo and weighing 1,228g in total. The second pot had the same tablets. The pots contained a total 
of 9,993 tablets. The net weight of the drugs seized was 2,498.3g, with an estimated wholesale value of $69,000 to $149,000 and a street value of $199,000 to $399,000 (R v Wong [2009] NSWDC 376, [5] & [8]). 
Wong claimed that he was given the pots to check in by a woman at the airport who had excess luggage. However, there is little evidence to suggest this or whether Wong was a “mere” courier in the operation.  
28. R v Wang [2010] 
NSWCCA 319 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 17 
December 2010 
 
Dan Ning Wang  
(Chinese – mainland) 
- Organiser - Frank Hu Yang (China 
connection – organiser) 
- Yu Diao (Wang’s ex 
husband) 
- Ms Ma (recruited by Wang to 
assist her when the drugs 
arrived in Australia). 
 
Cocaine 201.25kg  
(pure) 
China 
 
Concealed in foil packets of 
Chinese tea.  
Wang was charged with possessing an unlawfully imported commercial quantity of cocaine. From November 2006 to February 2008, a company named Australia/China International Exchange Centre Pty Limited and 
its director, Frank Hu Yang, made remittances of up to $AUD17, 192,315.50 to various bank accounts in China. Police investigations found that Yang’s company was planning to import a shipping container from 
China. On 10 February 2008, Wang arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong shortly before her ex-husband, Yu Diao also arrived (R v Wang [2010] NSWCCA 319, [6]).  
 
On 2 March 2008, the container arrived in Australia (R v Wang [2010] NSWCCA 319, [6]). Following a Customs inspection, the container held 10 boxes each containing 23-27 vacuum-sealed foil packets, purporting 
to be Chinese tea. The packets contained 201.25kg of pure cocaine, the purity ranging from 72.3% to 88.2%. The estimated wholesale value of the cocaine was between $32.5 million and $45 million with a street 
value between $50 million and $112.5 million (R v Wang [2010] NSWCCA 319, [7]). Customs officers replaced the cocaine with an inert substance and repackaged the boxes for delivery. 
 
Prior to the container’s arrival in Sydney, Wang contacted Yang to discuss its impending arrival and the process of unloading the packages. Wang arranged for removalists to take out the boxes carrying the drugs and 
deliver it to premises at Auburn. The boxes were then transported to Wang’s apartment in Rockdale. An individual named Ms Ma and Wang unpacked the boxes at the apartment and discussed its further delivery (R v 
Wang [2010] NSWCCA 319, [8]).      
 
Wang was considered as being “a long way further up the chain of command” than Ms Ma. Wang had been involved in the organisation of the shipment whilst she was in China. She was considered a trusted member 
of the group having been previously married to Diao. Wang had recruited Ms Ma to assist her once the drugs arrived in Sydney. Ms Ma was merely an “accessory” but Wang’s position was subordinate to that of Diao 
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and Yang (R v Wang [2010] NSWCCA 319, [12]).  
29. R v Nguyen; R v 
Pham [2010] 
NSWCCA 328  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 22 
October 2010 
 
R v Pham [2009] 
NSWDC 362  
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 10 
December 2009 
 
- Phuong Thi Thu 
Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Hai Van Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
32 
 
 
42 
Pham – primary 
contact with Canadian 
suppliers 
(organisational side of 
the operation)  
 
Nguyen – storage and 
logistics involved 
with transporting & 
distributing the drugs 
(physical side of the 
operation) 
 
Unidentified Canadian suppliers. Cocaine, 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
40kg  
(pure)15 
 
 
Canada 
 
Concealed in the bottom of foot 
spas.  
Pham and her cousin, Hai Van Nguyen were charged with importing a commercial quantity of cocaine and methylamphetamine into Australia from Canada. Pham was a Canadian resident but Nguyen was an 
Australian resident. In September 2007, Nguyen created a company purportedly to supply beauty products and in doing so, he leased a warehouse and registered the business name “Pacific Beauty Supplies”. Nguyen 
later registered another business name, “Super Pacific Beauty Supplies” in Victoria. On 10 March 2008, Nguyen sent a number of facsimiles to a Canadian fax number providing information regarding his full name, 
address, Australian Business Number, the company address for the warehouse and the contact details for the warehouse (R v Nguyen; R v Pham [2010] NSWCCA 328, [30]).  
 
Pham made arrangements for a shipment of foot spas to be transported to Australia, using Nguyen’s company as the consignee [para 2]. In early April 2008, a Canadian company named “Oceanix Export” arranged for 
a consignment of goods described as “4 Sets Spa Set Spirit Massage Chair” to be shipped to Sydney onboard the vessel “Cap Melville”. The consignee was “Super Beauty Supplies” in Melbourne (R v Nguyen; R v 
Pham [2010] NSWCCA 328, [30]).  
 
On 24 April 2008, Pham arrived in Melbourne and after meeting Nguyen, they travelled together to Sydney on 26 April 2008. On 2 May 2008, the consignment arrived in Sydney [para 3]. Customs officers intercepted 
the shipment and found 54 blocks wrapped in black tape secreted within three foot spas. The foot spas containing the blocks had a small cut-out panel towards the bottom side which revealed a false fibreglass base. 
The blocks were tested and some blocks contained a white powder (cocaine) whilst others contained a yellow crystalline substance (methylamphetamine) (R v Nguyen; R v Pham [2010] NSWCCA 328, [30]). The 
cocaine weighed 27kg in pure weight. The estimated street value of the cocaine was $15 million to $24 million, with a wholesale value of $4.5 million to $5.5 million. The methylamphetamine weighed 13kg in pure 
weight. The estimated street value of the methylamphetamine was approximately $8 million, with a wholesale value of $2.5 million to $5 million. From 7 to 9 May 2008, AFP Forensics replaced the drugs with Plaster 
of Paris. The packages were then reconstituted and repacked for delivery (R v Nguyen; R v Pham [2010] NSWCCA 328, [30]).  
                                                 
 
15 Drug quantity comprised of 27kg (pure) cocaine and 13kg (pure) methylamphetamine.  
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Arrangements were made for the foot spa packages to be delivered to a storage facility in Lansvale (R v Pham [2009] NSWDC 362, [3]). Pham sent a text message to a Canadian phone number advising that delivery 
was to occur the following Monday. Pham was instructed by the Canadian contact to pay those people who conducted the legitimate business of arranging for the delivery for clearance, warehousing and delivery costs 
(R v Pham [2009] NSWDC 362, [6]). On 19 may 2008, the consignment was delivered to the Lansvale storage facility and Pham made contact with the Canadian end and informed them of the delivery. Pham and 
Nguyen entered the storage unit and began dismantling the foot spas using saws and various tools. Fifteen packages were removed from the foot spas and later handed over by Pham to an unidentified individual (R v 
Pham [2009] NSWDC 362, [7]-[8]). 
 
At a later stage, the unidentified buyers notified Pham of issues with the drug packages i.e. the packages did not contain any drugs. The unidentified buyer told Pham that the “fish sauce (code name for the drugs) was 
not tasty at all” and that “...it doesn’t smell like fish sauce whatsoever” (R v Nguyen; R v Pham [2010] NSWCCA 328, [30]). Another problem was that the original packaging contained a layer of scented powdered 
detergent that was no longer present in the new packaging. Pham made contact with the Canadian end of the operation, informing them of the issues with the consignment (R v Pham [2009] NSWDC 362, [9]).  
 
Pham’s role in the importation was to liaise with the Canadian end regarding various aspects of the operation i.e. delivery of the foot spas, extracting the drugs, delivery of the packages to buyers and any issues with 
the consignment. Pham also physically assisted with the removal of the drugs from the foot spas. Therefore, Pham occupied a significant role in the enterprise as she was the primary source of contact for the Canadian 
end of the operation but she also physically handled the drugs (R v Pham [2009] NSWDC 362, [3]). Pham was 32 years old at the time of offending. 
 
Nguyen occupied a lower level position compared to Pham. His role was to prepare for the arrival of the drugs and to provide a storage space or warehouse where the drugs could be extracted from the foot spas. To a 
lesser extent, he was also involved in assisting Pham with the distribution of the drugs. Therefore, Nguyen’s role was more concerned with the physical aspects of the importation rather than the organisational aspects 
(R v Nguyen; R v Pham [2010] NSWCCA 328, [32]). Nguyen was 42 years old at the time of offending.            
30. R v Tu [2011] 
NSWCCA 31 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 4 March 
2011 
Wei Liang Tu  
(Chinese) 
 
- Principal Anna Zhang (co-
offender/associate) 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
212kg 
 
China 
 
Concealed in foodstuffs e.g. rice 
sticks, rock sugar, noodles.  
Tu was involved in the importation of a commercial quantity of crystal methylamphetamine with a co-offender named Ms Anna Zhang. Tu was a Canadian citizen of Chinese background and had travelled to Australia 
in August 2002 and March 2003. During this time, he became acquainted with Zhang, who operated a business importing foodstuffs from China (R v Tu [2011] NSWCCA 31, [90]-[92]). 
 
In 2002, Zhang imported two shipments into Australia. Zhang asked a businessman named John Yee if he could take the consignments. Yee was told that the consignments contained “rock sugar” and “rice stick”. The 
first consignment left China in late July 2022 and arrived in Sydney about early August. The second consignment arrived in the name of a company, Eastern Trade and Import Pty Limited which Yee believed had 
been set up by Zhang (R v Tu [2011] NSWCCA 31, [93]-[96]). 
 
In 2003, two more shipments arrived in Sydney on 30 March and 2 May 2003. Both shipments originated from the Guangzhou region in China. Customs officers intercepted the last shipment which contained about 
400 cartons carrying noodle packets. Twenty-one cartons were noted as having “weight anomalies”. The cartons were found to contain crystal methylamphetamine packed in between wafers of noodles. The drugs 
were replaced with an inert substance and repackaged for delivery (R v Tu [2011] NSWCCA 31, [97]). Police observed the shipment being delivered to a warehouse and Zhang and Tu spent a number of hours sorting 
the cartons. The process of sorting involved Tu reading a document provided by Zhang which identified the boxes containing the drugs. Each box had a specific number (R v Tu [2011] NSWCCA 31, [100]). 
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From the May shipment, police seized approximately 212kg of crystal methylamphetamine, with a pure weight of 163.15kg. The estimated street value of the drugs was $106 million, with a wholesale value of $25 
million to $40 million. Police conducted searches of Tu and Zhang’s apartments. In Tu’s apartment, police recovered 107kg, with a pure weight of 81.69kg. The estimated street value of those drugs was $53 million, 
with a wholesale value of $12 million to $20 million. In Zhang’s apartment, police found 6kg, with a pure weight of 3.4kg (R v Tu [2011] NSWCCA 31, [102]-[103]). Zhang was aged 39 years at the time of 
offending.       
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1. R v Chung [1999] 
NSWCCA 330  
 
Judgment (appeal): 22 
October 1999 
Wing Piew Chung 
(Singaporean) 
39 Wholesaler at the 
“upper” end of the 
distribution scale. 
- Chin Chew Huang 
(Chung’s subordinate) 
 
- Ah Kong – criminal 
organisation based in 
Thailand i.e. Chung was 
associated with Ah Kong. 
 
Heroin 73kg Stored in various locations around Sydney and 
on-sold to purchasers under a system of coding.  
Chung was charged with supplying heroin over an extended period from June to November 1993. The amount of heroin supplied in that time was approximately 73kg (R v Chung [1999] NSWCCA 330, [9]). The 
estimated street value of the heroin was $150 million. Chung’s co-offender, Chin Chew Huang, adopted a subordinate role to Chung in the distribution chain (R v Chung [1999] NSWCCA 330, [10]). Chung’s place in 
the distribution chain was described as being senior and “very much at the upper end of the scale” (R v Chung [1999] NSWCCA 330, [12]). The quantity of drugs implied that Chung was operating at the wholesale 
level.  
 
The heroin was imported from overseas and sometimes by members of the crew on international airlines. The drugs were then stored at various locations in Sydney and on-sold to purchasers using a system of coding 
(R v Chung [1999] NSWCCA 330, [12]). This enterprise was associated with an international criminal organisation known as Ah Kong, which was based in Thailand. Furthermore, there was evidence to suggest that 
Chung was willing to use violence to ensure cooperation from Huang. Later in 1993, Chung left Australia but continued to give directions to Huang about the enterprise’s activities (R v Chung [1999] NSWCCA 330, 
[13]). At the time of offending, Chung was 39 years old.  
 
2. R v Hong [2000] 
NSWCCA 213  
 
Judgment (appeal): 20 
April 2000  
Lu Hong 
Vi Lam  
(Chinese – ethnicity 
inferred) 
 
- Unknown Proceeds of sale were sent to 
unidentified persons based in 
Hong Kong. 
Heroin 17.08kg  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Method of supply unknown although sauna 
bath units were located in the offenders’ 
residence which were customised in such a 
manner so that heroin could be concealed in the 
units.   
 
Hong and Lam were charged with various offences relating to possession and supply of heroin. On 25 November 1995, police searched Lam’s residence and found 5.88kg of heroin and foreign currency to the amount 
of $700,000. This money would be laundered overseas at a later date (R v Hong [2000] NSWCCA 213, [8]). The police also searched Hong’s residence and found a number of packages containing heroin with a total 
weight of 11.2kg and $23,000 in cash and further documentation to support the money laundering charges (R v Hong [2000] NSWCCA 213, [10]). The police also found a number of sauna bath units at Hong’s 
residence. Some of the units contained heroin however, those that didn’t were built in such a manner so that heroin could be concealed in them (R v Hong [2000] NSWCCA 213, [11]).     
 
Hong made various admissions regarding the extent of the drug trafficking operation. The operation involved importation of heroin in large amounts, preparation for sale, distribution and record keeping of the sales, 
distribution and proceeds. The proceeds of the sales were sent to unknown persons in Hong Kong, which implied that Hong and Lu were connected with or working for superiors based in Hong Kong (R v Hong 
[2000] NSWCCA 213, [12]).  
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3. R v Lam [2002] 
NSWCCA 190  
(related to NS7, NS11 
& NS37) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 22 
May 2002 
 
Sik Lam 
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- 
 
 
 
Recipients of heroin 
delivery. 
 
Sik Lam – principal of 
enterprise  
 
- Chi Luong Chung 
(wholesale distributor) 
 
Heroin 2.78kg Unknown 
Michael Lam and Sik Lam were charged with possessing a prohibited import namely, a commercial quantity of heroin. In August 2000, the AFP began investigating Sik and his involvement in drug supply. Sik 
worked with a co-offender named Chi Luong Chung (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [6]). On 4 and 5 September 2000, Sik and Chung made arrangements to conduct heroin sales on 6 September in Burwood. On 6 
September, Sik was observed approaching a vehicle parked on Burwood Road and driven by his son, Michael. Sik opened the front passenger door and walked away from the car carrying a blue and white Office 
Works plastic bag (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [7]).  
 
Sik was then observed approaching another vehicle in Appian Way, Burwood and placing the bag in the front seat of that vehicle; this vehicle was driven by Chung. The AFP retrieved the bag and found four blocks of 
heroin weighing 2.779kg, with a pure weight of 1.723kg. The four blocks had an estimated street value of approximately $1.476 million to $2.461 million (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [8]). Police searched the 
residences of Chung, Sik and Michael. Chung had $37,005 at his residence and Sik had $60,000. At Michael’s residence, police found 1.801kg of heroin with a pure weight of 1.110kg. The estimated street value of 
the heroin was $951,428 to $1,585,714 (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [9]). The heroin was identified as originating from South-East Asia (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [5]).  
 
The court concluded that Sik was the principal in the enterprise. Sik organised the supply of drugs to Chung, presumably for their distribution (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [8]). Sik was responsible for the 
organised movement of drugs around Sydney (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [41]). However, there was no evidence to suggest that Sik had imported the heroin himself and it was likely that Sik had obtained the 
heroin from an individual who was responsible for importing the heroin (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [46]). At the time of offending, Michael was 28 years old; Sik and Chung’s ages were unknown.  
4. R v Lam [2002] 
NSWCCA 377 
(related to NS28) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 7 
November 2002 
Duncan Sak Cheung 
Lam  
(Chinese – ethnicity 
inferred) 
 
 
- Lam – principal  
 
 
- Kim Loan Nguyen (Lam’s 
partner, identified 
prospective buyers and 
recruited drug runners) 
- Ting Fong So AKA Kwong 
Lam or Peter So (drug 
runner) 
- Ting Man Ngai (drug 
runner)  
- Fatty Bobby (customer) 
- Anthony Phu (Fatty 
Bobby’s driver) 
 
Heroin 15.4kg  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Street sales to known customers – drugs left in 
the unattended car of the customer.   
Lam and three co-offenders, Ting Fong So (also known as Kwong Lam or Peter So), Ting Man Ngai and Kim Loan Nguyen were charged with the commercial supply of heroin. The Crown submitted evidence that 
Lam was the principal of the enterprise. On 9 August 1998, So and Ngai arrived in Australia from Hong Kong to carry out instructions from Lam. Nguyen, Lam’s partner, identified prospective buyers and then Lam 
would provide So and Ngai with instructions for delivery to various vehicles. Lam’s supply of heroin was stored in a green Holden Gemini that was kept in a garage at premises rented by Ngai in North Strathfield (R v 
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Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [4]-[5]).    
 
Various telephone intercepts showed Lam, So, Ngai and Nguyen discussing heroin sales in coded terms such as “sow the rice”, “give a good one to him or her”, and the “black kind” (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, 
[9]). On 24 December 1998, Lam and So visited Kim in Melbourne and they were introduced to “Fatty Bobby” who would later become one of Lam’s buyers (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [11]). A number of 
heroin transactions were made in January 1999. The standard method of making the deal involved Lam giving instructions to So and Ngai to meet the buyer in his/her vehicle at a pre-arranged location. Lam would 
provide details of the vehicle’s registration number. However, on one occasion Lam instructed So to meet potential buyers, an unidentified Asian male and female, at the casino to carry out a transaction (R v Lam 
[2002] NSWCCA 377, [17]).  
 
From 26 to 29 January 1999, Lam and Kim had numerous telephone conversations where they reached an agreement to supply Fatty Bobby with heroin. Again, Lam instructed So and Ngai with a registration number 
and meeting place to carry out the transaction with Fatty Bobby. Ngai walked to Fatty Bobby’s vehicle, which was being driven by a person named Anthony Phu. The exchange was made and Ngai was observed 
walking away from the vehicle carrying a white bag (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [18]). 
 
On 7 February 1999, Kim arranged for the supply of “two bowls” (a quantity of heroin) to Fatty Bobby. Lam instructed So that Fatty Bobby wanted to purchase “two persons” or “two bunches of vegetables” and that 
he had already been supplied with “one” in the previous transaction. On 8 February, Ngai was observed leaving the premises at North Strathfield carrying a white plastic bag. Ngai then drove to the Homebush West 
area where Fatty Bobby’s car was parked but unattended. Ngai left the white bag in the front passenger seat and Phu re-entered the car and drove away. Phu’s car was stopped and searched by NCA authorities and 
they retrieved a white plastic bag containing a number of vegetables and two blocks of compressed white powder. The blocks weighed 1.395kg, with a purity of 72% and 75% (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [20]). 
Police also searched the premises at North Strathfield and found 14kg of heroin, with purity between 66% and 79%, in the boot of the green Holden Gemini (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [22]).  
5. R v Ho [2002] 
NSWCCA 379 
 
Judgment (appeal): 25 
September 2002 
Man Kong Ho  
(ethnicity inferred – 
recruiter Fang 
monitored by JACG) 
 
22 Courier/intermediary/ 
drug runner 
Fang Xiao He (organiser, 
recruited Ho) 
 
Heroin 4.05kg Drugs left in an unattended car and collected by 
Ho.  
Ho was charged with supplying a commercial quantity of heroin. On 29 February 2001, Ho arranged to meet Fang Xiao He who was, at the time, the subject of investigation by the Police Joint Asian Crime Group. Ho 
and He appeared to be studying a street directory. At a later time, Ho telephoned an unnamed individual in relation to the delivery of heroin (R v Ho [2002] NSWCCA 379, [5]). 
 
On 1 March 2001, Ho drove his motor vehicle to Kingsgrove and parked it. Ho removed a backpack from another vehicle parked in close vicinity. The backpack contained 6 blocks of heroin, with a total weight of 
4.05kg. The court considered Ho to be a courier or an intermediary and for that role, Ho was to be paid an amount from $3000 to $4000. The co-offender, He, was a participant at a senior level – he was an 
organiser/recruiter (R v Ho [2002] NSWCCA 379, [5]).  
 
6. R v Nguyen [2002] 
NSWCCA 403 
Judgment (appeal): 3 
October 2002 
Hoang Minh Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
- Street dealer Unknown Heroin 4.42g Street sales to customers – packaged and 
wrapped own drug “foils” using various drug 
paraphernalia.  
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Nguyen was charged with supplying 4.42g of heroin. On 30 March 2000, police executed a search warrant at Nguyen’s residence and found six foils and nine water balloons containing a white rock substance (heroin). 
The police also found various drug paraphernalia in Nguyen’s home including pieces of silver foil and water balloons used to package the drugs, a set of electronic scales and a heroin smoking implement (R v Nguyen 
[2002] NSWCCA 403, [11]).  
 
Nguyen is likely to be a drug dealer on the lower end of the distribution chain. Although the amount of drugs retrieved was relatively small, the packaging materials and scales suggest that he did not possess the heroin 
for personal use only. 
7. R v Fung [2002] 
NSWCCA 479 
(related to NS3, NS11 
& NS37) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 5 
December 2002 
Vincent Yiu Chen 
Fung  
(Chinese) 
 
 
- Fung – wholesaler, 
connected to Chow 
 
 
- Mervyn Man Wah Chow 
(co-offender) 
- Tony Micalizzi (wholesaler 
& Fung’s customer) 
- Gary Lammas (Micalizzi’s 
associate) 
- Michael Lam (Fung’s 
acquaintance) 
- Sik Lam  
(Fung’s acquaintance) 
Heroin  
(originated from 
SE Asia) 
3.52kg Transaction made between cars – Micalizzi 
collected the drugs from Fung’s car.  
Fung supplied 3.519kg of heroin to another individual named Tony Micalizzi. Since May 2000, Micalizzi and another individual, Gary Lammas, had been under police surveillance. Evidence at the trial stated that 
Micalizzi had been waiting for a fax from Hong Kong in relation to “raw material” (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [4]). Micalizzi’s Hong Kong supplier was Mervyn Chow. From 16 May 2000 to 24 June 2000, 
Chow (based in Hong Kong) and Micalizzi had numerous telephone conversations regarding the supply of heroin. Chow negotiated with Micalizzi the quantity and price of the heroin and made arrangements to set up 
its supply and payment (R v Chow [2007] NSWCCA 225, [4]-[5]). Chow arranged for Fung to supply Micalizzi with the heroin.  
 
On 24 June 2000, Fung contacted Micalizzi to arrange a meeting place. After meeting at their designated location, Fung and Micalizzi walked to Fung’s car and he drive to another street. Micalizzi left the car carrying 
a small, soft sided black and brown backpack (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [9]). The backpack contained a number of smaller packages wrapped in multi-coloured paper. The gross weight of heroin was 3.519kg, 
with an average purity of 60% and worth an estimated $1 million to $8 million depending on how the heroin was to be cut at a late stage (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [14]).  
Fung claimed that he was given the backpack by a friend named Michael Lam who asked him to deliver the backpack to Micalizzi. Fung was shown to have a close relationship with Lam and his father, Lam Sik. 
Previously, Lam and Sik had been charged with supplying 2.779kg of heroin to a “Mr Chung” and possessing 1.8kg of heroin at their residence. The heroin found in that case had been packaged in a distinctive, 
similar manner to the heroin found in the backpack given to Fung (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [40]). Forensic analysis of the heroin suggested that the heroin packages had originated from South-East Asia (R v 
Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [44]).  
8. R v Quach [2002] 
NSWCCA 519 
 
Judgment (appeal): 20 
December 2002 
Tan Gai Quach 
(Vietnamese) 
- Wholesale supplier - Le (Quach’s customer) Heroin 5.95kg Unknown method – drugs were retrieved by 
police from Le’s car after the transaction had 
occurred.  
 
Quach was charged with supplying heroin to an individual named Le, based upon circumstantial evidence produced by the Crown. There were 11 intercepted phone calls made between Quach and Le preceding the 
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transaction (supply). On 2 May 2000, Quach travelled from St Albans in Victoria to meet Le at his home in Leichhardt, Sydney (R v Quach [2002] NSWCCA 519, [11]). Police searched Le’s car and retrieved 5.95kg 
of heroin worth approximately $726,000 to $770,000. A search conducted at Quach’s house revealed a large sum of money, the amount of $780,720, which corresponds to the value of the heroin retrieved from Le’s 
car. The quantity of heroin supplied may suggest that Quach was commonly involved in the supply of heroin and that he is unlikely to be a small time street dealer.  
9. R v Wong [2002] 
NSWCCA 527 
 
Judgment (appeal): 18 
December 2002 
Peter Wong (also 
known as Ka Kwan)   
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Principal  - Lee (Wong’s drug runner) Heroin 454g16 Street sale to an undercover police operative.  
An undercover police officer attempted to purchase heroin from a drug dealer named Lee. Lee supplied one ounce of heroin which had been obtained from Wong. Lee indicated to the police officer that he could 
obtain larger quantities of drugs. The police officer and Lee agreed on the supply of one pound of heroin for $95,000. The money was handed to Lee the following day and Lee passed the money to Wong (R v Wong 
[2002] NSWCCA 527, [3]). The Court noted that Wong was an “active and major principal” (R v Wong [2002] NSWCCA 527, [4]).  
10. R v Vo [2003] 
NSWCCA 42 
 
Judgment (appeal): 2 
May 2003 
An Binh Vo 
(Vietnamese) 
26 Street dealer Unknown Heroin 0.09g Street sales to an undercover police operative.  
Vo was a street dealer charged with supplying 0.09g of heroin to an undercover police operative. The first offence occurred on 22 August 2001 at Cabramatta where Vo’s accomplice (unnamed) asked the operative 
whether he wanted to purchase drugs. The operative agreed to make a purchase for $100 and Vo gave his accomplice a package containing 0.03g of heroin to give to the operative (R v Vo [2003] NSWCCA 42, [2]). 
The second and third offences occurred on 24 August 2001 at Cabramatta where Vo supplied 0.01g and 0.05g of heroin to the operative (R v Vo [2003] NSWCCA 42, [3]). The small quantities involved in this case 
suggest that Vo was a street level dealer and there was no evidence to indicate membership in a larger drug distribution group.  
11. R v Lam [2003] 
NSWCCA 162 
(related to NS3, NS7 & 
NS37) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 2 
July 2003 
Michael Hok Chung 
Lam  
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- 
 
 
28 
Recipients of heroin 
delivery. 
 
Sik Lam – Michael’s 
father, principal of 
enterprise  
 
- Chi Luong Chung 
(wholesale distributor) 
 
Heroin 2.78kg Unknown 
Michael Lam and Sik Lam were charged with possessing a prohibited import namely, a commercial quantity of heroin. In August 2000, the AFP began investigating Sik and his involvement in drug supply. Sik 
                                                 
 
16 Quantity was one pound converted to kilograms.  
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worked with a co-offender named Chi Luong Chung (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [6]). On 4 and 5 September 2000, Sik and Chung made arrangements to conduct heroin sales on 6 September in Burwood. On 6 
September, Sik was observed approaching a vehicle parked on Burwood Road and driven by his son, Michael. Sik opened the front passenger door and walked away from the car carrying a blue and white Office 
Works plastic bag (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [7]). 
 
Sik was then observed approaching another vehicle in Appian Way, Burwood and placing the bag in the front seat of that vehicle; this vehicle was driven by Chung. The AFP retrieved the bag and found four blocks of 
heroin weighing 2.779kg, with a pure weight of 1.723kg. The four blocks had an estimated street value of approximately $1.476 million to $2.461 million (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [8]).Police searched the 
residences of Chung, Sik and Michael. Chung had $37,005 at his residence and Sik had $60,000. At Michael’s residence, police found 1.801kg of heroin with a pure weight of 1.110kg. The estimated street value of 
the heroin was $951,428 to $1,585,714 (R v Lam [2003] NSWCCA 162, [9]). The heroin was identified as originating from South-East Asia (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [5]).  
 
The court concluded that Sik was the principal in the enterprise. Sik organised the supply of drugs to Chung, presumably for their distribution (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [8]). Sik was responsible for the 
organised movement of drugs around Sydney (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [41]). However, there was no evidence to suggest that Sik had imported the heroin himself and it was likely that Sik had obtained the 
heroin from an individual who was responsible for importing the heroin (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 190, [46]). At the time of offending, Michael was 28 years old; Sik and Chung’s ages were unknown.  
12. R v Truong [2003] 
NSWCCA 314 
 
Judgment (appeal): 31 
October 2003 
Lan Van Truong  
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Street dealer Unknown Heroin 0.34g17 Street sales to an undercover police operative.  
 
Truong supplied heroin to an undercover police officer on three occasions. The first transaction occurred on 20 June 2003 when the officer was given a green balloon containing 0.12g of heroin. The second transaction 
occurred on 21 June 2003 and the officer was given another balloon containing 0.11g of heroin. The third transaction occurred later in the day (from the second transaction) whereby another green balloon was 
exchanged for $50. Truong also agreed to supply heroin to the officer the next day (R v Truong [2003] NSWCCA 314, [9]). 
 
The police searched Truong’s car and found an additional two balloons. The total weight of heroin from the two balloons and the balloon previously purchased by the officer was 0.34g (R v Truong [2003] NSWCCA 
314, [9]). Truong is likely to be a low level street dealer because of the small quantities involved and also, he had no previous drug convictions being a person of late middle age. 
13. R v Lao [2003] 
NSWCCA 315 
 
Judgment (appeal): 31 
October 2003 
Binh Cuong Lao 
(Vietnamese) 
52 Courier Unknown Ecstasy 1.02kg  Transport ecstasy from Melbourne to Sydney.  
Lao was recruited as a courier to transport 1016.6g of ecstasy from Melbourne to Sydney. Lao had no previous convictions, was in his fifties and initially believed that he would be transporting Chinese herbal 
                                                 
 
17 Offender dealt in quantities ranging from 0.11-0.34g. 
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medicine (R v Lao [2003] NSWCCA 315, [7]). The court found that Lao had a gambling problem but was of good character which made him an ideal target for criminals looking for couriers (R v Lao [2003] 
NSWCCA 315, [15]). Therefore, it is unlikely that Lao was recruited as a member of a criminal enterprise.   
14. R v Vu [2003] 
NSWCCA 316 
 
Judgment (appeal): 31 
October 2003 
Tuan Chan Vu  
(Vietnamese) 
 
42 Street dealer - Tran (Vu’s supplier) Heroin 84g  Street sales to an undercover police operative.  
 
Vu was charged with supplying heroin to undercover police operatives on two occasions. On 3 January 2002, Chan supplied 0.37g of heroin to undercover police officers in Lewisham. The heroin was concealed in 
two water balloons that were in Chan’s mouth (R v Vu [2003] NSWCCA 316, [6]). Chan also agreed to supply 86g of heroin to the police officers at a later date (R v Vu [2003] NSWCCA 316, [7]).   
 
On 8 January 2002, Chan met his co-offender, Tran, at Marrickville and Tran gave Chan a blue coloured napkin containing heroin. Chan met the police officers to carry out the transaction. The police officers gave 
Chan $23,700 in cash and Chan handed over the blue napkin with the heroin. The napkin contained 84g of heroin which was 27% pure heroin (R v Vu [2003] NSWCCA 316, [8]). 
 
The court found that Chan was actively involved in the supply of heroin. Although Chan negotiated the sale and carried out the actual transaction, it is likely that Chan was a low level supplier/dealer. It is difficult to 
conclude on the evidence whether Chan and Tran operated within a partnership.  
15. R v Shi [2004] 
NSWCCA 135  
 
Judgment (appeal): 11 
May 2004 
Zi Pei Shi  
(Chinese) 
19 Courier/drug runner Unknown superiors Methyl-
amphetamine 
 
992.2g Physically carrying the drugs when 
apprehended.  
Shi was charged with supplying 992.2g of methylamphetamine (84.5% purity).On 15 May 2003, police carried out surveillance on premises at Petersham. Shi was seen leaving the premises with another man. Shi was 
carrying a shoulder bag and after searching the bag, police retrieved the methylamphetamine (R v Shi [2004] NSWCCA 135, [3]).  
 
Shi was 19 at the time of committing the offence. It is likely that given his age and the circumstances in which the drugs were retrieved, Shi may have been a runner or courier but not a principal in the supply network. 
Shi was vulnerable to criminal recruiters because of his age, personal background (difficulties adjusting to Australian lifestyle) and own drug addiction.  
16. R v Nguyen [2004] 
NSWCCA 155 
(related to NS20) 
 
Tam Van Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
Member of a heroin & 
- 
 
 
 
Nguyen – junior 
member, responsible for 
drug storage. 
 
- Quyen Duc Do (principal of 
the syndicate) 
- Quynh Duc Do (unknown 
role, likely similar to Vien 
Heroin 
Cocaine 
7.5kg18 Drug runners delivered drugs and collected 
money from buyers.  
                                                 
 
18 Offenders allegedly moved 6kg heroin and 1.5kg cocaine.  
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Judgment (appeal): 12 
May 2004  
cocaine syndicate.  
 
 Do’s role) 
- Vien Do (Quyen Do’s ‘right 
hand man’). 
(N.B. Quyen, Quynh & Vien 
are brothers) 
 
- Chien Van Khong 
(customer and supplier) 
- Nam Van Pham (drug 
runner)  
- Minh Tuan Truong (drug 
runner) 
- Triet Minh Do  
(drug runner)  
(N.B. All the drug runners had 
addictions) 
 
Nguyen was a member of a drug syndicate operating in Sydney that supplied heroin and cocaine in block form. The syndicate had 8 members (including Nguyen) and all members were convicted for their role in the 
enterprise. Over the trafficking period, the syndicate dealt with approximately 6kg of heroin and 1.5kg of cocaine (R v Do [2005] NSWCCA 209, [6]). Nguyen was charged with two other members of the syndicate – 
Vien Duc Do and Quynh Duc Do. Nguyen was charged with supplying a 350g block of heroin and a 350g block of cocaine. The retail value of a 350g block of heroin was approximately $120,000 to $160,000 and a 
350g block of cocaine was approximately $120,000 (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [9]). 
 
The syndicate obtained heroin and cocaine in bulk form and on-sold the drugs either in its current form or in a diluted form by having the drugs mixed with a cutting agent (industrial sugar), placed into a blender or 
coffee grinder and pressed back into block form. Therefore, the syndicate’s customers were primarily other dealers (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [8]). A house located at Fairfield, Sydney was used for the 
purpose of preparing the drugs (dilution, recompression and distribution) and as a meeting place for members of the syndicate (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [10]). Another house at Fairfield, occupied by 
Nguyen, was used to store the drugs. In some cases, the money obtained as a result of drug sales was laundered by the use of cheques described as the proceeds of winnings on poker machines (R v Do [2005] 
NSWCCA 209, [6]). 
 
The following individuals were members of the syndicate: 
 
1) Quyen Duc Do – Quyen Do was the leader of the syndicate, responsible for the day to day operation of the business (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [25]).  
 
2) Vien Duc Do – Vien Do was likely to be Quyen Do’s “right hand man” as he led the syndicate whilst Quyen Do was overseas. Vien Do was 25 years at the time of sentence (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, 
[26]).  
 
3) Quynh Duc Do – Quynh Do’s role appeared to be the most “passive” of the three brothers. He discussed drug deals and laundering proceeds from the drug sales (R v Do [2005] NSWCCA 209, [8]).  
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4) Nam Van Pham – Pham was a runner for the syndicate. He delivered samples and larger amounts to customers and collected money for the purchases. Pham was 31 years at the time of sentence and had a drug 
addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [28]). 
 
5) Chien Van Khong – Khong negotiated with senior members of the syndicate regarding the supply of heroin. He was also a customer of the syndicate. Khong was 37 years at the time of sentence and had a drug 
addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [29]). 
 
6) Minh Tuan Truong – Truong was also a runner for the syndicate, along with Pham and another member named Triet Minh Do. He delivered samples and larger amounts of heroin and cocaine to customers and 
collected money. Truong was 28 years at the time of sentencing and he also had a drug addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [33]). 
 
7) Triet Minh Do – Triet Do was a runner for the syndicate. He was 31 years at the time of sentence and also had a drug and gambling addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [36]). 
 
8) Tam Van Nguyen – Nguyen was a junior member of the syndicate. His primary role was to store drugs at the premises which he occupied at Fairfield. He also assisted in packaging (recompressing) the heroin 
and acting as a runner by delivering drugs and collecting money (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [14]). It is likely that Nguyen was the least involved in running the operation.  
 
17. R v Nguyen [2004] 
NSWCCA 438 
 
Judgment (appeal): 30 
November 2004 
Hiep Tan Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
26 Street dealer Unknown Heroin 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
 
17.99g  
(multiple 
quantities)   
Street sales to buyers.  
Nguyen was charged with three counts of supplying heroin. On 27 May 2002, Nguyen supplied a $50 deal of heroin to a buyer, after making telephone contact with each other. Police arrested Nguyen and searched his 
car where they retrieved 31 foil packages with a combined weight of 4.9g and heroin in rock form weighing 3.4g (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 438 [3]). Whilst on bail, Nguyen’s car was searched roadside and the 
police retrieved the following items: 
- a cylindrical film canister containing a cream coloured tablet with a symbol embossed onto it and another half tablet of the same type; 
- 24 foils of heroin; 
- heroin (block form) in a resealable plastic bag; and 
- a glass pipe with some residue (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 438 [5]).  
 
The total weight of the heroin found in the car was 14.56g and the two tablets (containing methylamphetamine) weighed 0.034g. Nguyen was aged 26 years at the time of the first offence. It is likely that Nguyen was a 
street dealer at the lower level of the distribution chain. He also had a drug addiction and the court concluded that his involvement in dealing was a result of his addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 438 [27]).  
 
 
18. R v Ly & Nguyen 
[2005] NSWCCA 57 
 
Judgment (appeal): 21 
February 2005 
Khanh Ly  
(Vietnamese) 
 
Chin Thi Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
48 
 
 
42 
Ly – wholesaler 
 
Nguyen – wholesaler & 
Ly’s former wife  
Con Van Huynh (Andy) – Ly’s 
son in law 
Heroin 28.21g  Transaction to undercover police operative 
carried out in private home.  
Ly and Nguyen were co-offenders in the supply of heroin on 3 May 2002. Nguyen was Ly’s former wife. Another co-offender named, Con Van Huynh (Andy) was also involved in that act of supply. On 2 May 2002, 
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a registered informant named Steve enquired about the purchase of an ounce of heroin over the phone with Ly; he referred to Ly as “father”. Ly told Steve that an ounce would cost $9000 (R v Ly & Nguyen [2005] 
NSWCCA 57, [6]). On 3 May 2002, Steve and an undercover police officer named Tony went to the offender’s home at Marrickville. Steve told Ly that he had a friend (i.e. Tony) waiting outside who wanted to 
purchase an ounce. Nguyen, whom Steve called “mother”, told him to return in half an hour. When Steve returned, initially only Steve was to enter the house (as instructed by Ly) but Tony also entered a short time 
later carrying a plastic bag containing money. Nguyen suspected Tony of being an undercover police officer and Tony left the house and waited outside for Steve (R v Ly & Nguyen [2005] NSWCCA 57, [6]).  
 
Nguyen made contact with someone over the phone (in Vietnamese) and she told Steve that “it [drugs] is coming”. Another man named Andy arrived at Ly’s house and he was Ly’s son in law. Andy went to the back 
of the house and retrieved a plastic bag containing a white rock substance. Upon analysis, the bag contained 28.21g of heroin. Tony paid $9000 for the heroin and they also discussed future supplies (R v Ly & Nguyen 
[2005] NSWCCA 57, [6]).The court found that Ly and Nguyen were involved in commercial dealings of heroin and neither Ly nor Nguyen had drug addictions (R v Ly & Nguyen [2005] NSWCCA 57, [8]). It is likely 
that Andy was also involved in this dealing group because he was contacted to actually carry out the transaction. At the time of sentencing, Ly was 45 years old.  
19. R v Le [2005] 
NSWCCA 162  
 
Judgment (appeal): 12 
April 2005  
Anh Tuan Le  
(Vietnamese) 
 
30 Street dealer Unknown Heroin 14.8g  Street sales to an undercover police operative.  
 
Le supplied heroin to an undercover police officer on three occasions – 19 August 2003, 21 August 2003 and 26 August 2003. The total quantity of heroin supplied on those occasions was 14.8g with a purity of 34.5-
35%. The police officer paid $1400 for each purchase (R v Le [2005] NSWCCA 162, [2]). Electronic and physical surveillance of Le showed that he engaged in drug deals on a regular basis. For a period of 13 days, 
Le received approximately 1415 calls of which 85% of those calls involved the purchase, sale and packaging of drugs. Police estimated that he dealt with about 80 customers on a daily basis. On two occasions, Le 
offered to supply larger quantities of drugs, namely one ounce for $6500 and two ounces at a later stage (R v Le [2005] NSWCCA 162, [3]). 
 
At the time of Le’s arrest, he was in possession of 4 ounces of drug packaged in balloons. After searching his premises, police retrieved some cash, various drug paraphernalia, drug packaging and white powder 
residue containing heroin. At the time of his arrest, Le was 30 years of age (R v Le [2005] NSWCCA 162, [5]).    
20. R v Do [2005] 
NSWCCA 209 
(related to NS16) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 9 
June 2005 
Vien Duc Do  
(Vietnamese) 
 
23 Vien Do – Quyen Do’s 
‘right hand man’. 
- Quyen Duc Do (principal of 
the syndicate) 
- Quynh Duc Do (unknown 
role, likely similar to Vien 
Do’s role) 
(N.B. Quyen, Quynh & Vien 
are brothers) 
- Tam Van Nguyen 
(responsible for drug 
storage) 
- Chien Van Khong 
(customer and supplier) 
- Nam Van Pham (drug 
runner)  
Heroin 
Cocaine 
7.5kg Drug runners delivered drugs and collected 
money from buyers.  
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- Minh Tuan Truong (drug 
runner) 
- Triet Minh Do  
(drug runner)  
(N.B. All the drug runners had 
addictions) 
 
Vien was a member of a drug syndicate operating in Sydney that supplied heroin and cocaine in block form. The syndicate had 8 members (including Vien) and all members were convicted for their role in the 
enterprise. Over the trafficking period, the syndicate dealt with approximately 6kg of heroin and 1.5kg of cocaine (R v Do [2005] NSWCCA 209, [6]). Vien was charged with three other members of the syndicate – 
his two brothers, Quyen Duc Do and Quynh Duc Do, and another co-offender named Tam Van Nguyen. Nguyen was charged with supplying a 350g block of heroin and a 350g block of cocaine. The retail value of a 
350g block of heroin was approximately $120,000 to $160,000 and a 350g block of cocaine was approximately $120,000 (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [9]). 
 
The syndicate obtained heroin and cocaine in bulk form and on-sold the drugs either in its current form or in a diluted form by having the drugs mixed with a cutting agent (industrial sugar), placed into a blender or 
coffee grinder and pressed back into block form. Therefore, the syndicate’s customers were primarily other dealers (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [8]). A house located at Fairfield, Sydney was used for the 
purpose of preparing the drugs (dilution, recompression and distribution) and as a meeting place for members of the syndicate (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [10]). Another house at Fairfield, occupied by 
Nguyen, was used to store the drugs. In some cases, the money obtained as a result of drug sales was laundered by the use of cheques described as the proceeds of winnings on poker machines (R v Do [2005] 
NSWCCA 209, [6]). 
 
The following individuals were members of the syndicate: 
 
1) Quyen Duc Do – Quyen Do was the leader of the syndicate, responsible for the day to day operation of the business (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [25]).  
 
2) Vien Duc Do – Vien Do was likely to be Quyen Do’s “right hand man” as he led the syndicate whilst Quyen Do was overseas. Vien Do was 25 years at the time of sentence (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, 
[26]).  
 
3) Quynh Duc Do – Quynh Do’s role appeared to be the most “passive” of the three brothers. He discussed drug deals and laundering proceeds from the drug sales (R v Do [2005] NSWCCA 209, [8]).  
 
4) Nam Van Pham – Pham was a runner for the syndicate. He delivered samples and larger amounts to customers and collected money for the purchases. Pham was 31 years at the time of sentence and had a drug 
addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [28]). 
 
5) Chien Van Khong – Khong negotiated with senior members of the syndicate regarding the supply of heroin. He was also a customer of the syndicate. Khong was 37 years at the time of sentence and had a drug 
addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [29]). 
 
6) Minh Tuan Truong – Truong was also a runner for the syndicate, along with Pham and another member named Triet Minh Do. He delivered samples and larger amounts of heroin and cocaine to customers and 
collected money. Truong was 28 years at the time of sentencing and he also had a drug addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [33]). 
 
7) Triet Minh Do – Triet Do was a runner for the syndicate. He was 31 years at the time of sentence and also had a drug and gambling addiction (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [36]). 
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8) Tam Van Nguyen – Nguyen was a junior member of the syndicate. His primary role was to store drugs at the premises which he occupied at Fairfield. He also assisted in packaging (recompressing) the heroin 
and acting as a runner by delivering drugs and collecting money (R v Nguyen [2004] NSWCCA 155, [14]). It is likely that Nguyen was the least involved in running the operation.  
 
21. R v Huang [2005] 
NSWCCA 244  
 
Judgment (appeal): 22 
June 2005 
Michael Huang  
(Vietnamese) 
- Street dealer - Anh Thi Huang (Supplier 
and Michael’s mother) 
Heroin 0.15g19 Sold “caps” of heroin to undercover police 
operatives and other customers at their 
residence, via a hole cut out from the security 
grill in their back door.  
 
 
Michael Huang and his mother, Anh Thi Huang, were engaged in the ongoing supply of heroin from their house at Bossley Park, Sydney. From 28 May 2003 to 4 June 2003, both Michael and Anh supplied quantities 
of heroin to various undercover police officers. On 28 May 2003, Anh supplied to an undercover officer four caps of heroin with a total weight of 0.59g for $200. On 29 May 2003, Anh supplied one cap of heroin 
weighing 0.15g to another undercover officer for $50 (R v Huang [2005] NSWCCA 244, [2]).  
 
On 3 June 2003, Michael supplied an undercover officer with two caps of heroin for $100 and later in the day, a further two caps of heroin to another undercover officer for $100. The total quantity of heroin in the 
four caps was 0.45g. On 4 June 2003, Michael supplied 0.10g of heroin to another undercover officer in exchange for $50 (R v Huang [2005] NSWCCA 244, [2]).   
 
The Huangs’ residence was fortified with solid bars on windows, multiple deadlocks on doors, metal security grills on doors and a video security camera. The Huangs primarily serviced their customers through a hole 
cut out from the security grill (R v Huang [2005] NSWCCA 244, [2]). The court found that the Huangs were running a well-organised drug supply enterprise for which their home had been modified to facilitate the 
drug business. The court stated that the Huangs were “more culpable” than mere runners or couriers because they maintained fortified premises for the specific purpose of selling heroin to any person who came to the 
back door (R v Huang [2005] NSWCCA 244, [3]).    
 
22. R v Vu [2005] 
NSWCCA 266 
 
Judgment (appeal): 3 
August 2005 
Cam Quyen Vu  
(Vietnamese) 
- Street dealer - Huong Dung Nguy (dealer 
& co-offender) 
 
Cocaine  
Heroin 
0.18g20 Cigarette packet containing the drugs is 
lowered from the balcony of a unit down to the 
customer standing on the ground.   
Vu was charged with supplying cocaine and/or heroin from his unit at Cabramatta. Vu lived with his de facto partner, Trang Thi Thuy Pham, another man named Huong Dung Nguy and his wife Hong Lan Nam (R v 
Vu [2005] NSWCCA 266, [6]). On 6 September 2001 between 5:00am to 5:40am, four undercover police officers purchased drugs from Vu. Vu’s unit was located one floor above ground level. The standard 
procedure was to attract someone’s attention in the unit from the ground, so that someone would come out onto the balcony of the unit. The person on the balcony (whether it was Vu or someone else in the unit) 
would lower an empty cigarette packet to the person on the ground and that person would place money inside the packet. The packet was then raised back up into the unit (R v Vu [2005] NSWCCA 266, [6]).  
 
                                                 
 
19 Offender dealt in quantities ranging from 0.10-0.15g. 
20 Offender dealt in quantities ranging from 0.15-0.18g. 
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The undercover police officer would place $50 into the cigarette packet and then request $50 worth of “CC” or cocaine. The person on the balcony would then lower a foil of cocaine weighing between 0.15g to 0.18g 
(R v Vu [2005] NSWCCA 266, [6]). Police searched Vu’s unit and found several pieces of foil containing cocaine and large amounts of cash [para 7]. It was alleged that both Vu and Nguy took turns making the 
transactions.  
23. R v Giang [2005] 
NSWCCA 387 
 
Judgment (appeal): 21 
November 2005 
Son Giang  
(Vietnamese) 
23 Street dealer - Viet Phan (driver) 
- Unknown superiors 
 
Heroin 0.2g21 Transaction made through car windows.  
Giang was charged with supplying heroin to undercover police operatives on four occasions – 21, 28, 29 July and 3 August 2004. On each occasion, Giang supplied the officer with a small foil package or balloon of 
heroin in exchange for $50. Each heroin package weighed between 0.14g to 0.2g of heroin. On 21 July 2004, the undercover officer commented to Giang and his passenger, Viet Phan, that they were not the people 
she had expected to meet for the transaction. Giang replied, “Yeah, we’re the arvo shift” (R v Giang [2005] NSWCCA 387, [4]). It can be inferred from this comment that Giang was working for someone else and 
apart from Giang and Phan, this superior may have employed several “runners” to carry out drug transactions.  
 
On 28 July 2004, Giang was accompanied by a different passenger, Son Tran, to make another transaction. Both Tran and Giang were heroin addicts and the evidence suggested that Tran and Giang became involved 
in dealing primarily to fund their addiction or pay debts for heroin purchased on credit (R v Giang [2005] NSWCCA 387, [7] & [11]). Giang was 23 years old at the time of committing the offence.     
24. R v Dang [2005] 
NSWCCA 430 
 
Judgment (appeal): 14 
December 2005  
Ngoc Hiep Dang  
(Vietnamese) 
 
24 Wholesaler Unknown Cocaine 983g Meeting potential buyer at private residence.  
Dang was charged with supplying a commercial quantity of cocaine. On 6, 7, and 9 September 2004, Dang contacted a supplier and buyer regarding the supply of cocaine. On 9 September 2004 at approximately 
1:20pm, Dang briefly met with an unidentified male before travelling to a block of units at Cabarita. Dang was observed carrying a red Nike shopping bag as he approached the block of units (R v Dang [2005] 
NSWCCA 430, [5]).  
 
Dang was approached by police who searched the contents of the red shopping bag. The bag contained a cardboard box wrapped in a transparent plastic bag. The cardboard box contained a block of compressed 
cocaine. The cocaine weighed 983g, with a purity of 82.5% (R v Dang [2005] NSWCCA 430, [5]). The court concluded that Dang was not a “mere courier” because he had made direct contact with the supplier and 
the buyer (R v Dang [2005] NSWCCA 430, [6]). At the time of the offence, Dang was 24 years old.    
25. R v Lo [2005] 
NSWCCA 436 
Hung Lo 
(Chinese – Hong 
- Unknown – although 
evidence of recruitment 
- Ah Tigh (customer) 
- Hoang (associate) 
Heroin 2.23kg  
(multiple 
Meeting customers at a pre-arranged meeting 
spot.  
                                                 
 
21 Offender dealt in quantities ranging from 0.14-0.2g. 
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Case Offender/s Age Role Related actor/s 
 
Drug type Drug quantity Method of supply 
(related to NS27, 
NS32, NS38) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 16 
December 2005  
Kong) 
 
 
 
by superior “bosses” in 
the distribution chain.  
- Kwai Chen Lam (co-
offender) 
- Minh Tran (co-offender) 
- Ka Chung Fung (co-
offender) 
- Elder Brother Sou 
(associated with Fung)  
 
quantities)  
This case involved multiple offenders engaged in the commercial supply of heroin. On 21 August 2003, Lo supplied two commercial quantities of heroin. The first supply involved 1406.6g of heroin with a purity 
ranging between 65.6 and 71%. The second supply involved 834.9g of heroin with a purity ranging between 71 and 72% (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [1]-[2]).  
 
On 2 July 2003, Lam arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong accompanied by Fung. Fung returned to Hong Kong on 9 July and Lam also returned to Hong Kong on 19 July. On 10 August, they returned to Australia on a 
flight from Hong Kong to Melbourne (R v Lam [2006] NSWCCA 11, [3]). On 4 July 2003, Lo arrived in Australia, claiming to be on a two month holiday. Lo rented an apartment; he had no family in Australia and 
was a Hong Kong citizen. On 10 August 2003, Lam and Fung arrived in Melbourne. The Crown submitted that Lam and Fung orchestrated and supervised the supply of two blocks of heroin to Minh Tran and the 
supply of a further four blocks of heroin destined for Melbourne. Fung was responsible for arranging the funds received as payment for the heroin to be transferred to an account in Vietnam (R v Fung [2007] 
NSWCCA 250, [8]).   
 
From 12 August to 21 August 2003, Fung, Lam, Lo and another individual named Hoang were often seen together at various times in Canley Vale and Cabramatta. On 17 August 2003, Fung called Minh Tran and 
asked Tran why his “bosses” had not done anything since they had “viewed all the stuff”. Tran said that his boss believed there was no urgency. Fung told Minh that “...our boss has a few things for you, I have a little 
bit of powder” (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [12]).  
 
On 19 August 2003, Lam called Tran who indicated that the supply would occur on 21 August. Lam asked Tran whether he wanted “two tapes” i.e. two blocks of heroin. Lam also offered to let Tran test the heroin if 
he wished to do so (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [14]). Later that evening, Fung contacted a person named “Elder Brother Sou” regarding the supply of heroin block to a buyer in Melbourne. Fung referred to 
himself as “Billy’s partner” and spoke of a request from a person called Ah Tigh to buy two bottles of X.O. (two blocks of heroin) and “send them down here”. Fung acknowledged in the conversation that he was 
speaking to someone in Melbourne (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [15]).  
 
On 21 August 2003, Lam contacted Lo and gave him instructions to “get two movies” and bring them out. The police believed that “movies” referred to blocks of heroin (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [55]). Lam and 
Fung were observed around the Cabramatta area. Lo and Hoang travelled to a restaurant in Canley Vale. Lam contacted Lo and instructed him to “order beef noodles and place the video under the noodle.” Lam and 
Fung then met up with Lo and Hoang at the Canley Vale restaurant. Hoang replaced Fung in the driver’s seat and both him and Lam travelled to Tran’s residence (customer). Lam approached Tran’s house carrying a 
plastic bag which was alleged to contain two blocks of heroin.  
 
Lam later contacted Fung to inform him that Tran only wanted one block of heroin. Lam and Tran left Tran’s house and they drove to Canley Vale. Lam left Tran’s car carrying a yellow shopping bag towards Hoang, 
who was standing near another vehicle. Hoang opened the boot and the bag was placed inside the boot, presumably the payment for heroin supplied to Tran (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [58]).  
 
Police searched Tran’s premises and found 834.9g of heroin, which is the subject of the second charge (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [62]). Half of the heroin was in powder form and the other half was in rock form. 
Police also found 35 bundles of currency notes totalling $335,000 (R v Tran [2006] NSWCCA 266, [4]).  
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Drug type Drug quantity Method of supply 
Hoang, Lam and Fung travelled to Regis Towers (Lo’s residence) whilst Fung spoke to an unidentified male about picking up “two things” at a later time. Lam and Fung were dropped off before Lo and Hoang went 
to a bowling alley at Enfield. They entered the bowling alley and a short time later, Lo emerged carrying another white plastic shopping bag. This plastic bag contained four heroin blocks weighing approximately 
1.4kg in total, (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [59]-[60]). Each heroin block weighed between 350 -352g. Hoang stated that he had been asked by Lam and Fung to deliver either two or four blocks of heroin to 
Melbourne by bus. Lam and Fung intended to fly to Melbourne but they were arrested before their departure (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [35]). 
26. R v Liu [2005] 
NSWCCA 450 
 
Judgment (appeal): 16 
December 2005 
Zhi Meng Liu  
(Chinese)  
29 Ma’s lieutenant – Liu 
and Ma acted in concert 
but Liu generally took 
instructions from Ma.  
- Chan Thanh Ma (Mr Big) 
- Ching Sum Chan (Ma’s 
associate, provided Liu with 
the drugs).  
 
Heroin 4.13kg 
(multiple) 
 
Various meeting places – in public and in 
private residences.  
Liu’s involvement in the supply of heroin was to repay a debt owed by him to Chan Thanh Ma, who lent Liu a sum of money to fund Liu’s drug addiction. Ma asked Liu to “do a job for him” in payment of the debt (R 
v Liu [2005] NSWCCA 450, [3]). The Joint Asian Crime Group (JACG) had targeted Liu, Ma and an unidentified third person as being involved in the supply of heroin (R v Liu [2005] NSWCCA 450, [4]). 
  
On 21 July 2003, Ma contacted Liu saying he “had a job for him” and to meet Ma at his place. Liu and Ma then met another individual named Ching Sum Chan who was carrying a Downtown Duty Free plastic bag. 
This bag contained 2.1kg of heroin. The bag was given to Liu and he drove away from the meeting place taking the bag with him. Chan and Ma were also seen placing a white plastic bag in Chan’s car (R v Liu [2005] 
NSWCCA 450, [5]). On the same day, Ma made a phone call stating that he had been given too much [heroin] and that “it [business] is slow and the streets are flooded”.  
 
On 24 July, Liu drove Ma to meet with Chan and all three of them were observed standing at the rear of Chan’s car. Police searched the boot of Chan’s car and retrieved 1.4kg of heroin and $20,000 in cash (R v Liu 
[2005] NSWCCA 450, [6]). Police also searched Ma’s residence and found 634.1g of heroin and various drug paraphernalia (R v Liu [2005] NSWCCA 450, [7]). The court concluded that Liu and Ma acted in concert, 
although Liu generally acted upon instructions given to him by Ma (R v Liu [2005] NSWCCA 450, [8]). Ma was considered a “Mr Big” of the drug world and Liu was recruited because he was in a vulnerable position 
owing to his drug addiction and money debt to Ma.  
27. R v Lam [2006] 
NSWCCA 11 
(related to NS25, 
NS32, NS38) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 2 
February 2006 
Kwai Chen Lam  
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Unknown – although 
evidence of recruitment 
by superior “bosses” 
in the distribution chain. 
 
- Ah Tigh (customer) 
- Hoang (associate) 
- Hung Lo (co-offender) 
- Minh Tran (co-offender) 
- Ka Chung Fung (co-
offender) 
- Elder Brother Sou 
(associated with Fung) 
 
Heroin 2.23kg 
(multiple 
quantities)  
Meeting customers at a pre-arranged meeting 
spot.  
This case involved multiple offenders engaged in the commercial supply of heroin. On 21 August 2003, Lo supplied two commercial quantities of heroin. The first supply involved 1406.6g of heroin with a purity 
ranging between 65.6 and 71%. The second supply involved 834.9g of heroin with a purity ranging between 71 and 72% (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [1]-[2]).  
 
On 2 July 2003, Lam arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong accompanied by Fung. Fung returned to Hong Kong on 9 July and Lam also returned to Hong Kong on 19 July. On 10 August, they returned to Australia on a 
flight from Hong Kong to Melbourne (R v Lam [2006] NSWCCA 11, [3]). On 4 July 2003, Lo arrived in Australia, claiming to be on a two month holiday. Lo rented an apartment; he had no family in Australia and 
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Drug type Drug quantity Method of supply 
was a Hong Kong citizen. On 10 August 2003, Lam and Fung arrived in Melbourne. The Crown submitted that Lam and Fung orchestrated and supervised the supply of two blocks of heroin to Minh Tran and the 
supply of a further four blocks of heroin destined for Melbourne. Fung was responsible for arranging the funds received as payment for the heroin to be transferred to an account in Vietnam (R v Fung [2007] 
NSWCCA 250, [8]).   
 
From 12 August to 21 August 2003, Fung, Lam, Lo and another individual named Hoang were often seen together at various times in Canley Vale and Cabramatta. On 17 August 2003, Fung called Minh Tran and 
asked Tran why his “bosses” had not done anything since they had “viewed all the stuff”. Tran said that his boss believed there was no urgency. Fung told Minh that “...our boss has a few things for you, I have a little 
bit of powder” (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [12]).  
 
On 19 August 2003, Lam called Tran who indicated that the supply would occur on 21 August. Lam asked Tran whether he wanted “two tapes” i.e. two blocks of heroin. Lam also offered to let Tran test the heroin if 
he wished to do so (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [14]). Later that evening, Fung contacted a person named “Elder Brother Sou” regarding the supply of heroin block to a buyer in Melbourne. Fung referred to 
himself as “Billy’s partner” and spoke of a request from a person called Ah Tigh to buy two bottles of X.O. (two blocks of heroin) and “send them down here”. Fung acknowledged in the conversation that he was 
speaking to someone in Melbourne (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [15]).  
 
On 21 August 2003, Lam contacted Lo and gave him instructions to “get two movies” and bring them out. The police believed that “movies” referred to blocks of heroin (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [55]). Lam and 
Fung were observed around the Cabramatta area. Lo and Hoang travelled to a restaurant in Canley Vale. Lam contacted Lo and instructed him to “order beef noodles and place the video under the noodle.” Lam and 
Fung then met up with Lo and Hoang at the Canley Vale restaurant. Hoang replaced Fung in the driver’s seat and both him and Lam travelled to Tran’s residence (customer). Lam approached Tran’s house carrying a 
plastic bag which was alleged to contain two blocks of heroin.  
 
Lam later contacted Fung to inform him that Tran only wanted one block of heroin. Lam and Tran left Tran’s house and they drove to Canley Vale. Lam left Tran’s car carrying a yellow shopping bag towards Hoang, 
who was standing near another vehicle. Hoang opened the boot and the bag was placed inside the boot, presumably the payment for heroin supplied to Tran (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [58]).  
 
Police searched Tran’s premises and found 834.9g of heroin, which is the subject of the second charge (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [62]). Half of the heroin was in powder form and the other half was in rock form. 
Police also found 35 bundles of currency notes totalling $335,000 (R v Tran [2006] NSWCCA 266, [4]).  
 
Hoang, Lam and Fung travelled to Regis Towers (Lo’s residence) whilst Fung spoke to an unidentified male about picking up “two things” at a later time. Lam and Fung were dropped off before Lo and Hoang went 
to a bowling alley at Enfield. They entered the bowling alley and a short time later, Lo emerged carrying another white plastic shopping bag. This plastic bag contained four heroin blocks weighing approximately 
1.4kg in total, (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [59]-[60]). Each heroin block weighed between 350 -352g. Hoang stated that he had been asked by Lam and Fung to deliver either two or four blocks of heroin to 
Melbourne by bus. Lam and Fung intended to fly to Melbourne but they were arrested before their departure (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [35]). 
28. R v Nguyen [2006] 
NSWDC 25  
(related to NS4) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 23 
May 2006 
Kim Loan Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
- Lam’s partner, 
identified prospective 
buyers and recruited 
runners. 
 
- Duncan Sak Cheung Lam 
(co-offender/partner) 
- Ting Fong So AKA Kwong 
Lam or Peter So (drug 
runner) 
- Ting Man Ngai (drug 
runner)  
- Fatty Bobby (customer) 
Heroin 15.39kg  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Street sales to known customers – drugs left in 
the unattended car of the customer.   
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Drug type Drug quantity Method of supply 
- Anthony Phu (Fatty 
Bobby’s driver) 
 
Lam and three co-offenders, Ting Fong So (also known as Kwong Lam or Peter So), Ting Man Ngai and Kim Loan Nguyen were charged with the commercial supply of heroin. The Crown submitted evidence that 
Lam was the principal of the enterprise. On 9 August 1998, So and Ngai arrived in Australia from Hong Kong to carry out instructions from Lam. Nguyen, Lam’s partner, identified prospective buyers and then Lam 
would provide So and Ngai with instructions for delivery to various vehicles. Lam’s supply of heroin was stored in a green Holden Gemini that was kept in a garage at premises rented by Ngai in North Strathfield (R v 
Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [4]-[5]).    
 
Various telephone intercepts showed Lam, So, Ngai and Nguyen discussing heroin sales in coded terms such as “sow the rice”, “give a good one to him or her”, and the “black kind” (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, 
[9]). On 24 December 1998, Lam and So visited Kim in Melbourne and they were introduced to “Fatty Bobby” who would later become one of Lam’s buyers (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [11]). A number of 
heroin transactions were made in January 1999. The standard method of making the deal involved Lam giving instructions to So and Ngai to meet the buyer in his/her vehicle at a pre-arranged location. Lam would 
provide details of the vehicle’s registration number. However, on one occasion Lam instructed So to meet potential buyers, an unidentified Asian male and female, at the casino to carry out a transaction (R v Lam 
[2002] NSWCCA 377, [17]).  
 
From 26 to 29 January 1999, Lam and Kim had numerous telephone conversations where they reached an agreement to supply Fatty Bobby with heroin. Again, Lam instructed So and Ngai with a registration number 
and meeting place to carry out the transaction with Fatty Bobby. Ngai walked to Fatty Bobby’s vehicle, which was being driven by a person named Anthony Phu. The exchange was made and Ngai was observed 
walking away from the vehicle carrying a white bag (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [18]). 
 
On 7 February 1999, Kim arranged for the supply of “two bowls” (a quantity of heroin) to Fatty Bobby. Lam instructed So that Fatty Bobby wanted to purchase “two persons” or “two bunches of vegetables” and that 
he had already been supplied with “one” in the previous transaction. On 8 February, Ngai was observed leaving the premises at North Strathfield carrying a white plastic bag. Ngai then drove to the Homebush West 
area where Fatty Bobby’s car was parked but unattended. Ngai left the white bag in the front passenger seat and Phu re-entered the car and drove away. Phu’s car was stopped and searched by NCA authorities and 
they retrieved a white plastic bag containing a number of vegetables and two blocks of compressed white powder. The blocks weighed 1.395kg, with a purity of 72% and 75% (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [20]). 
Police also searched the premises at North Strathfield and found 14kg of heroin, with purity between 66% and 79%, in the boot of the green Holden Gemini (R v Lam [2002] NSWCCA 377, [22]).  
29. R v Le [2006] 
NSWCCA 77  
 
Judgment (appeal): 29 
March 2006 
Huynh Le 
(Vietnamese) 
 
23 Street dealer Unknown Heroin 8.73g Street sales to an undercover police operative.  
Le was charged with supplying heroin on four occasions. On 3, 9, 18 and 19 June 2004, Le supplied approximately 0.2g of heroin to an undercover police officer. Police searched Le and found a plastic bag containing 
heroin and two smaller plastic bags also containing heroin. The total amount of heroin was 8.53g. An issue in this case was whether the possession of a firearm in his home implied that Le was more than a mere street 
dealer. The court considered Le’s role as being more significant than a street dealer because the possession of a firearm was consistent with Le being a “serious operative in the drug trade” (R v Le [2006] NSWCCA 
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77, [14]). However, this conclusion appears weak based on evidence of a firearm alone. Le was 23 years old at the time of the offence. 
30. R v Gu [2006] 
NSWCCA 104 
 
Judgment (appeal): 7 
April 2006 
Wen Fei Gu 
(China – mainland) 
 
20 Wholesaler - Cheng (co-offender) 
- Ng (customer) 
- Mullally (customer) 
 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
Ecstasy 
 
285g22 Private sales to known or referred customers. 
Gu supplied methylamphetamine tablets and ecstasy tablets on two separate occasions. On 28 October 2004, Gu supplied 500 tablets to a man named Ng. A co-offender named Cheng contacted Gu on that day asking 
him if he could supply 500 tablets to a man named Ng. Gu agreed to the transaction for $15.50 per tablet. Gu and Cheng met Ng in the CBD to make the transaction (R v Gu [2006] NSWCCA 104, [7]). 
    
On 2 November 2004, Gu supplied 300 ecstasy tablets to Cheng and a third party named Mullally. Cheng and Mullally on-sold the tablets to a person named Lim. Lim arranged to buy 300 tablets for $16.50 per tablet. 
There was some dispute regarding the quality of the tablets. However, Gu assured Cheng that the tablets were from a reliable source and so Lim kept the tablets (R v Gu [2006] NSWCCA 104, [8]). 
 
On 1 September 2004, police searched Gu and found five resealable plastic bags containing drugs – 3.55g of methylamphetamine in four bags and 0.10g of cocaine in the 5th bag. Police also found a notepad 
containing several figures noting weight, cash amounts and profit levels (R v Gu [2006] NSWCCA 104, [9]). This implies that Gu was engaged in the ongoing supply of drugs. Gu was 20 years old at the time of 
offending.    
31. R v Vu [2006] 
NSWCCA 188 
(related to NS35) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 22 
June 2006  
Tien Hung Vu  
(Vietnamese) 
 
27 
 
 
Tien – role unknown 
 
 
- Unidentified police 
informant (recipient of 
drugs) 
 
Heroin  792g  Drugs stored in a cardboard box and placed on 
a coach bus as unaccompanied freight.  
Vu was charged with supplying heroin on two occasions. On 10 June 2003, a coach company contacted the police regarding their suspicions about a male person who had paid for a sealed cardboard box to be placed 
on a bus to Brisbane as unaccompanied freight [para 12]. Police opened the box and found packages of heroin weighing 729g, with a 66% purity (R v Vu [2006] NSWCCA 188, [13]). On 11 June 2003, a male person 
arrived at the Roma Street Bus Depot to collect the box of which its contents had been previously substituted by police (R v Vu [2006] NSWCCA 188, [14]). 
 
The male collecting the box was arrested and soon became an informant for the police. The informant told police that on 10 June 2003, he had flown to Sydney carrying $300,000. The informant met Vu at his 
residence in Belmore where he gave Vu $300,000 for the heroin. Vu counted the money before driving the informant to a bus depot in St Peters. Vu directed the informant to another vehicle where he was given a 
sealed cardboard box by an unidentified Asian male. The box was freighted by bus to Brisbane where the informant collected it at Roma Street (R v Vu [2006] NSWCCA 188, [15]-[16]).  
 
                                                 
 
22 Quantity converted from number of tablets (800) to metric weight based on quantities from a previous case.  
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Count 1  
On 11 July 2003, Vu contacted the informant to ask whether the informant was travelling to Sydney that week. Vu told the informant about the availability of four and a half, 350g blocks of heroin for sale. The total 
amount of heroin available was 1.575kg. The blocks were priced at $550,000 or $120,000 per block. However, a few days later, Vu told the informant that the heroin blocks were now “gone” and that he was unable to 
supply the informant with the four and a half blocks (R v Vu [2006] NSWCCA 188, [17]). 
 
Count 2 
On 23 July 2003, Vu and another co-offender (unidentified) flew to Brisbane to meet the informant. Vu arranged to supply the informant with 700g of heroin for $300,000. The transaction occurred in Sydney on 25 
July 2003 (R v Vu [2006] NSWCCA 188, [18]). On 25 July 2003, Vu picked up the informant from Sydney Airport and drove the informant to the bus depot at St Peters. Vu waited in the car whilst the informant went 
inside the depot to collect a box which was purported to contain $300,000. The informant returned to Vu’s vehicle and placed the box in the back seat. Vu was arrested shortly after [para 20]. After arresting Vu, police 
also arrested Vu’s co-offender whilst he was travelling in a vehicle carrying a sealed cardboard box containing 792.1g of heroin, with a purity between 56.5% and 57.5% (R v Vu [2006] NSWCCA 188, [21]). Vu was 
27 years old at the time of the offence.  
 
32. R v Tran [2006] 
NSWCCA 266 
(related to NS25, 
NS27, NS38) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 30 
August 2006  
Minh Tran  
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Unknown – although 
evidence of recruitment 
by superior “bosses” 
in the distribution chain. 
 
- Ah Tigh (customer) 
- Hoang (associate) 
- Kwai Chen Lam (co-
offender) 
- Ka Chung Fung (co-
offender) 
- Elder Brother Sou 
(associated with Fung)  
 
Heroin 2.23kg 
 
Meeting customers at a pre-arranged meeting 
spot.  
This case involved multiple offenders engaged in the commercial supply of heroin. On 21 August 2003, Lo supplied two commercial quantities of heroin. The first supply involved 1406.6g of heroin with a purity 
ranging between 65.6 and 71%. The second supply involved 834.9g of heroin with a purity ranging between 71 and 72% (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [1]-[2]).  
 
On 2 July 2003, Lam arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong accompanied by Fung. Fung returned to Hong Kong on 9 July and Lam also returned to Hong Kong on 19 July. On 10 August, they returned to Australia on a 
flight from Hong Kong to Melbourne (R v Lam [2006] NSWCCA 11, [3]). On 4 July 2003, Lo arrived in Australia, claiming to be on a two month holiday. Lo rented an apartment; he had no family in Australia and 
was a Hong Kong citizen. On 10 August 2003, Lam and Fung arrived in Melbourne. The Crown submitted that Lam and Fung orchestrated and supervised the supply of two blocks of heroin to Minh Tran and the 
supply of a further four blocks of heroin destined for Melbourne. Fung was responsible for arranging the funds received as payment for the heroin to be transferred to an account in Vietnam (R v Fung [2007] 
NSWCCA 250, [8]).   
 
From 12 August to 21 August 2003, Fung, Lam, Lo and another individual named Hoang were often seen together at various times in Canley Vale and Cabramatta. On 17 August 2003, Fung called Minh Tran and 
asked Tran why his “bosses” had not done anything since they had “viewed all the stuff”. Tran said that his boss believed there was no urgency. Fung told Minh that “...our boss has a few things for you, I have a little 
bit of powder” (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [12]).  
 
On 19 August 2003, Lam called Tran who indicated that the supply would occur on 21 August. Lam asked Tran whether he wanted “two tapes” i.e. two blocks of heroin. Lam also offered to let Tran test the heroin if 
he wished to do so (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [14]). Later that evening, Fung contacted a person named “Elder Brother Sou” regarding the supply of heroin block to a buyer in Melbourne. Fung referred to 
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himself as “Billy’s partner” and spoke of a request from a person called Ah Tigh to buy two bottles of X.O. (two blocks of heroin) and “send them down here”. Fung acknowledged in the conversation that he was 
speaking to someone in Melbourne (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [15]).  
 
On 21 August 2003, Lam contacted Lo and gave him instructions to “get two movies” and bring them out. The police believed that “movies” referred to blocks of heroin (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [55]). Lam and 
Fung were observed around the Cabramatta area. Lo and Hoang travelled to a restaurant in Canley Vale. Lam contacted Lo and instructed him to “order beef noodles and place the video under the noodle.” Lam and 
Fung then met up with Lo and Hoang at the Canley Vale restaurant. Hoang replaced Fung in the driver’s seat and both him and Lam travelled to Tran’s residence (customer). Lam approached Tran’s house carrying a 
plastic bag which was alleged to contain two blocks of heroin.  
 
Lam later contacted Fung to inform him that Tran only wanted one block of heroin. Lam and Tran left Tran’s house and they drove to Canley Vale. Lam left Tran’s car carrying a yellow shopping bag towards Hoang, 
who was standing near another vehicle. Hoang opened the boot and the bag was placed inside the boot, presumably the payment for heroin supplied to Tran (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [58]).  
 
Police searched Tran’s premises and found 834.9g of heroin, which is the subject of the second charge (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [62]). Half of the heroin was in powder form and the other half was in rock form. 
Police also found 35 bundles of currency notes totalling $335,000 (R v Tran [2006] NSWCCA 266, [4]).  
 
Hoang, Lam and Fung travelled to Regis Towers (Lo’s residence) whilst Fung spoke to an unidentified male about picking up “two things” at a later time. Lam and Fung were dropped off before Lo and Hoang went 
to a bowling alley at Enfield. They entered the bowling alley and a short time later, Lo emerged carrying another white plastic shopping bag. This plastic bag contained four heroin blocks weighing approximately 
1.4kg in total, (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [59]-[60]). Each heroin block weighed between 350 -352g. Hoang stated that he had been asked by Lam and Fung to deliver either two or four blocks of heroin to 
Melbourne by bus. Lam and Fung intended to fly to Melbourne but they were arrested before their departure (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [35]). 
 
33. R v Truong [2006] 
NSWCCA 318 
 
Judgment (appeal): 6 
October 2006 
Vinh Hai Truong 
(Vietnamese) 
 
28 Courier  - Lam (instructed Truong) 
- Severino (instructed 
Truong)  
 
Heroin 56g Street sales to undercover police operatives.  
Truong acted under the instruction of two other co-offenders named Lam and Severino in a heroin transaction. Truong was primarily responsible for carrying the drugs to the meeting place i.e. he was the courier. Two 
undercover police operatives named Jamie and Sarah made arrangements with Lam and Severino to purchase heroin. After several small transactions, an agreement was reached on 13 May 2005 for Lam to supply 
Jamie with two ounces of heroin for $7500 per ounce. On 18 May, Jamie contacted Severino to make arrangements for the supply of heroin the following day (R v Truong [2006] NSWCCA 318, [4]). 
 
On 19 May, Severino called Jamie to confirm details of the transaction. Severino and Jamie met at Bossley Park to complete the transaction. Severino contacted Lam, who arrived a short time later with Truong. 
Truong was carrying two packages of heroin in the front of his pants. Severino took the packages and sat in Jamie’s car whilst he weighed the packages. Each package contained 28g of heroin, with a purity of 28%. 
Truong and his co-offenders were arrested as the money was to be handed over to complete the transaction (R v Truong [2006] NSWCCA 318, [5]). Truong occupied a lower position in the distribution chain than 
Severino and Lam. He acted upon their instructions to carry the drugs to the meeting place. Truong was 28 years old at the time of offending.    
34. R v Nguyen [2006] 
NSWCCA 367 
Thi Xao Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
58 Interstate courier - Thanh Hang Nguyen (co-
offender/planner) 
Heroin 193.2g Carrying drugs concealed on the body.  
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Judgment (appeal): 24 
November 2006 
 
Thi Nguyen was charged with co-offender, Thanh Hang Nguyen for the deemed supply of heroin. Thanh Nguyen was a Melbourne based dealer and she had been subject to police surveillance for a period of time. On 
11 December 2005, Thi and Thanh travelled to Sydney Airport where they purchased tickets on the first available flight to Melbourne. They were detained by police at the airport. Both Thi and Thanh carried packages 
containing heroin that weighed approximately 96.6g each with a purity of 17.5% (R v Nguyen [2006] NSWCCA 367, [6]). Thi was described as an interstate courier and Thanh had planned the offence (R v Nguyen 
[2006] NSWCCA 367, [7]). Thi was 58 years old at the time of offending.   
35. R v Vu [2007] 
NSWCCA 2 
(related to NS31) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 24 
January 2007 
Van Phan Vu 
(Vietnamese) 
 
36 Van - carrier/transporter 
of the drugs 
- Unidentified police 
informant (recipient of 
drugs) 
 
Heroin  792g  Drugs stored in a cardboard box and placed on 
a coach bus as unaccompanied freight.  
On 23 July 2003, Van and Tien flew to Brisbane to meet the informant. Tien and the informant had a conversation but Van did not take part in the conversation and sat a short distance away from them. This 
conversation related to the supply of 700g of heroin to the informant. The informant was to pay $300,000 for the heroin and he would arrange to send the money by bus to Sydney on 25 July 2003. The informant 
travelled to Sydney on that date and accompanied by Tien, collected the box from the bus depot and placed the box in Tien’s car. Van was also present in the area but driving another vehicle. Police searched his car 
and found 792.1g of heroin with a purity between 56.5% and 57.5$%. The heroin was located inside a rice cooker which was packed in a box (R v Vu [2007] NSWCCA 2, [17]-[21]). Van adopted the role of a 
“carrier” as he was the person responsible for carrying or transporting the drugs. Van was 36 years old at the time of offending.  
36. R v Nguyen [2007] 
NSWCCA 14 
 
Judgment (appeal): 7 
February 2007 
Tri Van Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
38 Alleged to be the 
principal of a syndicate 
known as the “Sydney 
Group” and Nguyen 
was referred to as the 
“Asian Dan”.  
 
Central Coast Group 
Principals of the Central Coast 
Group referred to as the 
“Family”: 
- John Herbert Scott; 
- Karen Johnson (Scott’s de 
facto wife); 
- Keenan Gareth Johnson 
(Karen’s son). 
 
Heroin 1kg Nguyen supplied wholesale heroin to the 
“Family”. The Family purchased heroin by 
meeting with Nguyen at various locations 
around the Central Coast.  
Nguyen was charged with supplying commercial quantities of heroin from 13 February 2003 and 20 May 2003 at Brooklyn, Tuggerah, Shortland and various other locations in New South Wales (R v Nguyen [2007] 
NSWCCA 14, [4]). The two main groups involved were the “Central Coast Group” and the “Sydney Group”. The principals of the Central Coast Group were known as the “family” and these people were John 
Herbert Scott, Karen Johnson (Scott’s de-facto wife), Keenan Gareth Johnson (son of Karen Johnson). Rebecca Jones, Keenan Johnson’s girlfriend, was also involved in the dealings although she did not adopt the role 
of a principal (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWCCA 14, [10]). It was alleged that Nguyen was the principal of the “Sydney Group” and that he supplied heroin on a whole sale level to the “family”.  
 
On 23 January 2003, a police force named “Biology” was commissioned to investigate heroin distribution from premises located at 47 Martin Street, Shortland. The police intercepted numerous phone calls 
(approximately 24,830 calls) and discovered that Nguyen was the heroin supplier for the “family”. Nguyen was referred to as the “Asian Dan”. Heroin was sold to the “family” at $250 per gram. Over the course of the 
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investigation, the “family” purchased approximately one kilogram of heroin from Nguyen (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWCCA 14, [10]-[13]). 
 
None of the “family” members had a driver’s licence and therefore, they employed a number of drivers to take them to various locations around the Central Coast to purchase heroin from Nguyen. After purchasing 
their heroin supplies, the “family” would return to their premises at Shortland to weigh, divide and pack the heroin in preparation for street selling (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWCCA 14, [14]-[15]). Nguyen was 
considered to be a principal of the enterprise; he was the source of the heroin. The “family” were considered retailers participating in the drug market on a street level (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWCCA 14, [137]). At the 
time of offending, Nguyen was 38 years old (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWCCA 14, [18]).  
37. R v Chow [2007] 
NSWCCA 225 
(related to NS3, NS7 
and NS11) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 2 
August 2007  
Mervyn Man Wah 
Chow  
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
- Chow – supplier based 
in Hong Kong  
- Vincent Yiu Chen Fung 
(co-offender) 
- Tony Micalizzi (wholesaler 
& Fung’s customer) 
- Gary Lammas (Micalizzi’s 
associate) 
- Michael Lam (Fung’s 
acquaintance) 
- Sik Lam  
(Fung’s acquaintance) 
Heroin 
(originated from 
SE Asia) 
3.52kg Transaction made between cars – Micalizzi 
collected the drugs from Fung’s car.  
Fung supplied 3.519kg of heroin to another individual named Tony Micalizzi. Since May 2000, Micalizzi and another individual, Gary Lammas, had been under police surveillance. Evidence at the trial stated that 
Micalizzi had been waiting for a fax from Hong Kong in relation to “raw material” (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [4]). Micalizzi’s Hong Kong supplier was Mervyn Chow. From 16 May 2000 to 24 June 2000, 
Chow (based in Hong Kong) and Micalizzi had numerous telephone conversations regarding the supply of heroin. Chow negotiated with Micalizzi the quantity and price of the heroin and made arrangements to set up 
its supply and payment (R v Chow [2007] NSWCCA 225, [4]-[5]). Chow arranged for Fung to supply Micalizzi with the heroin.  
 
On 24 June 2000, Fung contacted Micalizzi to arrange a meeting place. After meeting at their designated location, Fung and Micalizzi walked to Fung’s car and he drive to another street. Micalizzi left the car carrying 
a small, soft sided black and brown backpack (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [9]). The backpack contained a number of smaller packages wrapped in multi-coloured paper. The gross weight of heroin was 3.519kg, 
with an average purity of 60% and worth an estimated $1 million to $8 million depending on how the heroin was to be cut at a late stage (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [14]).  
 
Fung claimed that he was given the backpack by a friend named Michael Lam who asked him to deliver the backpack to Micalizzi. Fung was shown to have a close relationship with Lam and his father, Lam Sik. 
Previously, Lam and Sik had been charged with supplying 2.779kg of heroin to a “Mr Chung” and possessing 1.8kg of heroin at their residence. The heroin found in that case had been packaged in a distinctive, 
similar manner to the heroin found in the backpack given to Fung (R v Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [40]). Forensic analysis of the heroin suggested that the heroin packages had originated from South-East Asia (R v 
Fung [2002] NSWCCA 479, [44]).  
38. R v Fung [2007] 
NSWCCA 250  
(related to NS25, NS27 
and NS32) 
 
Ka Chung Fung 
(Chinese Hong Kong)  
- Unknown – although 
evidence of recruitment 
by superior “bosses” 
in the distribution chain. 
 
- Ah Tigh (customer); 
- Hoang (associate); 
- Kwai Chen Lam (co-
offender); 
- Hung Lo (co-offender); 
- Minh Tran (co-offender); 
Heroin  2.23kg  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Meeting customers at a pre-arranged location.  
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Judgment (appeal): 21 
August 2007 
- Elder Brother Sou 
(associate) 
 
This case involved multiple offenders engaged in the commercial supply of heroin. On 21 August 2003, Lo supplied two commercial quantities of heroin. The first supply involved 1406.6g of heroin with a purity 
ranging between 65.6 and 71%. The second supply involved 834.9g of heroin with a purity ranging between 71 and 72% (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [1]-[2]).  
 
On 2 July 2003, Lam arrived in Sydney from Hong Kong accompanied by Fung. Fung returned to Hong Kong on 9 July and Lam also returned to Hong Kong on 19 July. On 10 August, they returned to Australia on a 
flight from Hong Kong to Melbourne (R v Lam [2006] NSWCCA 11, [3]). On 4 July 2003, Lo arrived in Australia, claiming to be on a two month holiday. Lo rented an apartment; he had no family in Australia and 
was a Hong Kong citizen. On 10 August 2003, Lam and Fung arrived in Melbourne. The Crown submitted that Lam and Fung orchestrated and supervised the supply of two blocks of heroin to Minh Tran and the 
supply of a further four blocks of heroin destined for Melbourne. Fung was responsible for arranging the funds received as payment for the heroin to be transferred to an account in Vietnam (R v Fung [2007] 
NSWCCA 250, [8]).   
 
From 12 August to 21 August 2003, Fung, Lam, Lo and another individual named Hoang were often seen together at various times in Canley Vale and Cabramatta. On 17 August 2003, Fung called Minh Tran and 
asked Tran why his “bosses” had not done anything since they had “viewed all the stuff”. Tran said that his boss believed there was no urgency. Fung told Minh that “...our boss has a few things for you, I have a little 
bit of powder” (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [12]).  
 
On 19 August 2003, Lam called Tran who indicated that the supply would occur on 21 August. Lam asked Tran whether he wanted “two tapes” i.e. two blocks of heroin. Lam also offered to let Tran test the heroin if 
he wished to do so (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [14]). Later that evening, Fung contacted a person named “Elder Brother Sou” regarding the supply of heroin block to a buyer in Melbourne. Fung referred to 
himself as “Billy’s partner” and spoke of a request from a person called Ah Tigh to buy two bottles of X.O. (two blocks of heroin) and “send them down here”. Fung acknowledged in the conversation that he was 
speaking to someone in Melbourne (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [15]).  
 
On 21 August 2003, Lam contacted Lo and gave him instructions to “get two movies” and bring them out. The police believed that “movies” referred to blocks of heroin (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [55]). Lam and 
Fung were observed around the Cabramatta area. Lo and Hoang travelled to a restaurant in Canley Vale. Lam contacted Lo and instructed him to “order beef noodles and place the video under the noodle.” Lam and 
Fung then met up with Lo and Hoang at the Canley Vale restaurant. Hoang replaced Fung in the driver’s seat and both him and Lam travelled to Tran’s residence (customer). Lam approached Tran’s house carrying a 
plastic bag which was alleged to contain two blocks of heroin.  
 
Lam later contacted Fung to inform him that Tran only wanted one block of heroin. Lam and Tran left Tran’s house and they drove to Canley Vale. Lam left Tran’s car carrying a yellow shopping bag towards Hoang, 
who was standing near another vehicle. Hoang opened the boot and the bag was placed inside the boot, presumably the payment for heroin supplied to Tran (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [58]).  
 
Police searched Tran’s premises and found 834.9g of heroin, which is the subject of the second charge (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [62]). Half of the heroin was in powder form and the other half was in rock form. 
Police also found 35 bundles of currency notes totalling $335,000 (R v Tran [2006] NSWCCA 266, [4]).  
 
Hoang, Lam and Fung travelled to Regis Towers (Lo’s residence) whilst Fung spoke to an unidentified male about picking up “two things” at a later time. Lam and Fung were dropped off before Lo and Hoang went 
to a bowling alley at Enfield. They entered the bowling alley and a short time later, Lo emerged carrying another white plastic shopping bag. This plastic bag contained four heroin blocks weighing approximately 
1.4kg in total, (R v Lo [2005] NSWCCA 436, [59]-[60]). Each heroin block weighed between 350 -352g. Hoang stated that he had been asked by Lam and Fung to deliver either two or four blocks of heroin to 
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Melbourne by bus. Lam and Fung intended to fly to Melbourne but they were arrested before their departure (R v Fung [2007] NSWCCA 250, [35]). 
39. R v Nguyen [2007] 
NSWDC 330 
 
Judgment (appeal): 20 
April 2007 
Thanh Dung Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
41 Interstate courier Unknown recipient of drugs in 
Melbourne 
Heroin 2.11kg Drugs concealed by packing them into the rim 
of a spare tyre. Courier was to transport the 
drugs by car from Sydney to Melbourne. 
 
Nguyen was charged with supplying a commercial quantity of heroin. On 20 August 2006, police received information regarding an interstate transportation of a substantial amount of illegal drugs. Police conducted 
surveillance on Nguyen in Fairfield. The police approached Nguyen and searched his car. Nguyen informed them that he was carrying drugs in the spare tyre. The heroin packaging was stored through the rims of the 
tyre and comprised of seven blocks secured by heavy duty tape and cushioned with carpet inserts (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWDC 330, [3]). 
 
Tran admitted to police that he intended to deliver the drugs to a friend in Melbourne. He said that it was his own idea to conceal the blocks by packing them into the tyre rim and that he had personally packed the 
blocks that morning. Tran was to receive $10,000 for the delivery. Two weeks before his arrest, Tran made a smaller delivery of drugs to Melbourne and received $10,000 for that delivery (R v Nguyen [2007] 
NSWDC 330, [5]). The total quantity of heroin found in the tyre was 2.1123kg (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWDC 330, [1]). 
 
The court considered Tran a courier who responded to instructions from a superior in the distribution chain. However for an individual with relatively low level involvement in the operation, there was a degree of 
planning and preparation in the delivery of drugs. This was evidenced by Tran’s own idea of secreting the drugs in the tyre rim (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWDC 330, [11]).    
40. R v Gao; R v Lim 
[2007] NSWCCA 343  
 
Judgment (appeal): 14 
December 2007 
R v Gao [2008] 
NSWCCA 234 
Judgment (appeal): 10 
October 2008 
 
Peng Gao 
(China – mainland) 
 
Benjamin Lim  
 
23 
 
 
20 
Wholesalers Unknown Methyl-
amphetamine 
Ecstasy 
3.64kg23 Private sales to undercover police operatives.  
Gao was involved in numerous transactions for the supply of MDMA (ecstasy tablets) to an undercover police operative. In November 2005, a joint investigation involving the NSW Crime Commission identified Gao 
as “Doggy” via intercepted phone calls (R v Gao; R v Lim [2007] NSWCCA 343, [6]). 
 
On 22 December 2005, Gao met with an undercover police officer to discuss the supply of 1000 ecstasy tablets at $15 per tablet. The police officer agreed to this amount and later at night, handed over $15,000 cash in 
                                                 
 
23 Offender dealt in quantities ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 tablets. Quantity converted from number of tablets (10,000 tablets + 7.76g) to metric weight using quantities from a previous case.  
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return. The tablets weighed 284g and contained 26.5% MDMA (R v Gao; R v Lim [2007] NSWCCA 343, [7]). On 4 January 2006, Gao supplied the officer with 2000 ecstasy tablets at $15 per tablet. Gao received 
$30,000 for the tablets. The tablets weighed 568.94g and contained 26% pure MDMA (R v Gao; R v Lim [2007] NSWCCA 343, [8]). 
 
On 4 January 2006, Gao met with the police officer to discuss the supply of 2000 ecstasy tablets for $15 per tablet. Later that evening, Gao supplied the officer with 2000 tablets in exchange for $30,000 cash. The 
tablets weighed 568.94g, with a purity of 26% (R v Gao [2008] NSWCCA 234, [10]).  
 
On 20 January 2006, the officer contacted Gao to discuss the purchase of 10,000 ecstasy tablets. Gao informed the officer that he would need to contact a different supplier as his usual supplier was unavailable. Gao 
contacted Lim for the supply but was informed that he would charge $30-35 per tablet. The officer did not agree to this amount and the transaction did not proceed (R v Gao; R v Lim [2007] NSWCCA 343, [9]-[10]).  
 
On 24 January 2006, Gao contacted the officer to discuss the supply of 8,000–10,000 tablets. The officer agreed to purchase 10,000 tablets and handed Gao $160,000. However, the transaction did not proceed because 
it was eventually terminated by the officer. On 27 January 2006, Gao arranged to supply 5000 tablets to the officer but Gao could not produce the tablets that day and so the officer cancelled the transaction (R v Gao; 
R v Lim [2007] NSWCCA 343, [11]-[14]). 
 
Police searched Lim’s premises and found 3.8g of MDMA and 7.76g of methylamphetamine (R v Gao; R v Lim [2007] NSWCCA 343, [15]). It is likely that Gao and Lim high level suppliers of ecstasy because they 
were able to provide large quantities of drugs in a short amount of time in exchange for significant sums of money.  
41. R v Do [2008] 
NSWCCA 34 
 
Judgment (appeal): 11 
February 2008 
Nghiem Van Do 
(Vietnamese) 
46 Wholesaler Van Vu Tran (acquaintance and 
customer) 
 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
497.4g  Private sale to known customer. 
Do supplied methylamphetamine to an acquaintance named Van Vu Tran to be on-sold to a prospective buyer named Robert, who was an undercover police officer. On 5 October 2005, Tran agreed to supply Robert 
with 500g of methylamphetamine for $113,000. Tran provided Robert with a sample of the drug and Robert showed Tran the money (R v Do [2008] NSWCCA 34, [5]). 
 
On the same day, Do and Tran spoke to each other numerous times and agreed to meet later at the Bass Hill shopping centre. Do gave Tran a plastic resealable bag which upon analysis, contained 497.4g of crystal 
meth. Tran would supply the crystal meth to Robert (R v Do [2008] NSWCCA 34, [6]). The crystal meth was 74% pure and had an estimated street value of $250,000. At the time of offending, Do was 46 years old.    
42. R v Ly [2008] 
NSWCCA 262 
 
Judgment (appeal): 13 
November 2008 
Vi Nang Ly  
(Vietnamese) 
 
40 Wholesaler Unknown Methyl-
amphetamine 
1.10kg Private sales made to known purchasers.  
Ly was charged with supplying a large commercial quantity of methylamphetamine. On 5 September 2006, Ly was stopped and searched by police. Ly possessed $34,550 in cash and 9 active mobile phones. Police 
also searched Ly’s house and found four plastic bags containing a total of 1101.22g of methylamphetamine, with an estimated street value of $550,000. The majority of the drugs were 50.5% in purity. Police also 
found a further 19 active mobile phones, two sets of scales and cash to the amount of $296,000. It is likely that Ly was operating an extensive supply business considering the large quantities of cash and drugs found 
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in his home and the mobile phone which presumably was used to contact his purchasers (R v Ly [2008] NSWCCA 262, [5]). Ly was 40 years old the time of offending. 
43. R v Nguyen [2008] 
NSWCCA 280 
 
Judgment (appeal): 27 
November 2008 
Giac Van Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
43 Broker Unknown Methyl-
amphetamine 
Heroin 
294g Nguyen was responsible for sourcing the drugs, 
arranging for it to be tested, arranging for the 
purchaser to deliver the cash and then 
transferring the proceeds of sale to the ultimate 
supplier. Nguyen kept a certain amount as 
commission.  
 
Nguyen was charged with supplying methylamphetamine and the deemed supply of a commercial quantity of heroin (R v Nguyen [2008] NSWCCA 280, [3]). In August 2004, Nguyen was subject to police 
surveillance. The police recorded a number of telephone calls discussing arrangements for the supply of 0.43g methylamphetamine and also events inside a unit where the methylamphetamine was supplied. The 
recipient of the drugs (unidentified) was arrested after leaving the unit (R v Nguyen [2008] NSWCCA 280, [5]). 
 
On 25 August 2004, Nguyen arranged for the supply of 294g of heroin through a number of telephone conversations. The purchaser was not identified in the case. Nguyen was responsible for sourcing the heroin, 
arranging for it to be tested, arranging for the purchaser to deliver the cash required for the purchase and transferring the $85,000 received for the transaction to the ultimate supplier. Nguyen only kept $1000 from the 
purchase monies. The court considered Nguyen to be a “drug broker” who could broker deals of this magnitude and was likely to be known and trusted by those in the heroin trade. However, it is also likely that 
Nguyen was working for other drug suppliers that were more superior in the distribution chain (R v Nguyen [2008] NSWCCA 280, [6]). Nguyen was 43 years old at the time of offending.  
44. R v Huynh [2009] 
NSWCCA 65 
 
Judgment (appeal): 13 
March 2009 
The Thu Huynh  
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Wholesaler Sang Pham (co-offender) Heroin 350g  Private sales made to known purchasers. 
 
Huynh was charged with supplying two 350g blocks of heroin to another co-offender named Sang Pham. In early to mid May 2005, police intercepted various phone calls between Sang and Huynh. On 14 May 2005, 
Sang booked a seat on an overnight bus service departing Melbourne at 7pm for Sydney. Upon his arrival at the Liverpool Bus Terminal, Sang was stopped and searched by police. Sang was found to be in possession 
of two brown packages containing heroin, each weighing a little over 350g. He was also carrying $17,200 in cash (R v Huynh [2009] NSWCCA 65, [3]-[6]). 
 
There was some discussion in this case regarding the use of circumstantial evidence. For example, Sang’s possession of $17,200 was consistent with Huynh lending him $20,000 when she last met him (R v Huynh 
[2009] NSWCCA 65, [15]). However, the court was satisfied that Huynh had the means to source and pay for significant quantities of heroin. Huynh made very quick arrangements to source the first block of heroin 
and even after finding out that the heroin costed more than expected, Huynh had the means to arrange for additional funds to pay for the heroin blocks. It is likely that Huynh had been engaged in this market for a 
period of time if she understood the necessary steps in sourcing heroin quickly and also having the funds upfront to pay for the heroin (R v Huynh [2009] NSWCCA 65, [51]).     
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45. R v Truong [2009] 
NSWCCA 122 
 
Judgment (appeal): 29 
April 2009 
Vinh The Truong 
(Vietnamese) 
28 Driver  Unnamed de-factor partner 
(carried out the transactions) 
 
Heroin 
Cocaine 
 3.36g24  Street sales made to an undercover police 
operative. 
Truong and his de-facto partner (unnamed co-offender) were involved in a series of supply transactions with undercover police officers. A number of transactions were carried out between Truong, the co-offender and 
the undercover police officer as the purchaser (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 122, [14]):  
 
- 26 May 2006: Truong delivered 0.12g of cocaine and 0.08g of heroin to the officer for $150. The transaction had been previously arranged by the co-offender. Truong provided the officer with details on drug 
prices and how to order larger quantities if he wished to do so. 
 
- 29 May 2006: Truong drove the co-offender to an agreed location where she gave the officer a foil containing 0.1g of heroin (13% pure) for $100.  
 
- 1 June 2006: The officer spoke to Truong on the phone, asking for a gram of cocaine but eventually ordered 3.3g of cocaine. Truong drove the co-offender to the arrange meeting place however, the co-
offender said that she would need to collect the drugs from her house and return at a later time to make the transaction. The officer received 3.13g of cocaine with a purity of 56% for $1,000. 
 
- 8 June 2006: Truong drove the co-offender to another delivery. The co-offender gave the officer 3.36g of cocaine for $1,100. The officer asked the co-offender if she could supply more quantities and she said 
that she was able to.  
 
- 20 September 2006: Truong drove the co-offender to another delivery with the officer. The officer purchased 3.17g of cocaine for $1,100.  
 
Truong assisted the co-offender in the supply of heroin and cocaine in quantities ranging from 0.1g to 3.5g at prices from $100 to $400 (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 122, [15]). The police searched Truong’s 
residence and found two packages containing cocaine in a lady’s jacket. One package contained 27.3g of cocaine admixture (80% pure cocaine) and the second package contained 21g of cocaine admixture. The police 
also located 0.48g of cocaine in the house and 7.26g of heroin admixture (26% pure) (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 122, [16]).  
 
The court considered the co-offender as operating a “highly organised and established drug syndicate”. Truong was the driver; he facilitated the supply of drugs by driving the co-offender to a pre-arranged location 
where he would either pass over the drugs in exchange for cash or count the cash received for the drugs (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 122, [18]). Evidently, Truong and the co-offender were engaged in the ongoing 
supply of drugs. Truong was 28 years old at the time of offending.  
46. R v Wang [2009] 
NSWCCA 223 
 
Xiao Feng Wang  
(Chinese) 
37 Wholesaler Unknown Ecstasy 1.79kg25 Transaction carried out at private residence.  
                                                 
 
24 Offender dealt in quantities ranging from 0.1-3.36g. 
25 Quantity converted from number of tablets (5,000 tablets) to metric weight using quantities from a previous case. The offender had the capacity to supply a minimum of 5,000 tablets.  
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Judgment (appeal): 10 
September 2009 
  
Wang supplied ecstasy tablets on two occasions. On 12 July 2005, Wang was observed at Strathfield Park standing near a telephone box with a group of men. A car pulled up to the phone box and Wang entered the 
car. The car drove approximately 100m and stopped at a bus stop where Wang left the car carrying a bag, which was later found to contain almost 5000 ecstasy pills (R v Wang [2009] NSWCCA 223, [5]). 
Wang was then observed travelling to Belfield and entering a unit. He soon left carrying another bag. Police stopped the vehicle and arrested Wang. The bag contained approximately 80 ecstasy tablets. These tablets 
had the same appearance and logo as the 5000 tablets. The 80 tablets weighed 50.93g and the 5000 tablets weighed 1464.46g. Both sets of tablets had the same level of purity (R v Wang [2009] NSWCCA 223, [5]). 
 
The court considered Wang to be a mid to high level supplier. Due to the quantity of tablets in his possession, the court believed that he had access to high level suppliers or operated at a higher level in a notional 
hierarchy of drug dealers. Wang was 37 years old at the time of offending (R v Wang [2009] NSWCCA 223, [13]).  
47. R v Nguyen [2010] 
NSWCCA 132 
Judgment (appeal): 25 
June 2010 
Duy Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
28 Organiser/distributor – 
high-level member of 
“The Chicken Man 
Syndicate”. 
 
Unidentified members of The 
Chicken Man Syndicate.  
Heroin 698.3g  Couriers transported heroin from Sydney to 
Melbourne.  
From early September 2006 to mid January 2007, Nguyen was involved in heroin trafficking on two separate occasions. The first incident occurred on 1-2 October 2006, where he supplied two blocks of heroin with a 
pure quantity of 139.9g. The second incident occurred on 13 January 2007, where he supplied another two blocks of heroin with a pure quantity of 558.4g (R v Nguyen [2010] NSWCCA 132, [5]-[6]).  
 
Nguyen was a member of a drug syndicate named “The Chicken Man Syndicate” that arranged for the distribution of heroin from Sydney to Melbourne. Nguyen was actively involved in the organisation of the 
distribution as evidenced by his discussion of drug transactions, price, purity and drug quantities in numerous intercepted phone calls. Nguyen also arranged for couriers to transport drugs from Sydney to Melbourne 
and informed purchasers of drug availability (R v Nguyen [2010] NSWCCA 132, [4]).  
 
It is likely that Nguyen was not a low ranking member of the group but rather a mid to high level member with the authority to oversee arrangements and supervise other lower ranking members (R v Nguyen [2010] 
NSWCCA 132, [4]). The court described him as “...a valued, high level functionary whose activities were integral to – indeed indispensable for the distribution of heroin from Sydney to Melbourne” (R v Nguyen 
[2010] NSWCCA 132, [19]). Nguyen was 28 at the time of offending.      
48. R v Nguyen; R v 
Nguyen [2010] 
NSWCCA 33 
(related to NI22)   
 
Judgment (appeal): 21 
December 2010 
 
John Viet Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Anthony Si Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
27 
 
 
26 
Couriers - Hong Phong Le 
- Khan Hoang Tran (principal 
of the ‘Ken Syndicate’) 
Heroin 350g Couriers delivered heroin by car from Sydney 
to Melbourne.  
Both John and Anthony were members of the Ken Syndicate, led by Khan Hoang Tran. From March 2006 to May 2006, John and Anthony were recruited as couriers to deliver drugs from Sydney to Melbourne (R v 
Nguyen; R v Nguyen [2010] NSWCCA 33, [9]). In May 2006, they each made three trips from Sydney to Melbourne to deliver drugs and collect money from the purchaser. On the first two occasions, they each 
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carried a 350g block of heroin. On the third occasion, they were accompanied by another courier, also carrying a 350g block of heroin. After collecting the money from the purchasers, they took instructions from 
Hong Phong Le on how to deal with money. For each trip, both John and Anthony were paid $5000 (R v Nguyen; R v Nguyen [2010] NSWCCA 33, [12]). At the time of offending, Anthony was 27 years old and John 
was 26 years old (R v Nguyen; R v Nguyen [2010] NSWCCA 33, [20] & [26]).  
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Case Offender/s Age Role Related actor/s Drug type Drug quantity Method of cultivation 
 
1. R v Pham [2006] 
NSWCCA 288 
 
Judgment (appeal): 21 
September 2006 
The Danh Pham  
(Vietnamese) 
31 Principal - Dinh Mam Bui 
(tenant and Pham’s 
“worker”) 
- Mr Allman 
(customer and 
supplier) 
 
Cannabis 21.89kg + 
309 plants 
Hydroponic system  
Pham was charged with cultivating and supplying cannabis. On 21 September 2004, police observed a man named Mr Allman arrive at Pham’s house. Pham and Mr Allman walked to his garage and after a short 
while, Mr Allman emerged from the garage carrying a number of cardboard boxes. A total of six boxes were loaded into Mr Allman’s vehicle (R v Pham [2006] NSWCCA 288, [7]).  
 
After leaving Pham’s house, Mr Allman sold one pound of cannabis in a resealable bag from one of the boxes to another individual. Police retrieved the one pound of cannabis from the buyer and also seized the six 
boxes which contained 48, one pound lots of cannabis in resealable bags weighing a total of 21.89kg (R v Pham [2006] NSWCCA 288, [8]). 
 
On 26 May 2005, police searched Pham’s new home that he had purchased in August 2004.  A person named Dinh Mam Bui claimed to be Pham’s tenant. The police found that each of the four bedrooms had been set 
up as a sophisticated hydroponic plantation for cannabis plants at various stages of maturity. There were 309 cannabis plants in total using 31 transformers and 31 heat lamps. Pham was considered the principal in this 
enterprise and Bui was his “worker” who tended to the cannabis plants (R v Pham [2006] NSWCCA 288, [13]-[14]). Pham was 31 years old at the time of offending.  
2. R v Quan [2006] 
NSWCCA 382 
 
Judgment (appeal): 27 
November 2006 
Sau Khoan Quan 
(Vietnamese) 
- Unknown Unknown Cannabis 45.6g + 
284 plants 
Hydroponic system  
Quan was charged with cultivating a commercial quantity of cannabis in his house. On 22 February 2005, police searched Quan’s house and found a hydroponic system installed in three bedrooms and the garage. 
Police found 284 plants in various stages of maturity. The set up allowed for electric light, heat and ventilation in each room. Police also retrieved $2405 in cash and 45.6g of cannabis heads from Quan’s kitchen (R v 
Quan [2006] NSWCCA 382, [2]). Quan’s role in the operation was unknown however, it was submitted that the set up was sophisticated and that it was a planned criminal activity. The cannabis would eventually be 
prepared for distribution, with the sole purpose of obtaining profit (R v Quan [2006] NSWCCA 382, [3]).     
3. R v Nguyen; R v 
Cannistra [2006] 
NSWCCA 389 
 
Judgment (appeal): 4 
Thi Ha Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
Vincenzo Cannistra  
(ethnicity unknown) 
 
25 
 
 
63 
- Nguyen – responsible for 
recruitment, supervising the 
workers and carrying out 
Cannistra’s instructions. 
 
- Cannistra – principal of the 
operation. 
Co-offenders 
- George Kassas; 
- Cuu Nguyen; 
- Duong Van 
Nguyen; 
- Van Huy Nguyen; 
- Viet Quynh Truong 
Cannabis 30,051 plants Cannabis plantation 
(farm) 
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December 2006 
 
- Bao Nguyen; 
- Dinh Van Do; 
- Dinh Them 
Nguyen 
 
Lonel (John) Simon 
(joint purchaser of land 
with Cannistra) 
 
Cannistra and Ha were charged with participating in the cultivation of 30,051 cannabis plants. Around 12 April 2003, police received information that a large quantity of cannabis and cash was being kept at 
Cannistra’s residence at Bossley Park. However, a search of the house revealed only a small quantity of cannabis leaf and vacuum sealing equipment. No charges were laid against Cannistra (R v Nguyen; R v 
Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [13]). 
 
On 14 April 2003, the police received information that the cannabis and money had been moved to Ha’s residence at Smithfield. However, again the search revealed only a small quantity of cannabis and some cash. 
Police continued their covert surveillance of Ha, Cannistra and their acquaintances (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [15]-[16]). 
 
On 14 January 2004, police executed a search warrant at Freshfields and found an extensive cultivation of cannabis plants being attended to by a group of workers under the direction of Cannistra. On 29 January 2004, 
police searched the property and retrieved over 30,000 cannabis plants growing at three crop sites and valued at approximately $58 million (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [17]-[19]). Ha and 
Cannistra were arrested along with numerous co-offenders – George Kassas, Cuu Nguyen, Duong Van Nguyen, Van Huy Nguyen, Viet Quynh Truong, Bao Nguyen, Dinh Van Do and Dinh Them Nguyen (R v 
Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [20]).  
 
On 23 August 2002, Cannistra and a man named Lonel (John) Simon jointly purchased a property called “Freshfields”. After taking control of the property, Cannistra set up an irrigation system for the cultivation of 
cannabis plants (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [29] & [32]). Cannistra also upgraded the electricity supply to the property. Ha was responsible for recruiting workers to maintain the cannabis 
plantation. Around August 2002, Van Huy Nguyen (co-offender) accepted an offer by Ha to work on the cannabis plantation for a wage of $100,000. In November 2002, Huy and other co-offenders had planted 
12,000 cannabis plants in two cleared sites. All the workers, including Ha and Cannistra, watered the plans. Around December 2002, a shed was constructed to house the workers and for drying the cannabis crop (R v 
Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [34]-[35]). 
 
In March 2003, Ha recruited more workers to prepare for the harvest. Cannistra directed the workers and Ha supervised the processing of the plants. Cannistra packed the dried cannabis into foam boxes or plastic bags 
and removed these packages from the property by a utility (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [37]). In August 2003, Cannistra and Ha negotiated the purchase of the property and they reached an 
agreement with co-offender, Quang Trung Nguyen that his name would appear on the lease in exchange for extra payment (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [39]). The co-offender Huy discovered 
from conversations with other workers that they were all to be paid $100,000 for their work on cultivating and harvesting the plantation (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [40]). 
     
Cannistra was responsible for showing the workers how to plant the crop. Both Cannistra and Ha were actively involved in planting, maintaining and cultivating the crop. Cannistra also drove tractors and issued 
orders. The court considered Cannistra as the principal, the person primarily responsible for managing and funding the entire operation (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [42]). Ha’s role was more 
limited than Cannistra’s, although not that of a “mere worker”. She was responsible for recruiting workers, translating instructions from Cannistra, supervising the packaging and drying of the first cannabis crop and 
carried out various other directions as given by Cannistra (R v Nguyen; R v Cannistra [2006] NSWCCA 389, [43] & [50]). At the time of offending, Cannistra was 63 years old and Ha was 25 years old.         
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4. R v Nguyen [2007] 
NSWCCA 94 
 
Judgment (appeal): 5 
April 2007 
Huu Chien Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Principal Unknown Cannabis 278 plants  Hydroponic system 
Police executed a search warrant at Nguyen’s residence and found cannabis plants growing in 5 rooms of the house and underneath the house. All these areas were equipped with grow lights, fans and ventilation 
systems. In the cargo tray of Nguyen’s vehicle, police retrieved drums of liquid fertiliser. The plants ranged in size from 15 to 40cm and had an estimated street value of $556,000. Police recovered a total of 278 
cannabis plants (R v Nguyen [2007] NSWCCA 94, [6]). There was evidence to suggest that Nguyen engaged in cultivation to pay debts and support his gambling addiction.  
5. R v Bui [2008] NSWCCA 
297 
Judgment (appeal): 12 
December 2008 
Thi Rien Bui  
(Vietnamese) 
- Provided the premises for growing 
the plants. 
Unidentified person 
assisting Bui 
Cannabis 110 plants Hydroponic system 
Bui was charged with cultivating a commercial quantity of cannabis plants. On 16 May 2007, police executed a search warrant at Bui’s residence. Bui cultivated cannabis in two parts of the house. There was an 
upstairs bedroom with a lock on the door containing 55 small cannabis plants, being cultivated with an artificial light. Downstairs, police found a small purpose built room containing 55 mature cannabis plants. Police 
also retrieved from the garage 17 electrical transformers, 16 lights and shades, 3 electrical power boxes, 3 charcoal air filters, 2 unused light bulbs, a power board, a tub of fertiliser and 3 bottles of fertiliser (R v Bui 
[2008] NSWCCA 297, [11]). 
 
The Crown submitted that Bui’s role was to provide premises for cultivating the plants but she did not actually participate in growing the plants. Her fingerprints were not found on any pieces of equipment. Nguyen 
stated that she “didn’t have to do anything” and “someone else [was] doing the job” (R v Bui [2008] NSWCCA 297, [12]-[13]).  
6. R v Nguyen [2008] 
NSWCCA 322 
 
Judgment (appeal): 18 
December 2008 
Van Cuong Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
- Principal Unknown Cannabis 105 plants 
5kg cannabis leaf 
Hydroponic system 
On 31 May 2007, police searched Nguyen’s premises at Guildford. The premises had been fortified with iron bars. The search revealed 105 cannabis plants growing in two rooms. The first room had 49 cannabis 
plants, being nurtured by six lamp shades, an exhaust fan and filter attached. The second room had 56 cannabis plants using 12 lamp shades and two exhaust fans with filters attached. There was also 5kg of cannabis 
leaf found in the second room. In the laundry, the police located a number of chemical fertilisers, $14,750 cash, 21 electrical transformers and a large power board circuit breaker (R v Nguyen [2008] NSWCCA 322, 
[4]). 
 
Police seized a total of 3708.7g of loose cannabis, with an estimated street value of $250,000. This estimate is provided on the basis that each cannabis plant was worth approximately $2,000 to $3,000 each (R v 
Nguyen [2008] NSWCCA 322, [4]). It is likely that Nguyen was engaged in the ongoing cultivation of cannabis plants for supply.    
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7. R v Bui [2008] NSWCCA 
314 
 
Judgment (appeal): 18 
December 2008 
Van Phinh Bui 
(Vietnamese)  
47 Principal Unknown Cannabis 281 plants  Hydroponic system 
Bui was charged with cultivating a large commercial quantity of cannabis i.e. 281 cannabis plants. On 15 March 2007, police conducted a search of Bui’s premises. In the kitchen and dining room, police located 168g 
of cannabis in the freezer 450 seed starters in a cardboard box and 70 seedlings growing in a plastic container under a fluorescent light (R v Bui [2008] NSWCCA 314, [6]).  
 
In the bedrooms, police located the bulk of the cannabis plants. All the bedrooms had set up lampshades with large wattage globes attached and connected to transformer boxes. Also, white plastic sheeting had been 
placed over the majority of bedroom windows. The toilet had been converted into a storage room and it held an electric water pump and hand held sprinkler. Various pieces of equipment and products used to cultivate 
cannabis were located on the ground floor of the house. These items included fertiliser, chemicals and electrical items such as globes, leads and timers (R v Bui [2008] NSWCCA 314, [6]). 
 
Police estimated that based on the number of plants found at Bui’s house, approximately ten to twenty pounds of cannabis head per harvest would be produced. There are 443g per pound of cannabis head and each 
pounds of cannabis was valued at about $3,000 to $3,300. The court described the operation as “sophisticated set-up to grow cannabis plants” and that a significant amount of time and money had been expended in 
setting up the operation (R v Bui [2008] NSWCCA 314, [6]-[7]).    
8. R v Truong [2009] 
NSWCCA 41 
Judgment (appeal): 26 
February 2009 
Thi Don Truong 
(Vietnamese) 
44 Continued growing plants that were 
left from the previous tenant. 
Unknown Cannabis 189 plants Hydroponic system 
Truong was charged with cultivating a commercial quantity of cannabis plants. Police executed a search warrant at Truong’s residence and found 189 cannabis plants of various sizes together with fans, transformers, 
air filters and heat lamps commonly used for the cultivation of these plants. In the laundry, the police also located 3.415g of cannabis in a garbage bag (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 41, [3]). 
 
Truong stated in evidence that she owned the premises but in May or June 2006, she had vacated the premises and rented it to another woman who remained unidentified. Upon her return, she found the cannabis 
plants which had been planted by that woman. Truong continued to grow the plants because she was in debt (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 41, [4]). The estimated street value of the plants was $378,000. Truong was 
44 years old at the time of sentencing (R v Truong [2009] NSWCCA 41, [5]).   
9. R v Nguyen [2009] 
NSWCCA 181  
 
Judgment (appeal): 14 
July 2009 
Thi Lan Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
44 Unknown 
 
Unidentified 
Vietnamese man 
entering Nguyen’s 
premises. 
Cannabis 172 plants Hydroponic system 
Nguyen was charged with cultivating a commercial quantity of cannabis plants. During an operation known as “Strike Force Cobley”, police had been investigating a number of hydroponic cannabis plantations in the 
Sydney metropolitan area (R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 181, [5]). On 1 December 2007, police were conducting surveillance at Nguyen’s house and observed her walking inside with a Vietnamese man. After the 
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man left, police entered the house and searched the premises. The police found 172 cannabis plants growing in three different rooms of the house (R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 181, [6]). 
 
One bedroom had 34 cannabis plants averaging about 1m in height. The second bedroom had 87 seedlings ranging from 6 to 10cm in height. A third bedroom had hydroponic lamps suspended from the ceiling and 
various other equipment but no plants. In the kitchen, there were 51 plants individually potted and in the hallway, 60 pots with soil and roots but no plants (R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 181, [8]). 
 
The court described Nguyen’s cannabis plantation as operating under “sophisticated hydroponic conditions”. She had used various hydroponic lamps and ventilation systems, typical of those cultivating cannabis 
plants using enhanced indoor means (R v Nguyen [2009] NSWCCA 181, [7]).  
10. R v Pham [2009] 
NSWCCA 266 
 
Judgment (appeal): 30 
October 2009 
Van Cuong Pham  
(Vietnamese) 
43 Low-level recruit – “babysitter” for 
the cannabis plants. 
 
Unidentified superior Cannabis  112 plants Hydroponic system 
Pham had been recruited by unidentified persons to water and fertilise an indoor cannabis plantation. On 13 August 2008, police executed a search warrant at a Riverwood house. The house had an extended garage 
containing three separate purpose-built rooms. Police discovered 112 plants growing under fluorescent lighting. Each plant was grown individually and joined to an irrigation system that provided water and nutrients. 
The laundry contained a large amount of electrical transformers used to power the hydroponic system. The estimated street value of the plants was over $500,000 (R v Pham [2009] NSWCCA 266, [6]). 
 
Pham was considered a low level recruit who took instructions from his recruiter. In effect, Pham was a “babysitter” for the cannabis crop and took no part in actually building the rooms for the plants or developing 
the irrigation systems that were used to sustain the plants (R v Pham [2009] NSWCCA 266, [7]). At the time of offending, Pham was 43 years old.  
11. R v Phan [2010] 
NSWCCA 8 
 
Judgment (appeal): 11 
February 2010 
Van Dieu Phan  
(Vietnamese) 
- Handyman – made renovations to 
Nguyen’s home to facilitate 
cultivation. 
 
Hung Van Nguyen – 
engaged Phan’s 
services. 
Cannabis Quantity not specified Hydroponic system 
The lessee of a property named Hung Van Nguyen (a false identity) engaged Phan’s services as a handyman to carry out work at his residence in Condell Park. Nguyen instructed Phan to knock down a wall, divert 
some electrical leads and remove carpeting. Nguyen was engaged in the business of cultivating cannabis plants and he made various amendments to his home in order to facilitate the cultivation. The court noted that 
Phan was aware that these amendments were being made for the purpose of setting up a cannabis cultivation crop. Power requirements of hydroponic cultivation systems are so high that it was common practice to 
bypass the electricity monitor to avoid any unwanted attention from excessive levels of usage (R v Phan [2010] NSWCCA 8, [4] & [15]). On 27 September 2007, police executed a search warrant at Nguyen’s house 
and found a sophisticated hydroponic system and artificial lights used to sustain a number of cannabis plants. The estimated street value of the crop is approximately $500,000 (R v Phan [2010] NSWCCA 8, [3] & 
[7]).  
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Importation (QI) – QLD  
 
 
Case Offender/s Age Role Related actor/s Drug type Drug quantity Drug origin – 
country 
Method of 
transportation/concealment 
1. R v Hoong [1994] 
QCA 532 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 7 
December 1994 
 
Transcript: 11 
May 1994 
Siew Beng Hoong  
(Singaporean) 
54 Courier - Tat Wah (recruiter) 
 
Heroin 3.47kg Unknown Courier travelling by air – heroin 
hidden in the base of a bag.  
 
Hoong was recruited as a courier in a “one-off” transaction to import 3.47kg of 77% pure heroin powder, with a street value of $5.5 million, from Singapore to Brisbane. Hoong was introduced to a person named Tat 
Wah who suggested that he should take a holiday in Australia. Tat Wah promised to help fund Hoong’s holiday if he agreed to take “something in there [Australia]” for Tat Wah (Transcript of Proceedings, R v 
Hoong, 133). Hoong was passed a bag (with the heroin hidden in the base) at Singapore airport and arrived in Australia as a member of a tourist party. Hoong claimed that he had no knowledge of the contents of the 
bag. At the time of offending, Hoong was 54 years old.  
 
2. R v Chai & Lim 
[1998] QCA 197 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 28 May 
1998 
 
Transcript: 4 
March 1998 
Keng Keong Chai 
(Malaysian) 
 
Siew Hong Lim 
(Malaysian)  
32 
 
 
32 
Couriers - Unidentified contacts in 
Bangkok and Brisbane 
(destination) 
Heroin 850g Bangkok 
 
Couriers travelled by air – heroin 
carried in pellets and concealed 
internally and within clothing and 
luggage.   
Chai and Lim imported 850g of heroin from Bangkok which had an estimated street value of $1.4 million to $2.1 million (R v Chai & Lim [1998] QCA 197, 3). The heroin was carried in pellets and secreted in their 
clothing and within their bodies. After their arrival in Brisbane, Chai and Lim planned to take a bus trip to Sydney where they would meet a contact to deliver the drugs (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Chai & Lim, 2). 
Chai was promised $10,000 for his efforts. The judges noted the apparent professionalism of the preparation of the drug into pellets and the relative sophistication of the venture, that is, a large quantity of drugs were 
only discovered through the use of X-rays (R v Chai & Lim [1998] QCA 197, 3). Although this operation was a joint venture, Chai was characterised as the “dominant partner” and to some extent, had coerced his 
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wife, Lim, to participate in the importation (R v Chai & Lim [1998] QCA 197, 3). At the time of offending, both Chai and Lim were 32 years old.  
3. R v Le [2000] 
QCA 129 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 11 April 
2000 
 
Transcript: 1 
November 1999  
Lieu Le 
(Vietnamese) 
44 Receiver  - Mr Tee (owner of Kamfinex 
company – consignee of the 
shipment) 
 
Heroin 2.5kg Cambodia 
 
Cubes of heroin inserted into frozen 
fish and transported in a shipping 
container.  
This case involved the importation of approximately 2.5kg of powder, of which 1.1kg was pure heroin. The Central Narcotics Bureau in Singapore received anonymous information regarding a shipment of heroin 
concealed in 600 cartons of frozen fish. This container was sent from Cambodia to Perth via Singapore, by a Cambodian company, Kamfinex Company, to a Western Australian business, Canningvale Market 
Seafood. Australian Customs Service and AFP officers x-rayed the container when it arrived in Fremantle (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 3). During the procedure, 11 cartons were identified as containing cube 
shaped foreign objects measuring approx 4x4x2cm in size within the frozen fish. Tests revealed that the cubes contained heroin and in total, 86 blocks were found in the 11 cartons weighing approximately 2.5kg. 
Police removed all the heroin blocks with the exception of one carton containing 12 blocks. The consignment was repackaged and delivered to Perth (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 3).  
 
Mr Tee, the principal of Kamfinex, claimed the container after his arrival in Perth from Singapore. Federal police observed Tee make numerous attempts to contact Le (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 3). They 
arranged to meet at a hotel in Annerley. After the container was offloaded at the Canningvale fish markets, Tee selected 9 cartons which had contained heroin, including the one which held the 12 remaining blocks. 
Federal police arrested Tee when he removed the heroin from the container (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 3). Tee agreed to continue the transaction with Le and the heroin was replaced with plaster powder 
substitutes. When Le and Tee met in a hotel room, the defendant examined the powder and they discussed the price and weight. Shortly after departing the hotel, Le was arrested. At the time of offending, Le was 44 
years old.  
4. R v Van Tran 
[2003] QCA 85 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 7 March 
2003 
 
Transcript: 30 
September 2002 
 
Chieu Van Tran  
(Vietnamese) 
40 Principal - Chau Van Tran (co-offender, 
recipient of drugs) 
- Han Hung Dang or “Nhan” 
(drug runner) 
- Giang Tran (Chau’s son and 
drug runner) 
- Unidentified addressees  
 
Heroin 36.5g Cambodia 
 
Heroin posted in individual 
envelopes.  
Chieu Van Tran (Chieu) and an associate, Chau Van Tran (Chau) imported 36.5g of heroin by mailing it from Cambodia to Brisbane in a series of envelopes. Chieu had travelled to Cambodia, acquired the heroin and 
sent it to Brisbane in the post. Chau collected the heroin and arranged for its distribution and sale via his son, Giang Tran and his son’s friend, Han Hung Dang (Nhan) (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Van Tran, 2). 
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Both Giang and Nhan were about 14 years old (R v Van Tran [2003] QCA 85, [12]). Whilst in Cambodia, Chieu posted 11 letters to nine addresses in Brisbane, where they were to be collected by Chau. The NCA 
were monitoring conversations between Chieu and Chau. In one intercepted telephone conversation, Chieu and Chau discussed purchasing 1kg of prawns. The reference to “1kg of prawns” was a code name for an 
ounce of heroin. The price to be paid for the heroin in Cambodia was $2000 to $2200. In Australia, the heroin had an estimated street value of $9500 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Van Tran, 3).  
 
When he was arrested, Chieu was carrying a list of 9 separate addresses which corresponded to the collection addresses. The addressees were Vietnamese names e.g. Bo Trau, Tra Bo, Tran Du, Khung Do and Lo Bo 
(R v Van Tran [2003] QCA 85, [5]).  After collecting the heroin, Chau divided it into balloons and then buried the balloons under a tree located on the footpath at the front of his home (Transcript of Proceedings, R v 
Van Tran, 201). The gross weight of the balloons and their contents, minus samples taken by police, was 36.5g. The transcript did not explain how Chau collected letters sent to addresses other than his own (R v Van 
Tran [2003] QCA 85, [5]). The judge noted that whilst the venture was purely commercial in nature, the planning and execution was relatively unsophisticated (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Van Tran, 2). At the time 
of offending, Chieu was 40 years old.  
 
5. R v Tsay [2006] 
QCA 423 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 27 
October 2006 
 
Transcript: 15 
February 2006 
Chien Sheng Tsay  
(Chinese – mainland) 
37 Supervisor & agent 
for Hong Kong 
connections. 
- Khoo (Malaysian crew 
member) 
- Kwek (Malaysian crew 
member) 
- Charles Roe (price negotiator 
for vessels) 
- Unidentified Indonesian crew 
members 
- Unidentified 
“bosses”/individuals from 
Indonesia, Hong Kong & 
Malaysia 
 
Ecstasy  
Methyl- 
amphetamine 
(tablets & 
crystal) 
 
 
412.95kg26 
 
 
 
Unknown Evidence did not explicitly state the 
method used but an inference can 
be made that the method of 
transportation would be by sea.    
Tsay was charged with importing 1.5kg of ecstasy tablets, 259.2kg of methylamphetamine tablets and 152.25 kg of methylamphetamine crystal. The drugs had an estimated street value of $125 million (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Tsay, 8-9). In light of the drug quantities, the level of organisation and the resources available to the defendant, the Prosecution submitted that a major organised crime group or Asian crime groups 
was responsible for the operation (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tsay, 9).  
 
The evidence presented suggests that the crime groups/individuals involved were from Indonesia, Hong Kong and Malaysia. Through his Malaysian connections, Tsay recruited two Malaysians, Khoo and Kwek, to 
undertake two boat trips to Gladstone to collect the drugs and take them to the Gold Coast. An unusual factor in this case was that both Khoo and Kwek had no experience in sailing despite being recruited for the 
purpose of navigating the boats. Tsay provided the funds for them to undertake the necessary training. Tsay also purchased two vessels named the Sunseeker II and the Zen valued at $264,000 and paid for using funds 
provided by a Hong Kong source (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tsay, 10). The price of these vessels had been negotiated by a man named Charles Roe. There was no further evidence in the transcripts which 
suggested that Roe had any other role to play in the importation beyond the price negotiation of the vessels.  
 
                                                 
 
26 Multiple quantities including 1.5kg ecstasy, 259.2kg methylamphetamine tablets and 152.25kg methylamphetamine crystal.  
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The Prosecution drew an inference that Tsay was a trusted agent of the Hong Kong connections behind the importation (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tsay, 13). Tsay often spoke to Khoo and Kwek about a person in 
Hong Kong referred to as his “boss” and of arguments and mistrust amongst the “bosses” (R v Tsay [2006] QCA 423, [10]). Tsay was privy to financial arrangements concerning the purchase of the vessels, the 
resourcing of Khoo and Kwek to the extent that was necessary to facilitate the transaction and to information regarding the exact coordinates and instructions for transfer (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tsay, 13). 
Therefore, Tsay appeared to adopt a supervisory role in relation to Khoo and Kwek. For the duration of the boat trips, Tsay travelled to Hong Kong and only returned to Australia after the importation. The Prosecution 
submitted that this trip allowed Tsay to receive instructions from his Hong Kong connections and was also a method of avoiding detection should the importation be unsuccessful. At the time of offending, Tsay was 
37 years old.  
 
6. R v Tran [2007] 
QCA 221 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 13 July 
2007 
 
Transcript: 7 
December 2006 
 
Anh Kiet Tran  
(Vietnamese) 
40 Courier - Hai (recruiter in Vietnam) 
- Unidentified contact in 
Brisbane 
Heroin 2.16kg Cambodia 
 
Courier travelling by air – heroin 
packaged in condoms and 
concealed in fish stored in plastic 
jars 
 
Tran was charged with importing a marketable quantity of heroin from Cambodia. On 21 December 2005, Tran travelled from Sydney to Vietnam where he intended to stay for a few months (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Tran, 3). On 24 February 2006, Tran left Vietnam and travelled to Cambodia where he obtained the heroin. Upon his return to Australia, Customs officers inspected his luggage and found two clear 
plastic jars or barrels wrapped in brown masking tape so as to conceal its contents (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 4). The barrels contained cut sections of fish and the fish skin had been cut open and then 
stitched back together (R v Tran [2007] QCA 221, [14]). The flesh and bones of the fish had been largely removed to store quantities of heroin packaged in condoms. Once the condoms had been secreted inside the 
fish, the skin was stitched together and then repackaged for transportation (R v Tran [2007] QCA 221, [14]). Customs officers extracted 40 condoms in total (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 5). The gross weight 
of the heroin mixture was 2.16kg, with a 63% purity amounting to 1.47kg of pure heroin (R v Tran [2007] QCA 221, [15]).  
 
Tran was a courier who had been employed on a one-off occasion to transport the drugs in return for $10,000 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 5). Tran provided evidence that in Cambodia he had met a man 
named Hai who offered him $10,000 if he agreed to collect two barrels from a woman at the markets, wrap the barrels in masking tape and then take the barrels to Brisbane. Upon his arrival in Brisbane, Tran was 
expected to meet an unidentified contact who would exchange the drugs for the money. If Tran did not meet the contact at the airport, Hai directed him to an address at Inala where presumably, the exchange would 
take place (R v Tran [2007] QCA 221, [17]). At the time of offending, Tran was 40 years old.   
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1. R v Le [1995] QCA 479 
 
Judgment (appeal): 27 
October 1995 
 
Transcript: 23 June 
1995 
Tho Le 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Diem Mac Le 
(Vietnamese) 
 
29 
 
 
24 
Co-offenders – street 
dealers 
- Unknown Heroin 11.63g Street sales to an undercover police officer at a 
pre-arranged destination.  
This case involved a partnership between Tho and his de facto partner, Diem. During an undercover police operation, Tho and Diem were involved in thirteen supplies of heroin to a CPO over a period of three months 
(Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le & Anor, 9). In that three month period, Tho sold a total of 11.629g of heroin for $8395 (R v Le & Anor [1995] QCA 479, 8). The usual arrangement was for the agent to contact 
either Tho or Diem and organise a meeting place to effect the transaction. The evidence also suggested that Tho was interested in other dealers and in keeping the agent’s business (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le & 
Anor, 14). Tho named other suppliers to the agent and asked how much these suppliers were charging the agent. Although Tho appeared to be organised and discreet in carrying on his business, the Court of Appeal 
noted that Tho did not gain any significant profit from his dealings (R v Le & Anor [1995] QCA 479, 9). Tho was also an addict and would usually take a small portion of the drugs to feed his own habit. Therefore, the 
Court of Appeal concluded that it was likely that Tho held a lower rank on the supply chain. At the time of offending, Tho was 29 years old and Diem was 24 years old.   
 
2. R v Tran [1996] QCA 
173 
 
Judgment (appeal): 20 
May 1996 
 
Transcript: 25 March 
1996  
Bi Van Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
30 Street dealer but also 
had access to wholesale 
quantities if requested.  
 
- Unidentified associates who 
accompanied him on 
transactions. 
 
Heroin 24.74g Street sales to known customers at a pre-
arranged destination.  
After various undercover investigations, Tran was charged with trafficking and supplying heroin over a period of one year. Tran worked closely with a number of associates who usually accompanied him on different 
transactions. The trafficking charges related to 12 transactions between Tran and various undercover agents, in which $26,230 was exchanged for 24.736g (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 9). Police also 
conducted a search at his residence and located an additional 26.827g of purity between 50-60%. The judge noted that the Tran’s dealing extended beyond “mere” street dealing; he was classified as a substantial 
dealer in heroin and had the capacity to supply heroin in bulk (R v Tran [1996] QCA 173, 3). Tran’s sole motivation in dealing was profit and thus, he was likely to occupy a relatively high position in the distribution 
chain (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 9). At the time of offending, Tran was 30 years old.    
 
3. R v Le & Le [1996] 
QCA 399 
 
Ky Le 
(Vietnamese) 
 
45 
 
 
Street dealers – Father 
(Ky) and son (Hung) 
team but Ky was 
- Unknown Heroin 18g Street sales to an undercover police officer at a 
pre-arranged destination.  
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Judgment (appeal): 3 
October 1996 
 
Transcript: 23 July 
1996 
Hung Ngoc Le  
(Vietnamese)  
 
18 responsible for the 
dealings and held 
substantial profits.  
 
Ky and Hung were “father and son” engaged in a joint venture. Ky, the father, was found to be more culpable than Hung as he was primarily responsible for the dealings and held a substantial portion of the profits. 
Over a period of three months, Ky and Hung effected 14 transactions totalling 18g of heroin with a CPO (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le & Le, 11). Ky and Hung were not addicts and, therefore, the judge stated 
that the venture was of a commercial nature. At the time of offending, Ky was 45 years old and Hung was 18 years old.   
4. R v Truong [1997] 
QCA 4927 
 
Judgment (appeal): 27 
February 1997 
 
Transcript: 18 
November 1996 
Suong Thu Truong  
(Vietnamese) 
27 Courier  - Su Min Tam (recruiter) 
- Duong Van Thoai (Sydney 
contact) 
 
Heroin 135.14g Interstate delivery – Truong travelled to Sydney 
to meet Thoai at a restaurant in Cabramatta. 
Thoai placed the heroin in her daughter’s 
backpack. Truong travelled home to Brisbane 
and was instructed to place the heroin in a 
locker at the casino.  
 
Truong was charged with possessing 135.14g of powder (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 3). Truong was recruited as a one-off courier for a heroin delivery from Sydney to Brisbane. She was approached by a 
man named Su Min Tam (also known as Duong Van Ia) at the Treasury Casino in Brisbane, who offered her $5000 to collect a package containing white powder from Sydney (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 
4). Truong was given instructions to meet a man at a restaurant in Cabramatta, Sydney, and to wear particular clothing for the purpose of identification. At the restaurant, Truong’s daughter was taken away by an 
unknown man and during that time, the man hid the heroin in her daughter’s backpack (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 3). This man was later identified as Tam’s brother, Duong Van Thoai.  
 
Truong was instructed to return to Brisbane and place the heroin in a locker at the Treasury Casino to be retrieved at a later date by Tam. The evidence suggested that Truong was recruited because she was of previous 
good character (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 8). Truong was also instructed to “keep her mouth shut” regarding her knowledge of any drug dealers/distributors she may have come into contact with during 
her time in Sydney. At the time of offending, Truong was 27 years old.  
5. R v Trinh [1997] QCA 
220 
 
Judgment (appeal): 17 
June 1997 
Vui Van Trinh 
(Vietnamese) 
47 Principal  - Phuong Thi Trinh (Rose) 
(Vui’s wife  – business 
relationship with undercover 
police officer) 
- Thien Huong Trinh (Susan) 
(Vui & Rose’s daughter – 
Heroin 334g Sale to an undercover police officer. Heroin 
supplies sourced from various acquaintances. 
Order was made by the officer and Trinh 
travelled to various places to collect the 
required quantity.   
                                                 
 
27 The offender was charged with drug possession but the case is included under supply cases because the drugs collected in Sydney would ultimately, be delivered to a supplier.  
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Transcript: 20 March 
1997 
intermediary & courier) 
- Mr Tho (supplier) 
- Mr Trung, Suong, Son (Vui’s 
acquaintances) 
 
Trinh worked in collaboration with his wife, Phuong Thi Trinh (Rose) and daughter, Thien Huong Trinh (Susan) to make a single sale of 334g of white powder for $120,000. This transaction was the subject of the 
charge. A CPO placed an order with Rose and Susan for 12 ounces (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Trinh, 10). Rose had a lengthy and ongoing business relationship with the agent and Susan acted as the intermediary 
and courier (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Trinh, 11). Trinh was the primary decision maker, supervised all communication between Rose and the agent, and gave directions to Rose and Susan.  
 
The evidence suggests that Trinh had access to supplies from multiple distributors. He named various Asian acquaintances including Mr Tho, Mr Trung, Suong and Son. Trinh was recorded having a conversation with 
an unknown female discussing how to transport the heroin to the Gold Coast where the transaction was taking place. Trinh and Rose travelled to a restaurant in Burleigh Heads to collect another portion of the heroin. 
The restaurant was owned by an Asian man named Mr Tho. The evidence also reinforced Trinh’s perception of his dealings as a commercial venture telling his associates and daughter that “[It’s] business…don’t 
joke” (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Trinh, 114). At the time of offending, Trinh was 47 years old, Susan was 18 years old and Rose’s age is unknown.  
6. R v Giang [1997] QCA 
371 
 
Judgment (appeal): 24 
September 1997 
 
Transcript: 4 August 
1997 
Bruce Co Giang  
(Vietnamese) 
22 Street dealer - Unidentified acquaintances 
but evidence to suggest that 
Giang had intimate 
knowledge of drug dealing 
circles  
 
Heroin 6g Street sale to an undercover police officer who 
was introduced to Giang by an unnamed 
acquaintance.  
Giang supplied 6g of pure heroin to an undercover agent for $8190 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Giang, 5). An Asian male introduced the undercover agent to Giang at Sunnybank. Giang and the undercover agent 
maintained regular telephone contact to arrange transactions; usually Giang contacted the agent and arranged a transaction. Giang was prepared to supply the agent with high grade heroin on relatively short notice 
(Transcript of Proceedings, R v Giang, 5). Despite this, the court found it difficult to determine the extent of the Giang’s trafficking activities. No evidence was submitted regarding the source of Giang’s heroin 
supply. However, on one occasion, Giang was reluctant to organise any transactions with the agent due to a murder which occurred within the drug dealing circles. Giang stated that “a lot of people [are] in hiding 
now” at that time (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Giang, 10). The judge suggested this conversation reflected his “intimate knowledge” of drug dealing circles and his networks with those involved in the drug trade (R 
v Giang [1997] QCA 371, 3). At the time of offending, Giang was 22 years old.  
7. R v Duong [1997] QCA 
395 
 
Judgment (appeal): 9 
October 1997 
 
Transcript: 26 August 
Hai Thanh Duong 
(Vietnamese) 
46 Street dealer  - Unidentified female supplier 
 
Heroin 3.54g Street sales to an undercover police officer at a 
pre-arranged destination. Duong kept a small 
amount of heroin for his own personal use.  
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1997 
Duong was charged with six counts of supplying heroin to an undercover police operative from 20 June 1996 to 11 September 1996 (R v Duong [1997] QCA 395, [2]). Duong’s charges arose from a covert police 
operation codenamed “Windam”. Duong supplied 3.54g of powder over the course of six transactions and for each transaction he received $600 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Duong, 5). Duong was a heroin addict 
and the evidence suggested that he supplied drugs so that he could take a small portion for his own use. Furthermore, he gave evidence stating that his proceeds of sale were usually given to his supplier, an 
unidentified woman and he kept very little profit for himself (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Duong, 5). There was no evidence to suggest that Duong had supplied to any other customers other than the police 
operative or that he operated any form of a drug supply business (R v Duong [1997] QCA 395, [8]). At the time of offending, Duong was 46 years old. 
8. R v Tran [1998] QCA 
330  
Jake Tran  
(Vietnamese) 
21 Drug runner/mule 
 
- Pham (co-offender) 
- Nguyen (Pham’s supplier) 
 
Heroin 5.3g Street sale to an undercover police officer.  
Tran was involved in one supply of heroin to an undercover police operative. In May 1997, the Drug Squad (Qld) conducted a covert operation known as “Providence”, which targeted drug activities in the Fortitude 
Valley area. At the time of the transaction, Tran had accompanied a co-offender named Pham to the meeting point where the transaction would occur. The transaction involved approximately 6g of heroin for $3000 
(Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 3). The transaction occurred between car windows with Tran accepting $3000 from the police operative. Arrangements were made to travel to Norman Park where Pham’s 
supplier, Nguyen, would provide him with the drugs for the police operative (R v Tran [1998] QCA 330, [3]). Tran gave the police operative 12 foils containing 5.3g of powder with a purity of about 60% (R v Tran 
[1998] QCA 330, [4]).  
 
The court considered Tran’s role as relatively minor and it is was unlikely that he would be considered a drug “runner”. However, there was evidence to suggest that he had some knowledge of Pham’s drug dealing 
activities prior to becoming involved in the transaction that was the subject of the offence. At the time of offending, Tran was 21 years old (R v Tran [1998] QCA 330, [2]). 
9. R v Nguyen [1999] 
QCA 258 
 
Judgment (appeal): 9 
July 1999 
 
Transcript: 30 March 
1999 
Tam Minh Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
22 Wholesaler - Morgan (also known as 
Bruce Allan Martin) (co-
offender) 
- Trevor Maslen (co-offender) 
- Than Phuong (high level 
Sydney supplier) 
 
Heroin 767.82g  Sale to an undercover police officer. Chain of 
command between Nguyen, Phuong and 
Morgan.  
In August 1997, the National Crime Authority (NCA) conducted a surveillance operation named “Marquis” on the Gold Coast with the aim of targeting heroin suppliers. Nguyen worked in collaboration with three 
other associates named Morgan (also known as Bruce Allan Martin), Trevor Maslen and Than Phuong. Phuong was a high-level supplier based in Sydney. An undercover CPO arranged five transactions with either 
Nguyen or one of the co-accused for 25g to 50g contained in a cigarette box. In the early stages of their dealings, Morgan had informed the undercover CPO that “the Vietnamese would not do anything less than two 
ounces” (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 11). The subject of the trafficking charge, being the fifth transaction between Nguyen and the CPO, involved the supply of 767.82g of uncut powder (3 pounds) for 
$285,000. Nguyen had regular access to large amounts of heroin and could procure them at short notice. Nguyen, accompanied by Phuong and another male named Luat, arranged to meet the CPO in a hotel room 
where the transaction took place.   
 
The chain of command in this group involved Phuong providing instructions to Nguyen who would then relay these instructions to Morgan (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 10). Morgan placed orders through 
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Nguyen and Nguyen would relay the order back to Phuong. A courier from Sydney would meet Nguyen and Morgan to collect the drugs. After the completion of a transaction, Nguyen would contact Phuong and 
request instructions on how to distribute the proceeds between himself and Morgan. The balance of the proceeds was given to the courier to pass onto Phuong in Sydney (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 11). 
Nguyen was Phuong’s closest contact on the Gold Coast and, therefore, had easy access to bulk supplies of high grade heroin (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 22). At the time of offending, Nguyen was 22 
years old.  
10. R v Dang [1999] 
QCA 414 
 
Judgment (appeal): 1 
October 1999 
 
Transcript: 23 June 
1999 
Hoa Dang  
(Vietnamese) 
42 Street dealer - Unknown Heroin 10.90g Street sales to an undercover police officer and 
other known customers. Dang engaged in 
dealing to obtain a small amount of heroin for 
personal use.   
 
Dang was charged with supplying 10.898g of heroin to a CPO in West End. The heroin was of a particularly high grade but the Prosecution submitted that purity was an unreliable indicator of Dang’s position in a 
drug distribution chain, as heroin of high purity was becoming increasingly available on the streets (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Dang, 11). The supply occurred over seven months. A recorded telephone 
conversation between Dang and police officer revealed that Dang sold heroin to numerous customers. Although he appeared to be dealing on a regular basis, he was found to be a relatively low-level dealer. The 
evidence suggested that Dang was dealing to support his own addiction which can be distinguished from those engaged in commercial dealing (R v Dang [1999] QCA 414, [6]). At the time of offending, Dang was 42 
years old.  
11. R v Do [2000] QCA 
135 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
14 April 2000 
 
Transcript:  
24 September 1999 
Son Thanh Do 
(Vietnamese) 
- Wholesaler - Nha Thanh Nguyen (co-
offender) 
 
Heroin 105.13g28 Sales to an undercover police officer. Do also 
employed runners who were responsible for 
distributing and selling drugs.  
 
Do was charged with six counts of supplying heroin to a covert police operative (CPO) and two other individuals. In the sixth transaction, the defendant had the assistance of two individuals including his co-accused, 
Nha Thanh Nguyen. In the six transactions, Do had sold almost $20,000 worth of heroin, with the total quantity of pure heroin being 28.13g (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Do, 5). When arrested, Do was in 
possession of 77g rock heroin. The evidence suggests that Do was a wholesaler; his dealings were motivated by profit and he was carrying on an extensive commercial operation (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Do, 2). 
He had the means and the facilities to divide the heroin into smaller quantities, ready for distribution and employed “runners” who were responsible for distributing and selling the drugs (R v Do [2000] QCA 135, 2). 
Do was also a user, however, the court concluded that his dealing extended beyond supporting an addiction.  
                                                 
 
28 Quantities included 28.13g in powder and 77g in rock heroin.  
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12. R v Le [2000] QCA 
392 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
29 September 2000 
 
Transcript: 30 March 
2000 
Phuong Thi Hoang Le 
(Vietnamese) 
 
22-24 Street dealer and 
wholesaler 
- Le’s mother & aunts 
(unnamed) 
- Minh (supplier) 
- John the Romanian (supplier) 
- Mai family (supplier)  
- Gavin Roshey (partner & co-
offender) 
 
Heroin 13g (pure) Street deals to an undercover police officer and 
other known customers.  
Le was charged with supplying and trafficking in heroin. The trafficking charges occurred between 1 April 1996 to 30 January 1998 and the supply charges also occurred within this time period (R v Le [2000] QCA 
392, [5]-[6]). The total amount of pure heroin sold to an undercover police operative (the subject of the supply charges) was approximately 13g valued over $11,750 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 18). The 
trafficking charges related to sales of quarter gram deals to various end users. Other members of Le’s family, namely her mother and aunts, were also involved in the drug dealing business although there was no 
evidence to suggest that Le’s dealing was part of a family run enterprise.  
 
Le had three known suppliers – Minh, ‘John the Romanian’ and the Mais, who were presumably a family operated business (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 19). The sentencing judge described Le as operating a 
“substantial” business with her partner, Gavin Roshey, that she used agents to transact her business and that she also employed a locum to run her business when she was overseas (R v Le [2000] QCA 392, [7]). There 
was no evidence to suggest that Le was a drug user and thus, the court concluded that she was motivated by profit to engage in trafficking. At the time of offending, Le was aged between 22 and 24 years old 
(Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 3).    
 
13. R v Truong & 
Nguyen [2001] QCA 
98  
 
Judgment (appeal): 
15 March 2001 
 
Transcript: 13 
October 2000 
Dung Van Truong 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Hanh Thi My Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
29 
 
 
23 
Street dealers - Unknown Heroin 418.91g29 Street deals to various customers.  
Truong and Nguyen were charged with multiple counts of trafficking and supplying heroin to CPOs. Truong’s contact details were written on small pieces of paper and distributed to potential customers who contacted 
him to make heroin purchases. The quantities of heroin involved ranged from 1.5g to 30g of 55% to 86% purity. The police located 34.57g of powder, $109,659.30 in cash and various drug paraphernalia in Truong 
and Nguyen’s unit (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 9). An anonymous tip-off led police to a further 354.34g of powder of which 239.36g was pure heroin hidden in a garden near their unit (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Truong, 10). The heroin located in the garden was in two forms – block form and in clip seal plastic bags that were concealed in a glass jar.  
                                                 
 
29 Offenders dealt in quantities ranging from 1.5g-30g and also had 388.91g in possession. 
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Although both Truong and Nguyen were addicts, the court concluded that their dealings extended beyond supporting their addiction. In light of the drug quantities, cash and paraphernalia located in the unit, the judge 
concluded that Truong operated on a wholesale level and naturally, had the capacity to engage in street dealing (R v Truong [2001] QCA 98, 5). At the time of offending, Truong was 29 years old and Nguyen was 23 
years old.  
14. R v Le [2001] QCA 
290 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
24 July 2001 
 
Transcript: 31 
January 2001 
Phuc Huu Le 
(Vietnamese) 
 
23 Wholesaler - Dang Hai Ho (co-offender) 
- Trung Quoc Nguyen (co-
offender) 
- Vu Duc Nguyen (co-
offender) 
- Nghi Huu Van Luong (co-
offender) 
- Phang Duy Su (co-offender) 
- Dat Hoang Trinh (co-
offender) 
- Thong Chanh Tran (co-
offender)  
- Unidentified 
“superiors”/bosses  
 
Heroin 750g blocks30 Sales to an undercover police officer.  
Le and seven co-accused offenders were charged with multiple counts of trafficking, supply and possession of drugs. The seven co-accused offenders were: Dang Hai Ho (23), Trung Quoc Nguyen (age unknown), Vu 
Duc Nguyen (17), Nghi Huu Van Luong (19), Phang Duy Su (18), Dat Hoang Trinh (22) and Thong Chanh Tran (age unknown). At the time of offending, Le was 23 years old. The charges arose from two police 
operations, one conducted by the National Crime Authority (NCA) in New South Wales and Queensland (Operation ‘Blazon’) and the other conducted by the Queensland Police Service (QPS) (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Le, 2). In the NCA operation, a CPO spoke to three of the co-accused regarding the supply of heroin. The quantities involved ranged from 11g to 28g or 350g to 750g blocks of heroin.  
 
At the first meeting, the CPO enquired into the price of a 700g block. The co-accused, Luong, called an unknown person and confirmed the price of one block for $115,000. The CPO told Luong that he required 750g 
about every four weeks, however, the CPO was willing to start with a purchase of 350g (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 4). At the second meeting with another co-accused named Su, the CPO enquired about the 
supply of two to three ounces a month (approximately 672g). Su stated that he would “have to talk to his superiors first” (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 2). On the third meeting in a motel room, the CPO offered 
to buy one ounce (28g). Su made a number of phone calls during the transaction to his superior, another co-accused named Trinh. During their trip to collect heroin for the CPO, Luong, Su and another co-accused 
Tran met with Trinh and another male. However, none of the accused had been prepared to identify the unknown male accompanying Trinh (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 6).  
 
A number of transactions followed and the CPO was introduced to Le and another co-accused named Ho. Ho stated that he had obtained whole blocks from Sydney and he could sell “5 to 10 ounces easily” but he 
would need to speak to his boss about supplying larger amounts to the CPO (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 8). In another transaction, Tran disclosed to the CPO that he had been in the “business” for 
approximately four years and only engaged in pre-arranged sales (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 10). In the QPS operation, the quantities involved ranged from 1g to 24g of heroin and spanned 17 transactions. 
These transactions mainly involved the Le, Ho and two other co-accused offenders both with the surname Nguyen. In sentencing, the judge inferred from the high quantities and purity involved that this was not street 
                                                 
 
30 Offenders dealt in quantities ranging from 350g-750g blocks.  
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level dealing. Furthermore, Le and his co-accused appeared to have a reasonably extensive network of contacts with other drug distributors in Brisbane and interstate.  
15. R v Mai [2002] QCA 
127 
 
Judgment (appeal): 3 
April 2002 
 
Transcript: 29 
January 2002 
Thao Ngoc Mai 
(Vietnamese) 
21  Street dealer - Phu Quang Cao (de-facto 
partner & co-offender) 
- Danh Cong Le (co-offender) 
 
Heroin 35.58g Street sales to an undercover police officer and 
other known customers.  
Mai, her de facto partner, Phu Quang Cao, and an associate, Danh Cong Le, were charged with trafficking and 18 counts of supply to a CPO over a six month period. Mai supplied a total weight of 35.584g of heroin 
in individual transactions of up to 5g. Across these transactions, Mai gained $12,000 in payment from the CPO. Police surveillance discovered that Mai and her co-accused had other customers (R v Mai, 29 January 
2002, 11). On one occasion, Mai disclosed to the CPO that when she was absent from a transaction, Cao and Le were “doing business” for her (R v Mai, 29 January 2002, 11). Mai and her co-accused had various 
levels of involvement during the deals, such as organising the transaction through telephone calls, driving the motor vehicle to designated meeting areas or handing over the drugs and collecting payment from the 
CPO. At the time of offending, Mai was 21 years old, Cao was 31 years old and Le was 25 years old. 
16. R v Nguyen [2002] 
QCA 478 
 
Judgment (appeal): 8 
November 2002 
 
Transcript: 15 April 
2002 
Phillip Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
21 Street dealer and 
wholesaler  
- Kelly Ann Roozendaal (de-
facto partner & co-offender) 
- Don (supplier)  
- Unidentified drug runners  
- 34 unidentified customers 
 
Heroin 
Ecstasy 
385g31 Purchased half an ounce to an ounce from 
supplier and then resold in quarter gram lots for 
$100. Sales strategy was to sell in small, retail 
amounts and to limit “stock in hand”.   
Nguyen and his de-facto partner, Kelly Ann Roozendaal were trafficking heroin and ecstasy on a street and wholesale level at the Gold Coast. The heroin trade was conducted on a retail basis, whereas the ecstasy 
trade was conducted on a retail and wholesale level (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 10). For heroin sales, the preferred quantity for purchase was half an ounce ($2800) or one ounce ($4200). Heroin supplies 
were generally sourced in Brisbane or the Gold Coast, however, the Australia-wide heroin shortage in 2001 forced Nguyen to consider travelling to Sydney for supplies. Nguyen had various acquaintances that assisted 
him in locating supplies.  
For the ecstasy, Nguyen usually sold one to two tablets at a time. Nguyen tried to avoid police detection and reduce risks by only selling small amounts at a time, and only carrying limited supplies on hand (Transcript 
of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 11). Nguyen and Roozendaal had 34 clients who purchased on a regular or casual basis. From the evidence, it was difficult to determine the number of sales made across a length of time, 
however, it was possible to infer that sales were made every day. The court concluded that Nguyen was managing an extensive commercial operation.  
                                                 
 
31 Offenders usually dealt in ½ ounce or 1 ounce (28g) quantities or 1-1000 ecstasy tablets. Maximum number of ecstasy tablets (1000) converted into metric weight based on conversions in previous cases.  
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On a wholesale level, Nguyen and Roozendaal could sell up to 1000 ecstasy tablets (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 18). Wholesale distribution provided evidence of a commercial interest in dealing, as 
opposed to dealing for the purpose of feeding an addiction. Furthermore, Nguyen supervised a team of “runners” who made sales on his behalf (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 17). Both Nguyen and 
Roozendaal were actively involved in effecting transactions. They purchased “supplies” from a man named Don who was located at Inala or travelled interstate to make purchases from other suppliers (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 13). However, the evidence suggested that Nguyen was more intimately involved in the drug trade than Roozendaal as he negotiated all the deals and had a broad network of distributors and 
customers. At the time of offending, Nguyen was 21 years old and Roozendaal was 19 years old.  
17. R v Tran [2006] QCA 
174 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
26 May 2006 
 
Transcript: 17 
February 2006 
Thanh Hoang Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
37 Wholesaler - Hong Thi Le (de-facto 
partner and co-offender) 
- Mark Edgar Ide (co-accused 
& street dealer) 
- 2 unidentified female 
customers 
 
Heroin 76.82g  Tran on-sold drugs to Ide, who was engaged in 
street dealing.  
Tran was charged with trafficking, possessing and supplying heroin on numerous occasions from August to November 2001. The offences arose as a result of a covert operation (“Schumaker”) conducted by the 
Australian Crime Commission from July 2001 to early November 2001. The operation revealed that Tran, assisted by his de-facto partner at the time, Hong Thi Le, engaged in heroin trafficking and supply for a 
period of at least two and half months (R v Tran [2006] QCA 174, [5]). Tran supplied heroin on a regular basis to two female customers and another co-accused named Mark Edgar Ide. Tran and Ide made contact 
almost on a daily basis; Tran was effectively a wholesaler who on-sold drugs to Ide who was engaged in street dealing. Le had rented a unit at Kangaroo Point to act as a safe house for the storage of drugs (R v Tran 
[2006] QCA 174, [6]).  
The drug quantities involved were: 
- 15g powder, 18% purity, street value of approximately $6600; 
- 11.67g powder, 14.6% purity, street value of approximately $6,380; 
- 50.15g powder, 13.2% to 13.5% purity, street value of approximately $27,500. 
 
Tran was considered a “central figure” in the trafficking business, who involved his co-accused Le and Ide in the business and had ready access to a supply of drugs throughout the trafficking period (R v Tran [2006] 
QCA 174, [11]). There was no evidence to suggest Tran was an addict and thus, it is likely that his trafficking was motivated by profit. Tran was 37 years old at the time of offending (R v Tran [2006] QCA 174, [29]).   
 
18. R v Ly & Kyprianou 
[2008] QCA 149 
Judgment (appeal): 
13 June 2008 
 
Transcript: 11 
Long Tran Ly  
(Vietnamese) 
George Kyprianou  
 
(members of a 
syndicate) 
 
27 
 
 
25 
Ly – organised drug 
purchases, mediator in 
drug/money disputes,  
recruited runners 
 
Kyprianou – day to day 
operations, liaised with 
- Khon Tran Ly (syndicate 
members) 
- Simon Townson (syndicate 
member) 
- Arian Shabanzadeh 
(syndicate member) 
- Andrew Ryan (syndicate 
Heroin  350g32 Purchased drugs from Chen and Omer-Noori 
and on-sold to customers.  
                                                 
 
32 Offenders dealt in quantities ranging from 3.5g-350g.  
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September 2007 wholesaler suppliers, 
supervised runners 
 
member) 
- Vinh Duong (syndicate 
member)  
- Sam Omer-Noori (supplier) 
- Ivan Chen (supplier)  
 
In June 2003, the offenders Ly and Kyprianou, were detected during a joint operation between the Australian Crime Commission and the Queensland Police Service. The operation targeted three syndicates based in 
South-East Queensland. Ly and Kyprianou’s syndicate included other members – Khon Tran Ly, Simon Townson, Arian Shabanzadeh, Andrew Ryan and Vinh Duong. Ly also had connections with various suppliers 
including Sam Omer-Noori. Ly and Kyprianou employed various runners to distribute the heroin and organised the supply of wholesale quantities of heroin (R v Ly & Kyprianou [2008] QCA 149, [7]). The drugs were 
stored in a safe house at Annerley, which also acted as the distribution point for the syndicate (R v Ly & Kyprianou [2008] QCA 149, [10]). The syndicate generally dealt in wholesale quantities ranging from 80g to 
350g and in smaller, retail amounts known as “eight balls” which weighed 3.5g each (R v Ly & Kyprianou [2008] QCA 149, [8] & [14]). The syndicate sold heroin in ounces for approximately $7000 to $7600 per 
ounce, with some transactions in excess of $60,000 (R v Ly & Kyprianou [2008] QCA 149, [14]).         
 
Ly was responsible for organising drug purchases, settling disputes over money or missing drugs and the recruitment of new runners for the syndicate [para 7]. Kyprianou was responsible for the day to day operations 
of the syndicate including liaising with wholesale suppliers such as Omer-Noori and Ivan Chen (same suppliers in Kan’s case) to arrange for the supply of heroin. Kyprianou also supervised the runners and their 
distribution activities as he had regular, ongoing contact with them (R v Ly & Kyprianou [2008] QCA 149, [11]). The Crown submitted that Ly and Kyprianou had different roles but were essentially “equals” in the 
business. At the time of offending, Ly was 27 years old and Kyprianou was 25 years old (Transcript of Proceedings, 11 September 2007, 3).       
19. R v Kan [2009] QCA 
160 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
12 June 2009 
 
Transcript: 26 
November 2008 
Dan Vi Kan  
(Vietnamese) 
27 Wholesaler - Ivan Chen (supplier) 
- Omer-Noori (supplier)  
- Two drug runners, one 
named “Apostle” 
 
Heroin 
Cocaine 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
229kg33 
 
Purchased drugs from Chen and Noori and on-
sold to customers.  
Kan was a wholesale distributor of heroin, cocaine and methylamphetamine. Kan’s primary source of drugs was a high-level supplier named Ivan Chen and on occasions, from another supplier named Omer-Noori. 
Kan had two runners working for him, one identified as an individual named Apostle (R v Kan [2009] QCA 160, [4]). Police intercepted a number of conversations between Kan and Omer-Noori and Kan and Chen 
between 13 December 2003 and 14 February 2004. Kan generally dealt in ounces for heroin, cocaine and methylamphetamine although on some occasions, Kan also enquired about purchasing 350g blocks or 1kg 
blocks of heroin for potential customers. For example, a 350g block of pure, uncut heroin was $120,000 (Transcript of Proceedings, 26 November 2008, 4). An intercepted conversation revealed that Chen and Kan 
also had connections with a Melbourne drug syndicate who had 200kg of crystal methylamphetamine to sell. Chen and Kan discussed potential customers who may be interested purchasing large quantities of crystal 
meth (R v Kan [2009] QCA 160, [6]).  
 
                                                 
 
33 Multiple quantities included 200kg methylamphetamine, 1 ounce quantities of cocaine and 350g-1kg heroin blocks.  
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On a weekly basis, Kan could potentially sell 10-15 ounces of methylamphetamine and he was obtaining 2 to 4 ounces of heroin from Chen for the purpose of on-selling [para 8]. Kan purchased cocaine from both 
Chen and Omer-Noori in ounce quantities and on one occasion, was also interested in purchasing 1kg of cocaine from Chen for $130,000 (Transcript of Proceedings, 26 November 2008, 4). On the evidence, Chen 
was operating on a higher level of distribution than Kan, although Kan sold drugs on an ongoing basis and it appears, had an extensive customer network. At the time of offending, Kan was 27 years old (Transcript of 
Proceedings, 26 November 2008, 20).  
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Case Offender/s Age Role Related actor/s Drug type Drug quantity Drug origin – 
country 
Method of importation 
1. R v Ngui & 
Tiong [2000] 
VSCA 78 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 12 
May 2000 
Francis Yeh How Ngui 
(Malaysian) 
 
Chio Sing Tiong 
(Malaysian) 
 
24 
 
 
 
48 
Couriers  - Mr Chung (Ngui’s Malaysian 
contact); 
- Kiem Van Nguyen (Sydney 
contact); 
- Billy Trinh (Sydney contact) 
Heroin 1.25kg (pure) Singapore 
 
Heroin concealed in containers of 
Amway shampoo and lotion and 
within the soles of the offenders’ 
shoes.   
On 28 March 1999, Ngui and Tiong arrived at Melbourne airport as part of a “tour group” travelling from Singapore. The offenders were carrying a number of “Amway” shampoos and lotions in their suitcases. 
Customs officers found heroin in the plastic bottles and in the cavities of the soles and heels of the shoes worn by Ngui. Prior to being searched, Tiong had disposed of the heroin packages held in his shoes within an 
airport toilet (R v Ngui & Tiong [2000] VSCA 78, [5]). The quantity of pure heroin recovered was 1.25kg (R v Ngui & Tiong [2000] VSCA 78, [1]). Both Ngui and Tiong cooperated with the Australian Federal Police 
to conduct a “controlled delivery” to the drug recipients in Australia.  
 
On 28 March 1999, Ngui contacted a “Mr Chung”, his Malaysian contact, to receive instructions. Later in the day, Chung contacted Ngui with a telephone number and an additional number referred to as a “horse 
ticket number”. Ngui then contacted the Australian contacts in Sydney to inform them of his arrival and arrange a meeting. The Sydney contacts were identified as Kiem Van Nguyen and “Billy” Trinh. At their 
meeting, Nguyen produced a $5 note, the number of which matched Ngui’s “horse ticket number”. At this stage, all offenders were apprehended by police (R v Ngui & Tiong [2000] VSCA 78, [5]). 
 
It was not contested in court that Ngui and Tiong were merely couriers. They occupied a low position in the distribution chain and lacked the sophistication that was inevitably exploited by the organisers of this 
importation venture. Both Ngui and Tiong were enticed by the promise of a trip overseas, monetary reward and the opportunity for a position as an “Amway representative”. Their interviews indicated that they were 
aware of the nature of their mission upon arriving at Singapore airport, although it is unlikely that they knew precisely the drug quantities they carried or other members involved in the venture (R v Ngui & Tiong 
[2000] VSCA 78, [6]). At the time of offending, Ngui was 24 years old and Tiong was 48 years old (R v Ngui & Tiong [2000] VSCA 78, [1]).      
2. R v Ng [2002] 
VSCA 108 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 2 
August 2002 
Philip Chee Ming Ng  
(Malaysian) 
41 Organiser/manager - Wai Man Li 
(organiser/manager); 
- Derek Alan Bowhay 
(courier);  
- Wanchai Khojaranusat 
(responsible for transfer of 
funds to Thailand)  
 
Heroin 24kg Bangkok 
 
Heroin concealed in four wooden 
wall plaques and placed inside a 
wooden crate.  
Ng was charged with co-offenders, Derek Alan Bowhay, Wai Man Li and Wanchai Khojaranusat of conspiring to import a commercial quantity of heroin into Australia (R v Ng [2002] VSCA 108, [3]). The plan was to 
“periodically ferry” large quantities of heroin into Australia from Thailand and use telegraphic transfers to send money, either as payment for heroin or as proceeds of heroin sales, back to Thailand. Each conspirator 
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had a specific role to play in the importation. Ng and Li were the “organisers or managers” of the importation and distribution of heroin in Australia. Bowhay was recruited as a courier to oversee the actual 
importations (or some of them) and Wanchai was responsible for transferring the funds to Thailand. From July to September 1996, Wanchai had transferred over $2.5 million in cash through the agency of students 
recruited at Bond University (R v Ng [2002] VSCA 108, [4]).  
 
In October 1996, the offenders were apprehended after they had attempted another importation. On 16 September 1996, Bowhay arrived in Australia carrying a wooden crate containing two Thai-crafted wooden wall 
plaques which he had declared to Customs. On 18 September, Ng drove to Li’s residence where it was presumed that the heroin was extracted. At this stage, Li had left Australia to travel to Malaysia and Hong Kong. 
After leaving Li’s residence, Ng discarded some large cardboard boxes containing the wall plaques. Forensic analysis revealed traces of heroin found on the remains of the wooden wall plaques. On 10 October 1996, 
Bowhay returned to Australia with two crates containing four wall plaques. Ng met Bowhay at the airport. These crates were taken into police custody and examine before proceeding with a controlled delivery. Each 
plaque contained 6kg of compressed heroin at 80% purity, the total amount of heroin being 24kg. The police then proceeded with a “controlled delivery” to Bowhay by replacing the heroin with an innocuous 
substance (R v Ng [2002] VSCA 108, [5]).    
Li also arrived in Australia on the same day that Bowhay had brought in the October shipment. On 12 October 1996, Li met Ng and a “purchasing contact” named Nezir Nezirovski at his residence. Li and Ng 
proceeded to extract the heroin and during that process, they were arrested by police. Police also located large amounts of cash and various drug paraphernalia at Li’s residence including scales, mobile phones and 
money (R v Ng [2002] VSCA 108, [6]). At the police interview, it was revealed that Bowhay was a British citizen who had been recruited in Hong Kong. Li was a Hong Kong citizen, Wanchai a Thai citizen and Ng 
was originally from Malaysia. Both Li and Ng were considered “vital members of the conspiracy at a high level in the chain of command” (R v Ng [2002] VSCA 108, [147]). At the time of offending, Ng was 41 years 
old. 
3. R v Le [2004] 
VSCA 111 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 8 June 
2004 
 
Transcript: 8 
July 2003 
Davis Le (formerly 
Phuong Tien Ngo) 
(Vietnamese) 
43 Recipient of drugs 
 
Facilitator for 
importation and 
distribution in western 
suburbs of Melbourne 
 
- Trung Quoc Hoang (buyer & 
Tran’s husband); 
- Phuong Thi Tran (buyer & 
Hoang’s wife); 
- Thi Thuong Tran (Hoang & 
Tran’s supplier); 
- Thi Ngoc Lan Tran (Hoang 
& Tran’s supplier); 
- Mai Tuyet Vu (Hoang & 
Tran’s runner) 
 
Heroin 336g  Vietnam 
 
Heroin concealed in capacitors (or 
batteries) inside amplifiers.  
Le was charged with importing and trafficking heroin. From 1 July to 9 October 2002, Le imported approximately 336g of powder containing high grade heroin. On at least four separate occasions, Le accepted 
delivery of an amplifier by an individual named Nguyen Van Hai from an address in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. On one occasion, the sender was noted as Thi Lan Anh Nguyen from a different address in Ho Chi 
Minh City (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 8). The heroin was concealed within two superfluous metal capacitors or batteries contained in each amplifier. Each capacitor contained 42g of heroin mixture wrapped in 
plastic and carbon paper. The space between the plastic wrapping and the end of the metal capacitor was filled with wax (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 5). The AFP would re-assemble the amplifier and make a 
controlled delivery to Le.       
 
Once in possession of the heroin, Le sold the heroin primarily to a team of “husband and wife” traffickers named Trung Quoc Hoang (Hoang) and Phuong Thi Tran (Tran). Le was selling the heroin for at least $6000 
an ounce and there was evidence to suggest that Le’s heroin was of good quality (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 10). Hoang and Tran also obtained supplies from two other sources – Thi Thuong Tran (also known 
as Mum Thai) and Thi Ngoc Lan Tran or Mum Thai’s sister. Hoang and Tran sold heroin in quantities ranging from 1.7g to 3.5g. They also recruited a friend and “runner” named Mai Tuyet Vu to assist in making 
deliveries and transactions (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 13). 
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Hoang and Tran made three large sales to an undercover operative named An. All three transactions involved An paying $16,500 or $16,000 for an ounce of heroin. For the first transaction, the heroin weighed 28.5g 
and had a purity of 70% (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 14). The second transaction involved 30.7g of heroin with 60% purity. The third transaction weighed 28.4g of which 50% was pure heroin (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Le, [14]-[15]). Although Le was not considered a “principal”, he was a substantial facilitator for heroin importation and distribution in the western suburbs of Melbourne (Transcript of Proceedings, R 
v Le, 37). At the time of offending, Le was 43 years old.           
 
4. R v Phong 
[2005] VSCA 
149 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 10 
June 2005 
Ken Ha Khanh Phong 
(Vietnamese) 
- “Architect” – 
organised the 
purchase and export 
of heroin. 
 
 
- Simon Le Duc (collected, 
stored & distributed heroin); 
- Ah Kiet (related to Phong, 
conduit of information 
between Simon and Phong); 
- Jan Ha Le Trinh (related to 
Phong, responsible for funds 
i.e. managing Phong’s 
money, transferring funds to 
Thailand & paying Simon’s 
wages); 
- Orawan Chaloensap 
(recipient of Thailand funds, 
sister of Phong’s ex-wife); 
- Jan’s employees (unidentified 
– recruited for transfer of 
funds to Thailand). 
 
Heroin 2.99kg  
(pure) 
Bangkok 
 
Method unknown 
Phong was charged with importing a commercial quantity of heroin from Bangkok to Australia. In early December 1995, a package containing 2.995kg of heroin arrived in Australia to be delivered to a man named 
Simon Le Duc, a resident at Springvale, Melbourne. Simon was a Vietnamese born man who had lived in France for an extended period of time employed as a waiter (R v Phong [2005] VSCA 149, [3]). Simon 
accepted an offer from a restaurant proprietor named Ah Kiet (also known as Francois Vann La) to travel to Melbourne and await the delivery of the heroin consignment. By 8 December, Simon had been living in an 
unfurnished house at Springvale and paid wages and bonuses by Kiet’s sister in law, Jan Ha Le Trinh, for waiting. Jan owned a children’s clothing business in Abbotsford (R v Phong [2005] VSCA 149, [4]).      
 
Phong, Kiet and Jan were involved in planning the importation from Thailand to Melbourne. Phong was ordinarily a resident of Melbourne (R v Phong, 10 June 2005, para 5). All three offenders are family members 
although Phong’s relationship with Kiet and Jan was not specified in the evidence. It was alleged that Phong was the “architect” of the importation by arranging the purchase and export of the heroin from Thailand. 
Kiet was responsible for recruiting the services of Simon and was the “conduit” of information between Phong and Simon. Jan was responsible for the collection, management and disbursement of Phong’s money in 
Melbourne, the receipt and transmission of funds to Thailand and the payment of Simon’s wages (R v Phong [2005] VSCA 149, [6]). The Thailand account was in the name of Orawan Chaloensap, the sister of 
Phong’s ex wife. These transfers were conducted in amounts to avoid the banks’ statutory obligations to report transfers over $10,000 (R v Phong [2005] VSCA 149, [8]).    
 
The family members adopted various measures to manage the risks associated with their importation activity. The Crown submitted that Simon was recruited to insulate the three family members from the risk of 
detection and apprehension. Simon received instructions from Kiet to collect, store, divide and distribute a quantity of heroin and then collect the payments that would be remitted to Kiet and Jan (R v Phong [2005] 
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VSCA 149, [7]). Jan also employed other persons to conduct the international money transfers using false details, bank accounts and different banks as a means of distancing herself from any involvement in these 
transactions (R v Phong [2005] VSCA 149, [8]). Conversations between Phong and Simon or any of the other members were heavily coded in case calls were intercepted by police. At times, the offenders also used 
public phone services to avoid interception (R v Phong [2005] VSCA 149, [12]).  
5. R v Thai; R v 
Thai [2005] 
VSCA 283 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 29 
November 2005 
Thi Loang Thai 
(Cambodian) 
 
Phenny Thai 
(Cambodian) 
 
25 
 
 
29 
Recipient of drugs 
 
 
Principal 
- Cambodian contacts or 
suppliers (unidentified) 
Heroin 316.7g Cambodia 
 
Concealed in front and rear covers of 
two photo albums. 
Phenny and Thi were charged with importing and attempting to possess a prohibited import, namely a traffickable quantity of heroin. During the period of 14-22 August 2003, Phenny posted a package to an address in 
Keysborough, Melbourne to his wife Thi using the addressee name of “Ng Hin”. The package contained two photo albums with heroin secreted into the front and rear covers of each album (R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] 
VSCA 283, [12]). The heroin weighed 316.7g with a purity between 68.7% and 70.7% (R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] VSCA 283, [16]). Australian Crime Commission investigators intercepted the package and substituted 
the heroin for an inert substance before making a controlled delivery. On 22 August 2003, an investigator posing as a courier delivered the package to the Keyborough address where Thi signed under the name Ng Hin 
(R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] VSCA 283, [12]).  
 
On 22 August 2003, investigators executed a search warrant at Thi’s home and found the two photo albums containing the substituted powder, large amounts of cash in Australian dollars, US dollars and Thai baht and 
five mobile phones (R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] VSCA 283, [13]). Since January 2000, both Thi and Phenny had travelled overseas on numerous occasions. They were born in Cambodia and came to Australia as 
refugees. Four months prior to the importation, Phenny had travelled to Cambodia and did not return to Australia until May 2004 (R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] VSCA 283, [19]). The Crown submitted that Phenny was 
the principal and organiser of the drug importation, his involvement being purely for profit (R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] VSCA 283, [18]). There was also evidence to suggest that Phenny had strong connections with 
“powerful people” in Cambodia and it is likely that those connections facilitated the importation (R v Thai; R v Thai [2005] VSCA 283, [21]). At the time of offending, Phenny was 29 years old and Thi was 25 years 
old.   
6. R v Teng, Lam, 
Tan & Wong 
[2009] VSCA 
148 (“Pong 
Su”) 
 
Judgment 
(appeal): 19 
June 2009 
Kiam Fah Teng 
(Malaysian)  
 
 
Yau Kim Lam 
(Chinese) 
 
 
 
Wee Quay Tan  
45 
 
 
 
33 
 
 
 
 
33 
Australian contact – 
transport drugs to 
storage and purchaser. 
 
Australian contact – 
confirming delivery 
place from ship to 
shore. 
 
Australian contact – 
- Chui (deceased, member of 
the landing party with 
Wong); 
- Man Sun Song (Korean crew 
member – master); 
- Dong Song Choi (Korean 
crew member – political 
secretary); 
- Man Jin Ri (Korean crew 
Heroin 123.32kg34 Branding and 
packaging 
suggests the 
Golden Triangle 
but analysis 
shows that it 
may have 
originated from 
the Golden 
Crescent or 
Via a general freight carrier, the MV 
Pong Su, a ship that is 106.4m in 
length.  
                                                 
 
34 The Pong Su originally carried 150kg of heroin but approximately 25kg was lost during the process of transporting the heroin from ship to shore.  
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Judgment 
(sentences): 6 
December 2004; 
21 February 
2005; 30 March 
2005; 15 June 
2005; 6 April 
2006; 8 May 
2006 
(also known as Chin 
Kwang Lee)  
(Burmese/Chinese) 
 
Ta Song Wong 
(Chinese/Korean) 
 
 
 
 
 
38 
transport drugs to 
storage and purchaser. 
 
 
Member of the 
“landing party” - 
packed heroin initially 
and transported drugs 
from ship to shore.  
 
member – chief mate); 
- Ju Chon Ri (Korean crew 
member – chief engineer); 
- 26 unidentified Korean crew 
members aboard the Pong Su; 
- “Charlie” (buyer). 
South America.  
The four offenders were participants in the largest known importation of heroin into Victoria at the time. Kiam Fah Teng (Teng), Yau Kim Lam (Lam) and Wee Quay Tan (Tan) were charged with aiding and abetting 
the importation of heroin and Wong was charged with the actual importation of heroin into Australia. The operation used a ship known as the “MV Pong Su” to transport the heroin from North Korea to Boggaley 
Creek, located near the seaside town of Lorne in southern Victoria (R v Teng, Lam, Tan & Wong [2009] VSCA 148, [1]). The evidence suggested that the operation was well planned, well financed, secretive and a 
major international drug smuggling venture. 
 
The Pong Su is 106.4m in length and was originally designed to carry general freight (Pong Su (No.1) [2004] VSC 482, [1]). The Crown submitted that on 25 February 2003, the Pong Su travelled from Nampo in 
North Korea to Xingang in China for ship repairs (Pong Su (No.5) [2005] VSC 3, [2]). From 13 to 14 March 2003, the Pong Su was docked at Yantai port on the coast of China to collect over 5,000 tonnes of sand. The 
Pong Su was destined for Indonesia but diverted to Jae Mae Do in North Korea, arriving on 15 March 2003. It was alleged by the Crown that the heroin packages were loaded onto the Pong Su when it arrived at Jae 
Mae Do (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [6]). Wong and another man named Chui boarded the Pong Su at Jae Mae Do for the purpose of carrying out the importation to Australia (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [7]). 
Documents from the ship indicated that there were 30 Korean crew members on board the Pong Su at the time (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [6]). Members of the crew included: master Man Sung Song, political 
secretary Dong Song Choi, chief mate Man Jin Ri and chief engineer, Ju Chon Ri (Pong Su (No.1) [2004] VSC 482, [2]).   
 
On 28 March 2003, the Pong Su arrived in Jakarta where the sand was unloaded. The Pong Su departed Jakarta on 1 April 2003 and records indicated that the ship’s next destination was Melbourne, Victoria (Pong Su 
(No.5) [2005] VSC 3, [2]). On 15 April 2003, the Pong Su was observed travelling north to Boggaley Creek in southern Victoria. Upon arriving at the destination, an inflatable dinghy was dispatched from the ship 
with Wong, Chui and six packages of heroin onboard. The dinghy overturned on its way to shore resulting in the death of Chui and the loss of one package of heroin amounting to 25 kg (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, 
[2]). The plan involved Wong meeting Teng, Lam and Tan at the shore and the heroin would be transported from the beach by the three men. The exact quantity brought on shore was 123.32kg, containing 82.29kg of 
pure heroin (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [2]). Teng, Lam and Tan had travelled to Australia for the sole purpose of preparing for the collection and delivery of heroin from the Pong Su.    
 
On 27 March 2003, Teng and Lam arrived in Australia from Beijing. Teng was a Malaysian citizen and Lam was a Chinese citizen who had recently lived in Cambodia and Malaysia. Teng entered Australia using his 
own passport and Lam used a false passport (R v Teng [2005] VSC 33, [3]; R v Lam [2005] VSC 98, [3]). On 29 March 2003, Teng and Lam travelled to Geelong where they enquired about accommodation and rental 
cars. On 31 March 2003, Teng rented a Toyota Tarago van and Lam purchased a pair of binoculars and a camera. These items were presumably to assist in the collection and delivery of the heroin once it arrived at 
Boggaley Creek (R v Teng, Lam, Tan & Wong [2009] VSCA 148, [4]). On 13 April 2003, Teng met Tan at Melbourne airport and Tan was also travelling under a false passport. Over the next few days, Teng and Tan 
enquired about the availability of accommodation in Geelong and Lorne (R v Teng, Lam, Tan & Wong [2009] VSCA 148, [7]).  
 
On 16 April 2003, Wong met with Teng and Tan at approximately 1:00am to deliver the heroin from the Pong Su. The heroin was to be delivered to a purchaser known only as “Charlie” (R v Tan [2005] VSC 177, 
[12]). After collecting the heroin, Teng and Tan returned to their hotel in the Tarago van which contained the heroin. At about 6:55am, Teng and Tan left the hotel in the van and were immediately intercepted by 
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police. Police recovered two large packages in the rear of the van which contained 72 blocks of compressed heroin (R v Lam [2005] VSC 98, [21]-[22]). On 17 April 2003, police searched the beach areas at Boggaley 
Creek and located the body of the deceased man (Chui) and Wong, who was hiding in nearby bushland. The police also located an additional three packages of heroin hidden in bushland near the beach (R v Teng 
[2005] VSC 33, [34]). Police inspected the five heroin packages and found that each package bore branding which appeared to originate from the Golden Triangle in the Burma region. However, upon analysis, the 
heroin did not match heroin samples that were generally known to originate from the Golden Triangle. Therefore, it was possible that the heroin may have originated from South America, Mexico, Afghanistan or 
Pakistan (R v Tan [2005] VSC 177, [14]).           
 
The offenders occupied the following roles:   
 
Ta Song Wong 
Police also provided evidence that Wong was involved in packing the heroin before it was loaded onto the Pong Su. Wong and Chui’s fingerprints were found beneath the layers of waterproofing material that covered 
the outside of the packages (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [9]). When the Pong Su approached its destination in Victoria, Wong was responsible for transporting the heroin from the ship to shore. He was a member of the 
“landing party” that would meet the Australian contacts to make the delivery (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [12]). The Crown alleged that Wong was in a position of immense trust because of the valuable nature of the 
cargo (drugs) and that he and Chui were solely responsible for ensuring that the drugs reached the shore (R v Wong [2006] VSC 126, [13]). Wong was born in China to parents of Chinese/Korean ethnicity. At the time 
of offending, Wong was 38 years old (R v Teng, Lam, Tan & Wong [2009] VSCA 148, [15]). 
 
Kiam Fah Teng 
Teng was a member of the “Australian” crew – those who had travelled to Australia for the sole purpose of preparing for the arrival of the Pong Su and its cargo. Teng facilitated arrangements to hire and appropriate a 
vehicle (Tarago van) to transport heroin from the shore to the designated storage area, pending its transfer to other buyers. He was not the “mastermind” or financier but was entrusted by his superiors with the role of 
transporting and storing the drugs. Teng was to be paid $US 80,000 for his role in the venture (R v Teng [2005] VSC 33, [50]). Teng was born in Malaysia and at the time of offending, he was 45 years old R v Teng 
[2005] VSC 33, [56]).     
 
Yau Kim Lam 
Lam was the second member of the “Australian” crew who travelled to Australia on the same day as Teng. Lam was also responsible for preparations leading up to the arrival of the Pong Su. He purchased binoculars 
and a camera, presumably to assist in the commission of the offence. Lam’s key role was to arrange and confirm the place of delivery of the heroin from ship to shore (R v Lam [2005] VSC 98, [28]). His role was 
slightly different to Teng’s in that he was to effect delivery of the heroin from Wong to Teng and Lee, who took physical possession of the heroin (R v Lam [2005] VSC 98, [30]). Lam was a Chinese citizen but in 
recent years, had lived in Cambodia and Malaysia. At the time of offending, he was 33 years old (R v Lam [2005] VSC 98, [41]).  
 
Wee Quay Tan (also known as Chin Kwang Lee) 
Tan was the third member of the Australian crew. His role was similar to Teng’s in that he was responsible for transporting the heroin to the designated storage area and then delivering the heroin to a person named 
“Charlie” (R v Tan [2005] VSC 177, [30]). Tan’s uncles were engaged in some form of illicit business and from a young age, he was introduced to embassy and airline contacts that were obviously familiar with illegal 
business. It can be presumed that these contacts assisted Tan in obtaining a false passport and driver’s licence to enter Australia. Tan was also acquainted with trading techniques for drug dealing and code names for 
drugs (R v Tan [2005] VSC 177, [41]). Tan is believed to be of Burmese/Chinese background and at the time of offending, he was 33 years old (R v Tan [2005] VSC 177, [37]).  
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Drug type Drug quantity Method of supply 
1. R v Tien; R v Pham; R 
v Truong [1998] 
VSCA 6  
 
Judgment (appeal): 22 
July 1998 
 
Transcript: 3 
February 199835; 10 
February 199836 
Cuong Manh Tien 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Tam Hoang Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Thanh Chinh Truong 
(Vietnamese)  
 
34 
 
 
18 
 
 
29 
Wholesaler 
 
 
Wholesaler (co-
offenders with Truong) 
 
Middleman between 
purchaser and Pham (co-
offenders with Pham) 
 
- Neil Jones (undercover 
operative supplied by Tien 
and Pham); 
- Quan Hoang Le 
(middleman for Tien). 
 
Heroin 298.4g37 Purchaser introduced to the supplier by an 
intermediary or middleman. Transaction occurs 
at a pre-arranged location. 
The three offenders, Tien, Pham and Truong all supplied to the same undercover operative, Neil Jones, but only Pham and Truong had an ongoing working relationship and Tien operated with a different trafficking 
group. Truong had previously supplied heroin to Jones on two occasions at the Crown casino. On the first occasion, Truong supplied 6.7g of heroin at 72.8% purity. On the second occasion, Truong supplied 6.9g of 
heroin at 75% purity. For both transactions, the total weight of pure heroin was 10.4g (Transcript of Proceedings (B), R v Tien; R v Pham; R v Truong, 35). Truong acted as the “middle man” between the purchaser 
(Jones) and the drug source (Pham) (R v Tien; R v Pham; R v Truong [1998] VSCA 6, [3])  
 
Pham and Truong were charged with conspiring to supply 8 ounces of heroin to Jones for $52,000. Pham was keen to establish trust with Jones before committing to supply him with the full amount. Pham supplied 
initially a small sample weighing 0.2g of heroin with a purity of 69.6%. The full 8 ounces would be supplied later on the same day. However, at the time of the transaction where Pham and Truong were arrested, the 
police recovered no heroin because the offenders did not have it on hand to make the exchange (Transcript of Proceedings (B), R v Tien; R v Pham; R v Truong, 1-3). At the time of offending, Truong was 29 years old 
and Pham was 18 years old.  
 
Tien supplied heroin to Jones on two occasions. On each occasion, an individual named Quan Hoang Le acted as an intermediary between Tien and Jones. At the first occasion, Tien supplied 27.9g of heroin at 62% 
purity. At the second transaction, Tien supplied 6.9g of heroin at 77% purity (Transcript of Proceedings (A), R v Tien; R v Pham; R v Truong, 11-12). A search warrant executed at Tien’s house revealed plastic 
container with a white coloured rock substance being 26g of heroin, a number of empty plastic bags and two small white coloured rocks weighing 0.11g heroin (Transcript of Proceedings (A), R v Tien; R v Pham; R v 
Truong, 24-25). At the time of offending, Tien was 34 years old.  
 
The court regarded the structure of heroin dealing as follows:  
 
“The structure of heroin dealing in the western suburbs is not as one might imagine of the traditional hierarchical structure of it continually being passed, if you like, from importation down to the street, through a 
                                                 
 
35 Transcript of Proceedings (A). 
36 Transcript of Proceedings (B).  
37 Offenders dealt in quantities ranging from 6.7g to 224g.  
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number of separate hands in a loosely shaped pyramid [p4]. The structure appears to be more in relation to, especially with the Vietnamese in the western suburbs, it’s more like fewer persons between importation 
and street which explains higher levels of purity. They are not importation level but they’re either only one or two cuts down from that and it’s a situation where it is more flexible, in relation to no one person 
appears to be above one another…it’s more a moving flux in relation to smaller dealers who in effect don’t keep the larder too full” (Transcript of Proceedings (B), R v Tien; R v Pham; R v Truong, 5). 
2. R v Pham [1998] 
VSCA 38 
 
Judgment (appeal):  
24 August 1998  
Hien Ngoc Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
30 Street dealer  - Kim Le (unknown role); 
- Binh Nguyen To 
(purchaser). 
 
Heroin 68.58g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Transaction occurs at a pre-arranged location 
such as the purchaser’s car.  
Pham was charged with possession and trafficking of heroin. In May 1995, police executed a search warrant at Pham’s residence and found 220 foils of white powder weighing 16.53g and containing 4.08g of pure 
heroin. Police also located a set of scales and a mortar and pestle, most likely used in the preparation of heroin for retail sale. During the search, a man attended the residence to purchase a cap of heroin from “Lisa”, a 
name used by Pham in her dealings (R v Pham [1998] VSCA 38, [3]). In August 1995, Pham was observed in the company of a woman named Kim Le and a man named Binh Nguyen To. It was presumed that she 
intended to make an exchange of some type with To in his car. As Pham approached the car, she was apprehended by police. Pham’s handbag contained three plastic bags and a parcel wrapped in green tape. The total 
quantity of powder found in the handbag was 52.05g with a pure weight of 38.9g (R v Pham [1998] VSCA 38, [4]). The Crown submitted that Pham and To were medium level distributors however, there was 
insufficient evidence to confirm this conclusion and it is possible that they were only involved in street deals. At the time of offending, Pham was 30 years old.  
3. R v Huu [1999] 
VSCA 40  
 
Judgment (appeal): 19 
April 1999 
Huu Van Le  
(Vietnamese) 
32 Street dealer - Thi Cuong Le (sister); 
- Tony or Cang Ba Nguyen 
(Le’s associate). 
 
Heroin 68.02g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Transaction carried out by the offender, Le or 
Tony. Drugs carried in the boot of the car or 
deposited in the gutter for the purchaser to 
collect. 
 
Le was charged with heroin trafficking after a series of transactions made with an undercover police officer. The transactions were made on the following dates: 
 
12 August 1997 
Le met “covert operative 21” (officer) to deliver one quarter ounce (7g) of heroin. The officer sat in Le’s car whilst Le retrieved the drugs from the boot of his car. The officer paid $2,600 to Le in exchange for 7g. 
Analysis showed 6.96g of white powder, with 59% purity. A number 7 was written on the side of the heroin block in red ink. The officer placed another order for 14g to be delivered on 14 August (R v Huu [1999] 
VSCA 40, [5]). 
 
14 August 1997 
The officer paid Le $5000 for half an ounce of heroin (14g). Le indicated an object (heroin package) in the gutter for the officer to collect. The heroin package also had a number 7 written on the side and also another 
symbol, possibly the letter “C”. Analysis revealed 13.69g of powder of about 60% purity. The officer then placed another order for 14g of heroin to be delivered on 20 August (R v Huu [1999] VSCA 40, [6]-[7]).  
 
20 August 1997 
At this meeting, Le was accompanied by another woman named Thi Cuong Le (Thi) who he introduced as his “sister”. Le informed the officer that for future transactions, the officer would be dealing with Thi. The 
officer paid Le $5000 and again, collected the heroin from the gutter. Analysis revealed 13.88g of powder with a purity of 58% (R v Huu [1999] VSCA 40, [8]). 
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27 August 1997 
The officer met Le to purchase one ounce of heroin (28g). Police had observed earlier that two women had deposited the heroin in the gutter prior to the arrival of the officer and Le. The officer paid Le $9700 for the 
heroin. Analysis revealed 26.6g of powder with a purity of 49%. The heroin had been packaged in a similar manner to those packages obtained from previous transactions (R v Huu [1999] VSCA 40, [10-11]). 
 
2 September 1997 
The officer dealt with a man named “Tony” who gave him one quarter ounce for $2600. Tony provided the officer with his contact details and informed him that he could do deals in “two minutes”. Analysis revealed 
6.89g of powder with 72% purity. Tony’s Vietnamese name was Cang Ba Nguyen and he was subsequently targeted and arrested in another police operation named Edinburgh (R v Huu [1999] VSCA 40, [13]). Tony 
had previously made approximately 100 sales to a female heroin user since September 1997.        
 
At the time of offending, Le was 32 years old (R v Huu [1999] VSCA 40, [1]).  
4. R v Nguyen [1999] 
VSCA 119 
 
Judgment (appeal): 2 
August 1999 
 
Transcript: 4 
November 1998 
Cang Ba Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
46 Street dealer - Ha Thu Thi Vu (street 
dealer/Nguyen’s co-
offender & purchaser); 
- Huu Van Le (street 
dealer/Nguyen’s associate 
& superior). 
 
Heroin 18.89g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Concealed heroin in various locations around his 
home and under fences along his road. Nguyen 
sold heroin to Vu from his home.   
The Victorian Police Drug Squad targeted Nguyen’s drug trafficking activity in an operation codenamed Edinburgh. From September 1997 to January 1998, Nguyen was involved in various transactions with 
undercover police operatives and his co-accused, Ha Thu Thi Vu (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 4). One specific transaction occurred on 2 September 1997 where Nguyen sold a police operative 6.89g of 
heroin for $2,600. The heroin was compressed in four small plastic bags and upon analysis, had a purity of 74% (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 5). Nguyen had been instructed by a man named Le Van Huu to 
carry out this transaction on his behalf; Nguyen received $200 from this transaction (R v Nguyen [1999] VSCA 119, [5]). Le had introduced Nguyen to the trafficking business.   
 
On numerous dates between October 1997 to January 1998, police observed Vu attend Nguyen’s house on at least 100 occasions. On most occasions, Nguyen would leave his house to collect heroin packages that had 
been secreted in various locations around his house and under fences along his road. Nguyen sold the heroin to Vu and Vu would keep a portion for herself and on-sell the remainder to her friends (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 5-6). During a search along the fence line of properties near the vicinity of Nguyen’s home, police located approximately 12g of powder distributed across seven small packages. Upon 
analysis, the heroin was found to be 80% pure (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 7).    
 
Vu was considered a street dealer at the lowest level. Nguyen occupied a higher position in the drug trafficking chain as he supplied Vu with heroin. However, Le was more superior han Nguyen because he was able to 
instruct Nguyen to carry out deals on his behalf. At the time of offending, Nguyen was about 46 years old. The ages of Vu and Le are unknown.   
5. R v Tran [1999] 
VSCA 161 
 
Judgment (appeal): 8 
Luong Dai Tran  
(also known as Duong 
Dai Tran) 
(Vietnamese) 
34 Wholesaler - Unknown Heroin 87g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Method of supply unknown. Tran engaged in 
dealing to fund his addiction and his friends’ 
addictions.   
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September 1999 
 
Transcript: 1 
February 1999 
 
In December 1997, the Victoria Police Drug Squad commenced an investigation known as “Operation Olinda” to target Tran’s trafficking activities (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 1). From 4 May to 18 June 
1998, undercover police arranged four wholesale transactions with Tran (R v Tran [1999] VSCA 161, [5]). From three transactions, police acquired 4 ounces of 80% pure heroin for $29,000. The fourth sale involved 
3g of 40% pure heroin for the sum of $600. On 2 July 1998, police arranged to purchase a further 5 ounces of heroin for $29,000. At the final transaction, Tran was arrested. Police searched his home and located a pair 
of scales but no heroin (R v Tran [1999] VSCA 161, [5]). Tran admitted to dealing to support his addiction but also to support his friends’ addictions (R v Tran [1999] VSCA 161, [6]). At the time of offending, Tran 
was 34 years old.   
6. R v Tran [2000] 
VSCA 95 
 
Judgment (appeal): 15 
May 2000 
Thi Ghet Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
37 Drug runner - Tue (Tran’s partner & 
superior) 
 
Heroin 47.64g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
A milk bar acted as the “retail outlet” for heroin 
sales.   
Tran was essentially a drug “mule”, being an intermediary between her partner, Tue, and a milk bar which was a retail outlet for the sale of heroin (R v Tran [2000] VSCA 95, [6]. On 15 May 1998, Tran was observed 
carrying a bag and entering into a vehicle parked at a block of flats in Flemington. She travelled to a nearby hotel and was intercepted by police. Police recovered $11,000 in cash, a bank book and a set of keys in the 
bag. Police conducted a search at Tran’s flat and found two packages each containing white powder. The total quantity in the packages was 3.04g of approximately 50% purity (R v Tran [2000] VSCA 95, [4]. 
 
On the same day, police searched another flat in the same block of flats using keys obtained from Tran’s set of keys. The search revealed various packages containing white or off-white compressed powder. The total 
quantity of powder was 44.6g of powder with various purities – 37.6g was 50% pure, 6.1g was 80% pure, 0.2g was 90% pure and 0.7g was 50% pure. Police also located a set of scales and cash amounting to $3,300 
(R v Tran [2000] VSCA 95, [4]). 
 
It is likely that Tue recruited Tran because of her difficult personal and financial circumstances, her lack of awareness/sophistication and her inability to speak or communicate in English. The Court suggested that 
Tran trusted Tue’s reassurances regarding the consequences of her criminal activity and therefore, she continued to assist him as a drug mule. At the time of offending, Tran was 37 years old.          
7. R v Doan [2001] 
VSCA 142 
 
Judgment (appeal): 6 
September 2001 
Julie Le Doan 
(Vietnamese) 
28 Wholesaler - Van Vui Nguyen (Doan’s 
partner & co-offender) 
Heroin 1.43kg 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Method of supply unknown. Heroin located on 
Nguyen’s body and on the premises of his 
clothing factory. 
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Transcript: 9 October 
200038; 13 October 
200039 
Doan was charged with trafficking and possession of heroin. Doan’s co-offender, Van Vui Nguyen (also known as John), owned a company named J.J’s Star Clothing Pty ltd located in Yarraville, Melbourne. On 22 
November 1999, police observed Nguyen and Doan in a white van arrive outside the company’s premises (Transcript of Proceedings (D), R v Doan, 297). Doan had accompanied Nguyen on a trip to Sydney, 
presumably to obtain heroin supplies. Nguyen left the vehicle carrying a large blue bag. The blue bag contained four blocks of compressed white powder, wrapped in yellow plastic and bound with cellophane tape. 
Inside the vehicle, police recovered a yellow bag containing $18,000 in cash (R v Doan [2001] VSCA 142, [3]). 
 
Police searched the company premises and located 27.8g of heroin of 50% purity in a cosmetic box found on a bathroom shelf (Transcript of Proceedings (C), R v Doan, 1). From the searches, police recovered a total 
of 1429.9g of heroin or just over 51 ounces. The heroin had a potential street value of almost $1.8 million, depending on the number of times it would be “cut” and the retail quantity (R v Doan [2001] VSCA 142, [4]). 
The court submitted that the quantities involved confirmed the offenders’ status as commercial dealers. At the time of offending, Doan was 28 years old.      
8. R v Phung [2001] 
VSCA 195 
 
Judgment (appeal): 1 
November 2001 
 
Transcript: 17 May 
200040; 23 May 2000 
Quoc Kinh Phung 
(Vietnamese) 
31 Street dealer - Diep (supplier); 
- Mario (street dealer) 
- Phung’s boss (unidentified). 
 
Heroin 44.43g  
(pure)41 
Transaction occurred with undercover police 
operatives at a pre-arranged location.  
The Victoria Police Drug Squad commenced an investigation known as “Operation Quins” into Phung’s trafficking activities. Two undercover operatives, Graham Brown and Dee Peters, were introduced to Phung by 
a street dealer named Mario. The operative Brown purported to be a mid-level trafficker for profit and he was willing to purchase quantities of heroin ranging from 7g to two ounces (R v Phung [2001] VSCA 195, [6]). 
Phung was considered “one step up” from the average street dealer and his main supplier was an individual named Diep. In conversation with Brown, Phung refers to his “boss” and that he would need to confirm with 
Brown whether four or five ounces could be supplied (Transcript of Proceedings (E), R v Phung, 47). Phung’s boss was not identified in the evidence. The police operatives met with Phung on seven occasions, all for 
the purpose of heroin transactions. From those transactions, the police operatives paid Phung a total of $27,000 and obtained 44.43g of pure heroin (R v Phung [2001] VSCA 195, [5]). At the time of offending, Phung 
was 31 years old.   
 
                                                 
 
38 Transcript of Proceedings (C). 
39 Transcript of Proceedings (D).  
40 Transcript of Proceedings (E). 
41 Multiple amounts involved but only total pure amount identified in evidence.  
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9. R v Nguyen [2002] 
VSCA 43 
 
Judgment (appeal): 20 
March 2002 
Quoc Huy Nguyen  
(also known as Kevin) 
(Vietnamese) 
- Wholesaler & 
middleman 
- Lisa Dang (Nguyen’s 
associate); 
- Hai Lam Tran (Nguyen’s 
associate) 
 
Heroin 1.41kg 
(multiple 
quantities) 
 
Transaction occurred with undercover police 
operatives at a pre-arranged location.  
The National Crime Authority (NCA) received intelligence that a Vietnamese man named “Kevin” (the offender Nguyen) was selling 350g heroin blocks for $55,000 each. The NCA engaged undercover police 
officers to make arrangements with Kevin for the purchase of heroin blocks (R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 43, [2]). Two undercover police officers met with Kevin at St Kilda to exchange $220,000 in cash for four 350g 
blocks of heroin. One of the officers asked Kevin if he could supply a further two blocks and Kevin said that he could supply them with a total of six 350g blocks of heroin (R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 43, [3]). Kevin 
arranged to meet the officers in a carpark at North Melbourne to supply the extra two blocks. On this occasion, he was accompanied by two individuals named Lisa Dang and Hai Lam Tran (R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 
43, [4]).  
 
After the transaction had occurred, a police search of the vehicle revealed four blocks of powder that were wrapped in waxed paper and tapes in pairs with brown plastic tape. The four blocks weighed 359.4g, 346.8g, 
351.9g and 350.5g. The heroin purity in each block ranged from 44-65% pure (R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 43, [5]). The court considered Tran a courier in the operation whereas Kevin probably occupied the position of 
a “middleman” or “go-between”. Given the nature and drug quantity involved and Kevin was only an occasional user, he was likely to operate on a wholesale and commercial level.   
 
10. R v Tran [2002] 
VSCA 148 
 
Judgment (appeal): 11 
September 2002 
 
Transcript: 6 
September 2001 
Anh Duy Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
27 Wholesaler - Cuc Thi Tran (Anh’s 
mother); 
- Can Tang (Anh’s 
stepfather); 
- Cuong Cao Hoang (drug 
storage); 
- Hien Pham (drug runner). 
 
Heroin 751.6g  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Transaction occurred with undercover police 
operative at a pre-arranged location e.g. casino, 
temple, residence. 
In April 2000, the Victoria Police Drug Squad commenced an operation codenamed “Operation Cobbler” that targeted the drug trafficking activities of the offender Anh, his mother Cuc Thi Tran and his stepfather, 
Can Tang (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 4). The offenders dealt primarily with undercover police operative Thay, who made regular purchases of heroin from them. The usual arrangement was for Thay to meet 
Anh and Cuc at a pre-arranged location (e.g. casino, temple or house) and the transaction occurred in one of the vehicles. At times, Anh or Cuc drove to Cuong Cao Hoang’s residence at St Albans to retrieve the heroin 
and then return to the meeting point where Thay would be waiting (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 6).  
 
From the information provided, Hoang’s involvement in the drug trafficking activities of Anh and his family could not be fully determined. However, it is presumed that heroin supplies were stored at Hoang’s 
residence as police surveillance established that Anh, Cuc and Tang frequented Hoang’s residence on numerous occasions. Anh and Cuc would meet Thay at the pre-arranged location first, travel to Hoang’s house to 
retrieve heroin supplies and then drive back to meet Thay and carry out the transaction (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 8). A co-offender, Hien Pham, was also involved in the drug trafficking activities of Anh 
and his family but the evidence suggested that he was “at the lowest rung of the hierarchy involved in the drug trafficking process” and that his role was to assist the group by carrying out deliveries of smaller 
quantities of heroin (R v Tran [2002] VSCA 148, [3]).  
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A search warrant executed at the Hoang’s residence in St Albans located cash proceeds from a previous sale carried out with Thay, four mobile phones used to communicate presumably with customers and heroin 
suppliers, a set of scales and 0.2g of 40% pure heroin in Cuc’s wallet (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tran, 9). The total amount of heroin purchased over the trafficking period was 751.6g of 60% pure heroin for 
$106,600. Of those transactions, Anh was only physically involved in handling 27.8g (ounce) of heroin and delivering 350.2g (12.5 ounces) in a transaction at St Albans (R v Tran [2002] VSCA 148, [5]). It was 
alleged that Anh’s involvement in the trafficking was motivated by his addiction but also to assist his mother, Cuc, who had significant gambling debts (R v Tran [2002] VSCA 148, [1]). It is likely that Cuc had a more 
dominant role in the trafficking activity than Anh. At the time of offending, Anh was 27 years old, Cuc was 46 years old, Tang was 45 years old and Hoang was 35 years old. Pham’s age is unknown.   
11. R v Lao; R v Nguyen 
[2002] VSCA 157 
(related to VS12) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 7 
October 2002 
Vinh Lac Lao  
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
Thanh Hung Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
- 
 
 
- 
Importer 
 
 
Large scale 
distributor/wholesaler – 
the “preferred buyer” 
- Ko Kon Tong (middleman 
between Lao and Nguyen); 
- Le Phan Vuong (Ong’s de-
facto partner, Tong’s co-
offender); 
- Dat Thinh Ong (Vuong’s 
de-facto partner, Tong’s co-
offender); 
 
Heroin 6.61kg 
 
Lao imported heroin from China and on-sold the 
heroin to Tong. Tong sold heroin to Nguyen. 
Vuong and Ong assisted Tong by way of 
soliciting funds, seeking wholesale purchasers 
and arranging for the distribution and collection 
of heroin.  
This case involved three consignments of heroin imported by Lao from China to Melbourne in May, June and August 1999. The first two consignments were distributed but the third consignment was intercepted by 
police resulting in the arrest of Lao, Nguyen and their associates (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [3]). There was no evidence presented in the judgment to indicate the size of the shipments.  
 
Originally from Hong Kong, Lao supervised the delivery of the first and third shipment; he supervised the second shipment at arm’s length (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [5]). Lao supplied heroin to a man 
named Tong, who on-sold the heroin to Nguyen. Therefore, Tong was described as the middleman between Lao and Nguyen. A de-facto couple, Le Phan Vuong and Dat Thinh Ong, assisted Tong in his dealings by 
way of soliciting funds, seeking wholesale purchasers of the heroin and arranging for its collection and distribution (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [4]).   
 
Nguyen was a “large scale” heroin distributor in Melbourne and the principal purchaser from Tong (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [6]). The court suggested that Nguyen had, by his own conduct, been taken 
into Tong’s group as the “preferred buyer” and not as a random commercial buyer. Tong characterised this relationship as “inside people delivering to inside people” (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [56]). 
Nguyen supplied Tong with all the necessary funds to purchase heroin from Lao. Nguyen was described as the group’s “cash lifeline” in that he provided funds at all times with the expectation that as the “preferred 
buyer”, he would receive priority access to the heroin when it became available (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [56]).  
 
On many occasions, Tong, Ong, Vuong and Nguyen expressed their joint involvement as akin to a “brotherhood”. This meant there was a considerable degree of trust between the members and a shared commitment to 
making profit whilst accepting the personal and financial risks involved in undertaking such activities (R v Lao; R v Nguyen [2002] VSCA 157, [56]).         
12. R v Tong; R v Ong; R 
v Vuong [2003] 
VSCA 15  
(related to VS11) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 26 
February 2003 
Ko Kon Tong  
(Chinese – Hong 
Kong) 
 
Dat Thinh Ong  
(Vietnamese) 
 
 
44 
 
 
46 
 
 
 
 
Middleman between Lao 
and Nguyen 
 
Wholesaler & Tong’s 
associate – arranged 
purchasers, funding and 
transportation. 
 
- Vinh Lac Lao (Tong’s 
supplier); 
- Thanh Hung Nguyen 
(preferred buyer/purchaser); 
- Sharon Ly (drug collection 
and transportation); 
- Tran Van Phong (recipient 
of heroin consignment); 
Heroin 6.61kg Lao imported heroin from China and on-sold the 
heroin to Tong. Tong sold heroin to Nguyen. 
Vuong and Ong assisted Tong by way of 
soliciting funds, seeking wholesale purchasers 
and arranging for the distribution and collection 
of heroin. 
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Transcript: 30 April 
2001 
Le Phan Vuong 
(Vietnamese) 
 
45 Wholesaler & Tong’s 
associate – arranged 
purchasers, funding and 
transportation. 
 
- Suk Fan Tsui (Tong’s wife). 
This case involved the offenders awaiting receipt of heroin shipments from China and the distribution of that heroin. Tong was a Hong Kong resident but from 1997 to 1999, he made numerous visits to Melbourne 
accompanied by his wife, Suk Fan Tsui (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 1). Tong had a close relationship with a de facto couple in Melbourne – Dat Thinh Ong and Le Phan Vuong. Tong regularly confided in 
them and he relied on their local knowledge of the drug market in Melbourne (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 2). In May 1999, an intercepted conversation between Tong and Vuong revealed that both had 
“pledged their allegiance” to the development of the heroin trafficking business in Melbourne. Tong referred to Vuong as his confidante and Vuong referred to Tong as her boss (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 
5). The offenders were acutely aware of the risks involved in their business as they often discussed the possibility of listening devices and Tong regularly used public phone services, multiple phone cards, false ID 
details and code names for drugs (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 4).      
 
Tong was expecting the first consignment of heroin from China to arrive in Melbourne around June 1999. However, it appeared as though there were issues with its expected delivery date and Tong made numerous 
phone calls to international contacts including, Vinh Lac Lao, his supplier based in Hong Kong and China. During this time, Ong and Vuong were involved in discussions with potential buyers and transporters for the 
heroin. Ong recruited an individual named Sharon Ly who would be personally involved in collecting and transporting the heroin consignment from Sydney to Melbourne. Ong’s primary purchaser was an individual 
named Nguyen. Nguyen had made a financial commitment to the venture but there were issues with Nguyen making advance payments for the heroin (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 7).      
 
On 12 June 1999, Ly collected the first consignment from Sydney. She arranged to meet Vuong and Ong at a private residence in St Albans, Melbourne. However, when Ly’s car was intercepted by police, no heroin 
was found because it had been transferred from Ly’s car, to Vuong’s car and finally, to Nguyen’s car ((Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 13). Tong dealt with Nguyen to ensure the payment was promptly 
transferred to an account in Hong Kong. Tong’s wife was responsible for transferring the money to Hong Kong (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 16). By 27 June 1999, Tong was preparing for the arrival of a 
second consignment of heroin sent from Lao. Lao informed Tong to be ready for “fishing or diving” – fishing being a coded expression for the receipt of heroin (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tong, 19).      
 
The second consignment of heroin was to be placed in an unoccupied vehicle in a car park near Crown Towers (Crown Casino). The vehicle could then be removed to a safer location and the heroin distributed after 
the money had been received in advance. Ong had recruited an individual named Tran Van Phong to receive the heroin shipment and money. This “arms length” approach offered some insulation for Tong, Ong and 
Vuong because Tran would be physically handling the drugs and money to earn his “spurs” in this transaction. Therefore, this transaction can be likened to an initiation process for Tran (Transcript of Proceedings, R v 
Tong, 21). On 2 August, Lao arrived in Melbourne and was allocated a room at Crown Towers with a view to the car park. On 3 August 1999, an Asian male drove the motor vehicle out of the car park and another 
male was seen approaching the boot of the car. All offenders were arrested on the same day. The car boot contained 20 blocks of heroin with a gross weight of 6611.4g. The heroin was 66% pure (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Tong, 33). At the time of offending, Tong was 44 years old, Ong was 46 years old and Vuong was 45 years old.  
13. R v Phung [2003] 
VSCA 32  
 
Judgment (appeal): 15 
April 2003 
Xuan Cuong Phung  
(Vietnamese) 
19 Wholesaler - Chi Khan Voong (Phung’s 
associate & co-offender); 
- Giang Siang Lim (Phung’s 
supplier); 
- Yong Liang Low (Lim’s 
associate).  
Heroin 4.31kg 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Offenders transacted at bus stops and in between 
two apartments that were located on the same 
street. Money and heroin carried in plastic 
shopping bags.  
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Transcript: 12 
February 200142; 13 
February 200143 
 
Police surveillance of Phung and his associates revealed a number of heroin transactions that had occurred involving two unit blocks –163 Latrobe Street (Unit 1) and 161 Latrobe Street (Unit 2) and in Melbourne. 
Unit 1 had been leased to a man named Chi Khan Voong, one of Phung’s associates (R v Phung [2003] VSCA 32, [4]). On 27 April 1999, Voong met a man named Giang Siang Lim at a nearby bus stop. Voong placed 
a black shopping bag between them and Lim picked it up and the two separated immediately. The Crown contends that this transaction involved a part payment for a heroin order (Transcript of Proceedings (F), R v 
Phung, 388). Lim was observed carrying the plastic bag into the Manor House apartments on Darling Street. On 28 April 1999, Lim met Voong and Phung at another bus stop and they exchanged plastic bags. The 
Crown contends that this exchange was the heroin transaction – Voong handed over the remaining balance of money and Lim handed a quantity of heroin to Voong (Transcript of Proceedings (F), R v Phung, 388).       
 
Lim met with a man named Yong Liang Low and both were arrested at Darling Street. Lim was carrying $19,750 in cash, presumably the money acquired from Voong and Phung in the previous transaction. A search 
warrant executed at the Darling Street apartment revealed 10 blocks of heroin in a safe, with a total weight of 3533.4g and a purity ranging from 71.8% to 76.7%. Police also found 18 bundles of Australian dollars in 
the safe (Transcript of Proceedings (F), R v Phung, 391). On 29 April 1999, police executed a search warrant at Unit 1 and found $40,000 Australian dollars and heroin with a total weight of 780.2g (purity from 71.3% 
to 77.1%). Police also located various drug paraphernalia including scales, a cutting surface with a knife, white powder and other utensil used in heroin preparation (R v Phung [2003] VSCA 32, [10]). 
 
Crown submissions states that the heroin found in Unit 1 originated from supplies found in the Darling Street apartment. There were identical features between the Darling Street heroin and the Latrobe Street heroin. 
Both supplies were of similar purity, the same type and manner of wrapping and packaging, the same dimensions, similar weight and each block had a “AAA” marking on one face and a “999” marking on the other 
face (Transcript of Proceedings (F), R v Phung, 391). It was indisputable that the offenders were in possession of commercial quantities of heroin with the intention of selling it. At the time of offending, Phung was 19 
years old (Transcript of Proceedings (G), R v Phung, 424).   
14. R v Taing [2004] 
VSCA 46 
 
Judgment (appeal): 2 
April 2004 
 
Transcript: 29 
November 2002 
Huong Kieng Taing 
(Cambodian) 
45 Middleman between 
suppliers in Sydney and 
Melbourne 
 
- Minh Gia Ly (Taing’s 
subordinate, second in 
charge, partnership with 
Chau); 
- Dung Minh Nguyen 
(Taing’s subordinate); 
- Cuong Chi Chau (Taing’s 
subordinate, partnership 
with Ly); 
- Unknown suppliers in 
Sydney and Melbourne. 
 
Heroin 348.4g Taing purchased heroin from suppliers in 
Sydney. Taing instructed Ly and Chau regarding 
heroin prices and the provision of samples to 
specific customers. Ly and Chau worked in 
partnership to effect sales at the wholesale and 
retail level.  
                                                 
 
42 Transcript of Proceedings (F). 
43 Transcript of Proceedings (G). 
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Taing and his co-offenders, Minh Gia Ly (Ly), Dung Minh Nguyen (Nguyen) and Cuong Chi Chau (Chau) were engaged in heroin trafficking to wholesale buyers in Melbourne from August to October 2000 (R v 
Taing [2004] VSCA 46, [9]). From the evidence, Taing occupied the most senior position in the trafficking business. He was the “conduit” between suppliers in Sydney and Melbourne because he travelled regularly to 
Sydney to meet suppliers and make payments for drug deliveries (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen; R v Taing; R v Ly; R v Chau, 13). He also gave instructions to Chau and Ly regarding heroin prices and the 
provision of samples to specific customers (R v Taing [2004] VSCA 46, [9]). The co-offender, Ly, was second in the “pecking order” and he worked in partnership with Chau to effect heroin sales at both the wholesale 
and retail level. Ly used various false names, addresses and telephone numbers to facilitate his offending (R v Taing [2004] VSCA 46, [10]).  
 
The court could not determine the exact drug quantity that had been trafficked by the group over that period of time. However, at the time of Nguyen’s arrest, police recovered 348.4g of powder of which 209.4g was 
pure heroin and two plastic bags containing mannitol and caffeine – common cutting agents of heroin (R v Taing [2004] VSCA 46, [11]). At the time of offending, Taing was 45 years old, Ly was 24 years old, Chau 
was 26 years old and Nguyen was 23 years old (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen; R v Taing; R v Ly; R v Chau, 8-52).  
15. R v Bui, Pham & 
Wise [2003] VSCA 
125 
 
Judgment (appeal): 1 
September 2003 
 
Transcript: 11 June 
200244; 6 August 
200245 
Van Hien Bui 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Hoa Thi Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Kelvin Mark Wise  
 
53 
 
 
44 
 
 
40 
Street dealer (to Wise) 
 
 
Street dealer (to Wise) 
 
 
Street dealer 
- Staaleson (Wise’s co-
offender) 
Heroin 18.3g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Wise travelled to Laverton, Altona and Footscray 
areas in Melbourne to purchase heroin from Bui 
and Pham. Wise trafficked heroin in the Geelong 
area. 
In December 2000, the Geelong Tactical Response Unit of Victoria Police commenced “Operation Manacle” to investigate the trafficking activities of Wise in the Geelong area (Transcript of Proceedings (H), R v Bui, 
Pham & Wise, 23). Police surveillance revealed that Wise travelled regularly to the Laverton, Altona and Footscray areas in Melbourne to meet his two principal suppliers – Bui and Pham. Bui and Pham were in a de-
factor relationship. Bui supplied Wise with approximately 5-6g of heroin on each occasion (Transcript of Proceedings (H), R v Bui, Pham & Wise, 24). Intercepted telephone conversations revealed Wise stating to Bui 
that he could move $14,000 worth of heroin a day. These conversations were usually about drug transactions and general “drug talk” (Transcript of Proceedings (H), R v Bui, Pham & Wise, 25). 
From 28 April to 6 May 2001, Wise was an in-patient at the Geelong Hospital. During that period, Wise’s co-offender Staaleson carried out transactions with Pham (R v Bui, Pham & Wise [2003] VSCA 125, [12]). On 
five occasions, Staaleson travelled to Melbourne and purchased approximately 2g of heroin from Bui for $1500. She then returned to Geelong to cut and prepare the heroin for re-sale. Staaleson arranged for two 
runners to sell the heroin on her behalf (Transcript of Proceedings (I), R v Bui, Pham & Wise, 154). A police search conducted at Bui and Pham’s residence located two rocks of heroin, weighing 5.0g and 5.3g, and a 
set of scales used to weigh the heroin (Transcript of Proceedings (H), R v Bui, Pham & Wise, 32). At the time of offending, Wise was 40 years old, Bui was 53 years old, Pham was 44 years old and Staaleson was 42 
years old.         
16. R v Huynh [2004] 
VSCA 128 
Con Chi Huynh 
(Vietnamese) 
33 Broker/middleman - Thi Ngo (Huynh’s 
customer, Thuy’s sister) 
Heroin 813g 
(multiple 
Huynh supplied to the Ngo sisters. Thuy Ngo 
rented property to act as a drug warehouse and 
                                                 
 
44 Transcript of Proceedings (H). 
45 Transcript of Proceedings (I).  
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Judgment (appeal): 5 
August 2004 
- Thuy Phuong Ngo 
(Huynh’s customer, high 
end distributor); 
- Long Tan Pham (Ngo’s 
subordinate); 
- Binh Tan Pham (Ngo’s 
courier); 
- Kim Ngoc Ta (street dealer, 
Ngo’s buyer) 
 
quantities) also recruited couriers to carry out transactions.  
Huynh and three other co-accused, Thuy Phuong Ngo (Ngo), Long Tan Pham (Long) and Binh Tan Pham (Binh) were charged with trafficking commercial quantities of heroin. Huynh supplied heroin to Ngo from his 
home at St Albans where he operated a clothing business and a drug trafficking business. It was alleged that Huynh also supplied heroin to Ngo’s sister, Thi Ngo (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [8]). On three 
occasions, Huynh supplied 50g blocks of 50% pure heroin to the Ngo sisters for a purchase price varying between $45,000 and $52,000 (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [9]). 
 
Ngo shared a house with her husband, Long and brother-in-law, Binh. Ngo used Binh as a courier to deliver drugs to customers and collect money. One of Ngo’s customers was Kim Ta, to whom she sold 
approximately an ounce every one or two days at a price of about $4,000 per ounce. Ngo also provided Ta with premises from which Ta conducted wholesale dealings for street and retail distribution of heroin. On 
occasions, Ngo was assisted by Long but the Court concluded that the majority of Ngo’s transactions were conducted without Pham’s knowledge [para 10]. Ngo also rented property at another address in St Albans for 
the sole purpose of drug storage. She was arrested at this property whilst obtaining heroin from a cache of 663g of heroin (50% purity) which was concealed at the premises (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [11]). The 
judge concluded that Huynh was trading in large blocks of heroin worth tens of thousands of dollars to Ngo for distribution (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [12]).  
 
The offenders occupied the following roles: 
 
Con Chi Huynh 
Huynh was considered a “broker” or the middleman between his own suppliers and the co-accused in this case. The profit he obtained was the difference between the price for which he purchased the heroin from his 
suppliers and the price for which he on-sold the heroin to the co-accused (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [17]). At the time of sentencing, Huynh was 33 years old (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [14]).   
 
Thuy Phuong Ngo  
The court considered Ngo as being at the “centre of a nest of heroin distributors” involved in the full time heroin trade. In preparing the heroin for retail sale, Ngo was also skilled in using cutting agents such as 
Panadeine Forte and Glucodin to cut the heroin. She also rented warehouses/storage facilities to store drugs and provided Kim Ta with a unit for the purpose of selling drugs (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [30]). 
Therefore, Ngo’s criminality was significant and she was likely to occupy a position on the higher end of the drug distribution chain. At the time of sentencing, Ngo was 32 years old.  
 
Long Tan Pham  
Long acted under Ngo’s instructions because she controlled the drug business (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [40]). Long assisted Ngo in running the business but the court was unable to determine the extent to which 
he was financially rewarded for his efforts. At the time of sentencing, Long was 30 years old.    
 
Binh Tan Pham  
Binh acted as the courier and he occupied no other roles in Ngo’s business. He only made a small sum of money of about $10,000 in his role as a courier (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [49]). At the time of sentencing, 
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Binh was 23 years old.  
 
Kim Ngoc Ta 
Ngo supplied Ta with ounce lots of heroin to sell from her Fitzroy unit to street dealers and users in that area. Ta usually paid Ngo $4000 to $9000 to purchase the heroin. The heroin was supplied from a hole cut out in 
the security screen door and deals ranged from $20 to $300. Ta also recruited an individual named Huong Thi Pham to assist her in making sales (R v Huynh [2004] VSCA 128, [55]). At the time of sentencing, Ta was 
30 years old.   
17. R v Nor [2005] VSCA 
46 
 
Judgment (appeal): 25 
February 2005 
 
Transcript: 18 
December 2002 
Chhom Nor 
(Cambodian) 
31 Street dealer - Chea Nor (Chhom’s 
brother); 
- Bon, My, Dah and Rhett 
(Chhom’s suppliers); 
- Kelly Stevenson (Chhom’s 
girlfriend and co-offender); 
- Tab (co-offender). 
 
Heroin 33.4g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Transactions occurred at a pre-arranged location 
(suburbs of Springvale and Noble Park).  
In August 2001, the AFP commenced an investigation into a Cambodian syndicate suspected of heroin trafficking. Chhom was involved in trafficking heroin around the Springvale and Noble Park areas in Melbourne. 
Prior to the investigation, police had executed a search warrant at Chhom’s premises in July 2001 and located foil, scissors, $5482 in cash and a plastic bag containing 33.4g of powder of which 25% was pure heroin. 
At the time, Chhom’s brother, Chea Nor, was also present at his residence (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nor, 3).  
 
Intercepted conversations revealed that Chhom had an extensive network of customers. During these conversations, the customers made requests for 0.4, 0.5, 0.8 or a cap which refers to various quantities of heroin. 
Arrangements were made with the callers to meet Chhom in different locations around the Springvale and Noble Park areas (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nor, 8). Chhom’s sales ranged from 0.2g-0.8g and in 
amounts varying between $100 and $700 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nor, 9).   
 
Chhom also purchased bulk quantities of heroin from his Cambodian suppliers – Bon, My, Dah and Rhett. These conversations were conducted in the Khmer language. Chhom personally attended to sales to users and 
low level dealers or he engaged the services of his girlfriend, Kelly Stevenson and another male friend named Tab to conduct deals on his behalf (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nor, 9). Chhom was also a substantial 
drug user and claimed that he only trafficked to finance his own habit (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nor, 14). At the time of offending, Chhom was 31 years old.  
 
18. R v Nguyen [2005] 
VSCA 40 
 
Judgment (appeal): 3 
March 2005 
Thanh Cong Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
47 Street dealer - Dinh Pham (co-offender) Heroin 2g46 Method of supply unknown. Nguyen was a 
heroin addict who supplied to fund his own 
addiction.  
 
                                                 
 
46 Offender dealt in quantities in the range of 1g-2g.   
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Transcript: 31 August 
2004 
Police had targeted Nguyen as a result of an investigation into two Vietnamese drug trafficking syndicates. Nguyen and his co-offender, Dinh Pham, were engaged in street level dealing. Arrangements were made by 
telephone for Nguyen and Pham to purchase 1 or 2g of heroin every few days for the purpose of re-sale (R v Nguyen [2005] VSCA 40, [3]). Their suppliers were not identified in the evidence. Police could not 
determine the exact quantity of drugs sold by Nguyen over the trafficking period, although it is confirmed that he was dealing only at the street level to other users. Nguyen was also a heroin addict and it was 
suggested that his involvement in dealing was to support his own habit; he was at the “bottom of the distribution chain” (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 10-13). At the time of sentencing, Nguyen was 47 years 
old.   
19. R v Duong [2005] 
VSCA 71  
 
Judgment (appeal): 7 
March 2005 
 
Transcript: 1 April 
2004 
Thanh Ngoc Duong 
(Vietnamese) 
33 Wholesaler – higher 
than the average 
“middleman” 
- Chi Buu Buu (co-offender); 
- Dieu Duong (Thanh’s 
brother and co-offender); 
- Van Vu (co-offender); 
- Zi Min Zhang (principal, 
transported ecstasy) 
- Lin Zhang (transported 
ecstasy); 
- Hong Luo (transported 
ecstasy).  
 
Heroin  
 
Ecstasy 
36.05kg47 Transactions occurred at pre-arranged locations. 
Thanh obtained ecstasy from Hong Kong. Zi, Lin 
and Hong transported the ecstasy from Sydney to 
Melbourne.   
Thanh was charged with trafficking heroin from 11 December 1999 to 1 March 2000 and trafficking in a commercial quantity of MDMA from 13 June 2000 to 20 November 2000 (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [2]). 
On 11 December 1999, Thanh and a co-offender, Chi Buu Buu, met with an undercover police operative, Angela Wilson, to exchange 351.4g of heroin (70% pure) for $52,000 (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Duong, 
3). Duong continued to traffic unknown quantities of heroin at street level up until the end of February 2000. From 23 June to 14 September 2000, Thanh’s brother, Dieu Duong, was involved in numerous transactions 
with police operatives; the exact quantities were unknown (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [6]).  
 
In relation to the MDMA charges, on 13 June 2000, Thanh offered to supply 10,000 to 20,000 ecstasy tablets to police operatives. For that purpose, Thanh travelled to Hong Kong to obtain the MDMA supplies and in 
his absence, Dieu acted on his behalf (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [7]). An agreement was made to supply 100,000 ecstasy tablets for $1,700,000 to be split into two transactions – 50,000 tablets for $850,000. At the 
pre-arranged meeting, cars holding the drugs and money were swapped between the buyer and the seller (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [7]).  
 
The prosecution stated that initially Thanh and Chi Buu Buu were collaborating with each other and later on, Thanh continued trafficking (mainly ecstasy) with his brother, Dieu. Another co-offender Van Vu was also 
involved in trafficking with Thanh and he made one supply to an undercover operative. Zi Min Zhang, Lin Zhang and Hong Luo were part of the transaction involving 100,000 ecstasy tablets. They were responsible 
for transporting the ecstasy from Sydney and providing security during the actual transaction (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [9]). Zi Min Zhang was described as the principal of the group, with Thanh occupying a 
higher position than a “middleman” (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [13]). At the time of offending, Thanh was 33 years old (R v Duong [2005] VSCA 71, [3]).  
                                                 
 
47 Case involved 351.4g of heroin and 100,000 ecstasy tablets. Number of tablets converted to metric weight based on conversions from previous cases.  
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20. R v Tan [2005] VSCA 
54 
 
Judgment (appeal): 18 
March 2005 
 
Transcript: 18 
October 2002 
Chin Poh Tan 
(Singaporean) 
43 Wholesaler - Lee Su Kim (associate) 
- Abe (registered NCA 
informant) 
 
Ecstasy 16.2kg Drugs left in the boot of an unattended car in a 
car park.  
 
Tan was charged with possessing and trafficking prohibited imports, namely MDMA or ecstasy (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tan, 5). From February 2000, the National Crime Authority (NCA) investigated the 
trafficking activities of Tan and his associate, Lee Su Kim. The NCA’s registered informant named Abe, arranged to purchase 20,000 ecstasy tablets for $400,000 from Lee and Lee sourced her ecstasy from Tan. At a 
previous meeting, Lee gave two ecstasy samples to Abe. One sample was green with an apple logo and the other sample was purple/pink with a butterfly logo (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tan, 7). Upon analysis, 
both tablets contained MDMA. On 10 March 2000, Lee arranged to meet with Abe in a carpark to effect the transaction. Abe and a covert police operative named Anna collected the drugs from the boot of a Barina 
vehicle that had been parked in the carpark and left unattended by Tan (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tan, 9).    
 
The police recovered 20,347 ecstasy tablets from the boot of the Barina, packaged into lots of 1000. After searching Lee’s vehicle, police recovered 2986 ecstasy tablets. A search of Tan’s residence revealed 36,588 
tablets and the tablets were in various colours – blue, green and purple (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tan, 9). The total seizure consisted of 59,921 tablets weighing approximately 16.2kg, with a pure weight of 
8.47kg (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tan, 14). During police interviews, Tan revealed that he had brought similar quantities of ecstasy tablets from Singapore to Melbourne on previous occasions and that he 
expected to be paid approximately $10 for each tablet (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Tan, 11). At the time of offending, Tan was 43 years old.     
21. R v Luong, Nguyen & 
Cao [2005] VSCA 94 
 
Judgment (appeal): 29 
April 2005 
Tuyet Giang Luong 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Thi Hong Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Thi Huong Cao 
(Vietnamese) 
 
38 
 
 
- 
 
 
52 
Wholesale Distributor 
 
 
Wholesale distributor 
(Cao’s daughter) 
 
Wholesaler  
- Ky (senior courier for Cao); 
- Tran (drug preparation); 
- Minh Tho Ly (courier for 
Nguyen); 
- Xuan (Luong’s husband, 
distributor); 
- Duong (dealer for Luong & 
Xuan).  
Heroin 350g blocks Cao sourced heroin from suppliers in New South 
Wales and was responsible for cutting and 
preparing the heroin. Nguyen was responsible for 
distributing the heroin through various agents 
within the Vietnamese community. An extensive 
heroin distribution network operated inside a 
block of Housing Ministry flats. Both Luong and 
Cao employed numerous couriers. 
  
The three offenders, Luong, Nguyen and Cao were initially targeted by police as part of an investigation into money laundering, known as “Operation Cran” (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] VSCA 94, [1]). Nguyen 
had been spending significant amounts of money at Crown Casino despite claims that she was a single mother with three children and residing at a Housing Ministry flat in Collingwood (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao 
[2005] VSCA 94, [2]). Police intercepted communication lines between the offenders. Cao was Nguyen’s mother and she resided at Lalor with another individual named Tran. The investigation established that Cao 
sourced heroin from a supplier in New South Wales. She was a trusted customer of the suppliers and would receive heroin on credit (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] VSCA 94, [3]). Police estimated that Cao 
received approximately two to four 350g blocks of heroin each week for subsequent distribution (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] VSCA 94, [4]). Cao was also responsible for cutting and preparing the heroin for 
distribution and on occasions, she was assisted by Tran. Tran also distributed heroin to his own customer base (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] VSCA 94, [3]). 
 
Nguyen was responsible for distributing the heroin through various agents within the Vietnamese community. Nguyen’s operation was based at her residence in Collingwood. The heroin was priced at $4,000-$4,500 
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per ounce and she recruited a man named Ky (Thanh Phong Tran) to deliver the heroin to her customers. Evidently, Ky occupied the role of a drug mule or courier. By mid 2000, Nguyen had recruited various 
members of the Vietnamese community to deliver drugs at her direction, including the father of her youngest child, Minh Tho Ly (not all of Nguyen’s drug mules were identified) (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] 
VSCA 94, [4]). One of Nguyen and Ky’s customers named Luong (also known as “Aunty Sau”) and Luong’s husband, Xuan, operated their own heroin distribution network from a housing estate on the same street as 
Nguyen and Ky. Within the housing estate, Luong maintained five separate flats from which they operated their trafficking business. Luong also recruited distributors, including one individual named Duong who was 
set up in a flat with a heroin supply. Thus, there was an extensive drug distribution network that operated within those Housing Ministry flats (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] VSCA 94, [5]).  
 
Cao presided over the distribution operations run by Nguyen and Ky (R v Luong, Nguyen & Cao [2005] VSCA 94, [8]). She supplied and prepared the heroin to be collected by Nguyen and Ky for distribution.  
Nguyen acted as the wholesale distributor and Ky was the senior courier in the operation. Luong could also be categorised as another distributor as she operated her own trafficking business. At the time of sentencing, 
Cao was 52 years old, Luong was 38 years old and Nguyen’s age was not identified in the judgment.       
22. R v Truong [2005] 
VSCA 147 
(related to VS26) 
 
Judgment (appeal): 24 
May 2005 
 
Transcript:  
3 September 2004 
Tuan Quoc Truong  
(Vietnamese) 
22 Wholesale distributor  - Martin Tran;  
- Van Nam (or Nhan) Tran 
(Truong’s supplier);  
- Thu Dao (Truong’s mother 
& supplier). 
 
Heroin 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
Unknown Method of supply unknown.  
From March to November 2002, a police investigation known as “Operation Male Target” targeted the trafficking activities of two drug syndicates – one syndicate controlled by Martin Tran and the other controlled by 
Van Nam (or Nhan) Tran and Thu Dao (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 3). This case is related to VS26 – R v Tran [2006] VSCA 222. Truong was Thu Dao’s son and he was involved in trafficking wholesale 
quantities of heroin and methylamphetamine. Police intercepted numerous phone calls between Truong, Dao and Tran where discussions centred on the pricing and distribution of heroin and methylamphetamine 
(Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 4). In essence, Dao and Tran were Truong’s “suppliers”. Police could not determine the exact quantity of drugs trafficked by Truong although it was evident that he was not a 
street level dealer. Truong dealt in wholesale quantities but he was not at the top of the distribution chain (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Truong, 5). At the time of offending, Truong was 22 years old.    
23. R v Le; R v Nguyen 
[2005] VSCA 284  
 
Judgment (appeal): 1 
December 2005 
 
Transcript: 1 
February 2005 
Roy Le  
(Vietnamese) 
 
Thanh Huynh Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
63 
 
 
24 
Drug preparation 
 
 
Drug runner/courier 
- Tri Van Diep (principal of 
syndicate); 
- Mengel, Helen and Hieu 
(Diep’s suppliers); 
- Hoang Lam (drug runner); 
 
Heroin 2.16kg  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Diep operated a trafficking business with an 
extensive network of suppliers, distributors and 
runners. Diep obtained heroin from his 
supplier/s, transported the heroin to his safe 
house, prepared the heroin for distribution (Le) 
and used runners to carry out transactions.  
 
In April 2003, the Major Drug Investigation Unit (MDIU) of the Victorian Police commenced an investigation into the trafficking activities of Tri Van Diep and his associates. MDIU had received intelligence from an 
Australian Crime Commission operation codenamed Operation Dura (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 4). Diep was the principal of the syndicate and he operated an extensive network of suppliers, runners and 
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distributors. He arranged for the supply and distribution of heroin to numerous persons in the Melbourne metro area (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 6). Upon his direction, Diep’s runners attended to his customers 
to supply heroin and retrieve cash for the sale. The principal runner in Diep’s business was an individual named Nguyen. Nguyen was responsible for meeting several suppliers and obtaining heroin for sale. To 
distance himself, Diep arranged for contact between his associates and Nguyen using multiple mobile phone numbers (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 6). Nguyen also distributed the heroin to sub-runners including 
a group of runners known as the “Springvale Boys” (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 7). The court stated that Nguyen was a drug addict and that he received little financial enrichment from his activities with Diep 
(R v Le; R v Nguyen [2005] VSCA 284, [6]).     
 
Diep’s network of suppliers included individuals identified as Mengel, Helen and Hieu (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 8). Diep. To manage the risks with dealing, Diep usually arranged for one of his associates to 
meet with the suppliers, take possession of the heroin and then transport it presumably to Diep’s safe house. Mengel also recruited a runner named Hoang Lam, who at times also carried out transactions for Diep. Lam 
was considered “expendable”; he was primarily used to keep Mengel at arms length from the physical transactions (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 11).      
 
Diep recruited Le (also known as “old man”) to prepare the heroin for distribution. Le was the main occupant of Diep’s safe house where all the drugs were stored and prepped for distribution (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Le, 10). The usual practice involved Diep contacting Le to inform him that Nguyen would be supplying him with a quantity of heroin for preparation. Diep would also provide instructions on how to 
cut the heroin and the weights that he required for sale. Le used an electric grinder to mix the heroin with cutting agents and then he placed it in a heroin press to compress the mixed powder (Transcript of Proceedings, 
R v Le, 10). After prepping the heroin, Le would arrange to meet Nguyen for delivery. From intercepted conversations and surveillance, police estimated that the syndicate had trafficked 2159.8g of heroin in the 
trafficking period (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Le, 14). At the time of offending, Diep was 39 years old, Nguyen was 24 years old, Le was 63 years old and Lam (Mengel’s runner) was 25 years old.   
24. R v Pham; R v 
Nguyen [2006] VSCA 
68 
 
Judgment (appeal): 23 
March 2006 
Quang Hung Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
 
 
Manh Huong Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
 
 
- 
 
 
 
32 
Drug storage, 
preparation and 
distribution. 
 
Quang’s superior  
- Allan Nguyen (co-
offender); 
- Anh Dung Thai (co-
offender); 
- Ngoc Lam Pham (co-
offender); 
- Xang Cuong Nghiem (co-
offender); 
- Catherine Nguyen (co-
offender); 
- Thi Hai Phan (co-offender). 
 
Heroin 874g  
(multiple 
quantities)48 
Quang received, stored and prepared drugs from 
his residence. Both Quang and Manh had 
connections with suppliers in New South Wales. 
Manh supplied heroin to Quang and the other co-
offenders. No evidence to suggest how actual 
transactions occur after an order for heroin is 
made.   
Both offenders, Quang and Manh, were members of a large scale heroin trafficking enterprise conducted between Sydney and Melbourne (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [2]). A police investigation targeting 
the group monitored over 600 phone calls between Quang and Manh and their other co-offenders: Allan Nguyen (Allan), Anh Dung Thai (Thai), Ngoc Lam Pham (Ngoc), Xang Cuong Nghiem (Xang), Catherine 
Nguyen (Catherine) and Thi Hai Phan (Phan) (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [12]). Allan, Quang and Manh were “important cogs” in this enterprise which distributed high grade heroin in half gram 
samples, single grams, 3.5g lots, quarter ounces, half ounces, single ounces and multiple ounces up to 12.5 ounce blocks (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [7]). The prices varied from $200 per half gram to 
$6,000 and $10,000 per ounce and from $90,000 and $120,000 for a block of 12.5 ounces (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [7]).    
 
                                                 
 
48 The offender dealt in quantities ranging from 0.5g-350g and 524g of heroin was located at the offender’s residence.  
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Quang occupied a residence at St Albans which served as the primary “hub” for receiving, storing and preparing the drugs. At his residence, Quang received the heroin, mixed it with cutting agents and then re-
distributed the heroin through a number of people including Manh (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [8]). From August 2001 to October 2001, Quang made over 200 phone calls to drug suppliers in New South 
Wales and his co-offenders (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [9]). A seach warrant executed at Quang’s residence found various drug paraphernalia including cutting agents (Mannitol), hydraulic jacks, a pair 
of stilsons, metal plates and pressers, blenders, scales, gloves and silver foil for packaging. Police also recovered some rock heroin and 524g of heroin of 10% purity (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [11]).       
 
Through covert surveillance and intercepted conversations, police established that Quang acted upon Manh’s instructions (R v Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [10]). Manh supplied heroin to Quang and to others 
below Quang in the chain of distribution. Quang supplied heroin to Allan and the other co-offenders. Evidence suggested that Quang and Ngoc both had connections with heroin suppliers in New South Wales (R v 
Pham; R v Nguyen [2006] VSCA 68, [18]). At the time of offending, Manh was 32 years old. The ages of the remaining offenders were not identified.   
25. R v Ta [2006] VSCA 
79 
 
Judgment (appeal): 11 
April 2006 
 
Transcript: 21 April 
2005 
Kenshiro Ta 
(Chinese) 
  
Lien Mong Thuy 
Nguyen  
(Vietnamese) 
 
26 
 
 
26 
Street dealer 
 
 
Street dealer 
- Unknown customers and 
suppliers.  
Heroin 28.3g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
A customer would contact Ta by phone. Ta 
divided a quarter ounce lot of heroin into 0.2g 
portions to sell for $50 or 0.1g for $20.  
Ta and Nguyen were engaged in street level dealing. Police executed a search warrant at their residence and located four brown packages containing 28.3g of heroin at 25% purity. Police also found $2,150 in cash, a 
writing pad with several names and contact details, batteries and 10 mobile phones (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Ta & Nguyen, 5). During the police interview, Ta revealed that he made approximately 10-20 deals 
per day and that he purchased heroin every four or five days from his supplier (unknown). When a call was made to purchase heroin, Ta would cut a quarter ounce lot into 0.2g lots of heroin to sell for $50 or 0.1g lots 
to sell for $20. The money found at their residence and in bank accounts were largely proceeds from heroin sales. It appears that Nguyen played a less significant role than Ta in the dealing; she is best described as an 
“aider and abettor” (R v Ta & Nguyen [2006] VSCA 79), [8]). At the time of offending, both Ta and Nguyen were 26 years old and had heroin addictions.      
26. R v Tran; R v Tran 
[2006] VSCA 222 
(related to VS22) 
 
Judgment (appeal):  
19 October 2006 
 
Martin Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Van Nhan Tran 
(Vietnamese) 
 
36 
 
 
47 
Principal of syndicate 
 
 
Martin’s customer and 
wholesale distributor 
- Thanh Son Le (drug 
runner); 
- Huong Ty Nguyen 
(Martin’s sister & drug 
runner); 
- Tao (drug runner); 
- Thu Dao (Van’s partner & 
co-offender); 
Heroin  841.2g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Martin sourced heroin from Sydney suppliers, 
namely Paul Anh Hai. Martin recruited a number 
of drug runners to carry out transactions on his 
behalf. One of his customers was the offender, 
Van. Van operated his own heroin distribution 
group with the assistance of his partner, Thu 
Dao.   
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Transcript: 31 
October 200549; 7 
November 200550 
- Paul Anh Hai (Martin’s 
NSW supplier); 
- Martin and Van’s 
customers. 
 
From March to November 2002, police investigated a suspected drug trafficking syndicate within the Vietnamese community. Police intercepted approximately 3500 phone calls which were conducted primarily in the 
Vietnamese language. The subject of the calls related to obtaining heroin supplies, completed and future heroin transactions, heroin collection, delivery, pricing, quantity and availability (Transcript of Proceedings (K), 
R v Tran, 76). Martin occupied the central position in the syndicate; he had an extensive network of runners and customers. His runners included Thanh Son Le (principal runner and assistant), Huong Ty Nguyen and a 
man named Tao. Thanh was married to Ty Ouyen [sic] Nguyen who was the sister of Van Le, Martin’s de-facto partner and Huong Ty Nguyen was Martin’s sister (Transcript of Proceedings (K), R v Tran, 76). Martin 
may have recruited other runners who remain unidentified by police. Martin was also connected to a Sydney supplier named Paul Anh Hai. Anh Hai is a term of respect in the Vietnamese community meaning “elder 
brother” (Transcript of Proceedings (K), R v Tran, 79).  
 
Within the alleged trafficking period, Martin had trafficked approximately 490g of powder (Transcript of Proceedings (K), R v Tran, 77). Van Nhan Tran was one of Martin’s customers and he purchased heroin from 
Martin for the purpose of on-selling. It was alleged that Van Nhan was involved in all aspects of the trafficking business. Van Nhan negotiated, prepared and arranged heroin transactions of all sizes, including making 
arrangements for the collection and delivery of heroin (Transcript of Proceedings (J), R v Tran, 8). However, Van Nhan was also a heroin addict and his addiction was considered the primary motivation behind his 
involvement in the drug trade (R v Tran; R v Tran [2006] VSCA 222, [15]). Van Nhan was assisted by Thu Dao, who occupied an administrative type role in his business. Dao took heroin related phone calls, passed 
messages to Van Nhan and arranged for the collection and delivery of heroin (Transcript of Proceedings (J), R v Tran, 9). Van Nhan and Thu Dao were involved in trafficking a total of 351.2g of heroin (Transcript of 
Proceedings (J), R v Tran, 10).  
 
Both Martin and Van Nhan had extensive customer networks. Apart from Van Nhan, Martin’s customers included: Chin, Hao, Duo [sic], Tao and Hong Em Nguyen (Transcript of Proceedings (K), R v Tran, 81). Van 
Nhan’s customers included: Peter and Koula Poulopoulos, Bou Gia Li, Lam Huong, Trong, Tan Cong Nguyen, Dinh Vam [sic] and Lan Hein [sic] (Transcript of Proceedings (J), R v Tran, 14). These customers were 
named in the transcripts however, it is likely that many customers remain unidentified by police. At the time of offending, Martin was 36 years old and Van Nhan was 47 years old (R v Tran; R v Tran [2006] VSCA 
222, [4]-[5]). 
27. R v Nguyen [2007] 
VSCA 165 
 
Judgment (appeal): 23 
August 2007  
Trung Van Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
24 Street dealer - Tam Van Nguyen (Trung’s 
brother & street dealer);  
- Yen Van Nguyen (Trung’s 
brother & street dealer); 
- Xuan Pham (friend & street 
dealer); 
- Oswald Shaw (street 
dealer); 
- David Lu (street dealer); 
- Quang Pham (street dealer). 
Heroin 20.5g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Trung, Tam, Yen and Xuan sold heroin to users 
in Richmond and the Northern suburbs of 
Melbourne. All four offenders were heroin 
addicts. They purchased approximately 14g per 
day from an unknown supplier and orders were 
taken by phone using various aliases. Retail 
amounts usually weighed 0.5g-1g and on some 
occasions, up to 7g.   
                                                 
 
49 Transcript of Proceedings (J). 
50 Transcript of Proceedings (K). 
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Trung, his two brothers Tam Van Nguyen (Tam) and Yen Van Nguyen (Yen) and the brothers’ friend, Xuan Pham, sold heroin to users in Richmond and the northern suburbs of Melbourne in 2004 and early 2005 (R v 
Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [3]). The three brothers and Pham were all heroin users and as their heroin use increased, the four offenders began selling heroin to support their addiction and for the brothers, provide an 
income. They purchased approximately 14g of heroin per day from an unknown supplier and prepared 7g for resale, keeping the remaining 7g for personal use. The four offenders eventually built up a clientele of 
approximately 60 drug users (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [7]).      
Orders for heroin were taken by phone using various aliases. Portions were cut from a larger block of heroin, weighed and then packaged into smaller amounts. The packages usually weighed half a gram or one gram 
and on occasions, up to seven grams. The cost of each package varied from $50 to $2000, depending on weight (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [8]). The three Nguyen brothers generally sold heroin to users in the 
northern suburbs and in the afternoon, they would meet Pham to sell heroin in Richmond and the inner suburbs of Melbourne (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [9]). The group also recruited other drug users to assist 
them in street dealing including Oswald Shaw, David Lu and Quang Pham (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [10]).  
 
From 15 November 2004 to 10 February 2005, police targeted the group’s activities by using a number of undercover agents to make nine separate purchases to the amount of 20.5g. Police also intercepted 
approximately 9000 phone calls in a six week period and observed the group selling heroin to users during police surveillance. Various customers also gave evidence to the police indicating the amount of heroin they 
had purchased from the group (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [11]).    
 
In sentencing, Pham’s culpability was considered less than other members of the group because he engaged in dealing primarily to take a small portion of the heroin for personal use (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, 
[31]). At the time of offending, Pham was between 19 to 20 years old. For Tam, he was aged between 21 and 22 years old at the time of offending and although he was also a heroin addict, he had a more significant 
role in the drug dealing enterprise (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [42]). Tam’s number was distributed amongst potential customers. Trung was aged 24 to 25 years at the time of offending, also a heroin addict with a 
similar level of culpability as Tam (R v Nguyen [2007] VSCA 165, [47]).      
28. R v Vu [2008] VSCA 
64 
 
Judgment (appeal): 24 
April 2008 
 
Transcript: 24 April 
200651; 9 May 200652 
Hoa Trong Vu 
(Vietnamese) 
46 Street dealer  - Tien (Vu’s subordinate & 
street dealer); 
- Tran (Tien’s wife & co-
offender). 
Heroin 656g  
(multiple 
quantities) 
Vu and Tien conducted their trafficking business 
in the western suburbs of Melbourne and 
Geelong. Tien collected, conveyed and stored 
quantities of drugs in his car. Tran assisted Tien 
by preparing customer orders. Tien and at times, 
Tran would meet the customer at a pre-arranged 
location to effect the transaction.  
 
The Victoria Police Major Drug Investigation Division conducted an investigation known as “Operation Poach” into the drug trafficking activities of Vu (also known by the alias Hung) and his associates (Transcript 
of Proceedings (M), R v Vu, 54). Vu conducted his business primarily in the western suburbs of Melbourne and Geelong. Customers contacted Vu via mobile phone and made arrangements to meet him at a specific 
location to carry out the transaction (Transcript of Proceedings (M), R v Vu, 55). Vu recruited an individual named Tien to be another contact for customers and also to assist him in making transactions. Vu was 
superior to Tien in the distribution chain and when Vu was away, Tien continued dealing to customers on his behalf.  
 
                                                 
 
51 Transcript of Proceedings (L). 
52 Transcript of Proceedings (M).  
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Tien operated the trafficking business the western suburbs of Melbourne and from various motor vehicles. Tien collected, conveyed and stored quantities of drugs in his car (Transcript of Proceedings (M), R v Vu, 54). 
After he received an “order” from a customer, Tien directed his wife, Tran, to prepare the required amount for sale. Either Tien or at times, Tran, would personally meet the customer at a pre-arranged location to make 
the transaction. Tien trafficked in quantities ranging from 0.5g to an ounce or 28g (Transcript of Proceedings (L), R v Vu, 16). During the trafficking period, it was alleged that Tien trafficked between 500-600g of 
heroin. One transaction involved the supply of 504.3g of heroin to undercover operatives named Dong and Kate (Transcript of Proceedings (M), R v Vu, 55). Police executed a search warrant at Tien and Tran’s 
residence and located 56g of heroin and $20,850 in cash (Transcript of Proceedings (L), R v Vu, 18). At the time of offending, Tien was 47 years old and Vu was 46 years old.            
29. R v Nguyen [2008] 
VSCA 141  
 
Judgment (appeal): 14 
August 2008 
Transcript: 16 May 
2007 
Van Tu Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
38 Wholesale distributor - Tan Van Pham (principal of 
syndicate); 
- Phong Hoai Van (syndicate 
member); 
- Sourixay Orfanos 
(syndicate member); 
- Binh Van Tran (syndicate 
member). 
 
Heroin 756g  
(multiple 
quantities) 
The syndicate utilised three vacant premises in 
Melbourne for drug deliveries made by other 
syndicates. Pham was responsible for the re-
compression of heroin, collecting drugs from 
suppliers and making payment for those 
deliveries.  
Nguyen was a member of Tan Van Pham’s heroin trafficking syndicate. Pham was involved in trafficking commercial quantities of heroin in Victoria, Queensland and South Australia. The syndicate utilised three 
vacant premises in Melbourne for drug deliveries made by other syndicates (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 141, [5]). Identified members of the syndicate include Pham, Nguyen, Phong Hoai Van, Sourixay Orfanos and 
Binh Van Tran (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 55). Pham recruited Nguyen as a distributor who was the recipient of numerous drug deliveries (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 141, [5]). Pham was also responsible 
for the re-compression of heroin, collecting drugs from suppliers and making payment for those deliveries (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Nguyen, 55).  
 
On 27 August 2004, a member of Pham’s syndicate named Tran arranged for Sourixay Orfanos (another member) to deliver a 350g block of heroin to Nguyen and collect $95,000 in payment from Nguyen (R v 
Nguyen [2008] VSCA 141, [5]). On 29 September 2004, police executed a search warrant at Nguyen’s home. Police recovered 406g of heroin, a cutting agent named Manitol [sic] and various drug paraphernalia such 
as scales, a commercial heroin press, mobile telephone and numerous SIM cards. The police also located large quantities of cash (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 141, [6]). At the time of offending, Nguyen was 35 years 
old.    
30. R v Le [2008] VSCA 
155 
 
Judgment (appeal): 25 
August 2008 
Van Dat Le 
(Vietnamese) 
50 Wholesale distributor - Tri That Ton (supplier); 
- Minh Duc Nguyen (Ton’s 
buyer & syndicate 
member); 
- Kha Mieu (syndicate 
member); 
- Phu Thi Dinh (syndicate 
member); 
- Van Quan Nguyen 
(syndicate member); 
- Van Tam Le (syndicate 
member); 
- Julie Ngoc Le (syndicate 
member); 
Heroin 2.76kg 
(multiple 
quantities) 
Heroin trafficking syndicate operated in and 
around the Fitzroy area, Melbourne. The primary 
supplier, Ton, sold heroin to Minh Duc who in 
turn supplied to other syndicate members.  
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- Trinh Nguyen (syndicate 
member); 
- Van Le (syndicate 
member); 
- Khen Luc Van (syndicate 
member); 
- Van Dat Le (syndicate 
member).  
 
Le and ten co-offenders were members of a drug trafficking ring that operated in and around the Fitzroy area. Police had been monitoring the group’s activities from August to December 2005. The primarily supplier 
for the group was Tri That Ton who supplied to a member named Minh Duc Nguyen (Duc) and in turn, Duc supplied (directly or indirectly) to nine other members: Kha Mieu, Phu Thi Dinh, Van Quan Nguyen, Van 
Tam Le, Julie Ngoc Le, Trinh Nguyen, Van Le, Khen Luc Van and Van Dat Le (the offender) (R v Le [2008] VSCA 155, [3]).  
 
Duc operated from his residence in Fitzroy and it was alleged that in the three month period, Duc had trafficked approximately 2.765kg of heroin in 37 separate transactions to customers. The transactions usually 
involved one ounce or multiple ounces. Duc engaged the assistance of two women, Julie Ngoc Le and Trinh Nguyen, to collect and deliver heroin and cash. Duc and his co-offenders used telephones under false names 
to conceal their identities and also used codes in telephone conversations to avoid detection (R v Le [2008] VSCA 155, [4]). At the time of offending, the offenders were aged: Minh Duc Nguyen (50 years), Van Quan 
Nguyen (42 years), Van Le (62 years), Khen Luc Van (37 years), Van Dat Le (50 years), Van Tam Le (age unknown), Kha Mieu (age unknown), Tri That Ton (age unknown), Trinh Nguyen (age unknown) and Julie 
Ngoc Le (age unknown).   
31. R v Do [2008] VSCA 
199. 
 
Judgment (appeal) 10 
October 2008 
Minh Thanh Do 
(Vietnamese) 
- Courier - Two unnamed associates; 
- Unnamed superior who 
provided Do with 
instructions. 
 
MDMA  1.08kg Do and two unnamed associates were instructed 
to transport 1.08kg of MDMA tablets by car from 
Sydney to Melbourne.  
Do was charged with trafficking a large commercial quantity of MDMA tablets. Do was arrested along with three other co-offenders (unnamed) whilst driving a motor vehicle. A bag was found in the boot of the car 
that contained almost 5000 MDMA tablets, weighing approximately 1.08kg (R v Do [2008] VSCA 199, [7]). Upon questioning, Do stated that the drugs belonged to him but at trial, he said that he was only a “courier” 
who had been instructed by another man (unnamed) to deliver the drugs from Sydney to Melbourne (R v Do [2008] VSCA 199, [8]). He refused to disclose the name of the man who had supplied him with the drugs 
originally and did not know the name of the Melbourne contact to whom the drugs were to be delivered [para 24]. Do informed police that he knew the drugs were to be eventually sold in Melbourne but did not 
specify to who or in what amounts. The evidence was inconclusive as to whether Do was a mere courier or whether he occupied a higher position in the distribution chain.  
32. R v Nguyen [2008] 
VSCA 235  
\Judgment (appeal): 
28 November 2008 
 
R v Nguyen [2003] 
VSC 508 
Hai Minh Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
21 Middleman & driver - Lang Dang (Ly’s partner, 
syndicate member); 
- Lien Thuy Ly (Dang’s 
partner, syndicate member); 
- Hoa Van Nguyen (syndicate 
member); 
- Michael Smithers (Beau’s 
Heroin 12kg 
(multiples 
quantities) 
Heroin trafficking syndicate (possibly controlled 
by Beau Raymond) that operated throughout the 
metropolitan suburbs of Melbourne. Dang and Ly 
operated in partnership and purchased heroin 
from Beau. Hoa was Dang’s “aider” in making 
transactions and recovering debts. Hai negotiated 
purchases between Dang and Beau. Beau sold 
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Judgment: 12 
December 2003 
purchaser); 
- George Tsatsis (unknown 
role); 
- Robert Goddard (unknown 
role; 
- Beau Raymond Goddard 
(potential syndicate 
principal, Dang’s supplier); 
- Hung Minh Nguyen (Hai’s 
brother, Hoa’s son, Dang’s 
stepson, syndicate member). 
 
heroin wholesale to various customers including 
non-syndicate member, Smithers. Beau 
encouraged users to buy heroin from Smithers 
and in turn, Beau collected proceeds of drug sales 
from Smithers.   
Hai was a member of a heroin trafficking syndicate that operated throughout the metropolitan suburbs of Melbourne. The Victorian Police Asian Squad had been investigating the syndicate’s activities in conjunction 
with investigations by the Australian Federal police on heroin importations from Vietnam to Australia (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [11]). Nguyen was charged with eight co-accused: Lang Dang (Dang), Lien Thuy 
Ly (Ly), Hoa Van Nguyen (Hoa), Michael Smithers, George Tsatsis, Robert Goddard (Robert), Beau Raymond Goddard (Beau) and Hung Minh Nguyen (Hung) (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [10]). Hung and Hai 
were Hoa’s sons and Dang’s stepsons. (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [11]). Dang and Ly operated as a partnership. Dang and Ly purchased heroin blocks from at least five different sources, including Beau who was 
Hai’s acquaintance (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [12]). The total quantity of heroin trafficked by Dang and Ly amounted to approximately 12kg and each heroin block (350g) purchased from Beau costed between 
$105,000 and $115,000 (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [15]). 
 
Beau sold heroin on a wholesale level and cultivated cannabis at his premises (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [12]). Beau also sold heroin to non-members of the syndicate, namely Smithers. Smithers purchased large 
commercial quantities of heroin and on-sold them to customers who were encouraged by Beau to purchase from Smithers. Beau collected the proceeds of sale from Smithers and then paid him for his dealing activities 
(R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [13]). It was alleged by police investigators that Beau was the “ringleader” of the heroin trafficking syndicate (R v Nguyen [2003] VSC 508, [5]). 
 
Hai 
At the time of offending, Hai was 21 years old and addicted to heroin and cannabis. Hai acted upon Dang’s instructions as the “middleman” for negotiations between Dang and Beau. Hai’s unit was often used as a 
meeting point to carry out heroin transactions (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [19]). Hai and Hung trafficked in relatively small quantities of heroin that Hai had obtained from Dang; he sold small amounts and kept 
some for personal use (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [20]-[21]). Hai was also responsible for driving suppliers to various locations in order to meet customers and make transactions (R v Nguyen [2003] VSC 508, 
[5]).      
 
Dang  
Dang was 34 years old at the time of offending and she adopted a higher role in the distribution chain than Hai. From February 2003 to August 2003, Dang and Ly trafficked a total of 12kg of heroin, dealing in 350g 
blocks of heroin. They had a network of approximately 16 customers, including Hai (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [41]-[42]). Dang used a number of mobile phones to contact her associates and customers, drove 
numerous different cars and also operated various bank accounts to conduct her trafficking activities (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [40]).  
 
Hoa  
Hoa was aged 46 years at the time of offending. Hoa was not considered Dang’s business partner in the same capacity as Ly. He was characterised as an “aider” in Dang’s trafficking activities (R v Nguyen [2008] 
VSCA 235, [69]). Hoa assisted Dang in the following manner (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [70]): 
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‐ driving Dang to various locations to make drug transactions; 
‐ supplying heroin to customers on behalf of Dang; 
‐ recovering outstanding drug debts; 
‐ operating various mobile phones using false names; 
‐ providing Dang with information on the price of heroin when he travelled to Vietnam; and 
‐ using his bank account to launder proceeds of drug sales.  
 
Ly 
Ly was 43 years old at the time of offending. She was Dang’s business partner however, she generally deferred to Dang who was primarily responsible for supply, storage, mixing and preparation of the heroin (R v 
Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [82]). Ly also used various mobile phones to contact customers and suppliers. She displayed good knowledge of mixing agents and quality of heroin when it was diluted at various ratios. 
Dang and Ly also used a female courier who was described as the “one in danger” (R v Nguyen [2008] VSCA 235, [83]-[84]).      
 
The judgments provided no further detailed information on the role of Robert, Hung, Beau and Smithers apart from the information that has been covered in this summary.  
33. R v Ng; R v Siu 
[2009] VSCA 218 
 
Judgment (appeal): 25 
September 2009 
Tin Yu Ng  
(Chinese) 
 
Yik Lun Siu  
(Hong Kong) 
 
33 
 
 
25 
Wholesaler 
 
 
Courier  
- Unknown suppliers and 
importers 
Heroin 799.5g (pure) Ng would be paid $5000 to deliver imported 
heroin from Sydney to Melbourne. Ng recruited 
Siu to meet the Sydney contact at the collection 
point for the drugs. Once the drugs were 
delivered to Ng, it is presumed that Ng would 
prepare the drugs for distribution.  
  
Ng and Siu were charged with trafficking a commercial quantity of dimethylamphetamine, which is in the same class of drugs as methylamphetamine (ice). The trafficking offence related to the movement of the drugs 
within Australia after its importation, apparently from Malaysia (R v Ng; R v Siu [2009] VSCA 218, [4]).  The quantity involved was 799.5g pure, with the mixture as a whole weighing a little over 1kg. Siu collected 
the drugs from a Sydney supplier and travelled back to Melbourne to deliver them to Ng and another man (R v Ng; R v Siu [2009] VSCA 218, [1]). Intercepted conversations revealed that both Ng and Siu were 
communicating with the people responsible for sourcing and importing the drugs and then arranging for their distribution in Australia (R v Ng; R v Siu [2009] VSCA 218, [5]). 
 
Ng was considered the “dominant” offender who had persuaded Siu to participate in the venture. Ng was to be paid $5,000 for his efforts to arrange for delivery of the drugs from Sydney and also to plan its marketing 
and distribution in Melbourne (R v Ng; R v Siu [2009] VSCA 218, [6]). Ng arranged for Siu to travel to Sydney and meet their contacts at the collection point for the drugs. The Crown described Siu as a “mule with a 
brain”; he had been involved to some extent in the planning and commission of the offence and unlike most mules, had some knowledge of the operation (R v Ng; R v Siu [2009] VSCA 218, [7]). Siu was arrested upon 
his arrival in Melbourne. At the time of sentencing, Ng was 33 years old and Siu was 25 years old.         
34. R v Dang [2010] 
VSCA 13 
 
Judgment (appeal): 15 
February 2010 
 
Transcript: 5 June 
Minh Tam Dang 
(Vietnamese) 
 
Nga My Dang 
(Vietnamese) 
42 
 
 
37 
Wholesaler  
 
 
Wholesaler & 
accountant 
- Thanh Hong Ho 
(middleman between the 
Dangs and the customer); 
- Uncle Four (middleman 
between the Dangs and the 
customer). 
 
Heroin 920.7g 
(multiple 
quantities) 
The Dangs used multiple phone numbers and 
rented premises from which they sold drugs. 
Customers were introduced to the Dangs by Ho 
and Uncle Four. Minh was considered the 
“salesman” and Nga was the “accountant” in the 
partnership. 
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2006 
In 2004, a Victoria Police investigation codenamed “Operation Foody” targeted the trafficking activities of Minh and his wife, Nga. From July to December 2004, Minh and Nga engaged in numerous heroin 
transactions involving 1g to 140g and heroin of 20-70% purity (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Dang; R v Dang, 527). The Crown submitted that a total of 920.7g of heroin was identified through intercepted 
conversations, covert purchases and seizures (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Dang; R v Dang, 429). Minh and Nga’s main supplier was a man named Khiem Chu who was based in Sydney (Transcript of Proceedings, 
R v Dang; R v Dang, 421).  
 
Minh and Nga were engaged in trafficking for the purpose of profit and they utilised various methods to manage the risks involved in this type of activity. They used multiple mobile phones to reduce the risk of police 
interception. The Dangs also recruited two individuals, Thanh Hong Ho and Uncle 4, who were the “middlemen” between them and potential buyers (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Dang; R v Dang, 425-528). The 
Dangs also rented premises from which they sold heroin and it was only until some customers gained their trust, that these customers could visit their own home to purchase heroin (Transcript of Proceedings, R v 
Dang; R v Dang, 426).    
 
Minh was the “salesman” in the partnership. He had direct involvement in the majority of heroin transactions. Nga was the “accountant” in the partnership; it was suggested that she set the heroin prices (Transcript of 
Proceedings, R v Dang; R v Dang, 425). Minh and Nga’s business was an ongoing, joint criminal enterprise and both parties actively assisted each other in that undertaking (Transcript of Proceedings, R v Dang; R v 
Dang, 426). Nga was not a drug user at any stage and from 2005, Minh had ceased drug use. Therefore, both were engaged in drug trafficking primarily for commercial purposes. At the time of offending, Minh was 42 
years old and Nga was 37 years old.         
35. R v Bui [2010] VSCA 
342 
 
Judgment (appeal): 29 
July 2010 
Ky Bui  
(Vietnamese) 
 
30 Wholesaler - Unknown MDMA 
Methyl-
amphetamine 
Methorphan 
Cocaine 
 
2.2kg 
(multiple 
quantities)53 
 
Bui hired a self-storage unit to warehouse 
different types of drugs and precursor chemicals 
used to manufacture methylamphetamine. His 
method of dealing is unknown.   
Bui was charged with trafficking large commercial quantities of MDMA, cocaine, methylamphetamine and Methorphan. He was also charged with possession of ephedrine and various chemicals and equipment that 
were used for the purpose of trafficking drugs (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, [1]). In early 2009, Bui made arrangements to collect a number of precursor chemicals used in the manufacture of methylamphetamine. These 
chemicals included 1kg of iodine and 979 ephidrine tablets (a drug of dependence in its own right) and they were stored in a self-storage unit which Bui had hired in March 2008 (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, [5]-[8]). 
 
Police executed a search warrant on the storage unit and located a sports bag containing (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, [9]):  
A snap lock bag holding a number of beige/light brown pills with a love heart symbol stamped on them (37 MDMA tablets, 30% purity); 
A plastic bag containing a beige/light brown powder (210g MDMA, 25% purity); and 
A large plastic tub containing a light green powder (974g MDMA, 18% purity).     
 
Analysis of the pills and powder confirmed the presence of MDMA. Police also located a container of Benzaldehye, another precursor chemical used in the manufacture of methylamphetamine (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 
                                                 
 
53 Drug quantities included 1.2kg MDMA, 48.1g methylamphetamine, 132.5g methorphan and 403g cocaine.  
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342, [10]). In total, police recovered the following quantities of drugs from Bui and his storage unit – 1196g of MDMA, 403g of cocaine (60-80% purity), 48.1g of methylamphetamine and 132.5g of Methorphan [para 
16]. The police also recovered the following precursor chemicals from the storage unit – 57ml of Benzaldehye, 1241g of iodine and 27.5g of ephedrine (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, [15]). At Bui’s residence, police 
recovered other chemicals and scientific equipment used in the manufacture of methylamphetamine such as sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, isopropyl alcohol, acetone and caustic soda (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, 
[18]-[19]).  
 
Bui was considered a “mid level dealer”, meaning that he was likely to be a wholesaler as opposed to a street dealer (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, [51]). The court considered him sufficiently sophisticated to have access 
to imported materials that were used in the manufacturing process (R v Bui [2010] VSCA 342, [55]). At the time of offending, Bui was 30 years old.  
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1. R v Do [2004] VSCA 
203 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
12 November 2004 
Chinh Quang Do 
(Vietnamese) 
 
44 Sole cultivator  - Thanh (crop purchaser) Cannabis 62 plants  Hydroponic system  
Police conducted a search at Do’s residence and located 62 cannabis plants growing in two bedrooms and an outbuilding of the residence. The cannabis plants were grown using a hydroponic system – the windows 
of the rooms were covered, high intensity lights were placed above the plants, a water irrigation system was installed and holes cut in the roof to allow fumes to escape (R v Do [2004] VSCA 203, [1]). Do purchased 
the equipment to set up the hydroponic system by using an advance payment of $20,000 (for purchase of the entire crop) that he had previously received from a man named Thanh (R v Do [2004] VSCA 203, [2]). 
The “green” weight of the leaves and heads of the 21 mature plants was approximately 19.1kg. The “dry” weight of the material was approximately 4.8kg. The estimated dry weight of all 62 plants had they reached 
maturity would have amounted to approximately 15kg which is substantially less than the commercial quantity of 25kg as prescribed in the legislation (R v Do [2004] VSCA 203, [4]). At the time of offending, Do 
was 44 years old.  
2. R v Bui [2005] VSCA 
300  
 
Judgment (appeal): 
14 December 2005 
Van Xuan Bui 
(Vietnamese) 
- Sole cultivator - Lap Chau Hoang (associate) Cannabis 158 plants Hydroponic system  
Bui was charged with cultivating a commercial quantity of cannabis. On 9 April 2003, police executed a search warrant at a house in which Bui was present with another man named Lap Chau Hoang. Police located 
a cannabis hydroponic growing system in one bedroom and a second hydroponic system in the garage (R v Bui [2005] VSCA 300, [3]). In the bedroom, police recovered 31 large cannabis plants and a variety of 
equipment used in hydroponic systems, including seven electrical transformers. The garage was partitioned into three spaces holding plants of varying maturity – 57 mature cannabis plants and 70 small cannabis 
seedlings in pots (R v Bui [2005] VSCA 300, [4]). The police recovered a total of 158 cannabis plants at the premises. There were 70 small plants and 88 large cannabis plants with the large plants weighing a total of 
40.15kg (R v Bui [2005] VSCA 300, [7]). The Crown’s submission was that Bui acted in concert with Hoang to cultivate the cannabis however, no additional evidence could be identified in the appeal judgment to 
support that conclusion.  
3. R v Pham [2007] 
VSCA 234 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
18 October 2007 
Cuong Van Pham 
(Vietnamese) 
- Sole cultivator - Long (sold plants to Cuong) Cannabis 150 plants  Hydroponic system 
Pham was charged with cultivating a commercial quantity of cannabis. In September 2005, Pham arrived in Australia from Vietnam on a tourist visa. In February 2006, he rented premises at Tallygaroopna in which 
he set up a sophisticated hydroponic cannabis operation. On 20 March 2006, police searched the house and located a total of 150 plants that weighed over 93kg. The plants were at varying stages of maturity and 
approximately half were close to full maturity. An electrical bypass system had also been installed on the premises. Pham made full admissions to the police that he intended on selling the cannabis for profit (R v 
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Pham [2007] VSCA 234, [2]). 
 
In Pham’s record of interview, he informed police that a man named “Chien” owned the house but he had no involvement in the cultivation. Pham said that he bought the plants from a friend named Long. Pham also 
informed police of the methods he used in growing the plants and how he bypassed the electricity as these methods were taught to him by another unnamed friend (R v Pham [2007] VSCA 234, [7]). The Court 
considered Pham a principal in the operation as there was no evidence to suggest that he acted in concert with other offenders.      
4. R v Nguyen [2010] 
VSCA 127 
 
Judgment (appeal): 
13 April 2010 
Hung Truong Nguyen 
(Vietnamese) 
- Sole cultivator  - Nguyen’s wife (unnamed 
co-accused). 
 
Cannabis 197 plants Hydroponic system set up at two rental 
properties.  
Nguyen and his wife were engaged in commercial cultivation of cannabis. In addition to their matrimonial home, they rented two other properties for the sole purpose of cannabis cultivation. Police conducted 
searches on the two properties. At the first property, police located 48 cannabis plants that had been cultivated using a hydroponic system. There was also an electrical bypass system installed to enable the operation 
of lights and equipment without being charged (R v Nguyen [2010] VSCA 127, [7]). At the second property, police found 104 cannabis plants (which had not yet reached maturity) and 45 cannabis plant stems from a 
previous crop. An electrical bypass system was also installed at this premises (R v Nguyen [2010] VSCA 127, [8]). Both Nguyen and his wife regularly visited the properties and there were no other individuals seen 
to be entering and leaving both properties. Nguyen claimed that he was growing the cannabis for someone else and that he used the cannabis to treat back problems (R v Nguyen [2010] VSCA 127, [9]). Although 
there was no evidence to suggest that Nguyen on-sold the cannabis, in light of the commercial quantities it is likely that the crops were sold with the intention of obtaining profit.          
 
 
 
 
